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Translator’s Preface
OFTEN as one sees her name in religious and quasi-religious publications, it has appeared to me,
that those, who so freely use it, for the most part have no acquaintance with the Life of Madame Guyon
written by herself. For many years the English-speaking family has been content to depend, for any
knowledge of her, on Upham's defective and misleading Life, where her catholic spirit appears bound in the
grave clothes of so-called Evangelical dogma. That this should be the case argues ill for the depth of
religious life in those communities. Piety, doubtless, there has been, but of a shallow, superficial character,
hardly veiling a robust selfhood, which keeps its votaries in perpetual movement and fuss, and sends them
running over the world to pluck the motes out of brothers' eyes, forgetful of this great beam in their own.
When doctors and teachers with some knowledge of her writings do seriously mention her name, it is
without exception apologetically and in a tone of patronizing superiority, which shows how much they
have to learn both about themselves and her.
Putting aside for the moment all consideration of her heavenly exaltation, it may yet be seen, when
the secrets of world history are opened up, that her role as forerunner of the moral and spiritual upheaval,
which politically presents itself as the French Revolution, was no unimportant one. The spiritual light
which shone out from her through the darkness of France was not extinguished by her persecution; and it
may well be that to the latent unperceived working of that divine influence of which for a time she was the
channel we owe the profound change which distinguishes modern Europe from its preceding ages. Perhaps
George Sand's dying monk was not in error when he hailed the overthrow of the altar at whose foot he was
killed by the preachers of Liberte, Egalite, et Fraternite, as the opening of the Spirit's reign he had so long
sighed for.
No complete translation of Madame Guyon's autobiography has, apparently, ever been published,
in English. Of those in the British Museum library the fullest is an abridged translation, published at
Bristol, by subscription, in 1772. A couple of years later, in Dublin, appeared an edition which differs from
the above much as the Gospel of St. John differs from the Synoptics; but the Bristol translation has
remained the foundation of all that has since appeared. For whatever claim to originality Upham in his most
unsatisfactory Life puts forward, it is evident, from his reproducing the very mistakes of the Bristol
translator, that he depended on him wholly. Quite recently the Bristol translation has been still further
abridged, in a small volume published at Philadelphia in 1886.
Now, an autobiography such as that of Madame Guyon cannot be abridged without losing much of
what constitutes its peculiar charm and power for those who can appreciate it. As well clip the floating
sprays and delicate twigs, with all their tender green leaves, from a beech tree, until it stands up a mere
exaggerated broom of dry, stiff branches! So the abridged autobiography becomes a tasteless narrative of
events, while the spiritual perfume and unction that breathe from the original phrases, and even apparent
repetitions, entirely disappear. It is to breathe and drink in something of her spirit that one seeks the
company of such a writer. In the translation which I now offer to the public I know I render her meaning. I
hope I have been able to preserve her spirit, so that readers who are compelled to know her only through a
translation may not be serious losers. For it has been to me a labour of love. Commenced as an occupation
to fill up leisure hours in the Indian hot weather, the attraction of the work grew, and I could realize how
far-reaching are the principles of religion enunciated and illustrated in her life. For that which shines forth
with such an extraordinary lustre in her life is the same Light of which Eastern sages had caught a fleeting
glimpse, and which they sought to bring down to the comprehension of their disciples. But in the East, as in
the West, the materializing and externalizing tendencies of human nature rapidly made themselves felt, and
the true Nirvana, where only the self-centre is lost that the Divine Spirit may take its place and make man,
as originally intended, a form to express the Divine Love and Wisdom, was forgotten, and hidden away
from the vulgar in a teaching which, at the present day, seems to point to total individual annihilation. The
French traveller Bernier, who had spent several years in India at the Mogul Emperor's court, shortly before
his death in 1688, incited thereto by the noise the affair of Molinos was making in France, produced from
his old Indian note-books a memoir on the Quietism of India. This was published in October, 1688, six
weeks after his death. He writes: “Among the different fakirs or pagan religieux there are those who are
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called Jogees—that is to say, saints, illumines, perfect, or perfectly united to the Sovereign Being—to the
First and General Principle of all things. They are people who appear to have totally renounced the world,
and who ordinarily withdraw into some secluded garden, like hermits, with a few disciples, who, modest
and submissive, are only too happy to listen to them and serve them. If food is brought them they receive it;
if they are forgotten, it is said, they do without it, and that they live by the grace of heaven in fasts and
perpetual austerities, and are sunk in contemplation; I say, sunk (abimes), for they enter so deeply therein,
that, it is said, they pass whole hours ravished and in ecstasy. Their external senses appear totally inert, and
they maintain that they see the Sovereign Being, as a living and indescribable Light, with a joy and
satisfaction inexpressible, which is followed by a contempt and total detachment from the world. Now here
is the basis of the sect and the secret and mystery of the Kabala, which I discovered only with great trouble
and artifice. Their ancient books teach that the First Principle of things is altogether admirable, and that he
is something very pure (these are their own terms), very clear, and very subtle; that he is infinite, and can
be neither engendered nor corrupted; that he is the perfection of all things, sovereignly perfect, and (what is
to be remarked) in perfect repose, in absolute inaction—in a word, in a perfect Quietism: for they hold that,
being the origin and source of all virtue, of all understanding, and all power (these are still their terms), he
has not, however, in himself either virtue, understanding, or power; that, on the contrary, the property and
sovereign perfection of his essence is to move nothing, to understand nothing, to apprehend nothing (rien
agiter, rien entendre, rien apprendre). For this reason, whoever desires to be perfect, and to live happily
and well, must by a continual contemplation and victory over himself use all possible efforts to become
similar to his Principle, so that, having subdued and entirely extinguished all human passions, he may be
troubled or tormented by nothing, and, after the manner of an ecstatic, entirely absorbed in profound
contemplation, he may happily enjoy this Divine Repose, or Quietism, the happiest state of life one can
wish.”1
Two thousand years before Bernier, the Greeks of Alexander's army had much the same to tell of
the Gymnosophists of India—whence doubtless the hermits of Egypt imported their ideas and practices.
The Mussul-man mystics of Persia, of whom some account is to be found in Henry Martyn's Life, but the
fullest information in a recent book, Browne's “Year Among the Persians,” have evidently been fluttering
round the same principle. This latest traveller has the rare merit of trying to study his subject as a disciple
from within, rather than as a critic from outside; and we have to thank him for a translation from the Babi
poetess, Karrat-ul-Ayn, in which occur the following lines: —
"The country of ‘I’ and ‘We’ forsake;
Thy home in Annihilation make:
Since, fearing not this step to take,
Thou shalt gain the highest felicity.” 2
In no dim or uncertain way, though superficially, the mystic of India and of Persia has seen that
the “Selfhood,” that which makes each man regard himself as the centre of the universe, and look out upon
this universe solely in relation to, and as supplying nourishment for, the self-centre—what Goethe calls das
verdamnte Ich,—is the source of all human troubles, so that true happiness can be reached only by the

1

See Max Muller's “Real Mahatma” in the Nineteenth Century, Aug. 1896, for account
of a modern Jogee.
2

In Vaughan's “Hours with the Mystics” will be found a few extracts from Sufi poets;
but the criticisms of this author, redolent of the “wisdom of the den,” can be accepted by
no serious truth-seeker. Reason, however apt in guessing the sequences and relations of
the images reflected in the intellect—that mirror of the psyche, —can never grasp the
realities of spirit (pneuma).
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annihilation of this “Selfhood.” Then, centred on and animated by the Divine Spirit, man shall resume his
original and proper place, as a finite expression of Divine Love and Wisdom.
It is the same truth essentially, but with the clearer light thereon shed by Christ's life and sacrifice
with its consequence, the help of the indwelling Paraclete, that this autobiography sets forth and illustrates;
and thus we see how true are Law's words, “There is but one salvation for all mankind, and that is the Life
of God in the Soul. God has but one design or intent towards all mankind, and that is to introduce or
generate his own Life, Light, and Spirit in them, that all may be so many Images, Temples, and Habitations
of the Holy Trinity. This is God's good will to all Christians, Jews, and Heathens. They are all equally the
desire of his heart; his Light continually waits for an entrance into all of them; his Wisdom crieth, she
putteth forth her voice, not here or there, but everywhere, in all the streets of all the parts of the World.
There is but one possible way for man to attain this Salvation or Life of God in the Soul. ...and that is, the
Desire of the Soul turned to God. ...
“Suppose this desire to be awakened, and fixed upon God, though in souls that never heard either
of the Law or Gospel, and then the divine Life, or operation of God, enters into them, and the New Birth in
Christ is formed in those that never heard of His name. And these are they that shall come from the East
and from the West and sit down with Abraham and Isaac in the Kingdom of God.”3
In the narrative of Madame Guyon's life are many abnormal incidents which were omitted or
softened down by the translator of 1772, doubtless through regard for Protestant prejudices; yet in John
Wesley's Journals may be found several not very dissimilar. It is to be hoped that readers of the present day
will, thanks to the study of the occult and the recognition of psychical phenomena by large numbers, bring
a more open intelligence to the perusal. Numbers, no doubt, will dismiss all such as pure hallucinations,
that convenient word which, with hysterics, covers so much pretentious medical and philosophical
ignorance; but each one will attribute to them just so much credit as his previous education has prepared
him to afford.4 I do not feel called upon to endeavour to extend that education, but on two matters I venture
to suggest some explanations which may perhaps lessen bona fide difficulties for candid readers. I mean the
terrible seven years of darkness, and the strange suffering she experienced from Father La Combe's
infidelities and waverings.
Throughout, Madame Guyon regards man, as the Latin Church generally does, as composed of
soul and body; but in St. Paul we find man described as body, soul (psyche), and spirit (pneuma) —a
threefold being. Yet she constantly speaks of her “fond” —a word which I have translated as “the central
depth.” This doubtless represents the inmost essence and centre of the pneuma. Now, while we exist on this
physical plane, the operations of the spirit (pneuma) are concealed from us by the limitations the psyche
and body impose, and it is only the result of those operations, having come to birth as a fait accompli,
which rises into consciousness. Thus we are spared much suffering, and, in fact, are like children who are
trusted only with blunted tools while learning their use. The pain and stress of our struggles on this stage
are therefore less than they must be for those who, having laid aside the body, enter upon the psychic stage
of existence with the selfhood in full sway. But for Madame Guyon, even while existing still in the body,
the operations of the pneuma were, I conceive, fully perceptible, not merely as results accomplished, but as
struggles and tortures in progress towards results. Thus in her years of darkness she experienced the
continued process of destruction and gradual mortification of that selfhood, which, drawn away from every
earthly object by the raptures of the Divine Love already poured into her, was yet nourishing itself from
this food as a new form of spiritual selfhood. This danger and the necessary course of remedy are largely
discussed by St. John of the Cross in “The Obscure Night of the Soul.”
3

“Spirit of Prayer,” part i. 97-99.

4

The candid reader, however, will admit as a permissible hypothesis, that the fashionable
opinions of this century in science or metaphysic may not be a complete measure of
Reality. Where, then, Madame Guyon's story clashes therewith, the explanation may
possibly be found, not in her inaccuracy, but in their inadequacy.
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In the same way, after the intimate spiritual union with Father La Combe, all the movements of his
spirit (pneuma) were perceptible to her as movements of her own pneuma; but that pneuma of hers was
now identical with the Spirit of the Saviour living in her; thus, by the infidelity of Father La Combe,
resisting and, as it were, pulling against the Saviour's attraction, her spirit was torn in different directions.
Much that might otherwise seem difficult and obscure in what she tells will perhaps thus become
intelligible, by recognizing that, after her consummation in Unity with the Saviour, she enjoyed a distinct
and full perception of the operations of her spirit while actually in progress. The tremendous vivacity of
these we ordinary persons, in our present state, can form no conception of. To this contrast it is probable
our Saviour alludes when he says, “If ye have not been faithful in that which is least, who will commit to
your charge true riches?” How can you be trusted with your full-edged tools, while you show yourselves so
maladroit or mischievous with the blunt ones lent you for practice? For it is never to be forgotten that man
is essentially pneuma, temporarily compelled to manifest its life and activity through the limitations of
psyche and body. Those who, on the death of the body, continue an existence under the limitations of the
psyche, in a universe related thereto, as our physical universe is related to our physical organs, must yet,
after a time, part with that also, and enter, as pure pneuma, upon the eternal inheritance they have chosen
for themselves—either a life of ravishing and triumphant joy with bliss indescribable, in a society where,
Self extinguished, each one continually realizes and manifests forth with an infinite variety some ever new
phase and aspect of the Divine Nature, with its endless perfections, in a harmony so perfect that the
happiness of each is the joy of all, and the happiness of all is the joy of each one; with capacities ever
expanding and deepening to receive more, and to sink down further into the bottomless depths of the
Saviour's Heart; at the Source to drink more fully of the Light which lives there as all-attracting Love,
incessantly breaking forth in streams of blessing, peace, and joy, while he imparts himself to all who will
receive: —or a life in the coldness, darkness, and isolation of an all-devouring Selfhood, which no ray of
heavenly Light can penetrate, or of Love warm; where the Creature, having entirely and permanently
separated himself from God, is shut up in the poverty of his own covetousness, envy, pride, and wrath,
raging in fury and madness, to experience the contradictory workings and self-torturings of mere Desire,
unsatisfied and insatiable—an Extremity of Want.
Wide indeed of the truth has the Protestant world wandered, when it can accept with such
eagerness, as a solution of difficulties, “Natural Law in the Spiritual World.” Pseudo-science, having, as it
fancies, dethroned God from all control of the Physical Universe, and set up in his place two fetishes,5 has,
it seems, gotten itself baptized and adopted into the Christian system, and crude generalizations of
imperfectly observed and half-understood physical sequences are accepted as capable of explaining the
mysteries of spiritual existence. More hopeful it would be to try to explain the vital activities and living
tissues of an oyster from a microscopic examination of the lime particles in its shell. Swedenborg, a true
man of science, one of the most eminent of his time, endeavoured to show how spiritual law underlies and
rules the phenomena of the physical world, and a still profounder insight into the mystery of the origin of
matter may be found in Law's “Spirit of Love.” Illumined and guided by the light of Boehme, he shows
how matter and its laws are the outward manifestation, on the physical plane, of the essential contrarieties
of working in spiritual desire—the torment of spiritual nature, left to itself and working on and in itself (as
was never intended), divorced from God; to manifest forth whose glories alone, as their vehicle, it had
come into existence with the one qualification thereto of being in itself an extremity of want.
However much there may be in this autobiography to startle the narrow rationalism of Protestant
sects, those of her own Communion, who have made themselves acquainted with the writings of St. John of
the Cross, and the life and letters of St. Catharine of Sienna, must be well aware that these canonized saints
5

The present age was lately characterized, by a speaker at the British Association, as
“drunken with writing.” Could a better illustration offer than the popular acceptance as
efficient causes of two mere phrases: the one—Natural Selection—a contradiction in
terms; the other—Survival of the Fittest—when stripped of the ambiguity in the word
“fittest,” a platitude as rank as Moliere's explanation of opium effects. Doubtless the chief
claim on the scientist's adoration lies in the lurking suggestion of Atheism.
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more than bear out all which Madame Guyon relates and expounds, and, were it not for her own
explanation and the further evidence of political intrigue, which is brought out in Cardinal Bausset's Life of
Fenelon, and St. Simon's Memoirs, it might well be wondered why such obloquy was piled upon a person
so perfectly saintly, according to the accepted standards. But all spiritual independence had left the Gallican
Church. Domineered by the King, himself controlled by Madame de Maintenon, a mere tool in the hands of
her director, it lent itself to the suppression of truth, and not only countenanced, but assisted in the
scandalous political pressure which the French King brought to bear on the Pope and his Court, to force a
condemnation of Molinos, and later of Fenelon, which otherwise could never have been procured. It would
seem as if, for the second time, being offered the choice between darkness and light, this Church
deliberately, and with the approval of the mass of the French people, chose darkness. The Nemesis was not
long delayed. The Revolution of 1789 swept away at one stroke the faithless Church, whose candlestick
had been previously removed, and the French people are still expiating their fathers' indifference to truth,
by which was rendered possible, the massacres of Huguenots, revocation of the Edict of Nantes,
suppression of Port Royalists, and persecution of Fenelon and Madame Guyon. In her writings spiritual
religion offered itself to their consideration in no strange garb, but within the recognized forms of the
Roman Communion, and every element clothed in the approved and sanctioned doctrines of long canonized
saints.
From that catastrophe an Europe is now profiting; for the Apocalyptic beast of Ecclesiastical
Domination received thereby his death stroke, and though we are still under the seducing influences of the
three unclean spirits who had their birth in it,—Democracy, which says boldly, Authority comes from
below, not from above; Materialism, declaring the lusts of the flesh the only source of happiness; Analysis,
falsely called Science, which seeks the solution of the mysteries of Life by going further and further from
the Centre and Source of Life;—yet none of these can operate save by deceiving: the cruel coercive tyranny
of Ecclesiasticism is at an end for ever. Without the support and ignorant bigotry of the laity it never could
have prevailed.
The anonymous writer of a discourse prefixed to some copies of her Life, thus introduces Madame
Guyon to his readers: —
“I had read many spiritual books of undoubted value, and I had collected one hundred and thirty
folio volumes of the most esteemed Fathers of the Church. God forbid I should refuse them the tribute of
veneration which is their due, but I nowhere found Madame Guyon or her writings. How happy should I
esteem myself, dear reader, if my example could serve you as a compass! It is forty years since I had the
happiness, decisive for me, of becoming acquainted with her divine writings. That epoch of my life shall be
for ever blessed. What was not my astonishment to see an order of verities so new for me! At first I
understood very little, for want of that poverty of spirit so necessary to receive the kingdom of God and his
eternal truth. On the contrary, my brain was furnished with those opinions which amuse the children of
men, with those academic doctrines with which grave Divines fill their nurselings, and which they are not
ashamed to call true knowledge. However, in spite of the blindness to which I had been brought by those
common principles, barren for the mind and puffing up the heart, which I took for indubitable, the sweet
and penetrating unction shed forth from all the holy writings of Madame Guyon, that character of truth
which is its own proof, that chain of connected doctrine, that sublime truth always tinctured and tempered
in the love of God, which is its end, —that divine magic attracted me and seized hold of me; rays of light
pierced the denseness of my soul; a secret fire warmed, softened the hardness of my heart. Gradually my
horizon grew clearer; my heart, I say, took fire, and the Light of Life melted insensibly its ice. Then I saw
clearly that I had understood nothing in our holy books, but the little which is accessible to reason, which in
divine things is for man only an additional source of blindness. Then the contradictions it finds there were
completely removed, and a new, pure light of day raised me to the idea of that Christianity of which most
men have scarcely the most elementary notion, far from conceiving its spirit.”
The present translator did not derive his conception of Christianity from Madame Guyon, but drew
directly from the Source, yet would he add his tribute of veneration to all that has been said of her by the
writer quoted; for who can approach this divinely fed fountain with a genuine thirst, and fail to receive
refreshment as from a draught of living water? The Spirit of the Saviour, who alone lived in her, and for
over thirty years, after having so perfected her that her natural and proper dwelling-place was among those
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dazzling white-robed ones of the highest heaven, that had come out of great tribulation, seen by the Apostle
John, yet retained her on earth; not for any further purification, but that He might give to men, in these
modern days, an example and illustration of a life truly hid with Christ in God;—the self-same Spirit still
breathes forth from her record, and penetrates the heart of the reader who will cultivate that simplicity of
mind, that docility of the little child, which is the first essential to being taught of God. For the superior
person, the self-satisfied critic, it must prove a stone of stumbling. Such a one may need some centuries of
providential education, with its many crushing experiences, before Pride shall be so broken as to let fall the
barrier of the Will—that only obstacle throughout all the Universe which can permanently resist the Will of
God: but unless he be a most perverse; obstinate son of perdition, the time will come; for it is difficult to
baffle the resources of Divine Wisdom animated by Divine Love. Then he will have a right understanding
of what Madame Guyon was.
The writer of the discourse alluded to above, himself apparently a Roman Catholic, does not
hesitate to call Madame Guyon the Apostle of our times, and to claim for her a place next to the Virgin
Mary, above all canonized saints. It is a subject for wonder as well as regret that Protestantism should have
regarded her with such coldness, and should have preferred, above that spiritual life from God and in God,
a self-complacent intellectualism fast losing itself in rationalism, agnosticism, and atheistic pessimism. For
Madame Guyon belongs to no Church, or sect, or nationality. Stripped of the purely accidental, due to her
education and surroundings, her life illustrates the catholic, universal doctrine proclaimed by Christ, and
true for Christian, Jew, and Heathen, that “God is a Spirit, and they who worship him must worship in spirit
and in truth” —thus further defined and emphasized by St. Paul, “I live, yet not I, Christ lives in me” —the
creature, NOTHING: Christ, ALL.
The work here translated was published at Cologne in 1720, less than three years after Madame
Guyon's decease, which took place on June 9, 1717,under the title of “La Vie de Madame J. M. B. de la
Mothe Guion, ecrite par ellememe.” According to “La Nouvelle Biographie,” the correct spelling is Guyon.
Her husband, very wealthy, was son to the engineer who had constructed the canal of Briare, for which
work apparently he had been ennobled, while her family name of Bouvieres de la Mothe shows her to have
been noble by birth.
This narrative, commenced under the orders of her spiritual director, and meant originally only for
his eye, was written before and during her first imprisonment, in the year 1688, but subsequently continued,
and finally revised in 1709. The remarkable words in chap. viii., part iii., however, show that she early
foresaw that it would eventually be made public. How this publication came about is explained by the
original editor in his Preface.
Attention having been attracted, both in Germany and England, to the violent proceedings against
Fenelon, whose position as Archbishop of Cambrai had doubtless made him well known to numerous
officers in the allied armies, curiosity was aroused to learn all particulars of the controversy, and, going to
the root of the matter, certain English and German noblemen, not content, our editor tells us, with a mere
perusal of such of Madame Guyon's writings as they had been able to procure, took the opportunity, after
her release from prison in 1703, to visit her in person. “She confided to them the history of her life, written
and revised by herself, and her intention that it should be published when God had withdrawn her from the
world. The manuscript she entrusted to an English Lord, who took it back with him into Eng1and, and who
has it in his possession at this moment. Seeing that God sometime ago withdrew its author, in order that
there may be no further delay in giving effect to her will, I here offer to the public that same Life, from a
copy carefully compared with her original manuscript.”
This positive assertion of the editor (said to be M. Poiret) ought to leave no room for doubt as to
authenticity; while there is the undoubted fact that an autobiography had been written by her, and, under the
secrecy of confession, shown to and carefully read by Bossuet in 1694. Subsequently, in the attack on
Quietism which Madame de Maintenon employed him to undertake, he drew weapons from this
autobiography, which in his eagerness for a controversial victory, he garbled and caricatured, betraying
thus the confidence placed in him; as, indeed, he did also with regard to Fenelon and Rance, the reformer of
La Trappe.
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The writer, however, of the article in “La Nouvelle Biographie” has thought fit to repeat Bayle's
gratuitous doubts, and suggests that in its present form the autobiography is a compilation, based on that
which he says she had made over to the Official of the Archbishop of Paris in 1688, and other documents.
Now, a reference to the work itself will show that this suggestion is baseless: she made over no
autobiographical papers to the Official, and it was subsequent to the surrender of the copies of her other
writings that much of this autobiography was written.
But the reader whose spiritual taste has been cultivated and developed will make light of such
cavils, and as to the genuineness of this autobiography, he will use M. Tronson's phrase, “Je le sens bien.”
He can discern between the didactic style of a M. Poiret—whose ideas, originating in and moulded by
intellect, appeal to intellect —and the spontaneous outflow from the heart, not tied together by a logical
sequence, or woven into ratiocinative cohesion, which offers itself direct to the intuition of the spirit. None
but a person with Madame Guyon's experiences could have written Madame Guyon's Autobiography.
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Chapter 1-1
GOD ALONE.—SINCE you wish me to write a life so worthless and so extraordinary as mine,
and the omissions I made in the former have appeared to you too considerable to leave it in that state, I
wish with all my heart, in order to obey you, to do what you desire of me; although the labour appears to
me a little severe in the state I am in, which does not allow me to reflect much. I should extremely wish to
make you understand the goodness of God to me, and the excess of my ingratitude; but it would be
impossible for me to do it, as well because you do not wish me to write my sins in detail, as because I have
lost the memory of many things. I will endeavour to acquit myself as well as I can, trusting to your
assurance never to let it appear to the eyes of men, and that you will burn it when God shall have drawn
from it the effect that he proposes for your spiritual profit; for which I would sacrifice all things, being
persuaded, as I am, of the designs of God for you, both for the sanctification of your own self, and for that
of others. But I assure you at the same time, that you will not attain this save by much trouble and labour,
and by a road which will appear to you quite contrary to your expectation. You will not, however, be
surprised at it if you are convinced that God does not establish his great works except upon “the nothing.”
It seems that he destroys in order to build. He does it so in order that this temple he destines for himself,
built even with much pomp and majesty, but built none the less by the hand of men, should be previously
so destroyed that there remains not one stone upon another. It is these frightful ruins which will be used by
the Holy Spirit to construct a temple which will not be built by the hand or men, but by his power alone.
Oh, if you could understand this mystery—so profound it is!—and conceive the secrets of God's
conducting, revealed to the little ones, but concealed from the great and wise of the earth, who imagine
themselves to be the councilors of the Lord, and to penetrate the depth of his ways; who persuade
themselves that they attain this divine wisdom, unknown to those who still live to themselves and in their
“own” operations, “concealed even from the birds of the heaven” —that is to say, from those who by the
vivacity of their lights and by the strength of their elevation, approach the heaven, and think to penetrate
the height, the depth, the breadth, and the length of God! This divine wisdom is unknown even to those
who pass in the world for persons extraordinary in light and in learning. To whom, then, will it be known?
and who will be able to tell us news of it ? “Destruction and death.” It is they who “declare to have heard
with their ears the sound of its reputation.” It is, then, in dying to all things and in truly losing one's self as
regards them, to pass into God, and to subsist only in him, that one has some intelligence of the true
wisdom. Oh, how little one understands her ways, and the course she leads her most chosen servants!
Hardly does one discover something of it, than, surprised at the difference of the truth one discovers from
the ideas one had formed of the true perfection, one exclaims with St. Paul, “O depth of knowledge and of
wisdom of God, how incomprehensible are your judgments, and your ways difficult to know!” You do not
judge things as men judge of them, who call good, evil, and evil, good, and who regard as great
righteousness things abominable before God, and which according to his prophet he values no more than if
they were dirty rags; who will even examine with rigour those selfhood-begotten righteousnesses, which
(like those of the Pharisees) will be matters for his indignation and his anger, and not the object of his love
and the subject of his recompenses, as he himself assures us when he says: “If your righteousness does not
exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will not enter into the kingdom of heaven.” Who of us has a
righteousness that approaches that of the Pharisees, and who, while doing much less good than they did,
has not a hundred times more ostentation than they had? Who of us is not well content to appear righteous
to his own eyes and to the eyes of others, and who does not believe it is enough to be righteous in this way
to be so to the eyes of God?
Yet we see the indignation Jesus Christ has exhibited, as well as his forerunner, against these sorts
of persons—he whose gentleness was so infinite that it was the perfect model of all gentleness, but of a
gentleness radical and coming from the heart, not of that affected gentleness, which under the appearance
of the dove preserves the heart of a hawk. Jesus Christ, I say, has had only severity for these self-righteous
persons, and seemed to dishonour them before men. The picture he made of them was strange, while he
regards the sinners with mercy, compassion, and love, and protests he is only come for them, that it is these
sick ones who have need of a physician; that while the Saviour of Israel, he is yet come to save only the lost
sheep of the House of Israel. O Love! it appears you are so jealous of the salvation you yourself give, that
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you prefer the sinner to the righteous. It is true, this poor sinner, seeing in himself only wretchedness, is, as
it were, constrained to hate himself; finding himself an object of horror, he casts himself headlong into the
arms of his Saviour. He plunges with 1ove and confidence into the sacred bath of his blood, whence he
comes forth white as wool. It is then that, all confused at his disorders, and all full of love for him who,
having alone been able to remedy his evils, has had the charity to do it, he loves him so much the more as
his crimes have been more enormous, and his gratitude is so much the greater as the debts which have been
forgiven him are more abundant; while the righteous, supported by the great number of works of
righteousness he presumes to have done, seems to hold his salvation in his own hands, and regards heaven
as the recompense due to his merits. He damns all sinners in the bitterness of his zeal. He makes them see
the entrance of heaven shut for them. He persuades them they ought not to regard it but as a place to which
they have no right, while he believes its opening so much the more assured to him as he flatters himself to
deserve it more. His Saviour is for him almost useless. He goes away so loaded with merits that he is
overwhelmed with their weight. Oh, but he will remain a long time weighed down under that vain-glorious
burden, while his sinners, stripped of everything, are carried swiftly by the wings of love and confidence
into the arms of their Saviour, who gives them gratuitously what he has infinitely merited for them.
Oh, how the former have love of themselves, and little love of God! They love themselves, and
admire themselves in their works of righteousness, which they esteem as the cause of their happiness. They
are, however, no sooner exposed to the rays of the Divine Sun of Righteousness, than it discovers all their
iniquity, and makes them appear so filthy that they make one sick; while he pardons the Magdalen, devoid
of all righteousness, “because she loves much,” and her love and her faith take for her the place of
righteousness. Whence comes it that the divine Paul, who so well understood these great truths, and has so
admirably described them for us, assures us “the faith of Abraham was imputed to him for righteousness”?
This is perfectly fair, for it is certain this holy patriarch performed all his actions in a very great
righteousness. Oh, it is that he did not see them as such, and being entirely disengaged from all of the self
and devoid of its love, his faith was founded only on the future salvation his Saviour should bring him. He
hoped in him even against hope, and this faith was imputed to him as righteousness—that is to say,
righteousness, pure, simple, and clean; righteousness merited by Jesus Christ, and not a righteousness of his
own, performed by him, and regarded as from himself. This, which will appear extremely remote from the
object I proposed to myself at first in writing, will nevertheless conduct you to it insensibly, and make you
see that God chooses for carrying out his works either converted sinners whose past iniquity serves as
counterpoise to the exaltation, or else persons in whom he destroys and overthrows that “own”
righteousness, and that temple built by the hand of men, so that there remains not a stone that is not
destroyed, because all those works are built only upon the quicksand, which is the resting on the created,
and in these same works, in place of being founded on the living stone, Jesus Christ. All that he has come
to establish, by entering the world, is effected by the overthrow and destruction of the same things he
wished to build. He established his Church in a manner that seemed to destroy it. What manner of
establishing a new law, and accrediting it when the legislator is condemned as a criminal by the doctors and
powerful of the earth, and at last dies upon a gibbet! Oh, if men knew how opposed is the “own”
righteousness to the designs of God, we should have an eternal subject of humiliation and of distrust of
what at present constitutes our sole support!
This granted, you will have no trouble to conceive the design of God in the graces he has
bestowed on the most worthless of creatures. You will even believe them without difficulty. They are all
graces—that is to say, gifts—which I have never merited; on the contrary, of which I have made myself
very unworthy. But God, through an extreme love of his power, and a righteous jealousy of the way in
which men attribute to other men the good that God puts in them, has willed to take the most unworthy
subject that ever was, to show that his bounties are effects of his will, and not fruits of our merits; that it is
the peculiarity of his wisdom to destroy what is proudly built, and to build what is destroyed, to make “use
of weak things to confound the strong.” But if he makes use of things vile and contemptible, he does it in a
manner so astonishing that he renders them the object of contempt to all creatures. It is not in procuring for
them the approbation of men that he makes use of them for the salvation of those same men, but in
rendering them the mark for their insults and an object of execration. This is what you will see in the life
you ordered me to write.
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Chapter 1-2
I WAS born, according to some accounts, on Easter Even, 13th April—although my baptism was
not till 24th May—in the year 1648, of a father and mother who made profession of very great piety,
particularly my father, who had inherited it from his ancestors; for one might count, from a very long time,
almost as many saints in his family as there were persons who composed it. I was born, then, not at the full
time, for my mother had such a terrible fright that she brought me into the world in the eighth month, when
it is said to be almost impossible to live. I no sooner received life than I was on the point of losing it, and
dying without baptism. They carried me to a nurse, and I was no sooner there than they came to tell my
father I was dead. He was very distressed at it. Some time after they came to inform him I had given some
sign of life. My father immediately took a priest, and brought him to me himself. But as soon as he came to
the room where I was they told him that mark of life I had given was a last sigh, and that I was absolutely
dead. It is true they could not observe in me any sign of life. The priest went away, and my father also, in
extreme desolation. This state continued so long that were I to tell it, it could hardly be believed.
O my God, it seems to me that you have permitted so strange a course in my case only to make me
better comprehend the greatness of your bounties to me, and how you willed I should be indebted to you
alone for my salvation, and not to the industry of any creature. If I had died then I should never perhaps
have either known or loved you, and this heart, created for you alone, would have been separated from you
without having been one instant united to you. O God, who are the sovereign felicity, if at present I deserve
your hatred, and if in the future I am a vessel prepared for perdition, there remains to me at least this
consolation of having known you, of having loved you, of having sought you, of having followed you, and
how willingly I accept, simply from love of your righteousness, the eternal decree it shall give against me. I
will love it though it shall be more rigorous for me than for any other. O Love, I love your righteousness so,
and your pure glory, that without regarding myself and my own interest, I place myself on its side against
myself: I will strike where it will strike. But if I had died then, I had never loved it. I would perhaps have
hated it instead of loving it, and although I should have had the advantage of never having actually
offended you, the pleasure of immolating myself to you through love, and the happiness of having loved
you, outweigh in my heart the trouble of having displeased you.
These alternations of life and death at the commencement of my life were fateful auguries of what
was to happen to me one day; now dying by sin, now living by grace. Death and life had a struggle. Death
was on the point of vanquishing and overcoming life, but life remained victorious. Oh, if it was permitted
me to have that confidence, and I could believe at last that life will be for ever victorious over death!
Doubtless it will be so if you alone live in me, O my God, who seem to be at present my only life, and my
only love. At last they found a moment when the grace of baptism was conferred upon me. I ceased for a
short time to be your enemy, O my God, but, Alas! how soon I lost so great a good, and how disastrous for
me was my miserable reason, which appeared more advanced than in many others, since it only served me
the sooner to lose your grace! As soon as I was baptized they sought the cause of these continual faintings.
They saw I had at the bottom of the back a tumour of prodigious size. Incisions were made in it, and the
wound was so great the surgeon could introduce his entire hand. So surprising an ailment at such a tender
age ought to have deprived me of life; but, O my God, as you willed to make of me a subject of your
greatest mercies, you did not permit it. This tumour, which discharged a frightful pus, was, methinks, the
symbol that you should, O my Love, discharge the corruption that is in me and take away all its malignity.
Hardly was this strange ailment cured, than, as they have told me, gangrene attacked one thigh, afterwards
the other. My life was only a tissue of ills. At two and a half years, I was placed at the Ursulines, where I
remained some time. Afterwards they took me away. My mother, who did not much love girls, neglected
me a little, and abandoned me too much to the care of women who neglected me also; yet you, O my God,
protected me, for accidents were incessantly happening to me, occasioned by my extreme vivacity, without
any serious consequence. I even fell several times through a ventilator into a very deep cellar filled with
wood. A number of other accidents happened, which I omit for brevity. I was then four years old, when
Madame the Duchess of Montbason came to the Benedictines. As she had much friendship for my father,
she asked him to place me in that house when she would be there, because I was a great diversion to her. I
was always with her, for she much loved the exterior God had given me. I was continually dangerously ill.
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I do not remember to have committed any considerable faults in that house. I saw there only good
examples, and as my natural disposition was towards good, I followed it when I found nobody to turn me
aside from it. I loved to hear talk about God, to be at church, and to be dressed as a nun. One day I
imagined that the terror they put me into of hell was only to intimidate me because I was very bright, and I
had a little archness to which they gave the name of cleverness. At night, when sleeping, I saw a picture of
hell so frightful that, though I was so young, I have never forgotten it. It appeared to me as a place of
fearful gloom, where the souls were tormented. My place was shown to me there, which made me cry
bitterly, and say to our Lord, "O my God, if you would be merciful to me, and give me some days of life, I
would no more offend you." You granted them to me, O my God, and you even gave me a courage to serve
you beyond my age. I wished to go to confession without saying anything to anyone, but as I was very
small, the mistress of the boarders carried me to confession and remained with me. They only listened to
me. She was astonished to hear that I first accused myself of having had thoughts against the faith, and the
confessor, beginning to laugh, asked me what they were. I told him that I had up to now been in doubt
about hell: that I had imagined my mistress spoke to me of it only to make me good, but I no longer
doubted. After my confession I felt an indescribable fervour, and even one time I experienced a desire to
endure martyrdom. Those worthy girls, to divert themselves, and see how far my budding fervour would
go, told me to prepare myself for it. I prayed you, O my God, with ardour and sweetness, and I thought this
ardour, as new as it was agreeable to me, an assurance of your love. This gave me boldness, and made me
urgently demand that they should grant me martyrdom, because thereby I should go to see you, oh my God.
But was there not in this some hypocrisy, and did I not perhaps persuade myself they would not put me to
death, and that I would have the merit of death without suffering it? There must have been something of
this nature, for these girls had no sooner placed me on my knees on a spread-out sheet, than seeing them
raise behind me a great cutlass, which they had purposely taken to test how far my ardour would go, I cried
out, " It is not allowable for me to die without the permission of my father." They said that I would not then
be a martyr, and I said this only to save myself, and it was true. Yet I nevertheless continued much
afflicted, and they could not console me. Something reproached me that it had only depended on myself to
go to heaven, and I had not been willing.
In this house I was much loved, but you, O my God, who were unwilling to leave me a moment
without some crosses proportioned to my age, permitted that as soon as I recovered from the illness, grown
girls who were in this house, one in particular, played numerous tricks upon me through jealousy. They
once accused me of a serious fault that I had not committed. I was very severely punished for it, which
gave me a dislike to this house, whence I was withdrawn owing to my great and constant illnesses. As soon
as I returned to my father's, my mother left me, as before, to the charge of servants, because there was a
maid there in whom she trusted. I cannot help here noting the fault mothers commit who, under pretext of
devotion or occupation, neglect to keep their daughters with them; for it is not credible that my mother, so
virtuous as she was, would have thus left me, if she had thought there was any harm in it. I must also
condemn those unjust preferences that they show for one child over another, which produce division and
the ruin of families, while equality unites the hearts and entertains charity. Why cannot I make fathers and
mothers understand, and all persons who wish to guide youth, the evil they do, when they neglect the
guidance of the children, when they lose sight of them for a long time and do not employ them?
This negligence is the ruin of almost all young girls. How many of them are there who would be
angels, whom liberty and idleness turn into demons! What is more deplorable is that mothers otherwise
devout ruin themselves by what ought to save them, they make their sin of what ought to constitute their
good conduct, and because they have some taste for prayer, especially at the commencement, they fall into
two extremes; the one of wishing to keep young children in church as long as themselves, which gives them
a strong disgust for devotion, as I have seen in many persons, who when they are free avoid the church and
piety like hell. This arises from their being surfeited with a food they could not relish, because their
stomach was not suited for that nourishment, and for want of power of digestion they conceived such
aversion to it that, where it would be suitable for them, they will no longer even try it. What also
contributes to it is that these devout mothers keep them so shut up, giving them no liberty, like birds one
keeps in a cage, who as soon as they find any opening fly away and never return; whereas to tame them
when they are young, one should give them from time to time a fly, and as their wings are weak and one
watches them flying, it is easy to catch them again when they escape, and this little flight accustoms them
to return of themselves into their cage, which is for them become an agreeable prison. I believe we should
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do the same with young girls. A mother should never lose sight of them, and should give them an
honourable liberty. They should keep them correct without affectation. They would soon see the fruit of
this conduct.
The other extreme is still more dangerous. It is that these devout mothers (for I do not speak of
those who are addicted to their own pleasures, the luxuries and the vain amusements of the age, whose
presence is more hurtful for their daughters than their absence: I speak of those devotees who wish to serve
God in their mode, not in his, and who, to pursue their style of devotion, disregard the will of God)—these
mothers, I say, will be the whole day at church, while their daughters' one thought is to offend God. The
greatest glory they could render God would be to prevent his being offended. Of what kind is this sacrifice,
which is an occasion of iniquity? Let them perform their devotions, and never separate their daughters from
them. Let them treat them as sisters, and not as slaves. Let them make it appear to them that they are
diverted at their diversions. This conduct will make them love the presence of their mothers, instead of
avoiding it, and, finding much sweetness with them, they will not think of seeking it elsewhere. We must
be careful to occupy their minds with useful and agreeable things, as it prevents them filling themselves
with evil things. They should each day have a little good reading and some quarter of an hour of prayer—of
the affections rather than of meditation. Oh, if one so treated them, one would soon put a stop to
irregularities! There would be no longer wayward daughters nor bad mothers; for these girls, when
mothers, would bring up their children as they themselves had been brought up.
There would also be no more division, no more scandal in families, when uniform conduct was
observed to each. This would promote union, while the unjust preferences that are shown to children give
rise to secret jealousy and hatred, which augment with time and last till death. How many children do we
see the idol of their house, who play the sovereign, and treat their brothers as slaves, in imitation of their
fathers and mothers! You would say that the one are the servants of the others. It ordinarily happens that
this idolized child becomes the scourge of father and mother, and that poor neglected one becomes
afterwards their whole consolation. If people lived as I have said, they would no longer think of forcing
children into religion, and sacrificing the one in order to rear the others. By that the cloisters would be freed
from disorder; for none would be there but persons called by God, and whose vocation was supported by
him; while those persons who make the vocation of their children are cause of their despair and their
damnation, through the irreconcilable hatred they preserve against their brothers and their sisters, the
innocent causes of their misfortune both temporal and eternal. Oh, fathers and mothers, what reason have
you to treat them so? " That child," you say, " is ill favoured by nature." For this very cause you ought to
love it more and to pity it. It is you, perhaps, who are the cause of its misfortune; increase, then, your
charity towards it. Or else it is, God gives it to you to be the object of your compassion and not of your
hatred. Is it not sufficiently afflicted in seeing itself deprived of those natural advantages which the others
possess, without your increasing its grief by your unjust and cruel procedure? This child which you despise
will one day be a saint, and that other, perhaps, a demon.
My mother failed in these two points, for she left me all day at a distance from her, with servants
who could only teach me evil and render it familiar to me. For I was so constituted that good examples
attracted me in such a way that where I saw people doing good, I did it and never thought at all of ill; but I
no sooner saw people doing ill, than I forgot the good. O God, what danger would I not then have run if my
infancy had not been an obstacle to it! With an invisible hand, O my God, you put aside all the dangers. As
my mother gave no sign of having any love except for my brother, and never showed any tenderness to me,
I willingly kept away from her. It is true my brother was more amiable than I; but also the extreme love she
had for him shut her eyes to my exterior qualities, so that she saw only my defects, which would have been
of no consequence if care had been taken of me. I was often ill, and always exposed to a thousand dangers
without, however, doing at that time, it appears to me, anything worse than saying many pretty things, as I
thought, to divert. As my liberty increased each day, it went so far that one day I left the house and went
into the street to play with other children at games which were not suited to my rank. You, O my God, who
continually watched over a child who incessantly forgot you, permitted that my father came home and saw
me. As he loved me very tenderly, he was so vexed that, without saying a word to anyone, he took me
straight away to the Ursulines.
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Chapter 1-3
I WAS then nearly seven years of age. Two of my sisters were there as nuns—one the daughter of
my father, the other of my mother; for both my father and my mother had been married before having
married each other. My father made me over to the charge of his daughter, and I can say she was one of the
most capable and the most spiritual persons of her time, and most fit to form young girls. It was for me, O
my God, an effect of your providence and your love, and the first means of my salvation. For as she loved
me much, her affection made her discover in me a number of qualities you had placed there, O my God, by
your goodness alone. She endeavoured to cultivate them. I believe that if I had always been in such wise
hands, I should have had as much of virtue as I have subsequently contracted of evil habits. This worthy
woman employed all her time to instruct me in piety and in learning suited to my capacity. She had natural
talents, which had been well cultivated, and moreover was a person of great prayer, and her faith was very
great and very pure. She deprived herself of all gratification to be with me and to talk to me, and her love
for me was such that it made her find, she told me, more pleasure with me than anywhere else. If I made
her some pleasant reply, more by chance than wit, she thought herself only too well paid for all her pains.
In short, she instructed me so well that, after a short time, there were hardly any things of those suited for
me which I was ignorant of. There were even many persons of full age who could not have answered the
questions I used to answer.
My father used often to send for me to see him, and it happened that the Queen of England came
to the house when I was there. I was then nearly eight years of age. My father told the queen's confessor, if
he wished for some pleasure, he should converse with me and put questions to me. He asked me even very
difficult ones. I answered them so àpropos that he took me to the Queen, and said to her, "Your Majesty
must have the diversion of this child." She did so, and seemed so pleased with my lively answers and my
manners, that she urgently asked me from my father, assuring him she would take particular care of me,
intending me to be maid of honour to Madame. My father resisted and vexed her. O my God, it was you
who permitted the resistance of my father, and thereby turned aside the stroke on which, perhaps, depended
my salvation. For being as weak as I was, what could I have done at Court but destroy myself?
They sent me back to the Ursulines, where my sister continued her charity towards me; but as she
was not mistress of the boarders, and I had sometimes to go with them, I contracted evil habits. I became a
liar, passionate, undevout. I passed days without thinking on you, O my God, who watched continually
over me, as what I shall tell in the sequel will prove. I did not long continue in this evil state, for the care of
my sister brought me back. I loved much to hear talk of you, O my God, and I never wearied of it. I was not
tired at church, and I loved to pray to you, and I had tenderness for the poor. I was naturally greatly
opposed to persons whose doctrine was doubtful, having sucked in the purity of the faith with my milk, and
you have always preserved this grace to me, O my God, in the midst of my greatest infidelities.
There was, at the end of the garden, a chapel dedicated to the Child Jesus. I conceived a devotion
for it, and for some time every morning I carried my breakfast there and concealed it all behind his image;
for I was so childish I thought I was making a considerable sacrifice in depriving myself of it. I was,
however, greedy. I wished, indeed, to mortify myself, but I did not wish to be mortified, which proves how
much self-love I already had. One day, when they were thoroughly cleaning out this chapel, they found
behind the picture what I had carried there. They knew it was I, because I was seen going there every day.
You, O my God, who leave nothing without recompense, you soon repaid me with interest this petty
childish devotion. One day, when my companions, who were big girls, were amusing themselves, they
went to dance over a well which, the water not being good, had been used as a cesspool for the kitchen.
This cesspool was deep, and it had been covered with boards for fear of accident. When they had gone
away, I wished to do as they, but the boards broke under me. I found myself in that frightful sink, supported
by a little morsel of wood, so that I was only soiled and not stifled. O my Love, was there not here a figure
of the state I should hereafter bear? How often have you left me with your prophet in a deep pit of mud,
whence I could not get out! Have I not been fouled in this pit where I was all covered with mud? But you
have preserved me there by your goodness alone. I have been soiled, but not stifled. I have been even to the
gates of death, but death has had no power over me. I may say, O my God, that it was your adorable hand
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which sustained me in that frightful place, rather than this stick by which I was stopped; for it was very
small, and the long time I was in the air with the weight of my body ought doubtless to have broken it. I
cried with all my strength. The boarders, who saw me fall, instead of getting me out, went to look for the
servants. Those Sisters, in place of coming to me, not doubting I was dead, went to the church to inform my
sister, who was there in prayer. She at once prayed for me, and, after having invoked the Holy Virgin, she
came to me half dead. She was not a little astonished when she saw me in the midst of that sink, seated in
the mud as if upon a chair. She admired your goodness, O my God, who had supported me in a miraculous
manner; but, alas! how happy would I have been if this had been the only filth into which I should fall! I
escaped from that, only to fall into another a thousand times more dangerous. I repaid so remarkable a
protection with the blackest ingratitude. O Love, I have never wearied your patience, because it was
infinite. I have wearied myself of displeasing you sooner than you of supporting me!
I remained still some time with my sister, where I retained the love and fear of God. My life was
very tranquil. I grew up pleasantly with her. I even profited much during the time I had my health; for I was
continually ill with diseases, as sudden as they were extraordinary. In the evening I would be quite well; the
morning I was found swollen and full of violet marks. Another time it was fever. At nine years of age I was
seized with a vomiting of blood so violent they thought I was about to die.
A little before this time the enemy, jealous of my happiness, caused another sister I had in this
house to become jealous and wish to have me in her turn. Although she was good, she had no talent for the
education of children. I can say that was the end of the happiness I enjoyed in this house. She caressed me
much at first, but all her caresses made no impression on my heart. My other sister did more with one look
than she with her caresses or her threats. As she saw I loved her less than her who had reared me, she
changed her caresses to ill treatment. She would not even let me speak to my other sister, and when she
knew I had spoken to her, she caused me to be whipped or beat me herself. I could not hold out against this
rigorous conduct, and I paid with the blackest ingratitude all the kindness of my paternal sister, seeing her
no more. That, however, did not hinder her from giving me proofs of her usual kindness in the great illness
of which I have spoken, when I vomited blood. She did it the more willingly as she knew my ingratitude
was rather the effect of the fear of punishment than of my bad heart. I believe it was the only time the fear
of punishment has acted with so much power upon me; for since then my natural character led me to be
more distressed at the trouble I might cause a person for whom I entertained affection than at that which
concerned myself. You know, O my Love, that the fear of your chastisement has never made much
impression either upon my intellect or upon my heart. Disgust at having offended you caused all my grief,
and this was such that it seemed to me, though there should be neither Paradise nor Hell, I should always
have had the same fear of displeasing you. You know that even after my faults your caresses were a
thousand times more insupportable than your rigours, and that I would have a thousand times chosen Hell
rather than displease you. My father, informed of all that passed between my sisters and me, withdrew me
to his own house. I was then nearly ten years of age.
While with my father I became still more wicked. My former habits grew stronger day by day, and
I incessantly contracted new ones. Yet you guarded me, O my God, in all these things, and I cannot without
astonishment consider that, with the liberty I had of being all day away from my mother, you have so
preserved me that I have never done anything unworthy of your protection. I was only a very short time
with my father, for a nun of the order of St. Dominic, of very high birth, and an intimate friend of my
father, urgently begged him to place me at her convent, of which she was Superior; that she would herself
take care of me, and she would allow me to sleep in her room, for this lady conceived much friendship for
me. As people saw only my exterior, and knew not how wicked I was, I used to please those who saw me.
As soon as the opportunity was wanting, I forgot the evil which I committed, not so much from inclination,
as because I allowed myself to be led away. I did not appear wicked to this lady, because I loved the
church, and used to remain there a long time; but she was so occupied with her community, where there
was then much quarrelling, that she could not give her attention to me.
You sent me, O my God, a species of flying small-pox which kept me in bed for three weeks. I no
longer thought at all of offending you. I remained much neglected and without help, though my father and
my mother believed I was perfectly well cared for. Those worthy ladies feared so much the small-pox that
they dared not approach me. I passed almost all this time without seeing anyone except at the hours when it
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was necessary to take nourishment, which a lay sister brought me and immediately retired. I providentially
found a Bible in the room where I lay. As I much loved reading, I attached myself to it. I read from
morning till evening. I had a very good memory, so I learned everything in the nature of history. After I
was recovered, another lady, seeing me so neglected owing to the great occupation of the prioress, took me
into her room. Since when I had a reasonable person with whom I could converse, I thought no more of my
old habits (to which I had no other attachment than that which others gave me), I again became more
devout. I was very well disposed to pray to the Holy Virgin: I do not understand how I was made. In my
greatest infidelities I used to pray, and I was careful to confess often. In another way I was very unhappy in
this house, for as I was the only one of my age, and the other boarders were very grown, they severely
persecuted me. As to eating and drinking, I was so neglected that I grew very thin. I had still other little
crosses according to my capacity.
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Chapter 1-4
AFTER having been about eight months in this house, my father withdrew me. My mother kept
me with her. She was for some time very well pleased with me, and loved me a little more as she found me
to her taste. She nevertheless still preferred my brother to me, which was so visible, everyone disapproved
of it; for when I was ill and found something to my taste, my brother used to ask for it, and, although he
was quite well, it was taken from me to give him. From time to time he caused me divers vexations. One
day he made me climb upon the imperial of the carriage; then he threw me to the ground—he was near
killing me. I, however, received only bruises, no open wound; for whatever fall I have suffered, I have
never received a serious wound. It was your protecting hand, O my God, which supported me. It seemed
that you were carrying out in me what you said by your royal prophet, that you place your hand under the
righteous, that when he falls he may not be wounded. At other times he used to beat me. My mother never
said anything to him for it. This conduct embittering my natural disposition, which would otherwise have
been gentle, I neglected to do good, saying I was none the better for it. O God, it was then not for you alone
I used to behave well, since I ceased to do so because they no longer had any consideration for me. If I had
known how to make use of the crucifying conduct that you maintained over me, I should have made good
progress, and, far from going astray, that would have made me return to you. I was jealous of my brother,
for on every occasion I remarked the difference my mother made between him and me. However he
behaved, he always did right, and I always wrong. My mother's servant-maids paid their court by caressing
my brother and ill-treating me. It is true I was bad, for I had fallen back into my former defects of telling
lies and getting in a passion. With all these faults I nevertheless willingly gave alms, and I much loved the
poor. I assiduously prayed to you, O my God, and I took pleasure in hearing you spoken of, and in good
reading. I do not doubt you will be astonished, Sir, by such resistance, and by so long a course of
inconstancy; so many graces, so much ingratitude; but the sequel will astonish you still more, when you
shall see this manner of acting grow stronger with my age, and that reason, far from correcting so irrational
a procedure, has served only to give more force and more scope to my sins. It seemed, O my God, that you
doubled your graces as my ingratitudes increased. There went on in me what goes on in the siege of towns.
You were besieging my heart, and I thought only of defending it against your attacks. I put up fortifications
to that miserable place, redoubling each day my iniquities to hinder you from taking it. When it seemed you
were about to be victorious over this ungrateful heart, I made a cross-battery, I put up barriers to arrest your
bounties and to hinder the course of your graces. It required nothing less than you to break them down, O
my divine Love, who by your sacred fire were more powerful than even death, to which my sin has so
oftentimes reduced me.
I cannot endure people saying we are not free to resist grace. I have had only too long and sad
experience of my liberty. It is true that there are graces gratuitous and active, which have no need of man's
liberty, since they are received even without a man's knowledge, who knows nothing of them till he
receives them. I had so feeble a will for good that the least attack overthrew me. When the occasion no
longer offered, I thought not of evil, and opened my ears to grace. But on the least occasion I gave way, and
shut all the avenues of my heart in order not to hear your secret voice that called me, O my God; and, far
from flying the occasion, I sought it, and gave way to it.
It is true our liberty is very disastrous to us. You maintained over me, my God, a crucifying
conduct to make me return to you, of which I knew not how to make proper use; for I have been in troubles
from my tender youth, either through illnesses or through persecutions. The maid who had care of me used
to strike me when settling my hair, and never made me turn round except with a slap. Everything was in
concert to make me suffer. But in place of turning to you, O my God, I fretted and my spirit became
embittered. My father knew nothing of all this; for his love for me was so great, he would not have allowed
it. I loved him much, but, at the same time, I was so much afraid of him, I did not speak to him of anything.
My mother often complained of me to him, but he had only one answer, “There are twelve hours in the day;
she will be converted.” This harsh treatment was not the worst for my soul, although it much embittered my
temper, which was very mild. But what caused my ruin was that, being unable to endure persons who illtreated me, I took refuge with those who caressed me to my destruction.
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My father, seeing I was grown, placed me for Lent with the Ursulines, in order that I should have
my first Communion at Easter, when I should complete eleven years of age. He placed me in the hands of
his daughter, my very dear sister, who redoubled her cares that I might perform this action with all possible
preparation. I thought only, O my God, of giving myself to you once for all. I often felt the combat between
my good inclinations and my evil habits. I even performed some penances. As I was almost always with
my sister, and the boarders of the grown class with whom I was, although I was very far from their age,
were very reasonable, I became very reasonable with them. It was surely a murder to bring me up ill, for I
had a natural disposition much inclined to good, and I loved good things; a reasonable conduct suited me. I
let myself be easily won by gentleness, and my sister, without using harshness, made me unresistingly do
all she wished. At last, on Easter Day I made my first Communion (after a general confession) with much
joy and devotion. Until Pentecost I remained in that house, but as my other sister was mistress of the
second class, she required that in her week I should be in her class. The utterly different manners of my two
sisters cooled my first fervour. I no longer felt this new ardour, O my God, that you had made me taste in
my first Communion. Alas! it lasted but a short time, for my troubles returned. I was withdrawn from the
convent.
My mother, seeing I was very tall for my age and more to her taste than usual, only thought of
bringing me out, making me see company, and dressing me well. She took a regrettable delight in that
beauty you had given me, O my God, only that you might be praised and blessed for it, and which has yet
been for me a source of pride and vanity. Numbers of proposals were made, but as I was only twelve years
old, my father would not listen to them.
I greatly loved reading, and I shut myself up alone almost every day in order to read in quiet. What
finished in gaining me entirely to God, at least, for a time, was that a nephew of my father (whose life is
written in the account of foreign missions under the name of M. de Chamesson, although his name was De
Toisei) visited us on his way to Cochin China with the Bishop of Heliopolis. I was not at the house, and,
contrary to my usual practice, I had gone to walk with my companions. When I returned he had already
gone. They gave me an account of his sanctity, and the things he had said. I was so touched, that I was near
dying of grief at it. I wept all the rest of the day and the night. I got up in the early morning and went to
visit my confessor in great trouble. I said to him, “What, my Father! shall it be said that I am the only one
in my family to be damned? Alas! aid me to save myself!” He was greatly astonished to see me so afflicted,
and did his best to console me; for he did not, believe me so wicked as I was, because at my worst time I
had docility, and obeyed very exactly. I was careful to confess often, and since I went to him my life was
more orderly. O Love, how many times had you knocked at the door of my heart, which did not open to
you? How many times have you frightened it by sudden deaths! but that made only a passing impression. I
returned at once to my infidelities. You caught me this time, and I can say you carried off my heart. Alas!
what grief did I not feel at having displeased you! what regrets! what sobs! Who would not have believed,
at seeing me, that my conversion would have lasted as long as my life? Why did you not take this heart, O
my God? I gave it to you so truly. Or, if you did take it then, why did you afterwards let it escape? Were
you not powerful enough to retain it? But perhaps you wished, in leaving me to myself, to make your
mercy shine forth, and that the depth of my iniquity should serve as the trophy to your goodness. I made a
general confession with a great feeling of sorrow. I told, it seems to me, all that I knew with torrents of
tears. I became so changed I was not to be recognized. I would not have committed the least fault
voluntarily, and they found nothing for absolution when I confessed. I disclosed even the smallest defects,
and God gave me the grace to conquer myself in many things. There was only a remnant of the hastiness I
had trouble to conquer. Whenever through this same hastiness I had given trouble to any of the servants, I
asked pardon for it, in order to conquer at the same time my anger and my pride, for anger is the daughter
of pride. A very humble person does not give way to anger, because nothing offends him. As it is pride
which dies last in our soul, hastiness is also externally that which perishes last; but a soul truly annihilated
can no longer find anger in herself. She would require to make an effort to be vexed, and though she should
wish it, she would feel clearly that this anger would be a body without a soul, and that it would have no
correspondence with the central depth, nor even any emotion in the more superficial part.
There are persons who, because they are filled with an unction of grace and a very sweet peace
from the commencement of the passive way of light and love, believe themselves to have attained this; but
they are much deceived, as they will easily discover if they will carefully examine two things. The first
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that, if their natural character is very quick and violent (for I do not speak of apathetic temperaments), they
will remark that from time to time they have outbursts in which trouble and agitation have some part, and
which at that time are even useful to humiliate and to annihilate them; but when the annihilation is effected,
all this disappears and becomes as if impossible. Moreover, they will experience that oftentimes there arises
in them certain movements of anger, but the sweetness of grace restrains and arrests them by a secret
violence, and they would easily escape if they gave it some free course. There are persons who think
themselves very gentle, because nothing opposes them. It is not of those I am speaking, for the gentleness
which has never been tried is oftentimes a mask of gentleness. Therefore those persons who by themselves
appear saints are no sooner tried by opposition than one sees in them a strange number of defects, which
they thought dead, and which were only asleep because nothing waked them up.
I shut myself up all day to read and pray; I gave all I had to the poor, taking even the house linen
to make up for them. I taught them the Catechism, and, when my father and my mother were absent, I made
them eat with me, and helped them with great respect. At this time I read the works of St. Francis de Sales
and the Life of Madame de Chantal. It was there that I learned that people prayed. I begged my confessor to
teach me to do it, and, as he did not do so, I endeavoured to do it by myself the best I could.
I could not succeed in it, as it then appeared to me, because I could not imagine anything, and I
was persuaded that without forming to one's self distinctions and much reasoning one could not pray. This
difficulty for a long time causes me much trouble. I was, however, very assiduous at it, and I earnestly
begged God to give me the gift of prayer. All that I saw written in the Life of Madame de Chantal delighted
me, and I was so childish I thought I ought to do all that I saw there. All the vows she had made I made
also; as that of aiming always at the most perfect, and doing the will of God in all things. I was not yet
twelve years of age; nevertheless I took the discipline according to my strength. One day, when I read she
had placed the name of Jesus on her heart, in order to follow the counsel of the Bridegroom, “Place me as a
seal upon thy heart,” and that she had taken a red-hot iron on which was engraved that holy name, I
remained very afflicted at not being able to do the same. I bethought me of writing this sacred and adorable
name in large characters on a morsel of paper; with ribbons and a big needle I fixed it to my skin in four
places, and it continued for a long time fixed in this manner.
My only thought was to become a nun, and I went very often to the Visitation, to beg them to be
willing to receive me; for the love I had for St. Francis de Sales did not allow me to think of other
communities. I used then to slip away from the house to go to these nuns, and I urged them very strongly to
receive me; but although they were extremely desirous of having me, and regarded it even as a temporal
advantage, they never dared give me admittance into their house, as well because they much feared my
father, who was known to love me specially, as because of my extreme youth—I was then hardly twelve
years old. There was then at our house a niece of my father, to whom I am under very great obligations.
She was very virtuous, and fortune, which had not been favourable to her father, placed her in some sort of
dependence on mine. She discovered my intention and the extreme desire I had to become a nun. As my
father had been absent for some time, and my mother was ill, and I was under her care, she feared being
accused of having encouraged this idea, or at least of having entertained it; for my father so greatly feared it
that, although he would not for anything in the world hinder a true vocation, he could not without shedding
tears hear it said I should be a nun. My mother would have been more indifferent. My cousin went to my
confessor to tell him to forbid me going to the Visitation. He dared not do this out and out, for fear of
setting that community against him; for they believed me already one of theirs. When I went to confession
he would not absolve me, on the ground that I went to the Visitation by myself and by roundabout streets.
In my innocence I thought I had committed a frightful crime, for absolution had never been refused me. I
returned so afflicted my cousin could not comfort me. I did not cease weeping till the next day, when at
early morning I went to my confessor. I told him I could not live without absolution; I begged him to grant
it to me. There was no penance I would not have performed to obtain it. He gave it to me at once. I still,
however, wished to be a nun, and I urgently begged my mother to take me there, but she would not for fear
of vexing my father, who was absent, and she always put it off till his return. As I saw I could gain nothing,
I counterfeited the writing of my mother, and I forged a letter in which she begged those ladies to receive
me, making excuse, on the ground of illness, for not bringing me herself. But the prioress, who was a
relative of my mother and well knew her writing, discovered at once my innocent deceit.
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Chapter 1-5
MY father had no sooner returned than he fell seriously ill. I constituted myself his nurse. He was
in a wing of the house separated from that of my mother, who seldom came to see him, as well because she
was still weak as because she feared, perhaps, a relapse. Being alone with him, I had every opportunity of
rendering him all the services I was capable of, and I gave him all the marks of affection he could desire of
me. I have no doubt my attention was very agreeable to him, for as he loved me extremely, all I did was
very pleasant to him. When he was not looking I used to go and empty his basins, seizing the time there
were no valets there, as well to mortify myself as to honour what Jesus Christ says, that he had come to
serve and not to be served. When he made me read to him, I read with so much devotion he was surprised. I
still continued my prayer and the Office of the Virgin, which I had not missed saying since my first
Communion. I remembered the instructions my sister had given me, and ejaculatory prayers she had taught
me. She had taught me to praise you, O my God, in all your works. All that I saw instructed me to love you.
If it rained, I wished all the drops of water were changed into love and into praise. My heart insensibly
nourished itself with your love, and my mind was occupied with remembering you. I united myself to all
the good that was done upon the earth, and I would have wished to have the heart of all mankind to love
you. This habit rooted itself so strongly in me that I preserved it even in the midst of my greatest
inconstancy.
My cousin was not a little useful in keeping me in these good sentiments; for as I was often with
her and I loved her, and she took great care of me and treated me with much gentleness, my spirit became
again gentle and reasonable. Perhaps I fell into an extreme, for I so strongly attached myself to her that I
used to follow her through the house wherever she went, for I greatly liked to be treated with gentleness
and reason. I thought myself in another world. It is true children should never have near them any but
reasonable persons, who are in no way passionate. This attachment appeared to me very right for a person
who had been given me for my guidance; for her fortune not being equal either to her birth or her virtue,
she did with charity and affection that which her present condition imposed upon her. I did not think I was
committing an excess, yet my mother thought, in loving my cousin so strongly, I should love her less. The
Devil so well managed with his artifices that my mother, who previously trusted me much to myself, and
even, when I passed days without entering her room except at bedtime, made no inquiries as to where I
was, being satisfied I was in the house, wished me to remain always with her, and would hardly ever leave
me with my cousin. My cousin fell ill, and my mother took the opportunity to send her back to her own
house, which was for me a very serious blow, both for grace and for nature. Although my mother thus
behaved, she was none the less very virtuous; but God permitted this to try me, for my mother was one of
the most charitable women of her age. If there was an excess in this virtue, one might say hers was
excessive. She used to give not only what was to spare, but even the necessaries of the house. No poor
person was ever sent away by her, nor any destitute one ever applied to her without receiving help. She
furnished poor artisans with the means of carrying on their work, and poor traders with the means of
supplying their shops. I think it is from her I have inherited charity and love of the poor, for God gave me
the grace to succeed her in this holy exercise. There was not in the town or its neighbourhood any one who
did not benefit by her charity. She has sometimes even given the last pistole that was in the house, without
losing or failing in confidence, in spite of the great establishment she had to maintain. Her faith was living,
and she had a very great devotion to the Holy Virgin. She meditated every day during the time of a Mass.
She never missed repeating the Office of the Virgin, and all she wanted was a director who would introduce
her to the inner life, without which all virtues are weak and languishing. What caused me to have so much
liberty as I have mentioned is that, when I was little, my mother relied too much on the care of the maids,
and, when I was grown, she trusted too much to my own conduct, and, being assured I loved to be alone to
read, she was satisfied at knowing I was in the house, without troubling herself further; for as to going out,
she almost never gave me liberty, which is a great thing for a girl. The habit I had acquired of remaining at
home was very useful to me after my marriage, as I shall tell in its proper place. My mother was not, then,
so much at fault in leaving me to myself; the fault she committed was in not keeping me in her room with
an honourable liberty, and not finding out more often the part of the house in which I was.
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After the departure of my cousin I remained still for some time in the sentiments of piety of which
I have spoken. One grace that God gave me was a great facility in pardoning injuries, which surprised my
confessor; for, knowing some young ladies spoke of me unfavourably out of mere envy, I used to speak
good of them when I had an opportunity. I fell ill of a double-tertian fever, which lasted four months, when
I suffered considerably, as well from vomiting as from other troubles caused by the fever. I had sufficient
moderation and piety during this fever, suffering with much patience. I continued the manner of life of
which I have spoken above as long as I continued to pray. About a year or eleven months after, we went to
spend some days in the country. My father took with us one of his relatives who was a very accomplished
young gentleman. He had a great wish to marry me, but my father, who had resolved not to marry me to
any of my relatives, owing to the difficulty of obtaining dispensation, unless false or frivolous reasons were
alleged, opposed it. As this young gentleman was very devoted to the Holy Virgin, and used to say her
Office every day, I said it with him, and, in order to have time, I gave up prayer, and this was the source of
my troubles. I still for a time preserved the spirit of piety, for I used to go and look for the little shepherdgirls to instruct them and teach them to pray to you, O my God; but this remnant of piety was not nourished
by prayer. I insensibly relaxed. I became cold to you. All my former faults came back, and I added a
frightful vanity. The love I commenced to have for myself extinguished what remained in me of your love.
I did not entirely give up prayer without asking my confessor. I told him I thought it better to say every day
the Office of the Virgin than to pray; that, having time only for one and not for both, it appeared to me I
ought to prefer the Office to prayer; and I did not see, O my God, it was a trick of your enemy and mine to
withdraw me from you, and a means of involving me insensibly in the snares he was laying for me; for I
could have had enough time for both, having no other occupation than what I chose for myself. My
confessor, who was very easy and not a man of prayer, consented to it, to my ruin. O my God, if one knew
the value of prayer, and the advantage the soul reaps from conversing with you, and its importance for
salvation, everyone would be assiduous in it. It is a strong place, into which the enemy can never enter. He
may, indeed, attack this place, besiege it, make much noise around its walls, but, provided one is faithful
not to leave it, he cannot do us any ill. Children should be taught the necessity of prayer as they are taught
the necessity of their salvation; but, alas! people are unfortunately content to tell them that there is a
Paradise and a Hell, that they must endeavour to avoid the latter and aim at the possession of the former,
and they are not taught the shortest and easiest road of arriving there. Prayer is nothing else than the
pathway to Paradise, and the pathway to Paradise is prayer—but prayer of the heart, which everybody is
capable of, and not of those reasonings which are a play of the intellect, a result of study, an exercise of the
imagination, which, while filling the mind with vague things, rarely and only for moments fix it, and do not
warm the heart, which remains still cold and languishing. Oh, ye poor people, intellects coarse and foolish,
children without reason and without knowledge, dull minds which can retain nothing, come, practise
prayer, and you will become wise! Strong men, clever and rich, have you not all, great as you are, a heart
capable of loving what is suited to you, and hating what is contrary to you? Love, love the Sovereign Good,
hate the sovereign evil, and you will become wise! When you love anyone, do you know the reasons of
love and its definitions? Assuredly not. You love because your heart is made to love what it finds lovable.
Is there anything more lovable than God? You know well enough that he is lovable; do not tell me, then,
that you do not know him. You know he created you and died for you; but if these reasons are not enough,
which of you has not some want, some ill, or some disgrace? Which of you cannot tell his ill and ask a
remedy for it? Come, then, to this source of all good, and without amusing yourselves, complaining to
feeble and powerless creatures who cannot comfort you, come to prayer, to open out to God your troubles,
to ask from him his graces; and above all, come to love him. No one can escape from loving; for none can
live without a heart, nor the heart without love. Why amuse yourselves with seeking reasons for loving
Love itself? Let us love without reasoning about love, and we shall find ourselves filled with love before
the rest have found the reasons that lead to love. Taste, and you shall see; taste love, and you will be more
wise in love than the cleverest philosophers. In love, as in everything else, experience teaches better than
reasoning. Come, drink at this source of living water, instead of amusing yourselves with the broken
cisterns of the creature, which, far from quenching, augment your thirst! Oh, if you had drunk at this
fountain, you would no more seek elsewhere the means of satisfying your thirst! for you would no more
have thirst for the things of earth, provided you continue always to go and draw from this source. But if you
quit it, alas! your enemy has the upper hand. He will give you his poisoned waters, which, while making
you taste an apparent sweetness, will deprive you of life.
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It is what I did when I gave up prayer. I left God. I became that vine exposed to pillage, whose
broken-down hedges admit all the passers-by to ravage it. I commenced to seek in the creature what I had
found in God. You abandoned me to myself, because I had first abandoned you, and, while permitting me
to be plunged in the abyss, you wished to make me understand the need I had of drawing near to you by
prayer. You say you will destroy those adulterous souls who separate themselves from you. Alas! their
separation itself constitutes their destruction, since, in withdrawing from you, O Divine Sun, they enter into
the religion of darkness, into the cold of death, whence they will never recover if you do not draw near to
them, and if, by your divine light, you do not come to illumine gradually their darkness, and by your
vivifying warmth to melt their deadly ice, and to restore life to them. I fell into the greatest of all
misfortunes; for I still wandered from you, O my God, who are my light and my life, and you removed
further from me. You withdrew yourself gradually from a heart which left you, and you are so good that it
seems that you abandoned it only with regret; but when this heart consents to be converted, ah! you return
to it with giant steps. It is an experience I have made, O my God, which will be for me an eternal witness of
your goodness and my ingratitude. I became then yet more hasty than I had ever been, because my age gave
more strength to my passions. I often lied. I felt my heart corrupted and vain. There was no longer any piety
in my soul, but a state of lukewarmness and real undevoutness, although I still preserved the external with
much care, and the habit I had acquired of behaving in church with modesty, made me appear other than I
was. Vanity, which hitherto had left me at peace, seized upon my spirit. I began to spend a long time before
the looking-glass. I found so much pleasure in seeing myself, that it seemed to me others were justified in
finding it. This love of myself became so strong, that in my heart I had only scorn for all others of my sex.
In place of making use, O my God, of that exterior you had given me as a means of loving you more, it was
to me the source of vain complaisance. What ought to win my gratitude, furnished my ingratitude. I found
that there was nothing but what was beautiful in my exterior, and I did not see that it covered a horrible
dunghill. All this made me so vain, that I doubt if there ever was a person who interiorly carried vanity so
far; for as to the exterior, I had an affected modesty which would have deceived anybody.
The esteem I entertained for myself made me discover faults in all the rest of my sex. I had eyes
only to see my exterior good qualities, and to discern the weak points of others. I concealed my defects
from myself, and, if I remarked any, they appeared to me very trifling in comparison with those I saw in
others, and I even excused them in my mind, picturing them to myself as perfections. The whole idea I had
of myself and of others was false. I loved reading madly: I employed day and night at it. Sometimes the
next day dawned and I was still reading, so that for several months I had completely lost the habit of
sleeping. The books I ordinarily read were Romances. I loved them to folly. I was eager to find out their
conclusion, thinking there to discover something, but I found there nothing but a hunger for reading. These
books are strange inventions to ruin youth, for though one should commit no other evil but to lose time, is
not that too much? I believe this was the greatest fault I committed in it. I was not prevented; on the
contrary, people have a foolish idea that they teach one to speak correctly. Yet, O my God, your extreme
goodness led you to seek me from time to time. You were knocking at the door of my heart. I was often
seized with sharp sorrow and abundance of tears. I was afflicted at a state so different from that I had found
with you, O my God. But my tears were without effect, and my sorrow vain. I could not of myself
withdraw from such a disastrous state. I would have wished that a hand as charitable as powerful had drawn
me out of it; but for myself, I had not the strength to do it. Alas! if I had had a confessor who examined the
cause of my ill, he would doubtless have applied the remedy, which was merely to make me betake myself
again to prayer; but he was content to rebuke me severely, to give me some vocal prayer to repeat, and he
did not remove the cause of the ill—he did not give me the true remedy. “I was,” said the prophet, “in a
deep pit or mud, from which I could not get out.” They reprimanded me because I was in this pit, but no
one stretched to me a hand to withdraw me from it, and when I tried to make vain efforts to get out, I sunk
myself the deeper, and the trouble I had taken served only to make me see my powerlessness, and render
me more miserable and more afflicted. Alas! how this sad experience has made me compassionate for
sinners! and how it has shown me whence it comes there are so few who correct themselves and who
emerge from that miserable state to which they are reduced, because people are content with crying out
against their vices and terrifying them with menaces of future punishment! These cries and these menaces
at the commencement make some impression on their minds, but a hand is not given them to come out
from where they are. They make feeble efforts, but after having many times experienced their
powerlessness and the inutility of their attempts, they gradually lose the will to make new efforts, which
appear to them as fruitless as the first. Hence it comes that, in consequence of this, all one can say to them
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is without effect, though one should preach incessantly. We hear nothing else but outcry against sinners, yet
no one is converted. If, when a sinner goes to confession, he was given the true remedy, which is prayer; if
he was obliged every day to place himself before God in the condition of a criminal, to ask from him the
strength to emerge from this condition, —he would soon be changed: that is the way to stretch forth a hand
to a man, to drag him from the mud. But the Devil has falsely persuaded the doctors and wise men of the
age that one must be perfectly converted in order to pray; and as prayer is the efficacious means for
conversion, and they will not give it, this is the reason there is no durable and sincere conversion. It is only
against prayer and those who practise it the Devil breaks forth, because he knows it is the true means of
carrying off his prey from him. People may practise all the austerities they please, the Devil lets them
practise them, and persecutes neither those who prescribe them nor those who practise them, but one no
sooner speaks of prayer, one no sooner enters upon the life of the spirit, than one must be prepared for
strange contradictions. Who says, “a life of prayer,” says, “a life of crosses.” If there is in the world a
spiritual soul, it seems that all the crosses, all the persecutions, all the scorn, are reserved for her. If there is
in a monastery a soul of great prayer, all the ill will is for her, all the humiliations are for her—at least
when the prayer is profound and true. If a soul is reputed to be one of great prayer, and things should be
otherwise, and she should be applauded and considered, I say either her prayer is not true, or, if it is, that
she is little advanced in it; that they are persons who walk by light and striking gifts, and not by the narrow
path of faith, of renunciation, of interior death, and of annihilation; and that the prayers of these persons are
only in the powers and in the senses, and not in the centre. I sometimes wander, but as I give myself up to
what carries me away, I am not particularly careful to pursue the narrative exactly.
Pitiable, then, as was the state to which I was reduced by my infidelities, and the little help I had
from my confessor, I did not fail to say every day my vocal prayers, to make confession pretty often, and to
communicate almost every fortnight. I was sometimes in church weeping and praying to the Holy Virgin to
obtain my conversion. I loved to hear speak of you, O my God, and if I had found persons to speak to me, I
should never have wearied of listening to them. When my father spoke thereof I was transported with joy,
and when he went with my mother on some pilgrimage, and started very early, either I did not go to bed to
avoid being surprised by sleep, or I gave all I had to the maids in order they should wake me up. My father
always at that time spoke of you, my God, which gave me extreme pleasure. All other pleasures were then
tasteless to me. I would have preferred this to everything. I was very charitable; I loved the poor; and yet I
had all the defects of which I have spoken. O God, how reconcile things so opposed?
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Chapter 1-6
WE subsequently came to Paris, where my vanity increased. Nothing was spared to bring me out. I
paraded a vain beauty; I thirsted to exhibit myself and to flaunt my pride. I wished to make myself loved
without loving anybody. I was sought for by many persons who seemed good matches for me; but you, O
my God, who would not consent to my ruin, did not permit things to succeed. My father discovered
difficulties that you yourself made spring up for my salvation. For if I had married those persons, I should
have been extremely exposed, and my vanity would have had opportunity for displaying itself. There was a
person who had sought me in marriage for some years, whom my father for family reasons had always
refused. His manners were a little distasteful to my vanity, yet the fear they had I should leave the country,
and the great wealth of this gentleman, led my father, in spite of all his own objections and those of my
mother, to accept him for me. It was done without my being told, on the vigil of St. Francis de Sales, 28th
January, 1664, and they even made me sign the articles of marriage without telling me what they were.
Although I was well pleased to be married, because I imagined thereby I should have full liberty, and that I
should be delivered from the ill-treatment of my mother, which doubtless I brought on myself by want of
docility, you, however, O my God, had quite other views, and the state in which I found myself afterwards
frustrated my hopes, as I shall hereafter tell. Although I was well pleased to be married, I nevertheless
continued all the time of my engagement, and even long after my marriage, in extreme confusion. It came
from two causes. The first was that natural modesty I never lost. I was very reserved with men. The other
was my vanity; for though the husband provided for me was above what I merited, I did not believe him
such, and the style of those who had previously sought me appeared to me very different. Their rank
dazzled me, and, as in all things I consulted only my vanity, all that did not flatter this was insupportable to
me. This vanity, however, was useful to me, for it prevented me falling into those irregularities which cause
the ruin of families. I would not have been willing to do any external act that would have exposed me to
blame, and I always guarded so well the exterior, that they could not blame my conduct; for as I was
modest at church, and I never went out without my mother, and the reputation of the house was great, I
passed for good. I did not see my betrothed till two or three days before the marriage. I caused Masses to be
said all the time I was engaged, to know your will, O my God; for I desired to do it at least in that. Oh,
goodness of my God, to suffer me at that time, and to permit me to pray with as much boldness as if I had
been one of your friends!—I who treated you as if your greatest enemy!
The joy at this marriage was universal in our town, and in this rejoicing I was the only person sad.
I could neither laugh like the others, nor even eat, so oppressed was my heart. I knew not the cause of my
sadness; but, my God, it was as if a presentiment you were giving me of what should befall me. Hardly was
I married when the recollection of my desire to be a nun came to overwhelm me. All those who came to
compliment me the day after my marriage could not help rallying me because I wept bitterly, and I said to
them, “Alas! I had once so desired to be a nun; why am I then now married? and by what fatality is this
happened to me?” I was no sooner at home with my new husband than I clearly saw it would be for me a
house of sorrow. I was obliged to change my conduct, for their manner of living was very different from
that in my father's house. My mother-in-law, who had been long time a widow, thought only of saving,
while in my father's house we lived in an exceedingly noble manner. Everything was showy and everything
on a liberal scale, and all my husband and my mother-in-law called extravagance, and I called
respectability, was observed there. I was very much surprised at this change, and the more so as my vanity
would rather have increased than cut down expenditure. I was more than fifteen years—in my sixteenth
year—when I was married. My astonishment greatly increased when I saw I must give up what I had with
so much trouble acquired. At my father's house we had to live with much refinement, learn to speak
correctly. All I said was there applauded and made much of. Here I was not listened to, except to be
contradicted and to be blamed. If I spoke well, they said it was to read them a lesson. If anyone came and a
subject was under discussion, while my father used to make me speak, here, if I wished to express my
opinion, they said it was to dispute, and they ignominiously silenced me, and from morning to night they
chided me. They led my husband to do the same, and he was only too well disposed for it. I should have a
difficulty in writing these sorts of things to you, which cannot be done without wounding charity, if you
had not forbidden me to omit anything, and if you had not absolutely commanded me to explain everything,
and give all particulars. One thing I ask you, before going further, which is, not to regard things from the
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side of the creature, for this would make persons appear more faulty than they were; for my mother-in-law
was virtuous, and my husband was religious and had no vice. But we must regard all things in God, who
permitted these things for my salvation, and because he would not destroy me. I had, besides, so much
pride that if a different conduct had been observed with me, I would have been upheld in that, and I should
not, perhaps, have turned to God, as I did eventually, through the wretchedness to which I was reduced by
crosses.
To return to my subject, I will say that my mother-in-law conceived such a hostility to me, that in
order to annoy me she made me do the most humiliating things; for her temper was so extraordinary, from
not having conquered it in her youth, that she could not live with anyone. There was another cause also
that, from not praying, and only repeating vocal prayers, she did not see these sorts of defects, or else,
while seeing them, from not gathering strength by prayer, she was unable to rid herself of them; and it was
a pity, for she had merit and cleverness. I was thus made the victim of her tempers. Her whole occupation
was to continually thwart me, and she inspired her son with the same sentiments. They insisted that persons
far below me should take precedence, in order to annoy me. My mother, who was very sensitive on the
point of honour, could not endure this, and when she learned it from others—for I never said anything of
it—she found fault with me, thinking I did it from not knowing how to maintain my rank, that I had no
spirit, and a thousand other things of this kind. I dared not tell her how I was situated, but I was dying of
vexation, and what increased it still more was the recollection of the persons who had sought me in
marriage, the difference of their temper and their manner of acting, the love and esteem they had for me,
and their gentleness and politeness: this was very hard for me to bear. My mother-in-law incessantly spoke
to me disparagingly of my father and my mother, and I never went to see them but I had to endure this
disagreeable talk on my return. On the other hand, my mother complained of me that I did not see her often
enough. She said I did not love her, that I attached myself too much to my husband; thus I had much to
suffer from all sides. What increased still more my crosses was that my mother related to my mother-in-law
the troubles I had given her in my childhood, so that the moment I spoke, they reproached me with this, and
told me I was a wicked character. My husband wished me to remain all day in the room of my mother-inlaw, without being allowed to go to my apartment: I had not therefore a moment for seclusion or breathing
a little. She spoke disparagingly of me to everyone, hoping thereby to diminish the esteem and affection
each had for me, so that she put insults upon me in the presence of the best society. That did not produce
the effect she hoped, for those in whose presence it took place preserved for me the greater esteem as they
saw me suffer patiently. It is true she discovered the secret of extinguishing the vivacity of my mind and
making me become quite dull, so that I could no more be recognized. Those who had not seen me before
used to say, “What! is that the person who passed for being clever? She does not say two words. It is a
pretty picture.” I was not then sixteen years old. I was so timid I dared not go out without my mother-inlaw, and in her presence I could not speak. I did not know what I said, so apprehensive was I of vexing her
and drawing upon myself some harsh words. For crown of affliction I had a maid they had given me, who
was quite in their interest. She kept me in sight like a duenna, and strangely ill-treated me. Ordinarily I
suffered in patience an evil that I could not hinder, but at other times I lost my control so as to make some
answer; which was for a long time a source of real crosses to me and of bitter reproaches. When I went out,
the valets had orders to give an account of all I did. It was then I commenced to eat the bread of tears. If I
was at table they did things to me that covered me with confusion. I betook myself to my tears and had a
double shame—one, at what was said to me, the other, at not being able to restrain my tears. I had no one
with whom to share my grief, who might aid me to bear it. I wished to tell something of it to my mother,
and that caused me so many new crosses that I resolved to have no other confidante of my vexations than
myself. It was not through harshness that my husband treated me so, but from his hasty and violent temper;
for he loved me even passionately. What my mother-in-law was continually telling him irritated him.
It was in a state so every way deplorable, O my God, that I commenced to conceive the need I had
of your assistance; for this state was the more perilous for me in that outside my own house, finding only
admirers and persons who flattered me for my ruin, it was to be feared, at such a tender age and amidst
such strange domestic crosses, that I might turn altogether to the outside world and choose the path of
irregularity. You, O my God, by your goodness and the love you bore me, made a quite contrary use of it.
You drew me to you by those redoubled blows, and you effected by your crosses what your caresses could
not do. You even made use, at the commencement of my marriage, of my natural pride to keep me in my
duty. I knew that a woman of honour ought never give umbrage to her husband, and for this reason I was so
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extremely circumspect I often pushed matters to excess, even to refusing the hand to those who offered it to
me— and there was one occurrence which, from having pushed prudence too far, was near ruining me; for
things were taken in the opposite sense, yet my husband knew my innocence and the falseness of what my
mother-in-law wished to impress upon him. I say, then, these severe crosses made me return to you, O my
God. I commenced to deplore the sins of my youth; for since my marriage I had only committed one that
appeared to me voluntary—the rest were feelings of vanity that I did not wish to have, or, if I wished them,
my vexations counterbalanced them. Moreover, there were a number that appeared right to my defective
light, for I was not enlightened on the essence of vanity. I fixed only upon its accidents. I endeavoured,
then, to improve my life by penitence and a general confession, the most particular I had yet made. I gave
up at once all Romances, although they were at one time my passion; it had been weakened some time
before my marriage by the reading of the Gospel. I found it so beautiful, and I discovered in it a character
of truth that disgusted me with all other books, which appeared to me, full of lies. I even gave up indifferent
books, in order to read none but what were profitable. I resumed prayer, and I endeavoured not to offend
you, O my God. I felt that, little by little, your love was regaining the supremacy in my heart and banishing
from it all other love. I had, however, a frightful vanity and a very great complaisance for myself, which
has been my most troublesome and most obstinate sin.
My crosses redoubled each day, and what rendered them more painful was that my mother-in-law
was not content with the sharp words she said to me in public and private, but for the smallest things she
would continue in a temper for a fortnight at a time. I passed a part of my life in lamentations when I could
be alone, and my grief became each day more bitter. I sometimes was carried away when I saw maids who
were my servants, and who owed me submission, treating me so ill. Nevertheless, I did what I could to
conquer my temper—a thing that has cost me not a little. Such deadly blows diminished my natural
vivacity to that degree that I became gentle. The greater part of the time I was like a lamb that is being
shorn. I prayed our Lord to help me, and he was my resource. As my age was so different from theirs—for
my husband was twenty-two years my senior—I saw there was no chance of changing their temper; it was
strengthened with their age. I caused Masses to be said in order that you might give me the grace, O my
God, to adapt myself to it. It was what I incessantly asked of you. As I saw all I said offended them, and
even things at which others would have felt themselves obliged, I knew not what to do. One day, beside
myself with grief—I had only been six months married—I took a knife when I was alone to cut off my
tongue, in order to be no longer obliged to speak to persons who made me speak only to have matter for
getting into a passion. I would have performed this mad operation, if you had not suddenly stopped me, O
my God, and if you had not made me see my folly. I prayed you continually, I even communicated and had
Masses said that I might become dumb, such a child was I still. I have had large experience of crosses, but I
have never found any more difficult to bear than that of an unrelaxing contrariety, and while one does what
one can to satisfy persons, in place of succeeding, to offend by the very things that ought to oblige them,
and being still compelled to be with them from morning to evening, not daring to leave them for a moment;
for I have found great crosses overwhelm and even deaden anger, but as for continual contrariety, it irritates
and wakes up a certain bitterness, it produces so strange an effect, that one must practise the most extreme
violence on one's self not to fly into a passion.
Such was my married life rather that of a slave than of a free person. To increase my disgrace, it
was discovered, four months after my marriage, that my husband was gouty. This disease, which doubtless
has sanctified him, caused me many real crosses both without and within. That year he twice had the gout
six weeks at a time, and it again seized him shortly after, much more severely. At last he became so
indisposed that he did not leave his room, nor often even his bed, which he ordinarily kept many months. I
watched him with great care, and, though I was very young, I did not fail in my duty. I even did it to
excess. But, alas! all that did not win me their friendship. I had not even the consolation of knowing if they
were pleased with what I did; never did they exhibit the least sign of it. I deprived myself of all even the
most innocent diversions to remain near my husband, and I did: what I thought might please him.
Sometimes he tolerated me, and I thought myself very happy. At other times I was insupportable. My own
friends used to say that I was indeed of a nice age to be nurse to a sick man; that it was a disgraceful thing
not to make use of my talents. I answered them that, as I had a husband, I ought to share his troubles as
well as his wealth. I did not let any one know I was suffering, and, as my face appeared content, they would
have thought me very happy with my husband, if he had not sometimes, in the presence of people, let bitter
words to me escape him. Besides, my mother could hardly suffer the assiduity I exhibited to my husband,
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assuring me I was thereby securing unhappiness for myself, and in the end he would exact as a duty what I
was doing as virtue; instead of pitying me, she often found fault with me. It is true that, to look at things
humanly, it was a folly to make a slave of myself in this way for persons who had no gratitude for it; but, O
my God, how different were my thoughts from those of all these persons! and how different was that which
appeared to them on the outside from that which was within! My husband had this foible, that when anyone
said anything against me, he was at once angered, and his natural violence at once took fire. It was God's
mode of leading me; for my husband was reasonable and loved me. When I was ill he was inconsolable,
even to a degree I cannot tell; and yet he did not cease to get into passions with me. I believe that, but for
his mother and that maid of whom I have spoken, I should have been very happy with him; for as to
hastiness, there is hardly a man who has not plenty of it, and it is the duty of a reasonable woman to put up
with it quietly without increasing it by sharp answers. You made use of all these things, O my God, for my
salvation. Through your goodness you have so managed things that I have afterwards seen this course was
absolutely necessary for me, in order to make me die to my vain and haughty natural character. I should not
have had the strength to destroy it myself, if you had not worked for it by an altogether wise dispensation of
your providence. I urgently asked patience from you, O my God. Nevertheless, I often had outbursts, and
my quick and hasty natural character often betrayed the resolutions I had taken to hold my tongue. You
permitted it, doubtless, O my God, in order that my self-love should not nourish itself on my patience; for
an outburst of a moment caused me many months of humiliation, reproach, and sorrow. It was a matter for
new crosses.
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Chapter 1-7
THIS first year I did not make use of my crosses. I was still vain. I lied to conceal or to excuse
some things, because I was strangely afraid. I gave way to anger, being unable to approve in my mind what
appeared to me such unreasonable conduct, especially in what concerned the ill-treatment from that maid
who attended me. It appeared to me an unheard-of thing that they should take her side against me when she
offended me; for as for my mother-in-law, her great age and position rendered things more tolerable. O my
God, how you made me in the end see things with very different eyes! I found in you reasons for suffering,
which I had never found in the creature, and I saw with complaisance that this unreasonable and crucifying
conduct was all necessary for me. I had still another fault which was common to me and almost all other
women, and arose from the love I bore myself. It was that I could not hear any beautiful woman praised in
my presence without finding some fault with her, and cleverly bringing it to notice, to diminish the good
they were saying of her; as if I was esteemed less when anyone else was esteemed with me. This fault
lasted for a long time. It is the fruit of a stupid and coarse pride, which I had in a supreme degree. What a
debt I owe to you, O my God, for having observed with me the conduct that you have! for if my mother-inlaw and my husband had applauded me, as was done in my father's house, I should have become
insupportable from my pride. I was careful to go to see the poor. I did what I could to conquer my temper,
and especially in things which made my pride ready to burst. I gave much alms. I was exact in my prayer.
I became pregnant with my first child. During this time I was greatly petted as far as the body
went, and my crosses were in some degree less severe thereby. I was so indisposed that I would have
excited the compassion of the most indifferent. Moreover, they had such a great wish to have children, that
they were very apprehensive lest I should miscarry. Yet towards the end they were less considerate to me,
and once, when my mother-in-law had treated me in a very shocking manner, I was so malicious as to feign
a colic in order to alarm them in my turn; because if I had miscarried they would have been inconsolable,
so anxious were they to have children, for my husband was the only son, and my mother-in-law, who was
very rich, could have heirs through him alone. Nevertheless, when I saw that this gave them too much
trouble, I said that I was better. One could not be more miserable than I was during this pregnancy; for
besides a continual sickness, I had such an extraordinary disgust that, with the exception of some fruit, I
could not look at food. I had, moreover, continual faintings and very severe pain. I was extraordinarily ill at
my accouchement. As my illness was very long and very severe, I had an opportunity of practising
patience. I offered all that to our Lord, and as soon as I had a little freedom, it seemed to me I suffered with
much contentment. I was very long ill from this confinement, for besides the fever, I was so weak that after
several weeks, they could scarcely stir me to make my bed. When I was a little better, I had an abscess in
the breast, which had to be opened in two places, and this caused me much pain. All these ills, though
violent, seemed to me but the shadows of ill in comparison with the troubles I suffered in my family,
which, far from diminishing, increased each day. I was also subject to a very violent headache. During this
time you increased, O my God, both my love for you and my patience. It is true that, owing to my
afflictions, I was so indifferent to life that all the ills, apparently mortal, did not frighten me.
This first confinement improved my appearance, and in consequence made me more vain, for
although I would not have been willing to add art to nature, yet I was very complaisant to myself. I was
glad to be looked at, and, far from avoiding occasions for it, I went to promenades; rarely however, and
when I was in the streets, I took off my mask from vanity, and my gloves, to show my hands. Could there
be greater silliness? When I had been thus carried away, which happened often enough, I wept
inconsolably; but that did not correct me. I also sometimes went to a ball, where I displayed my vanity in
dancing.
In our family there happened an affair of great importance as to worldly means. The loss was very
considerable. This cost me strange crosses for more than a year; not that I cared anything for the losses, but
it seemed to me I was the mark for all the bad tempers of the family. An entire volume would be necessary
to describe what I suffered during this time. O God, with what pleasure did I sacrifice to you that money!
and how often have I abandoned myself to you, to beg my bread, if you wished it! My mother-in-law was
inconsolable. She told me, O my God, to pray to you for these things, but it was utterly impossible for me.
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On the contrary, I sacrificed myself to you, urgently praying you rather to reduce the family to beggary
than permit it to offend you. I was vexed with myself for being so detached from this wealth. I excused my
mother-in-law in my mind, and I used to say, “If you had taken the trouble to watch it, as she has, you
would not be so indifferent at seeing it carried off. You enjoy what has cost you nothing, and you reap what
you have not sown.” All these thoughts could not make me feel these losses. 1 formed for myself agreeable
ideas of going to the Alms House, for we also lost large sums which were in the Hotel de Ville at Paris. It
seemed to me even that there was no state so poor and miserable that I would not have found sweet
compared to the continual domestic persecution. It is incredible that my father, who loved me so tenderly,
and whom I honoured more than I can say, never knew anything of what I suffered. God so permitted it that
I should have him also opposed to me for some time; for my mother used constantly to tell him I was
ungrateful, that I cared nothing for them, that I was entirely devoted to the family of my husband. All
appearances in truth condemned me, for I used not to see my father and my mother a quarter of what I
ought; but they were ignorant of the captivity I was in, and what I had to bear to defend them. This talk of
my mother, and a disagreeable circumstance that happened, altered a little my father's friendship for me.
This, however, did not continue long. My mother-in-law used to reproach me, that no afflictions had ever
befallen them till I had entered their house; that all their misfortunes had come with me. On the other hand,
my mother wanted to speak to me against my husband, which I could not allow.
I declare it is not without extreme repugnance I tell these things of my mother-in-law, and
especially of my husband (for my husband is in heaven, and I am certain of it); I have even some scruples. I
do not doubt that by indiscretions, by my provoking temper, by certain outbursts of hastiness which
sometimes escaped me, I gave plenty of occasion for all my crosses, so they have not the value and merit
they would have had had I been more perfect. Besides, though I then had what is called patience in the
world, I had not yet either the taste for or love of the cross, and for this reason I committed many faults. We
must not regard this conduct, which appears unreasonable, with purely human eyes. We must go higher,
and see God thus permitted it for my good, and owing to my pride; for had I been otherwise, I should have
ruined myself. One cannot write these things with more unwillingness than I do, and if I did not fear to
disobey, I declare I would not proceed further.
We continued losing in every way, the King cutting off several sources of income, besides that
other of the Hotel de Ville, which I have mentioned. Meditation in which state I then was did not give me a
true peace in the midst of such great troubles. It, indeed, procures resignation, but not peace and joy. I,
however, practised it twice a day very exactly, and as I had not that rooted presence of God which I have
since had, I was subject to many wanderings. My pride nevertheless subsisted, and sustained itself in spite
of so many things which were calculated to crush it. I had no one either to console me or to counsel me, for
the sister who had brought me up was then dead—she died two months after my marriage. I had no
confidence in the other. Life was very tiresome to me, and the more so because my passions were very
quick; for however I tried to conquer myself, I could not avoid giving way to anger, no more than to
wishing to please.
I did not curl my hair, or very little; I did not even put anything on my face, yet I was not the less
vain of it. I even very seldom looked in the looking-glass, in order not to encourage my vanity, and I made
a practice of reading books of devotion, such as the “Imitation of Jesus Christ” and the works of St. Francis
de Sales while my hair was being combed, so that as I read aloud the servants profited by it. Moreover, I let
myself be dressed as they wished, remaining as they had arranged me—a thing which saves trouble and
material for vanity. I do not know how things were, but people always admired me, and the feelings of my
vanity reawakened in everything. If on certain days I wished to look to better advantage, I failed, and the
more I neglected myself the better I looked. It was a great stone of stumbling for me. How many times, O
my God, have I gone to churches less to pray to you than to be seen there! Other women, who were jealous
of me, maintained that I painted, and said so to my confessor, who reproved me for it, although I assured
him to the contrary. I often spoke to my own advantage, and I exalted myself with pride while lowering
others. I sometimes still told lies, though I used all my efforts to free myself from this vice. These faults
diminished slightly, for I pardoned nothing to myself, and I was very much afflicted at committing them. I
wrote them all down, and I made very careful examinations to see from one week to another, from one
month to another, how far I had corrected myself; but, alas! how little use was my labour, although
fatiguing, because I placed almost all my confidence in my carefulness! It is not, O my God, that I did not
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ask you with great urgency to deliver me from all these evils. I even prayed you to guard me, seeing the
uselessness of my care, and I protested to you, if you did not do it, I should fall back into all my sins, and
even into greater. My great crosses did not detach me from myself. They rendered me very indifferent to
temporal wealth; they even made me hate life; but they did not take away those sentiments of vanity, that
woke up with strength on all the occasions that I had of appearing. They were few, owing to the assiduity
with which I attended on my husband. The church, O my God, was the place where I was most seen, and
where I was most beset with sentiments of vanity. It appeared to me I would have wished to be otherwise,
but it was a feeble and languishing will.
The long absence of my husband, my crosses and my vexations, made me resolve to go and see
him where he was. My mother-in-law opposed it strongly, but my father having wished it, I was let go. On
my arrival, I found he had been near dying. He was greatly changed by the worry, for he was unable to
finish his affairs, from not being at liberty to attend to them. He was even concealed in the Hotel de
Longueville, where Madame de Longueville showed me great kindness, but as I was much remarked, he
feared I would cause him to be discovered. That greatly troubled him, and he wished me to return home,
playing the part of the aggrieved; but love and the long time since he had seen me overcoming all other
reasons, he made me remain with him. He kept me eight days without letting me leave his room, through
this fear of discovery. This was a panic terror, for it had nothing to do with his business. But as he feared I
would get ill in consequence, he begged me to go and walk in the garden, where I met Madame de
Longueville, who remained a long time examining me thoroughly. I was surprised a person whose piety
made so much noise should dwell so upon the exterior, and appear to make so much of it. She expressed
great joy at seeing me. My husband was very pleased, for at bottom he loved me much, and I should have
been very happy with him, but for the continual talk my mother-in-law entertained him with.
I cannot tell the kindness that was shown me in this house. All the officials eagerly served me.
Everywhere I found only persons who applauded me, owing to this miserable exterior. I was so scrupulous
in not listening to anyone on this point, I made myself ridiculous. I never spoke to a man alone, and never
took one into my carriage unless my husband was there, although they might be my relatives. I never gave
my hand without precaution, I never went into the carriages of men. In short, there was no possible measure
I did not observe to avoid giving any umbrage to my husband, or any ground for my being talked of. So
much precaution had I, O my God, for a vain point of honour, and I had so little for the true honour, which
is, not to displease you. I went so far in this, and my self-love was so great, that if I had failed in any rule of
politeness, I could not sleep at night. Every one wished to contribute to my diversion, and the outside life
was only too agreeable for me; but as to indoors, vexation had so depressed my husband, that each day I
had to put up with something new, and that very often. Sometimes he threatened to throw the supper out of
the window, and I told him it would be very unfair to me; I had a good appetite. I laughed with him to win
him, and oftentimes he quieted down at once, and the manner in which I spoke to him touched him. At
other times melancholy got the upper hand, in spite of all I could do, and the love he had for me. He wished
me to return home, but I could not desire it, owing to what I had suffered in his absence. I remarked that
generally after I had been to the Mass, or had communicated, it was then he was seized with the most
vexatious tempers, which often lasted very long. You gave me, O my God, much patience, and you enabled
me to make no answer to him, or else some very trifling thing with gentleness, and thus the Devil, who
hoped only to lead me thereby to offend you, went off in confusion, owing to the singular assistance of
your grace, which, despite the rebellion of nature I keenly felt, did not permit me to get into a passion.
I became quite languishing, for I loved you, O my God, and I would not have wished to displease
you. This vanity which I felt, and I could not destroy, caused me much trouble. That, joined to a long
succession of vexations, made me fall ill. As I did not wish to cause trouble in the Hotel de Longueville, I
had myself carried elsewhere, and I was so ill and reduced to such extremity that, after they had in seven
days taken from me forty-eight pallets or blood, and they could get no more, the doctors despaired of my
life, and this state was protracted. There was no probability I could recover. The priest who confessed me,
and who had much piety and discernment, for he had been an intimate friend of St. Francis de Sales,
appeared so satisfied with me that he said I would die like a saint. It was only I, O my God, who was not
satisfied with myself. My sins were too present to my mind, and too painful to my heart, to allow this
presumption. They brought me the Holy Viaticum at midnight. There was general desolation among the
family and all those who knew me. I was the only person to whom death was indifferent. I regarded it
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without fear. I had no grief at leaving this miserable body, whose vanity was more insupportable to me than
death. My crosses greatly contributed to rendering me unconcerned at its approach. My husband was
inconsolable, and was so afflicted he was near dying. When he saw there was no hope; that the disease
increased as well as my weakness; that the remedies irritated it; that they found no more blood in my veins,
which were drained by the profuse bleedings they had subjected me to, —on the Festival of St. Francis de
Sales he vowed me to this saint, and caused many Masses to be said. It was no sooner done than I began to
improve. But what is strange is, that in spite of all his love, hardly was I out of danger when he commenced
to be vexed with me. Scarcely could I move about when I had to endure new assaults. This illness was very
useful to me, for besides a very great patience in the midst of severe pain, it threw a great light for me on
the worthlessness of the things of the world. It detached me much from myself. It gave me a new courage
to suffer better than I had done in the past. I even felt that your love, O my God, was strengthening itself in
my heart, with the desire to please you and to be faithful to you in my condition, and many other benefits it
conferred on me which it would be useless to detail. I was still six months dragging on with a slow fever
and a hepatic flux. They thought this would ultimately carry me off. But, O my God, you were not yet
willing to take me to you. The designs you had for me were far other than that. You were not satisfied with
making me the object of your mercy; you willed I should be the victim of your justice.
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Chapter 1-8
AT last, after long debility, I recovered my former health, and I lost my mother, who died like an
angel. For God, who willed to commence even in this life to recompense her great almsgiving, gave her
such a grace of detachment, that, although she was only twenty-four hours ill, she left all that was most
dear to her without grief. Many things happened during this time that I suppress, Sir, as being of no utility
either in making me known to you, or for your own use. It was a continuation of daily crosses and
occasions for vanity. However, I still pursued my little course of prayer, which I never failed to offer twice
a day. I watched over myself, continually conquering myself, and I gave much alms. I went to the houses of
the poor, and I assisted them in their illnesses. I did, according to my light, all the good I knew, being
punctual at church and remaining before the Holy Sacrament, having adopted for it a perpetual adoration.
You increased, O my God, my love and my patience in proportion as you increased my sufferings. The
temporal advantages that my mother procured for my brother above me, at which I was no way vexed,
nevertheless caused me crosses, for at home they blamed me for everything. I was also much indisposed in
a second pregnancy, and even sometime ill of a double-tertian fever. I was still weak, and I did not yet
serve you, O my God, with that vigour that you soon afterwards gave me. I would have liked to reconcile
your love with the love of myself and of creatures; for I was so unfortunate, that I still found persons who
loved me and whom I could not hinder myself from wishing to please—not that I loved them, but from the
love I bore myself.
You permitted, O my God, that Madame de Ch—, who was exiled, came to my father, and he
offered her a portion of the house, which she accepted, and she lived there some time. This lady was of
singular piety and very spiritual. As I often used to see her, and she had a friendship for me, because she
saw I wished to love God, and that I employed myself in external works of charity, she remarked that I had
the virtues of the active and complex life, but that it was not in the simplicity of prayer in which she was.
She sometimes dropped a word to me on this subject, but as the hour was not yet come, I did not
understand her. She was more useful to me from her example than from her words. I saw on her face
something that showed a very great presence of God, and I remarked in her what I had never yet seen in
anyone. I endeavoured, through my head and thoughts, to give myself a continual presence of God. I gave
myself much trouble, and made no advance. I wished to have by an effort what I could not acquire save in
ceasing all effort. This worthy lady charmed me by her virtue, which I saw to be far above the ordinary.
Seeing me so complex, she often said something to me; but it was not time—I did not understand her. I
spoke of it to my confessor, who told me the exact opposite, and as I discovered to her what my confessor
had said thereon, she did not venture to open herself to me.
My father's nephew, of whom I have spoken, who had gone to Cochin China with M. de
Heliopolis, arrived. He came to Europe to fetch priests. I was delighted to see him, for I remembered the
good his former visit had brought me. Madame de Ch- was no less pleased than I to see him, for they
quickly understood each other, and they had one and the same spiritual language, which was also known to
the prioress of a convent of Benedictines, named Genevieve Granger, one of the holiest women of her time.
The virtue of this excellent relative charmed me, and I admired his continual prayer, without being able to
understand it. I forced myself to meditate continually, to think unceasingly of you, O my God, to repeat
prayers and utter ejaculations; but I could not by all these various things give myself what you yourself
give, and which is experienced only in simplicity. I was surprised at his telling me that he thought of
nothing in prayer, and I wondered at what I could not comprehend. He did all he could to attach me more
strongly to you, O my God. He assured me, if he was so happy as to endure martyrdom—as, in fact, he
endured it—he would offer it to you to obtain for me a great gift of prayer. We used to repeat together the
Office of the Holy Virgin. Often he stopped quite short, because the violence of the attraction closed his
mouth, and then he ceased those vocal prayers. I did not at that time know what it was. He had an
incredible affection for me. The alienation from the corruption of the century which he saw in me, the
horror of sin at an age when others only commence to taste its pleasures (for I was not eighteen years old),
gave him tenderness for me. I complained of my faults with much ingenuousness, for I have always been
clear enough thereon; but as the difficulty I found in entirely correcting them made me lose courage, he
supported me, and exhorted me to support myself, and he would have liked to give me another method of
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prayer, which would have been more efficacious to rid me of myself; but I gave no opening for that. I
believe his prayers were more efficacious than his words, for he was no sooner out of my father's house
than you had compassion on me, O my Divine Love. The desire I had to please you, the tears I shed, my
great labour and the little fruit I reaped from it, moved your compassion. You gave me in a moment,
through your grace and through your goodness alone, what I had been unable to give myself through all my
efforts. In this state was my soul, when by a goodness the greater in proportion as I had rendered myself
unworthy of it, without paying regard either to your graces rejected, or to my sins, any more than to my
extreme ingratitude, seeing me rowing with so much toil, helpless, you sent, O my Divine Saviour, the
favourable wind of your divine working to make me proceed at full sail upon that sea of afflictions. The
thing happened as I am about to tell.
I often spoke to my confessor of the trouble I had at not being able to meditate or imagine
anything to myself. Subjects of prayer too extended were useless to me, and I did not comprehend anything
in them. Those that were very short and full of unction suited me better. This worthy Father did not
understand me. At last God permitted that a monk, very spiritual, of the Order of St. Francis, traveled by
where we were. He wanted to go by another way, as well to shorten the journey as to avail himself of the
ease of water-carriage, but a secret force made him change his plan, and obliged him to pass through the
place where I dwelt. He at once saw there was there something for him to do. He fancied that God called
him for the conversion of a man of consideration in this neighbourhood, but his efforts were useless. It was
the conquest of my soul that you wished to effect through him. O my God, it seems that you forgot all the
rest to think only of this ungrateful and faithless heart. As soon as this worthy monk had arrived in the
country, he went to see my father, who was very glad of it, and who about that time being ill, was near
dying. I was then laid up with my second son. For some time they concealed from me my father's illness,
through fear for my health, yet an indiscreet person having informed me, ill as I was, I got up and went to
see him. The haste with which I had gone about after my confinement caused me a dangerous illness. My
father recovered, not perfectly, but enough to give me new marks of his affection. I told him my desire to
love you, O my God, and the grief I was in at not being able to do it according to my desire. My father,
who singularly loved me, thought he could not give me a more solid proof of it than in procuring for me the
acquaintance of this monk. He told me what he knew of this holy man, and that he wished me to see him. I
at first made much difficulty, because I never used to go to see monks. I believed I was bound so to act in
order to observe the rules of the most scrupulous prudence; yet my father's urgency took with me the place
of an absolute command. I thought no harm could come to me from a thing I did only to obey him.
I took with me one of my relatives and went there. When he saw me at a distance he was quite
confused; for he was very particular in never seeing women, and a solitude of five years, which he had just
left, had made them not a little strangers to him. He was then very much surprised that I was the first who
addressed herself to him, and what I told him increased his surprise, as he has since acknowledged to me,
assuring me that my appearance and manner of saying things had confused him, so that he did not know if
he was dreaming. He hardly advanced, and was a long time without being able to speak to me. I knew not
to what to attribute his silence. I continued to speak to him, and to tell him in a few words my difficulties
about prayer. He answered me at once: “It is, Madame, because you seek outside what you have within.
Accustom yourself to seek God in your heart, and you will find him there.” On finishing these words, he
left me.
The next morning he was very greatly astonished when I went to see him, and when I told him the
effect his words had produced in my soul; for it is true they were for me like an arrow that pierced my heart
through and through. I felt in that moment a very deep wound, as delicious, as full of love, a wound so
sweet, I desired never to be healed of it. Those words put into my heart what I was seeking so many years,
or rather they made me discover what was there, and which I did not enjoy for want of knowing it. O my
Lord, you were in my heart, and you asked from me only a simple turning inward to make me feel your
presence. O Infinite Goodness, you were so near, and I went running here and there to look for you, and I
did not find you. My life was miserable, and my happiness was within me. I was in poverty in the midst of
riches, and I was dying of hunger near a table spread and a continual feast. O Beauty ancient and new, why
have I known you so late? Alas! I was seeking you where you were not, and I did not seek you where you
were. It was for want of understanding those words of your Gospel when you say, “The kingdom of God is
not here or there, but the kingdom of God is within you.” I experienced it at once, since henceforth you
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were my King, and my heart was your kingdom, where you commanded as Sovereign, and where you
carried out all your wills; for what you do in a soul when you come there as a King, is the same which you
did when you came into the world to be King of the Jews. “It is written of me,” said that divine King, “at
the head of the book, that I will do your will.” It is what he writes at once on the entrance of the heart
where he comes to reign.
I told this worthy Father that I did not know what he had done to me; that my heart was quite
changed; that God was there, and I had no longer any trouble to find him; for from that moment I was given
an experience of his presence in my central depth, not through thought or application of the mind, but as a
thing one possesses really in a very sweet manner. I experienced those words of the spouse of the Canticles,
“Your name is like oil poured out; therefore the young girls have loved you.” For I experienced in my soul
an unction which, like a soothing balm, healed all my wounds, and which even spread itself so powerfully
over my senses, that I could hardly open my mouth or my eyes. I did not sleep at all the whole of that night,
because your love, O my God, was not only for me like a delightful oil, but also like a devouring fire,
which kindled in my soul such a flame that it seemed bound to devour everything in an instant. I was all of
a sudden so changed that I was no longer recognizable either by myself or by others. I no longer found
either those faults or those dislikes. All appeared to me consumed like straw in a great fire.
This worthy Father, however, could not make up his mind to undertake my direction, although he
had seen so surprising a change effected by God. Many reasons led him to decline it: my appearance, which
gave him much apprehension; my extreme youth, for I was only nineteen years old; and a promise he had
made to God, through distrust of himself, never to undertake the direction of any female unless our Lord
imposed it upon him by a special providence. On my urging him, then, to take me under his direction, he
told me to pray to God about it; that he would do so on his side. When he was in prayer, it was said to him,
“Do not fear to take charge of her: she is my spouse.” O my God, permit me to say to you, that you did not
mean it. What? your spouse! this frightful monster of filth and iniquity, who had done nothing but offend
you, abuse your graces, and pay your goodness with ingratitude? This worthy Father then told me that he
was willing to direct me.
Nothing was now more easy for me than to pray. Hours were to me no more than moments, and I
was unable not to do it. Love left me not a moment of respite. I said to him, “O my Love, it is enough:
leave me.” My prayer was, from the moment of which I have spoken, void of all forms, species, and
images. Nothing of my prayer passed into my head, but it was a prayer of enjoyment and possession in the
will, where the delight of God was so great, so pure, and so simple, that it attracted and absorbed the other
two powers of the soul in profound concentration, without act or speech. I had, however, sometimes
freedom to say some words of love to my Beloved, but then everything was taken from me. It was a prayer
of faith, which excluded all distinction; for I had not any view of Jesus Christ or the divine attributes.
Everything was absorbed in a delicious faith, where all distinctions were lost to give love room for loving
with more expansion, without motives or reasons for loving. That sovereign of the powers—the will—
swallowed up the two others, and took from them every distinct object to unite them the better in it, in
order that the distinct should not arrest them, and thus take from them the uniting force and hinder them
from losing themselves in love. It is not that they did not subsist in their unconscious and passive
operations, but it is that the light of faith, like a general light, similar to that of the sun, absorbs all distinct
lights, and throws them into obscurity to our eyes, because the excess of his light surpasses them all.
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Chapter 1-9
THIS, then, was the prayer which was communicated to me at once, which is far above ecstasies,
ravishments, visions, etc.; for all those graces are far less pure. Visions are in the powers inferior to the
will, and their effect must always terminate at the will, and in the sequel they must be lost in the experience
of what one sees, knows, and hears in those states; otherwise the soul would never arrive at the perfect
union. What she would then have that she would even give the name of union to, would be a mediated
union, and a flowing of the gifts of God into the powers; but it is not God himself; so that it is very
important to prevent souls from dwelling upon visions and ecstasies, because this arrests them almost all
their life; besides, those graces are very subject to illusion, for that which has form, image, and distinctness,
the Devil may imitate, together with the sensible delight, but that which is detached from all images, forms,
species, and above things sensible, the Devil cannot enter these. Of these kinds of gifts the less pure and
perfect, and the most subject to illusion, are visions and ecstasies. Ravishments and revelations are not at
all so much, although they are not a little so. The vision is never of God himself, nor almost ever of Jesus
Christ, as those who have them imagine. It is an angel of light, who, according to the power which is given
him by God, causes the soul to see his representation, which he himself takes. It appears to me that the
apparitions that people believe to be of Jesus Christ himself are something like the sun, which paints itself
in a cloud with such vivid colours, that he who does not know this secret, believes it is the sun itself, yet it
is only its image. Jesus Christ in that way pictures himself in the intelligence, and those are called
intellectual visions, and are the most perfect; or that is done by angels, which, being pure intelligences, may
thus be imprinted, and thus show themselves. St. Francis d'Assisi, very enlightened on visions, has never
attributed to Jesus Christ himself the impression of his stigmata, but to a Seraph, who, taking the
appearance of Jesus Christ, impressed them upon him. The imagination impresses itself also with phantoms
and holy representations. There are, further, corporal ones; both sorts are the most gross and the most
subject to illusion. It is of these sorts of things St. Paul speaks when he says that the Angel of Darkness
transfigures himself to an Angel of Light—a thing that ordinarily happens when one attaches importance to
visions, esteems them, dwells upon them, because all these things excite vanity in the soul, or at least
hinder her from running in blind faith, which is above all sight, knowledge, and light, as St. Denis explains.
Ecstasy comes from a sensible delight which is a spiritual sensuality, where the soul, letting
herself go too far, in consequence of the sweetness she finds there, falls into faintness. The Devil gives this
kind of sensible sweetness to entice the soul, make her hate the cross, to render her sensual, and to fill her
with vanity and love of self, to arrest her at the gifts of God, and to hinder her from following Jesus Christ
by renunciation and death to all things. Distinct interior utterances are also very subject to illusion. The
Devil forms many of them, and, though they should be from the good angel—for God never speaks in this
way—they do not always mean all that they seem to say, and very seldom does one see that happen which
is in this way spoken; for when God sends this kind of message by his angels, he understands things in his
way, and we take them in ours, and it is this which misleads us. The immediate utterance of God is none
other than the expression of his Word in the soul—speech substantial, which has no sound or articulation;
speech vivifying and operative, as it is written, “He spoke, and they are made;” speech which is never for a
moment mute or fruitless; speech which never ceases in the centre of the soul when she is fitted for it, and
which returns as pure to its principle as it left it; speech where there is never any mistake; speech which
makes Jesus Christ become the life of the soul, since it is none other than himself as the Word; speech
which has a wonderful efficacy, not only in the soul where it is received, but which communicates itself to
other souls through that one, as a divine germ which makes them fructify for eternal life; speech always
mute and always eloquent; speech that is none other than yourself, O my God, the Word made flesh; speech
which is the kiss of the mouth, and the union, immediate and essential, that you are, infinitely elevated
above those utterances that are created, limited, and intelligible.
Revelations of the future are also very dangerous, and the Devil can counterfeit them with
auguries, as he once did in the heathen temples, where he rendered oracles. Even though they should be
from God through the ministry of his angels, we must get beyond them, without dwelling upon them,
because we do not understand what they signify, true revelations being always very obscure. A further
reason is that this amuses the soul extremely, hinders her from living in total abandonment to the Divine
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Providence, gives false assurances and frivolous hopes, fills the mind with future things, and hinders from
dying to all and passing beyond all things to follow Jesus Christ, naked, despoiled of all.
The Revelation of Jesus Christ, of which St. Paul speaks, is very different from all that. It is
manifested to the soul when the eternal Word is communicated to her—revelation which makes us become
second Jesus Christs on earth through participation, and which brings to pass that he expresses himself in
us; it is this revelation which is always true, and which the Devil cannot counterfeit.
Ravishments come from another principle. God attracts the soul powerfully to make her go out of
herself and to absorb her in him; and of all the gifts I have described, it is the most perfect. But the soul
being still arrested by her self-hood, she can not go out of herself, so that being attracted on the one hand,
and kept back on the other, it is this which operates the ravishment, or flight of the spirit, which is more
violent than ecstasy, and sometimes raises the body from the earth. However, that which men admire so
extraordinarily is an imperfection and a defect in the creature.
True ravishment and perfect ecstasy are operated by total annihilation, where the soul, losing all
self-hood, passes into God without effort and without violence, as into the place which is proper and natural
to her. For God is the centre of the soul, and when once the soul is disengaged from the self-hood which
arrested her in herself or in other creatures, she infallibly passes into God, where she dwells hidden with
Jesus Christ. But this ecstasy is operated only by simple faith, death to all things created, even to the gifts
of God, which, being creatures, hinder the soul from falling into the One uncreated. It is for this reason, I
say, it is of great importance to make her pass beyond all his gifts, howsoever sublime they may appear,
because, as long as the soul dwells in them, she does not veritably renounce herself, and so never passes
into God himself, although she may be in those gifts in a very sublime manner. But resting thus in the gifts,
she loses the real enjoyment of the Giver, which is an inestimable loss.
Through an inconceivable goodness, O my God, you introduced me into a state very pure, very
firm, and very solid. You took possession of my will, and you there established your throne, and in order
that I should not let myself aim at those gifts and withdraw myself from your love, you put me at once into
a union of the powers and into a continual adherence to you. I was unable to do anything else but to love
you with a love as profound as it was tranquil, which absorbed everything else. Souls that are taken this
way are the most favoured, and they have a shorter road to travel. It is true when you advance them so
quickly, O my God, they must expect violent crosses and cruel deaths, especially if they are from the first
touched with much faith, abandonment, pure love, disinterestedness, and love of the sole interest of God
alone, without any self-regard. These were the dispositions you from the first placed in me, with so
vehement a desire of suffering for you, that I was quite languishing from it. I was on a sudden disgusted
with all creatures; all that was not my Love was insupportable to me; the cross I had till then borne through
resignation became my delight and the object of my complaisance.
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Chapter 1-10
I WROTE all this to that worthy Father, who was filled with joy and astonishment. O God, what
penances did not the love of suffering make me practise! I practised all the austerities I could imagine, but
all was too feeble to satisfy the desire I had of suffering. Although my body was very delicate, the
instruments of penance tore me without causing me pain, as it appeared to me. Every day I took long
scourgings, which were with iron points. They drew much blood from me, and bruised me, but they did not
satisfy me, and I regarded them with scorn and indignation, for they could not content me; and as I had
little strength, and my chest was extremely delicate, I wearied my arms and lost my voice without hurting
myself. I wore girdles of hair and iron points. The former appeared to me a play of self-love, and the latter
caused me extreme pain, putting on and taking off, and yet, when I had them on, they did not cause me
pain. I tore myself with brambles, thorns, and nettles, which I kept on me. The pain of these latter caused
my heart to fail, and entirely deprived me of sleep, without my being able to remain sitting or lying, in
consequence of the points remaining in my flesh. It was these last I used when I could get them, for they
satisfied me more than any. I very often kept absinthe in my mouth, colocynth in my food; although I ate so
little that I am astonished how I could live; besides, I was always ill or languishing. If I walked, I placed
stones in my shoes. It was, O my God, what you inspired me from the first to do, as well as to deprive
myself of all the most innocent gratifications. All that could flatter my taste was refused to it. All that was
most disagreeable to it was given to it.
My stomach, which up to this time was so delicate that it would be most violently upset at the
least dirt, no longer dared manifest a dislike, but it saw itself at once compelled to take what made it ready
to die, until it ceased to have any dislike. My taste, which up to that could hardly eat anything, was forced
to eat everything without distinguishing, until it seemed to be unable even to make a choice. I did not do
this through practice, nor study, nor with premeditation. You were continually in me, O my God, and you
were so severe in your exactions that you did not allow me to pass the least thing. When I thought to do
something, you suddenly stopped me, and made me do, without thinking of it, all your wills and all that
was repugnant to my senses, until they were so supple that they had not the least inclination nor the least
repugnance. I dressed the wounds of all who came to me, and gave remedies to the sick. This mortification
lasted for a long time, but as soon as my disgust ceased, and took alike the most horrible things and the
best, the thought of it was entirely taken away from me, and I have since paid no attention to it; for I did
nothing of myself, but I allowed myself to be led by my King, who governed all as Sovereign. For many
years I practised the former austerities, but as for these things, in less than a year my senses were reduced
to subjection. Nothing extinguishes them so quickly as to refuse them all they desire, and to give them what
they dislike. Nothing else kills so effectually; and austerities, however great they be, if they are not
accompanied by what I have just said, still leave the senses in vigour and never deaden them, but this,
joined with concentration, entirely deprives them of life.
When the worthy Father, whom I have mentioned, asked me how I loved God, I told him that I
loved him more than the most passionate lover loved his mistress; that this comparison was yet improper,
since the love of creatures can never attain to that either in force or depth. This love was so continual, and
always occupied me, and so powerful, I could not think of anything else. This profound stroke, this
delicious and amorous wound, was inflicted on me on the Magdalen's Day, 1668; and that Father, who was
a very good preacher, had been asked to preach in my parish, which was under the invocation of the
Magdalen. He made three admirable sermons on this subject. I then perceived an effect which his sermons
produced on me, namely, that I could hardly hear the words and what was said; they at once made
impression on my heart, and so powerfully absorbed me in God, that I could neither open my eyes nor hear
what was said. To hear your name mentioned, O my God, or your love, was enough to throw me into
profound prayer, and I experienced that your word made an impression directly on my heart, and that it
produced all its effect without the intervention of reflection and intellect; and I have ever since experienced
this, although in a different manner, according to the different degrees and states through which I have
passed. It was, then, more perceptible to me. I could hardly any more pronounce vocal prayers.
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That absorption in God in which I was, absorbed everything. I could no more see the saints or the
Holy Virgin out of God, but I saw them all in him, without being able to distinguish them from him, save
with trouble, and although I tenderly loved certain saints, as St. Peter, St. Paul, St. Magdalen, St. Theresa,
all those who were spiritual, I could not yet make distinctions in them, nor invoke them out of God.
The 2nd of August the same year, which was only some weeks after my wound, the Fete of Notre
Dame de Portioncule was celebrated in the convent in which this worthy Father, my director, was. I went in
the morning to gain the indulgences. I was greatly surprised when I saw I could not succeed. I used every
effort for that purpose, but in vain. I remained more than five hours continuously in the church without any
advance. I was penetrated by a ray of pure love, so living that I could not make up my mind to shorten the
pains due to my sins by indulgences. If they had brought penalties and crosses I would have gained them. I
said to you, O my Love, “I wish to suffer for you; do not shorten my pains; it would be to shorten my
pleasures. I only find them in suffering for you. Indulgences are good for those who do not know the value
of suffering, who do not wish that your divine justice should be satisfied, and who, having a mercenary
soul, are less afraid of displeasing you than apprehensive of the penalty which is attached to sin.” But
fearing I might be mistaken and commit a fault in not gaining indulgences—for I had never heard tell that
one might be in this state—I made new efforts to gain them, but uselessly. At last, not knowing what to do,
I said to our Lord, “If it is absolutely necessary to gain indulgences, transfer the penalties of the other life
into this." As soon as I returned home, I wrote to that worthy Father an account of my disposition and my
feelings, with so much facility and such ease of expression that, when preaching that day, he made it the
third part of his sermon, repeating word for word what I had written.
I gave up all society. I renounced for ever games and amusements, the dance, and all useless
promenades. Nearly two years before I had given up curling my hair. I was, however, very well dressed, for
my husband wished it so. My only diversion was to snatch moments to be alone with you, O my only Love.
All other pleasure was for me a pain, not a pleasure. I did not lose your presence, which was given me by a
divine and continual influx, not, as I had imagined, through an effort of the head, nor through thinking of
you, my divine Love, but in the depths of the will, where I tasted with ineffable sweetness the real
enjoyment of the object loved—not, however, as afterwards, through an essential union, but through a true
union in the will, which made me taste by happy experience that the soul is created to enjoy you, O my
God. This union is the most perfect of all those which are operated in the powers. Its effect is also much
greater, for the unions of the other powers enlighten the intellect and absorb the memory, but if they are not
accompanied with this, they are of little use, because they produce only temporary effects. The union of the
will carries with it, in essence and in reality, what the others have only in distinction. Moreover, it submits
the soul to her God, conforms her to all his wills, gradually kills in her all “own” will, and at last, drawing
with it the other powers by means of charity, of which it is full, gradually makes them unite in that centre,
and there lose themselves so far as their operation is “own” and natural.
This loss is called “Annihilation of the powers,” which must not be understood of a physical
annihilation—that would be ridiculous, but they appear annihilated as regards us, although they still remain
subsisting. This annihilation or loss of the powers takes place in this way: In proportion as Charity fills and
inflames the Will in the manner we have said, this Charity becomes so powerful that it gradually
overcomes all the activity of this Will to subject it to that of God, so that when the soul is docile in allowing
herself to be perfected and purified by it, and to be emptied of all that she has of the “own” and opposed to
the will of God, she finds herself gradually void of all “own” will, and placed in a holy indifference, to will
only that which God does and wills. This never can be consummated through the activity of our Will, even
though it should be employed in continual resignations, because they are so many “own” acts, which,
although very virtuous, make the Will still subsist in itself, and consequently hold it in multiplicity, in
distinction, in unlikeness with that of God. But when the soul remains submissive, and only suffers freely
and voluntarily, bringing her concurrence, which is her submission, to allow herself to be conquered and
destroyed by the activity of Charity,—this, while absorbing the Will in itself, perfects it in that of God, first
purifying it from all restriction, unlikeness, and “ownness.”
It is the same with the two other powers, where, by means of Charity, the two other theological
virtues are introduced. Faith seizes so powerfully on the Understanding that it makes it die away to all
reasoning, to all distinct light, to all particular illuminations, be they the most sublime; which shows how
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much visions, revelations, ecstasies, etc., are contrary to this, and hinder the loss of the soul in God,
although in this way she may appear lost for moments; but it is not a true loss, since the soul which is truly
lost in God never recovers herself. It is rather a simple absorption, if the thing is in the will, or a dazzling if
it is in the intellect, than a loss. I say, then, that Faith makes the soul lose all distinct light, and absorbs her
while conquering, to place her in its light, which is above all light—a light general and indistinct, which
appears darkness to the self-hood on which it shines, because its excessive clearness prevents one from
discerning or recognizing it; as we are unable to discern the sun and his light, although by means of this
light we so perfectly discern objects that it even hinders us from making mistakes. As we see that the sun
absorbs in his general light all the little distinct lights of the stars, but that these little lights in themselves
are very easily discerned, without, however, being able to give light to us; in the same way, these visions,
ecstasies, etc., are very well discerned, owing to their smallness of extent. But yet, while making
themselves distinct, they cannot, however, place us in the truth, nor make us see objects such as they are;
on the contrary, they would rather mislead us by their false light. It is similar with all lights which are not
those of passive Faith—infused light—Faith the gift of the Holy Spirit, which has the power to undeceive
the intellect, and, while obscuring the “own” lights of the Understanding, to place it in the light of truth;
which, although less satisfying for it, is, however, a thousand times more sure than any other, and is
properly the true light of this life, until Jesus Christ, the eternal Light, arises in the soul and enlightens her
with himself—“He Who enlightens every man coming into the world” with the new life in God. This is
abstruse, but I allow myself to be carried away by the spirit who makes me write.
In the same way, the Memory finds itself conquered and absorbed by Hope, and at last everything
loses itself in pure Charity, which absorbs the whole soul, through means of the Will that, as sovereign of
the powers, has the ability to destroy the others in itself, like as Charity, queen of the virtues, reunites in
itself all the other virtues. This reunion which then takes place is called Unity, central union, because
everything finds itself united through the will and charity in the centre of the soul and in God our ultimate
end, according to those words of St. John, “He who dwells in charity, dwells in God; for God is charity.”
This union of my will to yours, O my God, and this ineffable presence, was so powerful and so sweet at the
same time, that I could not wish to resist it, nor to defend myself from it. This dear Possessor of my heart
made me see even my smallest faults.
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Chapter 1-11
My senses were, as I have said, under a continual mortification, and I gave them no liberty; for it
should be known that, in order to kill them utterly, one must during a certain time give them no respite,
until they are entirely dead. Otherwise they are in danger of never dying, as happens with persons who are
content to practise great external austerities, and who nevertheless give their senses certain indulgences,
which they call innocent and necessary, and thereby they give them life; for it is not austerities, however
great they be, which make the senses die. We have seen very ascetic persons feel their revolts all their life.
What more effectually destroys them is to refuse them generally all that pleases them and to give them all
which is disagreeable to them, and this without relaxation and as long as is necessary, to render them void
of appetite and repugnance. But if before that one pretends to give them a little relaxation, one does what
would happen to a person who had been condemned to die of hunger, should anyone give him from time to
time a little nourishment, under pretext of strengthening him; one would prolong his torture and hinder him
from dying. It is the same with the death of the senses, the powers, the “own” intellect, and the “own” will;
because if one does not tear from them all subsistence, however small it be, one maintains them to the end
in a dying life, which is very well named mortification—what St. Paul has perfectly well distinguished
when he says, “We bear in our body the mortifications of Jesus Christ;” that is, properly, the dying state.
But afterwards, to make us see we must not end there, he adds elsewhere, “We are dead, and our life is hid
with Jesus Christ in God.” We never can lose ourselves in God, save by total death.
He who is dead in this way has no longer need of mortification, but all that is over for him—
everything is become new. There is a great fault which persons of good intention commit; after they have
attained the extinction of their senses by this continual and unrelaxing death, to remain all their life
attached to that, and not to leave this work through a perfect indifference, taking alike the good and the bad,
the sweet and the bitter, in order to enter upon a more useful toil, which is the mortification of the “own”
intellect and the “own” will, commencing by the loss of their “own” activities. This is never effected
without profound prayer, no more than the death of the senses will ever be entire without profound
concentration joined to mortification. Because otherwise the soul, remaining still turned towards the senses,
maintains them in a strong life, whereas by concentration she dwells as it were separated from them, and in
this way indirectly contributes more to their death than all the rest.
The more you increased my love and my patience, O my God, the stronger and more continual
became my crosses: but love made them light to me. Oh, poor souls who consume yourselves with
superfluous worries, if you sought God in yourselves, you would soon find an end of your ills, since their
excess would constitute your delight. Love, at this commencement, insatiable of mortifications and
penances, made me invent all kinds. But what was admirable is that, without my paying any attention to it,
as soon as mortification no longer produced any effect upon me, love made me discontinue it, to practise
another to which it directed me itself; for that love was so subtle and enlightened, it saw even the smallest
defects. If I was about to speak, it made me see a fault therein, and made me keep silence. If I kept silence,
it found a defect there. In all my actions it found defects—my manner of acting, my mortifications, my
penances, my alms, my solitude, in short, it found defect in all. If I walked, I noticed a defect in my manner
of walking. If I said anything to my advantage—“pride.” If I said, “Well, I will say nothing of myself, good
or bad”— “self-hood." If I was too concentrated and reserved—“self-love.” If I was gay and open, people
condemned me. This pure Love always found something to censure, and was extremely careful to let
nothing pass with my soul. It is not that I paid attention to myself, for I could regard myself very little,
owing to the fact that my attention to him through the adherence of the will was continual. I was
unceasingly awake to him, and he kept his eye continually on me, and conducted me in such a way by the
hand of his providence, that he made me forget everything, and, although I experienced these things, I was
unable to declare them to anyone. He so completely took away all regard towards myself, that I could not in
any way make an examination. As soon as I set myself to do so, I was removed from all thought of myself,
and turned to my one Object, who had no distinct object for me, but an utter generality and vastness. I was,
as it were, plunged in a river of peace. I knew by faith it was God who thus possessed all my soul, but I did
not think on it, as a wife seated near her husband knows it is he who embraces her, without saying to
herself, “It is he,” and without occupying her thought with it.
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It was great trouble when I went to confession, for as soon as I thought to turn in upon myself for
examination, Love seized me with such force, unction, and concentration, that I could no longer regard
myself, nor think of myself, but I was quite absorbed in a love as powerful as it was sweet. I had, therefore,
to present myself in this state at the feet of the priest. It was then, O my God, you made present to me all
that you wished me to say. Had I said it, I could no more open my mouth to pronounce a word, in such
dependence did Love keep me; but this was done with so much unction and sweetness, that I could only
adhere to him. I hardly heard anything of what the priest said to me, but when he pronounced the
absolution, I experienced like a flowing in of grace and a more powerful unction. I remained there so full of
love that I could not even think of my sins, to be sorry for them, I would not have wished for anything in
the world to displease my dear Spouse, since before he had wounded me in this way I wept so bitterly, at
the sma1lest faults; but it was not in my power, to give myself any other disposition than that he had placed
me in. When I say, “I could not,” it must not be thought God does violence to our liberty; oh, by no means!
But he demands it from us with so many attractions, and causes us to do things with so much power, love,
and sweetness, that he inclines our heart where he pleases, and that heart follows him very freely, and with
so much pleasure and sweetness, that it would be unable not to do it. The attraction is as free as infallible.
Although Love treated me in this way, it must not be supposed he left my faults unpunished. O
God, with what rigour do you punish your most faithful and most cherished lovers! I do not speak here of
external penances, which are too weak to punish the least fault in a soul that God wills to purify radically,
and which, on the contrary, serve rather as consolation and refreshment; but the manner God uses to punish
the least faults in the chosen souls is so terrible, it must be experienced to be understood. All that I could
tell of it would be understood only by experienced souls. It is an interior conflagration and a secret fire,
which, emanating from God himself, comes to purify the fault, and does not cease to cause an extreme pain
until the fault is entirely purified. It is like a bone dislocated, which continues to cause extreme pain until it
is entirely replaced. This pain is so painful to the soul, that she throws herself into a hundred postures to
satisfy God for her fault. She would tear herself in pieces rather than suffer such a torment. Oftentimes she
goes quickly to confession, to get rid of this great torment, and thus multiplies her confessions without
matter, and withdraws herself from the designs of God.
It is, at that time, of great importance to know how to make use of this pain, and on this depends
almost the whole advancement or retardation of souls. We must, then, in this painful, obscure, and troubled
time, second the designs of God, and suffer this devouring and crucifying pain in all its extent as long as it
shall endure, without adding anything to it or diminishing, bearing it passively, without desiring to satisfy
God by penances or confession, until this pain be past. To bear it passively is more painful, and that which
it is hardest to adjust one's self to, and it would not be believed that an inconceivable courage is needed.
Those who have not experienced it will hardly believe me, yet nothing is more true, and I have heard tell of
a very great soul (which, however, never attained entirely to God in this life, for want of courage to allow
himself to be entirely purified by the devouring fire of justice), that he had never been able to bear this pain
more than half an hour without going to free himself of it by confession. You instructed me, O my God, in
another way, and you taught me that I must not practise penance nor confession, until you yourself were
satisfied. O amiable cruel One! Pitiless and sweet Exactor, you made me bear this pain, not only many
hours, but many days, according to the nature of my fault. A useless attention, a hasty word, was punished
with rigour, and I saw very well that if I had then put a hand to the work under pretext of supporting the
ark, I should have been punished like Oza. I had, then, to suffer without stirring the least in the world. I
have had much trouble to let God perform this operation in all its extent.
I understand, at the moment that I write, that this fire of exact justice is the same as that of
purgatory; for it is not a material fire which there burns souls, as some persuade themselves, saying that
God for that purpose enhances its activity and natural capacity. It is this exacting divine justice which burns
in this way those poor souls, in order, by purifying, to make them fit to enjoy God. All other fire would be
refreshment for them. This fire is so penetrating, it goes even into the substance of the soul, and can alone
purify her radically; and as these souls are disengaged from their bodies, nothing causes a diversion of the
pain, and this fire devours and penetrates them in a terrible manner, each according to the different degree
of their impurity; it is the impurity which causes the vehemence of this fire of justice and its duration.
Those who pretend that souls desire to get out of that fire do not know their situation. They remain in peace
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quite passive in their sufferings, without wishing to shorten them; for they are so powerfully absorbed in
God, that, though they suffer extremely, they cannot return upon themselves to contemplate their
sufferings, this return being an imperfection of which they are incapable. God applies to them according to
his will the prayers that are made for them, and he grants to his saints and to his Church to shorten their
torments and diminish the activity of that fire. O God, how very true it is, you are a “devouring fire”!
It was, then, in this purgatory, amorous yet at the same time rigorous, that you purified me from
all that was in me contrary to your divine will, and I let you do it, although I sometimes suffered for several
days pains that I cannot tell. I would have much wished that I had been permitted to practise some
extraordinary penances, but I had to continue practising only the daily ones, such as love made me practise.
This pain ordinarily deprived me of the power of eating. I, however, did violence to myself to let nothing
appear, except that there was remarked upon my face a continual occupation by God; for, as the attraction
was powerful, it spread itself even over the senses, so that this gave me such a gentleness, modesty, and
majesty that people of the world perceived it.
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Chapter 1-12
IN whatever way my mother-in-law and my husband treated me, I answered only by my silence,
which was not then difficult for me, because the great interior occupation and what I felt rendered me
insensible to everything else. However, there were moments when you left me to myself, and then I could
not keep back my tears, when that which they said to me was extra-violent. I rendered my mother- in-law
and my husband the lowest services, in order to humiliate myself; anticipating those who were accustomed
to do so at such hours. All this did not win them. As soon as they got vexed, either of them, although I was
not aware of having given them any cause, nevertheless I asked their pardon, and even of that maid whom I
have mentioned. I had much trouble to conquer myself on this point, because she thereby became more
insolent, and thought herself justified as I humbled myself, reproaching me with things which should have
made her blush and die of confusion. As she saw I no longer resisted her, and that, to conquer my temper
(which sought to break out on all occasions, especially when I saw I was right and the others not), I gave
way to her at once, and contradicted her in nothing, she took the opportunity to ill-treat me worse, and if I
asked her pardon for offences she had committed against me, she got up, saying she well knew she was
right. Her arrogance became so great that I would not have treated a footman, even the lowest, as she
treated me. One day, as she was dressing me, and pulled me very rudely, and spoke insolently to me, I said
to her, “It is not for my sake I wish to answer you, for God knows I am not troubled at what you do to me;
but it is that you might behave so before persons who might be scandalized at it. Moreover, being your
mistress, God is assuredly offended at what you do to me." She quitted me on the moment, and went to my
husband like one out of her mind, saying she wished to leave; that I had ill-treated her; that I hated her only
because she took care of my husband in his attacks, which were continual; and that I did not wish her to
render service to him. As my husband was very hasty, he at once took fire at her words. I finished dressing
myself alone, since she had left me, and I dared not call another maid, for she would not allow anyone but
herself to come near me. I suddenly saw my husband come to me like a lion. Up to this time, whatever
outbursts he had had against me, they had not been so violent. I thought he was going to beat me. I awaited
the blow with calmness. As he could not walk without a stick, he lifted against me the one he held. I
thought he was going to kill me, and, keeping myself united to God, I saw this without trouble. He did not,
however, strike me; for he had sufficient presence of mind to see this was unworthy of him; but he threw
the stick at me with force. It fell in front of me without touching me. He then poured out abuse as if I had
been a porter or the most infamous of creatures. I maintained a profound silence, keeping myself
concentrated in God, in order to suffer all these things for his love. I did not know whence could arise such
a rage, nor what he wanted of me. The maid who had caused this tragedy entered. When my husband saw
her, his anger redoubled. I did not say the least thing, keeping close to my God, like a victim ready for all
he might will or permit. Then, redoubling his fury, he made me understand that he wished me to ask her
pardon, since I had offended her. Yet I had not done anything to this maid. I did it, and that quieted him. I
went at once away to my beloved closet, and I was no sooner there than my divine Director made me leave
it to go and look for this girl, and make her a present to reward her for the cross she had procured me. She
was a little astonished, but her heart was too hard to let herself be won. I often acted in this way, when she
caused me the greatest trouble, which was very often and almost continually. As she bad singular address
with sick persons, and my husband was so always, and she was the only one who could touch him when he
had the gout, he valued her. Moreover, she was so deceitful, that before him she affected an extraordinary
respect for me; but when I was not with him, if I said a word to her, although with great gentleness, and she
heard him coming, she cried with all her might that she was very unfortunate, and put on an afflicted air, so
that, without informing himself of the truth, he got into a rage against me; and my mother-in-law did the
same.
The violence that I practised on my natural character, which was hasty and proud, was so great,
that it was all I could bear. It sometimes seemed that my entrails were being torn, and I often fell ill from it.
When anyone came into my room, specially a man, I had given her an order to remain there. She
sometimes spoke louder than I, in order to annoy me, and this made my friends hate her. If any unusual
visitors came to see me, she hurled a thousand reproaches at me in their presence. If I held my tongue, she
was still more offended, saying I despised her. My gentleness embittered her, and she made complaints of
me to everybody. She defamed me, but my reputation was so well established in the mind of everybody,
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and in the country, as well owing to my external modesty and my devotion, as the great charities I
bestowed, that nothing could then hurt me. Sometimes she ran into the street, crying, “Am I not indeed
unfortunate to have such a mistress?” People crowded round her to know what I had done to her, and, being
without an answer, she used to say I had not spoken to her for the whole day. They used to go away with a
laugh, saying, “She has not, then, done you much harm!” I am surprised at the blindness of confessors, and
the little truth there is in the accusations their penitents make to them of themselves, unless God puts them
into his truth; for the confessor of this maid passed her off for a saint, and that, because being of the lower
class, she assisted at his conference. He made her often communicate, yet she had all those faults and others
I suppress, since they are nothing to my subject. That confessor told me also she was a saint, and I made no
answer, for Love would not have me speak of my troubles, but that I should consecrate all to him by a
profound silence.
My husband was vexed at my devotion, and it was insupportable to him. He said that loving you,
O my God, so strongly, I could no more love him; for he did not understand the true conjugal love is that
which you yourself form in the heart that loves you. It is true, O God, pure and holy, that you impressed on
me from the commencement such a love for chastity that there was nothing in the world I would not have
done to have it. I preached nothing else to him, although I endeavoured not to make myself disagreeable,
and to gratify him in all he could require of me. You gave me then, O my God, a gift of chastity, so that I
had not even an evil thought, and marriage was very burdensome to me. He sometimes said to me, “One
clearly sees you never lose the presence of God.”
The world, which saw I had quitted it, tormented me and turned me into ridicule. I was its topic
and the subject of its fables. It could not consent to a woman of hardly twenty years making so vigorous a
war upon it. My mother-in-law took the side of the world, and blamed me because I did not do certain
things that, at heart, she would have been very vexed had I done. My domestic crosses greatly increased,
for the attraction I felt was so great I knew not what to do. When I went upstairs, I could not come down
again; was I below, I could not go up. I concealed myself to withdraw from the sight of men, who could by
no means understand the operations that took place in my soul. I was as if distracted, for I lived in such
separation from all created things, that it seemed to me there were no longer creatures on the earth. My eyes
closed in spite of me, and I remained as if without motion, because Love kept me shut up within, as in a
strong place, without my being able (whatever pains I took) to distract myself from his presence. I was your
captive. O my Divine Love, and you were my gaoler. I breathed and lived only through you and for you. I
seemed to experience literally those words of St. Paul, “I live, yet not I, but Jesus Christ lives in me.” You
were, O my God and my Love, the soul of my soul, and the life of my life. Your operations were so
powerful, so sweet, and so concealed at the same time, that I could not explain them to myself. I felt myself
burning within, with a continual fire, but a fire so peaceful, so tranquil, so divine, that it is inexplicable.
This fire consumed gradually my imperfections, and that which was displeasing to my God. It seems to me
it consumed, at the same time, all partitions, and placed me in a union of enjoyment which calmed all
desires in me. I found in myself no desire except a secret inclination and a more intimate union.
We went into the country for some business. I concealed myself in a corner of a dry river-bed.
Who could tell What you then did in my soul, O my God? You alone, who did it, knew it. I got up at four
O'clock to pray, and I was insatiable therein. I went very far to the Mass, and the church was so situated the
carriage could not get up to it. There was a mountain to descend and another to climb. All that cost me
nothing. Such a desire I had to receive you, O my only Good! How eager were you on your part to give
yourself to your petty creature, even to working visible miracles for the purpose! Those who saw me lead
so different a life from worldly women, said that I was not prudent. When I wished to read, I was so taken
with your love, O my God, that at the first word I found myself absorbed in you—the book fell from my
hands. If I tried to force myself, I did not understand what I read, and my eyes closed of themselves. I could
neither open them, nor open my mouth to speak. If people talked near me, I took in nothing of what was
said. If I went into society, often I could not speak, I was so seized by the inner life; I always went with
somebody, in order that it might not appear. It was attributed to stupidity, and sometimes they said, “But
what is the meaning of this? People believe this lady has cleverness. None of it appears.” When I forced
myself to speak, I could not, and I knew not what I said. I took work in order to conceal, under occupation,
the inner state. When I was alone, the work used to fall from my hands, and I could do nothing but allow
myself to be consumed by love. I tried to persuade a connection of my husband's to use prayer. She thought
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me mad for depriving myself of all the diversions of the age, but our Lord has since opened her eyes to
make her despise them; I would have liked to teach all the world to love God, and I thought it only
depended on them to feel what I felt. God made use of this to gain him many souls.
That worthy Father of whom I have spoken, who served for my conversion, made me acquainted
with the Mother Prioress of the Benedictines, Genevieve Granger, who was one of the greatest servants of
God of her time. This great soul was very useful to me, as I shall tell in the sequel. My confessor, who
before this time used to say to everybody I was a saint (although I was so full of frailties, and so far from
the state in which you, O my God, by your mercy alone had subsequently placed me)—my confessor,
seeing I had confidence in the Father I have mentioned, and that I was following a route unknown to him,
declared openly against me, and, as I did not leave him for that, he gave me much trouble and caused me
many crosses. The monks of his order persecuted me severely, because the monk who directed me
belonged to a different order. They publicly preached of me as of a person deceived. It is this order which
has caused me so many crosses, and stirred up so much persecution, as you shall see in the remainder of
this narrative you exact from my obedience.
My husband and my mother-in-law, who, up to this, cared very little for this confessor, joined
themselves with him, and wished me to give up prayer and the exercises of piety; but how, O my God,
could I have given up prayer, of which I was not the mistress, and that you rather effected in me than I
myself practised, and which it would have been impossible for me to hinder, as the more external
circumstances occurred to distract me, the more powerfully did you besiege me within? When I was in
society, you possessed me more powerfully. There took place in my heart a conversation very different
from that which was going on outside. I could not hinder the presence of so great a Master appearing on my
countenance. It was this which annoyed my husband, as he sometimes told me. I did what I could to
prevent it appearing, but I could not succeed. I was so occupied within, that I knew not what I ate. I made a
pretence of eating certain food that I did not take, and I did things so cleverly, it was not perceived. I had
almost always absinthe and colocynth in my mouth. I learned to eat what I most hated. Love did not let me
see anything or hear anything. Almost every day I took a scourging, and I often wore the iron girdle
without its lessening the freshness of my face.
I had often serious illness. I had no consolation in life except in praying and in seeing the Mother
of the Benedictines; but how dear those two consolations have cost me, especially the former, since it has
been the source of all my crosses! But what am I saying, O my Love, estimating the cross as I do? Ought I
not to say you have recompensed prayer by the cross, and the cross by prayer? O gifts inseparable in my
heart! Since you have been given me, I have never been a moment without cross, nor, methinks, without
prayer, although the loss I thought afterwards I had suffered of prayer has augmented my crosses to excess.
However, when your eternal light arose in my soul, O Love, I have known the contrary, and that she had
never been without prayer, as she had never been without cross.
My confessor at first laboured to prevent me from praying and seeing Mother Granger, and, as he
had an understanding with my mother-in-law and my husband, the means they used was to watch me from
morning to evening. I dared not leave the room of my mother-in-law or the bed of my husband. Sometimes
I carried my work to the window, under pretence of seeing better, in order to console myself a little by
some moments of quiet; but they came to watch me, to see if I was not praying instead of working. When
my mother-in-law and husband were playing cards together, I kept myself turned towards the fire. They
used to turn round to see if I was working or if I shut my eyes, and, if they perceived I shut them, they were
in a temper for several hours. What was most strange is that when my husband went out, and that he had
some days of health, he was not willing I should take the time of his absence for praying. He remarked my
work, sometimes returned, and, if he knew I was in my closet, got into a temper. I used to say to him, “But,
Sir, when you are absent, what matters it to you what I do, so long as I am attentive to you when you are
present?” This did not content him. He wished that in his absence I should not pray either. I do not think
there is any torment equal to that of being strongly attracted, and unable to be alone. O my God, the contest
they kept up with me, to hinder me from loving you, increased my love, and you yourself carried me away
in an ineffable silence, when they hindered me from speaking to you. You united me so much the more
powerfully to you, the more they tried to separate me.
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I often played picquet with my husband, to please him, and I was then inwardly more attracted
than if I had been in church. I could hardly contain the fire that devoured me, and if it had been less
peaceable, I would have been unable to support it. It had all the warmth of love, but nothing of its
impetuosity. The more ardent it was, the more peaceable it was. I could tell nothing of my prayer, owing to
its simplicity. All I could tell of it is that it was continual as my love, and nothing interrupted it. On the
contrary, the fire kindled itself with all that was done to extinguish it, and prayer nourished itself and
increased from the fact that they deprived me of the time for using it. I loved without motive or reason for
loving, for nothing passed through my head, but much in the inmost of myself. If I were asked why I loved
God, whether it was owing to his mercy or his goodness, I knew not what was said to me. I knew that he
was good, full of mercy. His perfections caused my pleasure, but I had no thought of myself for loving him.
I loved him, and I burned with his fire because I loved him, and I loved him in such a way that I could love
only him, but in loving him I had no motive save himself. All that was called interest, recompense, was
painful to my heart. O my God, why cannot I make men comprehend the love with which you have
possessed me from the commencement; and how remote it was from all interest! I thought neither of
recompense, gift, nor favour, nor anything which concerned the lover; but the Beloved was the sole object
that drew the heart in his complete totality. That love could not contemplate any perfection in detail. It was
not drawn to contemplate its love, but it was as if swallowed up and absorbed in this love. All that they told
it of way, of degree, of contemplation, of attributes, it ignored all that; it knew only to love and to suffer; all
the rest was outside its province—it did not even comprehend it. O ignorance, more learned than all the
learning of the doctors! since you taught me so well a Jesus Christ crucified, that I madly loved the cross,
and that all that did not bear the character of cross and suffering failed to please me!
At the beginning, I was attracted with such force, that it seemed my head would come off to unite
with my heart, and I found that insensibly my body bent itself without my being able to prevent it. I did not
understand the cause, but I have since understood, that as everything passed into the will which is the
sovereign of the powers, it drew them after it and reunited them in God, their divine centre and sovereign
good, and as at the commencement these powers were not accustomed to be united, there was needed more
violence to effect this reunion. For this reason it was more perceived. In the end, the coherence is so strong,
it becomes quite natural. At that time, it was so strong that I would have wished to die, in order to be united
inseparably and immediately to him, who attracted me with so much force. As everything passed into the
Will, and my imagination, even the mind and intelligence, were absorbed in this union of enjoyment, I
knew not what to say, having never read or heard anything of what I felt. I feared to lose my mind, for I
must observe I knew nothing of the operation of God in souls. I had only read the “Philothea,” the
“Imitation of Jesus Christ,” with Holy Scripture. But as to spiritual books on the inner life, I knew not what
it meant. I had only read the “Spiritual Combat,” which says nothing of these things. I said to you, O my
God, if you made the most sensual people feel what I feel, they would soon give up their false pleasures to
enjoy so true a blessing.
Then all pleasures, the most valued, appeared to me so tasteless, that I could not understand how I
had been able to amuse myself with them; so that since this time I have never been able to find any save
with God, although I have been faithless enough to use all my efforts to find it elsewhere. I was not at all
surprised that the martyrs gave their life for Jesus Christ. I deemed them so happy, I envied their good
fortune, and it was martyrdom for me that I could not suffer martyrdom. For it is not possible to love the
cross more than I loved it since then; at least, so it appeared to me, and my greatest suffering would have
been to have had no suffering.
The esteem and love of crosses have continually increased; although afterwards I lost the sensible
or perceived taste for the cross, I have never lost the esteem and love of the cross, any more than the cross
has never left me. It has always been my faithful companion, changing and increasing according as my
interior dispositions changed and increased. O good cross, delight of my heart, thou art that which has
never left me since I gave myself up to my divine Master! I hope that thou wilt never abandon me. I declare
I am in love with thee. I have lost inclination and appetite for all the rest; but as for thee, I perceive that the
more profusely thou givest thyself to me, the more does my heart desire thee and love thee. I was then so
greedy for the cross that I adopted every means to make myself feel affliction. But although I caused
myself genuine pains, they appeared to me so trifling that it only served to reawaken my appetite for
suffering, and to make me see that God alone can produce crosses suitable for satiating souls that are
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hungering for them. The more I used prayer in the way I have said, the more the love of the cross increased,
and at the same time the reality of the cross, for they came pouring upon me from all quarters. The
characteristic of this prayer is further to give a great faith. Mine was without bounds, as well as my
confidence and abandonment to God, love of his will and of the orders of his providence over me. I was
previously very timorous: afterwards I no longer feared anything. It is then one feels the effects of those
words of the Gospel, “My yoke is easy, and my burden is light.”
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Chapter 1-13
FROM that time I was given an instinct of sacrifice and continual immolation; not in words, but
by a silence that expressed all, and which had its real effect. I used to say to God, “O my Love, what could
you desire of me to which I would not immolate myself willingly? Oh, do not spare me!” Then, conceiving
in my mind what there was most frightful both in the cross and in humiliation, I immolated myself without
reluctance. And as these immolations were accompanied by continual occasions of suffering, I may say, it
seemed our Lord accepted all my sacrifices, and furnished me incessantly with new materials for making
them to him. I used to say to him, “You are for me a husband of blood.” I could not hear speak of God or
our Lord Jesus Christ, without being beside myself. What surprised me most is, I had extreme difficulty to
say my usual vocal prayers. As soon as I opened my mouth to pronounce them, love seized me so strongly
that I continued absorbed in a profound silence and in a peace beyond expression. I made new efforts, and I
passed my life in commencing my prayers without being able to finish them. As I never had heard tell of
this state, I knew not what to do; but the powerlessness became still greater, because love became stronger,
more violent, and more absorbing. It made in me, without the sound of words, a continual prayer, which
seemed to me to be that of our Lord Jesus Christ himself—prayer of the Word, which is effected by the
Spirit, who, according to St. Paul, asks for us what is good, what is perfect, what is conformable to the will
of God. I could not ask anything for myself or for another, nor wish anything but this divine will. I was
consoled to find in St. Francis de Sales that when one would pray vocally, and that one feels one's self
drawn to something else, we should follow this attraction; for I could not explain in any way what I
experienced.
I sometimes went to see Mother Granger, and she helped me; but my confessor and my husband
forbade me to go. I dared not even write to her, and, if I had written, she could not have answered me,
owing to the weakness of her sight, so that I did not get much help from her. When they knew I had been to
her, there were never-ending quarrels. Yet I condemned myself to rigorous silence. My consolation was to
communicate as often as I could; but, when this was known, which often enough happened, it cost me
genuine crosses. My diversion was to go and see some poor sick people, and to dress the wounds of those
who came to the house. That was the only consolation I had. I was like those drunkards or those lovers who
think only of their passion.
I was some time in this way, after which prayer became more painful to me. When I was not
engaged in it, I burned to be so. When I was in it, I could not continue so. I did violence to myself in order
to remain more in prayer when painful than when consolatory. I sometimes suffered inexplicable torments.
To relieve myself and cause diversion, I covered all my body with nett1es, but, although this gave much
pain, what I suffered within was such that I hardly felt the pain of the nettles. As the pain and the dryness
still increased, and I no longer found that gentle vigour which made me practise good with pleasure, my
passions, which were not dead, were not slow in waking up again, and in giving me new exercise. It
seemed to me I was like those young wives, who have trouble to get rid of the love of themselves, and to
follow their friend into the battle. I fell back into a vain complaisance for myself. This inclination, which
appeared to me dead when I was so smitten with my Love, revived, and it made me groan and pray God
incessantly to take away from me this obstacle, and make me become ugly. I would have wished to be deaf,
blind, and mute, in order that nothing might be able to divert me from my Love.
I went on a journey, where I shone more than ever, like those lamps which blaze up afresh when
they are on the point of going out. Alas! how many snares were spread for me! I met them at every step. I
committed infidelities; but, O my God, with what rigour did you punish them! The least look stirred you to
anger against me, and your anger was more insupportable to me than death. Those unforeseen faults, where
I let myself slip through weakness, and as it were in spite of myself, how many tears did they cost me! O
my Love, you know the rigour you exercised on me, after my weaknesses, was not their cause. My God,
with what pleasure would I have suffered all your rigours to escape being unfaithful to you! and to what
severe chastisement did I not condemn myself! You know, O my God, you treated me sometimes like a
father who pities the weakness of his child, and caresses it after its little slips. How many times did you
make me feel that you loved me, although I had stains that appeared to me almost voluntary! It was the
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sweetness of this Love after my falls that made my truest torment. The more amiable and good towards me
you appeared, the more inconsolable was I at turning aside from you, though it should be but for moments,
and when I had inadvertently done anything, I found you ready to receive me, and I said to you, “O my
God, is it possible you should be thus my pis-aller? What! I wander from you through vain complaisance
and in order to dwell upon frivolous objects, and I no sooner return to you, than I find you waiting for this
return with outstretched arms to receive me!”
O sinner, sinner, couldst thou complain of thy God? Ah! if thou still retainest any justice, admit
that thou wanderest from him voluntarily; that thou quittest him in spite of him; that if thou returnest, he is
ready to receive thee; that if thou returnest not, he engages thee by all that is most powerful and most tender
to do so. Thou art deaf to his voice. Thou dost not wish to hear it. Thou sayest he does not speak to thee,
though he cries with all his strength; because thou makest thyself each day more deaf, in order not to hear
his amiable words and his charming voice. O my Love, you did not cease to speak to my heart, and to
succour it at need!
When I was at Paris, and the confessors saw me so young, they were astonished. After I had
confessed, they said to me that I could not sufficiently thank God for the graces he had bestowed on me;
that if I knew them, I would be astonished; and that if I was not faithful, I would be the most ungrateful of
all creatures. Some declared they did not know a woman whom God kept so close and in so great purity of
conscience. What made it such was that continual care you had over me, O my God, making me experience
your intimate presence, as you have promised us in your Gospel, “If anyone does my will, we will come
unto him, and make our dwelling in him.” This continual experience of your presence in me was what
guarded me. I experienced what your prophet said, “It is in vain one watches to guard the city, if the Lord
does not guard it.” You were, O my Love, that faithful Guardian, who continually defended it against all
sorts of enemies, preventing the smallest faults, or correcting them, when vivacity had led me to commit
them. But, alas! my dear Love, when you ceased yourself to watch, how weak was I! and how my enemies
prevailed over me! Let others attribute their victories to their fidelity; for me I will only attribute them to
your paternal care. I have too well proved my weakness, and I have made too fatal an experience of what I
should be without you, to presume anything on my care. It is to you I owe everything, O my Deliverer, and
I have infinite pleasure in owing it to you.
While at Paris I relaxed my exercises, owing to the little time I had, and, besides, trouble and
dryness had seized upon my heart. The hand that sustained me was hidden, and my Beloved had withdrawn
himself. I committed many infidelities, for I knew the violent passion certain persons had for me, and I
suffered them to show it; I was not, however, alone. I also committed faults in leaving my neck a little
uncovered, although it was not nearly so much so as others had it. I wept because I saw I was growing
slack, and it was a very great torment for me. I sought everywhere for him who was consuming my soul in
secret. I asked news of him, but, alas! he was hardly known to anyone. I said to him, “O Beloved of my
soul, if you had been with me, these disasters would not have happened to me! Alas! ‘show me where you
feed your flock at midday, and where you rest yourself’ in the full day of eternity, which is not like the day
of time, subject to nights and to eclipses.” When I say I said this to him, it is only to explain and to make
myself understood; for, in truth, everything passed almost in silence, and I could not speak. My heart had a
language which went on without the sound of speech, and it was understood by its Beloved, as he
understands the profound silence of the Word, ever eloquent, who speaks incessantly in the depths of the
soul. O language that experience alone can make conceivable! Let no one fancy it was a barren language,
an effect of the imagination. Far other is the mute language of the Word in the soul; as he never ceases to
speak, so he never ceases to operate. “He spoke, and they were made.” He operates in the soul that which
he speaks there. Neither let any one think that this language of the Word is carried on in distinct speech. It
would be a mistake. This must be here explained.
There are two kinds of speech—mediate speech, which is effected either by some angel, or which
forms itself in the mind; and this speech, which sounds and is articulate, is mediate speech. But there is a
substantial speech, expressive speech, which operates infinitely more than can be conceived—speech
which never ceases, and which produces its effect, not in distinction, as a thing of the moment, but in
reality of operation, which remains fixed and immovable; speech which is understood by him in whom it is
spoken only by its effects: “He spoke, and they were made;” “He commanded, and they were created.” This
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ineffable speech communicates to the soul in which it is the facility of speaking without words. The
speaking of the Word in the soul, the speaking of the soul through the Word, the speaking of the Blessed
Ones in heaven, —oh, how happy the soul to whom this ineffable speaking is communicated! —a speaking
which is understood by souls of the same kind, so that they mutually express themselves without speaking,
and this expression causes an unction of grace, peace, and sweetness, and carries with it effects which
experience alone can make conceivable. Oh, if souls were sufficiently pure to learn to speak in this way,
they would participate beforehand in the language of glory. It was this divine speech of the Word that made
itself felt by St. John, and which operated and expressed itself in him, as the Holy Virgin approached St.
Elizabeth. Those two holy mothers, while approaching and uniting, procure for their offspring this divine
communication, the Holy Virgin giving the opportunity to the little Jesus to communicate himself to St.
John, and St. Elizabeth giving opportunity to St. John as she approached the Mother of God, to receive that
communication of the Word of which she was full. Oh, admirable mystery, that the Word alone can
operate, and that no creature should presume to procure for himself! for his silence being effected only by
his effort, it will not have the effect of grace, as that of which I speak, since it will not have the same
principle. Oh, if one knew the operation of God in souls that abandon themselves to his control, and which
consent to let him act, one would be charmed by it!
To return to my subject, from which I have wandered, through yielding to the impetuosity of the
spirit which makes me write (which may sometimes happen to me, and therefore, Sir, I beg you to excuse
the want of continuity in this narrative, you have desired from me, as I am not able to write in any other
manner). I say, then, that when I saw I defiled myself through too much intercourse with creatures, I
laboured to finish the business that kept me at Paris, in order to return to the country; for it seemed to me, O
my God, you gave me sufficient strength to avoid the occasions, but when the occasion offered, I could not
guarantee myself from complaisance and numerous other weaknesses. The pain I felt after my faults was so
great I cannot explain myself. It was not a pain caused by a distinct view, motives, or affections; but it was
a devouring fire, which did not cease till the fault was purified. It was a banishment from my central-depth,
whence I clearly felt the Spouse in anger rejected me. I could not have access to it; and, as I could not find
repose elsewhere, I knew not what to do. I was like Noah's dove, that found no rest for its feet, which was
constrained to return to the ark, but on finding the window closed, it only flew round about, unable to enter.
Through an unfaithfulness which will render me for ever condemnable, I have sometimes wished, in spite
of myself, to find means of satisfaction without, but I could not. This attempt served, O my God, to
convince me of my folly, and to make me understand the weakness of the pleasures that are called
innocent. When I forced myself to taste them, I felt an extreme repugnance, which, joined to the reproach
of my infidelity, made me suffer much, and changed for me diversions into punishments. I said, “O my
God, it is not you; there is none but you who can give solid pleasures.” Never has creature experienced
more the bounties of God, in spite of my ingratitudes. You pursued me, O my God, incessantly, as if the
conquest of my heart must have constituted your happiness. In my astonishment I used sometimes to say to
myself, “It seems that God has no other care and no other business than to think of my soul.”
One day, through infidelity as much as through complaisance, I went to take a turn at the
promenade, more in order to have myself looked at through excessive vanity than to enjoy the exercise. O
my God, in what a way did you make me feel this fault! Some carriages separated to come to us; but far
from punishing me by letting me enjoy the pleasure, you did it by preserving me, and pressing me so
closely, that I could pay attention only to my fault, and the dissatisfaction you exhibited to me at it. Some
people wished to give me an entertainment at St. Cloud, and had invited other ladies. and, though ordinarily
I took no part in any of these pleasures. I allowed myself to go there through weakness. and also through
vanity; but, O my God, how tinged with bitterness was this simple diversion, which the other ladies present,
though discreet, enjoyed! I could not eat anything whatsoever; yet the feast was most magnificent. My
disquietude appeared upon my countenance, though they were ignorant of the cause. What tears it cost me!
and how rigorously you punished me for it! You separated yourself from me for more than three months,
but in a manner so harsh, that there was no longer for me anything but an irritated God. I was on this
occasion, and during another journey I made with my husband in Touraine before my small-pox, like those
animals destined for slaughter, that are decked out on certain days with flowers and greenery, and so
marched through the town before being slaughtered. This weak vanity, then on its decline, cast out new
fires, but it shone thus only to extinguish itself more promptly.
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During all this time I endeavoured to stifle the martyrdom that I felt within, but it was useless. I
lamented my weakness. I made verses to express my trouble, but they served only to augment it. It was
such that it must be experienced to be understood. I prayed you, O my God, with tears, to take away this
beauty, which had been so disastrous to me. I desired to lose it or to cease to love it. As you pressed me so
closely, O my God, I could not resist. In spite of myself, I was obliged to leave everything, and to return in
the greatest haste. Yet, notwithstanding my infidelities, you had, O my Love, a care for me that cannot be
understood, as the instance I am about to tell will prove.
One day that I had resolved to go to Notre Dame on foot, I told the lackey in attendance to take me
the shortest way. Providence allowed him to lead me astray. When I was on a bridge, there came to me a
man very badly dressed. I thought he was a poor man, and was about to give him alms. He thanked me, and
said he did not ask it, and drawing near me he commenced his conversation on the infinite greatness of
God, of which he told me admirable things. He then spoke to me of the Holy Trinity, in a manner so grand
and so exalted, that all I had ever heard said on it up to this time, appeared to me shadows compared to
what he told me. Continuing, he spoke to me of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, of its excellence, of the care
one should have in hearing it and assisting at it with respect. This man, who did not know me, and did not
even see my face, for it was covered, said to me then, “I know, Madame, you love God, that you are very
charitable and give much alms,” and many other things of the qualities God had given me, “but yet you are
very much astray. God desires something else from you. You love your beauty.” Then, giving me a simple
but true picture of my defects, my heart could not deny what he said. I listened to him in silence and with
respect, while those who followed me said I was conversing with a mad man. I well felt he was enlightened
with the true wisdom. He told me, moreover, that God did not wish me to be content to work, like others, to
secure my salvation by merely avoiding the pains of hell; but that he further wished me to arrive at such a
perfection in this life, that I should avoid even those of purgatory. During this conversation the road,
though long, appeared to me short. I did not notice it till my arrival at Notre Dame, where my extreme
fatigue made me fall into a faint. What surprised me is that when I arrived at the double bridge, and looked
on all sides, I no more perceived this man, and I have never seen him since. On hearing him speak in this
way, I asked him who he was; he told me he had once been a porter, but he was so no longer. The thing did
not then make upon me anything like the impression it has since done. I at first related it as a story, without
telling what he had last said to me; but having conceived there was something divine in it, I spoke of it no
more.
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Chapter 1-14
IT was after this, my husband, having had some relief from his continual illness, wished to go to
Orleans, and thence into Touraine. On this journey, my vanity triumphed, to disappear for ever. I received
many visits and much applause. My God, how clearly I see the folly of men, who let themselves be caught
by a vain beauty! I hated passion, but, according to the external man, I could not hate that in me which
called it into life, although according to the interior man, I ardently desired to be delivered from it. O my
God, you know what this continued combat of nature and grace made me suffer. Nature was pleased at
public approbation, and grace made it feared. I felt myself torn asunder, and as if separated from myself;
for I very well felt the injury this universal esteem did me. What augmented it was the virtue they believed
united with my youth and my appearance. O my God, they did not know that all the virtue was in you
alone, and in your protection, and all the weakness in me. I went to confessors, to accuse myself of my
unfaithfulness, and to complain of the revolts I endured; but they understood not my trouble. They
esteemed, O God, what you condemned. They regarded as virtue what appeared to me detestable in your
eyes, and what made me die of grief is that, far from measuring my faults by your graces, they regarded
what I was in relation to what I might be; so that, far from blaming me, they flattered my pride. They
justified me from that of which I accused myself, and they hardly regarded, even as a trifling fault, what in
me—whom you had foreguarded with very great mercy—was infinitely displeasing to you, O my God. We
must not measure the gravity of faults by the nature of the sins, but by the state of the person who commits
them. The least infidelity of a wife is more grievous to her husband than the great errors of his servants. I
told them my trouble, because I had not my neck entirely covered, although I was much better than other
women of my age. They assured me I was dressed very modestly, and that, as my husband wished it, there
was no harm. My internal Director told me quite the contrary, but I had not the strength to follow him, and
to dress myself, at my age, in a manner, that would appear extraordinary. Besides the vanity I had furnished
me with pretexts which appeared to me the justest possible. Oh, if confessors knew the injury they cause
women by these soft complaisances, and the evil it produces, they would show a great severity; for if I had
found a single confessor who had told me there was harm in being as I was, I would not have continued in
it a single moment; but my vanity taking the part of the confessors, and the maids who served me, made me
think they were right and my troubles were fanciful.
On this journey we met with accidents and perils which would have frightened any other than me.
But although I had fallen into the weaknesses I have mentioned, it was not in my power to fear dangers that
appeared inevitable, and which frightened everybody. Without thinking of it, we got entangled in a place
the river Loire had undermined, and the road which appeared sound from above was without support. We
only perceived the danger when it was impossible to turn to the right or left, and it was necessary to keep
on, or to be precipitated into the river. One side of the carriage rolled in the air, and was only supported by
the servants, who held the other side. Nothing could exceed the terror. As for me, I felt none of it, and I
found myself so abandoned to God for all the events his providence might permit, that I felt even a distinct
joy at perishing by a stroke of his hand. However, I had a certain secret confidence no accident would
happen, and this proved true, although, after this, we met with another accident that appeared more
vexatious. The Holy Virgin, for whom I always had a great devotion, delivered us from these dangers. I had
a very strong faith she would not allow persons to perish who had undertaken this journey only to honour
her in her church of Ardilliers; for my husband had set out on this journey with much fervour, and these
devotions were to his taste.
There I went to confession to a man who caused me much trouble. He wanted to know the
intention I had had in getting married: and as I answered him that I had had only that of obeying, he told me
it was worthless, that I was not properly married—I must be remarried. He would have caused a breach
between my husband and me, that we would never see each other again, if I had been credulous, and if God
had not assisted me; for he condemned as mortal sin what was absolute duty, so that what with his
proclaiming that all was mortal sin, he would have caused us much trouble if God had not assisted us.
Under pretext of instructing me, he informed me of sins that up to then I had been ignorant of, and because
in marrying my intention had not been to have children, but to obey, he gave me excessive penances. But a
Father of the Company of Jesus, whom I went to see at Orleans on my return, released me from them,
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assuring me I had not committed even a venial sin, which much consoled me; for as that other had made
mortal sins of all that to which my duty obliged me, he would have placed me under the necessity either of
failing in my duty, or of doing things which he assured me were mortal sins. I further committed faults on
this journey in looking at what was curious when I was taken sight-seeing, although I had the idea of
turning away my eyes; this, however, rarely happened. On my return I went to see Mother Granger, to
whom I related all my frailties and my slips. She restored me, and encouraged me to resume my former
course. She told me to cover up entirely my neck with a handkerchief, which I have ever since done,
although I am the only person in this style. Yet you had, O my God, concealed your anger over a long
series of infidelities; but you shut your eyes to them for a time only, to make me pay for them with extreme
rigour. You acted towards me like husbands, vexed at the waste their young wives make of the treasures
they had confided to them only to render them good economists. You determined to despoil me of all, that I
might no longer abuse a good you had given me to glorify you therewith. A hundred times I had had a
longing to take money and go off into some convent, believing it permissible, because I imagined it was
impossible that in the world I could respond to God with the fidelity I owed him; for I felt clearly that
opportunity was my ruin—without the opportunity I did well, but it no sooner presented itself than I
experienced my weakness. I would have liked to find some cavern to bury myself alive in, and it seemed to
me the most frightful prison would have been more sweet to me than so fatal a liberty. I was as if torn
asunder, for on the outside my vanity dragged me, and within, the divine love; and as in this time of my
infidelities I did not entirely turn to one side or the other, I endured a division which, while tearing me,
made me suffer more than I can tell.
I prayed you, O my God, to take away the liberty I had of displeasing you, and I said to you, “Are
you not strong enough to hinder this unjust division?” For as soon as I had the opportunity of exhibiting my
vanity, I did it; and as soon as I had done it, I returned to you; and you, far from rejecting me, received me
often with open arms, and gave me new proofs of love. That was my bitterest pain, for although I had this
miserable vanity, my love was such that, after my falls, I loved better your rigours than your caresses. Your
interests were more dear to me than my own, and I could not suffer that you should not do justice to
yourself. My heart was penetrated with love and grief, and what rendered it very keen was that I could not
bear to displease you, O my God, after the graces I had received from you. That those who do not know
you should offend you, I am not surprised; but that this heart, which loves you more than itself, and which
has felt the strongest proofs of your love, should let itself be carried away by tendencies it detests, oh, it is
that which makes its cruellest martyrdom; and a martyrdom so much the more afflicting, as it lasts the
longer. O my God, I said to you, when I felt most powerfully your love and your presence, “What! do you
throw yourself away on such an infamous creature, who pays you only with ingratitude?” For if one reads
this life attentively, on the part of God there will be seen only goodness, mercy, and love; and on the part of
this creature, faithlessness, nothingness, sin, and weakness. If there is anything good, it is yours, O my
God; as for me, I have nothing to boast of but my weaknesses, since in the union of indissoluble marriage
you have made with me, the only portion I have brought is weakness, nothingness, and sin. O Love, how I
love my poverty! and how grateful is my heart. What joy it has, to owe all to you, and that towards it you
make manifest the treasures and the infinite riches of your patience and your love! You have acted like a
magnificent King, who, desiring to espouse a poor slave, forgets her slavery, and gives her all the
ornaments he wishes her to have to please him. He pardons her even with pleasure all the faults her
rudeness and bad education cause her to commit: that is your conduct towards me, O my God; therefore at
present my poverty is my riches, and I have found my strength in my extreme weakness.
I say, then, to return to my subject, that your caresses after my infidelities were much more
difficult for me to bear than your repulses. Oh, if one knew the confusion in which they place the soul! It is
not conceivable. That soul would wish with all her strength to satisfy the divine justice, and if one allowed
her, she would tear herself to pieces. The martyrdom of suffering nothing is then the most cruel of all
martyrdoms. O Love, sweet and painful at the same time, agreeable and cruel, how difficult thou art to
bear! I made verses and hymns to express my plaint. I practised penances, but they were too light for so
great a wound; they were like those drops of water which serve only to render the fire more fierce. One
would wish to be consumed and punished. Oh, conduct of love to an ingrate! Oh, frightful ingratitude
towards such goodness! A great part of my life is only a tissue of similar things, which ought to make me
die of grief and love.
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Chapter 1-15
ON returning home, I found my little daughter very ill, from her nurse having taken her out while
in small-pox, and she was near dying. The gout again attacked my husband, besides his other ailments, and
my eldest son took the small-pox so severely that it broke out three times, and at last rendered him as
disfigured as he had been beautiful. I had to commence with this sacrifice, which was followed by many
others. As soon as I saw small-pox in the house, I was certain I must take it. Mother Granger told me to go
away if I could. My father wished to take me and my second son, whom I very tenderly loved, to his house,
but my mother-in-law would not consent. She persuaded my husband it was useless. The doctor she sent for
said the same thing, that I would take it as well at a distance as near at hand, if disposed to take it. I can say
she was then a second Jephtha, and she innocently sacrificed us both. Had she foreseen what happened, I
am sure she would have acted otherwise, but aged persons have often certain maxims, which they are
unwilling to give up. All the town interested itself. Everyone begged her to make me leave the house; that it
was cruelty to expose me thus; but you, O my God, who had other designs for me, did not permit her to
consent. Everyone attacked me, thinking I was unwilling to leave; for I did not tell anyone it was owing to
their unwillingness, and I had no other instinct then but to immolate myself to you, O my God, and to your
divine providence. I made a sacrifice to you of that beauty, which without you would have been so fatal to
me; and although I might have withdrawn, in spite of the resistance of my mother-in-law, had I wished it, I
was not willing to do so without their consent, because it seemed to me this resistance was an order of
heaven. O divine will of my God, in spite of all my worthlessness, you then constituted my life.
I continued, then, in this abandonment, and in this spirit of sacrifice to God, awaiting from
moment to moment in entire resignation all that it might please him to ordain. I cannot tell what nature
suffered, for I was like those persons who see their death certain, and the remedy easy, without being able
to avail of it. I was not less troubled for my younger son than for myself. My mother-in-law had such
excessive love for the one who was ill, she cared nothing for the others; yet I am sure, if she had believed
the small-pox would have killed him, she would have been very far from acting as she did. It was a result of
your providence, O my God, rather than of her temper. You make use of creatures and their natural
inclination to bring things to pass according to your designs; therefore, though I see in creatures conduct
which appears at once so unreasonable and crucifying, I ascend higher, and I regard them as the
instruments of your justice, and at the same time of your mercy, O my God, for your justice is quite full of
your mercy.
When I told my husband that I was sick and the small-pox was about to seize me, he said it was
my imagination. I informed Mother Granger of the situation I was in, and, as she had a tender heart, she
was troubled at this harshness, and encouraged me to immolate myself to our Lord. At last, nature, seeing
that there was no escape, consented to the sacrifice the spirit had already made. On the day of St. Francis
D'Assisi, 4th October, 1670, when aged twenty-two years and some months, I found myself so ill at the
Mass, that all I could do was to communicate. I was near fainting in the church. When at home, a great
shivering seized me, together with a very severe headache and sickness. They would not believe I was ill,
and our Lord permitted them to treat me thus harshly; yet in a few hours I was so ill I was at once judged in
danger. I was seized with inflammation of the chest, and the remedies for one ailment were very unsuited to
the other. The doctor, my mother-in-law's friend, was not in the town; nor was the ordinary surgeon. They
sent to fetch a surgeon, a skilful man, who said I should be bled. My mother-in-law would not permit it. I
remained utterly neglected, so that I was on the point of dying for want of help. My husband, not being able
to see me, and relying entirely upon my mother-in-law, let her act. She had resolved that no doctor but her
own should treat me, and yet she did not send to fetch him, though he was but a day's journey off. I believe
she opposed the bleeding because she, perhaps, feared it might be hurtful to me. She was only wrong in not
sending to fetch the doctor in whom she had confidence. It was you, O my God, who ordained this conduct
for the good of my soul. I saw all those things, and the extremity in which I was, but you kept me in such a
spirit of sacrifice, that I did not open my mouth to ask for help. I awaited life or death from your hand,
without manifesting the least trouble at a course so extraordinary. The peace I possessed within, owing to
the perfect resignation in which you kept me, O my God, through your grace, was so great, that it made me
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forgetful of myself in the midst of the most violent illness and the most pressing dangers. But if the
resignation you gave me on this occasion was so perfect that I may call it uniformity, since I did not find in
myself any repugnance to your will, and I was active in nothing, but bore with love in silence your
crucifying operation, without adding anything to what you operated in me and upon me—if, I say, my
submission was entire, your protection was miraculous. How many times have you reduced me to
extremity! but you have never failed to succour me when things appeared most desperate.
You brought it about that a skilful surgeon, who had attended me in that very dangerous illness I
have mentioned, passing by the place of my residence, made inquiries about me. He was told I was
extremely ill. He immediately got off his horse and came to see me. Never was man more surprised when
he saw the frightful state I was in. The small-pox, which could not break out, had attacked my nose with
such violence it was already quite black. He thought there was gangrene, and the nose was about to fall off.
He was so shocked at it he could not conceal his surprise from me. My eyes were like two coals. The
strange news did not alarm me. It was far short of what I sacrificed myself to at that moment, and I was
very pleased that God should avenge himself of the infidelities this face had made me commit. This
surgeon went down to the room of my mother-in-law, and told her that it was a scandalous thing to let me
die in this way, for want of a blood-letting. She opposed herself violently to it; she told him she would not
suffer it, and that nothing should be done for me until the doctor, her friend, returned from the country. He
got so angry at their leaving me in this way, without sending to fetch the doctor, that he said some strong
things even to my mother-in-law. He immediately came up to my room, and said to me, “If you consent, I
will save your life: I will bleed you.” I at once stretched out my arm to him, and although the arm was
extremely swollen, he instantly bled me. My mother-in-law was very angry. The small-pox at once broke
out, and he ordered I should be bled in the evening; but they would not have it, and I dared not keep him,
however great my need, through fear of displeasing my mother-in-law, and from a total surrender into the
hands of God.
I give all this in detail, in order to show how advantageous it is to abandon one's self to God
without reserve; although he may leave us apparently some moment to prove and exercise our submission,
he yet never fails us when the need is most pressing. One may say, with Scripture, that “it is he who
conducts to the gates of death, and brings back from them.” My nose became its natural size and lost its
blackness, and the small-pox appeared in it at once after the bleeding, and, if they had continued to bleed
me, I should have got on well; but as the surgeon went away, I fell back into the former state of neglect. All
the disease settled on my eyes, which became so inflamed and painful it was thought I should lose them. I
was three weeks with these severe pains, without sleeping a quarter of an hour during all that time. I could
not close the eyes, because they were full of small-pox, nor open them owing to the pain. I quite expected
to be blind, for there was every appearance of it. My neck, my palate, and my gums were so filled, that I
could not swallow broth nor take any nourishment without suffering extremely. All my body was like that
of a leper, and those who came to see me said they had never seen anyone have it in greater quantity or
more malignant; but as for my soul, she was in a contentment I cannot express. The hope of her liberty
through the loss I endured, rendered her so satisfied and so united to God, that she would not have changed
her condition for that of the happiest prince in the world.
Everyone thought I should be inconsolable, and they endeavoured to sympathize in my grief. My
confessor came to see me, although he was not satisfied with me. He asked me if I was not very grieved at
having the small-pox. I answered him frankly, without much reflection, that if the confusion in which the
disease kept me had not made me forget the Te Deum, I would have said it in thankfulness to God. This
worthy man was annoyed with me for my answer, deeming me proud. I made no reply, and I saw clearly I
was wrong in speaking to him with so much freedom, because he did not understand my disposition. They
watched all my words, and, when they heard me say I should be free, they took that as a complaint I made
to you, O my God, of my external captivity, which they attributed to my husband's jealousy, although it
was not so. I meant, O my God, a liberty you alone could give me, in removing that snare for my pride, as
well as for the passion of men. Oh, if I could describe the ineffable pleasure I tasted at the spoliation you
made of the thing which was then most sensible to me! My heart praised you for it in its profound silence
and the pain I suffered redoubled my love. They never heard me complain of my ills, nor the loss I
experienced. The tranquillity of my heart expressed itself outwardly by patience and silence. I kept silent
alike as to what you made me suffer through yourself, O my God, and through the hand of creatures. All
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was welcome from your hand. The only word I said was to rejoice at the interior liberty I received thereby,
and they made a crime of it. What I most felt was that my younger son took the small-pox the same day as
I, and died of it for want of care. This blow was painful to my heart, which, however, drawing strength
from my weakness, sacrificed him, and said to God, like Job, “You had given him to me; you have taken
him from me; your holy name be praised.” The spirit of sacrifice possessed me so strongly, that, although I
loved him tenderly, I never shed a tear on learning his death. The day he was buried, the doctor sent to tell
them not to put the tombstone on the grave, because my daughter could not live two days. My eldest son
was not yet out of danger when this happened, so that I saw myself almost on the same day despoiled of all
my children, my husband ill, and I still very ill. You were not willing, O my God, to take my daughter at
this time, and you prolonged her life for some years, only to render her loss more painful to me. My
mother-in-law's doctor arrived at last, at a time when he was no longer any use for me. When he saw the
strange inflammation of my eyes, he caused me to be bled several times, but the time for it was gone, and
these bleedings, which would have been so necessary at the commencement, only served to weaken me.
My state was such; it was with great difficulty they could bleed me, for the arm was so swollen they had to
bury the lancet up to the handle. Moreover, bleeding at such an unsuitable time was near causing my death;
but you were not willing, O my Lord, to withdraw me yet from the world, in order to make me suffer more.
I declare that death would have been very agreeable to me, and I looked upon it as the greatest of all
blessings; but I saw well there was nothing to hope for in this direction, and, in place of tasting this
blessing, I had to endure life.
As soon as my eldest son was a little better, he got up to come into my room. I was surprised at the
extraordinary change I saw in him. His face, which before was of extreme delicacy, had become like a
ploughed field. This made me curious to see myself in a mirror. The change made me afraid of myself. It
was then I saw that God had wished the sacrifice in all its reality. There were some circumstances which,
owing to the perversity of my mother-in-law, caused me many crosses, and which finished spoiling my son.
My heart was yet firm in my God, and strengthened itself by the greatness and multitude of the ills. It was
like a victim immolated incessantly upon the altar of him who had first immolated himself for his love. I
can say, O my God, that those words which have always been the delight of my heart, have had their effect
in me all my life, “What shall I render unto the Lord for the benefits I have received from him? I will take
the cup of salvation.” You have, during my whole life, crowded upon me blessings and crosses. My
principal desire, with that of suffering for you, O my Love, has been to let myself be led at your pleasure,
without resistance, whether for the interior or for the exterior; and those gifts, with which it has pleased you
to favour me from the commencement, have constantly increased up to the present, since you have
conducted me, according to your will, by routes impenetrable to any other than you; and you have provided
for me, through your wisdom, continual crosses.
Pomades were sent to me to restore my complexion and fill up the hollows of the small-pox. I had
seen wonderful effects from them with others. I at first wished to try their effect with me, but Love, jealous
of his work, did not wish it. There was in my heart a voice which said, “If I had wished thee beautiful, I
would have left thee as thou wert.” I had to give up every remedy, and hand myself over a prey to the
rigours of Love, who compelled me to go into the open air, which increased the pitting, and to expose
myself to the eyes of everybody in the streets without concealment, when the redness from the smallpox
was most marked, in order to make my humiliation triumph where my pride had triumphed. My husband
was then almost constantly in bed. He made such good use of his illness, that I could not regret what God
sent him, although it involved more captivity for me, and more crosses of all kinds. I was very pleased that
God saved him by this way. As he no longer found in me the charms which softened his harshness and
calmed his anger, he became more susceptible to the impressions that were made upon him against me. On
the other hand, the persons who spoke to him to my disadvantage, seeing themselves better listened to,
spoke more strongly and more often. There was only you, O my God, who did not change to me. You
redoubled your interior graces in proportion as you increased my exterior crosses.
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Chapter 1-16
THAT maid of whom I spoke became every day more arrogant, and as the Devil stirred her up to
torment me, when she saw that her outcries did not annoy me, she thought if she could hinder me from
communicating, she would cause me the greatest of all annoyance. She was quite right, O Divine Spouse of
pure souls, since the only satisfaction of my life was to receive you and to honour you. I suffered a species
of languor when I was some days without receiving you. When I was unable, I contented myself with
keeping some tours near you, and, in order to have liberty for it, I applied myself to perpetual adoration. I
procured, as far as I was able, that the churches should be well adorned. I gave the most beautiful things I
had to make the ornaments. I contributed the most I could to provide silver ciboires and chalices. I founded
a perpetual lamp, in order that its immortal flame should be a sign that I did not wish the fire of my love
ever to become extinct. I said to you, O my Love, “Let me be your victim, consume me utterly, reduce me
to ashes, and spare nothing to annihilate me.” I felt an inclination that I cannot express, to be nothing. This
maid then knew my affection for the Holy Sacrament, before which, when I could freely, I passed many
hours on my knees. She took care to watch every day she thought I communicated. She came to tell my
mother-in-law and my husband, who wanted nothing more to get into a rage against me. There were
reprimands which continued the whole day. If any word of justification escaped me, or any vexation at
what they said to me, it was ground enough for their saying that I committed sacrilege, and crying out
against devotion. If I answered nothing, that increased their bitterness. They said the most stinging things
possible to me. If I fell ill, which happened often enough, they took the opportunity to come and wrangle
with me in my bed, saying it was my communions and my prayers made me ill; as if to receive you, O true
Source of all good, could cause any ill!
This maid told me one day, in her passion, that she was going to write to the person she thought to
be my director, in order that he should hinder me from communicating, and that he did not know me. When
she saw I did not answer her, she cried with all her might that I ill-treated her, and that I despised her.
When I went out to go to the Mass, although I had previously given orders about household things, she
went and told my husband I had gone out, and that I had not arranged anything. When I returned, I had to
put up with much. They would not listen to any of my reasons, and declared them to be lies. On the other
hand, my mother-in-law persuaded my sick husband that I let everything be destroyed, and that, if she did
not take care of them, he would be ruined. He believed her, and I patiently bore everything, endeavouring
to do my duty to my best. What was most painful to me was, not to know what measure to adopt; for when
I ordered anything without her, she complained I had no consideration for her, that I did everything in my
own way, and that things were very bad; then she ordered them differently. If I asked her what should be
done, she said that she had to bear the burden of all.
I had hardly any rest but that I found, O my God, in love of your will, and in submission to its
orders, although they were full of rigour for me. My words and my actions were ceaselessly watched, in
order to find ground for chiding me. As soon as there was the least ambiguity in them, they were converted
into crimes. I was ridiculed the whole day, the same things being incessantly repeated, and that, in the
presence of servants. What made me greatly suffer was, that for some time I had a weakness that I could
not conquer, which God left me for my humiliation; this was weeping, so that it made me the talk of the
house. With all my heart I willed all that was done to me, and yet I could not keep back my tears, which
overwhelmed me with confusion, and doubled my crosses; for it increased their anger. How many times
have I made my meal of my tears, which appeared the most criminal in the world! They said I should be
damned; as if tears had dug hell! they would be more suited to extinguish it. If I repeated anything I had
heard, they tried to make me responsible for the truth of those things. If I kept silence; it was through scorn
and ill-temper. If I knew anything and did not tell; it was a crime. If I told it; I had invented it. Sometimes I
was tormented several days in succession without being given any respite. The maids said I ought to play
the invalid in order to be left in quiet. I answered nothing; for Love pressed me so closely that he would not
I should relieve myself by a single word, nor even by a look.
Sometimes, in the extremity to which nature was reduced, I said, “Oh, if I had only some one I
could look at, and who would listen to me, I should be relieved!” but this was not given me. If at times I
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happened to find relief in anything, God, for some days, removed the external cross, and it was for me the
greatest of all troubles; its want was for me a chastisement more difficult to bear than the greatest crosses.
The absence of the cross was for me so terrible a cross, that the desire for its return made me languish, and
led me to say, like St. Theresa, “Either to suffer or to die!” It was not slow in returning, this charming
cross, and the strange thing was that, though I desired it so vehemently, when it returned, it appeared to me
so heavy and burdensome, it was almost insupportable.
Although I extremely loved my father, and he also loved me very tenderly, I never spoke of my
crosses to him. A relative, who loved me much, perceived the want of kindness with which I was treated.
Even in his presence very hurtful things were said to me. He went, very indignant, to tell my father, adding
that I made them no answer, and I would pass for a stupid. I afterwards went to see my father, and he
reproved me, contrary to his usual practice, rather sharply, because I allowed them to treat me as they did,
without saying anything—that every one ridiculed me for it; that it seemed I had not the spirit to answer. I
replied to my father, that if people observed what my husband said to me, it was confusion enough for me,
without bringing more upon myself by my answers; that if it was not remarked, I ought not to bring it into
prominence, nor make everybody see the weak point of my husband; that by not saying a word, I stopped
all dispute, whereas I should keep it up by my replies. My father, who was very good, told me I did well;
that I should continue to act as God would inspire me. He never afterwards spoke to me of it.
What made me most suffer, was that they continually spoke to me against my father, for whom I
had as much respect as tenderness, and against my relatives and those I thought highly of. I was much more
pained by this than by all that was said against me. I could not keep myself from defending them, and in
that I did ill; for what I said only served to embitter them more. If anyone complained of my father or my
relatives, he was always right, and those who previously to their mind were most unreasonable persons,
were approved, as soon as they spoke against my connections. When anyone declared himself my friend, he
was no longer welcome. I had a relation whom I much loved, because of her piety. When she came to Bee
me, she was either openly told to go back again, or she was treated in such a way she was obliged to do it.
That pained me extremely. If there was anything true or false against me, or against my relatives, it was
used to reproach me with. When any person out of the common came, they spoke against me, to people
who had never seen me, which greatly astonished them; but when they had seen me, they did nothing but
pity me.
Whatever was said against me, Love would not that I should justify myself. If I did it, which was
seldom, I was reproached for it. I did not speak to my husband of what my mother-in-law did to me, nor of
what that maid did to me, except the first year, when I was not sufficiently touched by God to endure such
treatment. You made me do, O my Love, still more than all that, for as my mother-in-law and my husband
were very hasty, they oftentimes mutually fell out. It was then I was in favour with them. They, in turns,
made their complaints to me. Never did I tell the one what the other had said to me, and although, speaking
humanly, it would have been to my advantage to profit by the occasion, I never used it to complain. On the
contrary, Love gave me no rest until I had reconciled them. I said so many kind things of the one to the
other, that I reconciled them. Although I was not ignorant, from the frequent experience I had had of it, that
their reunion would cost me dear, I nevertheless did it as quickly as was possible for me. Hardly were they
reconciled, when they joined together against me.
The crosses would have appeared to me a trifling matter if, drawn to it as I felt myself, I had had
freedom to pray and to be alone; but I was compelled to remain in their presence, under a subjection that
was not conceivable. My husband looked at his watch if I was more than half an hour at prayer, and, when I
exceeded it, he was vexed. I said to him sometimes, “Give me an hour to divert myself; I will employ it as I
please;” but he would not give it to me for praying, although he would have given it to me for diversion,
had I wished. I confess my lack of experience has caused me much trouble, and that I have thereby often
given occasion for their making me suffer; for, in short, was I not bound to see my captivity as an effect of
your will, O my God, to be content with it, and to make of it my sole prayer; but I often fell back into the
paltriness of wishing to take time for praying, which was not agreeable to my husband. It is true these faults
were more frequent at the commencement; afterwards I prayed God at his bedside, and did not go out any
more.
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One of the things that has given me most trouble at the commencement of the way, is that I was so
strongly occupied within that I forgot many things; this caused me many crosses, and gave ground to my
husband for being vexed. For though I had an extreme love for all that was my duty, and that I preferred it
even to everything else, I nevertheless, without wishing it, forgot a number of things, and as my husband
did not like one to fail in anything, I gave him occasion for getting angry. I, however, forgot nothing that
was of consequence; but I forgot almost all the small things. The great habit I had acquired of mortifying
my eyes, together with concentration, made me pass certain things without remarking them, and my
mother-in-law, who came after me, saw them, and justly got angry with me for my lack of care. However, I
could not do better, for the more I wished to apply myself, the less I succeeded. I went into the garden,
without remarking anything there, and when my husband, who could not go there, asked me news of it, I
was unable to answer him, and he got vexed. I went there expressly to notice everything in order to tell him
I had seen them, and when I was there I forgot, and did not think of looking at them. One day, I went more
than ten times to the garden, to see there something to report to my husband, and I forgot it. When I
succeeded in remembering to look at things, I was very pleased, and it was usually the time when I was not
asked for news. As I was also accustomed at the commencement, in order to mortify my curiosity, which
was very great, to withdraw under some pretext, when some agreeable news was being told, and only to
return when I could no longer understand what was said, I fell into an extreme, which was that I neither
comprehended nor heard news that was told in my presence; so that, when my husband spoke of it to me, I
was astonished and confused at not knowing what it was, or what to answer, and I thereby became a cause
for his growing vexed, without being able to avoid it. I would have been very glad to do otherwise, for, far
from mortifying myself at that time in this particular, I would have been glad to make myself attentive; but
my attention was lost without my understanding how it was, and the more I was persuaded I ought to apply
myself to please them, the more I tried even to do it, the greater was my powerlessness. Often when I
wished to say something, I stopped short, without being able to form an idea of what I had intended to say,
and this served not a little to humiliate me.
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Chapter 1-17
WE went to the country, where I committed many faults, allowing myself to be too much carried
away by my interior attraction. I thought I could do so, because my husband was amusing himself in
building. He was, nevertheless, dissatisfied with it, for I left him too long without going to see him where
he was, because he was constantly speaking to the workmen. I used to place myself in a corner, where I
worked. I could hardly do anything from the strength of the attraction, which made the work fall from my
hands. I passed hours in this way, without being able either to open my eyes or know what was going on in
me, which was so simple, so peaceful, so sweet, that I sometimes said to myself, “Is heaven more peaceful
than I?” I told nobody my dispositions, for they had nothing by which they could be distinguished. I could
not tell anything of them; all passed in the inmost of the soul, and the will enjoyed what I cannot express.
This disposition was almost continual in the early years, and gave me the greatest possible desire
to suffer. I experienced that this disposition insensibly produced another in me, which was that my will was
deadened each day, and imperceptibly lost itself in the sole will of God; and I knew by feeling that my
interior disposition of simple repose in God, without performing particular acts, had the effect of taking
away, little by little, my will, to make it pass into God. This, moreover, made the soul so supple and pliable,
that she at once was led to all that God could wish of her, though it should be painful. She became every
day more indifferent to time, place, and states, and tasted in a wonderful way that everything needful for
her was given at each moment, so that from this time she could desire nothing but what she had. This
disposition extinguished all desires, and I sometimes said to myself, “What dost thou wish? What dost thou
fear?” And I was astonished to find I could not desire or fear anything. Every place was my proper place.
Everywhere I found my centre, because everywhere I found God. The tendency which appeared to be most
marked was for solitude and love of the cross; it was what my whole soul inclined herself to.
As it was with difficulty I ordinarily had any time for praying, in order not to disobey my husband,
who was unwilling I should rise from bed before seven o'clock, I bethought me I had only to kneel upon my
bed, which, because he was ill, was in his room, as I endeavoured to show him my attention in everything. I
rose at four o'clock, and remained on my bed. He thought I slept, and did not perceive it; but this affected
my health and did me harm, for as my eyes were heavy from the small-pox I had had only eight months
before, and which had left a serious affection of the eyes, this want of sleep made me unable to pray
without falling asleep, and I did not sleep a moment in quiet, as I was apprehensive of not waking up. After
dinner I went to pray my half-hour, and, though I was in no way sleepy, I fell asleep at once. I disciplined
myself with nettles to keep awake, without being able to succeed.
As we had not yet built the chapel, I could not go to Mass without the permission of my husband,
for we were very distant from all kinds of churches, and as ordinarily he only allowed me on festivals and
Sundays, I could not communicate but on those days, however desirous I might be for it, unless some priest
came to a chapel, which was a quarter of a league from our house, and let us know of it. As the carriage
could not be brought out from the courtyard without being heard, I could not elude him. I made an
arrangement with the guardian of the Recolets, who was a very holy man. He pretended to go say Mass for
somebody else, and sent a monk to inform me. It had to be in the early morning, that my husband might not
know of it, and, although I had much trouble in walking, I went a quarter of a league on foot, because I
dared not have the horses put to the carriage for fear of awaking my husband. O my God, what a desire did
you not give me to receive you! and although my weariness was extreme, all that was nothing to me. You
performed miracles, O my Lord, in order to further my desires; for besides that, ordinarily on the days I
went to hear Mass, my husband woke later, and thus I returned before his waking, —how many times have
I set out from the house in such threatening weather that the maid I took with me said that it would be out
of the question for me to go on foot, I should be soaked with rain. I answered her, with my usual
confidence, “God will assist us;” and did I not arrive, O my Lord, without being wetted? No sooner was I in
the chapel than the water fell in torrents. The Mass was no sooner finished than the rain ceased entirely, and
gave me time to return to the house, where, immediately upon my arrival, it recommenced with greater
violence. What is surprising is that during many years, while I have thus acted, it has never happened that I
was deceived in my confidence. This goodness you had for me, my God, gave me such a submission to
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your providence, that I could not trouble myself or be disquieted about anything whatsoever. When I was in
the town, and did not find anyone who could see me, I was astonished at priests coming up to me and
asking if I wished to communicate; that they would give me the communion. I was not so foolish as to
refuse, O my Love, this present that you yourself made me; for I did not doubt it was you who inspired
them with this charity. Before I had made my arrangements with the Recolets to come and say Mass in the
chapel of which I have just spoken, you sometimes awaked me, O my God, by a start, with a strong instinct
to get up and go to that chapel, that I should there find Masses. The maid I took with me said, “But,
Madame, you are about, perhaps, to fatigue yourself to no purpose; there will probably be no Mass said,”
for this chapel was not served regularly, and the only Masses were those that were caused to be said from
time to time through the devotion of an individual. I went full of faith, in spite of what the maid did to
dissuade me; on arriving, I found the priest dressing himself to ascend to the altar.
If I could tell in detail the providences you had for me, which were continual, and threw me into
astonishment, there would be material to fill volumes. You made me find providences quite ready for
writing to Mother Granger when I was most pressed with troubles, and I felt strong instincts to go out
sometimes to the gate, where I found a messenger from her, who brought me a letter that could not
otherwise have reached my hands. What I tell is nothing in comparison of what there were. These sorts of
providences were continual.
I had great confidence in Mother Granger. I concealed from her none of my sins nor of my
troubles. I would not have done the least thing without telling it to her. I practised no austerities but those
she permitted me. It was only my interior dispositions I could not tell, because I knew not how to explain
them, being very ignorant of these things from never having read or heard of them. My confessor and my
husband forbade me anew to see her. It was almost impossible for me to obey, because I had very great
crosses, and sometimes some little expression escaped me through infidelity, when nature was so sorely
oppressed. This little word brought upon me so many crosses, I thought I had committed great faults; in
such confusion was I. I carried within me a continual condemnation of myself, so that I regarded my
crosses as defects, and believed I brought them on myself. I knew not how to unravel all this, nor how to
remedy it; for oftentimes an involuntary forgetfulness gave rise to dissatisfaction of several weeks. I made a
pretext of going to see my father, and I ran to Mother Granger; but as soon as this was discovered there
were crosses that I cannot express, for it would be difficult to tell the excess to which their anger against me
proceeded. The difficulty of writing to her was not less, for, as I had an extreme horror of lies, I forbade the
lackeys lying; and when they were met they were asked where they went, whether they did not carry letters.
My mother-in-law took up her position in a little porch, so that none could go out of the house without her
seeing them, and their passing near her. She used to ask them where they went, and what they were
carrying. It had to be told her, and when she knew I had written to Mother Granger, there was a terrible
commotion. Sometimes when going on foot to the Benedictines, I had shoes brought, that it might not be
seen where I had been, for it was far; but all my precautions were useless, for I dared not go alone, and
those who followed me had orders to tell wherever I went. If they failed in it, they were punished or sent
away.
They constantly spoke evil to me of this holy woman, whom in their hearts they esteemed; but
God willed I should be in continual trouble and contradiction, for as I loved her much, I could not hinder
myself from defending and speaking well of her; and this threw them into such anger, they watched still
more closely to hinder me from going to see her. I, however, did all I could to please them. It was my
constant study, without being able to succeed in it, and as I believed devotion consisted in pleasing them, I
was in despair and angry with myself for all the torment they caused me, thinking it was my fault. One of
the greatest troubles is to believe a thing to be a matter of duty, and to labour incessantly to do it, without,
however, being able to succeed. It is the course of guidance you have observed with me, O my God, so
long as I was keeping house. I sometimes complained of it to Mother Granger, who said to me, “How
should you content them, since for more than twenty years I am doing what I can for that purpose without
being able to succeed?” for as my mother-in-law had two daughters in her convent, she found fault with
everything.
The cross I felt most was to see my son revolt against me, whom they inspired with such a scorn
for me, I could not see him without dying of grief. When I was in my room with any of my friends, he was
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sent to listen to what I said; and as the child saw it pleased them, he invented a hundred things to go and tell
them. What caused me the most pain was the loss of this child, with whom I had taken extreme trouble. If I
surprised him in a lie, which often happened, I dared not reprove him. He told me, “My grandmother says
you have been a greater liar than I.” I answered him, “It is because I have been so I better know the
odiousness of this vice and the difficulty of freeing one's self from it; and it is for this very reason that I will
not suffer it in you.” He used to say very offensive things to me, and, because he observed the deference I
had for his grandmother and his father, when in their absence I wished to reprove him for anything, he
reproached me that I wanted to play the mistress because they were not there. They approved all this in the
child, so that it strengthened him in his evil dispositions. One day this child went to see my father, and
indiscreetly wished to speak of me to my father, as he used to his grandmother. My father was moved to
tears, and came to the house to beg they would punish him; but nothing was done, though they promised
my father. I had not the strength to chastise him. Similar scenes often happened, and as the child grew
bigger, and there was every probability his father would not live. I feared the consequences of so bad an
education. I told it to Mother Granger, and she consoled me, and said that, as I could not remedy it, I must
suffer it and surrender all to God; that this child would be my cross.
Another of my troubles was that I could not see my attention to my husband was pleasing to him. I
knew well I displeased him when I was not there; but when I was he never showed any sign that he was
pleased at it, nor at what I did. On the contrary, he had nothing but repugnance for everything that came
from me. I sometimes trembled when I approached him, for I well knew I should do nothing to his taste;
and if I did not come near him, he complained of it. He was so disgusted with broths, he could not look at
them, and those who brought them to him were ill received. Neither my mother- in-law nor any of the
servants was willing to bring them, for fear of suffering from his vexation. I was the only one who did not
refuse. I used to go and carry them to him, and let hie anger exhaust itself; then I endeavoured pleasantly to
induce him to take them, and when he got more angry, I patiently waited; then I said to him, “I prefer being
scolded many times in the day to doing you harm by not bringing you what is necessary for you.”
Sometimes he took them; at other times he pushed them away; but, as he saw my perseverance, he was
often constrained to take them. When he was in good humour, and I brought him something that would
have been agreeable, my mother-in-law took it out of my hands in order to carry it to him; and as he
thought I did not attend to these things, he was annoyed with me, and gave his mother great thanks. Love
hindered me from saying anything, and I suffered all in silence. I used an my efforts to win my mother-inlaw, through my attentions, my presence, my services; yet I was not clever enough to succeed. O my God,
how wearisome without you would be a life like that! This conduct I have just mentioned has always
continued, with the exception of some very short intervals, which served only to make things harder and
more felt by me.
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Chapter 1-18
IT was eight or nine months after I had the small-pox that Father La Combe passed by the place of
my residence. He came to the house, bringing me a letter from Father La Mothe, who asked me to see him,
as he was a friend of his. I had much hesitation whether I should see him, because I greatly feared new
acquaintances. However, the fear of offending Father La Mothe led me to do it. This conversation, which
was short, made him desire to see me once more. I felt the same wish on my side; for I believed he either
loved God or was quite prepared to love him, and I wished everybody to love him. God had already made
use of me to win three monks of his order. The eagerness he had to see me again led him to come to our
country house, which was only half a league from the town. Providence made use of a little accident that
happened, to give me the means of speaking to him; for as my husband, who greatly enjoyed his cleverness,
was conversing with him, he felt ill, and having gone into the garden, my husband told me to go and look
for him, lest anything might have occurred. I went there. This Father said that he had remarked a
concentration and such an extraordinary presence of God on my countenance, that he said to himself, “I
have never seen a woman like that;” and this was what made him desire to see me again. We conversed a
little, and you permitted, O my God, that I said to him things which opened to him the way of the interior.
God bestowed upon him so much grace, through this miserable channel, that he has since declared to me he
went away changed into another man. I preserved a root of esteem for him, for it appeared to me he would
be God's; but I was very far from foreseeing that I should ever go to a place where he would be.
My dispositions at this time were a continual prayer, without my recognizing it. I only felt a great
repose, and a great savour of the presence of God, who appeared to me so intimate that he was more in me
than I myself. The feelings of it were sometimes stronger and so penetrating that I could not resist them,
and Love deprived me of all freedom. Sometimes there was such dryness that I felt only the pain of
absence, which was so much the harsher for me in proportion as the presence had been more felt. I thought
that I had lost Love, for in these alternations, when Love was present, I so forgot my griefs, they appeared
to me only as a dream, and in the absences of Love it seemed to me that he must never return, and as it
appeared to me always it was through my fault he had withdrawn from me, this made me inconsolable. If I
had been able to persuade myself that it had been a state through which it was necessary to pass, I should
not have been troubled, since love for the will of God would have made all things easy to me; the
peculiarity of this prayer being to give a great love for the order of God, a sublime faith, and so perfect a
confidence, that one could no longer fear anything, whether perils, dangers, death, life, spirit, or thunder; on
the contrary, it rejoices, it gives a great abnegation of self, of its interests, of its reputation, and an oblivion
of all things.
At home I was accused of everything that was ill done, or spoiled, or broken. I at once told the
truth, that it was not I. They persisted, and I made no answer. Then I was accused not only of the fault, but
of having lied. Although it was told to visitors, afterwards when I was alone with them, I did not disabuse
them. Oftentimes I heard things said in my presence to my friends likely to deprive me of their esteem, but
I never spoke to them thereon. Love wished secrecy, and to suffer everything without justification. If
through infidelity I happened to justify myself, I had no success, and brought upon myself new crosses both
without and within. But in spite of all this, I was so in love with the cross, that my greatest cross would
have been to have been without it. You sometimes, O my God, removed from me the cross, to make me
feel it the more; and it was then that you redoubled my esteem, taste, and desire of it, which was sometimes
in such excess, it devoured me. When the cross was removed from me for some moments, it seemed to me
it was owing to the ill use I had made of it, and that some infidelity had deprived me of so great a blessing;
for I never knew better its value than in its loss. O kindly cross, my dear delight, my faithful companion, as
my Saviour was incarnate only to die between your arms, should I not be conformed to him in this; and wilt
thou not be the means to unite me to him for ever? I often said to you, O my Love, “Punish me in any other
manner, but do not take from me the cross!”
Although the love of the cross was so great in me it made me languish when the cross was absent,
no sooner did it return to me, that lovable cross, object of my desires and of my hopes, than it concealed
from me its beauties to show me only its rigours, so that the cross was keenly felt by me; and, as soon as I
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committed any fault, God deprived me of it anew, and then it appeared to me in all its beauty, and I could
not console myself for not having given it the reception it merited. I then felt myself burning with love for
it. It returned, that amiable cross, with so much the more force, as my desire was the more vehement. I
could not reconcile two things that appeared to me so much opposed—to desire the cross with so much
ardour, and to support it with so much difficulty. These alternations render it a thousand times more felt, for
the spirit adapts itself gradually to the cross, and when it commences to bear it strongly, it is taken away for
a little time, in order that its return may surprise and overwhelm it. Moreover, when one bears the cross
uniformly, one rests upon it, and one even becomes so accustomed to it that it does not occasion so much
pain, for the cross has something noble and delicate, which furnishes a great support to the soul.
The crosses you sent me, O my God, were arranged in such a way, through your providence, that
they could not produce this effect. Your perfectly wise hand fitted them in such a way, whether by often
changing them, whether by increasing them, that they were always new to me. Oh, how well you know, my
God, to weight the crosses in the admirable economy that you there observe! It is you alone who know how
to crucify in a manner suited to the capacity of the creature. You constantly give new ones, and such as we
do not expect. The interior crosses kept pace with the exterior, and they were very similar. Your redoubled
absences made me die of grief. When you had given me, O my God, stronger proofs of your love, and my
heart thought only of loving you, you permitted some unforeseen faults; then you absented yourself so
long, and so harshly, that you seemed bound never to return, and when my soul began to resign herself, and
to recognize that this state was more beneficial to her than that of abundance, seeing that from the latter she
nourished her selfhood, and did not make of it the full use that she ought, then you returned more
powerfully, and my joy was so much the greater as my grief had been deeper. I believe that if God did not
maintain this procedure, the soul would never die to herself, for self-love is so dangerous, it attaches itself
and becomes accustomed to everything.
What caused me most trouble in this time of confusion and crucifixion without and within, was an
inconceivable tendency to hastiness, and when any answer a trifle too sharp escaped me, which served not a
little to humiliate me, I was told I was in mortal sin. Nothing less than this rigorous guidance, O my God,
was needed with me, for I was so proud, so hasty, and naturally so contradictory in temper, wishing always
to prevail, and thinking my reasons better than those of others, that if you had spared me those hammerblows, you would never have polished me to your taste; for I was so vain I was ridiculous. All these crosses
were needed to reduce me. Applause made me insupportable. I had the defect of praising my friends to
excess, and blaming others without reason. With all my heart I wish to make known my paltriness. It
seems, my God, to serve admirably as shadows to the picture that you have the goodness to produce in me.
The more criminal I have been, the more I owe you, and the less I can attribute to myself any good. Oh,
how blind are men who attribute to man the sanctity God communicates to him! I believe, my God, you
have saints who, after your grace, are extremely indebted to their fidelity. As for me, my God, I am
indebted only to you; it is my pleasure, it is my glory, —I could not say it too often.
I bestowed a great deal in charity. You had given me, O my God, so much love for the poor, that I
would have liked to supply all their wants. I could not see them in their wretchedness without reproaching
myself for my wealth. I deprived myself of what I could in order to succour them. The best that was served
me at table was at once removed, owing to the orders I had given, and carried to them. There were hardly
any poor in the place where I resided who did not feel the effects of the charity you had given me for them.
It seemed, O my God, that you scarcely wanted alms except from me. I was applied to for everything that
others refused, and I said to you, “O my Love, it is your wealth; I am only the steward of it; I must
distribute it according to your will.” I found means of assisting them without letting myself be known,
because I had a person who distributed my alms in secret. When there were families ashamed of receiving
charity, I sent it to them as if I had owed it to them. I clothed those who were naked, and I had girls taught
to earn their livelihood, especially those who were good-looking, in order that, being occupied and having
the means of living, they might be saved from the occasion of ruining themselves. You even made use of
me, O my God, to withdraw some from their irregularities. There was one of good birth and handsome,
who died very saintly. I furnished milk for the little children, and particularly at Christmas I redoubled my
charities for the little children, in honour of the Child Jesus, who was the centre of my love. I went to see
the sick—to relieve them, to make their beds. I compounded ointments, and dressed their wounds. I buried
the dead. I secretly supplied artisans and shopkeepers with the means of keeping up their shops. It would be
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hardly possible to carry charity further than our Lord made me carry it, according to my state, both as wife
and widow.
Our Lord, in order to purify me more thoroughly from the mixture I might make of his gifts with
my “own”-love, placed me under very severe interior trials. I began to experience that the virtue, which had
been so sweet and so easy for me, became an insupportable weight, not that I did not extremely love it, but
I found myself powerless to practise it as I had learned it. The more I loved it, the more I struggled to
acquire some virtue I saw lacking to me, I fell, it seemed to me, into the very opposite of it. There was only
one thing in which you had always afforded me a visible protection—it was chastity. You gave me a very
great love for it, and you placed its effects in my soul, putting away, even during my marriage, by
providences, sicknesses, and other means, that which might weaken it even innocently; so that, from the
second year of my marriage, God so alienated my heart from all sensual pleasures, that marriage has been
for me in every way a very severe trial. For many years, it seems to me that my heart and spirit are so
separated from my body, that it does things as if it did not do them. If it eats or refreshes itself, it is done
with such an aloofness that I am astonished at it, and with an entire mortification of vivacity of sentiment
for all natural functions. I believe I say enough to make myself understood.
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Chapter 1-19
To resume the thread of my narrative, I will say that the small-pox had so injured one eye that I
feared losing it. A gland at the corner of the eye was relaxed, and from time to time abscesses formed
between the nose and the eye, which caused me very great pain until they were lanced. I could not endure
the pillow, owing to the excessive swelling of my whole head. The least noise was torture to me, and
providence permitted that during this time a very great noise was made in my room. Although this caused
me much pain, the time was nevertheless for me a delightful one for two reasons—first, because I was left
alone in my bed, where I kept a very sweet retreat; the second, because it gratified the hunger I had for
suffering, which was so great that all bodily austerities would have been like a drop of water to extinguish a
great fire. I often had my teeth pulled out, although they did not pain me. It was a refreshment for me, and
when my teeth pained me I did not think of having them pulled out; on the contrary, they became my good
friends, and I was regretful of losing them without pain. I once poured molten lead on my naked flesh, but
it did not cause any pain, because it flowed off and did not stick. In sealing letters I let Spanish wax fall on
me, and this causes more pain, because it sticks. When I held a candle, I let it come to an end and burn me
for a long time. These are not crosses, nor pains. Our own choice can cause us only light crosses. It is for
you, O my Crucified Love, to cut them after your model in order to render them heavy. I do not wonder
you are painted in the shop of St. Joseph making crosses. Oh, how skilful you are at this work!
I asked leave to go to Paris to have my eye treated, much less, however, for that reason than to see
M. Bertot, whom Mother Granger had a little before given me as director, and who was a man of profound
illumination. It was then decided I should go to Paris. I went to say farewell to my father, and he embraced
me with very great tenderness. He did not think, any more than I, it was for the last time. Paris was no
longer for me a place to be dreaded. The world served only to make me concentrated, and the noise of the
streets increased my prayer. I saw M. Bertot, who was not as useful to me as he would have been if at that
time I had had the gift of explaining myself; but God so conducted me that, whatever desire I had to
conceal nothing, I could not tell him anything. As soon as 1 spoke to him, everything was taken away from
my mind, and I could only remember some defects I told him. My inner disposition was too simple to be
able to tell anything of it, and as I saw him very seldom, and nothing dwelt in my mind, and I read nothing
similar to what I experienced, I knew not how to explain myself; besides, I desired to let him know only the
evil that was in me, for which reason M. Bertot has never known me until after his death. This has been
very useful for me, in depriving me of all support, and making me die to myself.
I resolved, after having seen M. Bertot, and finished my cure, to go and pass the ten days from
Ascension to Pentecost in an abbey four leagues from Paris, the Abbess of which had much friendship for
me. I thought I should there conveniently keep a retreat of ten days. I had at that time an extremely strong
interior attraction, and it seemed to me, O my God, that my union with you was continual. I experienced
that it constantly grew deeper and withdrew from the sensible, becoming more simple, but at the same time
closer and more intimate.
On the Day of St. Erasmus, the patron of that convent, at four in the morning, I awoke with a start,
having a vivid impression my father was dead. I had no rest till I had prayed for him as for one dead, and,
having done it, I was no more troubled; but there remained with me a strong conviction of his death,
together with an extreme prostration and a pleasing grief, which so overwhelmed my body that it was
reduced to very great weakness. I went to the church, where I no sooner was than a faint seized me, and,
after I recovered, there remained a loss of voice, and I could not speak. I could not eat the smallest thing —
the concentration and the grief were too powerful. My soul was in a divine contentment and strength, and
my exterior was overwhelmed with grief and weakness. I should not have perceived any grief, so great was
the contentment of my soul, if it had not made this powerful impression on my body.
In all these blows, and in an infinity of others, I remarked from the beginning that my will was so
supple for all your wills, O my God, that it had not even a repugnance to what you were doing, however
hard it might appear to nature; so that I had no need of resigning myself and submitting. I could not even do
any act, because the thing appeared to me all done in me; there was no longer submission nor resignation,
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but union of my will to yours, O my God, which was such that it seemed to me mine had disappeared. I
knew not where to find that “my will;” but as soon as I sought a will, I found only yours. Mine did not
appear even in its effects, which are the desires, tendencies, and inclinations. It seemed to me it would have
been impossible to will anything but what you were doing in me. If I had a will, it appeared to me that it
was with yours, like two lutes in perfect accord; that which is not touched gives forth the same sound as the
one touched: it is only one same sound and one single harmony. It is this union of the will which
establishes the soul in perfect peace. Although my state was already such, my will was, however, not lost,
though it was so as to its operations; for the strange states it has been necessary for me since to pass
through have made me see what it costs before it has lost all that is “own,” in all its circumstances and in all
its extent, in order that the soul may no longer retain any interest either of time or of eternity, but the sole
interest of God alone in the manner he himself knows, and not in our fashion of conceiving. How many
souls there are who think their wills entirely lost, who yet are very far from it! They would see that they
still subsist, if our Lord put them to the last proofs. Who is there who does not wish something for himself,
be it self-interest, wealth, honour, pleasure, ease, liberty, salvation, eternity? And he who thinks that he
does not hold to these blessings, because he possesses them, would soon perceive his attachment if he had
to lose them. If in a whole century there are three persons who are so dead to everything that they wish to
be the plaything of providence, without any exception, they are prodigies of grace. As I am not mistress of
what I write, I follow no order; but it is no matter.
After dinner, while I was with the Abbess, whom I told I had very strong presentiments my father
was very ill, if not dead—we were conversing together a little about you, O my God, although I could
hardly speak, So powerfully was I seized within and prostrated without—they came to tell her she was
wanted in the parlour. It was a man who had come in haste, sent by my husband, because my father had
fallen ill, and as he was so only twelve hours, he was dead when the man arrived. The Abbess came and
told me, “Here is a letter from your husband, who sends you word your father is seriously ill.” I said to her,
“He is dead, Madame; I cannot doubt it.” I sent at once to Paris to hire a carriage, in order to travel more
quickly. Mine was waiting for me half-way. I started at nine o'clock in the evening. They said that I would
be lost, for I had with me no one I knew. I had sent my maid to Paris to put everything in order, and, as I
was in a religious house, I had not kept lackeys with me. The Abbess told me that, since I believed my
father dead, it was rashness for me to expose myself in this way; that carriages with difficulty passed, even
the road I must follow not being marked out. I replied that it was for me an indispensable duty to go and
succour my father; that I ought not, for a simple presentiment, to excuse myself from this duty. I set out
then alone, abandoned to providence, with persons strangers to me. My weakness was so great that I could
not support myself at the back of the carriage, and I had often to get out, in spite of my weakness, in
consequence of the dangerous state of the road. In this way I had to pass by night through a forest which is
a cut-throat place. I was still in it as midnight struck. That forest is celebrated for the murders and robberies
which have been there committed. The boldest persons feared it. As for me, O my God, I could not fear
anything. The abandonment I was in to your care made me so utterly forget myself, that I could not reflect
upon all this. Oh, what fears and vexations does a soul that is abandoned spare herself!
I travelled, then, within five leagues of our residence by myself, with my grief and my Love as
companions; but at this place I found my confessor and a female relative, who were waiting for me. I could
not tell the trouble I suffered when I saw my confessor; for besides that, while quite alone, I tasted an
inexplicable contentment, he, having no knowledge of my state, opposed it, and gave me no freedom. My
grief was of a nature that I could not shed a tear, and I was ashamed at learning a thing I knew only too
well, without giving any external sign of grief and shedding tears. The peace I possessed within was so
profound that it spread over my countenance. Moreover, the state I was in did not permit me to speak, nor
perform those external acts which are ordinarily expected from persons of piety. I could only love and keep
silent.
I arrived at home, and found they had already buried my father, owing to the great heat. It was ten
o'clock at night. Everyone was already dressed in mourning. I had travelled thirty leagues in one day and
one night. As I was very weak, as well because my state undermined me, as because I had not taken food, I
was at once put to bed. About two hours after midnight my husband got up, and, having left my room, he
suddenly returned, crying, with all his strength, “My daughter is dead!” It was my only daughter, a child as
much loved as she was amiable. You had provided her, O my God, with so many graces, spiritual and
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corporal, that one must have been insensible not to love her. There was noticeable in her a quite
extraordinary love for God. She was constantly found in corners in prayer. As soon as she perceived that I
prayed to God, she came near me to pray, and when she knew I had done it without her, she wept bitterly,
and said, “You pray to God, and I do not pray to him.” As my concentration was great, as soon as I was at
liberty I used to close my eyes, and she used to say to me, “You sleep?” then suddenly, “Oh, it is you are
praying to my good Jesus!” and place herself near me to pray. Holy Wednesday, four months before her
death, she was given the cross in church to kiss. But when she saw them take it from her to give to others,
she cried out in the church, with all her might, “They are taking away my Spouse! Give me back my
Spouse!” They had to give her the crucifix. She took it, and pressing it to her heart she cried, “Here is my
Spouse. I will never have any other.” She oftentimes suffered the whip of her grandmother, because she
said she would never have any other Spouse than our Lord, without their being able to make her say
otherwise. She was pure and modest as a little angel, very sweet and obedient. Her father, to test her
obedience, gave her very nasty things to eat, and she ate them, in spite of her dislike, without saying
anything. She was very beautiful, and had a very good figure. Her father loved her with passion, and she
was very dear to me, much more for the qualities of her soul than for those of her body. I regarded her as
my sole consolation on earth, for she had as much attachment for me as her brother had alienation.
She died of an unseasonable blood-letting. But what am I saying? She died by the hand of Love,
who wished to despoil me of all. There remained to me only the son of my sorrow. He fell mortally ill. God
gave him back to the prayers of Mother Granger, my only consolation after God. The news of the death of
my daughter surprised me very much. My heart was, nevertheless, not shaken, although I saw myself
deprived at the same time, without my having known it, of my father and my daughter, who were how dear
to me, you know, O my God. My interior state was such that I could not be either more afflicted for all
imaginable losses, nor more content for all possible blessings. It is necessary to have experienced these
delicious griefs to comprehend them. I no more wept the daughter than the father. All I could say was,
“You had given her to me, Lord. It pleases you to take her back. She was yours.” The virtue of my father
was so well known, and there would be so much to say, that I must keep silence instead of speaking of it.
His confidence in God, his faith and his patience, were admirable. He was the scourge of heresies and
novelties. My father and my daughter died in the month of July, 1672.
The eve of the Magdalen's Day of the same year, Mother Granger sent me—I know not by what
inspiration—a little contract already drawn up. She told me to fast that day and to bestow some
extraordinary alms, and next morning, the Magdalen's Day, to go and communicate with a ring on my
finger, and when I had returned home to go into my closet, where there was an image of the Holy Child
Jesus in the arms of his holy mother, and to read my contract at his feet, sign it, and put my ring to it. The
contract was this: “I, N——, promise to take for my Spouse Our Lord, the Child, and to give myself to
him: for spouse, though unworthy.” I asked of him, as dowry of my spiritual marriage, crosses, scorn,
confusion, disgrace, and ignominy; and I prayed him to give me the grace to enter into his dispositions of
littleness and annihilation, with something else. This I signed; after which I no longer regarded him but as
my Divine Husband. Oh, how that day has been since for me a day of grace and of crosses! These words
were at once put into my mind, that he would be to me “a Husband of blood." Since that time he has taken
me so powerfully for his own, that he has perfectly consecrated to himself my body and my spirit through
the cross.
O Divine Spouse of my soul, it seems to me that you then made of me your living temple, and that
you yourself consecrated it as churches are consecrated. Accordingly, at the celebration of festivals for the
dedication of the church, did you not make me understand that this consecration was a figure of the
consecration that you had made of me for yourself? And as churches are marked with the sign of the cross,
you marked me also with this same sign. It is this admirable sign with which you mark your most chosen
friends, according to what St. John shows in his Apocalypse. And as at the consecration of churches there
are candles, which are lighted in the place for the crosses, and the candle represents faith and charity, so I
have ground to believe that you have not permitted those virtues to abandon me since that time; but as the
characteristic of the candle is to gradually consume itself by its own fire, and to destroy itself by the light
and heat which make it live, so it seemed to me that it was necessary for my heart to be perfectly destroyed
and annihilated by this fire of love, and that this fire was attached to the cross only to teach me that the
cross and love would be the immortal marks of my consecration.
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Since that time crosses have not been spared me, and although I had had many previously, I may
say they were only the shadow of those that I have had to suffer in the sequel. As soon as crosses gave me
any moment of respite, I said to you, “O my dear Spouse, I must enjoy my dowry; give me back my cross.”
You oftentimes granted my request. At other times you made me wait for it, and ask more than once, and I
then saw I had rendered myself unworthy of it through some infidelity towards this same cross. When the
overwhelming and abandonment were more severe, you sometimes consoled me, but ordinarily my
nourishment was a desolation without consolation.
The Day of the Assumption of the Virgin, the same year 1672, I was in a strange desolation,
whether owing to the redoubling of the exterior or the overwhelming of the interior crosses, and I had gone
to hide myself in my closet to give some outlet to my grief. I said to you, “My God and my Spouse, you
alone know the greatness of my trouble.” There occurred to me a certain wish, “Oh, if M. Bertot knew what
I suffer!” M. Bertot, who rarely wrote, and even with considerable trouble, wrote me a letter of this very
date on the cross—the most beautiful and the most consoling he has written on that subject. It must be
noted he was more than a hundred leagues from where I was. Sometimes I was so overwhelmed, and nature
so distracted by the continual crosses, which gave me no respite, or, if they seemed to give me an instant of
repose, it was only to return with more fury, and nature was sometimes at such a point from them that,
when alone, I perceived without paying attention to it, that my eyes turned from side to side as if distracted,
seeking if they could not find some relief. A word, a sigh, a trifle, or to know that some one sympathized in
my grief, would have relieved me; but this was not granted to me; not even to look towards the heaven, or
make a complaint. Love held me then so close, that he willed that this miserable nature should be allowed
to perish without giving it any food. It would have sometimes wished relief, and wished it with so much
violence, that I suffered infinitely more in restraining it than from all the rest.
You gave my soul, O my dear Love, a victorious support, which made her triumph over the
weaknesses of nature, and you even put the knife into her hand to destroy it without giving it a moment's
respite; yet this nature is so malignant, so full of artifices to preserve its life, that at last it took on the role
of nourishing itself from its despair. It found succour in the absence of all succour. This faithfulness during
so continual an overwhelming served it for secret food—a fact which it concealed with an extreme care, in
order not to be discovered; but your divine eyes were too penetrating not to discover its malignity. It is for
this reason, O my Divine Shepherd, you changed your conduct towards it. You consoled it for a time with
your crook and your staff; that is to say, by your conduct, as loving as it was crucifying; but it was only to
reduce it to the last extremities, as I shall tell in the sequel.
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Chapter 1-20
A LADY that I sometimes used to see, as she was wife of the governor of our town, had taken a
liking to me, because, she said, my person and my manners did not displease her. She sometimes told me
that she therein noticed something extraordinary. I believe this great attraction I had within shone out upon
my exterior; for there was one day a man of the world, who said to an aunt of my husband, “I have seen
your niece, but one clearly perceives she never loses the presence of God,” which, having been reported to
me, greatly surprised me, for I did not think he understood what it was to have God present in this way.
This lady, I say, began to be touched by God, because once, when she wished to take me to the comedy, I
was not willing to go; for I never used to go to it, and I made use of the continued illness of my husband for
an excuse. She strongly pressed me, and said a continued illness like that ought not to hinder me from
diverting myself; that my age was not such that I should confine myself to being a nurse. I explained to her
the reasons I had for behaving so, but she concluded it was rather through a principle of piety I did not go,
than because of my husband's illness, and, having strongly urged me to tell her my opinion on the subject of
comedy, I told her I did not approve of this diversion, especially for women truly Christian. As she was
much older than I, what I said to her made so strong an impression on her mind that she never afterwards
went to the comedy.
Once, being with her and with another lady, who spoke much and had even studied the Fathers,
they engaged in a conversation where there was much talk of God. The lady spoke of him learnedly. I said
hardly anything, for I was drawn to keep silence, being even grieved at this manner of speaking of God.
The lady, my friend, came to see me next day, and told me God had so powerfully touched her, she could
no longer resist. I ascribed it to the conversation of the other lady, but she said to me, “Your silence had
something that spoke to me, even to the depth of the soul, and I could not enjoy what she was saying to
me.” On this we spoke with open hearts. It was then, O my God, that you so entered into the depth of her
heart, that you never after withdrew up to her death. She continued so a-hungered for you, O my God, that
she could not bear to hear anything else spoken of. As you wished her to be entirely yours, at the end of
three months you took from her her husband, whom she loved extraordinarily, and by whom she was
greatly loved. You sent her crosses so terrible and at the same time graces so strong, that you made yourself
absolute master of her heart. After the death of her husband, and the loss of almost all her wealth, she came
to within four leagues of us, to an estate she still had. She obtained my husband's consent for me to go and
spend eight days with her, to console her for her losses. God gave her, through my means, all that was
necessary for her. She had much cleverness. She was astonished that I said to her things so far above my
grasp. I should have been myself surprised at it if I had reflected, for my natural intellect was not capable of
those things. It was you, O my God, who gave them to me for her sake, making the waters of your grace
flow into her soul without considering the unworthiness of the channel which you willed to use. Since that
time her soul has been the temple of the Holy Spirit, and our hearts have been united by an indissoluble
bond.
We went together on a little journey, where you caused me, O my God, to exercise abandonment
and humiliation without its costing me anything, for your grace was so powerful it sustained me. We were
all near perishing in a river. They were in a terrible fright; all cast themselves out of the carriage, which
sank in a quicksand. I remained so abandoned and so possessed interiorly, that I could not even think on the
danger. You delivered me from it, without my having even thought of avoiding it. I was so concentrated
and so seized interiorly that I could do nothing but let myself be drowned, if my God had permitted it. It
will be said that I am rash. I believe it is true, but I prefer to perish through too much confidence than to
save myself. But what am I saying? We perish only because we cannot trust ourselves to you, O my King.
It is this which constitutes my pleasure, to owe all things to you, and it is this which renders me content in
my abjectness, which I would rather keep all my life by abandoning myself, than destroy by resting upon
myself. I would not, however, advise another to behave in this way, unless he was in the same dispositions
I then was.
As my husband's ailments became every day severer and more obstinate, he resolved to go to Ste.
Reine, for which he had a great devotion. He appeared to me to have a great desire of being alone with me,
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so that he could not help saying, “If people never spoke to me against you, I should be more pleased and
you more happy.” I committed many faults from self-love and self-consciousness on this journey, and as I
was in a very great interior abandonment, I had the means of experiencing what I should be without you, O
my God. For some time already you had withdrawn from me that sweet interior correspondence, which
previously I had only to follow; I had become like one astray, who no longer found either way, path, or
route, but as I reserve for another place a description of the terrible darkness through which I have passed, I
will continue the course of the narrative. My husband, on his return from Ste. Reine, wished to pass by St.
Edme, for, as he had no children but my eldest son, who was often at the gates of death, and he wished
extremely to have heirs, he urgently asked for them through the intercession of that saint. As for me, I
could ask for nothing; but he was heard, and God gave me a second son. The time when I was near my
confinement was for me one of great consolation; for, although I was very ill at my confinement, the love I
had for the cross made me face it with pleasure. I rejoiced that nature must suffer so much; besides, as I
was some weeks after my confinement without their venturing to make me speak, owing to my great
weakness, it was a time of retreat and silence for me, when I endeavoured to compensate myself for the
little leisure I had at other seasons for praying to you, O my God, and remaining alone with you.
I will not speak here of the extraordinary things that took place during my pregnancy, having
written it elsewhere. I will only say that, during those nine months, God took a new possession of me. He
did not leave me an instant, and those nine months passed in continued uninterrupted enjoyment. As I had
already experienced interior trouble, weakness, and desertions, this appeared to me a new life. It seemed to
me I already enjoyed blessedness; but how dearly this happy time cost me! since this enjoyment, which
appeared to me entire and perfect, and so much the more perfect as it was more inward, more remote from
the sensible, more constant, more free from vicissitudes, was yet only preparatory to a total privation for
many years, without any support or hope of return.
This terrible state commenced with the death of a person who was my sole consolation, after God.
I had, before my return from Ste. Reine, learned that Mother Granger was dead. I declare that this blow was
the most severely felt of any I yet had. You left me to drink, O my God, all its bitterness, and as you left me
then in simple weakness, I suffered much at seeing myself thereby deprived of all created supports. It
seemed to me that if I had been present at her death, I should have been able to speak to her, and learn
something; but God has willed that I have been absent in almost all my tosses, in order to render the blows
more afflictive. It is true, some months before her death, I had a perception (although I could see this
Mother only with extreme difficulty, and suffering for it), she was yet a support to me; and our Lord made
me know that it would be good for me to be deprived of it. But at the time she died that was no longer
present to me. As I felt myself utterly deserted inwardly and outwardly, I thought only of the loss I
sustained in a person who would have conducted me on a road where I no longer found track nor path. O
my God, how well you know how to inflict your blows! You had left me this Mother at a time when she
was but little useful to me, since from the care you had of me and your continual guidance of me, except at
certain times, I had nothing to do but to follow you step by step, while at the time that you deprived me as
to the interior of all perceived guidance, that you overturned my paths, that you blocked my ways with
squared stones—it is at this time you took from me her who could guide me in this road, all devious,
covered with precipices and sowed with thorns.
O adorable conducting of my God! There must be no guide for him whom you wish to lead astray,
no conductor for him whom you wish to destroy. After having saved me with so much mercy, O my Love,
after having conducted me by the hand in your paths, it seems that you have been eager for my destruction.
Shall not one say of you that you save only to destroy; that you no longer go to seek the lost sheep? You
take pleasure in building that which is destroyed and destroying what is built. Therein, then, is the play of
your magnificence, and it is in this way you overthrow the temple so carefully and almost miraculously
built by the hand of men, to rebuild one that shall not be made by the hand of men! O secrets of the
incomprehensible wisdom of my God, unknown to any other but him! Yet it is an adorable wisdom which
the men of the present day wish to penetrate, and to which they impose limits. They anticipate upon the
knowledge of God, and desire not merely to equal, but to surpass it. “Oh, depth of the wisdom and of the
knowledge of God! How incomprehensible are his judgments, and his ways impossible to find out! for who
has known the thoughts of the Lord, or who has been his counsellor?” Yet people wish to penetrate this
wisdom, although it be “hid from the eyes of all living, unknown even to the birds of the heaven.” Wisdom,
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of which one can have news only by death to all things, and by total loss. M. Bertot, although a hundred
leagues from the place where Mother Granger died, had knowledge of her death and of her blessedness, as
also had another monk. She died in lethargy, and as they spoke of me to her in order to rouse her, she said,
“I have always loved her for God and in God,” and spoke no more after. I had not any presentiment of her
death.
To increase my exterior crosses, my brother changed towards me, for his hatred was noticed by
everybody. His marriage took place at this time, and my husband had the amiability to go to it, although he
was ill, and the road so bad and so covered with snow that we were on the point of upsetting more than
fifteen times; but my brother, far from being grateful, quarrelled more than ever with my husband. I had to
suffer from two persons who made me the mark for their vexation. On this occasion all the right was with
my husband, and the wrong with my brother. The whole time I was at Orleans, where this wedding took
place, I had a remnant of affection so strong that it devoured me. I committed many faults, for I gave way
to it too much, remaining too long at church, at the expense of the attention I owed my husband; but I was
then so intoxicated with love that I only perceived the fault when the remedy was past. I committed also
another, which was in being too expansive in speaking to a Jesuit Father of what I then felt, which was very
strong. He was one of those who admire these sorts of things, and, as it appeared to do him good, and I felt
a great gratification in speaking to him, I gave way to it. It was a notable fault which happened to me
sometimes at that period, but never since. Oh, how often one mistakes nature for grace! and how dead to
self one must be for these outpourings to be from God! I had so many scruples at it, that I at once wrote to
M. Bertot.
While returning from Orleans, I had the same preoccupation as in going there, so that, though
there was much greater danger on the return, I had no attention for myself, but only for my husband, and on
seeing the carriage upsetting, I said to him, “Have no fear; it is on my side it is turning over: you will not be
injured.” I believe everything might have perished, and I should not have been disturbed, and my peace was
so profound nothing could shake it. If these times lasted, one would be too strong, but, as I said, they began
to come only very rarely, and for a short period, and to be followed by longer and trying privations. On the
return from the wedding, my brother treated me with extreme contempt. As I had had much attachment for
him, these blows were keenly felt by me. Since that time he has greatly changed, and has turned towards
God, although he has never altered as regards me. I am, however, glad he is reformed. The loss of my
brother has been the more felt by me, as he cost me many crosses, both on the part of my husband and of
others. I can say the crosses he has caused me and has procured for me since that time have been some of
my greatest. It is not that he is not virtuous, but it is an altogether special permission of God and his
providence in conducting my soul, which has brought to pass that he and all the other persons of piety who
have persecuted me have thought to render glory to God by doing it, and to acquire merits; and they were
right; for what greater justice than this, that all creatures should be unfaithful to me, and declare themselves
against her who had been so many times unfaithful to her God, and had taken the opposite side?
We had, further, after this, an affair that cost me great crosses, and which seemed to have been
brought about simply for that. There was a person who conceived such an ill feeling towards my husband,
that he determined to ruin him if he could. The only means he found was to make friends with my brother,
in order to induce him to do readily what he wished. He agreed with him to demand from us in the name of
Monsieur, the brother of the King, two hundred thousand livres, which he made out my brother and I owed
him. My brother signed the documents under an assurance that he should not pay anything of it for his part.
I believe his extreme youth engaged him in a business he, perhaps, did not understand. This affair gave so
much annoyance to my husband, and justly, that I have reason to believe it greatly hastened his end. He
was so indignant with me at this, for which I was no way responsible, that he could not speak to me without
anger. He would not instruct me in the matter, and I knew not its nature. He said he was not willing to mix
himself up in this business, that he was going to hand over my property and leave me to live as I could, and
a hundred things still more harsh. On the other hand, my brother was not willing to canvass, nor that
anyone else should do so. The day it was to be decided, there was one portion of the judges who were both
judges and parties. After Mass I felt myself strongly urged to go and see the judges. I was extremely
surprised to find that I knew all the twists and niceties of this business, without knowing how I had been
able to learn it. The first judge was so surprised to see a thing so different from what he thought, that he
himself urged me to go and see the other judges, and especially the Intendant, who was acting uprightly,
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but who was misinformed. You gave, O my God, so much power to my words for making known the truth,
that the Intendant could not sufficiently thank me for having made it known to him. He assured me that if I
had not been to speak to him, the affair was lost; and when they saw the falsity of the whole business, they
would have condemned the party to the costs, if we had not had to do with so great a Prince, who had only
lent his name to officers that had misled him. To save the honour of Monsieur, judgment was given against
us for fifty crowns, so that two hundred thousand livres were reduced to one hundred and fifty. My husband
was very pleased at what I had done, but my brother appeared to me so angry at it, that if I had caused him
a very great loss he could not have been more so.
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Chapter 1-21
ABOUT this time I fell into a state of total privation, very great and very long; in a state of
weakness and entire desertion, which lasted near seven years. O grief the most violent of griefs! This heart,
which was occupied only with its God, found itself no longer occupied but with the creature. It seemed to
be cast down from the throne of God to live, like Nebuchadnezzar, for seven years with the beasts. But
before describing this deplorable state, which, through the altogether admirable use Divine Wisdom made
of it, was advantageous to me, I must tell the infidelities I committed in it.
As I commenced to lose you, O my God, and to lose you utterly—at least as far as perceptible
sentiment (because for a considerable time there was no question of the sensible or the distinct); as I
commenced, I say, to lose you in this way, O my Love, it appeared to me that I fell each day into the purely
natural, and that I no longer loved you at all—a thing which I had only experienced by alternations. For
although, before entering into this state, I had experienced long privations, almost continual towards the
close, I had however, from time to time, inflowings of your Divinity, so profound and so inward, so quick
and so penetrating, that it was easy for me to judge that you were only concealed for me, but not lost.
Although during the time of privations it appeared to me that I had lost you totally, a certain profound
support nevertheless subsisted, without the soul thinking she had it, and she has recognized this support
only by its entire absence in the sequel. All the times that you returned with greater goodness and power,
you returned also with greater magnificence, so that you re-established in a few hours the ruins of my
infidelities, and you profusely compensated for my losses; but it was not the same during the whole time of
which I am about to speak.
During the other privations my soul continually sought him whom she had lost. Her searching,
though caused by her loss, and by a loss that she believed to arise from her own fault, was still a guarantee
of her love; for one seeks not that which one does not love, and the languor she suffered from seeing herself
deprived of her love was a mark of the fidelity of that same love. Moreover, she had a very great support,
though it did not appear to her, which was that the heart was void of all love, and that she could say to her
God, “If I love not you, I am confident I love nothing else;” but here it is quite the contrary; not only does it
appear one no longer loves, but this heart so loving and so beloved finds itself filled only with the love of
creatures and of itself. At all the other times one was not deprived of every facility for doing good; though
one did it in a languishing and tasteless manner, often even with repugnance, one nevertheless did it; but
here it is no longer repugnance, but impotence—an impotence of such a nature that the soul does not know
her impotence; it appears only as an unwillingness to do it.
I have always remarked, these eighteen years back, that the time of great festivals, of those even
for which I had a singular affection, was that when interiorly I was most forsaken. What will appear
surprising is that when I communicated, however penetrated by God I might previously be, dryness took
the place of abundance, and emptiness that of plenitude. At present I know very well its cause, which was
that, as my road was a road of death and of faith, the great festivals and the reception of the Sacrament
operated in me according to the designs of God, death, faith, cross, spoliation, annihilation; for our God
operates through his mysteries and through his Sacraments that which he operates through himself, so that
if the state is entirely in the sentiments, the Sacraments and the mysteries celebrated at the festivals operate
quick and tender sentiments of God. If the state is in light, they operate admirable lights, either active or
passive, according to the degree of the soul. If it is faith, they will operate dryness, obscurity, more or less,
according to the degree of faith, and so with the rest. They operate crosses, spoliation, annihilation,
according to the designs of God for the souls and the degree of each one. It is the same with prayer—it is
dry, obscure, crucifying, despoiling, annihilating, etc. Those who complain of prayer (supposing fidelity),
and what they experience at the reception of the Sacraments, do it only for want of light; for there is always
given to them what is needful for them, although not what they wish and desire. If one was thoroughly
convinced of these truths, far from passing all his life in complaining of God and of himself, one would
employ it only in making use in death and dying fidelity of all these different dispositions in which God
places us, so that by causing death to us they would procure for us life.
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For it is an admirable thing how all our welfare, spiritual, temporal, and eternal, consists in
abandoning ourselves to God, leaving him to do in us and with us all that shall please him, with so much
greater willingness as things satisfy us less; so that, by this submission and dependence upon the Spirit of
God, all is given us, and in the hand of God all serves us admirably, even our weaknesses, our paltriness
and defects—I say more, our sins, which are a fruit and a source of death, oftentimes become in the hand of
God a source of life through the humiliation they cause us. If the soul was faithful to leave herself in the
hand of God, sustaining all his operations, gratifying and crucifying, leaving herself from moment to
moment to be conducted and destroyed by the strokes and leadings of his divine providence, without
complaining of God, nor wishing anything else but what she has, she would soon attain to the experience of
eternal truth, although she should know only later the ways and the leadings of God with her.
But the misfortune is that we wish to conduct God, far from allowing ourselves to be conducted by
him. We wish to point out a road in place of blindly following that which he traces for us; and this is the
cause why many souls, which would be destined to enjoy even God in himself, and not his gifts in them,
pass all their life in running after little consolations and feasting on them, confining themselves to that, and
even making their happiness consist in that. For you, my dear children, if my chains and my captivity touch
you, I pray you, they may serve to engage you to seek God only for himself; never to wish to possess him
save by the death of all that you are, to enjoy him only in loss. Never aim to be anything in the ways of the
intellect, but yield to the most profound annihilation.
I fell then into the purely natural; yet my infidelities were of a kind that would have appeared a
good and virtue to any other but to my God, who does not judge virtue by the name people give it, but by
the purity and uprightness of the heart that practises it. I felt my inclination grow each day, and that my
heart, which previously was occupied and filled with its God alone, was full and occupied only with
creatures. I used all sorts of penances, prayers, pilgrimages, and vows. It seemed, O my God, I found an
increase of my ill in all that I took as a remedy for it, so that I entered upon an inconceivable desolation. I
can say tears became my drink, and grief my nourishment. Whereas your love, O my God, had put in my
heart a peace as profound as it seemed unalterable, this inclination brought trouble and confusion into my
heart with so much force that I could not resist the violence.
I had two enemies equally powerful, who never gained the victory one over the other, so that they
mutually combated with the more obstinacy as the advantage never turned to either side. It was the desire
of pleasing you, O my God, and the fear of displeasing you—a leaning of my whole centre towards you, O
my supreme Felicity, and an impulse of my whole self towards the creature; but as this latter was strongly
felt, the other appeared to me only as a thing that was not. Whenever I was alone, I shed torrents of tears,
and I said with equal dryness and desolation, “Is it possible that I have received so many graces from God
only to lose them; that I have loved him with so much ardour only to hate him eternally; that his benefits
have served as matter for my ingratitude? His fidelity, shall it only be requited by my infidelity? Has my
heart been so long filled with him alone, only in order to be the more empty of him; and has it been emptied
of all created objects, only to be more strongly filled with them?” On the other hand, I could not find
pleasure in conversations which I sought as if in spite of myself. I had within me an executioner, who
tormented me without relaxation. I felt within me a pain that I could never make understood save by those
who have experienced it.
I lost all prayer, being utterly unable to use any. The time I took for it was filled only with
creatures, and quite void of God. It served only to make me better feel my loss and my misfortune, because
then there was no diversion. I could no longer mortify myself, and my appetite woke up again for a
thousand things, and when I used them I found therein no taste; so there remained to me only disgust at
having peen unfaithful, without having the satisfaction I had promised myself. I could not express what I
suffered, and the infidelities I committed during this time. I believed myself lost: for all I had for exterior
and interior was taken from me. M. Bertot gave me no help, and God permitted that he misunderstood one
of my letters, and even abandoned me for a long time in my greatest need, as I shall tell in its place.
What could I do in this state? The heaven was shut for me, and it seemed to me it was with justice.
I could neither console myself nor complain of it. I had not any creature on earth to whom I could address
myself, and if I wished to address myself to some saint, besides that I had not any facility, since for many
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years I found them only in God, I then found them only full of the fury of God. The Holy Virgin, for whom
I had had a very great and tender devotion from my youth, appeared to me inaccessible. I knew not to
whom to address myself, or where to find help; there was none either in heaven or on earth. If I wished to
seek it in my central depth, and to find him who once possessed it so powerfully, not only did I find nothing
there, but I was even rejected with violence. I was banished from all beings, without being able to find
support or refuge in anything. This is a grief the most terrible of all, and which also causes death. I could no
more practise any virtue, and the virtues which had been most familiar to me had more utterly abandoned
me.
There was no longer for me a God, Husband, Father, Lover—if I dared to call him so. There was
only a rigorous Judge, whose anger appeared to kindle every day. Oh, if I had been able to find in the abyss
a place to conceal me from his fury, without withdrawing me from his justice; I would have availed myself
of it. I could no more go to see the poor; either I forgot them entirely, or I no longer found the time for it, or
I had a disgust for it that amounted to opposition. If I would do violence to myself, to go to them in spite of
my repugnance, I found myself most part of the time in veritable impotence. If, in short, I sometimes made
an effort to go to them, I could not remain there a moment, and if I wished to speak to them, it was
impossible for me. When I would force myself, I said absurdities that had not common sense. I could no
longer remain a moment at church, and whereas formerly it was torture to me not to have time to pray, my
torture then was to have time and to be obliged to be at church. I neither took in, nor heard anything. The
Mass went on without my being able to pay any attention. I sometimes heard several in succession, in order
to make up by the one the defect of that which had preceded, but it was still worse. My eyes, which
formerly of themselves closed in spite of me, then continued open, without it being possible for me to close
them or to concentrate myself a moment.
All creatures leagued themselves against me, and external crosses redoubled in proportion as those
within increased. I would have liked to have practised penances, but besides that they had been forbidden to
me at this time, in the disposition I was in, it was as if impossible for me to perform them. I had not the
courage, and when I wished to try, everything fell from my hands. It seemed that God had given me M.
Bertot only to deprive me of supports, and not for me to use. For after I had entered on this state, without
his knowing anything of it, he forbade me all kinds of penances, and told me that I was not worthy of
practising them. It was not hard to persuade me of this, since I thought there was not upon the earth a more
wicked person than I. These sentiments were so keen at the commencement that there was not a criminal in
the world I did not justify in my mind, while condemning myself: for that those men had offended God, and
were offending him, while not knowing him, this appeared to me endurable by your goodness, O my God;
but that a creature who had known you, who had loved you, and on whom you had bestowed graces enough
to save an entire world, should have become what I was, that appeared to me frightful.
I sometimes gave way to exterior hastiness, without any power to control myself. I could no
longer restrain my tongue. I was like those children who cannot help themselves from falling. I made some
verses which were subjects of infidelity for me. I resolved to make no more, but my resolutions were
barren. It was enough for me to have formed a resolution, to immediately do the contrary. You deprived me
of all facility for carrying it out. I could no longer speak of you, O my God; I envied all those who loved
you. Oh, is it possible this heart, all fire, should have become ice; that this heart, so loving, should have
fallen into the most utter indifference? It seemed to me at every moment as if hell were about to open to
swallow me up, and that which then caused me so much terror would have afterwards been the object of
my wishes; for it must be understood I believed myself guilty of all the sins of which I had the sentiments,
and as I had the sentiment of all sins I believed myself to have the reality. I could not believe, O my God,
that you should ever pardon me. Everything was so effaced from my mind that I no longer regarded myself
but as a victim destined to hell. The illness I previously endured with pleasure became insupportable to me.
A slight headache made me shudder; I felt in myself only movements of impatience. In place of that peace
of paradise there was a trouble of hell. Formerly I rejoiced before my lying-in because I must suffer in it,
and then I feared the shadow of pain.
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Chapter 1-22
BUT before speaking further of a state which was only commencing, and the course of which bas
been so long and trying, I must resume where I stopped; and understand, that all I shall hereafter tell was
accompanied by the state of which I have just spoken. As my husband approached his end, his ailments
were without relaxation. He no sooner escaped from one illness than he fell into another: gout, fever,
gravel, succeeded each other incessantly. He suffered great pain with considerable patience. He offered it to
you, my God, and made a good use of it. The anger he had against me increased, because they multiplied
reports, and did nothing but embitter him. He was the more susceptible of these impressions as his ailments
gave him the greater tendency to vexation. Even that maid who tormented me sometimes took compassion
on me, and came to fetch me as soon as I had gone into my closet, saying, “Come to monsieur, in order that
your mother-in-law may not speak any more against you.” I pretended to be ignorant of all, but he could
not conceal from me his annoyance, nor even endure me. My mother- in-law at the same time no longer
observed any measure, and all those who came to the house were witnesses of the continual rudeness to
which I was subjected. What is surprising is that though I had the sentiments of which I have spoken, and
the pains I have described and shall describe, I nevertheless suffered with much patience; but this did not
appear to me, owing to the frightful revolt I felt within against all that was said to me, and as I sometimes
broke out in hastiness, but seldom, I thought that this joined to the inward revolt was a crime.
My husband, some time before his death, had built a chapel in the country where we spent part of
the summer. I had the advantage of hearing Mass every day, and communicating, but not daring to do it
every day openly, the priest kept a wafer without their noticing it, and as soon as they had gone out, he
gave me the Communion. The dedication of this little chapel was celebrated, and though I already was
beginning to enter upon the state I have just described, as soon as the blessing was commenced, suddenly I
felt myself seized within, and my seizure, which lasted more than five hours, the whole time of the
ceremony, was that our Lord made a new consecration of me to himself. This chapel was only the figure of
that one which our Lord made in me; but in a manner so powerful, so real, though very inward, that it
seems to me I was for him a temple consecrated for time and for eternity. I said to you, “O my God, let this
temple never be profaned”—speaking of both one and the other— “and let your praises be sung there for
ever.” It seems you promised it to me, although everything was at once taken away, and there did not
remain even a memory that could console me.
When I was at this country house, which was only a small pleasure house, before the chapel was
built, I used to pray in the woods and in closets. As I greatly loved the cross, I caused crosses to be put up
in many places, and these served me as a hermitage. How many times have you preserved me, O my God,
from dangers and venomous beasts? Sometimes, without thinking of it, I knelt upon serpents, which were
numerous, and they went off without doing me any harm. Have you not preserved me from a furious bull,
though I had an antipathy for these animals, and they for me, so that among many persons they would seek
me out and run at me? I continued without concern, and it seemed their fury fell before me. I was shut up
alone in a little wood, where was this furious bull. Every one cried out to take care. He took to flight
without doing me any harm. If I could count all your providences regarding me, one would be charmed at
them; but they were so frequent and so continued that I can only wonder and be astonished. You were
continually attentive to me, as if I had been the only object of your cares. This has been very marked,
especially at the commencement, and until I fell into the state I have just mentioned, when your divine
providence seemed to have abandoned me, and delivered me to your justice. At the present moment I have
no repugnance to write my life. Is there anything, O my God, but a multitude of kindnesses on your part;
and on mine, ingratitude, infidelity, paltriness? All therein is for you glorious, and there is nothing but
cause of confusion for me; you there give without limit to one who has nothing to return to you. If there is
apparent some fidelity and some patience, it is you alone who effect it. If you cease an instant to sustain, or
if through an amorous feint you make semblance of leaving me to myself, I cease to be strong, to become
weaker than any creature. O my Lord, if my paltriness shows what I am, your bounties show what you are
and the extreme dependence I am in on you. I am wandering.
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As I became pregnant of my daughter, and it was thought I should die, I was for some time spared
a little; for I was so extraordinarily ill the doctors had given me over. After having passed twelve years and
four months in the crosses of marriage, as great as could be—except poverty, which I have never
experienced, at least, that of worldly goods, though I have much desired it—you withdrew me from them,
O my God, in the manner I am about to tell, to give me heavier ones to bear, and of a nature such as I had
never experienced; for if, Sir, you pay attention to the life you have ordered me to write, you will see my
crosses have constantly been increasing up to the present, as I never emerge from one but to enter on
another more severe. I will say beforehand that in the great troubles I was subjected to, and when I was told
I was in mortal sin, I had not a person in the world to speak to. I would have wished to have had some one
as witness of my conduct; but I had none, being without any support, either confessor, director, friend, or
councillor. I had lost all; and after, my God, you had deprived me of all, one after the other, you yourself
also withdrew. I remained without a creature, and for crown of desolation, without you, my God, who alone
could sustain me in so strange a state.
My husband's ailment became every day more obstinate, and he himself had a presentiment of
death. His mind was made up for it, for the languishing life he led became every day more burdensome to
him. To his other ailments was added a disgust for all kinds of nourishment, so great that he did not even
take the things necessary for life. The little he took, there was no one but I had the courage to force on him.
The doctors advised him to go to the country for change of air. The first few days he was there he appeared
to be better, when suddenly he was seized by a colic and continued fever. I was well prepared for anything
it might please Providence to ordain; for I saw some time back he could hardly live longer. His patience
increased with his illness, and his illness was very crucifying for me; yet the good use he made of it
softened all my troubles. I was extremely pained that my mother-in-law kept me away from his bedside as
much as she could, and influenced him against me. I much feared he might die in this feeling, and it
afflicted me extremely. I seized a moment, when my mother-in-law was not there, and approaching his bed,
I knelt down and said to him, that if I had done anything which had displeased him, I asked his pardon. I
begged him to believe it was not voluntarily. He appeared much touched, and as if he had recovered from a
profound stupor, he said to me—what he had never said before— “It is I who ask your pardon. I did not
deserve you.” From this time not only had he no longer a dislike to see me, but he gave me advice as to
what I should do after his death, in order not to be dependent on the persons on whom I am at present. He
was eight days very resigned and patient; although, owing to the gangrene which increased, they cut him up
with a lancet. I sent to Paris to fetch the best surgeon, but he was dead when he arrived.
It would be impossible to die with more Christian dispositions or courage than he did, after having
received all the Sacraments in an edifying manner. I was not there when he died, for he had made me
withdraw, not through hostility, but through tenderness, and he was more than twenty hours unconscious at
the last. I believe, O my God, that you delayed his death only for my sake, for he was entirely eaten up with
gangrene, the entrails and stomach quite black, while he yet lived. You willed he should die on the eve of
Magdalen's Day, in order to make me see I must be wholly yours. Every year on the Magdalen's Day I used
to renew the contract I had made with you, my Lord, and I found myself free to renew it for good. I was at
once enlightened that there was much mystery therein. It was the morning of the 21st of July, 1676, he
died. The evening, when alone in my room in full daylight, I perceived a warm shade pass near me. The
next day I went into my closet, where was the image of my dear and divine Spouse, Jesus Christ. I renewed
my marriage, and I added to it a vow of chastity for a time, with a promise to make it perpetual if M. Bertot
permitted me. After that a great interior joy seized me, which was the more novel to me as for a long time I
had been in bitterness. It seemed to me our Lord wished to grant me some favour. Immediately I had a very
great interior certainty that at the instant our Lord delivered my husband from purgatory. I have never since
doubted it for a moment; although I have tried to be diffident. Some years after, Mother Granger appeared
to me in a dream, and said to me: “Rest assured that our Lord, for the love he bears you, has delivered your
husband from purgatory on the Magdalen's Day. He, however, entered heaven on the day of St. James, the
25th, which was his fete.” This surprised me, but I have since learned that there are two kinds of purgatory,
one where they suffer the pain of the senses, and the other where they suffer only the privation of God; that
there are persons who pass through the latter without passing through the former, others who pass through
the former and go afterwards into the latter. A great servant of God revealed after her death to many of her
intimates that she was three days deprived of the vision of God without any pain of the senses.
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As soon as I learned my husband had expired, I said to you, “O my God, you have broken my
bonds. I will offer to you a sacrifice of praise.” After that I remained in a very great silence, exterior and
interior; silence, however, dry and without support. I could neither weep nor speak. My mother-in-law said
very beautiful things, at which everyone was edified, and they were scandalized at my silence, which was
put down to want of resignation. A monk told me that everyone admired the beautiful behaviour of my
mother-in-law; that as for me, they did not hear me say anything—that I must offer my loss to God. But it
was impossible for me to say a single word, whatever effort I made. I was, besides, much prostrated, for
although I had recently given birth to my daughter, I nevertheless watched my husband without leaving his
room the twenty four nights he was ill. I was more than a year in recovering from the fatigue of that. The
prostration of body and the prostration of my spirit, the dryness and stupidity I was in, made me unable to
speak. I, however, for some moments was in admiration at your goodness, O my God, which had set me
free exactly on the day I had taken you for Spouse. I saw that crosses would not be wanting to me since my
mother-in-law had survived my husband; and I could not understand your conduct, O my God, which,
while setting me free, had yet more strongly bound me by giving me two children immediately before the
death of my husband. This surprised me extremely, my God, that you set me at liberty only by making me
captive. I have since learned that you had by your wisdom provided for me a means of being afterwards the
plaything of your providence, for had I had only my eldest son, I would have placed him at college, and
myself become a nun at the Benedictines. I should thereby have withdrawn myself from your designs
regarding me.
I wished to mark the esteem I had for my husband by giving him the most magnificent burial that
ever took place in the neighbourhood, at my own expense. I also paid out of my own money the pious
legacies he wished to make. My mother-in-law strongly opposed herself to everything I could do to secure
my interests. I remained without any help; for my brother was very far from espousing my cause. I had no
one from whom I could openly ask counsel. I knew nothing about business; but you, O my God, who,
independently of my natural intellect, have always made me fit for all that it has pleased you, gave me so
perfect an intelligence of it that I succeeded. I omitted nothing, and I was astonished that in these matters I
knew all without having ever learned. I arranged all my papers and settled all my affairs without the help of
anybody. My husband had a quantity of papers deposited with him. I made an exact inventory for each
person with my own hand, and sent them to those to whom they belonged. This would have been very
difficult for me, O my God, without your help, because, owing to the long time my husband had been ill,
everything was in great disorder. This got me the reputation of a clever woman, as well as another affair
which happened.
A great number of persons, who were mutually litigating for more than twenty years, applied to
my husband to reconcile them. Although it was not the business of a gentleman, they entreated him because
he had uprightness and a good intellect; so, as there were among those persons some he loved, he consented
to it. There were twenty suits, the one against the other, and there were twenty-two persons who were
litigating in this way, without anyone being able to end their differences, owing to new incidents that arose
every day. My husband undertook to engage advocates to examine their papers, but he died without having
done anything. After his death I sent to fetch them to give back their papers; but they would not receive
them, and begged me to reconcile them and prevent their ruin. It appeared to me alike ridiculous and
impossible that I should undertake so serious a business, and one so long in dispute. Yet, supported by your
strength, O my God, I followed the movement you gave me to consent. I shut myself up for more than
thirty days in my closet on this business, without leaving it save for Mass and meals. These worthy people
all blindly signed their compromise without seeing it. They were so pleased therewith they could not help
publishing it everywhere. It was you alone, O my God, who did these things, for since I have no longer had
either wealth or business matters, I have not even understood them, and at present when I hear people talk
of them it seems to me it is Arabic.
As soon as I was a widow my friends and people of the greatest distinction in the country came to
advise me to separate at once from my mother-in-law; for, although I made no complaint of it, everyone
knew her temper. I answered them I had no ground to complain of her, and that I counted on remaining
with her if she would allow me. It was the view you from the first gave me, O my God, not to descend from
the cross, as you yourself had not descended from it. For this reason I resolved not only not to leave my
mother-in-law, but even not to get rid of the maid of whom I have spoken. At the time of your greatest
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rigours towards me, O my Love, you prevented me from relieving myself of the exterior crosses, which, far
from diminishing on the death of my husband, increased, as I shall tell in its place, after having described
the interior state of troubles that I had to sustain and pass. You will excuse, Sir, if there is so little order in
what I write. It is impossible for me to do otherwise, since I have to speak of so many different things to
which I cannot give attention, telling them as they offer themselves.
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Chapter 1-23
I WAS in so strange a state of deprivation of all support, whether exterior or interior, that it would
be difficult for me to describe it well or to make it fully understood. In order to acquit myself the best I can,
I am about to describe successively the troubles through which during seven years I have passed, until it
pleased you, O my God, to deliver me suddenly from them: then I will resume the thread of my narrative. I
did not suddenly lose all support for the interior, but gradually, for during the lifetime of Mother Granger I
had already suffered many interior troubles, but they were only like the forerunners of those I had
afterwards to experience.
After you had wounded me in the profound manner I have described, you commenced, O my God,
to withdraw from me, and the pain of your absence was so much the harder for me, the sweeter your
presence and the more powerful your love had been in me. I complained of it to Mother Granger, and I
thought I no longer loved you. One day, when keenly penetrated with this thought and this pain, I said to
her that I no longer loved you, sole object of my love. Looking at me she said, “What ! you no longer love
God!” This word was more penetrating for me than a burning arrow. I felt so terrible a pain and such utter
confusion I could not answer her, because that which was concealed in the central depth made itself at the
moment so much the more apparent as I had thought it lost.
What persuaded me, O my God, that I had lost your love was, that in place of having found new
strength in this love, so strong and so penetrating, I had become more weak and more powerless. For
formerly I defended myself more easily from the leaning towards the creature; and then, though I had
experienced how amiable you are, and your love had even banished from my heart all other love, and my
soul had been so greatly elevated above the created, she found herself less capable of defending herself
from a certain inclination for the creature: I did not then know what it was to lose our own strength to enter
into the strength of God. I have learned it only by a terrible and long experience. I was the more afflicted at
it, as this defect appeared to me the most difficult to conquer, and that into which I entered with the greatest
facility, and of which I yet had the most horror; because it fills the heart, and seems to establish its dwelling
in the same place where you, my God, previously made your residence. Although this was not actually so,
my pain persuaded me of it. The more dangerous this evil appeared to me the more familiar it became. It
was your leading before making me enter into the state of pure abjectness, which I shall call the state of
death; since I cannot doubt that you made use of it to cause me to die entirely to myself, as you had caused
me to die to all the rest. For if your conducting of me is attentively considered, it will be seen that the
exterior deprivations were only the figure of the interior, and that you have employed both the one and the
other with equal force, insensibly augmenting them until total death, where it seems you have changed the
conduct only to make me enter into a new abyss of crosses and abjection, in which you have observed an
order the more admirable as it has almost always been accompanied by a double abjection: wherein you
have maintained a course of guidance as wise and extraordinary as to the eyes of men it has appeared more
foolish and abject. The more I advance in what I have to write the more difficult the enterprise appears to
me.
Your conducting, O my God, before making me enter into the state of death was a conduct of
dying life. Sometimes hiding and leaving me to myself in a hundred weaknesses, sometimes showing
yourself with more clearness and love. The more the soul approached the state of death, the more long and
tedious became her abandonments, and her weaknesses greater, and her enjoyments shorter, but more pure
and more inward, until at last she fell into the total privation. It was an overthrow alike of the exterior and
the interior. It seemed, my Love, your exterior providence and your interior guidance had challenged each
other as to which would the sooner destroy her.
In proportion as sensibility had increased your absence became more continual; the abandonments
more utter; weaknesses greater; exterior crosses more bitter; powerlessness to do good more decided;
inclination to all evil insurmountable. I had the sentiments of all sins, without, however, committing them;
and these sentiments in my mind passed for realities, because I felt my heart occupied with the creature. At
last things came to such a point that I lost for ever both every support and every prop, as well interior as
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exterior. Nothing of you, O my God, any longer remained to me but grief at your loss, which appeared to
me real. Then I lost this grief in order to enter into the cold of death. There remained to me only a certainty
of my loss, O my God, and of never loving you.
As soon as I saw the happiness of a state, or its beauty, or the necessity of a virtue, it seemed to me
I incessantly fell into the contrary vice, as if that view—which, although very short, was always
accompanied with love—had been given to me only to make me experience its opposite, in a manner the
more terrible as I had preserved more horror of it. It was indeed then, O my God, I did the evil that I hated,
and I did not do the good that I loved. There was given me a penetrating view of the purity of God, and I
became still more impure as far as the sentiment; for as to the reality, this state is very purifying, but I was
then very far from understanding it. It was shown me that uprightness and simplicity of heart were the
essential virtue, and I did nothing but lie, without wishing it. I then thought they were lies, but, in truth, it
was only pure mistake and hasty words without any reflection. I gave way to hastiness. I had never had
anything but scorn for wealth. I felt attachments to it, and I would have liked to have back what I had lost;
so it seemed to me. I could not control my words, nor hinder myself from eating what was to my taste. All
my appetites awoke again, with an entire impotence to conquer them. Their revival, however, was only in
appearance, for, as I have said, as soon as I ate things for which I felt so violent a desire, I lost the taste for
them.
M. Bertot, without knowing my state, forbade austerities, which might have only served me for
support. He told me I was unworthy of practising them. I then believed, O my God, that you had made
known to him my wicked state. I could no longer suffer anything, as it appeared to me—although I was
quite surrounded by sufferings—owing to the extreme repugnance I felt to it. I entered into so strange a
desolation that it is inexplicable, the weight of the anger of God was continual upon me. I used to lie on a
rug, which was upon the landing, and cry with all my strength—when I could not be heard—in the
sentiment I had of sin, and the inclination I believed I had to commit it, “Damn me, that I may not sin! You
send others to hell through justice, give it to me through mercy.” It seemed to me I would gladly cast
myself into it in the apprehension I had of sin.
M. Bertot, on the reports made to him that I practised great austerities—for people imagined it,
owing to the extreme trouble I was in, which made me unrecognizable—though he had forbidden them to
me, thought that I followed my own course. In this deplorable state, I could not tell him anything of myself,
God not permitting it; for although I had such keen pains from sin, when I wished to write or speak of
them, I found nothing, and I was quite stupid. Even when I wished to confess, I could not say anything,
except that I had a sensibility for the creature. This sensibility was such that, during the whole time it
lasted, it never caused me any emotion or temptation in the flesh. M. Bertot gave me up, and sent me word
I should take another director. I no longer doubted God had made known to him my wicked state, and that
this abandonment was the surest mark of my reprobation.
I continued so afflicted, I thought I should die of grief. I was pregnant of my daughter. I have often
been astonished that I was not confined prematurely. My sobs were so violent I was on the point of
suffocating. I should have been consoled at M. Bertot's abandonment if it was not that I regarded it as the
visible mark of God's abandonment. My pain was so keen at the commencement I could hardly eat. People
did not understand what I lived on, and I don't understand it myself. I was so weak that in my confinement I
was ill from Monday midday up to Tuesday midnight. The doctors found no strength in me, and said I
should die of pure weakness without delivery. Fear lest the child should be unbaptised made me make a
vow to the Holy Virgin, after which I was happily delivered, though I had been so miserable and at the
point of death. I had no unwillingness to die, because I thought my death would end my interior ills.
It was as much as I could do at this time to drag my body, so prostrated was I with languor, for I
suffered then the privation of all blessings, and the accumulation of all evils, without anything whatsoever
in heaven or on earth giving me any consolation. All was hostile to me, all crucified me. Besides, I had to
be the whole day under a perpetual opposition, bearing within inconceivable torments. If I could have been
alone, my pain would have been much relieved, but I had only the night to mourn and weep my grief. As I
dwelt alone in an isolated apartment, I gave free course to my tears, and sometimes I said with the prophet,
“I wash my bed with my tears, and my groanings are like the sound of great waters.” Nothing whatever was
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given me to relieve me, for prayer was a torture. I could not read anything. If I could force myself to do it, I
knew not what I was reading, and understood nothing whatever. I recommenced, I know not how often, my
reading, and I understood less the last time than the first; all I retained was a horrible disgust for it.
Sermons and all pious exercises had the same effect on me. My imagination was in a frightful irregularity,
and gave me no rest. I could not speak of you, O my God, for I became quite stupid, nor even take in what
others said when I heard them speaking.
In place of that peace of paradise in which my soul had been, as it were, confirmed and
established, there was only a trouble of hell. I could sleep but a short time continuously; my trouble woke
me up, as if from my bed I was bound to enter hell: for that inclination to be damned rather than to sin,
which was still a good thing, was taken from me. I fell into a greater weakness. The fear of death and of
hell seized me. I sought my first disposition, and I did not find it; on the contrary, it seemed that sin was
more familiar to me, that I would have liked to commit it. I found myself hard towards God, insensible to
his bounties. There was not shown me any good that I had done in all my life. The good appeared to me
evil, and what is frightful is that this state appeared to me bound to endure eternally, while I did not believe
it to be a state, but a true fall; for if I could have believed it had been a state, or that it had been necessary,
or agreeable to God, I should not have had any pain from it. From that I entered into insensibility, which
appeared to me the consummation of my woes; it was also the last dying state. But before speaking of it I
must continue my narrative. I will ask you to consider what it means to bear this state seven years, and
especially five years without an instant of consolation, and accompanied with all the crosses I have
described and those I am about to tell.
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Chapter 1-24
As soon as I was a widow my crosses, which one would have thought should have diminished,
increased. That domestic, whom I have spoken of, who ought to have been more gentle because she
depended on me, became more violent. She had accumulated a great deal at the house, and I secured her a
pension for the rest of her life, after the death of my husband, in consequence of the services she had
rendered him. All this seemed bound to soften her; but quite the contrary happened. She was puffed up with
vanity. The necessity of constantly watching an invalid had led her on to drink pure wine to keep up her
strength; now as she became aged and feeble, the least thing went to her head. That became a habit with
her. I endeavoured to conceal this defect, but it became so strong it was impossible to put up with her. I
spoke of it to her confessor, in order he might endeavour judiciously to correct it; but in place of profiting
by the advice of her director, she became furious, and there was no violence she did not exhibit towards
me. My mother-in-law, who up to that had had great trouble to endure this defect in the woman, and who
had even spoken to me of it, joined her in blaming me and excusing her. It was, who would cause me the
most trouble. If company came, she cried with all her strength, I had dishonoured her; that I had driven her
to despair; that I was damning myself, and would be the cause of her damnation. You gave me, O my God,
despite the deplorable state I was interiorly in, a boundless patience towards her. I answered all her furies
only with charity and gentleness, giving her even every mark of my affection. If any other maid came to
serve me, she sent her away with fury, and reproached me that I hated her because she had faithfully served
my husband: so that I had to make up my mind to be my own servant when it did not please her to come;
and when she came, it was to cry and scold. These ways of acting, and many others, which it would be too
long to tell, lasted up to a year before my departure. I had, besides, very severe and very frequent illnesses;
and when I was ill this woman was in despair. I have always, therefore, thought you had caused all this
only for me, O my Lord; for without a special permission she was not capable of such strange conduct. She
did not even recognize faults so glaring, always believing she was in the right. All the persons you have
used to make me suffer thought they did you service.
I went to Paris expressly to see M. Bertot. The urgent prayers I had caused to be made to him to
direct me, joined to the death of my husband, at which he thought I should be very much afflicted, obliged
him to conduct me anew. But it was very little use to me; for besides that I could not tell him anything of
myself, or make myself known to him, because every idea was taken from me, even that of my
wretchedness, when I spoke to him, your providence, O my God, permitted that when I was eager to see
him from the extreme need I thought I had of him, it was then that I could not see him. I went twelve or
fifteen times to see him without being able to speak to him. In the space of two months I spoke to him only
twice, and then for a short time, of what appeared to me most essential. I told him the need I had of an
ecclesiastic to educate my son, and to remove his bad habits and the unfavourable impressions he had been
inspired with against me. These reached such a point that when he spoke of me he never called me “my
mother,” but, “She has said;” “She has done.” M. Bertot found me a priest, who was a very good man, and
who had been very well recommended to him.
I went to make a retreat with M. Bertot and Madame de C— at P—. God permitted that at the
most he spoke to me less than ten minutes. When he saw I said nothing to him, and knew not what to say—
and, besides, I never told him of the graces our Lord had bestowed on me (not through a desire of
concealing them, but because you did not permit it, O my God)—he spoke to the souls that he thought more
advanced in grace, and left me as a person with whom he had almost nothing to do. You concealed from
him so well, O my God, the state of my soul, in order to make me suffer, that he wished to put me back into
the considerations, thinking that I did not use prayer, and that Mother Granger was mistaken when she told
him that I did. He even thought she had not had the gift of discernment, as he let me know. I did what I
could to obey him, but it was entirely impossible for me. I was vexed with myself for it, because I rather
believed M. Bertot than all my experiences. During my whole retreat, whatever efforts I made, not a
thought came to my mind. My inclination, which I discerned only through the resistance I opposed to it,
was to remain in silence and nakedness; and I thought I was obedient in so remaining. This made me still
more believe I was fallen from my grace. I kept myself in my nothingness, content with my low degree of
prayer, without envying that of others, of which I deemed myself unworthy. I, however, would have desired
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to do your will, O my God, and to advance in order to please you, but I utterly despaired it could ever be;
and as I did not doubt it was through my fault I had lost my gift of prayer, I was content to remain in my
lowness. I was yet, nevertheless, almost continually in prayer during this retreat; but I did not know it, and
nothing was said to me that could lead me to think I was so: on the contrary, the lady who had led me into
the retreat said to me that I appeared not so much defective as little advanced; and as she was reading a
collection of the letters of M. Bertot, I recognized one he had formerly written to me on my state. I told her
it was to me, but she would not believe me, asserting the contrary. The most spiritual writings were
concealed from me, and I was told to apply myself to meditation; but it was impossible for me. O my God,
how admirable was your providence to sink me in every way. Without this procedure I should still have
subsisted in something.
In the place where I dwelt there was a person whose doctrine was suspected of [Jansenism?] He
possessed a rank in the Church which obliged me to show a deference to him. As he learned at once the
opposition I had for all persons suspected, and he was satisfied I had some credit in the place, he used all
his efforts to win me over to his opinions. I spoke to him with so much force that he could give me no
answer. This only increased the desire he had of winning me, and forming friendship with me. For two
years and a half he continued to urge me. As he had a very amiable temper, much cleverness, and was ver y
civil, I had no distrust of him, and because I felt a great interior strength, and that while speaking to him
God was very present to me, I thought it was an infallible mark God approved my seeing him. During the
two and a half years I was obliged to see him, I felt very great troubles, for, on the one hand, I was led, as it
were, in spite of myself, to see him and to speak to him; and on the other, there were many things in him I
could not approve, and for which I felt an extreme repugnance. God appeared irritated with me because I
often, through faithlessness, followed the natural inclination I had to converse with him, although ordinarily
it was only on good things, or at most, indifferent. But as I felt that my natural disposition led to these
conversations, I saw the imperfection there was in following it. I often kept away from him, but he came to
ask me why I was no longer visible, and so managed with his attentions to my sick husband, that I could
not avoid his conversations. I thought the shortest way was to break once for all, but M. Bertot would not
permit me until after the death of my husband; then, seeing at last the hostility he had to the spiritual life,
and that I could not gain anything over his mind, I broke the connection I had with him. When he saw he
could not renew it, he caused me strange persecutions, stirring up all those of his party. These persons had
at that time among them a method such, that in a very short time they knew those who were on their side,
and those who were opposed to them. They sent circular letters to the nearest, which they passed on, the
one to the other, so that in a very short' time these persons decried me everywhere in the strangest manner.
My name was known to them, but not the person. They loudly condemned my piety. They circulated secret
reports to discredit me in all the places they knew I was held in repute. However, the joy I had at seeing
myself freed from this connection was so great that I little felt what he could do to me. I enjoyed so greatly
my new liberty that my trouble was counted for almost nothing. I said to myself, “I will never connect
myself with anyone, and I will maintain such a reserve I shall never more be at the trouble of breaking.”
Fool that I was! I did not know that he who had freed me could alone hinder me from connecting myself. I
still thought to be able to defend and guard myself, and my dismal experience had not yet perfectly
convinced me of my powerlessness; for I fell again into a new connection, which lasted six months, but it
did not cause me so much trouble, because this person was more devoted to God. The person with whom I
had broken decried me then everywhere, which slightly injured my reputation. It was, O my God, the thing
I most held to, and which cost me most to lose in the sequel. As I knew that people spoke of me, I watched
myself with all my strength; but the blow was given, it had to take its course.
What I suffered was terrible, for the estrangement of my God was still greater. All creatures joined
with you, O my God, to make me suffer; and I had such an impression it seemed to me they were avenging
the outrages I had done to their Creator. I had neither relative, friend, nor confidante. It appeared to me
everyone was ashamed of me. I further bore a state of inexplicable humiliation; for the powerlessness in
which I was of performing exterior acts of charity that I used to do, such as going to the holy Sacrament,
burying the dead, remaining a long time at church, served as pretext to that person to condemn me. When
he saw I no longer performed all these practices, he proclaimed it was through his means I had done them,
and when I no longer saw him I had given up everything. He wished to attribute to himself the merit of
what you made me do, O my God, by your grace alone. He went so far as publicly to preach of me as a
person, who, after being an example for a town, had become its scandal. He, many times, preached hurtful
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things; and although I was present at his sermons, which were such as to overwhelm me with confusion (for
they scandalized all who heard them), I could not feel pained: on the contrary, I rejoiced at them, for in my
central depth I bore a condemnation against myself that I cannot express, and it appeared to me that this
person, by the public confusion he procured me, repaired the faults and the infidelities I had committed. It
seemed to me I deserved infinitely more, and if all men had known me, they would have trampled me
underfoot. My reputation then suffered more and more by means of this person, and I inwardly suffered a
greater confusion than if I had committed all possible evils. It was, who would cause me most insults. He
turned against me all those who passed for being pious, after which he said, “You see, she has no one for
her. So and so, who are saints, are all against her.” I thought they were right in behaving thus. I did nothing
whatever either to regain their esteem, or to show I was troubled at having lost it. On the contrary, I kept
myself aloof and confused as a criminal who dares not lift his eyes. I was sunk before you, my God, in the
deepest depth of abjectness. I regarded the virtue of others with respect, and saw the world without defect,
and myself without any virtue. But although I thought myself so remote from the good I saw in others, I yet
dared not, nor even could, desire their state. I deemed myself unworthy of all the graces of God, which I
believed I had lost for ever through my unfaithfulness. I was content, O my God, to see you served by
others, being unable to do it myself. I entertained respect for all those who served you, and beside them I
felt myself smaller than anything. When through chance anyone praised me, I felt a weight that plunged me
back into my nothingness, and I said to myself, “They do not know my abjectness,” and I blushed deeply. I
sometimes used to say, “Oh, if people could understand from whence I am fallen!” When they blamed me I
saw they were right. Nature, indeed, would have liked sometimes to have escaped such strange abjection,
but there was no means, and if I endeavoured to exhibit an exterior righteousness by the practice of some
good, my heart secretly gave the lie to my action; I saw it was hypocrisy to appear what I was not; and you,
O my God, did not permit it to succeed. Oh, how beautiful are the crosses of providence! All others are not
crosses. That which I then bore from the weight of my abjectness, was far more terrible to me than all
others. If I had not believed myself guilty, I would have taken credit for my pains, but I felt so filthy I was a
horror to myself.
I was often very ill, and in danger of death. I knew not what to do to prepare for death. I did not
even see what I could do, and I let myself be devoured by grief. I hardly dared show myself, owing to my
trouble. It seemed to me everyone must know my abjectness, and the state from which I believed I had
fallen. Even the pleasure of drinking my confusion was taken from me; there remained to me only the
confusion itself, which I could no longer bear: for I did not feel, in myself, the least inclination to good, but,
on the contrary, a tendency to every evil, and this involuntary tendency, without any effect, appeared to me
a crime. God so permitted it. I deemed myself more filthy and ugly than the Devil, and yet at confession I
knew not what to tell, except certain infidelities I committed, and that I felt natural sensibilities. For, as I
have said, I did nothing marked. It was an experience of abjectness, and an inconceivable sentiment of my
paltriness, which made me treat the sentiments of the heart as sins. I did not believe there was in the world
a more wicked person than myself, and I suffered such confusion, I dared not show myself. People of piety,
who had known me, wrote to me as if they had believed what those persons said, and I did not justify
myself, though I was innocent of what they accused me. One day that I was more desolate than usual, and
there was nothing on earth capable of consoling me—being, as it were, beside myself from the excess of
the trouble, which deprived me of food and sleep—I opened the New Testament without thinking what I
was doing. I found these words: “Virtue is made perfect in weakness; My grace is sufficient for thee.” This
consoled me for some moments, but the consolation passed away in an instant, and served only to render
the pain more severe, for there remained to me neither idea nor trace of these things.
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Chapter 1-25
You took from me, O my God, suddenly, all the sensibility I had for the creature, and you took it
from me in an instant, as when one puts off a dress; so that from this time I have never had it for anyone
whatever. Although you had shown me this grace (for which I could not sufficiently mark my gratitude), I
was yet thereby neither more reassured, nor more happy, nor less confused. You were so far from me, O
my God, and you appeared so angry, that there remained to me only the grief of having lost you, through
my fault. The loss of my reputation, by means of the party of that person, increased each day, and became
more sensible to my mind and to my heart, although it was not permitted me to justify myself, or complain.
As I became still more powerless for all sorts of external works, and I could neither go to see the poor, nor
remain at church, nor use prayer; and the more cold towards God, the more sensible I was to my ills—all
this destroyed me more in my own eyes, and in the eyes of others. There were, however, suitors of high
position, who sought me in marriage, persons who, according to ordinary rules, ought not to think of me.
They presented themselves even at the height of my exterior and interior desolation, and it appeared to me
it was a means of saving myself from the vexation I was exposed to. But it seemed to me then, in spite of
all my troubles, that had a king presented himself, I would have gladly refused him, to make you know, O
my God, that, with all my paltriness, I wished to be yours alone, and that if you did not want me, I should at
least have the consolation of having been faithful to you in everything which depended on me. For as to the
state I bore, it in no way depended on me, and if I could have got rid of it, I would have done so, at least
during some time; since afterwards I endured it sometimes through resignation, at other times from despair
of ever emerging from it—despair caused by the impotence in which I found myself. I never spoke of being
asked in marriage, nor of the persons who asked me, although I well knew my mother-in-law used to say
that there were no proposals, and that if I did not marry it was because I did not get the chance. It was
enough for me, O my God, that you knew what I sacrificed for you, without telling it; especially one,
whose high birth, joined to all external qualities, might have tempted my vanity, and my inclination. Yet, O
my God, the more cruel you were to me, the more eager was I to make sacrifices to you. If in the sacrifices,
and the terrible crosses, in which I was plunged, both from without and within, I could have hoped, O my
Lord, to be pleasing to you, the hell I then endured would have been changed into paradise; but, alas! I was
far from presuming, or hoping it. It seemed to me that a sea of affliction would be followed only by an
eternal torment, O my God. I had even to submit to have lost you for ever—you, who alone could end my
woes, which all creatures could only render more gnawing. I dared not desire to enjoy you, O my God, but
I desired only not to offend you.
I was five or six weeks at the point of death. I often thought I should die from weakness, caused
by a continual diarrhea, which had reduced me to such a state that I could not endure any nourishment. A
spoonful of broth threw me into a faint; my voice was so weak that, however near my mouth the ear was
placed, they could not distinguish my words. My dispositions were, that, in the extreme wretchedness to
which I was reduced, I found nothing that could assure my salvation; on the contrary, my loss appeared
inevitable. Yet I could not be unwilling to die, as I had a strong impression the longer I lived, the more I
should sin, and that I could no longer avoid sin; that I would live only to commit it. Hell appeared to me
more agreeable, and in my grief I cried out, “Hell, and not sin!” My other disposition was that, far from
seeing any good in me, I saw only evil. All the good you had caused me to do in my life, O my God, was
shown to me as evil. All appeared to me full of defects; my charities, my alms, my prayers, my penances,
all rose up against me, and appeared to me objects of condemnation. I found on your side, O my God, on
my own, on that of all creatures, a general condemnation. My conscience was a witness I could not
appease, and what would appear most strange, is, that the sins of my youth did not then cause me any pain.
It was not they bore witness against me; it was a universal witness in all the good I had done, and in all the
sentiments of evil; yet although the condemnation was so complete, I did not see anything in particular
which I could mention, or of which I could accuse myself. As a consequence, I did not find any remedy for
my ills in confession, and though I reiterated it according to my strength, I could tell nothing except of
having been unfaithful to you, O my God. What I saw was inexplicable to me, and though I should have
been able to explain it, my confessor would have understood nothing. He would have regarded as very
great good and eminent virtue what your pure eyes rejected as unfaithfulness. It was indeed then, O most
amiable Judge, while yet most rigorous—it was indeed then I understood what you say, that you will judge
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our righteousness. It was not my unrighteousnesses you judged, since they did not even appear in this
judgment; it was all righteousnesses, but righteousnesses abominable in your eyes, as it appeared to me.
Ah! how pure you are! how chaste you are! Who will understand it? It was indeed then I turned my eyes on
all sides to see whence help should come to me; but my help could only come from him who has made the
heaven and the earth. When I saw there was no salvation for me in myself, I entered into a secret
complaisance at not seeing in myself any good, on which to rest and assure my salvation. The nearer my
ruin appeared, the more I found in God himself—all irritated as he appeared to me—something to increase
my confidence. It seemed to me that I had in Jesus Christ all that was wanting to me in myself. I was, O
divine Jesus, that lost sheep of the House of Israel that you were come to save. You were truly the Saviour
of her who could find no salvation out of you. O men, strong and holy, find salvation as much as you please
in what you have done, that is holy and glorious for God; as for me, I make my boast only in my
weaknesses, since they have earned for me such a Saviour.
I rejoiced that this body of sin was soon to be decayed and destroyed. The return of my health
brought no change in my trouble or my abjectness; but as I did not find anything specially marked, I
begged the worthy priest who lived in our house to notice my defects and inform me of them. He did it with
much charity, but this served only to increase my grief; for besides seeing myself utterly powerless to get
rid of them, what he said was so insupportable to me that I did violence to myself not to let it be seen, and I
held my head in the severity of my pain. At other times, as if I had been mad, I pressed it against the wall,
and I told him not to say anything more; for I was distracted, and fell, as it were, into despair, owing to my
impotence. He said he would no longer tell them to me; but it was not this I wished. He was not in a state to
understand my trouble. I so despised and even hated myself that all the torments I suffered from the loss of
God, of creatures and of myself, seemed to me sweet. I saw others honour God in their way; I saw them
like angels and myself like a devil. The Communion, which I had once so much desired, became for me a
new subject of apprehension and of grief; when through obedience I was obliged to approach it, it all made
me shudder. I would not have wished, O my Saviour, to abuse your body, and I was not allowed to abstain,
though I believed I was really abusing it; I no longer had anything but disgust for a food which had been
my dearest delight. This state lasted with me five years with the same severity, accompanied by continual
crosses, as I have mentioned, and very frequent illness. There were besides that two years when my ills
were not so extreme, though great. All these ills, joined to the loss of my reputation, which I believed
greater than it was—all this, I say, was sometimes so trying, with the inability to eat, that I knew not how I
could live. In four days I did not eat enough for a single moderate meal. I was obliged to take to bed from
pure weakness; my body could no longer bear so rude a burden. I would have liked to have been allowed to
tell my sins to all the world. If I had believed, known, or heard, that it was a state, I should have been too
happy; but I saw my pain as sin. Spiritual books, when I forced myself to read them, increased my trouble,
for I did not see in myself those degrees which they mention. I did not even understand them, and when
they spoke of the troubles of certain states, I was far from applying them to myself; I said, “These persons
feel the pains that God operates, and as for me, I commit sin, and feel only my wicked state.” What
consoled me for some moments without consoling me, was, that you were not thereby less great, my God. I
would have liked to separate the sin from the confusion of sin, and, provided I had not offended you, all
would have been easy for me.
Here is a little sketch of my last wretchedness, which I am very pleased to make known to you,
because I have therein committed many infidelities at the commencement, having yielded to the selfhood,
to vain complaisance, long conversations really useless, although self-love and nature made them look in a
way necessary; but at the end, I would not have endured a word too human, nor the least thing. You
purified in me, my God, and my Divine Love, the real evil through an apparent evil. Could I not indeed
sing with the Church, “Oh, happy guilt, which has earned for me such a Redeemer!”
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Chapter 1-26
THE first monk whom you had used, O my God, to draw me to you, to whom I used to write at his
own request, in the very depth of my desolation, wrote to me to cease writing to him; that he had nothing
but repugnance for everything that came from me; that I greatly displeased you. O my God, you doubtless
inspired him to write thus to me, in order that my desolation might be complete, and no hope might remain
for me. A Jesuit Father, who had much esteemed me, wrote me something similar. I had not the least
thought of justifying myself. I thanked them for their charity, and recommended myself to their prayers. I
was at this time so indifferent to being universally condemned, and by the greatest saints, that I had no pain
at it; for I gradually ceased to feel the loss of my reputation. Towards the end I would have liked everybody
to have known me as I knew myself. The pain of displeasing you, O my God, without being able to remedy
it, was too keen for me to feel the other crosses, although the domestic ones became daily more severe. The
recollection of the time I had lost in talking and writing; infidelities I had committed; the strong impulse I
felt in me to every kind of defect, was a far more sensible pain.
From the commencement you had accustomed me to dryness and privation. I even preferred it to
abundance, because I knew it made me seek you above everything. I had even from the very
commencement an instinct in my inmost depth to pass beyond everything, and to leave the gifts in order to
run to the Giver; but at this time there was no longer question of that, nor even of losing you, for I no more
wished to possess you in myself, having abused you. I could not accustom myself to sin; for at this time I
had the mind and senses so struck through your permission, who wished to destroy me without mercy, that
the further I advanced, the more everything appeared sin to me: even the crosses appeared to me no longer
crosses, but real faults. I thought I brought them on myself through imprudences. I was like those who,
looking through a coloured glass, see everything the same colour as it. My illnesses became for me times of
the greatest impotence and desolation. If I could have performed some exterior good, or some penances,
this would have assured me; but besides that I had been forbidden, I feared them so much, and found such
weakness in myself, that it seemed to me it was impossible to do them. I looked on them with horror, and in
this matter I found myself as weak as I had been strong. It has been the same on every subject.
It seems to me I omit many things, both the providences of God towards me and the rough paths
he made me traverse; but as I have only a general view, I leave them in the knowledge of God alone.
Afterwards, the abandonment of my director, and the coolness I remarked in persons he conducted, no
longer caused me pain, owing to the humiliation I felt within. My brother also joined himself to those who
decried me, although he would not previously have looked at them. I believe, my Lord, it was you alone
who brought things to this state; for he has virtue, and he surely believed he was doing good in behaving
so. I was compelled by some business to go into a town where there are near relatives of my mother-in-law.
When I had been there previously there was no civility I had not received from them, each vying with the
other to entertain me. They treated me now with the utmost scorn, saying they thereby avenged the
suffering I caused their relative.
When I saw the thing went so far, and that, despite my efforts, I had not been able to succeed in
pleasing her, I resolved to have an explanation with her. I told her every one said I ill-treated her and made
her suffer, although I laboured for nothing else but to give her marks of my respect; that if it was so I
begged her to consent to my withdrawing, as I had no intention of living with her in order to cause her
trouble; that I lived there only to please her; that having the aversion she knew I had for the place where I
dwelt, she could well believe I remained there only out of regard for her; that if I was burdensome to her I
would withdraw. She answered me very coldly: I might do what I pleased; that she had not spoken of it; but
that she was resolved to keep house separately. This was to give me my dismissal. I thought of taking
measures secretly to withdraw. As since my widowhood I paid no visits but those of pure necessity or
charity, there were only too many dissatisfied persons who formed a party against me with her. I stood
alone, for you did not then permit me, O my God, to open myself to anyone; and you exacted of me an
inviolable secrecy on all my troubles, exterior and interior. There is not anything which costs so much, nor
which so effectually kills nature; it dies at finding neither support nor consolation. As I could have no help
from M. Bertot, who was very far away from Paris—who even would not have given it to me had he been
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nearer, or would not have given it in time, I knew not what to do. In short, I saw myself obliged to turn out
in the depth of winter with the children and my daughter's nurse, without knowing what would become of
us. It was Advent. There was no house vacant in the town. The Benedictines offered me an apartment with
them. I suffered inconceivable torture. On the one hand, I feared by withdrawing to withdraw from the
cross; on the other, it did not seem right to remain with a person to crucify her, when I had no other desire
than to please her. Yet, however careful I was, everything turned out equally ill. She complained I did
things without consulting her; and when I consulted her, she would not answer me. When I asked her
advice, she said I could do nothing myself; that at her age she was obliged to have the charge of everything.
If I endeavoured to forestall her inclinations, doing things as I believed she would have herself advised, she
told me I despised her; that young persons had nothing but contempt for the aged; that they thought they
knew everything better. When I went into the country for rest, she complained of it, saying I left her alone.
If I begged her to come there, she would not. If I said I did not venture to ask her to come for fear of
inconveniencing her and making her sleep away from home, she complained I did not wish her to come,
and I went there only to escape from her. When I learned she was vexed at my being in the country, I
returned to the town, and she could not endure me nor speak to me. None the less I conversed with her; for
at that time, O my God, you gave me the grace of going counter to all my dislikes, though I did not know it.
I conversed with her without appearing to see how she behaved. She did not answer me, and turned to the
other side. I often sent her my carriage, and begged her to come and pass a day in the country; that it would
amuse without inconveniencing her, since, being so near, she could return in the evening. She sent it back
empty without an answer; and if I was some days without sending it to her, there were complaints. In short,
all I did to please her, embittered her, God so permitting it. She had a very good heart, but her temper was
perhaps there in spite of her, and I nevertheless have much obligation to her.
My affliction was very great, for I felt almost always repugnance to do what I did, and as I did it
by conquering myself, the contrariety I felt appeared to me a sin. On Christmas Day, being with her, I said
with much affection: “My mother, the King of Peace has been born this day to bring it to us. I ask of you
peace in his name.” I believe this touched her, though she did not let it appear. The ecclesiastic I had in the
house, far from supporting and consoling me, served only to weaken and afflict me more, showing me I
ought not to put up with certain things; and when in compliance I wished to introduce some order, as well
in what concerned my mother-in-law as my domestics, besides being unsuccessful, it augmented my
crosses and my troubles. For it is a strange thing that, no longer having a husband, when I ought to be
mistress, I yet was unable to dismiss a servant, however faulty he might be. As soon as anyone ought to go
she took his part, and all her friends mixed themselves up in it.
When I was ready to leave, one of the friends of my mother-in-law (a good man who has always
esteemed me, without daring to let it appear to her), having learned of it, was very apprehensive I might
quit the town, for some of my alms passed through his hands. He thought it would be a great injury to the
neighbourhood. He resolved to speak to my mother-in-law with the greatest caution he could, for he knew
her. After he had spoken to her, she said that she would not turn me out of her house, but if I left it, she
would offer no obstacle. He came to see me then, and begged me to go and make excuses to her, to satisfy
her. I told him that I would do it a hundred times for one, although I knew not about what; that I was
continually making them to her for whatever I saw vexed her; but that this was not the question, that I made
no complaint against her, and that I was content to remain with her as long as it should please her; but that,
being in her house, it was not right I should remain there to annoy her, that it was right I should secure her
ease. I nevertheless went with him into my mother-in-law's room. I said to her that I asked her pardon, if I
had displeased her in anything, that it had never been my intention; that I begged her to tell me, in the
presence of this gentleman, who was her friend, in what I might have caused her vexation, and if I had ever
done anything designedly to offend her. You permitted, O my God, that she herself declared the truth in the
presence of this man. She said she was not a person to allow herself to be offended, she would not have put
up with it; that she had no other complaint against me except that I did not love her, and that I would have
wished her dead. I answered her, these thoughts were very far from my sentiments, and that, instead of ever
having this thought, I would have wished with all my heart to have prolonged her life by my attentions to
her; that my affection was entire, but that she never would believe it, whatever proof I tried to give her, as
long as she listened to persons who spoke to her to my disadvantage; that she even had a servant who, far
from showing respect to me, ill-treated me to such a degree that she would push me when she wished to
pass—she had even done it in church, making me get out of her way with as much violence as scorn, and
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many times in the room even insulting me with words; that I had never complained of her, but that I was
glad to let her know it, because a spirit of that stamp might give her trouble some day, and put into her
mind things that would torment her.
She took the part of her servant; yet we kissed each other, and it rested there. But you, O my God,
who were the more watchful over me the more you appeared to forget me, permitted that, after I had gone
to the country, this maid, having no longer me to vent her vexation on, behaved so ill to her mistress that
she was obliged to dismiss her before my return. I must mention here that the behaviour of my mother-inlaw was rather God's conducting of me than a defect on her part; for she had virtue and intelligence, and,
putting aside certain failings, which people who do not use prayer keep ignorant of, she had good qualities.
Perhaps I have caused her crosses without intending it. She has caused them to me, perhaps, without
knowing it, for the dislike she had for my manners might have been a severe cross to her. I hope this will
not be seen by anyone who might be scandalized at it, and who is not in a state to see things in God. One of
the penitents of that person whom I have mentioned, who had caused me trouble because I had broken with
him, was, owing to her husband's affairs, obliged to quit the country. That person was himself accused of
the very same things of which he had accused me, and of others much more serious, and with much greater
notoriety. You gave me the grace, O my God, although I knew the things he was accused of, never to speak
of them, and when people spoke to me I defended him; and you so well restrained my heart that it never
gave way to the vain joy of seeing him overwhelmed with the ill he had procured for me. And although I
knew my mother-in-law was acquainted with it all, I never spoke to her on the subject, for fear of pleasing
nature and nourishing its life; and when she spoke to me of it and of the confusion he had occasioned in
another family, I did not seize the opportunity to show her the wrong he had done me. I simply answered
her a few words without blaming him; for it is true, my God, that you have willed such a silence about my
crosses for more than sixteen years, that it would be difficult to find anything more complete.
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Chapter 1-27
ONE day, overwhelmed with troubles, and knowing not what to do, it occurred to me to speak to a
man of merit and distinction, who often came to the neighbourhood, and who is reputed very spiritual. I
wrote him a note to fix a time, as I had need of his advice. As soon as I was before the Holy Sacrament I
felt a terrible pain. “What!” (it was reproached me), “thou seekest to console thyself and to shake off my
yoke.” My husband was then living. I sent as quickly as possible another note to beg him to excuse me, and
as I believed him spiritual, I said to myself, “If he is spiritual, he will not be offended; if he is not so, I
should be sorry to speak to him.” I told him that it had only been from self-love I had desired this
conversation, and not from a true necessity; that, as I knew he understood what it was to be faithful to God,
I had thought he would not be displeased that I used this Christian simplicity with him. He, however, was
hurt; and this surprised me the more as I had conceived great ideas of his virtue. He certainly has it, but
they are living virtues, which are ignorant even of the paths of death. You have been, O my God, my
faithful conductor even in my abjectness, as I have discovered with wonder when it was past. Everlasting
praise to you, O my God! I am obliged to render this testimony to your goodness, that you have made me
do right by a gentle necessity, and on my side I have paid your bounties only with ingratitude, and I have
responded to them only by continual infidelities. How often at sight of your mercies to me have I said that
if I was damned, a new hell must be made for me—the hell of the devils being too mild to punish so much
ingratitude.
Before continuing my narrative, I must make a remark, that our Lord has suggested to me, on the
way by which it has pleased his goodness to conduct me, which is, that in proportion to its obscurity is it
more sure; because, leaving the soul no support, she was, in spite of herself, constrained to lose herself.
What I have also noticed is, that the soul, although she may not be especially applied to any of the states of
Jesus Christ, yet finds herself on emerging from her mire clothed with all the inclinations of Jesus Christ,
without having paid any attention to it, and this state communicates to her Jesus Christ himself and his
divine states; this is truly to be clothed with Jesus Christ. This soul, previously so impure and self-centred,
is here purified like gold in the crucible. This person, full of his judgment and his will, finds himself
without resistance, and is obedient to a child. He cannot even find any will in himself. His mind
unresistingly puts aside his own thoughts to receive those of others; formerly he would have disputed over
a matter of indifference, afterwards he yields at once, not with difficulty, as formerly, or through the
practice of virtue, but as if quite naturally. His own views are dissipated of themselves as soon as those of
others appear. This creature, formerly so vain, afterwards loves only littleness, poverty, and abjectness. He
was formerly a self-worshipper; now he forgets himself incessantly. He used to prefer himself to
everybody, and he prefers everybody to himself. At the commencement this is done in a manner perceived
and by opposing self, afterwards it appears as quite acquired and without difficulty. In the state of
humiliation, of which I have just spoken, everything appears lost. When this state is passed, everything is
found in the soul; but in a manner so easy and so natural that it is not discovered until it is necessary to see
it. She has also an immense charity for her neighbour, and to endure his defects and weaknesses, which
formerly she could only do with extreme difficulty; for one has through lack of light, a bitter zeal against
the defects of one's neighbour. The most defective persons are now become lovable to her; that anger of the
wolf is changed into the gentleness of the lamb. At the commencement I loved practices of humiliation, and
to do the lowest things, such as to sweep, and when I went to see the poor, to make their bed and do housework. When I went into the convent I used to wash the plates. I performed penances in public like others,
but afterwards I forgot all this, and it did not occur to me to ask for them or perform them. When I was told,
I did it with joy, but of myself I took no thought of anything.
During the time of my experience of abjectness, I sought no outward recreations. On the contrary,
they were disagreeable to me, and I wished not to see or to know anything. When the others went to see
anything, I remained at home. My closet was my sole diversion. I found myself near the Queen, whom I
had not seen, and whom I would have well enough liked to see, as well as Monseigneur, who was also
there. I had only to open my eyes, and I did not do it. I loved to hear singing, yet I was once four days with
a person who was reputed to have the most beautiful voice without asking her to sing; which astonished
her, because she was not ignorant, that knowing her name, I must know the beauty of her voice. I have,
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nevertheless, committed striking infidelities in informing myself of what others said of me in blame. There
was a person who told me everything, and though I said nothing in reply, and it served only to crucify me, I
saw very well self-love and nature made me ask it. I could not express the number of my paltrinesses, but
they are so greatly surmounted by your bounties, O my God, and so lost in them that I can no longer see
them. One of the things that caused me the greatest trouble in the seven years I have mentioned, especially
the last five, was a strange folly of my imagination that gave me no repose; my senses kept it company, so
that I could no longer shut my eyes in church, and thus, all the gates being opened, I had to look upon
myself as a vine exposed to pillage, because the hedges that the husbandman had planted were torn down. I
then saw all that was done, and all who came and went in the church—a state very different from the other.
The same power that had drawn me inwards to concentrate me, seemed to push me outwards to dissipate
me.
Overwhelmed then with abjectness of all kinds, crushed with vexations, wearied under the cross, I
made up my mind to finish my days in this way; no hope was left me of ever emerging from this painful
state. But, however, believing I had lost for ever grace and the salvation it earns for us, I would have liked
at least to do what I could for a God whom I thought I should never love, and seeing the place whence I had
fallen, I would have liked to serve him from gratitude, though I deemed myself a victim destined for hell.
At another time the view of such a happy state gave rise in me to certain secret desires of returning to it; but
suddenly I was cast back into the depth of the abyss, whence I did not utter even a sigh, abiding for ever in
the state due to unfaithful souls. I remained some time in this state, like the eternally dead who must never
live again. It seems to me that this passage suited me admirably: “I am like the dead, blotted out from the
heart.” It seemed to me, O my God, I was for ever effaced from your heart, and from that of all creatures.
Gradually my state ceased to be painful. I became even insensible to it, and my insensibility appeared to me
the final hardening of my reprobation. My coldness appeared to me a coldness of death. Such was the state
of things, O my God, because you made me pass away lovingly into you, as I am about to tell.
To resume my narrative. It happened that one of my footmen wished to turn Bernabite, and I wrote
of it to Father La Mothe. He told me that I must address Father La Combe, who was then Superior of the
Bernabites at Tonon. This obliged me to write to him. I had always preserved a basis of respect and esteem
for his grace. I was very glad of this opportunity of recommending myself to his prayers. As I could speak
only of what was most real to me, I wrote him that I was fallen from the grace of my God; that I had repaid
his benefits with the blackest ingratitude; in short, that I was abjectness itself and a subject deserving
compassion; and that, far from having advanced towards my God, I had entirely alienated myself from him.
He answered me as if he had known by a supernatural light, in spite of the frightful picture I drew of
myself, that my state was one of grace. He wrote to me in this way, but I was very far from being
convinced. During the time of my abjectness Geneva occurred to my mind in a manner I cannot tell. It
greatly alarmed me. I said to myself, “What! for crown of desertion wouldst thou proceed to this excess of
impiety, to quit the faith by an apostasy?” I believed myself capable of every evil; and the extreme
hardening in which I found myself, joined to a general disgust of everything that is called good, made me
utterly distrustful of myself. I said, “Should I be capable of leaving the Church, for which I would give a
thousand lives? What! this faith that I would have wished to seal with my blood, would it be possible I
should alienate myself from it?” It seemed to me I could hope nothing from myself, and that I had a
thousand reasons to fear, after the experience I had of my weakness. However, the letter I had received
from Father La. Combe, wherein he told me his present disposition, which was similar enough to that
preceding my state of abjectness, had such an effect upon me because you thus willed it, O my God, that it
brought peace to my mind and calm to my heart. I even found myself inwardly united to him, as to a person
of great grace. Some time after this, at night, in a dream, a little deformed nun presented herself to me,
who, however, appeared to me both dead and blessed. She said to me, “My sister, I come to tell you that
God wishes you at Geneva.” She said something more which I do not remember. I was extremely consoled,
but I did not know what it meant. From the portrait of Mother Bon, which I have since seen, I have
recognized it was she; and the time when I saw her corresponds with that of her death.
About eight or ten days before the Magdalen's Day, 1680, it occurred to me to write again to
Father La Combe, and to beg him, if he received my letter before the Magdalen's Day, to say the Mass for
me on that day. You caused, O my God, that this letter—unlike others which he received only very late, for
want of messengers to fetch them on foot from Chambery—was handed to him the eve of the Magdalen's,
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and on the Day of the Magdalen he said the Mass for me. As he offered me to God at the first memento, it
was said to him three times with much vehemence, “You shall both dwell in the same place.” He was
greatly surprised, as he had never had interior speech. I believe, O my God, that this is rather verified in
respect to the interior and the identity of the crucifying circumstances to which we have alike been
exposed, and in respect of yourself, O God, who are our dwelling-place, than with regard to temporal
residence; for although I have been some time in the same country with him, and that your providence has
furnished us with some occasions of being together, it appears to me it is much more verified by the rest,
since I have the advantage as well as he of confessing Jesus Christ crucified.
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Chapter 1-28
IT was this happy Day of the Magdalen that my soul was perfectly delivered from all her troubles.
She already commenced after the first letter from Father La Combe, to recover a new life, yet she was like
a dead man brought back to life, not yet released from his grave-clothes; but on this day I was as if in
perfect life. I found myself as much elevated above nature as I had been rigorously captive under its load. I
was astonished at this new liberty, and to see returned, but with as much magnificence as purity, him whom
I thought I had lost for ever. What I possessed was so simple, so immense, that I cannot express it. It was
then, O my God, that I found again in you ineffably all that I had lost. You restored it to me with fresh
advantages. My trouble and my pain were changed into a peace such that, the better to explain, I call it
God-Peace. The peace I possessed before this time was indeed the peace of God—peace, the gift of God;
but it was not God-Peace—peace which he possesses in himself, and which is found only in him.
Although my joy was extremely great, it was not then allowed me to give way to it. The
recollection of my past abjectness hindered me from rejoicing, or letting nature have a part in anything
whatsoever. As soon as it wished to see or taste anything, the spirit made it pass beyond all. I could not
better explain the empire the spirit had then over nature than as a famous conqueror, who might himself
have been kept prisoner by the enemy he has conquered. He would with authority make him do what he
pleased, and there would be in him no longer resistance. I was very far then from exalting myself, or
attributing to myself anything of this new state; for my experience made me see and feel what I was. I saw,
indeed, it was a change of state which would last with me some time, but I did not believe my happiness as
great and as immovable as it was. If a blessing is judged by the toil that has preceded it, I leave you to
judge mine by the toils I had to bear before possessing it. O Paul, you say that the toils of this life are not
worthy to be compared with the glory that is prepared for us. It is true even in this life, where I can say
from actual experience, that all the toils one suffers here would not be anything compared with the
happiness of possessing you in yourself in the way my soul did. One day of this happiness would be indeed
the recompense with usury for many years of suffering. Although then only in its rising dawn, it was
nevertheless such as I describe it. Every facility for good was restored to me far greater than before; but in a
manner so free, so spontaneous, that it seemed to have become natural to me.
At the commencement this liberty had less extent, but the more I advanced, the more great the
liberty became. I had occasion to see M. Bertot for some moments. I told him I believed my state much
changed, without telling him the details, nor what I experienced, nor that which had preceded it. I had very
little time to speak to him, and further, he was attending to something else. You, O my God, permitted that
he said to me, “No,” perhaps without thinking of it. I believed him, for grace made me believe what was
said to me, in spite of my lights and my experiences; so that when I was told the contrary of what I thought,
every other thought was banished from my mind, which remained so submissive to what was said to it that
it had not even a contrary thought or reflection. This caused me no trouble, for every state was indifferent
to me. Every day, however, I felt increasing within me a species of beatitude. I was entirely delivered from
all pain, and from all tendencies I thought I had to sin.
It seems to me I then performed all kinds of good, freed from self-hood or self-regard, and if a
self-regard presented itself, it was at once dissipated. It seemed to me as if a curtain was drawn, which
covered that thought, and made it no longer appear. My imagination was entirely fixed, so I had no longer
trouble with it. I was astonished at the clearness of my mind and purity of my heart. I received a letter from
Father La Combe, who wrote me that God had made him know he had great designs for me; whether they
be of justice, or of mercy, all is alike to me. It had been said to him, “You shall both dwell in the same
place.” He knew no more, and God did not then let him know anything more particular. I had still Geneva
in the bottom of my heart, without mentioning it to anyone. I did not stop even to think of it, or of what
Father La Combe had told me of the designs of God for my soul. I received all this with an entire
indifference, without wishing either to occupy myself with it or to think of it; awaiting all, O my God, from
your all-powerful will. As my abjectness was still so near, I feared even it might be a trick of the Devil,
who, by amusing me with the thought of a good I had not, would make me lose that I possessed, by
withdrawing me from my state. This fear was gentle, peaceable, animated with confidence and hope. The
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more miserable I saw myself, the more suitable for your designs, O God, I saw myself; and it seemed to me
my abjectness, my incapacity, and my nothingness, not being able to rob God of anything he did, he alone
would have all the glory of his works. I said to you, “O my Lord, take the miserable and the stupid to
perform your works in order that all the glory may be given to you, and that man may claim nothing of it. If
you took a person of great virtue, and enriched with talents, something might be ascribed to him, but if you
take me it will be well seen you alone are the author of all that you shall do.” I remained thus, without
thinking any more of it, nor occupying myself with it in the very least, convinced, as I was, that if you
wished anything from me, my God, you would furnish me with the means. I, however, kept myself in
expectancy, with a firm will to execute your orders at the expense of my own life when you should make
them known. You removed all crosses, and you gave me so great a facility for everything, I was surprised
at it. I took again to dressing wounds, and you caused me to heal the most incurable. When the surgeons
would no longer attend to them or wanted to cut off the diseased limbs, it was then you caused me to cure
them. I became so free, I could have remained all day in church, although I had nothing of the sensible; and
also I was no way distressed at not being there, finding everywhere, in a very great immensity and vastness,
him whom I no longer possessed, but who had swallowed me up in himself.
Oh, how truly have I experienced what you say in your Gospel, which is repeated in the four
Gospels not without reason, and even said twice in one Gospel, that whoever will lose his life shall find it,
and whoever will save it, shall lose it. O happy loss, which a happy necessity forced me to make. When I
believed myself lost without resource, it was then I found myself saved. When I no longer hoped anything
from myself, I found all in my God. When I had lost every good, I found in him all kinds of good. When I
had lost all created and even divine supports, I found myself under the happy necessity of falling into the
Divine itself, and of falling into it through everything I thought separated me the further from it. In losing
all the gifts I found the Giver. In losing you, my God, in me, I found you in yourself, in the immovable, to
lose you no more. O poor creatures, who pass all your life in tasting the gifts of God, and who think thereby
you are the most favoured and the most happy; how I yet pity you, if you do not go to my God through the
loss of those same gifts! How many souls pass all their life in this way, and believe themselves prodigies!
There are other persons who, being destined by God to die to themselves, pass all their life in a dying life
and in strange agonies, without ever entering into God through total death and loss, because they still wish
under good pretexts to retain something, and never lose themselves in all the extent of the designs of God.
For this reason they never enjoy God in fullness, which is a loss that will only be perfectly known in the
other life.
O my Lord, what happiness did I not taste in my little solitude, and my little household, where
nothing interrupted my repose! As I was a long time in the country, and the tender age of my children did
not require too much of my attention, besides that they were in good hands, I withdrew all day into the
wood, where I passed as many happy days as I had had there months of grief. For it was there I previously
gave free course to grief to destroy me. It was also where in the commencement I gave place to love to
consume me, and it was where now I let myself be more lost in an infinite and incomprehensible abyss. I
can tell nothing of what took place in me, as it was too pure, too simple and too outside of me.
You treated me, O my God, like your servant Job, restoring to me double what you had taken from
me, and delivering me from my crosses. You gave me a wonderful facility to please everybody, and what is
more surprising, my mother-in-law, who up to that had always complained of me, whatever care I might
have taken to satisfy her, declared that it was impossible to be more pleased with me than she was. Persons
who had most decried me expressed sorrow at it, and became my panegyrists. My reputation was the more
firmly established as it appeared the more lost. I continued in an entire peace both outward and inward.
You did that, O my God, to render the sacrifice you were preparing to cause me to make both more painful
and more perfect; for had I been obliged to break away during the time of persecution, it would have been a
relief, and not a sacrifice; perhaps, also, I should never have been able to resolve to leave during the time of
my troubles. I would always, doubtless, have been apprehensive of descending from the cross of myself
and being unfaithful to it. It seems to me that one could not be more content and more happy than I was. As
the cross had always been my faithful companion and friend, there awoke from time to time little pains at
no longer suffering; but they were immediately absorbed in a central depth which could not admit any
desires. Although the body suffered great pains, there was no longer pain, but a central depth which
beatified everything. It seems to me that my soul was become like that New Jerusalem which is spoken of
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in the Apocalypse, where there is no more either crying or pain. The indifference in me was perfect, and the
union to the good pleasure of God so great, that I did not find in myself any desire or tendency. What
appeared then most lost in me was the will, for I did not find it for anything whatever. My soul could not
incline herself more to one side than to another. All she could do was to nourish herself from the daily
providences. She found another will had taken the place of her own—a will all divine, which yet was so her
own and so natural, that she found herself infinitely more free in this will than she had been in her own.
These dispositions, which I describe as of a time past to avoid confusion, have ever since
subsisted, and have even continually grown more strong and perfect up to the present hour. I could desire
neither one thing nor the other; but I was content with all that happened without paying attention to or
reflecting on it, unless some one said to me, “Do you wish this or that?” and then I was astonished at no
longer finding in me that which could wish. It was as if everything had disappeared from within me, and a
greater power had taken its place. I had indeed experienced in the times preceding my trouble that a more
powerful than I conducted me and made me act. I had not then, it seems to me, a will except to submit
myself with acquiescence to all he did in me and through me; but here it was no longer the same. I had no
more a will to submit; it had, as it were, disappeared, or, rather, passed into another will. It seems to me that
this powerful and strong One did all that pleased him; and I no more found that soul which he formerly
conducted by his crook and his staff with an extreme love. He appeared to me alone, and as if this soul had
given place to him, or, rather, had passed into him, henceforth to become only one same thing with him.
O union of unity, asked from God by Jesus Christ for men, and earned by the same Jesus Christ,
how powerful art thou in a soul that thou dost thus annihilate in her God! It is here, then, after the
consummation of this divine unity, that the soul remains hidden with Jesus Christ in God. O happy loss,
and so much the more happy as it is not one of those transitory losses that ecstasy produces, which are
rather absorptions than losses, since the soul finds herself immediately after; but one of those permanent
durable losses, which go on continually losing themselves in an immense sea, as a little fish would go
continually sinking down into an infinite sea. But the comparison does not appear to me sufficiently
accurate. It is rather like a little drop of water cast into the sea, which continually acquires more the
qualities of the same sea. This soul was receiving, without power to incline herself or to choose. When I
speak of power, I do not understand it of absolute power, but of that of a soul which has still elections and
desires. She received in perfect indifference what was given or done to her. At the commencement she still
committed some faults of precipitancy; but this was as if outside of her, without, however, her knowing her
state.
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Chapter 1-29
I WAS obliged to go to Paris for some business, and having entered a church, which was very
gloomy, to make my confession, I went to the first confessor I found, whom I did not know, and whom I
have never since seen. I simply made my confession—a very short one—and did not say a word to this
confessor. I was greatly surprised when he said to me, “I know not who you are, whether you are maid,
wife, or widow; but I feel a strong interior movement to tell you, that you should do what our Lord has
made you know he desired of you. I have only that to say to you.” I answered him, “My Father, I am a
widow, who have little children four and six years of age. What else could God desire of me but to rear
them?” He said to me, “I know nothing of it. You know whether God has made you recognize that he
wished something of you. If it is so, there is nothing which should hinder you from doing his will. One
must leave one's children to do it.”
This greatly surprised me. I, however, said nothing to him of what I felt for Geneva. I,
nevertheless, quietly prepared myself to leave everything if you wished it of me, O my God, and if you
brought about the opportunities through your divine providence. I did not look upon it as a good to which I
aspired, nor as a virtue I hoped to acquire, nor as an extraordinary thing, nor as an act which deserved some
return on God's part. I did not embrace it as through zeal—this appeared dead in me; but I let myself gently
go to what I was told was the will of God, to which mine could make no resistance—not through
acquiescence as formerly, but as no longer existing, and no longer distinguishing or paying attention. While
I was in this disposition, living in my family with extreme tranquillity, without troubling myself with all
that, a monk of the Order of St. Dominic, one of my friends, had a great desire to go as a missionary to
Siam. He dwelt at twenty leagues from us. When he was ready to make the vow that he had written out to
repeat, it was not possible for him to do so. He was given to understand he ought to come and speak to me
about it. He came immediately, and, as he had some repugnance to telling me, he went to say the Mass in
my chapel, believing God would be satisfied if he should make his vow while celebrating the Mass in my
hearing. But he was hindered; so that he left the chapel after he had put on the amice, which he took off to
come and speak to me. He then told me his project. Although I had no feeling or thought of doing anything
positive, I felt myself impelled to tell him what had happened to me, and the notion which I had a long time
for Geneva. I related to him even a dream that appeared supernatural, which had occurred to me on the
night of the Transfiguration, the 6th August, exactly one year before I made the vows, of which I will speak
hereafter. I seemed to see the ecclesiastic of our house with my youngest son looking with much admiration
at the heaven. They cried out that the heaven was open. They begged me to come, that they saw Tabor and
the heaven opened. I told them I did not wish to go there; that Tabor was not for me; that I needed only
Calvary. They pressed me so strongly to go out that, unable to resist their importunity, I went. I saw only a
remnant of light; and at the same time I saw descending from heaven a cross of immense size. I saw a
number of people of all kinds—priests, monks—endeavouring to hinder it coming. I did nothing but
remain quietly in my place, without trying to take it; but I was content. I perceived it approached me. With
it there was a standard of the same colour as the cross. It came and cast itself of its own accord into my
arms. I received it with extreme joy. The Benedictines having wished to take it from me, it withdrew from
their hands to cast itself into mine.
As I was conversing with the Father about this, I had a strong movement to say to him, “My
Father, you will not go to Siam. You will serve me in this business, and it is for this God has sent you here.
I beg you to give me your opinion.” (He is very learned.) He told me he would remain three days with me
in the country, and that, after having recommended the business to God for these three days, and said three
Masses, he would let me know his sentiment. After this time, then, he told me that he believed it was the
will of God I should go to that country, but in order to be more sure, it was necessary to see the Bishop of
Geneva; that if he approved my design, it was a mark that it was of God; that if he condemned it, I should
think no more of it. I adopted his view, and he offered to go to Annecy, to see the Bishop of Geneva and
speak to him, and to give me a faithful report of what they should have determined together. As he was
advanced in years, we were discussing in what way he should make such a long journey without being
inconvenienced, when there arrived two monks, passers-by, who told us the Bishop of Geneva was at Paris.
This appeared to me, O my God, a miracle of your providence. The worthy monk resolved to go there. He
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counselled me to write to Father La Combe to know his sentiment, and to recommend the business to his
prayers, for he knew he was of that country. He then spoke at Paris to the Bishop of Geneva, and as there
occurred an affair, which Divine Providence arranged for me, to oblige me to go to Paris, I spoke myself to
the Bishop of Geneva.
I told him my design was to go into that country, and there to employ my wealth in founding an
establishment for all those who would truly turn to God and give themselves to him without reserve; that
many servants of God, both male and female, assured me God demanded this of me; and although I did not
feel any marked inclination for it, I yet thought myself bound to obey the voice of God, which was
indicated to me, since so many different persons, mutually unacquainted, and far separated the one from the
other, told me the same thing. The Bishop of Geneva approved of my design, and informed me that there
were some New Catholics who wished to go and establish themselves at Gex, and that it was a providence.
I answered him I had no vocation for Gex, but for Geneva. He told me I should be able to go thence to
Geneva. I believed it was an opportunity which Divine Providence sent me, to make the journey with less
difficulty, and as I knew nothing positive of what God wished of me, I would not offer any opposition.
“Perhaps,” I said, “he desires that I should merely contribute to this establishment.”
I went to see the Superior of the New Catholics at Paris, to know how things were going on. She
testified great joy, and assured me she would be one of the party. As she is a great servant of God, this
confirmed me, for when I could reflect a moment, which was rare, I thought God would, take her for her
virtue and me for my money; for as soon as through unfaithfulness I regarded myself, I could not believe
God wished to make use of me; but when I saw things in God, it seemed to me that the more insignificant I
was, the more suited was I to his designs. As I did not see anything in me extraordinary, and believed
myself in the lowest stage of perfection, and it appeared to me for want of light—for my soul was not
perfectly established in the eternal light, which is you, O my God—as, I say, it appeared to me that
extraordinary lights were needed for extraordinary designs, this made me hesitate and fear deception. I did
not sufficiently understand that to follow step by step your divine providence was the greatest and purest
light; and besides this, you gave me continual lights, and so much the more admirable as I the less sought
them. It is not that I feared anything for my salvation and perfection, which I had made over to God; but I
feared not doing his will from being too desirous to do it. I went to consult Father Claude Martin, son of the
Mother of the Incarnation, of Canada. He did not then decide anything for me, asking time to pray, and that
he would write to me what was God's will for me.
I had some hesitation in speaking to M. Bertot, as well owing to the difficulty of speaking to him,
as because I knew how much he condemned anything extraordinary; and besides he gave me no assistance
for my spiritual life, which, he said, was the prayer of affection, although I did not know what it meant. I
submitted against my own lights to what he told me, though he had previously declared it the prayer of
faith; but I gave up all my own experience when it was a question of believing and obeying. How should he
have known my spiritual state when I could tell him nothing of it? I thought, however, though he did not
aid me, I ought to address him on a matter of this importance, and to prefer his lights to all others,
persuaded as I was he would infallibly tell me the will of God. I went to him then, and he told me my
design was from God, and that some time previously God had made known to him he wished something of
me. I believed him without hesitation, and I returned to arrange everything. The more confirmed I saw
myself, the more apprehensive I was without apprehension, because I much loved my children, and no one
could be more contented than I then was. When I returned home, I abandoned, or rather, left myself in the
hands of God, resolved not to take a step either to further or hinder the matter. I left myself a prey to
providence, making a sacrifice in the will, while waiting to make a real one.
I had mysterious dreams which presaged only crosses, persecutions and griefs. My heart submitted
itself to all that its God could will for it. I had one very significant. While engaged in some necessary work,
I saw near me a very small animal which looked as if dead. This animal appeared to me to be the envy of
some persons which seemed lately to be deadened. I caught this animal, and as I saw he exerted himself to
sting me and grew bigger under my eyes, I threw him away. I found he had filled my fingers, as it were,
with needles. I went up to a person I knew very well in order that he should remove them for me; but he
stuck them deeper into me, and I continued full of these stings until a charitable priest of extraordinary
merit (whose face is still before me, although I have never seen him; but I believe I shall see him before
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dying) caught that animal with pincers. As soon as he held it tight, my stings fell out of themselves, and I
found an easy entrance into a place which had previously appeared to me inaccessible; and although there
was mud as deep as the waist in going to a deserted church, I passed over it without soiling myself. It will
be easy from the sequel of my life to see what this signifies.
People, doubtless, will be astonished that, attaching so little importance to things extraordinary, I
relate these dreams. I do it for two reasons: the first, through fidelity, having promised to omit nothing that
should occur to my mind; the second, because it is the mode God makes use of to communicate with souls
of faith, to give them intimations of the future in things that concern them; although there is a manner of
knowing of extreme purity with which he endows them, and which I shall explain elsewhere. These
extraordinary dreams are found in numerous places in Holy Scripture. They have especial characteristics,
such as, to leave a certainty they are mysterious, and that they will be realized in their time; of almost never
escaping from the memory, though one forgets all others; of redoubling the certainty of their truth as often
as one thinks of them or speaks of them; moreover, they produce for the most part on waking up a certain
unction.
A Benedictine nun, who is a most holy woman, in their refectory saw our Lord on the cross and
the Holy Virgin near him, and they appeared in great pain. They made movements which seemed to mark
their sufferings and the desire they had to find some one who would be willing to share them. She ran to
inform the prioress. She said she was busy and could not go. In fact, she was amusing herself with flowers
and trees. Not finding anyone who was willing to go, in great trouble she met and told me. I at once ran
there, and our Lord appeared very pleased. He received and embraced me as if to associate me in his
sufferings, after which he no longer had pain. When she told me this, I said nothing to her of my designs.
At the moment I understood they were designs of crosses, disgrace and ignominy, to make me bear Jesus
crucified.
I received a letter from Father La Combe, who told me that he had caused some very holy women
in that neighbourhood to pray, and that all said God wanted me at Geneva. A nun of the Visitation, who is a
very holy woman, told me that God had made the same thing known to her, and that it had been said to her,
“She will be daughter of the Cross of Geneva.” An Ursuline also informed me that our Lord had said to her,
that he destined me to be the eye of the blind, the foot of the lame, etc. The ecclesiastic who was at our
house greatly feared I might be deceived; but what finished in confirming him for that time was, that Father
Claude Martin, of whom I have spoken, wrote me that God had made known to him after many prayers that
he wanted me at Geneva, that he wanted me to make a generous sacrifice of everything. I answered him
that perhaps God wanted only a sum of money from me to assist a foundation that was about to be
established there; that I would furnish it without leaving my children. He answered me, that God had made
known to him that he did not want my wealth, that he wanted my person. I received this letter and at the
same time another from Father La Combe, who told me the certainty God had given him and numerous
worthy servants of God, that God wanted me at Geneva. Although these two monks were more than a
hundred and fifty leagues distant the one from the other, they wrote me almost the same thing. I was
surprised, receiving at the same time these two almost identical letters from people so remote.
As soon as I believed it was your will, O my God, I did not see anything on earth capable of
stopping me. My senses were nevertheless given over to the pain that such a determination must naturally
cause a mother who loves her children, and as soon as I reflected, doubt seized my mind. I had no interior
witness. I felt neither inclination nor desire, but rather repugnance; yet I surrendered myself against all
hope, resting on faith in God, who does not permit those that trust him to be confounded. O my Love, if I
had rested on myself or in the creature, I should have been apprehensive. It would have seemed to me that I
should experience what is said in Scripture, that I should have rested on a reed, which, breaking, would
have pierced my hand; but resting upon you alone, O Infinite Goodness, what can I fear? What! you who
deliver those who hardly call upon you, could you deceive or abandon those who leave everything to do
your will? I resolved to go like a mad woman, without being able to give motive or reason for my
enterprise. They assured me you wished it, O my God, and it was enough to make me undertake things the
most impossible. I felt no confidence in all those who signified to me your will. I thought that as they did
not know me, they were deceived, and the sight of my paltriness made me fear everything. Yet a
confidence above all confidence made me see that it was better to be deceived doing what I believed to be
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your will than to walk with more assurance, according to ordinary rules, in failing to do it. Then I said, “I
am not worth the trouble of fearing to be deceived. O my God, you cannot deceive.” I firmly believed that
you would by your providence furnish all that was necessary for the education of my children, and this in
pure faith; for the senses were without support. I made arrangements gradually, without eagerness, not
wishing to do the least thing either to put off the business or to advance it, or to make it succeed.
Providence was my sole guidance. I had the infidelity to reflect, and immediately I hesitated; but my
thoughts were only, as it were, distractions, which were dissipated by faith. I, however, caused many
Masses to be said. I caused devotions to be performed on all sides. I even gave gifts to a church dedicated
to the Holy Virgin in order to obtain the grace of doing your will, and large alms for that of knowing it.
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Chapter 1-30
IT seemed, O my God, that while working by your providence to make me leave all, you daily
made my ties stronger and my departure more blamable. For, in short, one could not receive greater
kindness from one's own mother than what my mother-in-law showed me at this time. The least petty
ailment I had threw her into mortal disquietude. She said she had veneration for the virtue you had placed
in me. I believe that what not a little contributed to this change was that she learned from people who,
without thinking of it, addressed themselves to her, that three persons had sought me in marriage; and as I
had refused them, although they were of a rank much above mine, and with great advantages, she was
surprised at it; but what most struck her was that she remembered she had said to me at the time these
persons were wooing me, that if I did not marry it was because I did not get the chance, and that I had not
answered her a word to let her know it only depended on me to do so most advantageously. She thought
that such harsh treatment as she had dealt me might perhaps induce me to yield to the proposals in order to
deliver myself honourably from the tyranny. She well enough saw the injury this would be to my children.
In short, you opened her eyes, and changed her harshness to tenderness.
I fell extremely ill. I thought, O my God, you were pleased with the will of my sacrifice, and you
wished that of my life. It was in this illness my mother-in-law showed me the tenderness she had for me.
She hardly stirred from my bedside, and the tears she shed showed the sincerity of her affection. I felt very
grateful to her, and it seemed to me I loved her as a true mother. Why should I leave her when she loved me
so much, and was so advanced in years? That maid, who hitherto had been my plague, took an
inconceivable affection for me. She praised me everywhere, saying I was a true saint, although I was so far
from it. She served me with extraordinary respect; begged my pardon for what she had made me suffer. She
died of regret after my departure.
There was a priest of worth, and spiritually minded, who had accepted an employment, contrary to
advice I had given him. I could not believe God wished it for him. It was that he engaged himself with the
man with whom I had formerly been connected, and who so much persecuted me. He did it secretly, after
having told me he would not do so. Our Lord, who wished to save him, made him soon die. I saw him
gradually fall from his grace through this infidelity, at the time of the persecution by that person, with
whom he dwelt. I learned that he had adopted what he told him of me; that he had even jested on it with
him. I took no notice, and did not even see him. I was in the country when he died. I had no necessity to be
informed of his death. For forty-eight hours I bore him under a pain of purgatory and great terrors. It was
given me to understand that he came to perform a purgatory with me, because he had been a partisan in the
calumny. I communicated for him, and I no longer felt him. I have never borne purgatory so sensibly as
that.
There was a nun in a convent I often went to. During six months I was in the country this woman
had entered into a state of purification that everyone in the house regarded as madness. They shut her up
even with violence, and this nearly ruined her. All persons they had shown her to said it was madness. On
my return I went into that house. They told me she had become mad. I knew she was a holy woman. I asked
to see her. As soon as she approached me, I felt the impression as from a soul in purgatory. I understood at
once it was not madness, but a state of purification. I said to the Superior, I begged they would not shut her
up; that they would not show her to anyone; and that she would have the kindness to trust her to me; that I
hoped things would change. I understood her greatest trouble was to pass as mad; that she had a very great
repugnance for this; and that when the state of madness presented itself to her mind with the thought of
sacrificing herself to it, far from doing so, she resisted and became quite furious. I counselled her to
sacrifice herself to bear the state of madness, which Jesus Christ had been willing to bear before Herod.
This sacrifice gave her at once more calm; but as God wished to purify this soul, he purified her from all
things to which she had had most attachment. She had for her Superior a very strong attachment. She
experienced as regards her a strange trouble, which was a desire of seeing her and being near her, and as
soon as she approached her, a frightful hatred and opposition. It was the same in all her spiritual exercises
for which she had had attachment. She formerly passed days before the Holy Sacrament; and now she
could not continue there a single instant. This convinced them still more she was mad. I had in my central
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depth an instinct of just judgment, which did not deceive me, and I asserted the contrary; but as to the
impression of her state as that of purgatory, it was given me when she approached me. At last, after having
suffered strangely, her Superior wrote me that I had been right, and that she had emerged from it purified as
an angel. God permitted I was the only person who knew her state. You commenced to give me at this time,
O my God, the discernment of spirits.
The winter preceding the year of my departure was one of the longest and most severe there had
been for many years. It was in 1680. There was extreme want, which furnished me with the opportunity of
exercising large charities; for besides what I gave in secret to respectable persons in poverty, who were
very numerous, that which was done at the house in distributing bread to all the rest was very great. My
mother-in-law shared in that of the house, and we joined together for the purpose. She contributed to it with
much kindness and charity; and I found her so changed I was surprised and delighted at it. We used to give
away at the house ninety-six dozen loaves every week; but the secret charities were larger. I had girls and
little boys put to a trade. All this caused my departure to be much blamed, and the more so as my charities
had been striking. At this time I did not find anything difficult, and you gave, O my God, such a blessing to
my alms that I did not find it cost anything to my family, which extremely surprised me. Previous to the
death of my husband, my mother-in-law having told him I would ruin him through my charities (although
he was himself so charitable that in a year of scarcity, while he was yet unmarried, he distributed a very
considerable sum)—as, however, my mother-in-law said this to him very often (and certainly I used to give
excessively), he told me that he wished absolutely I should write down all I expended—what I gave for the
expense of the house, all that I caused to be bought, in order he might judge of what I gave to the poor. This
new obligation appeared to me the more harsh that during the eleven years I had been married, they had not
thought of it. It was not the affront that hurt me, I think; it was rather the fear of not having the means of
giving. I, however, submitted to it without retrenching anything from my charities. Wonder of your
providence, O my God! I did not write any of my alms, and my expense was found right without a shilling
more or less. I was amazed, and I saw that my charities were given from your capital. This made me still
more liberal of a wealth which did not belong to me; Oh, if people only knew how charities, far from
inconveniencing, bring plenty, they would be charmed at it. What useless extravagance there is which
might maintain the poor, and which God would even repay to the families!
During the time of my great troubles, some years after my widowhood, the servants of the house
came to tell me that there was on the road a poor soldier dying; for I was in the country. I made them bring
him, and having had a bed prepared in a separate place, I kept him for more than fifteen days. I made him
receive the Sacraments. His ailment was a dysentery caught in the army. He was so stinking, so poisonous,
that although they were charitable enough in the house, no one could approach him. I continued to attend
on him, and through your goodness, O my God, you did not permit any harm to happen to me. I sometimes
used to keep poor persons to dress their wounds, but that cost me nothing. This smell was the most terrible
I have ever experienced in my life, and he died of the disease.
What caused me still more trouble was the tenderness I had for my children, especially for my
younger son, whom I had reason to love. I saw him disposed to good, and it seemed to me that everything
in his natural disposition favoured the hopes I had conceived of him. It was a great risk to leave him to be
educated by others, and this cost me more trouble in leaving him than all the rest. I would have wished to
take my daughter with me. I did not think I ought to leave her, but she was suffering for three years from a
triple-quartan fever, so that it appeared out of the question to take her. Yet, O my God, you, through your
providence, caused her health to be restored so suddenly and so perfectly, four months before my departure,
that I found her in a state to go with me.
The bonds by which you held me united to you, O my God, were infinitely stronger than those of
flesh and blood. It seemed to me my only duty was to do your will, and, though I should not have been
yours in virtue of my creation, and through the engagement of my redemption; the laws of my sacred
marriage, are they not to leave all to follow the Spouse? I had then to follow you where you called me, for,
although I hesitated much before setting out, I have never doubted afterwards it was your will, and although
men who judge things according to the measure of success they appear to have, have taken the opportunity
of my defeat and my disgraces to judge my call, and to convict it of error, illusion, and falsity, it is this very
overthrow, and the strange multitude of crosses it has drawn upon me, which have made me convinced of
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its truth; so that, although the prison where I now am be a consequence of it, I am more convinced than
ever that the abandonment I have made of all things has been according to your will. If it was not so, your
Gospel would not be true, where it promises a hundred-fold in this life and persecutions to those who will
quit all for your love. Have I not had the hundred-fold infinitely through the entire possession you have
taken of me; through the unshaken firmness you give me in my sufferings; through perfect tranquillity in
the midst of the most furious tempest with which I am beaten from every side; through a joy, largeness, and
infinite liberty in the closest and strictest imprisonment? What persecutions have burst upon me, as will be
seen, and which I am not yet at the end of, since I am still a prisoner! I do not desire my prison to cease; I
love my chains. All is alike to me, since I have no other will nor other love than the love and the will of
him who possesses me, and into whom I am passed. It must not be thought he gives me a sensible taste for
my crosses. My heart is far removed from that. They are all borne very purely, but with a firmness which is
not in me, or of me, but in him who is our life, since I dare to say with my Apostle, “I no longer live, but
Jesus Christ lives in me.” “It is in him we live, we move, and have our being.”
To return to the subject, from which I often wander without thinking of it. I say then that what
caused me the most trouble, was not so much going away, as binding myself to the New Catholics. I
wished to find in myself an attraction towards them. I sought it and I found nothing. This institution was
opposed to my mind and to my heart; not that I would not love to contribute to the conversion of erring
souls, since I had for their conversion as much attraction as I was capable of, considering how very dead
and annihilated I was as to my central depth; but the manner of life and spirit of this institution did not suit
me, and when I wished to conquer myself in this point, and connect myself with them, my soul lost her
peace. I might have thought I should have been well suited to them, since you had made use of me, O my
God, before my departure to convert entire families, one of which was composed of eleven or twelve
persons. Besides, Father La Combe had told me to make use of this opportunity for starting, and did not tell
me whether I should bind myself to them or not; thus it was the providence of my God alone, to which I
had given myself up without reserve, that hindered me from binding myself with them.
One day that through infidelity I reflected on this enterprise, I was a little disturbed by the fear of
being mistaken, which increased when the house ecclesiastic, who was the only person to whom I had
confided my secret, told me I was badly advised, that I certainly had not properly explained myself. Being a
little cast down I had a movement to open Isaiah. On opening the book I found this passage: “Fear not, O
Jacob, who art a little worm, and you Israel, who are as it were dead. It will be I who shall lead you. Fear
not, for you are mine. When yon shall walk through the water, I will he with you.” I had a very great
courage to go, but I could not persuade myself it was in order to be with the New Catholics. It was,
however, necessary that, before setting out, I should see Sister Garnier, Superior of the New Catholics at
Paris, in order to take measure with her; but I could not go to Paris because this journey would have
prevented my making another at the time it would have been necessary for me to start. Although this person
was very ailing, she resolved to come and see me; but, O my God, you conducted things in such a manner
through your providence, to make everything come to the point of your will, that I saw every day new
miracles which charmed me; for with paternal kindness you took care of the smallest things. When she was
about to set out she fell ill, and you permitted it so to give time for a person who would have discovered
everything to go on a journey. At last she started, still very weak, and, as she had informed me of the day of
her departure, when on that day I saw it was excessively hot, and so close that I fancied, petted, as she was,
in her own community, that she would not be let start (which was true, as she herself has since told me), I
addressed myself to our Lord to give some wind to moderate the heat, and enable the worthy woman to
come. Hardly had I said this when there suddenly sprung up a wind so cool I was astonished at it, and this
wind did not cease during her whole journey, until after her return.
I went to meet her, and took her to a country house, so that she was not seen or recognized by
anybody. What embarrassed me a little was, I had two servants who knew her; but as I was engaged on the
conversion of a lady, I led the conversation so that they easily thought it was for this purpose I had made
her come, and that it was necessary to keep the secret in order this lady might not be deterred from coming
by knowing who she was. You caused, O my God, that, although I was no controversialist, I yet answered
all her doubts, so that she could not help yielding. Sister Garnier had much talent and grace, but her words
did not produce in that soul the effect those you made me speak produced, as she has herself assured me.
She could not even help saying so. I felt a movement to ask her from you as a testimony of your holy will.
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You granted her to me, O my God, although she did not make her abjuration until after my departure, and
not before it; as you wished to make me start without other assurance than this, that the Divine Providence
conducted all things. The Sister was four days without declaring her thoughts to me; on the fourth, she told
me she would not come with me. I was the more surprised at it, as I had been persuaded, God, without
having regard to my abjectness, would give to her virtue what he would refuse to my ill-deserts. Besides,
the subjects she proposed to me appeared without supernatural grace, and quite human. This made me
hesitate some moments; then, taking new courage through the abandonment of my entire self, I said to her,
“I am not going there for you. I will, none the less, go there without you.” She was surprised, as she
confessed to me; for she thought as soon as she decided not to go I would be no longer willing. I arranged
everything; and I wrote on a paper the terms of the contract of association with them. I had no sooner done
it than, after the Communion, I felt dreadful burnings and trouble. I went to see Sister Garnier; and as I
knew she had the Spirit of God, I made no difficulty of telling her my pain. I made her understand that I
had no doubt God called me to Geneva; but I did not know if he wished me of their congregation. She
asked until after the Mass and the Communion; and she would tell me what God wished of me. You made
use of her, in spite of her own interests and against her inclination, to make me know your will, my Lord.
She told me then I ought not to bind myself with her, and that it was not your design; that I should go
simply with the Sisters; and when I should be there, Father La Combe (whose letter she had seen) would
signify to me your will. I acquiesced at once in this advice, and my soul recovered her peace.
My first design, or, rather, my first thought had been, before learning that the New Catholics were
going to Gex, to go to Geneva, where at that time there were Catholics in service and otherwise, and to
settle in a small room without eclat, and without at first declaring myself; and as I knew how to make
various ointments, to dress wounds, especially king's-evil, which was very prevalent in that place, and for
which I had a very certain remedy, I would have thus quietly insinuated myself; besides the charities I
would have given them. In this way I would have gained there many persons. I do not doubt if I had
adopted this course things might perhaps have succeeded better. Yet I believed I would do better in
following the opinion of the Bishop than my own lights. But what am I saying, O my God; has not your
eternal design been realized and accomplished in me? We speak humanly because we are human; but, O
God, when we regard things in you, we see them with other eyes. Yes, my Lord, your design was to give
Geneva not to my labour and my words, but to my sufferings; for the more desperate I see things, the more
I expect the conversion of that town, by a way known to you alone. Yes, Geneva, you will see within your
walls the truth again flourish, which has been banished by error; and those beautiful words which are
written on your Town Hall, “After darkness, Light,” will be happily verified for you. And although at
present you take them in a quite contrary sense, it is certain you will be one day illuminated with the light
of truth, and that fine temple of St. Peter will again have the advantage of enclosing in its bosom our
redoubtable mysteries. How true in one sense it is, O my Lord, that you have made me daughter of the
Cross of Geneva, and that I would cheerfully give my blood to see your cross erected there. Father La
Combe has since told me that he had had on his side a strong movement to tell me not to bind myself with
the New Catholics; that he did not believe it was the will of God, but he forgot it. I could no longer consult
M. Bertot, for he died four months before my departure. I had some sign of his death. I was the only person
to whom he addressed himself. It has seemed to me that he communicated to me his spirit to assist his
children. A fear seized me that the repugnance I had felt of stripping myself in favour of the New Catholics
of what I destined for Geneva was a trick of nature, which was unwilling to despoil itself. I wrote to Sister
Garnier to have a contract drawn up according to my first memorandum. You permitted me, O my God, to
commit this fault to make me recognize better your protection over me.
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Autobiography of Madame Guyon
Part II
Chapter 2-1
I SET out after the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin in a strange abandonment, unable to give an
account of what made me set out, leaving my family, which I tenderly loved, and without any positive
assurance, hoping, however, even against hope. I reached the New Catholics at Paris, where you worked
miracles of providence to conceal me. They sent to fetch the notary who had drawn up the contract of
engagement. When he read it to me I felt so strange a repugnance, that it was not possible for me to hear it
finished, much less to sign it. The notary was surprised, but he was still more so when Sister Garnier came
herself to tell him that there was no necessity for a contract of engagement. It was, O my God, your
goodness alone that managed things in this way, for in my then disposition, it seems to me, I would have
given the preference to Sister Gamier's views over my own. It was you, O my Lord, who made her thus
speak, for she has been since much opposed to me, when they wished to bind me against my will and by
force. You had done me the favour, my God, to put my affairs into perfect order, so that I was myself
surprised at it, and at the letters you caused me to write, in which I had hardly any part beyond the
movement of the hand. And it was at this time that it was given me to write by the interior spirit, and not by
my intellect, which till then I had never experienced. So that my manner of writing was quite changed, and
people were astonished, I wrote with such facility. I was not at all astonished; but what was then given me
as a sample, has since been given to me with much more force and perfection, as I shall tell in the sequel.
You began to render me unable to write in the ordinary human way.
I had with me two servants, to get rid of whom was very difficult, for I did not think of bringing
them with me; and if I left them they would have told of my departure, and people would have been sent
after me, as was done when it was known. You so well arranged all things, O my God, by your providence,
that they desired to go with me. And I have since clearly seen that you had done this only to prevent my
being discovered; for, besides their being of no use to me, they very soon after returned to France. I set out
from Paris, and although I was extremely grieved to leave my younger son, the confidence I had in the
Holy Virgin, to whom I had vowed him, and whom I looked on as his mother, calmed all my griefs. I found
him in such good hands that it seemed to me it would be doing an insult to the Queen of heaven to doubt
that she was taking a particular care of the child.
I took with me my daughter and two maids to attend us both. We set out by water (although I had
engaged the diligence), in order to escape being found if anyone was looking for me. I went to Melun to
wait for it. What was astonishing was that in the boat, my daughter, without knowing what she was doing,
could not help making crosses. She kept a person employed in cutting rushes, and then she made them into
crosses and quite covered me with them. She put more than three hundred on me. I let her do it, and I
understood interiorly that there was a mystery in what she was doing. There was then given to me an
inward certainty that I was going there only to reap crosses, and that this little girl was sowing the Cross for
me to gather. Sister Garnier, who saw that whatever they did they could not prevent the child from loading
me with crosses, said to me, “What this child is doing appears to me very mysterious.” She said to her, “My
little lady, put crosses on me also.” She answered, “They are not for you; they are for my dear mother.” She
gave her one to please her, then she continued putting them on me. When she had put on a very great
number, she had river flowers, which were found on the water, given to her, and making a wreath with
them, she placed it on my head, and said to me, “After the Cross you will be crowned.” In silence I
wondered at all this, and I immolated myself to Love as a victim to be sacrificed to him.
Some time after my departure, a nun, who is a true saint, and a great friend of mine, related to me
a vision she had about me. She said she saw my heart in the midst of a great number of thorns, so that it
was quite covered with them, and that our Lord appeared in this heart, very well pleased; and she saw that
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the more strongly the thorns pricked, my heart, instead of being thereby disfigured, appeared more
beautiful, and our Lord more pleased.
At Corbeil, on my way, I saw the Father of whom God had made use to draw me so strongly to his
love. He approved my design to quit all for our Lord, but he thought that I would not be able to get on with
the New Catholics; he even told me particular things on the point, to make me understand that their spirit,
and that by which our Lord was conducting me, were almost incompatible. He said to me, “Above all, try
that they shall not know you are walking by spiritual ways, for that will bring down on you persecutions.”
But, O my God, when it pleases you to make anyone suffer, and he has yielded himself into your hands, it
is idle to screen one's self and take precautions; it is hard to escape from your providence, especially when
the soul has no longer any will, and her will is passed into yours. Does she not herself strike where you
strike? She seems to clothe herself in indignation against herself. Oh, if this soul could then appear to
compassionate herself, to pity herself, with what fury of love and indignation would she not wish for
herself greater ills and a more frightful destruction! O King of lovers, you have struck against yourself with
all the justice of a God; this soul, destined to imitate you, and to be conformable to you, strikes herself with
your justice. O wonderful thing, unknown to those who have not experienced it!
While at Paris I gave the New Catholics all the money that I had. I did not reserve a penny for
myself, being delighted to be poor, after the example of Jesus Christ. I brought from my house nine
thousand livres, and I gave all to the New Catholics. A contract was drawn up for six thousand livres as a
repayment, which they said they had need of; and as in the sequel they declared that they had this money on
contract, and I had not reserved it for myself by my settlement deed, thinking it would not be known, it has
been returned to my children, and I have lost it; at which I feel not the least vexation, for poverty
constitutes my riches. The remainder I gave to the Sisters who were with us, both to meet the expenses of
the journey, and to commence providing furniture. I gave them beside that the church ornaments, a chalice,
a very beautiful sun of silver gilt, silver dishes, a ciboire, and everything needed by them. I did not even
keep back my linen for my use, placing it in the common wardrobe. I had neither a locked cash-box nor a
purse. Nevertheless, it was said that I had carried off large sums from my house, although that was very
false. I had not even taken any linen but what was needed by me for a journey to Paris, for fear of rousing
suspicion, and lest I should be discovered if I tried to carry away clothes. I had little eagerness for the
riches of this earth; on the contrary, I had more desire to leave them than to possess them. Those whom
God makes use of to torment me, have not hesitated to say that I had carried off large sums of money which
I had injudiciously spent and given to the relatives of Father La Combe; but that is as false as it is true, that
I had not a penny, and that when I arrived at Annecy, and a poor man asked alms, the inclination I had to
give to the poor not being extinguished in my heart, and having nothing whatever, I gave him the buttons
which fastened the sleeves of my chemise; and another time I gave to a poor man, in the name of Jesus
Christ, a little ring, quite plain, which I wore as a token of my marriage with the Child Jesus.
We joined the diligence at Melun, where I left Sister Garnier, and took my place with the other
Sisters whom I did not know. What is wonderful is that, although the carriages were very fatiguing, and I
did not sleep during this long journey, while I was then so delicate that the loss of sleep used to make me
ill, and my daughter, an extremely delicate child only five years of age, did not sleep either, we
nevertheless bore the great fatigue without suffering; and this child had not one hour's trouble, although she
was only three hours in bed each night. You alone, O my God, know the sacrifices you caused me to make,
and the joy of my heart to sacrifice to you all things. If I had had kingdoms and empires, it seems to me I
would have given them up with still greater joy to show you more my love. O my God, is it to give up
anything when we give it up for you? As soon as we reached the inn, I used to go to the church to adore the
Holy Sacrament, and I remained there until the hour of dinner. We held, O my Love, you and I, a
conversation in the carriage (or, rather, you alone in me) which the others could not understand, therefore
they perceived nothing of it; and the external gaiety I preserved even in the midst of the greatest dangers
reassured them. I sung songs of joy to see myself disengaged from wealth, honour, and the embarrassments
of the world. You helped us much by your providence, for you protected us in so singular a manner that it
seemed you were the pillar of fire during the night, and the cloud during the day. We traversed an
extremely dangerous pass between Chambery and Lyons. Our carriage was broken at the exit of this
dangerous pass; had it happened sooner we should have perished.
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We reached Annecy, the eve of the Magdalen's Day, 1681; and on the Day of the Magdalen the
Bishop of Geneva said Mass for us at the tomb of St. Francis de Sales. There I renewed my marriage, for I
used to renew it every year, and, according to my very simple disposition, without introducing anything
formal or distinct; but you placed in my central depth, which was pure and freed from species and forms,
all that it pleased you should be there. These words were impressed on me: “I will espouse thee in faith, I
will espouse thee for ever;” and these others: “You are to me a husband of blood.” I there honoured the
relics of St. Francis de Sales, with whom our Lord gave me a particular union. I say union, for it appeared
to me that the soul in God is united with the saints, more or less, according as they are more conformed to
her; and it is a union of unity, which it pleases our Lord sometimes to awake in her for his glory; and then
those saints are rendered more intimately present to her in God himself. And this awakening is like an
intercession of the soul, known to the saint and to the soul. It is a request of friend to friend in him who
unites them all by an immortal bond. Ordinarily everything remains hidden with Jesus Christ in God.
We set out from Annecy the same Day of the Magdalen, and the next day we went to hear Mass at
Geneva, at the house of the French Resident. I had much joy in communicating; and it seems to me, O my
God, that you there bound me more strongly to you. I asked of you the conversion of this great people. In
the evening, late, we reached Gex, where we found only four walls, although the Bishop had assured us that
there was furniture. Apparently he thought so. We slept at the Sisters of Charity, who had the kindness to
give us their beds. I suffered a pain and agony, which can be better experienced than described, not so
much on my own account, as for my daughter, who was visibly declining. I had a great desire to place her
with the Ursulines at Tonon; and I was vexed with myself at not having taken her there in the first instance.
Then all perceptible faith was taken from me, and a conviction remained that I had been mistaken. Pain
took such possession of my heart that in my bed in secret I could not restrain my tears. The next day I said
that I wished to take my daughter to Tonon, to the Ursulines, until I saw how we could arrange ourselves.
My design was to leave her there. I was strongly opposed, and in a way cruel enough, and not honourable. I
saw my daughter fade and grow thin, and in want of everything. I saw her as a victim, whom I had
sacrificed by my imprudence. I wrote to Father La Combe, praying him to come and see me, to take
measures thereon, not believing I could conscientiously keep her longer in that place. Many days passed
away before I could have any answer. I was, however, very indifferent in the divine will of my God as to
whether I received help or did not.
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Chapter 2-2
OUR Lord had pity on my trouble and the deplorable state of my daughter, and caused the Bishop
of Geneva to write to Father La Combe to come and see and console us, and that it would oblige him if he
made no delay. As soon as I saw the Father I was surprised to perceive an interior grace, which I may call
“communication,” that I had never experienced with anyone. It seemed to me that an influence of grace
came from him to me by the very inmost of the soul, and returned from me to him, so that he experienced
the same effect; but grace so pure, so unalloyed, so separate from all sentiment, that it made a kind of flux
and reflux, and then went to lose itself in the Divine and Invisible Unity. There was in it nothing human or
natural, but all pure spirit. And this union, so pure and holy, which has always subsisted and even
increased, becoming ever more one, has never arrested or occupied the soul for a moment out of God,
leaving her always in a perfect freedom; union which God alone effects, and which can take place only
between souls who are united to him; union free from all weakness and all attachment; union which makes
one rejoice over, rather than compassionate, the sufferings of the other, and the more we see ourselves
overwhelmed with crosses and overthrows, separated, destroyed, the happier one is; union which for its
subsistence has no need of bodily presence; which absence does not render more absent, nor presence more
present; union unknown to any but those who experience it. As I had never had a union of this kind, it
appeared to me then quite new, for I had never even heard that there was such; but it was so peaceable, so
removed from all sentiment, that I have never had a doubt but that it was from God: for these unions, far
from turning away from God, bury the soul more deeply in him. The grace which I experienced, and which
caused this spiritual influence from him to me, from me to him, dissipated all my troubles and brought me
into a profound calm.
God gave him from the first much openness with me. He told me the mercies which God had
shown him, and many extraordinary things. I feared much this way of illumination. As my way had been by
simple faith, and not in extraordinary gifts, I did not then understand that God wished to use me to
withdraw him from the state of illumination, and to place him in the way of simple faith. These
extraordinary things caused me fear at first. I dreaded illusion, especially in things which please, relating to
the future, but the grace which came out from him, and which flowed through my soul, reassured me,
besides that his humility was the most extraordinary I had yet seen; for I saw that he would have preferred
the opinion of a little child to his own, that he did not cling to anything, and that, far from being puffed up,
either by the gifts of God or his profound learning, one could not have a lower opinion of one's self than he
had. It is a gift which God had bestowed on him in an eminent degree. He told me I should take my
daughter to Tonon, and that there she would be very well off. He told me at once, after I had spoken to him
of the internal repugnance I had for the manner of life of the New Catholics, that he did not believe God
required me to join them, that I should remain there without an engagement, and that God would let me
know by the course of his providence what he desired of me, but that I should remain until God himself by
his providence withdrew me from it, or by the same providence established me there. He determined to stay
with us two days, and to say three Masses. He told me to ask our Lord to let me know his will. I could
neither ask anything nor desire to know anything. I continued in my simple disposition. I had already
commenced waking up so as to pray at midnight, but on this occasion I was roused up as if a person had
awaked me; and on waking these words were suddenly put into my mind with some little impetuosity: “It is
written of me that I will perform your will,” and this insinuated itself into my soul with a flow of grace, so
pure, yet so penetrating, that I have never experienced it more sweet, more simple, stronger, or more pure. I
should remark here that although the then state of my soul was permanent in newness of life, that new life
was not yet in the fixedness it has since been in; that is to say, properly, that it was an opening life and an
opening day, which goes on increasing and strengthening itself to the meridian of glory—day, however,
where there is no night; life which fears no longer death in death itself, because death has conquered death,
and he who has suffered the first death will never taste the second death.
Now, it is well to say here that though the soul be in a state void of movement, and that she
participates of the unchangeable, without the soul leaving her sphere or her heaven, steadfast and
motionless, where there is neither distinction nor change, God, however, when it pleases him, sends from
this very central depth certain influences which have distinctions, and which make known his holy will, or
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things about to happen; but as this comes from the central depth, and not by the intervention of the powers,
it is certain, and not subject to illusion, as are visions and the other matters of which I have a1ready spoken.
For it should be known that such a soul as that I speak of receives all immediately from the central depth,
and thence it spreads itself over the powers and the senses as may be God's pleasure; but it is not so with
other souls who receive mediately: that which they receive falls into the powers, and thence reunites in the
centre, while the former souls discharge themselves from the centre over the powers and the senses. They
let everything pass, without anything making impressions either upon their mind or their heart. Moreover,
the things which they know or learn, such as prophecy and the rest, do not seem to them extraordinary, as
they appear to others. The thing is said quite naturally, without knowledge of what one says, or why one
says it, without anything extraordinary. One says and writes what one does not know, and in saying and
writing it one sees that they are matters of which one had never thought. It is like a person who possesses in
his central depth an inexhaustible treasure, without even thinking of the possession of it. It does not form
part of his riches, and he pays no attention to it, but he finds in his central depth all that is necessary when
he has use for it. The past, the present, and the future are there in way of the moment, present and eternal—
not as prophecy, which regards the future as a thing to come; but in seeing everything in the present, in way
of the eternal moment, in God himself; without knowing how he sees and knows; with a certain faithfulness
in saying things as they are given, without plan or reflection, without thinking whether it is of the future or
of the present one speaks; without troubling one's self whether the things come to pass or not, in one way or
the other, whether they have one interpretation or another. It is from the central depth thus annihilated
miracles proceed; it is the Word himself who effects what he says: “He spoke, and they were made;”
without the individual soul knowing what she says or writes. In writing or speaking, she is enlightened with
certainty that it is the word of truth which will have its effect; as soon as it is done, she thinks no more of it,
and takes no more interest in it than if it had been spoken or written by another. This is that which our Lord
in the Gospel has said, “That the man brings from the good treasure of his heart things new and old.” Since
our treasure is God himself, and our heart and will is without any reserve entirely passed into him, it is
there one finds a treasure which is never exhausted; the more one distributes from it, the richer one is. After
these words had been put into my spirit, “It is written of me that I will do your will,” I remembered that
Father La Combe had told me to ask God what he desired of me in this country. My recollection was my
request; immediately these words were put into my spirit with much quickness: “Thou art Pierre, and on
this stone I will establish my church; and as Pierre died on the cross, thou shalt die upon the cross.” I was
convinced this was what God wished of me; but to understand its execution was what I took no trouble to
know. I was invited to place myself on my knees, where I remained until four o'clock in the morning in
very profound and peaceful prayer. I said nothing about it in the morning to Father La Combe. He went to
say the Mass; he had an impulse to say it from the service for dedication of a church. I was still more
confirmed, and I believed our Lord had made him know something of what had passed within me. I told
him so after the Mass; he answered that I was mistaken. Immediately my mind gave up all thought and
certainty, thinking no more of it, and remained in its ordinary frame, rather entering into that which the
Father said than into that which he had known. The following night I was awaked at the same hour and in
the same manner as the previous night, and these words were put into my mind: “Her foundations are in the
holy mountains.” I was put into the same state, which lasted until four in the morning, but I did not think at
all on what this meant, paying no attention to it. The next day after the Mass the Father told me that he had
a very great certainty that I was “a stone which God destined to be the foundation of a great edifice,” but he
knew no more than I what that edifice was. In whatever way the thing is to be, whether His Divine Majesty
wishes to use me in this life for some design known to him alone, or whether he wishes to make me one of
the stones of the celestial Jerusalem, it seems to me that this stone is not polished except by blows of a
hammer. Methinks that from this time out they have not been spared to it, as will be seen in the sequel; and
that our Lord has indeed given it the qualities of stone, which are firmness and insensibility. I told him what
had happened to me in the night.
I brought my daughter to Tonon. This poor child conceived a very great friendship for Father La
Combe, saying that he was the good God's Father. On arriving at Tonon, I there found a hermit named Friar
Anselm, of the most extraordinary holiness that had been known for a long time. He was from Geneva, and
God had brought him out of it in a very miraculous manner at the age of twelve years, after having made
known to him at the age of four years that he would turn Catholic. He had, with the permission of the
Cardinal, then Archbishop of Aix in Provence, at nineteen years assumed the habit of an Augustinian
hermit; he lived alone with another friar in a small hermitage, where they saw no one save those who came
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to visit their chapel. He had been for twelve years in this hermitage, eating nothing but vegetables and salt,
sometimes with oil; he fasted continually without a moment's relaxation in the twelve years. Three times a
week he fasted on bread and water, never drank wine, and ordinarily made only one meal in twenty-four
hours. He wore a shirt of coarse hair, made with great cords of hair, which reached from top to bottom, and
he lay only on a board. He had a gift of continual prayer. He prayed specially for eight hours a day, and
said his offices—with all this submissive as a child. God had worked through him many striking miracles.
He came to Geneva hoping to be able to gain his mother, but he found her dead.
This good hermit had many intimations of the designs of God for me and Father La Combe; but
God made him see at the same time that he was preparing strange trials for us both. He knew that God
destined us both to help souls. He once during his prayer, which was all in gifts and illumination, saw me
on my knees, clothed in a brown mantle, and my head was cut off, but immediately replaced; and then I
was clothed in a very white robe, with a red mantle, and a crown of flowers was placed on my head. He
saw Father La Combe cut into two pieces, which were soon reunited; and while in his hand he held a palm,
he was stripped of his clothes, and reclothed in the white garment with the red mantle; after which he saw
us both near a well, and that we were quenching the thirst of numberless people who came to us.
It seems to me, O my God, that this mysterious vision has already had its accomplishment in part,
as well in the divisions he has suffered, and I also, however without pain, as in the confidence I have, that
you have stripped him of himself to reclothe him in innocence, purity, and charity. Yes, my God, it appears
to me that the love you have put into me is altogether pure, disengaged from all self-interest, a love which
loves its object in himself and for himself, without any reference to itself; it would fear a self-regard more
than Hell, for Hell without self-love would be for it changed into Paradise. Our Lord also has made much
use of him and of me to gain souls; but I do not know what design he may have for us in the future. I know
that we are his without any reserve. A little after my arrival at the Ursulines of Tonon, Sister M— spoke to
me with much openness, following the order Father La Combe had given her. She told me at once so many
extraordinary things that I became suspicious, and I thought there was illusion in her case; and I felt angry
with myself.
I commenced to feel exceedingly troubled at having brought my daughter; and with regard to her I
thought myself indeed an Abraham when Father La Combe accosted me with the words, “You are
welcome, daughter of Abraham.” I saw no reason for leaving her there; and I could still less keep her with
me, for we had no room, and the little girls they brought to make Catholics of were all mixed up with us,
and had dangerous ailments. To leave her there also appeared to me madness, considering the language of
the country, where they hardly understood French, and the food which she could not take, being quite
different from ours.
I saw her daily grow thin and fade away. This put me in an agony, and I felt as if one was tearing
my vitals. All the tenderness I had for her sprung up afresh, and I regarded myself as her murderer. I
experienced what Hagar suffered when she put away from her in the desert her son Ishmael, that she might
not see him die. It appeared to me that though I had been willing to expose myself without reason, I ought
at least to have spared my daughter. I saw the loss of her education, and even of her life, inevitable. I did
not mention my troubles on this head, and the night was the time which gave scope to my grief that daily
became more violent: because you permitted, O my God, you who have always desired of me sacrifices
without reserve, that during the whole time I was there, they provided her with nothing which she could eat.
All that kept her alive were some spoonfuls of bad broth which I made her take against her will. I gave her
up to you, O my God, an entire sacrifice; and it seemed to me that, like another Abraham, I was holding the
knife to kill her. I was not willing to take her back, because I was told it was the will of God I should leave
her there; and this will of God was for me preferable to everything, even the life of my daughter; besides,
she would have been still worse off for food at Gex. Our Lord wished me to be utterly plunged in
bitterness, and to make a sacrifice to him without alleviation.
On one side, he caused me to see the grief of her grandmother if she learned of her death, and that
it seemed I had taken her away from her merely to kill her; on the other, the reproaches of the family. All
her natural gifts were like arrows which pierced me. It would be necessary to experience what I suffered to
understand it. With her natural disposition it seemed she would have done wonders if educated in France,
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and that I was depriving her of all this, and putting it out of her power to be fit for anything, or to find in the
future proposals of marriage such as she might hope for, and that I could not without sin let her die thus.
For thirteen days I suffered a trouble almost inconceivable: all that I had given up seemed to have cost me
nothing in comparison with what the sacrifice of my daughter cost me. I believe that, O my God, you
caused this to purify the too human attachment I had for her natural gifts; for after I had left the Ursulines
they changed their mode of diet, and gave what was suitable for the delicacy of my daughter, so that she
recovered her health.
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Chapter 2-3
As soon as it was known in France that I had gone away I was generally condemned. Those who
attacked me most severely were the religious, in the world's sense, and especially Father La Mothe, who
wrote me that all orthodox and pious persons, professional or gentlemen, condemned me. To alarm me the
more, he told me that my mother-in-law, on whom I relied for the property of my children and for my
younger son, had fallen into second childhood, and that I was the cause of it; this was, however, utterly
false. Although there were times when my trouble was excessive, I let nothing of it be seen outwardly. I
shut myself up as much as I could, and there I allowed myself to be penetrated by the pain, which appeared
to me very profound. I bore it very passively, without being able, or even wishing, to alleviate it; on the
contrary, my pleasure was to allow myself to be devoured, without even wishing to understand it. This pain
was as peaceable as it was penetrating. Once I desired to open the New Testament to console myself, but I
was interiorly hindered; so that I remained in silence, without doing anything, allowing myself to be
devoured by the pain. It appeared to me that I then commenced to bear troubles in a divine manner, and that
from this time forward, without any sentiment, the soul could be at the same time very happy and very
pained, very afflicted and beatified. It was not at all in the same way I had borne my first griefs, nor as I
had borne the death of my father. For then the soul was buried in peace, and in a peace that was delightful,
but she was not delivered over to pain; what she suffered was only a shock to nature, a weight of delightful
pain. Here it is quite different; the same soul is delivered entirely to suffering, and she bears it with a divine
strength; and this strength causes the soul to be divided without division from her entire self, so that her
unchangeable happiness does not prevent the most severe suffering. But these sufferings are impressed on
her by God himself as in Jesus Christ; he suffered as God and man; he suffered in the strength of a God and
in the weakness of a man; he was a blessed God and a Man of sufferings; in short, God-Man, suffering and
rejoicing, without the beatitude diminishing anything of the pain, or the pain interrupting or altering the
perfect beatitude.
I answered all the violent letters they wrote me according to the interior spirit's dictates, and my
answers were found very suitable; they were even much appreciated, so that, God allowing, the complaints
and thunders soon changed into praise. Father La Mothe seemed to change his mind, and even to esteem
me, but this did not last long: self-interest was what made him act so; but when he found that an annuity,
which he fancied I would give him, was not provided, he suddenly changed. Sister Garnier from the first
changed, and declared herself against me; whether it was merely a pretence or a real change. As to my body
and my health, I took no trouble about it. You gave me, my God, too much grace, for I have been two
months without almost any sleep, and the food which we had was little suited to support me. The meat they
served us was rotten and full of maggots, for in that country the meat was killed on Thursday for use on
Friday and Saturday, and owing to the great heat, it was decayed by Sunday; so that what I once would
have looked at with horror was my food. Nothing afflicted me then, for in giving me life you had given me
capacity for everything. It seems to me I could do anything, without the necessity of doing it. I could do
nothing, without at all minding. It is in you, O my God, that one recovers with increase all one has lost for
you.
That intellect which I once thought I had lost in a strange stupidity, was restored to me with
inconceivable additions. I was astonished at it myself, and I found that there was nothing for which it was
not able, and in which it did not succeed. Those who saw me said I had a prodigious intellect. I knew well
that I had but little intellect, but that in God my mind had taken a quality which before it was without. I
experienced, it seemed to me, something of the state in which the apostles were after having received the
Holy Spirit. I knew, I understood, I comprehended, I was capable of everything, and I did not know where I
had acquired this intellect, this knowledge, this intelligence, this power, this facility, nor whence it had
come to me. I experienced that I had all kinds of treasures, and that I was not in want of anything whatever;
but I did not know whence it was come to me. I recollected that fine passage of Wisdom, which says, “All
riches are come to me with her.” When Jesus Christ, eternal Wisdom, is formed in the soul after the death
of the sinful man, Adam, and this soul is truly entered into newness of life, she finds that in Jesus Christ,
eternal Wisdom, all riches are communicated to her.
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Some time after my arrival at Gex the Bishop of Geneva came to see us. I spoke to him with the
openness and impetuosity of the Spirit which guided me. He was so convinced of the Spirit of God in me
that he could not refrain from saying so. He was even affected and touched by it, opened his heart to me
about what God desired of him, and how he had been turned aside from fidelity and grace; for he is a good
prelate, and it is the greatest pity in the world that he is so weak in allowing himself to be led by others.
When I have spoken to him, he always entered into what I said, acknowledging that what I said had the
character of truth; and this could not be otherwise, since it was the Spirit of truth that made me speak to
him, without which I was only a stupid creature; but as soon as the people who wished to rule him and
could not endure any good that did not come from themselves, spoke to him, he allowed himself to be
influenced against the truth. It is this weakness, joined to some others, which has hindered him from doing
all the good in his diocese that otherwise he would have done. After I had spoken to him he told me that he
had had it in mind to give me as director Father La Combe; that he was a man enlightened of God, who
understood well the ways of the spirit, and had a singular gift for calming souls—these are his own
words—that he had even told him, the Bishop, many things regarding himself, which he knew to be very
true, since he felt in himself what the Father said to him. I had great joy that the Bishop of Geneva gave
him to me as director, seeing that thereby the external authority was joined to the grace which seemed
already to have given him to me by that union and effusion of supernatural grace.
The wakefulness and fatigues, together with the indifferent climate of this country, caused me a
great pulmonary inflammation, with fever and a retention in the stomach of all the water I drank, which
caused me violent pains. The doctors thought me in danger, for besides that, I had taken many remedies
which I did not pass off. You permitted, O my God, this malady doubtless both as an exercise for my
patience (if that can be called patience which costs nothing) and to glorify yourself in the striking miracle
which you performed through your servant. As I was very weak, I could not raise myself in the bed without
falling in a faint; and I could not remain in bed, for I was bursting from the waters and remedies I could not
get rid of. God allowed that the Sisters neglected me utterly, particularly the one in charge of the
housekeeping, who did not give me what was necessary for my life. I had not a shilling to provide for
myself, for I had reserved nothing, and the Sisters received all the money which came to me from France—
a very large sum. Thus I had the advantage of practising a little poverty, and being in want with those to
whom I had given everything.
They wrote to Father La Combe to come and take my confession. He very charitably walked all
night, although he had eight long leagues; but he used always to travel so, imitating in this, as in everything
else, our Lord Jesus Christ. As soon as he entered the house, without my knowing it, my pains were
alleviated. And when he came into my room and blessed me, with his hands on my head, I was perfectly
cured, and I evacuated all the water, so that I was able to go to the Mass. The doctors were so surprised that
they did not know how to account for my cure; for, being Protestants, they were unable to recognize a
miracle. They said it was madness, that my sickness was in the imagination, and a hundred absurdities,
such as might be expected from people otherwise vexed by the knowledge that we had come to withdraw
from error those who were willing.
A violent cough, however, remained, and those Sisters of themselves told me to go to my
daughter, and take milk for a fortnight, after which I might return. As soon as I set out, Father La Combe,
who was returning and was in the same boat, said to me, “Let your cough cease.” It at once stopped, and
although a furious gale came down upon the lake which made me vomit, I coughed no more at all. This
storm became so violent that the waves were on the point of capsizing the boat. Father La Combe made the
sign of the cross over the waves, and although the billows became more disturbed, they no longer came
near, but broke more than a foot distant from the boat—a fact noticed both by the boatmen and those in the
boat, who looked upon him as a saint. Thus I arrived at Tonon at the Ursulines, perfectly cured, so that
instead of adopting remedies as I had proposed, I entered on a retreat which I kept for twelve days.
It was then I made perpetual vows of chastity, poverty, and obedience; to obey without resistance
whatever I believed to be the will of God and the Church, and to honour Jesus Christ, the Child, in the way
he wished. I admit that I do not know why nor how I made these vows. I did not find in myself anything to
make a vow, and it seemed to me that I was so entirely yours, O my God, that I did not know where to find
that which I vowed to you. I understood at the same time that the end of the vow and its consummation was
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given to my soul as well interiorly as exteriorly; that the soul, being in her entirety God's without reserve,
without self-regard, without interest, had the perfect chastity of love, since she was even passed into this
same love. It appeared to me that you, O my God, had endowed me with the perfect poverty, by the utter
stripping you had effected on me as well interiorly as exteriorly, leaving me nothing of “the own.” As to
obedience, my will was so entirely lost in yours, that not only it found no resistance, but it had not even a
repugnance; the same was its condition as regards the Church. And as to honouring the Childhood of Jesus
Christ, I did not know by what means; for that which was proposed to me did not depend on me, but on
you, O my God; and it appeared to me that the honour which I paid him was to bear himself in his states. I,
however, made all these vows because I was told to make them, and I followed without choice, without
inclination, and without repugnance, what I was told to do; and you have drawn from it your glory in a
manner known to you alone, the effect of which soon appeared; for you took a new possession of my
exterior, to make me the plaything of your providence, as you have since done. You despoiled me of my
riches by a new poverty, and you deprived me of dwelling or place on earth, so that I have not where to rest
my head. As to obedience, you made me practise it at one time, as will be seen, with the submissiveness of
a child; but also how much have you obeyed me yourself; or rather, you, O my God, have rendered my
wills wonderful, causing them to pass into you. I seem to understand clearly enough the meaning of that
passage of David, “You have made my wills marvellous.” This is meant literally of David in Jesus Christ,
since Jesus Christ, though Son of David after the flesh, was Son of God by his eternal generation; being
Son of God, he had only a single will, which is God. This did not hinder his having his human will also, but
so lost in the divine that it was entirely at one with it; and this will is the end of all things, and that which
works miracles, as Jesus Christ says, speaking as man, “So it is, my Father, because you have willed it.”
But besides this sense, David himself experienced that which it seems to me I experience, O my God, by
your grace, which is, that when by the destruction of ourselves we are passed into God, and returned to our
source, our will is made one with that of God, according to the prayer of Jesus Christ, the effect of which
the soul experiences: “My Father, that they all may be one, as we are one; that they all may be perfected in
one;” which takes place by the loss of the soul in God, when all becomes one in unity of principle—the end
for which we are created. In this unity the will of the soul so transforms itself into that of God as only to
will that which God causes it to will, or rather, what he himself wills. Oh, it is then that this will is made
wonderful, as well because it is made the will of God, the greatest of wonders, and its end, as that it works
wonders in God; where, as soon as God causes it to will anything, since it is he who wills in it, this will has
its effect; hardly has it willed, and the thing is done.
It will be said, But why so many overthrows, so many cruelties inflicted by creatures on these
persons? If they have so much power, they should deliver themselves from them. They do not feel even the
will to be delivered from them; and if they did, and it was not answered, it would be a will of the flesh, or
the will of the human being, not the will of God. For although the soul be altogether lost in God, there is an
animal will which the soul well knows to be no true will, but an instinct of the brute, which pursues what is
agreeable to it, and flies from what gives it pain; but as to will, that is a different thing, and so little of it has
the soul that if you ask her, What do you wish? she would leave God decide for her; and though one should
cut her into a thousand pieces, she could only say, “I consent, if it is the will of God.”
As to the Church, what have you not given me for her in that which you have caused me to write?
Have you not even communicated to me in a singular manner her spirit—a spirit holy and indivisible, a
motive spirit, a spirit of truth, a spirit simple and upright?
And as to that of the Holy Child Jesus, good God, to what a degree have I experienced its effects!
Have you not placed me in a state of wonderful childishness? And have I not borne it in a singular manner?
To honour Jesus, the Child, was for me to bear the Child Jesus Christ as he has willed me to bear him many
times, and many of his states, as will be seen in the sequel. This digression will be of no small use for the
remainder of what I have to write.
I used to get up every night at midnight, and I had no need of an alarum, for by your goodness, O
my God, as long as you desired it of me, I always woke sufficiently before midnight, to be up at that hour;
and when through distrust or thoughtlessness I had set my alarum in the morning, I was never awakened.
This led me to abandon myself more to your guidance, O my God, for I saw you had over me the care of a
father and a husband. When I had any indisposition, and my body needed rest, you used not to awake me;
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but at that time, even sleeping, I felt a singular possession of you. For some years I had only a half sleep;
my soul was awake to you with the more force as sleep seemed to withdraw her attention from everything
else. Our Lord also made known to many persons that he destined me to be the mother of a great people,
but a people simple and childlike. They understood these intimations literally, and thought that it related to
some new foundation or society; but it appears to me that it means nothing but the persons whom God has
willed I should afterwards gain for him, and to whom he has in his goodness willed that I should act as a
mother, giving them the same union with me that children have with a mother, but a union much more
strong and more inward, and giving me for them all that was necessary, that they might walk in the way by
which God was guiding them, as I shall explain hereafter, when I speak of this state of maternity.
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Chapter 2-4
BEFORE speaking of what remains for me to write (which, if I had anything of my natural
selfhood, I would gladly suppress, as well owing to the difficulty of explaining myself, as that there are few
souls able to appreciate a course of guidance so little known and so little understood that I have never read
of anything like it) I will yet say something of the inner disposition I was then in, as far as I can make it
intelligible—a matter of no small difficulty owing to its extreme simplicity. If this is of use to you, who
desire to be among the number of my children; and if it is useful to my children in more thoroughly
destroying self, and in leading them to allow God to glorify himself in them in his manner, not in theirs, I
shall find my trouble well repaid; and if there is anything which they do not understand, let them truly die
to themselves, and they will soon have a more powerful experience of it than I could give them; for
description never does come up to experience. After I had emerged from the state of abjectness of which I
have spoken, I understood how a state, which had appeared to me so criminal, and which was so only in my
idea, had purified my soul, taking from her all selfhood. As soon as my mind was enlightened on the truth
of that state, my soul was placed in an immense freedom. I recognized the difference between the graces
which had preceded that state and those which have succeeded it. Previously everything was collected and
concentrated within, and I possessed God in my centre, and in the inmost of my soul; but afterwards I was
possessed of him in a manner so vast, so pure, and so immense, that nothing can equal it. Formerly God
was, as it were, enclosed in me, and I was united to him in my centre; but afterwards I was submerged in
the sea itself. Before, the thoughts and views were lost, but in a way perceived, though very slightly; the
soul let them go sometimes, which is yet an act; but afterwards they had, as it were, entirely disappeared, in
a manner so bare, so pure, so lost that the soul had no action of her own, however simple and delicate—at
least, which could rise into consciousness.
The powers and the senses are purified in a wonderful manner: the mind is of a surprising
limpidity; I was sometimes astonished that not a thought appeared in it. That imagination, once so
troublesome, gives no longer any trouble whatsoever; there is no longer embarrassment, nor disturbance,
nor occupation of the memory; everything is naked and limpid, and God makes the soul know and think
whatever he pleases, without irrelevant species any longer inconveniencing the mind. This is of very great
purity. It is the same in the case of the will, which, being totally dead to all its spiritual appetites, has no
longer any taste, leaning, or tendency; it remains empty of all human inclination, natural or spiritual. It is
this which enables God to bend it where he pleases, and how he pleases.
This vastness, which is not bounded by anything whatever, however simple, increases day by day,
so that it seems that this soul, in sharing the qualities of her Spouse, shares especially his immensity.
Formerly one was, as it were, drawn and shut up within; afterwards I experienced that a hand far more
powerful than the first drew me out of myself, and plunged me, without view, or knowledge, in God, in a
way which ravished me; and the more distant the soul thought herself from this state, the more ravished she
was to find it. How sweet, then, is it to this soul, which is rather comprehended of it than comprehends it.
At the commencement of this state there happened to me a thing which I do not know how to
name. My prayer was of a nakedness and simplicity beyond conception, and yet of an inexplicable depth. I
was, as it were, held up high out of myself, and what particularly surprised me was, that my head felt as if
violently lifted up. This was all the more unusual, because formerly its first movements were quite in the
opposite direction, since I was quite concentrated. I believe that God wished me to have this experience at
the commencement of the new life (which was so powerful, although very sweet, that my body fainted
away)—I believe, I say, that our Lord permitted that to enable me to understand for the benefit of other
souls, this passage of the soul into God; for after it had lasted with me some days, I no longer perceived this
violence, although I have always since experienced that my prayer is no longer in me in the way that I
formerly experienced it, when I used to say, “I carry in me the prayer that I offer to the God of my life.” It
will be difficult to understand what I wish to say without having experienced it. When I went to confession,
I could hardly speak, not from internal recollection, nor as I have described when I was at the
commencement; it was like an immersion. This is a word which I use without knowing if it is suitable. I
was plunged down and raised up. Once, when at confession to Father La Combe at Gex, I felt this elevation
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so strong that I thought my body was about to be raised from the earth. Our Lord made use of it to let me
grasp what that flight of the spirit is, which raised the bodies of some saints to a great height, and the
difference there is between that and the loss of the soul in God. Before going on with the events which
happened to me, I will say something about this.
The flight of the spirit is far more noble than the simple fainting away of ecstasy, although almost
always the flight of the spirit causes weakness to the body, God drawing powerfully the soul, not in her
centre, but in himself, in order to make her pass there, this soul not being yet sufficiently purified to pass
into God without violence; a thing which can be brought about only after the mystical decease, where the
soul veritably goes out of herself to pass into her Divine Object, which I call decease—that is to say,
passage from one thing to another. That is indeed the happy Passover for the soul, and passage into the
promised land. This spirit, which is created to be united to its principle, has such an impulse to return to it,
that if it was not stopped by a continual miracle, it would, by its motive-power, carry the body wherever it
wished, owing to its impetuosity and its nobleness; but God has given it an earthly body as counter-weight.
This spirit, then, created to be immediately united to its principle, feeling itself drawn by its Divine Object,
tends to it with extreme violence, so that God, suspending for a time the power which the body has to keep
back the spirit, it follows with impetuosity; but as it is not sufficiently purified to pass into God, it returns
gradually to itself, and the body reassuming gradually its quality, it returns to earth. The saints who have
been most perfected in this life have not had anything of all this, and even some of the saints to whom it has
happened, have lost it at the close of their lives, remaining simple and common like others, because they
had in reality and permanence that which formerly they had merely as samples during the elevation of their
body.
It is, then, certain that the soul, by death to herself, passes into her Divine Object, and this is what
I experienced; and I found that the further I advanced, the more my spirit lost itself in its Sovereign, who
drew it to him more and more; and he willed at the commencement I should know this for the benefit of
others, not for myself. Daily this spirit lost itself more, and its principle attracted it continually more, until,
owing to this drawing, it was so withdrawn from itself, that it lost itself completely from view, and no
longer perceived itself. But the same Love which drew it to him brightened and purified it, that it might
pass into him and be then transformed into himself. In the commencement of the new life I saw clearly that
the soul was united to God without means or medium, but she was not completely lost in him. Each day she
lost herself there, as one sees a river which loses itself in the ocean, at first unite with it, then flow into it,
but so that the river may for a time be distinguished from the sea; until at last it gradually is transformed
into the sea itself, which, while little by little communicating its qualities, changes it so entirely into itself,
that it becomes one and the same sea with it. I have experienced the same in my soul, how God gradually
makes her lose herself in him, and communicates to her his qualities, drawing her away from everything
she has of the “own.”
At the commencement of the new life I committed faults; and these faults, which would not have
appeared anything, on the contrary, would have been virtues in a different state, were little assertions of the
selfhood, light, and on the surface—a haste, a slight emotion, but as slight as possible. I experienced at
once that this raised a partition between God and my soul; it was like a speck of dust, but as this was only
on the surface, the partition appeared to me finer than a spider's web. And then he willed me to go clear
myself from it by confession, or else he himself purified me from it; and I saw clearly this partition, which
was like a veil that did not break the union nor alter it, but covered it, and this slight partition made
noticeable more of distinction between the Spouse and the Bride. I do not know if I make myself
understood. The soul suffered from this little partition, but in a peaceable manner; she saw that she could
indeed erect the partition, but could not take it away. Little by little all partition was lost, and the fewer and
more delicate the partitions, the more union was lost in Unity, until at last there was only one where there
had been two, and the soul lost herself so utterly that she could no longer distinguish herself from her
Beloved, nor see him. It is that which caused her trouble in the sequel. As to her confession, she was
astonished that she knew not what to say, that she no longer found anything; although one would think she
must commit more faults, owing to the liberty she had to speak, talk, and act, which formerly she had not;
but that no longer troubles her, nor is any more regarded as a fault. An inconceivable innocence, unknown
and incomprehensible to those who are still shut up in themselves, is her life. But I must resume where I
have broken off.
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Before I arrived at this state, being at the confessional, I felt myself so powerfully drawn out of
myself, that my body became faint, the perspiration covered my face. I sat down, but perceiving that this
increased in a delicious manner—very pure and spiritual, however—I withdrew. A shudder passed through
me from head to foot; I could neither speak nor eat the whole day, and from that moment, or rather, that
operation, which lasted three days, my soul was much more lost in her Divine Object, although not
altogether. The joy the soul then possessed is so great, that she experiences the words of the royal prophet:
“All those who are in you, Lord, are like persons ravished with joy,” but the joy is that it appears to the soul
that it will never be taken away. It seems that those words of our Lord are addressed to her: “None shall
take away your joy.” She is, as it were, plunged in a river of peace, and is so penetrated with it that she is
all peace. Her prayer is continual; nothing can prevent her praying and loving. She experiences very really
these words: “I sleep, but my heart is awake,” for she experiences that sleep does not prevent the Spirit
praying within her. O ineffable happiness, who would ever have thought that a poor soul, which believed
herself in the utmost need, could find in need itself a happiness equal to that she tastes, without tasting it! It
is not that she does not sometimes experience troubles, which take away even the appetite, and the body,
which is not accustomed to this, is quite languishing; but this trouble is so sweet and peaceable that one
cannot distinguish whether it is a sweet trouble, or an afflictive sweetness. Daily the soul perceives her
capacity increase and grow larger, and what astonishes her is that the light of this state augments the state
which she previously possessed without recognizing it.
O happy poverty, happy loss, happy nothingness, which gives no less than God himself in his
immensity, no longer adjusted in the limited manner of the creature, by whom he is no longer possessed,
but which he entirely possesses, drawing it continually more from itself to sink it in him! The soul then
knows that all the states of visions, revelations, assurances are rather obstacles than aids to this state, which
is far above them; for the soul accustomed to supports has difficulty in losing them, and she cannot reach
this without that loss. Then all intelligence is given without other view than simple faith. And it is here are
found true those words of John of the Cross: “When I have not wished to possess anything”—through selflove—“everything has been given me without going after it.” O happy rotting of the grain of wheat, which
makes it produce fruit a hundred-fold! The soul is then so passive both as regards goods and ills that it is
astonishing. Although before she seemed to be so to a great degree, it is not here the same, for here she is
strengthened in a surprising manner. She receives the one and the other without any movement of her own,
letting them flow by and perish as they come. I do not know if I speak correctly; for that passes as if it did
not touch her at all.
After I made my retreat at the Ursulines of Tonon, I returned by Geneva, and having no other
means of travelling, the Resident lent me a horse. As I did not know how to use this means of conveyance,
I made some difficulty, but they assured me it was very gentle, and I resolved to make the attempt. There
was a kind of farrier present, who, regarding me with haggard eyes, as soon as I was mounted, struck the
horse upon the croup. It made a frightful bound, and threw me to the earth with such force that they thought
I was killed. I fell upon my temple. I ought certainly to have been killed, for the bone of the cheek was
broken in two, and I had two teeth knocked in. In my fall I was upheld by an invisible hand. Nevertheless, I
remounted the best I could on another horse which they gave me to finish my journey, and my servant man
placed himself beside me to hold me up. But a surprising thing happened; while on the road something was
forcibly pushing me on the same side on which I had fallen off, and although I leant with all my strength to
the other side, and I was held on firmly enough, I could not resist what was pushing me. I was every
moment in danger of being killed, but quite content to see myself at the mercy of the divine providence. I at
once understood it was the Devil, but I was quite confident he could do me no hurt but what my Master
allowed him.
My relatives, after a slight attempt, left me in quiet at Gex. People even began to esteem me much,
and as my miraculous cure had been written about to Paris, it made a great sensation. You permitted it, O
my God, that I might fall the lower from the height to which you had elevated me. Almost all the persons
then in repute for holiness wrote to me. The Demoiselles of Paris, who were renowned for good works,
congratulated me. I received letters from Madame de Lamoignon and another lady, who was so pleased
with my answer that she sent one hundred pistoles for our House, and told me when we were in want of
money I had only to write to her, and she would send me whatever I wanted. At Paris they talked only of
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the sacrifice I had made. All approved and praised my action, so that they wanted an account of it printed,
together with the miracle which had taken place. I do not know who prevented it. From this we may see the
inconstancy of the creature; for the very journey which then brought me such praises is the same which
furnished the pretext for such a strange condemnation.
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Chapter 2-5
My relatives made no effort to bring me back. The first thing they proposed to me a month after
my arrival at Gex was not only to relinquish my wardship, but also to give all my property to my children,
reserving only an annuity for myself. Although the proposal, coming from persons who, as the sequel will
show, had regard only for their own interests, ought to have appeared to me harsh, it by no means did so. I
had neither friends nor advice. I did not know whom to ask as to the mode of effecting it; for as to
willingness, I was perfectly ready. It seemed to me I had thus the means of accomplishing my vow and my
extreme desire to be conformed to Jesus Christ, poor, naked, stripped of everything. It was necessary to
send a power of attorney, which they had drawn up. Clauses which were inserted Our Lord did not allow
me to notice, and I, believing it honestly prepared, signed. It was provided that when my children all died, I
should not inherit my own property, but it was to pass to collaterals. There were other matters also equally
to my disadvantage. Although what I reserved for myself was enough for the place where I then was, it is
hardly sufficient to support me elsewhere. I gave up then my property, that I might be conformed to Jesus
Christ, with more joy than those who demanded it of me could have from its possession. It is a thing which
I have never either repented or regretted. O my God, what pleasure to lose all and to quit all for you! “Love
of poverty, kingdom of tranquillity.”
I have forgotten to say that at the close of the state of wretchedness and trouble, when I was ready
to enter on newness of life, our Lord enlightened me to see that the external crosses came from him; so that
I could not have any grudge against the persons who brought them on me—on the contrary, I felt a tender
compassion for them, and I was more troubled from those I caused them innocently than at those they
caused me. I had experienced something of the kind at intervals during my husband's life; but it was not
established in me as then, and as it has since been. I saw that those persons feared you too much, my God,
to treat me as they did, if they had known it. I saw your hand therein, and I felt the trouble they suffered
from the contrariety of their temper. After the accident which befell me in my fall from the horse, which so
injured me that I spat blood that came from the brain, and for eight days it also came from my nose (which,
through your goodness, O my God, had no permanent consequence), the Devil commenced to declare
himself more openly my enemy, and to break loose against me. One night when I least thought of it, he
presented himself to my mind in a way so monstrous and terrifying that nothing could be more so; only a
face was visible by means of a bluish light. I do not know if the flame itself composed this horrible face, for
it was so mixed up and passed so quickly that I could not well distinguish. My soul remained unmoved and
untroubled, understanding that it was the Devil. The senses were slightly alarmed, but as for the soul, she
remained firm and immovable, without any motion of her own, and did not even allow the body to make
the sign of the cross; because although this would have driven away the Devil for the moment, it would
have shown I was afraid of him, or that I knew it was he. This way of despising is far more distasteful to
him, so he never again appeared in that way; but he got into such a rage that every night, as I got up at
midnight, he used to come at that hour and made a terrible knocking in my room. When I lay down it was
still worse; he shook my bed for a quarter of an hour at a time. Then he used to go at the paper windowpanes, which he broke; and every morning as long as this lasted the panes were found broken. I had no fear,
not even a shiver in the senses. I used to get up and light my candle at a lamp which I kept lighted in my
room, for I had accepted the office of sacristan, and the duty of waking the Sisters at the hour they should
rise, ringing the “Aves;” and in spite of my indisposition I never failed to wake them or to be the first at all
the duties. I made use of my little light to look all over the room, and at the window-panes at the very time
the Devil was knocking more loudly than usual. As he saw I was not afraid of anything, he went off on a
sudden, and did not attack me any more in person; but he did so by stirring up men against me, and this
succeeded better for him, for he found them ready to do what he suggested, and to do it with the more zeal
as they regarded it as a good deed.
One of the Sisters I had brought, who was a very beautiful girl, became connected with an
ecclesiastic who had authority in this place. He inspired her from the first with an aversion to me, judging
well that if she had confidence in me, I would not advise her to allow his frequent visits. She undertook a
retreat. I begged her not to enter on it until I was there; for it was the time that I was making my own. This
ecclesiastic was very glad to let her make it, in order to get entirely into her confidence, for it would have
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served as a pretext for his frequent visits. The Bishop of Geneva had assigned Father La Combe as director
of our House without my asking, so that it came purely from God. I then begged this girl, as Father La
Combe was to conduct the retreats, she would wait for him. As I was already commencing to get an
influence over her mind, she yielded to me against her own inclination, which was willing enough to make
it under that ecclesiastic. I began to speak to her of prayer, and to cause her to offer it. Our Lord therein
gave her such blessing that this girl, in other respects very discreet, gave herself to God in earnest and with
all her heart. The retreat completed the victory. Now, as she apparently recognized that to connect herself
with that ecclesiastic was something imperfect, she was more reserved. This much displeased the worthy
ecclesiastic, and embittered him against Father La Combe and me, and this was the source of all the
persecutions that befell me. The noise in my room ceased when that commenced. This ecclesiastic, who
heard confession in the House, no longer regarded me with a good eye. He began secretly to speak of me
with scorn. I knew it, but said nothing to him, and did not for that cease confessing to him. There came to
see him a certain monk who hated Father La Combe in consequence of his regularity. They formed an
alliance, and decided that they must drive me out of the House, and make themselves masters of it. They set
in motion for this purpose all the means they could find. The ecclesiastic, seeing himself supported, no
longer kept any bounds. They said I was stupid, that I had a silly air. They could judge of my mind only by
my air, for I hardly spoke to them. This went so far that they made a sermon out of my confession, and it
circulated through the whole diocese. They said that some persons were so frightfully proud that in place of
confessing gross sins, they confessed only peccadillos; then they gave a detail, word for word, of
everything I had confessed. I am willing to believe that this worthy priest was accustomed only to the
confessions of peasants, for the faults of a person in the state which I was in astonished him, and made him
regard what were really faults in me, as fanciful; for otherwise assuredly he would not have acted in such a
manner. I still accused myself, however, of a sin of my past life, but this did not content him, and I knew he
made a great commotion because I did not accuse myself of more notable sins. I wrote to Father La Combe
to know if I could confess past sins as present, in order to satisfy this worthy man. He told me, no; and that
I should take great care not to confess them except as passed, and that in confession the utmost sincerity
was needed.
My manner of life was such that I had very few opportunities of committing faults, for I took not
the least part in the affairs of the House, leaving the Sisters to dispose of the funds as they pleased,
persuaded as I was that they made good use of them. A little after coming there I received a sum of
eighteen hundred livres, which one of my friends lent me to finish our furnishing, and which I repaid on
settling my property; they received this also. They managed as well as they could, and were good
economists, but without experience, and they were without what was necessary for an establishment. I took
no part in anything, except to perform my duty of sacristan, and to assist at all the offices, which we
repeated—the Sister I have spoken of and I; there were only us two to repeat the offices, and we did it with
as much exactitude as if we were many, and, with exception of meals and recreation, I remained all day
shut up in my room. I let them receive and return all visits, and took no share therein. All I did was to speak
an occasional word to those who were in seclusion, with a view to becoming Catholics; and our Lord gave
such a blessing to what I said that we saw some whom previously they knew not what to do with, relish
God in a wonderful manner, and acquire an incredible affection for remaining in the church. Living in this
way, I had no opportunities for sinning.
This worthy gentleman gained over one of the Sisters, who had a weak mind—it was the one who
was housekeeper —whereby they commenced causing me a few crosses. Some days before these
persecutions were set on foot, at midnight, being with our Lord, I said to him: “It seems to me you
promised me here only crosses; where are they, then? I do not see them.” Hardly had this thought occurred
to me when there came upon me such a number that, so to speak, they were tumbling one over the other.
Before continuing, I will mention that immediately on our arrival the Bishop of Geneva was so
kind as to allow us to have the Holy Sacrament at our House. As soon as ever our chapel was in condition
for it, we had this advantage; and as we wished to place it the day of the Holy Cross, which was our fete—
and which name I had taken without knowing why, to avoid recognition—the chapel not being yet
sufficiently closed, for three nights I guarded the Holy Sacrament, lying by myself in the chapel. I never
passed any with greater satisfaction. I had a movement to pray for that unfortunate town which was the
object of my tenderness, and which was the occasion of all my disgraces. I had confidence, as I have still
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more at present, that it would be one day, O my Divine Spouse, the throne of your mercies. I cannot doubt
it.
The Bishop, knowing I loved the Holy Child Jesus, sent me to place in our little chamber a simple
image of paper of a Child Jesus, who held in his hands crosses for distribution. On receiving it, I was struck
with the thought that he came with the hands full to distribute them to me, and I received them with all my
heart. For you have always shown this kindness to me, my God, never to give me extraordinary crosses
without first having obtained my consent—not to the nature of the cross in itself, but for the suffering an
extraordinary cross which was proposed to me; and at the same time those words said of Jesus Christ, my
divine model, came to my mind: “For the joy set before him, endured the cross.” It appeared to me then, O
my God, that I was offered the choice either of the approbation of men and success, together with the
assurance of my salvation; or of the cross, wretchedness, rejection, persecution from all creatures, even
privation of all creatures, even privation of all assurance of salvation, and nothing but YOUR GLORY
ALONE. O Love, the latter was the object of my choice and of my tender inclination. Yes; “for the joy set
before him, he endured the cross.” I prostrated myself, my face to the earth, for a long time, as it were, to
receive all your blows, O amiable justice of my God, with which from that moment I felt myself inflamed.
All self-interest having perished and been destroyed in me, nothing remained but the interest of your divine
justice. Strike, O divine Justice, who have not spared Jesus Christ, God-Man, who gave himself up to death
to satisfy you. Him alone you found worthy of you, and in him you still find hearts which are fitted for you
to exercise your loving cruelties.
A few days after my arrival at Gex by night I saw in a dream (but a mysterious dream, for I
perfectly well distinguished it) Father La Combe fixed on a great cross of extraordinary height. He was
naked in the way our Lord is pictured. I saw an amazing crowd who covered me with confusion and cast
upon me the ignominy of his punishment. It seemed he suffered more pain than I, but I more reproaches
than he. This surprised me the more, because, haying seen him only once, I could not imagine what it
meant. But I have indeed seen it accomplished. At the same time that I saw him thus fixed to the cross,
these words were impressed on me: “I will strike the shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered;” and these
others, “I have specially prayed for thee, Peter, that thy faith fail not. Satan has desired to sift thee.”
This worthy ecclesiastic, as I have said, gained over that girl, and afterwards the Superior. I was of
a very delicate constitution, and, however willing, that did not give bodily strength. I had two maids to
serve me, but as the community needed one to cook and the other to attend the gate, and for other duties, I
gave them up, thinking that they would not be unwilling I should have their services sometimes; since I
besides allowed them to receive the whole of my income; for immediately after my settlement was made
they received in advance the half of my annuity. I believed then that they would consent to these two maids
rendering me the services which I could not perform myself. But our Lord permitted that they were
unwilling. The church was very large to sweep. I had to sweep it by myself. Oftentimes I have fainted over
the broom, and remained in corners utterly exhausted. This obliged me to ask sometimes that they would
have it done by the grown peasant girls, who were there as New Catholics, and at last they had the kindness
to allow this. What troubled me most was that I had never done washing, and it was necessary for me to
wash all the linen of the sacristry. I took one of the maids I had brought to do it; for I had spoiled
everything. These good Sisters came and dragged her out of my room by the arm, telling her to mind her
own business. I did not appear to notice it, and in whatever manner they behaved I made no remonstrance.
So the worthy ecclesiastic saw that I would not withdraw for all this. Besides, the other Sister attached
herself more and more to our Lord through means of prayer, and contracted great friendship for me. This
increased the ecclesiastic's trouble so that he could not keep in his rage against me. One day he thought
proper to bring a very doubtful book to this girl. I handed it back to him, after having opened it, urgently
requesting him not to bring books of this kind into the House. He was extremely offended, and set out for
Annecy to make mischief.
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Chapter 2-6
UP to that time the Bishop of Geneva had shown me much esteem and kindness, and therefore this
man cleverly took him off his guard. He urged upon the Prelate that, in order to make certain of me for that
House, he ought to compel me to give up to it the little money I had reserved for myself, and to bind me by
making me the Superior. He knew well that I would never bind myself there, and that, my vocation being
elsewhere, I would never give my capital to that House, where I had come only as a visitor; and that I
would not be Superior, as I had many times already declared; and that even should I bind myself, it would
be only on the condition that this should not be. I believe, indeed, that this objection to being Superior was
a remnant of the selfhood, coloured with humility. The Bishop of Geneva did not in the least penetrate the
intentions of that ecclesiastic, who was called in the country the little Bishop, because of the ascendency he
had acquired over the mind of the Bishop of Geneva. He thought it was through affection for me, and zeal
for this House, that this man desired to bind me to it; consequently he at once fell in with the proposal,
resolving to carry it through at whatever price. The ecclesiastic, seeing he had so well succeeded, no longer
kept any bounds as regarded me. He commenced by stopping the letters I wrote Father La Combe.
Afterwards he intercepted all those I wrote to Paris, and those which were written to me, in order to
influence people's minds as he pleased, and that I might not be able either to know it, or defend myself, or
tell how I was being treated. One of the maids I had brought wished to return, not being able to remain in
that place, so that only one remained for me, and she was weak and too much occupied to aid me in many
things I had need of. As Father La Combe was coming for the retreat, I thought he would soften the bitter
spirit of this man, and would advise me. Meanwhile the proposal of binding myself, and becoming
Superior, was made to me. I answered, that as for binding myself, it was impossible, my vocation being
elsewhere, and for the Superiorship, I could not be a Superior before being a novice; that all of them had
completed two years of novitiate before binding themselves, and when I had done as much, I would see
what God inspired me. The Superior answered me sharply enough, that if I contemplated quitting them
some day, I might do it at once. However, I did not withdraw for this; I behaved still in my usual way, but I
saw the heavens grow dark gradually, and storms come from every side. The Superior meanwhile affected
a more gentle air; she declared she also wished to go to Geneva, that I should not bind myself, but should
promise to take her with me if I went there. She asked me whether I was not bound in some particular
matter for Geneva. She wished to sound me, to see if I had not some plan, or perhaps some engagement
under vow; but as I had not the advice of Father La Combe, I did not say anything to her. She professed
even much confidence in me, and seemed united to me. As I am very frank, and our Lord has given me
much uprightness, I believed she was acting in good faith: I even declared to her I was not attracted by the
manner of life of the New Catholics, owing to their outside intrigues. I further let her know that certain
abjurations and certain shufflings did not please me, because I desired people to be straightforward in
everything; so that my refusal to sign things which were not true shocked them a little. She let nothing of it
appear. She was a worthy person, and did these things only because that ecclesiastic told her it was
necessary to act so, to bring the House into credit, and to attract the charity of Paris. I told her that if we
acted uprightly God would not fail us; that he would sooner work miracles. I remarked one thing, which
was that as soon as one took to this mode of action, so alien from uprightness and sincerity, and even
justice, that what one did in the expectation of attracting charity, had the effect, without anyone knowing
anything of it, that people grew cold, and the charity was checked. O God, is it not you who inspire charity,
and is it not sister of truth? How, then, attract it by deception? It must be attracted by confidence in God,
and then it becomes extremely liberal; any other mode of behaviour ties it up.
One day after the Superior had communicated, she came to me and told me that our Lord had let
her know how dear Father La Combe was to him, and that he was a saint, that she felt herself disposed to
make a vow of obedience to him. She appeared to say all this in perfect good faith, and I believe she was
then speaking sincerely for she had ups and downs of weakness, which are common enough to our sex, and
ought to make us very humble. I told her she should not do this: she said she wished it, and she was about
to pronounce the vow. I opposed it strongly, saying that these things should not be done lightly, nor without
consulting the person whom one wished to obey, to ascertain if he would accept it. She was satisfied with
my reasons, and wrote to Father La Combe all which she said had taken place in her, and how she desired
to vow obedience to him, that it was God who urged her to it. Father La Combe answered her, and she
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showed me the letter. He told her she should never make a vow to obey any man; that he would never be
her adviser; that the person who is suitable at one time is not so at another; that one should remain free,
obeying, nevertheless, with love and charity, all the same as if bound by a vow; that as for himself, he had
never received such a vow from anyone and never would, that it was even forbidden him by their rules: that
none the less he would serve her to the best of his ability, and that in a short time he would go to conduct
the retreats. She had also told him in that letter that she prayed he would ask our Lord to let her know if he
destined her for Geneva, whether she should go with me; that she was content whatever the will of God,
only that he should tell her exactly what he knew in these things. He wrote her that on this article he would
simply tell her what he thought of it.
It is true that the characteristic of Father La Combe is simplicity and straightforwardness. When he
came for the retreats, which was the third and last time he came to Gex, on the first day she spoke to him
with much eagerness. She asked him if one day she would be united with me at Geneva. He answered her
with his usual candour: “My mother, our Lord has let me know that you will never be established at
Geneva; as for the others, I have no light.” (She is dead, so that was well verified.) As soon as he made this
declaration, she appeared enraged against him and me in a surprising way. She went to find the ecclesiastic,
who was in a room with the housekeeper, and they together took measures to compel me either to bind
myself or to withdraw. They thought I would rather bind myself than withdraw. And they watched my
letters more closely.
The Father preached at her request, which was only to lay a trap for him. He had in the parish
made a sermon on charity, which had carried away everyone. She asked him for a sermon touching the
inner life. He preached one which he had preached at the Visitation at Tonon: “The beauty of the King's
daughter comes from within.” He explained what the inner life is, and what it is to act from it as a principle.
That ecclesiastic, who was present with one of his confidants, said that it was preached against him, and
that it was full of errors. He extracted eight propositions, which the Father had not preached, and after
dressing them out as maliciously as he could, he sent them to a friend at Rome, in order, as he said, that
they might be examined by the Sacred College and the Inquisition. Although they were very badly drawn
up, they, nevertheless, passed as quite sound. His friend told him there was nothing whatever wrong in
them. This vexed him, for he is not, as I hear, theologian enough to judge anything for himself. Moreover,
he came the next day with surprising anger to Father La Combe, and attacked him, saying he had made the
sermon to offend him. The Father drew it from his pocket, and showed him that he had thereon written the
dates and the places where he had preached it; so that he was confounded, but not appeased. He became
still more angry in the presence of many persons who were assembled there. The Father went on his knees,
and in that position listened for half an hour to all the abuse which the ecclesiastic chose to utter. They
came to tell me, but I did not choose to have anything to do with all that. The Father, after being treated in
this way, said to the ecclesiastic with much sweetness and humility, that he was obliged to go to Annecy for
some business of their convent, and that if he desired to send anything to the Bishop, he would take charge
of his letters. The other answered for him to wait, that he would write. This good Father had the patience to
wait for more than three full hours without hearing anything from him. They came and told me, “Do you
know that Father La Combe has not started, but is in the church, where he awaits letters from M—?” —
mentioning the priest who had so illtreated him that he even tore from his hands a letter, which I had just
given him for the good hermit I have mentioned. I went to the church to ask him to send the servant who
was to accompany him to Annecy to see if the packet of that gentleman was ready; for the day was so far
gone that he would have to sleep on the road. This man found mounted a servant of the ecclesiastic, who
told him, It is I who am going there. And as he was going in, this same M— said to another servant, to go
as fast as he could so as to reach Annecy before the Father. He had kept him waiting merely to send off a
man before him to prejudice the mind of the Bishop; and he sent back word to the Father that he had no
letters to give him.
Father La Combe none the less went to Annecy, where he found the Bishop much prejudiced and
embittered. He said to him: “My Father, it is absolutely necessary to bind that lady to give what she has to
the House at Gex, and to become the Superior.” “My lord,” answered Father La Combe, “you know what
she has herself told you of her vocation both at Paris and in this country, and therefore I do not believe she
will consent to bind herself. It is not likely that, having given up everything in the hope of going into
Geneva, she should bind herself elsewhere, and thus render it impossible for her to accomplish God's
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designs for her. She has offered to remain with these good Sisters as a lodger. If they desire to keep her in
that capacity she will remain with them; if not, she is resolved to withdraw into some convent until God
shall dispose of her otherwise.” The Bishop answered: “My Father, I know all that, but at the same time I
know she is obedient, and if you so order her, she will surely do it.” “It is for this reason, my lord, because
she is obedient, that one should be very cautious in the commands one gives her,” answered the Father. “It
is not likely that I will urge a foreign lady, who has for her whole subsistence merely what she has reserved
for herself, to rob herself of that in favour of a House which is not yet founded, and which, perhaps, never
will be founded. If the House happens to fail, or to be no longer useful, on what shall the lady live? Shall
she go to the almshouse? In fact, before long this House will be of no use, for there will be no Protestants in
France.” The Bishop said: “My Father, all these reasons are good for nothing. If you do not cause the lady
to do it, I will interdict you.” That mode of speaking surprised the Father, who well enough knew the rules
of the interdict, as not allowing it in matters of this nature. He said to him: “My lord, I am ready to suffer
not only the interdict, but even death rather than do anything against my honour or conscience,” and
withdrew. He wrote me at the same time everything by an express, that I might take my measures thereon. I
had nothing left but to withdraw into a convent, but before doing so I said again to these good Sisters that I
was going away; for at the same time I received a letter that the nun to whom I had entrusted my daughter,
and who was the one spoke French least corruptly, and was very virtuous, had fallen ill, and that she prayed
me to go for a time to my daughter. I showed them the letter, and told them that I wished to withdraw into
that community; that if they ceased persecuting me as they were doing, and if Father La Combe was left in
quiet—who was deemed the apostle of the country because of the wonderful fruit of his missions—I would
return as soon as the mistress of my daughter was recovered. It was my intention to do it. Instead of this,
they persecuted me with more violence, and wrote against me to Paris, intercepted all my letters, and sent
out libels, where it was said, the person would be recognized by a little cross of wood she wore; as a fact, I
had on my neck a little cross from the tomb of St. Francis de Sales.
This ecclesiastic and his friend went through all the places where Father La Combe had held his
mission, to decry him and speak against him so violently that a woman was afraid to say her Pater because,
she said, she had learned it from him. They made a fearful scandal through the whole country. Father La
Combe was not in the country, for the day after my arrival at the Ursulines of Tonon, he set out in the
morning to preach the Lent sermons at the Valley of Aosta. He came to say adieu to me, and at the same
time told me he would go to Rome, and probably would not return, that his superiors might keep him there,
that he was sorry to leave me in a strange country without help, and persecuted by everyone. Did not that
trouble me? I said to him: “My Father, I am not troubled at it. I use the creatures for God, and by his order;
through his mercy I get on very well without them when he withdraws them. I am quite content never to see
you again, if such be his will, and to remain under persecution.” When he said that to me he did not know it
would become so violent as it did. Afterwards he said he set out well pleased to see me in this disposition,
and thus went away.
But before going further, I will tell what happened to me previously. As soon as I arrived at the
Ursulines, a very old priest, reputed a very holy man, and who for twenty years had not left his solitude,
came to see me, and told me he had a vision about me before my arrival. He saw a woman in a boat on the
lake, and the Bishop with some of his priests were doing all they could to sink the boat and drown her. This
vision lasted more than two hours, troubling his spirit; that sometimes the woman seemed utterly
submerged, and was not visible at all, and then, when she seemed lost, suddenly she reappeared. “In short,”
he said, “for two hours I saw this woman, one moment lost, another out of danger, while all the time the
Bishop continued to persecute her. The woman was always equally tranquil, but I never saw her altogether
free; from which I conclude the Bishop will persecute you, and will never give it up. Such a one thinks he
will desist, and I come to assure you he will not; he will die while persecuting you, and will not change.”
I had an intimate friend, the wife of the Governor, of whom I have spoken in this narrative. When
she saw I had given up everything for God, she had a strong desire to follow me. She set herself to arrange
everything so as to come and see me, but when she learned of the persecution, she saw there was no sense
in her going to a place from which I should be obliged to withdraw, and she died soon after.
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Chapter 2-7
As soon as Father La Combe was gone the persecution became stronger than before. The Bishop
still showed me some politeness, as well to see if he could bring me over to his purpose as to gain time for
ascertaining how things would go in France, and for prejudicing people against me, always taking care to
prevent my receiving any letters. I let but very few be intercepted, and only those which were
indispensable. The ecclesiastic and another had open on their table twenty-two letters which did not reach
me; and in one of them was a very important power of attorney sent for my signature. This they were
obliged to put in a new envelope to send to me. The Bishop wrote to Father La Mothe, and he had little
trouble in making him embrace his interests. He was dissatisfied because I had not given him the annuity he
expected, as he has many times plainly told me, and he was offended because I did not follow his advice in
everything, added to which were some other personal causes. He from the first declared against me. The
Bishop, who cared to humour only him, felt strong enough with Father La Mothe on his side, and even
made him his confidant, while he circulated the news written by them. The general opinion was that what
caused him and his brother to act in this way was the fear that I might cancel the deed of settlement if I
returned, and that, having influence and friends, I might find the means of setting it aside. They were very
much mistaken in this; for I never had the thought of loving anything else than the poverty of Jesus Christ.
For some time the Father kept terms with me. He wrote me letters addressed to the Bishop; and they so well
understood each other that he was the only person whose letters I received. Our Lord gave me very
beautiful letters to write to him; but in place of being touched he was irritated at them. I do not think there
could be more powerful or more touching.
The Bishop, as I said, kept some terms with me for a time, making me believe that he had
consideration for me; but he wrote to people at Paris, and the Sister also wrote to all those pious people
from whom I had received letters, in order to prejudice them against me, and to escape the blame that
naturally would fall on them for having so shamefully treated a person who had given up everything to
devote herself to the service of his diocese; and ill-treated her only after she had stripped herself of her
property, and was no longer in a condition to return to France—to avoid, I say, a censure so just they
invented every kind of false and fabulous stories. Besides that I was unable to make known the truth in
France, our Lord inspired me to suffer everything without justifying myself. I did this with Father La
Mothe. As I saw he twisted everything, and showed himself more bitter than the Bishop, I ceased to write
to him. On the other hand, the New Catholics, who are in great credit, blamed and condemned me to excuse
their violence. People saw only condemnation and accusation without any justification. It was not difficult
to blame and cast imputations on one who did not defend herself.
I was in this convent. I had seen Father La Combe only on the occasions I have mentioned.
Nevertheless, they circulated a story that I was running about with him; that he had taken me driving in a
carriage at Geneva, that the carriage was overturned, and a hundred malicious absurdities. Father La Mothe
himself retailed all this, whether he thought it true or otherwise. Yet even had he believed these things true,
he was bound to conceal them. But what do I say, my God, or where am I wandering? Was it not you who
allowed him and his brother to be impressed with these things, that believing them true they might be able
to repeat them without scruple? As for his brother, I believe he accepted them only on the report of Father
La Mothe, who made him believe them true. Father La Mothe further retailed that I had been on horseback
behind Father La Combe, which is the more false, in that I have never sat in that way.
All these calumnies turned to ridicule persons who were previously esteemed saints. It is here we
must admire the dealings of God: for what cause had I given for them to speak in this way? I was in a
convent a hundred and fifty leagues distant from Father La Combe, and nevertheless they made out the
most disgraceful stories of him and of me.
I did not know that things were pushed so far and so violently, for I had no news. I saw I did not
receive letters from any quarter, neither from my friends nor from persons of piety; but as I knew all my
letters were intercepted, I was not surprised at it. I lived in this House with my daughter very peacefully,
and it was a very great providence, for my daughter no longer could speak French; among the little girls of
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the mountains she had acquired a foreign air and objectionable manners. She had forgotten the little she had
learned in France. In regard to her I had many occasions for new sacrifices. As to cleverness and judgment,
she was surprising, and had the best inclinations; but there were little tempers caused by certain
unreasonable contradictions, and by caresses out of place. This arose from ignorance in education. God
provided for everything in her case, as I will tell.
I could hardly say anything of the interior state I then was in, for it was so simple, so naked, so
annihilated that things were in me as if natural. I could only judge of them by the effects. My silence was
very great, and I had at the commencement leisure to taste God without distinct consciousness, in himself
(dans l'inconnu de lui-meme), in my little cell. But afterwards that good Sister (as I shall tell) continually
interrupted me. I gave myself up to whatever she desired of me, both from condescension and because of a
certain central principle in me, which would have made me obey a child. Nothing, it seems, could interrupt
me. All that tempest did not make the smallest alteration in my mind or my heart. My central depth was in a
generality, peace, liberty, largeness, indestructible. And although I sometimes suffered in the senses owing
to the continual upsets, that did not penetrate; they were only waves breaking on a rock. The central depth
was so lost in the will of God that it could neither will nor not will. I remained abandoned, without
troubling as to what I should do, or what I should become, or what would be the end of the frightful
tempest, which was only commencing. The leading of providence for the present moment constituted all
my guidance without guidance, for the soul in the state of which I speak cannot desire or seek a special or
extraordinary providence; but I allowed myself to be led by the daily providence from moment to moment,
without thinking of the morrow. I was like a child in your hands, O my God. I did not think from one
moment to the other, but I reposed in the shadow of your protection without thinking of anything, without
taking more care of myself than if I no longer existed. My soul was in such perfect abandonment, both
interiorly and exteriorly, that she could take neither rule nor measure for anything. It was a matter of
indifference to her to be in one way rather than another, in one company rather than another, at prayer, or at
conversation. Before continuing, I must tell how our Lord worked to bring me to this indifference.
While I was still in my own house, without other director than his Spirit, however possessed of
him I might be, or however intently engaged in prayer, as soon as one of my little children knocked at my
door, or the most insignificant person came to me, it was his will that I should break off. And once, when I
was so penetrated by the Divinity that I could hardly speak, one of my little children knocked at my closet,
wishing to play near me. I thought I should not break off for that, and I sent away the child without
opening. Our Lord made me understand that all this was an assertion of the selfhood, and that which I
thought to preserve was lost. Another time he sent me to call back those whom I had dismissed. It was
necessary for me to become supple as a leaf in your adorable hand, O my God, so that I might receive all
alike from your providence. Sometime they came and interrupted me for things without a shadow of
reason, and that, at every moment; I had to receive them alike the last time as the first, all this being alike to
me in your providence.
It is not, O my God, actions in themselves which are agreeable to you, but obedience to all your
wills, and a suppleness that clings to nothing. It is by little things that insensibly the soul is detached from
everything, and holds to nothing; she is suited for whatever God wishes of her, and ceases utterly to resist.
O will of God, indicated by so many petty providences, how good it is to follow you, for you accustom the
soul to recognize you, to cling to nothing, and to go with you into whatever place you lead her.
My soul was then, it seemed to me, like a leaf or a feather, which the wind carries where it pleases.
She yielded herself to the operation of God, and all that he did externally and internally, in the same
manner; allowing herself to be led without any choice, content to obey a child as readily as a man of
learning and experience, seeing only God in the man in God, who never permits the soul entirely
abandoned to him to be deceived.
I cannot tolerate the injustice which most men are guilty of, who make no difficulty of giving
themselves up to another man, and regard this as prudence. They give themselves up to men who are
nothing, and they boldly say, “That person cannot be deceived, for he relies on such a one, who is a very
honest man;” and if one speaks of a soul entirely abandoning herself to her God, and following him with
fidelity, they say loudly, “This person is deceived with his abandonment.” O Love and God! do you lack
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strength or faithfulness, or love, or wisdom to conduct those who abandon themselves to you, and are your
dearest children? I have seen men bold enough to say, “Follow me; you will not be deceived or led astray.”
O my Love, how these people are themselves led astray by their presumption, and how far sooner would I
go with him who feared misleading me, who, trusting neither in his learning nor his experience, supported
himself on you alone! Such was, O my God, the Father you had given me, who was not willing to conduct
souls by his own ways, but by abandonment to your divine guidance, endeavouring to follow your Spirit in
them.
Immediately on my arrival at the Ursulines of Tonon, our Lord made me see in a dream two ways
by which he conducted souls under the figure of two drops of water. The one seemed to me of a brilliance
and beauty and clearness unequalled; the other seemed also to have brilliance, but it was all full of little
fibres or threads of mud, and as I regarded them attentively it was said to me: “These two kinds of water
are both alike good for quenching thirst, but this is drunk with pleasure, the other with something of
disgust. The way of faith, pure and simple, is like this very brilliant and clear drop of water; it is highly
pleasing to the Spouse, because it is utterly pure, without anything of the selfhood. It is not the same with
the way of illumination which does not equally please the Spouse, and is not nearly so agreeable to him.”
It was then shown me that this pure way was the one by which our Lord had had the goodness to
conduct me hitherto; that the way of illumination was that by which some illumined souls were proceeding,
and that they had led Father La Combe into it. At the same time he appeared to me clothed with a garment
all torn, and I suddenly saw that this garment was mended on me. At first was made one quarter of it, and
then another quarter; then after a long interval the other half was all made, and he was clothed anew
magnificently. As I was troubled to know what this signified, our Lord told me that without my knowing it,
he had given him to me, drawing him to a more perfect life than hitherto he had led; that it was at the time
of my attack of small-pox he had given him, and that the price to me was that illness and the loss of my
younger son; that he is not merely my Father, but my son; and that the other quarter of the garment was
made when, passing by the place of my residence, he was more keenly touched, and embraced a life more
interior and more perfect; from which time out he has still continued; but now everything must be
completed, God willing to make use of me to bring him to walk in the way of simple faith and destruction
of the self: which has taken place. The next day this Father, having come to say Mass at the Ursulines, and
having asked me, I did not venture to tell him anything —although our Lord very strongly urged me to do
it—owing to a remnant of selfhood, which formerly would have passed for humility in my mind. However,
I spoke before the Sisters of the way of faith, how far more, glorious to God, and more advancing to the
soul it was, than all revelations and assurances, which still keep alive the soul in herself. This at first
shocked them and him also, so much as to raise a feeling against me. I saw they were hurt, as they
afterwards acknowledged. I said no more then, but as the Father is most humble, he ordered me to explain
what I had wished to say to him. I told him a part of the dream of the two drops of water; he did not,
however, then take in what I said to him, the hour not being yet come. But when he came to Gex to conduct
the retreats, our Lord made me know, while I was praying at night, that I was his mother and that he was
my son; he confirmed the dream I had had, and ordered me to tell it to Father La Combe, and for proof of
what I said, he should examine at what time he was touched with a strong contrition, and see whether it was
not the time of my small-pox. Our Lord further made me know that he gave to some souls numbers of
persons without their knowing it, except sometimes, and that he had given me another, to purchase whom
he had taken from me my daughter; which exactly fitted in with that time.
My difficulty was to tell this to the Father, whom I hardly had any acquaintance with. I wished to
dissemble with myself, and say that it was presumption, although I perceived very well that it was the selflove which desired to escape, to avoid confusion. I felt myself painfully pressed to tell it to him. I went to
see him as he was preparing for the Mass, and having approached him as if for confession, I said to him,
“My Father, our Lord desires me to say that I am your mother-in-grace, and I will tell you the rest after the
Mass.” He said the Mass, during which he was convinced of what I had said to him. After the Mass he
wished me to tell him all the particulars of everything, and of the dream. I told them. He remembered that
our Lord had often made known to him that he had a mother-in-grace, whom he did not know, and having
asked me the time I had had the small-pox, I told him on St. Francis' Day, and that my younger son died a
few days before All Saints. He recognized that it was the very time when our Lord touched him in such an
extraordinary way that he was near dying of contrition. This caused him such an interior awakening that,
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having retired to pray, he was seized with an interior joy and great emotion, which made him enter into
what I had said of the way of faith. He ordered me to write for him what the way of faith and the way of
illumination were. It was at this time and for him that I wrote the paper “On Faith,” which was considered
good. I have no copy; I believe, however, it is still in existence. I neither knew what I was writing, nor what
I had written, no more than in the rest which I have since written. I gave it to the Father, who told me he
would read it on the way to Aosta. I tell these things without order as they occur to me.
To resume my narrative, as soon as I left Gex they commenced tormenting in a strange way that
good girl who had given herself to God, and on account of whom the whole tragedy was played. The
ecclesiastic attacked her more vigorously than ever, and to succeed the better, he depicted me in a
contemptible aspect in order that, as she has cleverness, the ridicule into which he turned me should make
her lose the esteem she entertained for me, and lead her to give herself to his guidance. She still confessed
to him, but she was not willing to enter into anything more special with him; on the other hand, the Sisters
represented the friendship she had for me as a frightful crime. They tried to make her say what was not fact;
she was persecuted incessantly. The Bishop wrote to her to put full confidence in that ecclesiastic. She said
that in the height of her trouble she used to see me every night in a dream, that I encouraged her to suffer,
and told her what answers she should make. As they have no vows, particularly in the matter of obedience,
and she had not been forbidden, she found means of writing a note to me. They discovered her. There was
nothing in it beyond a little friendship. The ecclesiastic refused her for a month both absolution and the
Communion owing to that note. The Sisters, on the other hand, caused her very great troubles, but God
gave her the grace to suffer all. We could have no communications; however, Our Lord still supported her.
After Easter of the year 1682 the Bishop came to Tonon. I had an opportunity of speaking to him
when by himself, and our Lord caused that when I had spoken he was satisfied; but the people who had
stirred him up against me returned to the charge. He strongly pressed me to return to Gex, and become
Superior. I answered him that as to the Superiorship, none could be Superior without having been novice,
and as for the binding myself, he himself knew my vocation, and what I had told him both at Paris and Gex;
that, notwithstanding, I spoke to him as a Bishop, who held the place of God, and he should be careful to
think only of God in what he should say to me; that if, holding this place, he told me to bind myself, I
would do it. He remained quite confused, and said to me, “Since you speak to me in this way, I cannot
advise it. You cannot go against your vocation; but I pray you confer benefit on that House.” I promised to
do so, and when I received my annuity I sent a hundred pistoles, intending to continue the same as long as I
remained in the diocese. He withdrew, well pleased, for surely he loves good, and it is a pity he allows
himself to be governed as he does. He even said, “I love Father La Combe; he is a true servant of God. He
has told me things I cannot doubt, for I felt them in myself. But,” continued he, “when I say this, I am told I
deceive myself, and that he will be mad before six months.” It was the discontented monk, the friend of the
ecclesiastic, who had said that. This weakness astonished me. He told me he was very well satisfied with
the nuns whom Father La Combe had conducted, and was as far as possible from finding any such thing as
had been told him. I took the opportunity thereupon to say to him he should in all things rely on himself,
and not on others. He agreed. Hardly, however, had he returned, when he again took up his former
suspicions. He sent me word by the same ecclesiastic that it was his opinion I should bind myself at Gex. I
requested that ecclesiastic to tell him I held to the advice he had given me; that he had spoken to me as
from God, and at present they were making him speak as man.
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Chapter 2-8
My soul was, as I have said, in an entire self-surrender, and very great contentment in the midst of
these violent tempests. She could do nothing but continue in her former indifference, desiring nothing even
of God, whether grace or disgrace, sweetness or cross. Formerly she desired the cross with such eagerness
as to be quite languishing; then she could neither desire nor choose, but received all the crosses in a
uniform spirit, accepting them all with indifference from the hand of Love, whether of one description or
another, severe or light: all was welcome. Those persons came and told me a hundred absurdities against
Father La Combe, thinking by this to induce me no longer to follow his advice. The more they told me
things to his disadvantage, the more our Lord gave me esteem for him in the depth of my heart. I said to
them, “Possibly I shall never see him again, but I am quite ready to do him justice. It is not he who prevents
my binding myself, but it is because this is not my vocation.” They asked me who knew it better than the
Bishop; and they told me I was under deception, that my state was of no account. I was indifferent to that. I
could neither be assured nor uncertain. I surrendered myself as one who had nothing to think or wish,
having made over to God the care of willing and executing what he wills, and in the manner which he wills.
A soul in this state has no sweetness nor spiritual relish. It would be unseasonable. She remains
such as she is in her nothingness as to herself, and this is her place; and in the all as to God, without
reference to, or reflection on, herself. She knows not if she has virtues, gifts, and graces in him who is the
author of all that; she does not think of it, and can will nothing, and everything that concerns her is, as it
were, foreign. She has not even the desire of procuring the glory of God, leaving to God the care of
procuring it for himself, and she is in regard to it as pleases him. In this state God sometimes sets her to
pray for some soul; but this is done without choice or premeditation, in peace, without desire for success.
What does this soul, then? one will ask.
She lets herself be led by providences and by creatures without resistance. Her outside life is quite
common, and as for within, she sees nothing there; she has no assurance, either internal or external, and yet
she never was more assured. The more hopeless everything, the more is her central depth tranquil, in spite
of the ravage of the senses and of creatures, which for some time after the new life makes some slight cloud
and partition, as I have said. I should remark that the reason why there occurs a partition is because the soul
is only immediately united, not yet transformed; for as soon as she is mingled and entirely passed into her
original Being, there is no longer a partition. If she committed sins, she should be rejected and cast out, so
to speak. No longer, then, does she find those partitions, however subtle and delicate—I mean, reflections,
light and superficial assertions of the selfhood, the actual faults of a previous state, which the soul then
clearly enough perceived to be partitions; as well as the impurity which came from human action, a hasty
word, natural action or eagerness, which caused a mist that she could neither prevent nor remedy, nor even
wish to, having so often found that her own efforts had not only been useless, but also injurious, and that
they defiled her the more owing to the state of self-annihilation in which she was.
At the commencement of the way of faith the soul profits from her defects, being by them
humiliated through a reflection, simple, peaceful, tranquil, loving the abjectness which she reaps from
them. The more she advances the more this simple action, without action, becomes simplified. At last there
is no longer a question of this; the soul remains motionless and unshaken, bearing without movement the
trouble her fault causes her, without any action whatsoever. It is what God requires from the soul from the
time she is completely passive; and this is the conduct he has observed with me from the early years, long
before the state of death. But, however faithful the soul to perform no sensible action to get rid of her
trouble, there was yet an almost imperceptible action which the soul then did not know, and which she has
become acquainted with only because she afterwards has found herself in a state exempt from this simple—
nay, very simple action. It is impossible to understand me without experience. This stage is very difficult,
and the soul only after many infidelities is strong in this procedure without procedure: for previously, as the
fault is real, and the soul feels her impurity, she feels at the same time a secret instinct to rid herself of it;
but in this degree which I am now treating, besides that she would find no remedy in anything coming from
herself, it is owing to the love of her own excellence that she is led to exert herself. At the degree of which I
speak, it is necessary that all purification come from God; one must wait in repose without perceived
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repose sometimes, for the Sun of Righteousness to dissipate these mists. Eventually this conduct becomes
so natural that the soul has not even a desire to do anything. She leaves herself a prey to the interior
burnings with an unshaken firmness; and though she should see all hell armed, she would not change the
course of guidance. It is then she says with reason, as the royal prophet, “Though I should see an army
ranged in battle I would not fear, and their force would redouble my courage.” She may, indeed, have a
little fear in the senses, but she remains fixed and firm as a rock, preferring in her perfect abandonment to
be the plaything of demons rather than secure herself by a sigh.
In this state the soul commits no voluntary fault: that is my belief; for it is not likely that, having
no will for anything whatsoever, great or small, pleasant or bitter—for honour, wealth, life, perfection,
salvation, eternity—she should have a will to offend God; therefore it is not so. All her imperfections are in
nature, not in herself; therefore it is on the surface, and that is lost gradually. It is true our nature is so
deceitful that it insinuates itself everywhere, and the soul is not incapable of sin; but her greatest faults are
her reflections, which are here very injurious, as she then wishes to regard herself under pretext even of
telling her state. For this reason one should be in no trouble at all to tell one's state, or to take any count of
it, if God does not put into the mind what he wills one to say of it. And when the director knows the state of
the soul, he does not require it; if he required it, or actual light on the subject were given him, one should
do it without self-regard or reflection. The selfhood's look is like that of the Basilisk; it kills.
The same firmness which keeps her from stirring under the troubles of her defects, the soul should
preserve under temptations. The Devil greatly fears to approach such souls, and he leaves them at once, no
longer daring to attack them. He attacks only those who yield, or who fear him. Souls conducted by faith
are not ordinarily tried by the demons; that is for souls conducted by illumination. For it is necessary to
know that the trials are always suited to the state of the soul. Those who are conducted by illumination, by
extraordinary gifts, ecstasies, etc., have also extraordinary trials which are effected by the intervention of
demons; for, as everything with them is in the line of assurance, the trial even is an assurance. But it is not
the same with the souls of simple faith: as they are conducted by nakedness, self-annihilation, and by what
is commonplace, their trial is also quite commonplace; but that is far more terrible, and destroys the
selfhood more. That which causes its death for them is nothing extraordinary, it is only the disturbance of
their own temperament; they are troubles they regard as veritable faults, which give them no assurance
unless it be that of their total self-annihilation. These two states are found in St. Paul; he says in one place,
“An angel of Satan was given to him to buffet him, that he should not be exalted above measure.” Here is
the trial suitable to the illumination. But as this great doctor and master of spiritual life had to experience
all states, he does not remain there; he has another trial which he calls “a thorn of the flesh,” to show that
he has experience of all. “He prayed,” he says, “three times,” and it was said to him, “My grace is enough,
for virtue is perfected in weakness.” All this though to humiliate him, yet acted in the way of assurance.
However, because these revelations were assured, he has experienced another state which he calls “the
body of sin;” and this expression is admirable, for as after death the body decays only from its own
corruption, so in this state it seems that the soul experiences the exhalations from the body of sin, that is,
from a body corrupted by sin. “Miserable!” says he, “who shall deliver me from the body of death?”—for I
feel that it is a body which carries in itself death, and to which I would be unable to give life; and then,
convinced of his inability to deliver himself from so great an ill, having deplored his wretchedness, which
then is without assurance and with knowledge of his powerlessness—“Wretched man that I am, who shall
deliver me from this body of death?” (from this body stinking and corrupt, which I carry, though I am
living)—he answers himself: “It will be the grace of God by our Lord Jesus Christ.” And how do you
understand that, Paul? It is that Jesus Christ, taking in me the place of my sinful and carnal man, stripping
me of that old man, of that body corrupted by sin, will clothe me anew, because he has vanquished death in
me, when he said, “O death, I will be thy death; hell, I will be thy destruction.” When Jesus Christ shall
have conquered in me death by his life, and in this wonderful duel life shall have surmounted my death,
there will be no longer any sting in death, since there will no longer be any sin; and it is then that grace
shall deliver me from this body of sin by Jesus Christ my Saviour.
I say, then, that the same firmness which one should have in regard to defects and temptations, so
as not to give an opening to the Devil, one should have in regard to gifts and graces. In this state everything
is so inward that nothing is perceived. But if anything falls upon the senses the soul is steadfast in letting
the grace come and go, making no movement, however simple, either to relish or to recognize it. She leaves
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everything as though it was passing in another, without taking any part in it. At the commencement, and for
a considerable time, the soul sees that nature wishes to take its part, and then her fidelity consists in
restraining it, without permitting it the least expansion; but after the habit of restraining it has enabled her
to remain immovable, and as if it were a thing that did not affect her, she no longer regards anything, she
no longer appropriates to herself anything, and she lets all flow by into God in purity, as it has come forth
from him. Until the soul be in this state, she always in some degree defiles by her intermixture the
operation of God, like those streams which contract corruption from the places through which they flow;
but as soon as the same streams flow in a pure place, they then continue in the purity of their source. This
much destroys nature, and drives it out from its abode, leaving it no refuge; but, short of experience, and
unless God made known this conduct to the soul, she cannot understand it, or picture it in imagination,
owing to its great simplicity. The mind is empty, is no longer traversed by thoughts; nothing occupies a
certain void which is no longer painful, and the soul discovers in herself an immense capacity, which
nothing can either limit or obstruct. External employments are no longer a trouble, and the soul is in a state
of stability, which cannot be expressed, and which will be little understood. Oh, if souls had courage
enough to allow themselves to be annihilated without pitying themselves, without looking to anything,
supporting themselves on anything, what progress would they not make? But no one is willing to leave
land, at most one advances some paces; but as soon as the sea is disturbed one fears, casts anchor, and often
gives up the voyage. The love of the selfhood causes all these disorders. It is further of consequence here
not to look to one's state, following the counsel of the Bridegroom to the bride: “Turn your eyes from me,
for they make me flyaway;” not only to avoid losing courage, but also because of the self-love, which is so
rooted that the soul often discovers its life and the empire it would assume by a certain complaisance and
preference for her state. Often, also, the idea one conceives of the grandeur of one's state makes one wish
the same perfection in others. One conceives too low an idea of others; one finds it a trouble to converse
with unspiritual people. It is not the same with the soul thoroughly abandoned and dead; she would rather
converse with devils by the order of providence than converse with angels of her own choice.
For this reason she knows not what to choose, neither state nor condition, however perfect they
may be. She is content with everything she has; she keeps herself at peace wherever she is placed, high or
low, in one country or in another; all that she has is all that is needed for her to be fully content; she could
not be in trouble at the absence, nor rejoiced at the presence, of persons the most devoted to God, and who
might seem most necessary to her, and in whom she has entire confidence; because she is entirely satisfied,
and she has all that is needed, though everything be wanting to her. It is this which makes her not seek to
see people or to speak, but receive the providences both for the one and the other, without which there is
always something of the human, however fair the pretext with which we cover ourselves. The soul feels
very well that all which is done by choice and election, and not by providence, instead of aiding, hurts her,
or at least brings her little fruit.
But what is it which makes this soul so perfectly content? She knows not. She is content without
knowing the subject of her contentment, and without wishing to know it, but content in a way that is vast,
immense, independent of external events; more content in the humiliations of her own neediness and the
rejection of all creatures in the order of providence, than upon the throne, by her own choice. If a sigh were
needed to set her free from the most fearful place she would not give it.
O you alone who conduct these souls, and who can teach these ways, so self-annihilating, and so
contrary to the ordinary spirit of devotion, full of itself and its own discoveries, conduct thus souls without
number, that you may be loved purely! These are the souls which alone love you as you wish to be loved.
All other love, however great and ardent it may appear, is not PURE LOVE, but a love mingled with
something of the selfhood. These souls can no longer of themselves practise austerities, nor desire them;
but they perform with indifference what they are directed to practise. They have nothing extraordinary on
the outside, and their life is most common; they do not think of humiliating themselves, letting themselves
be such as they are, for the state of annihilation in which they are is below all humility. Such souls should
not be judged by those who are still in the state of perfecting themselves through their exertions, for they
would often take for pride the simplicity in which these persons, free from everything of the selfhood,
speak of everything, and of themselves. But let them know it is not so: that these souls are the delight of
God, who says, “His delight is to be with the children of men;” that is to say, these souls quite childlike and
innocent. They are very far from pride, being unable to attribute to themselves aught but nothingness and
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sin, and they are so one with God that they see only him, and all things in him. They would publish the
graces of God with the same readiness as they would tell their own paltrinesses; they tell both indifferently,
according as God allows them, and as may be useful for the good of souls.
Those reserves, so good and so holy at a time when our Lord consecrates by a profound silence all
his graces and the troubles (as one may see he did in my case), would be an act of selfhood for the soul of
which I am speaking, for she is above herself. While the soul is still in the solitude of herself it is necessary
she should be content with silence and repose; but then it is necessary for her to pass beyond that, and so
strongly raise herself above herself that at last she loses herself in God, and therewith all things; and it is
then she no longer knows her virtues as virtues, but she has them all in God as from God, without reference
or relation to herself. It is for this reason those who are still in themselves ought not to measure the liberty
of these souls, nor compare it with their own restricted action, though the latter be very virtuous and
suitable to them; but they should understand that what makes the perfection of their state would be
imperfect for the souls of which I am speaking.
That which makes the perfection of one state always constitutes the imperfection and
commencement of the following state. It is here as in the degrees of the sciences; he who finishes a class
and is perfect in it, is imperfect in that which succeeds. He must give up the way of acting which made him
perfect in his class, to enter into another quite different. St. Paul so well says, “When I was a child, I spoke
as a child, I acted as a child.” And that was the perfection of the state of childhood, which has a hundred
charms; but when one is become a mature man things change their aspect. St. Paul speaks of it again in
another way, when speaking of the law (which may also be applied to laws of perfection, that one imposes
on himself); he says: “The law was our schoolmaster to bring us to Christ.” That law, then, and that
perfection which one imposes on himself, and which our Lord even makes us practise, is very necessary to
get to Jesus Christ, but when Jesus Christ is become our life, the schoolmaster who has been so useful to us
becomes useless; and if we desired still to follow him, we should not sufficiently give ourselves up to be
led by Jesus Christ, and we should never enter into the perfect liberty of the children of God, which is born
from the Spirit of God.
When we allow ourselves to be led by the Spirit of God, he makes us enter into the liberty of his
children adopted in Jesus Christ and by Jesus Christ, for “where the Spirit of the Lord is there is liberty,”
because “he gives not his Spirit to us by measure;” for those whom he has predestinated to be his free
children, them he has called, and those whom he has called he has justified. It is, then, he who operates in
them that righteousness which is conformable to their call. But to what has he destined those cherished
souls? “To be conformed to the image of his Son.” Oh, it is here is the great secret of that call and that
justification, and the reason why so few souls arrive at that state. It is because there one is predestinated to
be conformed to the image of the Son of God. But some one will say, Are not all Christians called to be
conformed to the image of the Son of God? Yes, everyone is called to be conformed to it in something, for
if a Christian did not bear on him the image of Jesus Christ he would not be saved, since he is saved only
by this character. But the souls of which I speak are destined to bear Jesus Christ himself, and to be
conformed to him in all, and the more perfect their conformity, the more perfect are they. It will be seen in
the sequel of what I have to write, how it has pleased our Lord to make my soul conformed to himself.
It is in these souls that God engenders his Word. He makes them bear the inclinations of that same
Word, without the soul discovering in herself those same inclinations during a very long time. But when
light is given either for speaking or for writing, the soul knows very well that as Jesus Christ has led a
common, and apparently natural life, without anything extraordinary, except at the close of his life, such a
soul also has nothing extraordinary during a very long time. The guidance of providence blindly followed
constitutes all her way and her life, becoming all to all, her heart daily becoming more vast to bear her
neighbour, however faulty he may be: and she sees clearly that when she prefers the virtuous to the faulty,
she commits a fault by preferring a certain sympathy to the order of God. Until one has arrived at this, one
is little suited for helping one's neighbour: it is only then one commences to aid him effectively. This is
difficult, and one has trouble to accept it at first, because one regards this mode of acting as loss of time,
defect, amusement; but the soul in which Jesus Christ lives, and of which he is the way, the light, the truth,
and the life, sees these things in a different manner. She no longer finds any creature antipathetic or
difficult to bear; she bears them through the heart of Jesus Christ.
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It is here commences the Apostolic life. But is every one called to this state? Very few, as far as I
can understand, and even of the few who are called to it, few walk in it in true purity. The souls in passive
illumination and extraordinary gifts, though holy and quite seraphic, do not enter into this way. There is a
way of illumination—a holy life, where the creature appears quite admirable. As this life is more apparent,
it is also the more esteemed by those who have not the purest lights. These persons have striking things in
their life; they have a fidelity and a courage which astonish, and it is this which wonderfully adorns the life
of the saints. But the souls which walk in this other path are little known. God despoils them, weakens
them, strips them naked bit by bit, so that, depriving them of every support and every hope, they are
obliged to lose themselves in him. They have nothing great which is apparent, hence it comes that the
greater their interior is, the less they can speak of it, because (as one may remark from what has been said)
for a very long time they can see there only want and poverty; afterwards they no longer see themselves.
The greatest saints, the most interior are those of whom people have spoken least. As to the Holy Virgin, it
is true there was nothing more to be said, after saying she was the Mother of God, her maternity including
all the possible perfection of a pure creature; but look at St. Joseph, the Magdalen, St. Scholastica, and so
many others—what is said of them? Nothing at all. St. Joseph has passed a part of his life in carpentry.
What an employment for the husband of the mother of a God! Jesus Christ just the same. Oh, if I could
express what I conceive of this state! but I can only stammer. I have wandered from my narrative; but I am
not my own mistress.
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Chapter 2-9
BEING, as I have said, at the Ursulines of Tonon, after I had spoken to the Bishop of Geneva, and
saw how he changed as he was influenced by others, I wrote some letters to him and to Father La Mothe;
but as I saw it was useless, and he was thereby more embittered, and the more I tried to clear up matters,
the more trouble the ecclesiastic took to embroil them, I let things be, without further action. I saw the
tempest about to break upon our heads without being able to prevent it. I had dreamed that I was drawing a
cord which at first seemed of diamond, and afterwards appeared to me to be of iron, and at the same time
seeing a terrible storm fall upon my head, I gave myself up to the mercy of the waves. I saw clearly the
crosses which were springing up from every side, and my soul remained in a profound peace, waiting for
the blows which she could not avoid. I had not done the least thing to draw it upon me, and I watched the
torrent rushing down without having contributed to the storm. As I saw I had not contributed to it, and that
there was nothing for me to do but to suffer, I kept quiet, without troubling myself as to success. One day
they came and told me that this ecclesiastic had again gained over the poor girl I much loved, and who had
already cost me much; at the same time they gave me a means of hindering him, but this human mode of
acting was repugnant to my inmost spirit, and those words, “Except the Lord,” etc., were suggested to me. I
sacrificed her as well as the rest to God. But our Lord, who had permitted this only to detach me from a
love I had for her perfection, provided for the matter himself, and prevented her connecting herself with
him in a manner the more admirable as it was more natural, and more contrary to their intentions.
Afterwards God made this worthy girl see that he had extricated her with a quite fatherly goodness. I did
not conceal from her what she had cost me, for assuredly the case was such that I would not have felt so
much the death of one of my children as her destruction. While I was with her she was always vacillating,
and one could not make sure of her, so that as regards her, one had to live by trust; but—O goodness and
infinite power of my God, to save without us what we should lose without you!—no sooner was I at a
distance from her than she became steadfast.
For me, there was hardly a day passed that they did not put upon me new insults, and make attacks
quite unexpected. The New Catholics, on the report of the Bishop, the ecclesiastic, and the Sisters of Gex,
stirred up against me all people of piety. I was not much affected by that. If I could have been at all, it
would have been because everything was thrown upon Father La Combe, although he was absent; and they
made use even of his absence, to destroy all the good he had done in the country by his missions and
sermons, which was very great. The Devil gained much in this business. I could not, however, pity this
good Father, remarking herein the conducting of God, who desired to annihilate him. At the
commencement I committed faults by a too great anxiety and eagerness to justify him, conceiving it simple
justice. I did not the same for myself, for I did not justify myself; but our Lord made me understand I
should do for the Father what I did for myself, and allow him to be destroyed and annihilated; for thereby
he would derive a far greater glory than he had done from all his reputation.
Every day they invented some new calumny; there was no trick or invention they did not use
against me. They came to see me, to try and surprise me in my words, but God guarded me so well that
they were themselves taken. I had no consolation from creatures, for the Sister who was in charge of my
daughter became my greatest cross. She said I had come too late. There are persons who are only ruled by
their lights, and when they do not see things succeed, as they judge only by the success, and do not like the
affront of having their lights doubted, they seek elsewhere something to support themselves by. For me,
having no light, I did not trouble myself about success, and I found success enough when things tended to
destroy us. On the other hand, the maid I had brought, and who remained with me, gave me very great
troubles; she was unhappy, and wished to return; she opposed and condemned me from morning to night,
representing the wealth I had given up, and that I was useless there. She made me bear all the ill-tempers
her discontent gave birth to. Father La Mothe wrote me that I was rebelling against my Bishop, that I
remained in his diocese only to cause him trouble. Besides, I saw that there was nothing for me to do in this
diocese as long as the Bishop should be opposed to me. I did what I could to win him, but it was impossible
to succeed without entering into the engagement he desired, and that was impossible for me. This, joined to
the defective education of my daughter, sometimes threw my senses into agony; but the central depth of my
soul was so tranquil that I could neither wish nor resolve on anything, letting myself be as though these
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things had no existence. When some little ray of hope came to me, it was at once taken away, and despair
constituted my strength.
During this time Father La Combe was at Rome, where, far from being blamed, he was received
with so much honour, and his doctrine so esteemed that the Sacred Congregation did him the honour to take
his views on certain points of doctrine, and found them so sound and clear that it followed them. While he
was at Rome the Sister would not look after my daughter, and when I undertook the care of her, she was
offended; so that I knew not what to do. On the one hand I did not wish to hurt her, and on the other I
endured much in seeing my daughter as she was. I urgently entreated this Sister to look after her, and not to
allow her to acquire bad habits; but I could not even get her to promise me to exert herself. I thought when
Father La Combe returned he would put everything to right, or would give me some consolation; not that I
wished for him, for I could neither be afflicted at his absence, nor wish for his return. Sometimes I was
faithless enough to desire to examine myself, and see what I might wish, but I found nothing, not even to
go to Geneva. I was like the mad people who know not what is fit for them.
When it was known at home that I was at the Ursulines, and had left Gex, and that I was much
persecuted, M. de Monpezat, Archbishop of Sens, who had a great kindness for me, knowing that my sister,
an Ursuline of his diocese, was obliged to go to the waters for a species of paralysis, gave her his authority
to go there, and also to go into the diocese of Geneva, to remain with me at the Ursulines, or to bring me
back with her. On the other hand, the Ursulines of Tonon expressed a wish to adopt the constitutions of
those of Paris, and that my sister should bring them. She came then, and God made use of her to bring me a
maid whom he desired to give me of his own pleasure, to fashion in his mode, and to be suitable for me.
My sister came to me with this good girl in the month of July, 1682. Our Lord sent her to me quite at the
right moment for teaching my daughter to read, and looking after her a little. I had already taught her so
that she read even in Scripture, but during the time I had left her they had given her such a bad accent that it
was piteous. My sister mended all that; but if she procured me this advantage in the care of my daughter,
she caused me many crosses, for from the first she took a dislike to the Sister who looked after my
daughter, and the Sister to her, so that they could not agree. I did what I could to reconcile them, but
besides that I could not succeed, the very care I took made my sister believe I had more affection for that
Sister than for her, which hurt her extremely; although it was not at all the case, for I had much to suffer
from her myself, of which I said nothing; but it grieved me to see a disturbance where I had tasted so
profound a peace. The maid I had brought, and who was discontented with that Sister and with being there,
because she wanted to return to her relatives, embroiled things still more. She made my sister share in her
disgust. It is true my sister practised virtue, and endured certain things which seemed to outrage reason; for
she could not understand that, seeing she was a very aged Sister and a stranger, she ought to submit to a
Sister still in noviciate, who was in her own House and of very humble origin. I made her see what Jesus
Christ had suffered. What astonished me extremely was, that I succeeded better with my sister, who was
not at all spiritual, than with the other, who thought herself very exalted in gifts and illumination, and yet
whom it was impossible to make change when she had once taken up an idea.
I have learned, O my God, from her, that it is not the greatest gifts which sanctify, if they are not
accompanied by a profound humility, and that death to all things is infinitely more useful to us; and this
very girl, who believed herself at the height of perfection, has seen from the experiences which afterwards
befell her, that she was very far from it, O my God, how true it is that one may have your gifts and be yet
very imperfect and full of self; but how necessary it is to be pure and small to pass into you, O true Life!
Jesus Christ has told us with a sigh, “Oh, how narrow the gate that leads to life!” Oh, how narrow is the
gate which leads to that life in God, and how necessary it is to be small and stripped of all to pass by it! But
as soon as one has passed through this narrow door, which is nothing else than death to ourselves, what
largeness one finds! David said, O my God, that you had placed him in a large place, and that you had
saved him. Salvation is found in the loss of all things. “You have led me,” he says, “into spacious places.”
What are these spacious places if it is not yourself, Infinite Being, principle of all being, where all beings
end? But in what manner, David, have you been led into these spacious places? Through the mud,
nothingness, elevation, and abasement. He says it: “You have lifted me up to the clouds, then you have
broken me altogether. I have been in a depth of mud, from which I could not get out. I have been reduced to
nothingness, and I have not known it.” He was ignorant of himself. Is it not said elsewhere, “I am
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destroyed”? It is, then, through ways so bare, so annihilating, that one finds this immense largeness; it is
through the “nothing” that one finds “the all.”
After Father La Combe arrived he came to see me, and wrote to the Bishop to know if he approved
of my making use of him, and confessing to him as I had done before. The Bishop sent me word to do so,
and thus I did it in all possible submissiveness. In his absence I always confessed to the confessor of the
House. The first thing he said to me was that all his lights were deceptions, and that I might return. I did not
know why he said this. He added that he could not see an opening to anything, and therefore it was not
probable God had anything for me to do in that country. These words were the first greeting he gave me.
They neither astonished me nor caused me any trouble, for it was a matter of indifference to me to be good
for anything, or not to be; that God wished to employ me on anything for his glory, or that he did not wish
to employ me for anything—all was alike to me, whether he made use of me or of another. Wherefore these
words only confirmed me in my peace. What can a soul fear which wishes nothing, which can desire
nothing? If she could have any pleasure, it would be to be the plaything of providence.
The Bishop of Geneva wrote to Father La Mothe to engage him to cause me to return. Father La
Mothe sent me word of it, but the Bishop assured me that it was not so. I did not know whom to believe.
When Father La Combe proposed to me to return, I felt some slight repugnance in the senses, which did not
last long. The soul cannot but allow herself to be led by obedience, not that she regards obedience as a
virtue, but it is that she can neither be otherwise, nor wish to do otherwise; she allows herself to be drawn
along without knowing why or how, as a person who should allow himself to be carried along by the
current of a rapid river. She cannot apprehend deception, nor even make a reflection thereon. Formerly it
was by self-surrender, but in her present state it is without knowing or understanding what she does, like a
child whom its mother might hold over the waves of a disturbed sea, and who fears nothing, because it
neither sees nor knows the danger; or like a madman who casts himself into the sea without fear of
destroying himself. It is not that exactly, for to cast one's self is an “own” action, which here the soul is
without. She finds herself there, and she sleeps in the vessel without dreading the danger. It was a long time
since any means of support had been sent me. Untroubled and without any anxiety for the future, unable to
fear poverty and famine, I saw myself stripped of everything, unprovided for, and without papers.
The first Lent that I passed at the Ursulines I had three times a very painful affection of the eyes,
for the same abscess that I had had before broke out afresh three times. The air and the badly shut room
where I was, together with the Lenten fare, contributed materially thereto. It is true that all this time I
suffered very severe pains, my head was horribly swollen, and with that neither help nor consolation. But
what am I saying? My joy and my consolation, was it not in my pain and in the most strange desolation?
Yes, surely. It was a peculiar thing to see numbers of good souls who did not know me, love me and pity
me, and all the rest animated against me like mad people, without knowing me, and without knowing why
they were so. For the crown of my affliction my daughter fell dangerously ill. My sister had not yet come;
there was apparently no hope of her life, and then her mistress also fell ill. The doctors had exhausted their
remedies. I saw everything we had hoped thereby overthrown; nevertheless, I could not suffer nor have any
care for the future. My abandonment without abandonment devoured everything.
Amidst so many trials, which increased each day, and which, far from appearing on the decline,
seemed only commencing—as it turned out, in fact—amidst such trials, I say, my soul continued in the
same immobility. She desired neither succour nor assurance; the abandonment of creatures, and even of
God, constituted all my strength, without strength of my own. O God, when you are the absolute master of
a heart, it can have neither trouble nor anxiety; it is you alone who fill all its desires. The heart which you
fully possess has none, and it is so peaceable that peace is all its food. It seems that this soul is herself
peace. St. Catherine of Genoa had experienced this when she said that she was so penetrated with peace
that it went to the marrow of her bones. This peace itself, as I have already said, is quite different from that
of previous times; for formerly the peace was more savoury and more perceived, but here it is no longer
perceived; none the less, it is infinitely more extended, more stable, more at its source, since, as I have said,
this peace is God himself. O expanse of the soul! O wonderful vastness! Thou canst indeed comprehend,
but of God alone wilt thou ever be comprehended! O Love, though there should never be other recompense
for the little services we render than this fixed state, above all vicissitudes, is it not enough? The senses are
sometimes like vagabond children which run about, but they do not trouble the central depth, which is quite
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annihilated, quite stripped, no longer hindered by anything, as it is no longer supported by anything. The
way by which God here conducts the soul is so utterly different from what is ordinarily supposed, that
unless God himself makes it known, it cannot be understood.
When I speak of a state fixed and firm in the central depth, I do not pretend that one may no longer
fall or stumble (which is true only of heaven); I call it permanent and fixed in relation to the states which
have preceded, full as they are of vicissitudes and variations. Nor do I mean to exclude a state of suffering
in the senses and the inferior part, or which comes from some superficial impurity, that remains to be
cleansed, and that may be compared to gold which has been thoroughly purified in the substance, but which
may contract some dirt on the outside. This gold no longer needs purifying in the fire, for it has undergone
all the radical purification that he who uses it thought proper for the use to which it is to be put; but as it is
tarnished outside, it sometimes needs to be cleaned externally. That was my then state.
There is still a suffering in this state inflicted by God himself, and which can come only from him.
All external conflicts are incapable of causing the least suffering in the centre, however light; they only
pass lightly and touch the skin. These souls can suffer no pains but what are inflicted by the hand of God,
as was the case with Jesus Christ; no sufferings but those God operates, either to make them conformable to
him, or for the neighbour's sake, as I shall hereafter explain. The practice as from the selfhood of the least
good deed, or resistance to anything God should wish of them, would be the source of terrible pains. But
the self-surrendered soul, which does not resume her selfhood, has nothing to suffer in the state which she
has here reached, either from men or devils, although they discharge on her all their rage. It is against such
a soul that all hell is stirred up. All this, however, does not properly constitute suffering, and those enemies
would have no power, if it was not given them from on high. The true suffering is the application of the
hand of God as in Jesus Christ. The Father applied all the force of his arm to make him suffer. He bore the
weight of all the avenging justice of a God, and it needed a God to bear the weight of a just and avenging
God. It needs, therefore, a soul transformed in God to bear the weight of Jesus Christ, Man-God, crushed
by the weight of the justice of his Father. These are the souls which are destined to be victims of the justice
of God, to bear all its weight, and to finish “what remains wanting of the suffering of Jesus Christ.” But
what was wanting to your suffering, O my Lord? Has not all been finished? You have said it yourself. Oh,
it was the extension of your passion in your members. The souls of which I speak bear very strong
sufferings without the peace of their central depth being altered or interrupted in the very least, and that
peace, however great, does not diminish anything of the force of the suffering; for it is necessary to bear
Jesus Christ, Man-God, the most suffering and the most happy of men, since he was God of glory, yet
suffering. There may be at the same time perfect peace and contentment, and an excessive suffering. Jesus
Christ in the garden is the expression of it, where he suffered excessively from the abandonment of God the
Father, and the weight of the sins of all men. There are even sufferings so excessive that the senses weep
and cry, and desire their deliverance, without, however, taking anything from that central depth of peace
and unity with God's will, which is the greater as it is less perceived.
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Chapter 2-10
My daughter recovered her health. I must tell how this happened. She had smallpox, and the
purples. They brought a doctor from Geneva, who gave her up in despair. They made Father La Combe
come in to take her confession; he gave her his blessing, and at the same instant the smallpox and the
purples disappeared, and the fever left her. The doctor, though a Protestant, offered to give a certificate of a
miracle. But although my daughter was restored, my crosses were not lessened, owing to her bad education.
The persecutions on the part of the New Catholics continued, and became even more violent, without my
ceasing on that account to do them all the good I could. What caused me some pain was that the mistress of
my daughter came often to converse with me. I saw so much imperfection in these conversations, although
spiritual, that I could not avoid making it known to her, and as this hurt her, I was weak enough to be
pained at paining her, and to continue out of mere complacency things which I saw to be very imperfect.
Father La Combe introduced order in many things regarding my daughter; but the mistress was so
hurt that the friendship she had for me changed into coolness and distance. However, as she had grace, she
readily got over it; but her natural character carried her away. I told her my thoughts on the defects I
perceived in her because I was ordered to do so; and although at the moment God enlightened her to see the
truth of what I said, and that she was afterwards still more enlightened, it all the same made her grow cool.
The discussions between her and my sister became stronger and more bitter. Herein I admired the conduct
of God and the cleverness he gave my daughter, who was only six and a half years of age: she found out by
her little attentions the means of pleasing them both, preferring to do her little exercises twice over so as to
do them first with the one, then with the other. This did not last long, for as the mistress generally neglected
her, and at one time did things, another time not, she was reduced to learning merely what my sister and I
taught her. It is true that the vivacity of my sister is so excessive that it is difficult without a special grace to
get on with her; but it seemed to me that she conquered herself in many things. Formerly I had difficulty to
put up with her ways, but in the end I loved all in God.
When I say that these differences caused me pain, it is a way of explaining myself, for I looked
upon them, like the rest, as permitted by God; so that I was satisfied. Formerly my greatest pain would have
been to cause suffering to any one, but then I should have been as content in the order of God to be the
cross of the whole world, as to be myself crucified by it. I had, however, a certain instinct to soften matters,
and I did it as much as I could. You had given me, O my God, a facility to bear the defects of my
neighbour, and a great address for pleasing him, a compassion of his wretchedness which I had not
previously. O God, you alone can give this boundless charity. I bore more easily the very great defects of
imperfect souls than certain defects, which did not appear to be anything, in the souls which God wished to
make perfect. I felt my heart enlarge in compassion for the former, and a certain firmness towards the
others, so as not to tolerate them in defects which are all the more dangerous as they are the less suspected,
owing to their subtility. Although it seems my own abjectness ought to impose silence on me, I could not
refrain from reproving these souls for their defects; otherwise I suffered much. I have suffered not a little
for the imperfections of certain souls which God made me feel, and the suffering of whose purification he
imposed on me. I will soon tell something of it. The more eminent in grace the soul of which we are
treating, the more closely united to me, the greater also is the weight and the suffering which I bear. I see
their central depth and their defects (I speak of radical defects, for the others do not astonish me, nor even
cause me any trouble)—I see them, I say, as if they were externally uncovered. This sight does not diminish
the esteem I have for the person, but it makes me know what is wanting to him, and often engages me to
tell him.
I have no trouble in using complacence with imperfect persons: on the contrary, without knowing
why, I am led to behave so with them, and I should feel guilty if I failed in it; but with souls of grace I
cannot maintain this mere human action, and I cannot endure long and frequent conversations. It is a thing
which few people are capable of understanding, and which is little known. Spiritual persons say that these
conversations are very useful. I think that is true at one time, not at another, and there is a time when they
hurt, especially when it is by choice, our human inclination corrupting everything; so that the same things
which would be useful to us when God allows us to be led into them by his providence become defective
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when we do them of ourselves. This appears to me so clear that it seems to me if by obedience or order of
providence I passed all the day with devils, I should be less wearied thereby than by being an hour with a
spiritual person from human choice or inclination; and this is so true that, however dead nature may appear
when it makes choice of one person rather than another (because he pleases) to converse with
unnecessarily, the soul perceives that nature has had a part in it, that she has some pain in separating from
him, and that she would rather be with this person than with another—a thing which is an act of selfhood,
contrary to a supreme indifference and total abandonment. When it is necessity or providence, any
conformity or inclination we may have with it does no harm, for the order and will of God purify all things.
Divine providence constitutes all the rule and guidance of a soul lost in God, and as such a soul
can have no eye to herself either to regard herself, or to be on her guard, she may be troubled from the fact
of committing faults without being able either to foresee them, or to defend herself from them. But let her
leave herself to be led by providence at every moment, and she will find that, without thinking of it, she
will perform everything well, and will have all that is necessary for her; for God, to whom she has trusted
herself, makes her do at each moment what he desires of her, and furnishes the suitable occasions for this.
When I say that she will perform everything well, it is from God's point of view, who loves what is of his
order and his will, but not according to the idea of man, or of reason, even of that which is illuminated, for
God conceals these persons from all eyes in order to keep them for himself. But whence comes it, then, that
souls of this degree do not cease to commit faults? It is that they are not faithful in giving themselves up at
the present moment. Often, even from wishing to be too faithful, you will see very advanced souls commit
many faults, which they can neither foresee nor avoid. In truth, they cannot foresee them, and it would be a
lack of fidelity for them to wish to do so; and as they are in a great forgetfulness of themselves, neither can
they avoid them. What then? Is it that God deserts those souls who trust in him? By no means; God would
sooner perform a miracle to hinder them from falling, if they were so self-surrendered. But they all appear
to be so. It is true that they are so as to the will of being so, but they are not so as to the present moment;
hence, being outside the order of God, they fall and fall again as long as they are outside this divine order,
and as soon as they return to it, everything goes on very well.
And assuredly if the souls of this degree were faithful enough to allow no moment of the order of
God for them to escape, they would not fall in this way. This appears to me clearer than the day. For
example, a bone dislocated and out of the place where the economy of divine wisdom had placed it, does
not cease to pain until it is back again in its natural order. Whence come so many troubles, so many
conflicts? It is that the soul has not been willing to remain in her place, nor to content herself with what she
has and what happens to her from moment to moment. It is the same in the order of grace as in that of
nature. Even the Devil would suffer more out of Hell against the order of God than in Hell. Hence it comes
that there is mercy even in Hell; and St. Catherine of Genoa asserts that if the soul dying in mortal sin did
not find Hell, which is the proper place for her state, she would be in greater torments than those which she
feels in that place, and it is this which causes her impetuosity to precipitate herself into it.
If men knew this secret they would be fully content and satisfied. But, oh, too deplorable
misfortune! in place of being content with what one has, one is always wishing for what one has not. But
when it pleases God to enlighten the soul on this, she commences to be in Paradise. What is it constitutes
Paradise? It is the order of God, which makes all the saints infinitely content, though very unequal in glory.
Whence comes it that the poor, who want everything, are so content, and that kings, who have everything
in abundance, are so unhappy? It is that the man who knows not how to content himself with what he has,
will never be without desires, and he who desires anything will never be content.
All souls have desires more or less strong except those which are in the divine moment. There are
even great souls which only have them almost imperceptible; others who have them so great that they are
the admiration of those who know them. Some languish upon the earth because they burn to go to see God;
others long for suffering—are consumed with an ardour for martyrdom; others for the salvation of their
neighbour. All this is very excellent; but he who contents himself with the divine moment, although exempt
from all these desires is infinitely more content, and glorifies God more.
It is not that in the moment of suffering, since it is then the order of God, the desire of what one
has does not accompany the thing itself. It is written of Jesus Christ, when he drove out from the temple
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those who profaned it, “The zeal of your house has devoured me,” and it was in that moment the order of
God that those words should have their effect; for besides then, how many times had not Jesus Christ been
at the temple without such desires? Does he not say himself on different occasions that his hour was not yet
come? Many saints, like St. Andrew, declare their desire for the Cross when they possess it.
The saints in heaven always desire God and always possess him. It is not properly a desire of these
things, it is an appetite, which the present good gives birth to, and which, far from causing pain and
inquietude, augments the pleasure of the enjoyment. This desire is looked upon as a flight, or a step forward
of the Spirit. The desire of the angels is an advancement in God, whence it comes that they enjoy
continually and ceaselessly advance in the enjoyment, discovering new beauties in God, which ravish them,
without eternity being able ever to exhaust those treasures, ever new, of that beauty, ever ancient and ever
new. They will still know what from the first they knew, and every instant there will be novelties which
will charm, and will make them enter into new enjoyments. This is what the desires of the angels mean.
St. Catherine of Genoa asserts that a soul in purgatory could not desire her deliverance, for this
would be an imperfection savouring of selfhood, of which these souls are not capable. They remain
immersed in the divine order without being capable of reflecting on themselves. She, doubtless, means to
speak of that desire which carries with it a reflection tainted by the selfhood, that regards the advantage of
its own soul; this desire, being outside the divine order and disposition for those souls, would trouble their
tranquillity, and place them in an actual imperfection of which they are absolutely incapable. But as to the
radical instinct, which they have to return to their Centre, and which is in their nature, it is so strong, yet
peaceful, that it would be capable of annihilating those souls if they were not sustained by a divine virtue.
As to desires, taken as products of their will, they have none; but the instinct of union with their Origin is
so strong that it is this which constitutes their true torment, hindered as they are from following it by their
imperfections. For the inclination of the soul to her Centre is so strong that all the impetuosities, which we
see in other inanimate creatures to return to theirs, are not a shadow of the tendency the soul has to her
Goal. The reason is to be found in the eminence of the Centre, which has in itself a quality the more
attracting as it is more excellent.
The excellence of God being infinite, it is easy to judge of the force of his attraction. The
nobleness of the soul which tends only to her elevation, causes her to have a very powerful momentum
towards her Centre, and from this infinite attraction of God, as well as from the tendency of the soul to
follow that central attraction, one may judge of the pain of souls in purgatory, who are arrested more or
less, according as the obstacles, which hinder them from losing themselves in God, are more or less strong.
This is also the pain of damnation to the souls who are in Hell—a pain the greater as it is
accompanied with despair of ever being able to be united to their Centre, the end of their creation; for
eternally they will be attracted by God with an extreme violence, and repulsed by him with greater force. It
is the severest torment of the damned—a torment inconceivable.
The cause why we do not feel in this life this heavy weight that retards and that powerful attraction
for our Centre, is to be found in the body, which, while amusing itself with created objects, causes a
diversion, and withdraws the attention of the soul, so that she does not feel that attracting virtue of the
Centre, except by an inquietude that hinders her finding any repose on earth. A soul truly lost in God would
suffer all possible pains in peace, and without any reflection on herself, as well because she would be sunk:
in the order and the will of God, as because, being in the central repose, she could not suffer inquietude;
which, however, does not prevent suffering in itself and very strong, just as perfect self-surrender does not
hinder the suffering of souls in purgatory. I believe it is the same in purification in the other life as in
suffering in this. There the souls let themselves be purified by God in perfect passivity, allowing the flames
to do what God commands without self-regard or reflection. Here the souls lost in God allow themselves to
be purified by God without putting a hand to it, allowing themselves to be devoured by the eternal fire their
faults cause them. And like as a soul in purgatory, when she has no longer anything to purify, suffers no
longer in the flames, so when God by his divine activity has purified the defects of the creature, the pain
ceases, and the soul feels that she is restored to her place; and as in purgatory souls suffer more or less,
according as they have more or less to purify, so in this state the soul after her fall suffers more or less,
according to the quality of the fault. I have terribly digressed.
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Chapter 2-11
AFTER Father La Combe had returned from Rome much praised for his doctrine, he performed
the duties of preaching and confessing as usual, and as I had for myself a permission from the Bishop of
Geneva to confess to him, I made use of him. He at once told me I should return, as I have said. I asked him
the reason. It is, he said, because I believe God will do nothing by you here, and my lights are deceptive.
What made him speak thus was that while at Loretto, at devotion in the chapel of the Holy Virgin, he was
suddenly withdrawn from the way of illumination and put into the way of simple faith. Now, as this state
causes a failure of all distinct light, the soul which finds herself plunged in it finds herself in a trouble so
much the greater as her state had been more full of lights. It is this which makes her think all the lights on
which she previously supported herself to be nothing but deceptions. This is true in one sense, and not in
another, since the lights are always good and true lights when they come from God; but it is that in resting
on them we understand them or interpret them ill: and it is in this lies the deception, for they have a
signification known to God, but we give them a different sense; then the self-love, disgusted that things do
not happen according to its lights, accuses them of falsity. They are, nevertheless, very true in their sense.
For example, a nun had told Father La Combe that God had caused her to know that the Father would one
day be confessor of his Sovereign. In one sense this might be taken to mean that he would be confessor or
director of the Princess, and it was in this sense it was understood; but I was given to know that it meant the
persecution, where he has had occasion to confess his faith, and to suffer for the will of God, which is his
Sovereign. And thus with a thousand other things. Have I not also been daughter of the Cross of Geneva—
which had been predicted to me—since the journey to Geneva has drawn upon me so many crosses? and
mother of a great people, as will be seen in the sequel, by the souls which God has given me, and which he
still gives me every day in the midst of my captivity?
I gave an account to Father La Combe of what I had done and suffered in his absence, and I told
him the care that you, O my God, took of my affairs. I saw your providence even in the smallest matters,
unceasingly spread itself over me. After having been many months without any news of my papers, and
when people even pressed me to write, blaming me for my indifference, an invisible hand held me back,
and my peace and confidence were so great that I could not interfere in anything. Some time after I
received a letter from our domestic ecclesiastic, telling me he was ordered to come and see me, and bring
my papers. I had sent to me from Paris a considerable package for my daughter. It was lost on the lake, and
I could get no news of it, but I gave myself no trouble. I believed still it would be found. The man who had
put it on board had for a month made search in all the neighbourhood, without being able to learn any news
of it. At the end of three months a person had it brought to us. It was found in the house of a poor man. He
had not opened it, and did not know who had brought it there.
Once when I had sent for all the money which had to supply my wants for an entire year, the
person who had been to cash the letter of exchange, having placed the money in two bags on a horse, forgot
that it was there, and gave his horse to a boy to lead. He let the money fall from the horse in the middle of
the market-place of Geneva. I arrived at that moment, coming from the other side, and having got out of my
litter, the first thing I found was my money, over which I walked; and what is surprising is that, though
there was a great crowd on that spot, no one had seen it. Many similar things have happened to me, which I
do not mention, to avoid tediousness, contenting myself with these examples to show the protection of God.
The Bishop of Geneva continued to persecute me, and when he wrote to me it was always with
expressions of politeness and thanks for the charities I bestowed at Gex; on the other hand, he said I gave
nothing to that House. He even wrote against me to the Ursulines, where I was staying, commanding them
to prevent my having conference with Father La Combe, “for fear of disastrous results.” The Superior of
the House, a man of merit, and the Prioress, as well as the Community, were so indignant that they could
not avoid declaring it to himself. He excused himself by an outward professed respect, and a “I did not
intend it in that sense.” They wrote him that I saw the Father only at the confessional, not in conference,
that they were so edified by me that they were very happy to have me, and that they considered it a great
favour from God. What they said out of pure love was displeasing to the Bishop, who, seeing I was loved in
this House, said that I gained over everyone, and he wished I was out of the diocese. Although I knew all
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this, and that these good Sisters were much pained at it, I could feel none, owing to the fixedness of my
soul, your will, my God, rendering everything alike to me. I find you as well in one thing as in another, and
since your will is yourself, everything in this will is to me you, O my Love; so that all the pains which
creatures can cause, however unreasonable and even passionate they may appear, are not regarded in
themselves, but in God—not that the soul has this actual view, but it is so: and the habitual faith makes
everything be seen in God without distinction. So when I see poor souls give themselves so much trouble
for idle talk, being always on the watch beforehand, or clearing up matters, I pity them for their lack of
enlightenment; and the more of grace souls have, the more strange that appears to me. Nevertheless, one
has reasons which self-love makes appear very sound.
To relieve me a little from the fatigue which continual conversations caused me (I say fatigue, for
the body was quite languishing from the strength of God's operation), I asked Father La Combe on his
arrival to allow me a retreat, and to say that he wished me to make one. He told them so, but they could
hardly leave me in repose. It was then that I allowed myself the whole day to be devoured by love, which
had no other operation but to consume me little by little. It was then also that I felt: the quality of “spiritual
Mother,” for God gave me a something for the perfection of souls, which I could not conceal from Father
La Combe. It seemed to me that I saw into the depth of his soul, and the minutest recesses of his heart. Our
Lord made me see that he was his servant, chosen among a thousand to honour him in a special degree, and
that there was not a man upon the earth at that time on whom he looked with such complaisance as on him;
but that he wished to conduct him by total death and entire annihilation, that he wished me to help in it, and
he would make use of me to cause him to travel the road, by which he had first made me pass, only that I
might be able to conduct others by it, and to tell them the routes by which I had passed; that at present my
soul was far more advanced than his, that God wished to render us one and conformable, but that one day
he would pass her by a bold and impetuous flight. God knows what joy I had at it, and with what pleasure I
would see my children surpass their mother in glory, and that I would willingly give myself over in any
way that it might be so.
In this retreat there came to me such a strong movement to write that I could not resist it. The
violence I exercised over myself not to do it made me ill, and took away my speech. I was very much
surprised to find myself thus, for this had never happened to me. It was not that I had anything particular to
write. I had absolutely nothing, not even an idea of any kind. It was a simple instinct with a fulness I could
not support. I was like one of those mothers who have too much milk, and suffer greatly. After much
resistance I told Father La Combe the disposition in which I found myself; he answered that on his side he
had had a strong movement to command me to write, but owing to my weak state he had not ventured to
prescribe it for me. I told him the weakness was only due to my resistance, and I thought it would pass
away as soon as I wrote. He asked me, “But what do you wish to write?” “I know nothing about it,” I
replied. “I wish nothing, I have no idea, and I think I should commit a great infidelity in giving myself one,
or thinking for a moment on what I might be able to write.” He ordered me to do it. On taking up the pen I
did not know the first word of what I was about to write. I set myself to write without knowing how, and I
found it came to me with a strange impetuosity. What surprised me most was that it flowed from my central
depth, and did not pass through my head. I was not yet accustomed to this manner of writing, yet wrote an
entire treatise on the whole interior way under a comparison with streams and rivers. Although it was
tolerably long, and the comparison was kept up to the end, I have never formed a thought, nor even taken
any care where I left off, and, in spite of continual interruptions, I have never read over anything, except at
the end, where I read over a line or two owing to a word having been left out; even then I thought I had
committed an infidelity. Before writing I did not know what I was going to write. When it was written I
thought no more of it. I should have committed an infidelity in retaining any thought to put it down, and
our Lord gave me grace that this did not happen. As I wrote I found myself relieved, and I became better.
As the way by which God was leading Father La Combe was very different from that by which he
had hitherto walked, which had been all light, ardour, knowledge, certitude, assurance, feelings, and that
now he made him go by the narrow path of faith and of nakedness, he had very great trouble in adapting
himself to it; which caused me no small suffering, for God made me feel and pay with extreme rigour all
his resistance. Who could express what he has cost my heart before he was formed according to yours and
according to your will? On1y you, O my God, who have done it, know. The more precious that soul is in
your eyes, the more dearly have you made me pay. I can indeed say that it is upon me the robe of the new
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life you have given him has been remade. I was subjected to a double pain; the one was that the possession
which God had of my soul became every day more strong, so that sometimes I passed the day without it
being possible for me to pronounce a word: for God then wished to bury me more deeply into himself, and
to annihilate me more in him, in order to make me pass into him by a complete transformation. Although
my state was without sensibility, it was so profound, and God became more and more so powerfully the
master, that he did not leave me a movement of my own. This state did not prevent me from condescending
to my sister and the other nuns; however, the useless things in which they were occupied could hardly suit
my taste, and this was the reason which led me to ask for keeping a retreat, that I might let myself be
possessed to the good pleasure of him who held me closely clasped in an inexpressible manner. At this time
he purified a remnant of nature, very subtle and delicate, so that my soul found herself in extreme purity. It
was then the partitions of which I have spoken were consumed. I have seen nothing of the kind since, for
the intimate union of lover and loved took place, so that both were made one and identical.
It was then it was given me to write in a purely divine manner. All I had written formerly was
tested, was condemned to the fire by Love, the examiner, who found defects in all that appeared the most
perfect. I resisted, as I have said, but God became so powerfully the master that he harassed me to death
when I resisted in the least thing. O God, how I then experienced those words, “Who can resist God and
live in peace?” I was not yet experienced in the way he makes himself obeyed by a soul which he perfectly
possesses. Owing to this I did not surrender at first, but finally I followed the movement of the Spirit in
what he caused me to do, and although I did not take thought to arrange the matter, nor even as to what I
was writing, it was found as connected and as correct as if I had taken all imaginable care to put it in order.
You desired, O my God, in order to accustom me to the suppleness of your Spirit, to exact of me
for a time things which cost me much and caused me serious crosses. Our Lord bound me more closely
with Father La Combe, but by a union as pure as it was spiritual. He willed that I should tell him the
minutest of my thoughts, or write them to him; for as he was often absent either on missions, which he was
continually engaged in, or for the business of the House, he was not often at Tonon. This cost me much, for
it was a thing I had never done when formerly I might have conveniently done it, while I was still in
myself, and when I could speak to directors; but now it appeared to me mere loss of time. I imagined even
for lack of experience that it could not be done without reflection, and as reflection was entirely opposed to
my state, it would be very injurious to me. I said with the Bride, “I have washed my feet; how shall I soil
them? I have put off my robe; how shall I put it on again?” My mind, which is naked, shall it again be
filled? After having been subjected to God alone, must I be so to the creature? For I did not then understand
the design of God therein. If I had been mistress of myself, I would have gladly escaped, but I could not;
for besides that our Lord chastised me very rigorously when I resisted him in the least, my mind remained
always occupied by the thought until I had obeyed, and, far from having its former clearness, it defiled
itself by these particulars; and although they were good things, or at least indifferent, that pure and clear
void was thereby spoiled. If you stir up water with a rod of gold or of wood, it is none the less disturbed;
but as soon as I had mentioned the thought my mind resumed its former peace, its clearness and its
emptiness. I was surprised to see that the need of writing to him increased each day in the design and order
of God: but what reassured me was, that I was so disengaged from any feeling or attachment in respect of
him, that I was astonished. The more powerful the union became, the more we were united to God, and
removed from human sentiments. I was still more led to pardon nothing in him, and to desire his selfannihilation, that God alone might reign. With much fidelity I told him all that God gave me to know he
desired of him, and this I would gladly have evaded. The obligation God imposed on me to tell him the
radical defects of the Sister who had charge of my daughter (as he was prejudiced in her favour, owing to
the illumination she had told him she had) irritated him against me several days. When I told him anything,
this produced in him disgust for me and alienation. Our Lord made me painfully feel it, although he said
nothing to me. I experienced that our Lord obliged me to keep hold on him, and made me pay by suffering
for his infidelity. On the other hand, if I wished to say nothing to him, and to keep back views which only
served to offend him, our Lord harassed me to death, and gave me no rest until I had declared to him both
my pain and my thought; so that I suffered thereby a martyrdom exceeding anything that can be told, and
which has been very protracted.
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Chapter 2-12
OUR Lord, willing that I should bear him in all his states, from the first to the last, as I shall tell,
and willing to make me perfectly simple, gave me in regard to Father La Combe such a miraculous
obedience that, in whatever extremity of illness I might be, I grew well when, either by word of mouth or
by letter, he ordered it. I believe our Lord did it to make me express Jesus Christ the Child, and also to be a
sign and evidence to this good Father, who, having been conducted by evidences, could not leave that way;
and in whatever was told him, or which God made him experience, he still kept seeking evidences. It is
where he had the greatest trouble to die, and that by which he has made me suffer so much. Our Lord, to
make him enter more easily into that which he desired of him and of me, gave him the greatest of all
evidences in this miraculous obedience: and to show that it did not depend on me, and that God gave it for
him, when he was sufficiently strong to do without any evidence, and God wished to make him enter upon
self-annihilation, this obedience was taken away from me, so that, without paying any attention to it, I was
unable longer to obey: and this was done to annihilate him the more, and to take from him the support of
this evidence; for then all my efforts were useless: I had inwardly to follow him who was my master, and
who gave me this repugnance to obeying, which lasted only so long as was necessary to destroy the support
he would have found—and perhaps I also—in obedience. I had then so strong an instinct for his perfection
and to see him die to himself, that I would have wished him all the ills imaginable, far from pitying him.
When he was not faithful, or took things so as to nourish the self-life, I felt myself devoured; and this
surprised me not a little after the indifference I had hitherto maintained. I complained of it to our Lord, who
with extreme kindness reassured me, and also as to the extreme dependence he gave me, which became
such that I was like a child.
My sister had brought me a maid, whom God wished to give me to fashion in his manner, not
without crucifying me—a thing that I expect will never be; for when our Lord gives me persons, he always
gives them at the same time the means of making me suffer, whether to direct those persons themselves to
the interior way, or in order that I should never be without a cross. She was a girl to whom our Lord had
given singular grace, and who was so highly reputed in her country that she passed for a saint. Our Lord
brought her to me to make her see the difference of sanctity conceived and comprised in gifts—with which
she was then endowed—and sanctity which is acquired by our entire destruction, by the loss of those very
gifts, and of that which we are. This girl fell seriously ill. Our Lord gave her the same dependence on me as
I had on Father La Combe—with some distinction, however. I helped her to the best of my ability, but I
found that I had hardly anything to say to her, except to command her ailment and her disposition; and
whatever I said was done. Then I learned what it is to command by the Word, and to obey by the same
Word. I found in me Jesus Christ commanding and likewise obeying. Our Lord gave power to the Devil to
torment this poor girl, as in Job's case. The Devil, as if he was not strong enough alone, brought with him
five, who reduced her to such a state with her disease, that she was at death's door. These wretches fled
when I approached her bed, and I had hardly gone out when they returned with greater fury, and they said
to her: “It is to have compensation for the ill she has done us”—speaking of me.
As I saw she was too much crushed, and her weak body could no longer endure the torment they
caused her, I forbade their approaching her for a time: they left at once. But the next day at waking I had a
strong impulse to allow them to visit her; they returned with so much fury that they reduced her to
extremity. After having thus given some relaxation at different intervals, and allowed them to return, I had
a strong movement to forbid them to attack her any more. I forbade them: they returned no more.
Nevertheless she still continues ill, until one day she had received our Lord in such weakness that she could
scarcely swallow the sacred Host. After dinner I had a strong impulse to say to her, “Get up, and be no
longer ill.” The nuns were very much astonished, and as they knew nothing of what was going on, and they
saw her on foot after having been in the morning at extremity, they attributed her illness to the vapours.
As soon as the devils were withdrawn from this girl, I felt as if by an impression the rage they
were in against me. I was in my bed, and I said to them, “Come and torment me if your Master allows it;”
but, so far from doing this, they fled from me. I understood at once that the devils fear worse than hell a
soul that has been annihilated, and that it is not the souls who are conducted by faith they attack, for the
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reason I have already given. I felt in myself such an authority over the devils that, far from fearing them, it
seemed to me I would make them fly from hell if I was there. It should be known that the soul of whom I
speak, in whom Jesus Christ lives and acts, does not perform miracles as those who perform them by a
power in them of performing miracles. They are performed by the annihilation of the soul, for as she is no
longer anything, nothing of all this can be attributed to her; therefore when the movement urges, she does
not say, “Be healed in the name of Jesus Christ,” for this “Be healed in the name of Jesus Christ” is a power
in the person of performing miracles in the name of Jesus Christ. Here it is not the same; it is Jesus Christ
who performs the miracle, and who says through that person, “Be healed,” and the man is healed; “Let the
devils depart,” and they depart. When one says this, one knows not why one says it, nor what causes one to
say it; but it is the Word who speaks and operates what he says. “He spoke, and they were made.” One does
not utter prayers beforehand, for these miracles are performed without any previous design, and without the
soul looking upon it as a miracle. One says quite naturally what is given one to say. Jesus Christ willed to
pray at the resurrection of Lazarus, but he said that he did it only for the sake of those who were present,
for he says to his Father, “I know that you hear me always, but I say it that these may believe you have sent
me.” Other servants of God, honoured with the gift of miracles, pray, and thereby obtain what they desire;
but here it is the Word who uses his authority, and who acts by the speech of the person in whom he lives
and reigns.
Hereupon I must remark two things: one, that the souls of whom I speak do not ordinarily perform
miracles by giving anything, or by simply touching; but it is by the word, although they sometimes
accompany it with touching. It is the all-powerful Word. The other thing is that these miracles require the
consent, or at least that there should be no opposition, in the person on whom they are performed. Our Lord
Jesus Christ asked the good people he healed, “Do you wish to be healed?” Was there a doubt in the matter,
that people who came to him for it, or who desired nothing else, wished it? Here is the secret of the
operation of the Word, and of the liberty of man. On the dead, or on inanimate substances, it is not the
same. He said, and his saying is doing; but here the consent of the soul is required. I have many times
experienced it, and I felt in myself how God not only respects the liberty of man, but even how he wishes a
free consent; for when I said “Be healed,” or for interior pains “Be delivered from your pains,” if they
acquiesced without any answer, they were healed, and the word was efficacious; if they resisted under good
pretexts, as saying, “I shall be healed when it will please God,” “I do not wish to be healed but when he
wills,” or in despair, “I shall never escape from my pain,” then the word had no effect, and I felt it in
myself. I felt that the virtue retired into me, and I experienced what our Lord said, when the diseased
woman touched him, and he asked, “Who touched me?” The apostles answered, “The crowd surrounds
you, and you ask who has touched you.” “It is,” answered our Lord, “that a divine virtue has gone out from
me.” In the same way Jesus Christ in me, or rather through me, made this divine virtue to flow out by
means of his word; but when this virtue was not received in the subject, owing to want of correspondence, I
felt it suspended in its source, and this caused me a kind of pain. I would be in a way vexed with those
persons; but when there was no resistance, and a full acquiescence, the divine virtue had its full effect. One
cannot conceive the delicacy of this divine virtue; although it is so powerful on inanimate objects, on man
the least thing either arrests it altogether or restrains it.
There was a worthy nun afflicted with a violent temptation. She went and told a Sister, whom she
believed very spiritual and in a state to help her: but, far from finding help, she was violently repulsed. The
other despised her, and even harshly treating her because she had temptations, said to her, “Do not come
near me, I pray, since you are of that kind.” This poor girl came to see me in terrible distress, believing
herself lost, owing to what the Sister had said to her. I consoled her, and our Lord relieved her at once; but I
could not refrain from saying that assuredly the other would be punished, and that she would fall into a
worse state. The one who had so used her came to see me, very well satisfied with herself; and she told me
what she had answered, adding that she had a horror of persons who are tempted, that for herself she was
safe from all this, and that she never had had a bad thought. I said to her, “My Sister, for the friendship I
have for you, I wish you the trouble of her who has spoken to you, and even a more violent one.” She
answered me proudly enough, “If you ask it of God for me and I ask the contrary, I think I shall be as soon
heard as you.” I answered her firmly, “If it is my own interest I regard, I shall not be heard; but if it is the
interest of God only and yours, he will do it sooner than you fancy.” I said this without reflection. The same
night—it was evening when we were speaking—she entered into such a violent and furious temptation, the
like of which was hardly ever seen; it continued with the same strength for a fortnight. It was then she had
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full opportunity to recognize her weakness, and what we should be without grace. At first she conceived an
excessive hatred for me, saying I was the cause of her trouble; but as it served, like the mud which
enlightened the man born blind, she saw very well what had brought on her such a terrible state.
I fell exceeding ill. This illness was a means to cover the great mysteries which God desired to
operate in me. Never was there a malady more extraordinary or more continued in its intensity. It lasted
from Holy Cross Day of September to that of May. I was reduced to the state of a little child, but a state
which was apparent only to those who could understand; for as to the others, I appeared in an ordinary
condition. I was reduced to the dependence of Jesus Christ, the Child, who wished to communicate himself
to me in his state of childhood, and that I should bear him as such. This state was communicated to me
almost immediately on my falling ill, and a dependence corresponding to the state. The further I advanced,
the more was I set free from this dependence, as children gradually emerge from dependence in proportion
to their growth. My illness at first was a continuous fever of forty days. From the Holy Cross of September
up to Advent it was a less violent fever, but after Advent it seized me in a more violent manner. In spite of
my illness the Master willed I should receive him at Christmas midnight. Christmas Day my childhood
became greater, and my illness increased. The fever intensified so that I was delirious; besides, there was
an abscess at the corner of the eye, which caused great pain. It opened entirely at this time, and they dressed
it, for a long time passing in an iron up to the bottom of the cheek. I had such burning fever and so much
weakness that they were obliged to allow it to close again without healing, for my exhausted body could
not endure the operations without danger of instantly expiring. I suffered with extreme patience; but it was
like a child, who knows not what is done to him. I experienced at the same time both the strength of a God
and the weakness of a little child, with a corresponding dependence. This mode of action was so foreign to
my natural character that nothing less than the power of a God was needed to make me enter into it. I gave
myself up to it, however, for my interior was such and was so powerfully urged by God, that I could not
resist him. I was, not to press the comparison, like those who are possessed by the Evil Spirit, who makes
them do what he wishes; thus the Spirit of God was so completely the master, that I had to do everything
that pleased him. His will was not concealed from me; he led me from within like a child, while he
rendered my whole exterior childlike. They often brought me the Eucharist; the Superior of the House
having ordered that this consolation should be allowed me, seeing the extremity I was in. As Father La
Combe often brought it to me, when the confessor of the House was not there, he remarked, and the nuns
who were familiar with me also remarked it, that I had the face of a little child. In his astonishment he
several times said to me, “It is not you; it is a little child that I see.” For myself, I saw nothing within but
the candour and innocence of a little child. I had its weaknesses; I sometimes wept from pain, but this was
not known. I played and laughed in a way that charmed the girl who attended me; and those good nuns,
who knew nothing about it, said that I had something which surprised and charmed them at the same time.
Our Lord, however, with the weaknesses of his childhood gave me the power of a God over souls,
so that with a word I cast them into trouble or peace, according as was necessary for the good of those
souls. I saw that God made himself obeyed in me and through me, as an absolute Sovereign, and I no
longer resisted him. I took no part in anything; you might have performed, O my God, in me and through
me the greatest miracles, and I should not have been able to reflect upon it. I felt within a candour of soul,
without taint, which I cannot express. Moreover, I had to continue telling my thoughts to Father La Combe,
or else writing them to him and aiding him, according to the light that was given to me. I often was so weak
that I could not raise my head to take food, and when God desired I should write to him, either to aid and
encourage him, or to explain what our Lord gave me to know, I had the strength to write. As soon as my
letters were finished, I found myself in the same weakness. I was very much surprised to understand by
experience that what you had wished of me, O my God, in obliging me thus to tell all my thoughts, had
been to perfect me in simplicity, and to make Father La Combe enter into it, rendering me supple to all
your wishes; for whatever cross it was to me to tell my thoughts, and although Father La Combe often was
offended to the point of disgust at serving me, and he let me know it (while yet through charity he got the
better of his repugnance), I never for that ceased from telling them to him.
Our Lord had made us understand that he united us by faith and by the cross, so that it has indeed
been a union of the cross in every way; as well from what I have made him suffer himself, and he in turn
has made me suffer (which was very much more than anything I can tell), as from the crosses which this
has drawn upon us from outside. The sufferings I had in respect of him were such that I was reduced to
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extremity, and they endured many years; for although I have been longer at a distance from him than near
him, this has not relieved my ill, which has continued until he has been perfectly annihilated and reduced to
the point God wished for him. This operation has made him suffer pains the more severe in proportion as
the designs God had for him were the greater, and he has caused me cruel pains. When I was a hundred
leagues away from him, I felt his disposition. If he was faithful in allowing himself to be destroyed, I was
in peace and free; if he was unfaithful, in reflection or hesitation, I suffered strange torments until it was
over. There was no necessity for him to tell me his state, that I should know it. I was often laid upon the
ground the whole day, without being able to move, in agony, and after having for a fortnight in this way
endured sufferings which surpassed all I ever suffered in my life, I received letters from him, by which I
learned his state to be such as I had felt it. Then suddenly I felt that he had re-entered on the state in which
God wished him; and then I experienced that gradually my soul found a peace and a great freedom, which
was more or less, according as he gave himself up more or less to our Lord. This was not a voluntary thing
in me, but compulsory; for if nature could have shaken off this yoke, more hard and painful than death, it
would have done so. I said, O union necessary, and not voluntary, thou art not voluntary only because I am
not any more mistress of myself, and I must yield to him who has taken so powerful a possession of me
after I have given myself to him freely and without any reserve. My heart had in itself an echo and counterstroke, which told it all the dispositions this Father was in; but while he resisted God I suffered such
horrible torments that I sometimes thought it would tear out my life. I was obliged from time to time to
throw myself on the bed, and in that way bear the suffering which seemed to me unbearable; for, in short,
to bear a soul, however distant the person may be from us, and to suffer all the rigours that Love makes her
suffer, and all her resistance: this is strange.
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Chapter 2-13
My sister was in no way capable of understanding my state, so that often she was offended at it.
She got vexed when one concealed one's self in the least from her, and she could not appreciate a state that
many persons more spiritual than she would have been unable to understand; so that I suffered much from
every quarter in this malady. The distress from the great pain was the least; that from the creature was very
different. My only consolation was to receive our Lord, and sometimes to see Father La Combe; moreover,
I had to suffer much from him, as I have said, bearing all his different dispositions. I was strangely
exercised by my sister, by that nun, and by the maid who wanted to return to France. Whatever extremity I
might be in, I had to listen to their differences, which they told me, the one after the other; then they
quarrelled with me for not taking their side. They did not let me sleep—for as the fever was more intense at
night, I could only sleep for an hour, and I would gladly have slept by day: but they would not have it,
saying it was only to avoid speaking to them—so that I required very great patience to bear with them. It
lasted more than six months. I think this partly was the cause of a revery I had for two days together; for I
did not sleep, and I continued to hear a noise, with a terrible headache. I complained of nothing, and I
suffered gaily, like a child. Father La Combe commanded them to give me some rest: for some days they
did so, but it did not last; they recommenced immediately.
I cannot express the mercies which God showed me in this illness, and the profound lights be gave
me on the future. I saw the Devil let loose against prayer and against me, and that he was about to stir up a
strange persecution against people of prayer. I wrote all this to Father La Combe, and unless he has burned
the letters, they ought to be still in existence. The Devil did not dare attack me myself; he feared me too
much. Sometimes I defied him, but he did not venture to appear, and I was for him like a thunderbolt. I
understood then what power a self-annihilated soul has. Our Lord made me see all that has since happened,
as the letters of that time prove. One day that I was thinking to myself of the nature of a dependence so
great, and a union so pure and intimate, twice in a dream I saw Jesus Christ, the Child, of surpassing
beauty, and, it seems to me, he united us very closely as he said, “It is I who unite you, and who wish you
to be one.” Another time he made me see the Father, as he was wandering away from me through want of
fidelity, and he brought him back with extreme kindness, and willed him to aid me in my state of
childhood, as I aided him in his state of death; but I did not cause suffering to him. It was only I who had to
suffer. He had an extreme charity for me, treating me as a real child, and he often said to me, “When I am
near you I am as if I was near a little child.” I was repeatedly reduced to extremity every ninth day, and
ready to die, without, however, dying. I had, as it were, the last agony. I was many hours without breathing,
except at long intervals; then I came back on a sudden. Death flattered me, for I had for it a great
tenderness, but it only appeared as flying away. The Father forbade me to rejoice at dying, and I at once
knew that it was imperfect, and did it no more. I remained in supreme indifference. During this illness so
many extraordinary things happened that it would be impossible for me to relate them. God continually
performed miracles by Father La Combe, as well to relieve me and give me new strength when I was at
extremity, as to show to him the care he ought to have of me, and the dependence I should have on him. I
was like a little child, without thinking of myself or my illness. I would have gone without food every day
for want of thinking of it, and whatever was given I took, though it might be fatal to me. In my illness I was
wrongly treated; the remedies increased it, but I could not trouble myself in the matter. I always had a
smiling face in my greatest sufferings, so that everyone was astonished. The nuns had extreme compassion
for me; it was I alone who had no feeling for myself. Many times in dreams I saw Father La Mothe stirring
up persecutions against me. Our Lord made me know that he would greatly torment me, and that Father La
Combe would leave me during the time of persecution. I wrote to him, and this hurt him much, because he
felt his heart too united to the will of God, and too desirous of serving me in this same will, to act so. He
thought that it was through distrust, but it turned out perfectly true; he left me in the persecution, not of his
will, but through necessity, having been himself the first persecuted.
The day of the Purification, when I had relapsed into a very severe fever, the Father ordered me to
go to the Mass. For twenty-two days I had had continued fever, more violent than ordinary. I did not give a
single thought to my state, but I got up and attended at the Mass, and returned to my bed much worse than
before.
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It was a day of grace for me, or, rather, for the Father. God showed him very great grace in regard
to me. Near Lent the Father, without giving attention to the fact that he had to preach at Lent, when he saw
me so ill, said to our Lord to relieve me, and that he would bear a part of my disease. He told our maids to
ask the same thing, namely, that he might relieve me in the way he meant.
It is true I was a little better, and he fell ill, which caused great alarm in the place, seeing he had to
preach. He was so much run after that people used to come from five leagues' distance and pass several
days there to hear him. When I learned he was so ill on Shrove Tuesday that they thought he would die, I
offered myself to our Lord to become more ill, and that he would restore health to him, and enable him to
preach to his people, who were hungering to hear him. Our Lord heard me, so that he mounted the pulpit on
Ash Wednesday.
It was in this illness, my Lord, that by degrees you taught me that there is another way than by
speech for conversing with the creatures, who are entirely yours. You made me conceive, O Divine Word,
that as you are always speaking and working in a soul, although you there appear in a profound silence,
there was also a means of communication in your creatures, and by your creatures in an ineffable silence. I
learned then a language unknown to me before. I perceived gradually that when Father La Combe was
brought in either to confess me or give me the Communion, I could no longer speak to him, and that there
took place in my central depth towards him the same silence which took place towards God. I understood
that God wished me to learn that even in this life men might learn the language of the angels. Little by little
I was reduced to speaking to him only in silence; it was then that we understood each other in God, in a
manner ineffable and quite divine. Our hearts spoke and communicated to each other a grace which cannot
be told. It was an altogether new country for him and me, but divine beyond expression. At the
commencement this took place in a more perceptible manner, that is to say, that God so powerfully
penetrated us with himself, and his divine Word made us so entirely one in him, but in a manner so pure
and so sweet, that we passed hours in this profound silence, still communicating, without being able to say
a single word. It was there we learned by our experience the communications and operations of the Word,
in order to reduce souls into his unity, and to what purity one may attain therein. It was given me to
communicate in this way with other good souls, but with this difference, that for the others I alone
communicated the grace with which, in this sacred silence, they were filled from me, communicating to
them an extraordinary strength and grace; but I received nothing from them. In the case of the Father, I
experienced that there was a flux and reflux of communication of graces, which he received from me and I
from him; that he gave to me and I to him the same grace in an extreme purity.
It was then I understood the ineffable intercourse of the Holy Trinity communicated to all the
Blessed, how there is an outflow from God into all the souls of all the Blessed, and that this same God who
communicates himself to them causes in them a flux and reflux of his divine communications; that the
Blessed spirits and the saints of a like degree or hierarchy reciprocally give by a flux and reflux of
communication these divine outflowings, which then they distribute upon the inferior hierarchies, and that
everything is reduced to its first principle, whence all these communications proceed. I saw that we were
created to participate during this life in the ineffable happiness of intercourse with the Trinity, and in the
flux and reflux of the divine Persons, which end in Unity of principle, and become again Unity without
ever for a moment arresting the fruitfulness and communication between them; principle without principle,
which incessantly communicates, and receives all it communicates; that it was necessary to be very pure to
receive God in simplicity, and to allow him to flow back in himself in that purity; and that it was necessary
also to be very pure to receive and communicate the Divine Word, and then to distribute him by a flux and
reflux of communication upon the other souls which God gives us. It is this which makes us one in God
himself, and perfects us in the divine Unity, where we are made one same thing in him from whom all
originates.
I learned by experience then this hierarchic order, and these reciprocal communications between
the saints of a similar rank and the angels of a similar order, and this outflow on the inferior saints and
spirits, and that with such fulness that they were all filled according to their degree. This communication is
God himself, who communicates himself to all the Blessed in a personal flux and reflux; such as he
communicates himself from within, such he communicates himself from without, to his saints, and they are
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all rendered participators of the ineffable commerce of the Holy Trinity. It is to render the soul capable of
this communication, that it is necessary for her to be purified so powerfully and so radically; otherwise she
would still be self-moved; she would still retain something in her, and by such retention would not be
suitable for the ineffable commerce of the Holy Trinity. Further, it is necessary to enlarge her capacity of
reception, which, being extremely restricted and limited by sin, can only by fire and hammer-blows be put
in a state suitable to the eternal designs of God in her creation. It was shown me how this hierarchic order
existed even in this life, and that there were souls who without knowing it communicated with an infinity of
others, and to whom grace for the perfection of the others was attached; and that this hierarchy would last
through all eternity, where the souls of the Blessed would receive from the same persons through whom
grace had been communicated to them; and that those who mutually communicated would be in the same
degree. It was then I learned the secret of spiritual fruitfulness and maternity; and how the Holy Spirit
renders souls fruitful in himself, giving them to communicate to others the Word which he communicates
to them—what St. Paul calls “the formation of Jesus Christ, and begetting in Jesus Christ”—and that it was
in this way that children without number would be given to me, as well known as unknown. All those who
are my true children have from the first a tendency to remain in silence near me, and I have an instinct to
communicate to them in silence what God has given me for them. In this silence I discover their wants and
their deficiencies, and I communicate to them in God himself all that is needed for them. They very well
feel what they receive and what is communicated to them in abundance. When once they have tasted this
manner of communion, all others become troublesome. For myself, when I use speech and pen with souls,
it is only owing to their weakness I do it, and because either they are not sufficiently pure for the interior
communication, or it is still needful to use condescension, or to settle external matters.
Our Lord made me experience with the saints of heaven the same communication as with the
saints on earth; and this is the way of being truly united to the saints in God. I experienced these
communications very strong and very intimate, especially with those with whom one has a greater relation
of grace, and to whom one will be more closely united in heaven. At the commencement it was more
sensible, because our Lord had the kindness to instruct me by experience. It is the way he has always acted
with me; he has not enlightened me by illumination and knowledge, but while making me experience the
things, he has given me the understanding of what I experienced.
I understood also the maternity of the Holy Virgin, and in what manner we participate in her
maternity, and how the saying of Jesus Christ is real, when he says, that he who does the will of his Father,
becoming one will with his, is made his mother, his brother, and his sister. They are truly made his
mothers, producing him in souls.
It was in this ineffable silence I understood the manner in which Jesus Christ communicated
himself to his intimates, and the communication of St. John on the breast of our Lord at the Last Supper. It
was not the first time that he had so placed himself, and it was because he was very fit to receive those
divine communications that he was the chosen and loved disciple. It was at this great banquet that Jesus
Christ, as Word, flowed into John, and discovered to him the most profound secrets, before communicating
himself to him in the mastication of his body. And it is then there was communicated to him that wonderful
secret of the eternal generation of the Word, because he was rendered a participator in the ineffable
intercourse of the Holy Trinity. He knew that therein is the characteristic of the true children of God, and
how the silent speech operated; for this speech in silence is the most noble, the most exalted, the most
sublime of all operations. It was then he learned the difference of being “born of the flesh, of the will of
man, or of the will of God.” The operations of the flesh are those of carnal men, those of the will of man
are those which are virtuous, being done by the goodwill of the man; but those of which I speak are those
of the will of God, where man has no other part but the consent which he gives to them, as Mary did: “Let
it be unto me according to thy word.” She not only gave her consent for herself alone that the Word should
become incarnate in her, but she gave it for all men who are her children—that is, for all those who are
regenerated in Jesus Christ; she gave, I say, a consent for them that the Word should communicate himself
to them and that, as the consent which Eve had given to the Devil for sin, had caused death to enter into all
her children, so the consent which Mary would give should communicate the life of the Word to all her
children.
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It is for this that Jesus Christ is “the way, the truth, and the life,” and that he comes “to enlighten
every man who comes into the world.” “He has come unto his own, and his own have not received him.”
He is not known in his most intimate communications except to those to whom he has given “to be made
children of God,” and to become children. It was this wonderful mystery which was effected at the foot of
the cross, when Jesus Christ said to St. John, “Behold your mother,” and to the Holy Virgin, “Behold your
son.” He taught St. John that he wished him to receive from the Holy Virgin what he used to receive
immediately from himself before his death; and he made known to the Holy Virgin, that he had given to her
to communicate herself to St. John as to her son, and through him to all the Church. It was at that moment
that those divine communications were given to men through Mary and St. John, and it was for this that he
wished that his heart should be opened, to show that he sent his Spirit through his heart, and that it was the
spirit of his heart that he communicated. Mary received then the gift of producing the Word in all hearts:
and as Jesus Christ gave himself by the mastication of his body to all men, he wished also to communicate
himself as the Word to all spirits of which he is the life. It was not only to St. John that this communication
was made, but it was for us a sensible example of this kind of communication. Therefore our Lord said of
St. John, “If I will that he tarry until I come, what is it to thee?” He did not say that he should not die, but if
I will that he continue thus, in this ineffable communication, what is it to thee? I propose to communicate
myself also to the men prepared to receive me in that way.
O wonderful communications, those which passed between Mary and St. John! O filiation quite
divine, who art willing to extend thyself even to me, all unworthy as I am! O divine Mother, who art
willing to communicate your fruitfulness and your altogether divine maternity to this poor nothing! I mean
this fecundity of hearts and spirits. In order to instruct me thoroughly in this mystery, for the sake of others,
our Lord willed that a maid—she is the one I have spoken of—should have need of this help. I have
experienced it in all ways, and when I did not wish her to remain near me in silence, I used to see her
interior gradually sink, and even her bodily powers diminish, until she was on the point of falling in a faint.
When I had made sufficient experiments of this to understand these ways of communication, her extreme
needs passed away, and I commenced to discover, especially with Father La Combe when he was absent,
that the interior communication took place at a distance as well as near. Sometimes our Lord made me stop
short in the midst of my occupations, and I experienced that there went out an outflow of grace, like that I
had experienced when with him—a thing I have also experienced with many others, not altogether in a
similar degree, but more or less, feeling their infidelities and infallibly knowing their faults by
inconceivable impressions; as I shall tell in the sequel.
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Chapter 2-14
IN this long sickness, your love alone, O my God, constituted my occupation without occupation.
I was consumed night and day. I could not see myself in any way, so was I lost in you, O my Sovereign
Good, and it seems indeed to my heart that it has never gone out from this Divine Ocean, although you
have dragged it through the mud of the most severe humiliations. Who could ever comprehend, O my
Love, that you made your creatures to be so one with you, that they so lose sight of themselves as no longer
to see anything but you? O loss, which is the blessing of blessings, although all is effected in crosses,
deaths, and bitterness!
Jesus the Child was then all living in me, or rather, he was existing alone; I was no longer. You
taught me, O my Love, that your state of childhood would not be the only one I must bear; you impressed
upon me these words as of a real state, into which you wished me to enter: “The birds of the heaven have
nests, and the foxes have holes, but the Son of Man has not where to rest his head.” You have indeed made
me experience this state in all its extent since that time, having never left me even an assured dwelling,
where I could rest for more than a few months, and every day in uncertainty as to being there on the
morrow; besides this, in a total deprivation of all creatures, finding refuge neither with my friends, who
were ashamed of me, and who openly renounced me when they saw me decried, nor among my relatives,
the greater part of whom have declared themselves my adversaries and my greatest persecutors. The rest
have never regarded me but with contempt and indignation. My own children ridiculed me in society. It is
indeed, O my Love, this second time much more strongly than the first, although in a manner less sensible,
that the state of Job should be attributed to me; “I was,” as David says, “a reproach to my neighbours, the
object of public ridicule.” But before going on I must continue what took place in my illness.
One night that I was quite awake you showed me to myself under the figure—who says figure
does not say reality; the brazen serpent which was the figure of Jesus Christ was not Jesus Christ—you
showed me, I say, under the figure of that woman in the Apocalypse, who has the moon under her feet,
encircled with the sun, twelve stars upon the head, who, being with child, cried in the pains of childbirth.
You explained to me its mystery. You made me understand that the moon, which was under her feet,
signified that my soul was above the vicissitude and inconstancy of events; that I was surrounded and
penetrated by yourself; that the twelve stars were the fruits of this state, and the gifts with which it was
honoured; that I was pregnant of a fruit, which was that spirit you wished me to communicate to all my
children, whether in the manner I have mentioned, or by my writings; that the Devil was that terrible
dragon who would use his efforts to devour the fruit, and cause horrible ravages through all the earth, but
that you would preserve this fruit of which I was full in yourself, that it should not be lost—therefore have I
confidence that, in spite of the tempest and the storm, all you have made me say or write will be
preserved—that in the rage in which the Devil would be at not succeeding in the design he has conceived
against this fruit, he would attack me, and would send a flood against me to swallow me up; that this flood
would be that of calumny, which would be ready to sweep me away, but the earth would open—that is to
say, the calumny would little by little subside.
You made me see, O my God, all the world incensed against me, without anyone whatever for me,
and you assured me in the ineffable silence of your eternal speech that you would give me millions of
children that I should bring forth for you by the Cross. I was no longer in a state to interest myself in this in
the way either of humility or joy. I let you do with me, O my Divine Love, what you pleased, as with a
thing that was yours, in which I no longer took any personal interest; my sole interest was yours. You made
me know how the Devil was about to stir up against Prayer a strange persecution, which would be the
source of this very Prayer, or rather, the means you would make use of to establish it. You made me further
know how you would lead me into the desert, where you would support me a time, times, and half a time;
the wings which were to carry me were the utter abandonment of myself to your holy will and the love of
that same will. I believe that I am now in the desert, separated from all the world by my captivity, and I see,
O my God, already one part of what you made me know in course of accomplishment. I wrote all this to
Father La Combe, to whom you united me still more strongly, impressing upon me in relation to him the
same words that you had yourself impressed upon me: “I unite you in faith and in cross.” O God, you
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promise nothing in the matter of crosses that you do not abundantly give. Could I tell, O God, the mercies
you showed me? No, they will remain in yourself, being of a nature that cannot be described, owing to their
purity and their depth, free from all distinction.
During my illness I was often at the point of death, as I have said. One day, when they thought me
almost well, at four o'clock in the morning I perceived the Dragon, not under any form. I did not see him,
but I was certain it was he. I had no fear, for, as I have said, I could not fear him, because my Lord protects
me, and keeps me safe under the shadow of his wings. He emerged as if from the place between the side of
my bed and the wall, and gave me a furious blow on the left foot. I was immediately seized with a great
shivering, which lasted continuously four hours; it was followed by a very sharp fever. Convulsions seized
me, and the side on which he had struck was half dead. The attacks came every morning at the same hour
as the blow, and the convulsions increased in a marked way every day. On the seventh day, after having
been all the night sometimes without pulse and without speech, and sometimes a little better, in the
morning I felt the convulsions were coming on. I felt at the same time that life left the lower parts in
proportion as the convulsions came higher: they fixed themselves in my entrails. I felt then very great
pains, and a movement in my entrails, as if I had thousands of children, who all moved at the same time. In
my life I have never felt anything approaching that. This lasted a very long time with extreme violence. I
felt little by little my life was contracting itself round the heart. Father La Combe gave me the Extreme
Unction, the Prioress of the Ursulines having prayed him to do so, as they had not their ordinary priest. I
was very glad to die, and he was not troubled at it. It would be difficult to understand without experience
how a union, so close that there is nothing like it, can bear, without feeling any pain, a division such as that
of seeing a person die to whom one is so firmly attached; he himself was astonished at it. But, nevertheless,
it is not difficult to conceive that, being united only in God himself, in a manner so pure and so intimate,
death could not divide us; on the contrary, it would have united us still more closely.
It is a thing I have many times experienced, that the least resistance he made to God caused me to
suffer inexplicable torments; and to see him die, a prisoner, at a distance for ever, did not cause me the
shadow of pain. He showed then great contentment at seeing me die, and we laughed together at the
moment which constituted all my pleasure; for our union was different from any that can be imagined.
However, death still drew near my heart, and I felt the convulsions which seized my entrails mount up
there. 1 can say I have felt death without dying. The Father, who was on his knees near my bed, remarked
the change in my face, the clouding of my eyes; he saw I was on the point of expiring. He asked me, Where
was death and the convulsions? I made a sign that they were reaching the heart, and I was about to die. O
God, you did not want me yet; you reserved me for far other pains than those of death, if one can call pains
what one suffers in the state in which you have placed me by your goodness alone. You inspired Father La
Combe to place his hand over the coverlet in the region of my heart, and with a strong voice, heard by those
in the room (which was almost full), he said to death to pass no further. It obeyed his voice, and my heart,
recovering a little life, came back; I felt those same convulsions descend again into my entrails, in the same
way as they had mounted up, and they continued all the day in the entrails with the same violence as
before, then descended gradually to the place where the Dragon had struck, and this foot was the last
revivified. For two months on that side a very great weakness remained, and even after I was better, and in
a condition to walk, I could not support myself on that foot, which could hardly bear me. I continued still
ill, and in languor, and you gave me, my God, yet new evidence of your love. How many times did you
make use of your servant to restore life to me, when I was on the point of expiring!
As they saw that my ailments did not cease, it was thought the air of the lake, on which the
convent was built, was entirely unsuited to me, and was the cause of so many mishaps. It was settled that I
must leave it. While I was thus ill, our Lord gave Father La Combe the idea of establishing a hospital in this
place, where there was none, to receive the sick poor, and also of instituting a congregation of Dames of
Charity, to furnish those who could not quit their family to go to the hospital with the means of living
during their sickness—such as we have in France; no institution of the kind being in this country. I readily
entered into it, and without any capital but providence and some useless rooms that the authorities of the
town gave, we commenced it. It was dedicated to the Holy Child Jesus, and he willed to give the first beds
there from the money of my annuity which belonged to him. He gave such a blessing that many other
persons joined. In a little time there were about twelve beds, and for the service of this hospital he gave
three persons of great piety, who, without any payment, consecrated themselves to the service of the sick. I
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gave them ointments and remedies which they distributed to rich people, who paid, to the profit of the sick
poor, and to the poor of the town they gave them without charge. These good Dames are so well disposed
that through their charity, and the care of these nuns, this hospital is very well maintained. These Dames
formed a union also to provide for the sick who could not go to the hospital; and I gave them some little
rules I had observed when in France. They have kept this up with love and charity. We had also the
devotion to cause every twenty-fifth of the month a service of blessing to be celebrated in the chapel of the
Congregation, which is dedicated to the Holy Child Jesus; and for this we gave a complete outfit to the
chapel.
All these trifling things, which cost little, and which succeeded only in the blessing that you gave
them, O my God, drew upon us new persecutions. The Bishop of Geneva was more offended than ever, and
because he saw, that these little things made me to be loved, he said I gained over everyone. He openly
declared that he could not endure me in his diocese, where, however, I had done nothing but good, or,
rather, you through me. He commenced even to extend his persecutions to the worthy nuns who had
kindness for me. The Prioress had severe crosses through me, but they did not last long; for as I was
obliged, owing to the air, to withdraw, after having been there about two years and a half, they had greater
quiet. On the other hand, my sister was very tired of that House, and as the time for the mineral waters
approached, the occasion was seized to send her back, together with the maid I had brought, and who
tormented me so much during all my illness. I kept with me only her whom Providence had sent me by
means of my sister; and I have always believed that God had permitted her journey merely that she might
bring her to me, God having chosen her for me, as suitable for the state he wished me to bear.
While I was still ill at the Ursulines, the Bishop of Verceil, who was a very great friend of the
Father General of the Bernabites, urgently asked him to select among his monks a man of merit, piety, and
doctrine, in whom he could have confidence, and who might serve him as theologian and adviser; that his
diocese was in great want of this help. The General at once cast his eyes on Father La Combe. This was the
more feasible, as his six years of priorship were coming to an end. The Father General, before engaging
him with the Bishop of Verceil, wrote to him to know if he would have any objection, assuring him he
would do only what was pleasing to him. Father La Combe answered that his only wish was to obey him,
and he might give whatever order he pleased. He told me of this, and that we were about to be entirely
separated. I had no chagrin thereat. I was very well content that our Lord should make use of him under a
Bishop who knew him, and did him justice. There was still some delay in sending him off, as well because
the Bishop was still at Rome, as that the period of the Father's priorship was not yet completed.
Before leaving the Ursulines, the good hermit, of whom I have spoken, wrote me that he urgently
prayed me to go to Lausanne, which was only six leagues from Tonon on the lake, because he still hoped to
withdraw his sister, who lived there, and convert her. One cannot go there and speak of religion without
risk. As soon as I was in a state to walk, although still very weak, I resolved to go at the request of the
worthy hermit. We took a boat, and I asked Father La Combe to accompany us. We got there easily
enough; but as the lake was still a quarter of a league distant from the town, in spite of my weakness, I had
to summon strength to make the journey on foot. We could find no carriage. The boatmen supported me as
well as they could, but this was not enough for the state in which I was. When I reached the town, I did not
know if I had a body; if it was upon my legs I walked, or on those of somebody else. I spoke to that woman
with Father La Combe: she had been just married, and we could do nothing but incur risk ourselves; for this
woman assured us that, except for her regard for her brother, whose letters we brought, she would have
denounced us as having come to corrupt the Protestants. We were afterwards near perishing on the lake in a
dangerous place, where a tempest came on that would have swallowed us up, had not God protected us in
his usual way. A few days later, in that very spot, a boat with thirty-three persons perished.
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Chapter 2-15
I LEFT then the Ursulines, and a house at a distance from the lake was sought for me. The only
empty one available had every appearance of the utmost poverty. There was no chimney except in the
kitchen, through which we had to pass to reach the room. I took my daughter with me, and gave the largest
room to her and the maid who attended her. I was placed in a little hole with some straw, which we went up
to by a wooden ladder. As I had no furniture but our bedsteads, which were white, I bought some rushseated chairs, with plates and dishes of earthenware and wood. Never have I tasted such contentment as I
found in this little spot; it seemed to me so in harmony with Jesus Christ. I relished everything better on
wood than on silver. I made all my little provisions, thinking to live there for a long time. But the Devil did
not allow me to enjoy so sweet a peace. It would be difficult to tell the persecutions I was subjected to.
Stones were thrown through my windows, falling at my feet. I had got the little garden put in order; at night
people came, tore up everything, broke the trellis-work, and overturned everything, as if soldiers had been
through it. All night long they came to the door and abused me, making a show of breaking in the door.
These persons have since told who had set them on. Although from time to time I gave in charity at Gex, I
was none the less persecuted. A lettre de cachet was offered to a person to compel Father La Combe to
remain at Tonon, in the belief that it would be a support to me during the persecution; but we prevented it. I
did not then know God's designs, and that he would soon withdraw me from the place. I can say I have
never tasted an equal pleasure to that in this poor and solitary little place where I lived; I was happier than
kings. But, O my God, it was still a nest for me, and a place of repose, and you willed I should be like you.
The Devil, as I have said, embittered my persecutors. I was requested to leave the diocese, and the good
which you caused me to do there, O my Lord, was more condemned than the greatest crimes: the latter
were tolerated; they could not endure me. During all this time I never felt grief or regret at what I had done
in giving up all, nor even a trouble as to not having done your will; not that I was assured of having done
it—that assurance would have been too much for me—but I was so lost that I could neither see nor regard
anything, taking all equally as from the hand of God, who served out to me these crosses either through
justice or mercy. The Marquise de Prunai, sister of the chief State Secretary and Minister of His Royal
Highness, had sent an express from Turin during my illness, to invite me to go to her; that, being
persecuted as I was in this diocese, I should find an asylum with her; that meantime things would soften
down; and when people should be well disposed, she would return with me, and join me and my friend
from Paris, who also wished to come to work there according to the will of God. I was not then able to
carry out what she desired, and I made my account to remain at the Ursulines until things changed. She
spoke no more of it. This lady is of the most extraordinary piety, having quitted the Court for retirement
and to give herself to God. At twenty-two yeas of age, with good natural advantages, she remained a
widow, and has refused all offers in order to consecrate herself to our Lord, whose she is without any
reserve. When she knew I was obliged to quit the Ursulines, without knowing the manner in which I was
treated, she obtained a lettre de cachet to oblige Father La Combe to go to Turin, and spend some weeks
for his own business, and to bring me with him, where I should find a refuge. She did all this without our
knowledge, and, as she has since said, a superior power made her do it without knowing the cause. If she
had thought on the matter, being so prudent as she is, she perhaps would not have done it, for the
persecutions, the Bishop of Geneva brought on us in that place caused her many humiliations. Our Lord has
permitted him to pursue me in a surprising manner in all the places where I have been, without allowing me
truce or respite, although I have never done him any ill; on the contrary, I would have given my blood for
the good of his diocese.
As this was done without our participation, unhesitatingly we believed it was the will of God, and
perhaps a means that he wished to use to withdraw us from disgrace and persecution, seeing that I was
hunted away on the one side and sought for on the other; so that it was settled I should go to Turin, and that
Father La Combe should escort me, and go thence to Verceil. I took in addition, in order to do things with
perfect propriety, and deprive our enemies of all subject for talk, a monk, a man of merit, who for fourteen
years was teaching theology. I further took with me a boy I had brought from France, who had learned the
trade of tailor. They hired horses, and I had a litter for my daughter, my maid, and myself. But all these
precautions are useless when it is God's pleasure to crucify. Our adversaries wrote at once to Paris, and they
invented a hundred ridiculous stories—pure fictions, and utterly false—about this journey. It was Father La
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Mothe who set all that going—perhaps he believed it true; even had it been so, out of charity he should
have concealed it, but, being as false as it was, he was still more bound to do this. They said that I had gone
alone with Father La Combe, running from province to province, and a thousand malicious fables. We
suffered all in patience without justifying ourselves or complaining. If things were looked at without
passion, could I have done better under the circumstances? and was it not honourable, and even
advantageous, according to all rules of propriety, to be in the house with a lady of that rank and merit? Was
it not enough to cut short slander? and when one is irregular, does one select houses of that character? But
passion has no eyes, and calumny is a torrent which carries away everything. Hardly had we arrived at
Turin when the Bishop of Geneva wrote against us. He persecuted us by his letters, being unable to do it
any other way.
Father La Combe went to Verceil, and I remained at Turin, in the house of the Marquise de Prunai.
What crosses had I not to endure from my family, the Bishop of Geneva, the Bernabites, and numberless
persons? My elder son came to see me on the subject of my mother-in-law's death, which was a very
serious addition to my crosses; but after we had heard all his reasons—seeing without me they had sold all
the movables, elected guardians, and settled everything independently of me—I was quite useless. It was
not thought well for me to return, owing to the severity of the season. You alone, O my God, know what I
suffered; for you did not make me know your will, and Father La Combe said he had no light to guide me.
You know, my Lord, what this dependence has made me suffer; for he, who to everyone else was gentle,
often had for me an extreme hardness. You were the author of all this, O my God; and you willed that he
should so behave in order that I might remain without consolation; for those who applied to him he advised
very correctly; but when it was a question of deciding me on any matter, he could not, telling me he had no
light to guide me, that I must do what I could. The more he said these things to me the more I felt myself
dependent on him, and unable to decide. We have been a real cross, the one to the other; we have truly
experienced that our union was in faith and in cross, for the more we were crucified, the more were we
united. It is fancied that our union was natural and human: you know, O my God, that we both found in it
only cross, death, and destruction. How often did we say that if the union had been natural, we should not
have preserved it a moment amidst so many crosses. I avow that the crosses which have come to me from
this quarter have been the greatest of my life. You know the purity, the innocence, and the integrity of that
union, and how it was all founded on you yourself; as you had the goodness to assure me. My dependence
became greater every day; for I was like a little child who neither can nor knows how to do anything. When
Father La Combe was where I was (which was seldom, since my departure from the Ursulines), I could not
exist long without seeing him, as well owing to the strange ills which overwhelmed me suddenly, and
reduced me to the point of death, as owing to my state of childhood. When he was absent, I was not
troubled at it, and I had no need. I did not even think of him, and I had not the slightest desire to see him,
for my need was not in my will, nor in my choice, nor even in any leaning to him or inclination; but you
were the author of it, and as you were not contrary to yourself, you gave me no need of him when you took
him away from me.
At the commencement of my stay at Turin, Father La Combe remained there some time waiting
for a letter from the Bishop of Verceil; and he availed of the opportunity to pay a visit to his intimate friend
the Bishop of Aosta, who was acquainted with my family. As he knew the bitter persecution which the
Bishop of Geneva set on foot against us through the Court at Turin, he made me an offer to go into his
diocese, and he sent me the kindest letters possible by Father La Combe. He wrote that previous to his
acquaintance with St. Paulina, St. Jerome was a saint; but how was he spoken of afterwards? He wished me
thereby to understand how Father La Combe had always passed for a saint before that persecution that I
had innocently brought on him. At the same time he showed me that he preserved a very great esteem for
him. He even desired, as he was very old, to give up the Bishopric in his favour. The Marquise de Prunai,
who had so much wished for me, seeing the great crosses and the abjectness of my state, became disgusted
with me: my childlike simplicity, which was the state God then kept me in, seemed to her mind stupidity
although in that state our Lord made me utter oracles; for when it was a question of helping anyone, or of
anything our Lord wished of me, with the weakness of a child, which appeared only in the candour, he gave
me a divine strength. Her heart remained closed for me all the time I was there. Our Lord, however, made
me tell what would happen to them, and which, in fact, has happened, not only to her, but also to her
daughter and the virtuous ecclesiastic who lived with her. She, nevertheless, towards the end, took to me
with more friendship, and she saw that our Lord was in me. But it was the self-love and the fear of
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abjectness (seeing me so decried), which had shut her heart. Besides, she believed her state more advanced
than it was, owing to the time she was without trials; yet she soon saw by experience that I had told her the
truth. She was obliged for family reasons to quit Turin, and go to her estate. She strongly urged me to go
with her, but the education of my daughter did not permit me. It was out of the question to remain at Turin
without the Marquise de Prtmai, and the rather, as having lived very retired in that place, I had made no
acquaintances. I knew not what to do. Father La Combe, as I said, lived at Verceil. The Bishop of Verceil
had written to me most kindly, strongly urging me to go to Verceil and live near him, promising me his
protection and assuring me of his esteem, adding that he would look upon me as his own sister, that from
the account he had received of me he extremely desired to have me.
It was his sister, a nun of the Visitation at Turin, a great friend of mine, who had written to him
about me; also a French gentleman he knew. But a certain point of honour prevented me. I did not wish that
anyone could say that I had been running after Father La Combe, and that it was with a view to going there
I had come to Turin. His reputation was also at stake, which would not allow him to consent to my going
there, however strongly the Bishop of Verceil urged it. If, however, he and I had believed it was the will of
God, we would have got over all other considerations. God kept us both in such a dependence on his orders
that he did not let us know them; but the divine moment determined everything. This served much to
annihilate Father La Combe, who had very long walked by certainties. God in his goodness deprived him of
them all, for he willed him to die without reserve.
During all the time I was at Turin our Lord showed me very great favours, and I found myself
every day more transformed into him, and I had still greater knowledge of the state of souls, without being
mistaken, or deceiving myself therein, however they might try to persuade me of the contrary, and though I
might myself have used all my efforts to entertain other thoughts; which has cost me not a little. For when I
told Father La Combe, or wrote to him the state of some souls, which appeared to him more perfect and
more advanced than what I was given to know of them, he attributed it to pride, got very indignant against
me, and even conceived a repugnance to my state. My grief was not because he esteemed me less—by no
means; for I was not even in a state to reflect whether he esteemed me or not—but it was that our Lord did
not allow me to change my thoughts, and he obliged me to tell them to him. He could not reconcile—God
so permitting it in order to destroy him more thoroughly, and take from him every support—he could not, I
say, reconcile a miraculous obedience in a thousand things and a firmness which seemed to him then
extraordinary, and even criminal in certain things. This made him even distrustful of my grace: for he was
not yet established in his way, and did not enough understand that it in no way depended on me, the being
of one manner or the other; and that if I had had any power, I would have reconciled myself to what he
said, in order to spare myself the crosses which it caused me; or at least would have cleverly dissimulated.
But I could do neither the one nor the other; and though everything should perish, I had to tell him matters
as our Lord made me tell them. God has given me in this an inviolable fidelity to the end, without the
crosses and griefs having made me for one moment fail in this fidelity. These things, then, which seemed
obstinacy to him for want of light, and which God so permitted to deprive him of the support he would
have found in the grace that was in me, set him in division from me; and although he told me nothing of it,
and, on the contrary, tried with all his power to conceal it, however distant from me he might be, I could
not be ignorant; for our Lord made me feel it in a strange way, as if I had been divided from myself. This I
felt with more or less pain, according as the division was more or less strong; but as soon as it diminished
or ended, my pain ceased, and I was set at large, and this at however great a distance I might be from him.
On his side he experienced that when he was divided from me he was also from God, and many times he
has said and written to me: “When I am well with God, I am well with you, and as soon as I am ill with
God, I am ill with you.” These were his own words. He experienced that when God received him into his
bosom, it was in uniting him with me, as if he did not want him except in this union. And our Lord made
me very heavily pay for all his infidelities.
While he was at Turin a widow came to him to confession. She is a good servant of God, but all in
illumination and sensibility. As she was in a state of sensibility she told him wonders. The Father was
delighted, for he felt the sensible of her grace. I was at the other side of the confessional. After I had waited
a long time, he said one or two words to me; then he sent me away, saying he had just found a soul which
was devoted to God; that it was truly she who was so; that he was quite refreshed by her; that it would be a
long time before he would find this in me; that I no longer produced anything in his soul but death. At first
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I was glad that he had found such a holy soul, for I am always, my Lord, greatly rejoiced to see you
glorified. I returned home without giving it any more attention, but while returning our Lord made me see
clearly the state of that soul, which was in truth very good, but which was only at the commencement, in a
mixture of affection and a little silence, quite full of the sensible; that it was owing to this the Father felt
sympathetically her state; that as for me, in whom our Lord had destroyed everything, I was very far from
being able to communicate to him the sensible. Moreover, our Lord made me understand that, being in him,
as I was, without anything of my own, he communicated to Father La Combe through me only what he
communicated to him directly himself, which was death, nakedness, a stripping of everything; and that
anything else would make him live his self-life and hinder his death; that if he stopped at sentiment, it
would be hurtful to his interior. I had to write all this to him. On receiving my letter, he remarked in it at
first a character of truth, but reflection having succeeded, he judged all I told him to be only pride, and this
caused him some estrangement from me; for he had still in his mind the ordinary rules of humility,
conceived and understood in our manner, and did not see that there could be no other rule for me but to do
the will of my God. I thought no longer of humility nor of pride, but I let myself be led as a child who says
and does without distinction all he is made to say or do. I easily understand that all persons who are not
entered into self-annihilation will accuse me of pride in this, but in my state I cannot give it a thought. I
allow myself to be led where I am led, high or low; all is for me equally good.
He wrote to me that at first he had found in my letter something which seemed to him true, and
that he entered into it, but after having re-read it with attention he had found it full of pride, obstinacy, and
a preference of my lights to others. I could not give a thought to all this, to find it in myself, nor, as
formerly, to convince myself, believing it though I did not see it. That was no longer for me; I could not
reflect on it. If he had thought, he might have seen that a person who has neither will nor inclination for
anything, is far removed from obstinacy, and he would have therein recognized God. But our Lord did not
then permit him. I wrote again to him to prove the truth of what I had advanced; but this only served to
confirm him in the unfavourable sentiments he had conceived of me. He entered into division. I knew the
moment he had opened my letter, and had entered into it, and I was thrown into my ordinary suffering.
When the maid who went to him with that letter (and who was the same I have spoken of, whom our Lord
had brought to me) had returned, I told her, and she said it was precisely at that hour he had read my letter.
Our Lord did not give me any thought of writing to him again on this subject; but the following Sunday,
when I went to confess, and was on my knees, he at once asked me if I still persisted in my sentiments of
pride, and if I still believed the same thing. Up to this I had not made any reflection either upon what I had
thought or what I had written to him; but at this moment having done so, it appeared to me pride, as he told
me. I answered, “It is true, my Father, that I am proud, and that person is more devoted to God than I.” As
soon as I had pronounced these words, I was cast out as if from Paradise to the depth of Hell. I have never
suffered such torment; I was beside myself. My face changed suddenly, and I was like a person about to
expire, whose reason is gone. I sank back. The Father at once perceived it, and was at the moment
enlightened as to the little power I had in these things, and how I was obliged to say and do without
discernment what the Master made me do. He said to me at once, “Believe what you before believed. I
order you.” As soon as he said this to me I commenced gradually to breathe and to come to life; in
proportion as he entered into what I had said to him my soul recovered her freedom, and I said as I turned
away, “Let no one speak to me again of humility. The ideas people have of the virtues are not for me; there
is but one single thing for me, which is to obey my God.” A little time after, from her manner of acting, he
recognized that that person was very far from what he had thought. I relate a single example, but I could
give many similar.
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Chapter 2-16
ONE night our Lord made me see in a dream that he wished also to purify the maid he had given
me, and to make her truly enter upon the death of Self, but that it was necessary this also should be done
through me, and by means of suffering. I, therefore, had to make up my mind to suffer for her what I
suffered for Father La Combe, although in a different manner. She has made me suffer inconceivable
torments. As she resisted God much more than he, and the selfhood was far stronger in her, she had more to
purify; so that I had to suffer martyrdoms that I could not make conceivable should I tell them: but it is
impossible for me. What augmented my trouble was that Father La Combe never understood this as long as
it lasted, always attributing it to defect and imperfection on my part. I bore this torment for that girl three
entire years. When the resistances were strongest, and the Father approved her, without my knowing it, I
entered into torments I cannot tell. I fell sick from it, so I was almost continually ill. Sometimes I passed
whole days upon the ground, supported against the bedstead, without being able to stir, and suffering
torments so excessive that had I been upon the rack I think I should not have felt it, so terrible was the
internal pain. When that girl resisted God more strongly, and came near me, she burned me; and when she
touched me I felt so strange a pain that material fire would have been only its shadow. Ordinarily I allowed
myself to burn with inconceivable violence; at other times I asked her to withdraw, because I could not any
longer support the pain. She sometimes took this for aversion, and told Father La Combe, who was angry at
it, and reproved me. However, when herself, she could not judge altogether in that manner, for our Lord
made me constantly perform miracles for her. I had absolute power over her soul and her body. However ill
she was, as soon as I told her to be cured, she was so; and as to the interior, as soon as I said to her, “Be at
peace,” she was so; and when I had a movement to deliver her to pain, and I delivered her to it, she entered
into an inconceivable pain; but almost all her pain it was I bore, with inexpressible violence.
O my God, it seems to me you have made me understand by my own experience something of
what you have suffered for men; and it seemed to me, by what I suffered, that a part of what you have
suffered for men would have consumed ten thousand worlds. It needed no less than the strength of a God to
bear that torment without being annihilated. Once, when I was ill, and this girl was in her resistances and
her selfhood, she approached me. I felt so violent a fire that I could not, it seemed to me, bear it without
dying. This fire, it appears to me, is the same as that of purgatory. I told her to withdraw, owing to what I
suffered. As she thought it was only opposition to her, she persisted, out of friendliness, in remaining. She
took me by the arms. The violence of the pain was so excessive, that without paying any attention to what I
did, being altogether beside myself from the excess of pain, I bit my arm with such force that I almost took
out the piece. She saw the blood and the wound I had caused myself before perceiving the manner. This
made her understand that there was something extraordinary in it. She informed the Father, as he was then
at Turin, and for sometime he had not come to see me, because he was in division and in trouble. He was
much surprised at the hurt I had caused myself: he could not understand what caused me to suffer; and I
had difficulty to explain myself to him, and make him know it. In the evening she wished to approach me. I
commanded the pain which I suffered for her to seize upon her. At once she entered into so strange a pain
that she believed she was about to die, and I was delivered from it for the moment; but as she could not
bear it, I took it back away from her, leaving her in peace.
Our Lord made me see in a dream the resistances she would make to me under the figure of
numerous animals which issued from her body, and he made me feel the pain of that purification, as if
when the animals were drawn out I was burned with a red hot iron on the right shoulder. Those animals
appeared to me transparent, so that the outside looked pure and clear as a glass, and the inside full of
unclean animals; and I was given to know that she had passed through the first purification, which is that of
the exterior, and for this reason she had been held a saint in the world; but she had not yet been purified
radically, and so far from it, the exterior purification had, as it were, fortified her self-love, and rendered the
selfhood more dominant in the central depth of her being. I saw that in proportion as I suffered, those
animals destroyed one another; so that at last only one remained, who devoured all the others. He appeared
to have in himself all the malice of the others, and he struggled against me in a surprising manner.
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It should be known that as soon as this was shown me, and it was given me to suffer for her, she
exteriorly entered into a state which might have passed for madness. She was no longer fit to render me any
service; in continual anger, everything offended her without rhyme or reason—jealousy of everybody, and
a thousand other defects. Although she exercised me enough for the exterior, all this gave me no trouble; it
was only that extreme pain which made me suffer. She became frightfully awkward, breaking and
destroying everything, not being able to endure anyone. All who saw me served in this way, pitied me, for
she had the disgrace that, whatever eagerness she had to do well, she did everything ill; our Lord so
permitting it. If I was ill in a sweat or a shivering fit, she, without thinking, threw pots of water over me; if
anyone, or she herself, had prepared anything, hoping to give me an appetite, she threw it in the cinders; if I
had anything useful, she broke or lost it; and I never said anything to her, although things went so far that
there was reason to think my income would not suffice for the half year. She was greatly distressed because
I never said anything to her about what concerned me; for her affection for me was such that she was more
grieved at this than at other faults which did not affect me, while for me it was the contrary. I had not the
shadow of trouble from this. What I could not suffer in her was the self-love and the selfhood. I strongly
reproved her for it, and I said to her, “All which concerns me gives me no trouble, but I feel such a terrible
opposition for your self-love and selfhood, I could not have greater for the Devil.” I saw clearly that the
Devil could not hurt us, but for our self-love and selfhood; and I had more aversion and more horror for
that self-love and that selfhood than for all the devils. At the beginning I was pained at the opposition I had
for this girl, whom I otherwise so loved, that it seemed to me I would rather have sent away my own
children than get rid of her. Father La Combe, not understanding this, reproved me, and made me suffer
much. However, it was not in me from myself, but from God; and when the Father supported her, it made
me suffer doubly, for I suffered from the infidelity of the one and the selfhood of the other. Our Lord made
me understand that this was not a defect in me, as I persuaded myself; that it was because he gave me the
discernment of spirits, and my central depth would reject, or accept, that which was of him, or was not.
Since that time, although I have not borne the purification of other souls, as in her case, I
nevertheless recognize them not by any light, nor by what they tell me, but by the central depth. It is well to
say here that one must not mistake; and souls which are still in themselves, whatever degree of light and
ardour they may have arrived at, should not apply this to themselves. They often think they have this
discernment, and it is nothing but the antipathy of nature. It has been seen that our Lord (as I have told) had
previously destroyed in me all sorts of natural antipathy. It is necessary that the central depth be
annihilated—that it depend on God alone, and that the soul no longer possess herself, for these things to be
from God. This lasted three years.
In proportion as this soul was purified the pain diminished, until our Lord made me know that her
state was about to change, and that he would have the goodness to harmonize her to me. So it suddenly
changed. Although I suffered such strange torments for the persons our Lord desired to purify, I did not feel
all the persecutions from without; and yet they were very violent. The Bishop of Geneva wrote to different
kinds of persons: to those who he thought would show his letters to me he spoke well of me, and in the
letters which he thought I should not see he wrote much evil. Our Lord permitted that those persons, having
mutually shown each other the letters, were indignant at a procedure so contrary to good faith. They sent
them to me, that I might be on my guard. I kept them for more than two years; then I burned them, in order
not to do harm to that prelate. The strongest battery was that he opened through one of the Ministers, coSecretary of State, with the brother of the Marquise de Prunai. Moreover, he took all the trouble imaginable
to render me an object of suspicion, and to decry me. For this he used certain Abbes; and although I did not
go out, and did not show myself, I was well-known from the unflattering portrait the Bishop made of me. It
did not make as much impression as it would have done had he stood better with the Court; but certain
letters, which Madame Royale found after the death of the Prince, which he had written him against her,
made her for her part attach no weight to what the Bishop of Geneva wrote; on the contrary, she sent me
friendly messages, and invited me to go and see her. I went to pay my respects; she assured me of her
protection, and that she was very glad I was in her State.
Our Lord made me know in a dream that he called me to aid my neighbour. Of all the mysterious
dreams I have had, there is none made more impression than this, or the unction of which has lasted longer.
It seemed to me that, being with one of my friends, we were ascending a great mountain, at the bottom of
which was a stormy sea, full of rocks, which had to be crossed before coming to the mountain. This
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mountain was quite covered with cypresses. When we had ascended it, we found at its top another
mountain, surrounded with hedges, that had a locked door. We knocked at it; but my companion went
down again, or remained at the door, for she did not enter with me. The Master came to open the door,
which was immediately again shut. The Master was no other than the Bridegroom, who, having taken me
by the hand, led me into the wood of cedars. This mountain was called Mount Lebanon. In the wood was a
room where the Bridegroom led me, and in the room two beds. I asked him for whom were those two beds.
He answered me, There is one for my mother, and the other for you, my Bride. In this room there were
animals fierce by nature, and hostile, who lived together in a wonderful manner—the cat played with the
bird, and there were pheasants that came to caress me; the wolf and the lamb lived together. I remembered
that prophecy of Isaiah, and the room that is spoken of in Canticles. Innocence and candour breathed from
the whole place. I perceived in this room a boy of about twelve years of age. The Bridegroom said to him to
go and see if there were any persons coming home from the shipwreck. His only duty was to go to the
bottom of the mountain to discover if he could see anyone. The Bridegroom, turning to me, said, “I have
chosen you, my Bride, to bring here to you all who shall have courage enough to pass this terrible sea, and
to be there shipwrecked.” The boy came to say he did not see anyone yet returned from the shipwreck. On
that I woke up so penetrated by this dream that its unction remained with me many days.
My interior state was continually more firm and immovable, and my mind so clear, that neither
distraction nor thought entered it, save those it pleased our Lord to put there. My prayer, still the same—not
a prayer which is in me, but in God—very simple, very pure, and very unalloyed. It is a state, not a prayer,
of which I can tell nothing, owing to its great purity. I do not think there is anything in the world more
simple and more single. It is a state of which nothing can be said, because it passes all expression—a state
where the creature is so lost and submerged, that though it be free as to the exterior, for the interior it has
absolutely nothing. Therefore its happiness is unalterable. All is God, and the soul no longer perceives
anything but God. She has no longer any pretence to perfection, any tendency, any partition, any union; all
is perfected in unity, but in a manner so free, so easy, so natural, that the soul lives in God and from God,
as easily as the body lives from the air it breathes. This state is known of God alone, for the exterior of
these souls is very common, and these same souls, which are the delight of God, and the object of his
kindness, are often the mark for the scorn of creatures.
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Chapter 2-17
WHILE I was still in Savoy God made use of me to draw to his love a monk of merit, but one who
did not even dream of taking the road to perfection. He sometimes accompanied Father La Combe when he
used to come to assist me in my illness, and the thought occurred to me to ask him from our Lord. The
evening that I received the Extreme Unction he came near my bed. I said to him that if our Lord had pity on
me after my death, he would feel the effects of it. He felt himself internally so touched as to weep; he was
one of those who were most opposed to Father La Combe, and he who, without knowing me, had made out
the most stories against me. Quite changed, he returned home, and could not help wishing to speak to me
again, being extremely moved because he believed I was about to die. He wept so much that the other
monks rallied him on it. They said to him, “Can anything be more absurd? A lady of whom only two days
ago you said a thousand bad things, now that she is about to die, you weep for her as if she was your
mother!” Nothing could prevent his weeping, nor take away the desire of again speaking to me. Our Lord
heard his wishes, and I grew better. I had time to speak to him. He gave himself to God in an admirable
manner, although he was advanced in age. He changed even as to his natural character, which was cunning
and insincere, and became simple as a child. He could not call me anything but his mother. He also
acquired confidence in Father La Combe, even making his general confession to him.
People no longer knew him, and he did not know himself. For many years he was thus disposed to
me. One day he exhibited more confidence and friendship than ordinary; having come a considerable
distance expressly to see me and to open his soul to me, he had had a fall from his horse, from which he
suffered pain, and had a dangerous swelling, that might be attended by serious consequences owing to the
locality of the hurt. He told me he felt great pain, and that he was anxious about the consequences of such a
dangerous hurt. I said to him, “You will never be inconvenienced by it.” He believed, and was entirely
cured, without ever since having felt it. As owing to that he showed me more confidence, he said to me,
like St. Peter—I mean no comparison—“Though all the world should renounce you, I will never renounce
you.” As soon as he said this, I had a strong movement that he would renounce me and lose hold through
want of fidelity, and at the same time it seemed to me that if he sacrificed himself to it and lost the esteem
of himself, and of the strength he believed himself to have, this would not happen. I said to him, “My
Father, you will renounce me, assuredly you will do it, and you will lose hold.” He was vexed with me for
this, continuing to protest the contrary; that he was not a child, that no one was more firm and constant than
he. The more he protested, the more I had an inward certainty of the contrary. I said to him, “My Father, in
the name of God I pray you to sacrifice yourself to him, to renounce me, and to turn against me for some
time, if he permits,” assuring him that if he did not enter into this disposition of sacrifice, he would
infallibly do it. He never would submit to this, and became very grieved because, as he said, I distrusted
him. Six months from that he came to see me, more affectionate than ever, and said, “You see how false a
prophetess you are, and that I am very far from renouncing you.”
A year after, while I was with Father La Combe, I said to him, Father N— is certainly changed,
for our Lord has made me feel it. When he gives me anyone specially I must always suffer something. O
my God, how indeed true is it that I have brought forth children only with pain! But also, when they
became unfaithful I felt that they were taken away, and that they were no longer anything to me; but for
those whom our Lord did not remove from me, who were only wavering or unfaithful for a time, for them
he made me suffer. I clearly felt that they were unfaithful, but they were not removed from me, and I knew
that in spite of their infidelities, they would one day return. When, then, I said to Father La Combe that he
was changed—and I had told him more than a year before that he would change—he said to me that it was
my imagination. A few days after he received from him a letter full of friendship, and he said to me, “See
how he is changed.” While reading the letter I had again a very strong certitude that he was changed, and
that a remnant of respect and shame made him continue to write thus, and that he would yet do so for some
time. It happened exactly; he continued still for some time forced letters; then he ceased to write; and
Father La Combe learned that the fear of losing certain friends had changed him. There are some for whom
our Lord makes me pray, or makes me take some steps to aid them, and others for whom it is not even
given me to write a letter to strengthen them.
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There was one, who was the most violent man in the world, who kept no measure, and was much
more of a soldier than a monk. As Father La Combe was his Superior, and tried to gain him both by his
words and his example, he could not endure him; he even broke out in great passions against him. When he
was saying the Mass in the place where I was, I felt, without knowing him, that he was not in a good state.
One day that I saw him pass with the chalice, which he held in his hand to go and say Mass, a great
tenderness for him seized upon me, and an assurance that he was changed. I even knew that he was a
chosen vessel, whom God had chosen in a special manner. I had to write it to Father La Combe, who sent
me word that this was the falsest idea he had yet seen in me, and that he knew no man more ill-disposed
than that person; and he regarded what I had said as the most ridiculous dream that ever was. He was very
much surprised when, about four or five o'clock in the evening, this Father went to see him in his room, and
from the proudest of men, appeared the most gentle. He asked pardon for all the annoyance he had caused
him, and said to him with tears, “I am changed, my Father, and I have suffered an utter overthrow which I
do not understand.” He related to him how he had seen the Holy Virgin, who had showed him that he was
in a state of damnation, but that she had prayed for him. Father La Combe at once wrote me that what I had
told him of a certain Father was indeed true, that he was changed, but changed in a good way, and that he
was full of joy at it. I remained all night on the bare ground without sleeping a moment, penetrated with the
unction of God's designs for that soul. Some days after, our Lord again made me know the same thing, with
much unction, and I was again a night without sleeping, quite full of that sight. I wrote to him the designs
which our Lord had for him, and I gave the letter open to Father La Combe to give him. He hesitated some
time whether he should give it, not daring so soon to trust him; but that Father passing by at the moment, he
could not prevent himself giving it to him. Far from ridiculing it, he was much touched, and resolved to
give himself to God utterly. He has a difficulty in breaking away from all his ties, and seems still divided
between God and connections which seem to him innocent, although God gives him many blows to
thoroughly subdue him; but his resistances do not make me lose hope of what he will one day do. Before
his change I saw in a dream a number of very beautiful birds that everyone was eagerly hunting and
desirous of catching, and I looked at them all without taking any part in it, and without wishing to catch
them. I was very much astonished to see them all come and give themselves up to me, without my making
any effort to have them. Among all those who gave themselves up to me, and which were numerous
enough, was one of extraordinary beauty, which far surpassed all the others. Everybody was eager to catch
that one; after having flown away from all, and from me also as well as the others, he gave in, and gave
himself up to me, when I did not expect it. There was one of the others, which, after having come, flew
about for a long time, sometimes giving himself, sometimes withdrawing; then he gave himself altogether.
This last appeared to me to be the monk of whom I have spoken. Others withdrew altogether. For two
nights I had the same dream; but the beautiful bird which had no fellow is not unknown to me, although he
has not yet come. Whether it be before or after my death that he gives himself entirely to God, I am assured
that it will take place.
While I was with the Marquise de Prunai, undecided whether I should place my daughter at the
Visitation of Turin, to go with her, or whether I should take some other step, I was much surprised, when I
least expected it, to see Father La Combe arrive from Verceil, and tell me that I must return to Paris without
a moment's delay. It was evening. He told me to set out the next morning. I confess this unexpected news
surprised me, without, however, disturbing me in the very least. It was for me a double sacrifice, to return
to a place where I knew I had been so grievously decried, to a family which had nothing but scorn for me,
and had represented my journey (that necessity alone had forced me to make) as a voluntary tour caused by
the human attachment I had for Father La Combe; although it was strictly true that providential necessity
alone had led me to it. You alone, O my God, knew how far we were from such sentiments, and that we
were equally ready never to see each other, should it be your will, or to see each other continually should
that be your will. O God, how little do men comprehend these things, which you yourself do for your glory,
and to be the source of an infinity of crosses, that were increasing instead of diminishing. Here, then, was I,
without answering a word, ready to set out together with my daughter and a maid-servant, without any
person to escort me; for Father La Combe was resolved not to accompany me, even across the mountains;
because the Bishop of Geneva had written everywhere that I had gone to Turin, running after him.
But the Father Provincial, who was a man of quality of Turin, and who knew the virtue of Father
La Combe, told him that I must not be allowed to go among those mountains, especially as I had my
daughter with me, without some one I knew, and that he ordered him to accompany me. The Father
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admitted to me that he had some repugnance, but his duty of obedience and the danger to which I should
have been exposed in going alone, made him get over his objections. He was to accompany me as far as
Grenoble, and thence return to Turin. I set out then with the intention of going to Paris to suffer all the
crosses and submit to all the confusion it might please God to make me suffer.
What made me pass by Grenoble was the wish I had to spend two or three days with a great
servant of God, a friend of mine. When I was there, Father La Combe and this lady told me to go no
further, and that God wished to glorify himself in me and through me in that place. Father La Combe
returned to Verceil, and I let myself be led by providence, like a child. This worthy Mother at first took me
to a widow, not having found room at the inn, and I expected to spend only three days there; but as they
told me to remain at Grenoble, I remained in her house. I placed my daughter in a convent, and resolved to
employ all this time in giving myself up in solitude to him who is absolutely master of me. I made no visit
in that place, no more than in any of the other places where I had dwelt; but I was very much surprised
when, a few days after my arrival, many persons came to see me, who made profession of being in an
especial manner devoted to God. I at once became aware of a gift of God, which had been communicated to
me without my understanding it—namely, the discernment of spirits, and the giving to each what was
suitable to him. I felt myself suddenly clothed with an Apostolic state, and I discerned the state of the souls
of the persons who spoke to me, and that with such facility that they were astonished, and said one to the
other that I gave to each that of which he had need. It was you, O my God, who did all these things. They
sent each other to me. It reached such a point that ordinarily from six in the morning until eight in the
evening I was occupied in speaking of God. People came from all sides, from far and near—monks, priests,
men of the world, girls, women, and widows—all came, the one after the other, and God gave me
wherewith to satisfy all in an admirable manner, without my taking any thought, or paying any attention to
it. Nothing in their interior state, nor what passed in them, was concealed from me. You made, O my God,
an infinity of conquests that you alone know. There was given them a surprising facility for prayer, and
God gave them great graces and worked marvellous changes. I had a miraculous authority over the bodies
and souls of these persons whom our Lord sent to me; their health and their interior state seemed to be in
my hand. The more advanced of those souls found near me that, without speech, there was communicated
to them a grace which they could not comprehend, nor cease to wonder at. The others found an unction in
my words, and that they operated in them what I said to them. They had not, said they, ever seen, or rather,
ever experienced anything similar. I saw monks of different orders, and priests of merit, to whom our Lord
gave very great graces; and God gave grace to all, without exception—at least, to all who came in good
faith.
What is surprising is, that I had not a word to say to those who came to surprise and to spy on me;
and when I wished to force myself to speak to them, besides being unable, I felt that God did not desire it.
Some went away, saying, “People are mad to go and see that lady: she cannot speak;” others treated me as
stupid, and I did not know those persons had come to spy on me. But when they had gone out, some one
came and said to me, “I was not able to come soon enough to tell you not to speak to those persons; they
came from So-and-so to spy on you, and to catch you.” I said to them, “Our Lord has been beforehand with
your charity, for I have been unable to say a word to them.”
I felt that what I said came from the fountain-head, and that I was merely the instrument of him
who made me speak. In the midst of this general applause our Lord made me understand what was the
Apostolic state with which he had honoured me, and that to be willing to give one's self up to aid souls in
the purity of his Spirit, was to expose one's self to cruel persecutions. These very words were impressed
upon me: “To sacrifice yourself to aid your neighbour is to sacrifice yourself to the gibbet. Those who now
say of thee, ‘Blessed be ho who cometh in the name of the Lord,’ will soon say, ‘Take away; crucify.’ ”
One of my friends speaking of the general esteem in which I was held, I said to her, “Notice what I say to
you this day, that you will hear curses proceed from the same mouths which are giving blessings;” and our
Lord made me understand that it was necessary for me to be conformable to him in all states, and that if he
had always remained with the Holy Virgin and St. Joseph in an obscure life, he would never have been
crucified; and when he wished to crucify any of his servants in an extraordinary manner, he employed him
in the service of his neighbour. It is certain that all the souls who are thus employed by God by an
Apostolic destination, and who are truly placed in the Apostolic state, have to suffer extremely. I do not
speak of those who intrude themselves into it, and who, not being called there by God in a special manner,
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and having nothing of the grace of the Apostolate, have also nothing of the crosses of the Apostolate; but
for those who give themselves up to God without any reserve, and who are willing with all their heart to be
the plaything of providence without restriction or reserve—ah, as for those, they are assuredly a spectacle
for God, for angels and for men: for God, of glory, by the conformity with Jesus Christ; for angels, of joy;
and for men, of cruelty and disgrace.
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Chapter 2-18
BEFORE I came to Grenoble, on the road, I went into a convent of the nuns of the Visitation.
Suddenly I was struck by a picture of Jesus Christ in the garden, with these words: “Father, if it be possible,
let this cup pass; however, your will be done.” At once I understood that this was addressed to me, and I
sacrificed myself to the will of God. There I experienced a very extraordinary thing; it is, that among so
great a number of souls all good and with grace, and for whom our Lord, through me, did much, some were
given me as simple plants to cultivate, in whom I did not feel our Lord desired me to take any interest. I
knew their state; but I did not feel in myself that absolute authority, and they did not in especial manner
belong to me. Here I understood better the true maternity. The others were given to me as children, and for
these I always had something to pay, and I had authority over their souls and their bodies. Of these children
some were faithful, and I knew they would be so, and they were united with me in charity. Others were
unfaithful, and I knew that of these last some would never recover from their faithlessness, and they were
taken away from me; as for others, that it would be merely a temporary straying. For both the one and the
other I suffered heart-pains that are inconceivable, as if they were being drawn out of my heart. These are
not those heart-pains which are called failure or faintness of the heart. It was a violent pain in the region of
the heart, which was yet spiritual, but so violent that it made me cry out with all my strength, and reduced
me to my bed. In this state I could not take food, but I had to allow myself to be devoured by a strange pain.
When these same children left me, and by cowardice, lack of courage to die to themselves, they gave up
everything, they were torn from my heart with much pain.
It was then I understood that all the predestinated came forth from the heart of Jesus Christ, and
that he gave birth to them on Calvary in pangs that are inconceivable, and it was for this reason he wished
his heart to be opened externally, to show that there was the fountain whence came forth all the
predestinated. O heart which has brought me forth, it will be in thee we shall be received for ever! Our
Lord, amongst so many who followed him, had so few true children. It is for that reason he said to his
Father, “I have lost none of those whom thou hast given me, except the son of perdition,” making us
thereby see that he did not lose, not only any of the Apostles, although they made so many false steps, but
even of those whom he was about to bring forth on Calvary by the opening of his heart. O my Love, I can
say that you have made me a participator in all your mysteries, making me experience them in an ineffable
manner. I was then associated in this divine maternity in Jesus Christ, and it has been that which caused me
most suffering; for two hours of this suffering changed me more than several days' continued fever. I have
sometimes so borne these pains as for two or three days to cry out with all my strength, “The heart!” The
maid who attended me saw that the ailment was not natural, but she did not know what caused it. If we
could understand the least of the pangs we have cost Jesus Christ, we should be in amazement.
Amongst the various monks who came to see me, there was one order which felt more than any
other the effects of grace; and it was some members of this very order who had been to a small town where
Father La Combe had held a mission, and by a false zeal troubled all the worthy souls who had given
themselves sincerely to God, tormenting them inconceivably, burning all their books which spoke of
prayer, refusing absolution to those who used it, throwing into consternation, and even despair, those who
had withdrawn from a criminal life and preserved themselves in grace by means of prayer, and lived in a
perfect manner. Those monks proceeded to such excess in their indiscreet zeal that they caused a sedition in
the town, and in the open street they had a respectable and meritorious Father of the Oratory beaten with
sticks, because he used prayer at evening, and on Sundays made a short and fervent prayer, which
insensibly accustomed those good souls to use prayer.
I have never in my life had so much consolation as in seeing in that little town so many good souls
who vied with each other in giving themselves to God with their whole heart. There were young girls of
twelve and thirteen years of age, who worked all day in silence in order to converse with God, and who had
acquired a great habit of it. As they were poor girls, they joined in couples; and those who knew how to
read, read out something to those who could not read. It was a revival of the innocence of the early
Christians. There was a poor washerwoman, who had five children and a husband paralysed in the right
arm, but more halt in his spirit than in his body: he had no strength except to beat her. Nevertheless, this
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poor woman, with the sweetness of an angel, endured it all, and gained subsistence for that man and her
five children. This woman had a wonderful gift of prayer, preserving the presence of God and equanimity
in the greatest miseries and the most extreme poverty. There was also the wife of a shopkeeper greatly
influenced by God, and the wife of a locksmith. They were three friends. Both of them sometimes read for
that washerwoman, and they were surprised how she was instructed by our Lord in all they read for her,
and how she spoke of it divinely. These monks sent for this woman, and threatened her if she would not
give up prayer, saying it was only for monks, and that she was very audacious to use prayer. She answered
them—or, rather, he who taught her, for she was in herself very ignorant—that our Lord had told all to
pray; and that he had said, “I say unto you all,” not specifying either priests or monks; that without prayer
she could never support the crosses, nor the poverty she was in; that she had formerly been without prayer,
and she was a demon; and that since she used it, she had loved God with all her heart; and therefore to give
up prayer was to renounce her salvation, which she never could do. She added, let them take twenty
persons who have never used prayer, and twenty of those who use it; then, said she, make yourselves
acquainted with their lives, and you will see if you have reason in condemning prayer. Such words as those
from a woman of that condition ought to have convinced them; they only served to embitter them. They
assured her she should not have absolution unless she promised to give up prayer. She said it did not
depend on her, and that our Lord was the Master to communicate himself to his creature, and to do what
pleased him. They refused her absolution; and after having gone so far as to abuse a worthy tailor, who
served God with all his heart, they had brought to them all the books which treated of prayer, without any
exception, and themselves burned them in the public place. They were greatly puffed up with their
expedition; but the town rose up because of the blows given to the Father of the Oratory; and the principal
men went to the Bishop of Geneva, to tell him the scandal created by these new missionaries, so different
from the others, alluding to Father La Combe, who had on another occasion been there on a mission; and it
was said that the only object of sending these last was to destroy the work he had done. The Bishop of
Geneva was obliged himself to come to that town, and to get into the pulpit, protesting that he had no part
in it—that the Fathers had pushed their zeal too far. The monks, on the other hand, said that they had done
everything under orders. There were also at Tonon girls who had withdrawn together into retirement; they
were poor village girls, who, in order the better to gain their subsistence and serve God, had several in
number joined together. There was one who read from time to time, while the others worked; and they
never went out without asking leave to go out from the senior. They made ribbons; they spun and gained a
livelihood, each in her own trade: the strong supported the weak. These poor girls were separated, and
others also, and dispersed among several villages; they drove them away from the Church. It was, then,
monks of this same order of whom our Lord made use to establish prayer in I know not how many places,
and they carried a hundred times more books on prayer into the places where they went than their brothers
had burnt. God appears to me wonderful in these things. I had then opportunity of knowing these monks in
the way which I am about to tell.
One day that I was ill a friar, who is well versed in the treatment of sick persons, came begging,
and having learnt I was ill, came in. Our Lord made use of him to give me the proper remedies for my
illness, and permitted that we entered into a conversation, which woke up in him the love which he had for
God, and which was, according to him, stifled by his important occupations. I made him understand that
there is no occupation which could hinder him from loving God, or thinking of him. He had no trouble in
believing me, having already much piety and disposition for spiritual religion. Our Lord showed him great
grace, and gave him to me as one of my true children. What is admirable is, that all those whom our Lord
has given me in this way, I felt that he accepted them in me to be my children; for it is he who accepts
them, and who gives them. I only bring them forth upon the cross, as he has brought forth all the
predestinated on the cross; and it is further in this sense that he makes me “fill up what remains wanting of
his passion,” which is the application of the divine filiation. O goodness of a God, to associate poor petty
creatures in such great mysteries!
When our Lord gives me some children of this kind, he gives them, without my having ever
exhibited anything of this, very great inclination for me; and without themselves knowing why or how, they
cannot help calling me their mother—a thing which has happened to many persons of merit, priests, monks,
pious girls, and even to an ecclesiastical dignitary, who all, without my having ever spoken to them, regard
me as their mother—and our Lord has had the goodness to accept them in me, and to give them the same
graces as if I was in the habit of seeing them. One day a person who was in a very trying state, and in
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manifest danger, without thinking what she did, cried aloud, “My mother, my mother!” thinking of me. She
was at once delivered, with a fresh certainty that I was her mother, and that our Lord would have the
goodness to succour her in all her needs through me. Many whom I knew only by letters, have seen me in
dreams answer all their difficulties, and those who are more spiritual took part in the conversation, or
intimate union of unity; but these last are few in number, who at a distance have no need for letters nor for
discourses to understand; the others are interiorly nourished from the grace which our Lord abundantly
communicates to them through me, feeling themselves filled from that outflow of grace.
For when our Lord honours a soul with spiritual fecundity, and associates her in his maternity, he
gives her what is necessary to nourish and sustain her children according to their degree. It is in this way
that, willing to bring forth all the predestinated, he gives them his flesh to eat. It is for this reason those who
eat his flesh and drink his blood dwell in him and he in them, and they are thereby made his children; but
those who do not eat the flesh cannot be his children, because they are not associated in the divine filiation,
the new bond of which is effected in his blood, at least, unless by their conversion at death the efficacy of
that blood be applied to them. It is true that to the holy Anchorites the Word communicated himself from
the centre, and gave them through the central depth the food of angels, which is no other than himself as
Word, although they may have been unable to eat his flesh with the bodily mouth.
I say, then, that when Jesus Christ associates anyone in spiritual maternity he provides a means of
communicating himself; and it is this communication of pure spirit which forms the nourishment and
essential support of souls, but a sustenance which they taste, and which they find by experience to be all
they need. I know that I shall not be understood, for only experience can make this intelligible. I was
sometimes so full of these pure and divine communications, which flow out from “that fountain of living
water which shall spring up to eternal life,” mentioned by St. John the Evangelist, that I used to say, “O
Lord, give me hearts on whom I may discharge from my abundance, otherwise I must die,” for these
outflowings from the Divinity into the centre of my soul were sometimes so powerful that they reacted
even on the body, so that I was ill from it. When some of those whom our Lord had given me as children
approached, or he gave me new ones in whom grace was already strong, I felt myself gradually relieved,
and they experienced in themselves an inconceivable plenitude of grace and a greater gift of prayer, which
was communicated to them according to their degrees; and it surprised them much at the commencement,
but afterwards by their experience they understood this mystery, and they felt a great need of me; and when
necessity separated me from them, or—as I have said—I was unacquainted with them, from not having
seen them, things were communicated to them from a distance.
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Chapter 2-19
THERE were some worthy girls here who were specially given to me, in particular one, and over
her I had great power, both over her soul and her body, to establish her health. At the commencement,
when this girl came to me, she felt a great attraction to come, and our Lord gave her through me all she had
need of; but as soon as she was at a distance, the Devil excited in her mind a frightful aversion to me, so
that when it was necessary for her to come and see me, it was with repugnance and terrible efforts that she
did it, and sometimes when half way she turned back through faithlessness, not having the courage to
continue; but as soon as she was faithful to persist she was delivered from her trouble. When she came near
me it all vanished, and with me she experienced that abundance of grace which has been brought to us by
Jesus Christ. It was a soul greatly influenced by God from her childhood, to whom our Lord had given
much grace, and whom he had led with great gentleness. One day she was with me I had a movement to tell
her she was about to enter on a serious trial. She entered on it the next day in a very violent manner. The
Devil put into her mind a terrible aversion to me. She loved me by grace, and hated me through the
impression, which in a strange manner the Devil made on her; but as soon as she came near me he fled, and
left her in quiet. He put into her mind that I was a sorceress, and that it was by this means I drove off the
devils, and that I told her what was about to happen, in consequence of which things happened as I had told
them to her. She had a continual vomiting, and when I told her not to vomit, and to retain the food, she
retained it. One day before entering on the trial which I shall tell, she came to see me in the morning
(because it was my fete), intending to come to Mass with me, and to communicate. She could hardly speak
to me, such was her then aversion for me; and the Devil did not wish her to tell it, lest I should drive him
off. He closed her mouth, and put into her mind that all I said or did was by sorcery. As she did not say a
word, I knew her trouble, and I told it to her. She acknowledged it. When I was in the church I said to her:
If it is through the Devil I act upon you, I give him the power to torment you; but if it is another spirit who
possesses me, I will that during the Mass you participate in that spirit. The little time we were there before
they commenced the Mass, the Devil made use of his interval, and more forcibly impressed on her that I
was a sorceress, and it was this which made me act, and that she saw how she was worse since I had said
that to her. While she was in the crisis of her pain, and an aversion to me that amounted to rage, the Mass
commenced. As soon as the priest made the sign of the cross, she entered into a heavenly peace, and so
great a union with God, that she knew not whether she was on earth, or in heaven. We communicated in the
same manner, and she was saying to herself during this time, “Oh, how certain I am it is God who moves
and leads her!” After the Mass was over, she said to me, “O my mother, how have I felt what God is in
you! I have been in Paradise.” These are her words. But as I had only said “until after Mass,” the Devil
came to attack her with more rage than before.
The greatest mischief he did was hindering her from telling me her state, for although our Lord
made me well enough acquainted with it, he yet wished her to tell it to me. She was very ill; she thought
she had an abscess, and the faints she fell into, joined to a pain of the head, made the doctor think so. She
believed that when I touched the place on her side the abscess broke; but our Lord gave me no knowledge
that it was so. I said nothing to her about it, and I have not attached faith to it, although she tried to
persuade me; but what is certain is that our Lord made use of me many times to cure her. The Devil
attacked her violently, and not being content alone, he took as allies a fine gang, and caused her much
trouble. I drove him away when I had the movement for it, or I handed her over as I had done before,
according as our Lord inspired me; but always as soon as she approached me and kept herself in silence to
receive grace, he left her in repose. In my absence he thought he would be revenged to his full; as many as
sixteen of them came to torment her. She wrote it to me. I told her when they came to torment her more
violently, to threaten them that she would write to me. They left her for moments.
Then I forbade them for a time to approach her, and when they presented themselves at a distance
she said to them, “My mother has told me that you should leave me in quiet until she permits it.” They did
not approach her. At last I forbade them once for all, and they left her in quiet. She was faithless to God,
and practised on me evasions and deceptions, which only came from self-love. I at once felt it, and that my
central depth rejected her, not that she ceased for that to be among the number of my children; but it is that
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our Lord could not endure her deception or her duplicity. The more she concealed things, the more our
Lord made me know them, and the more he rejected her from my central depth.
I saw, or rather, I experienced therein, how God rejects the sinner from his bosom, and especially
those who act with concealment and deceit; that it is not God who rejects them, by a volition of rejecting
them, or by hatred, but by necessity, owing to their sin; that in God the unchangeableness of love is entire
for the sinner, so that as all the cause of that rejection is in the sinner, God cannot receive him into himself
or into his grace until the cause of this rejection cease. Now, this cause does not subsist in the effect of the
sin, but in the will and inclination of the sinner; so that as soon as this will and inclination ceases on the
side of the sinner, however foul and horrible he may be, God purifies him by his charity and his love, and
receives him into his grace; but as long as there remains in the man the will of sin, although from
powerlessness or lack of opportunity he does not commit the sin he wills, it is certain he would be rejected
from God, owing to this perverse will. It must be understood that the rejection does not come from a will in
God to reject this sinner, “for his will is that all should be saved,” and that they should be received into
him, who is their Origin and their End; but the indisposition which the sinner contracts, which is entirely
opposed to God, and which he cannot, God though he be, receive into himself without destroying himself,
causes a necessary rejection on the part of God of that sinner, who returns into his proper place (which is no
other than God) as soon as the cause of this rejection ceases. It is for this reason the Scripture says, “Turn
unto me, I will return unto you;” cease to will that sin which obliges me, in spite of my love, to reject you,
and I will return to you, to take you, and draw you to me, far from rejecting you.
When this sinner is rejected by God, as I have said, because the matter of his rejection subsists, he
can never be admitted into grace until the cause ceases, which is in the will to sin. However disorderly and
however abominable the sinner may have been, he ceases to be a sinner as soon as he ceases to will to be
so: for all rebellion is in the will. This rebellious will causes all the incongruity, and hinders God from
acting on this sinner; but as soon as the sinner ceases to be rebellious, in ceasing to will sin; God by an
infinite goodness incessantly works to purify him from the filth and the consequences of the sin, in order to
make him fit to be received into himself. If all the life of this sinner pass in falling and getting up again, all
the operation of God on this same sinner during all his life will be to purify him from the fresh stains which
he contracts, and nothing will be done for his perfection. But if this sinner dies during the time that his will
is rebellious, and turned towards sin, as death fixes for ever the disposition of the soul, and the cause of his
impurity is still subsisting, this soul can never be purified by the charity of God, and can consequently
never be received into him; so that his rejection is eternal. And this rejection is the pain of damnation, for
this soul necessarily tends to her Centre, owing to her nature, and is continually rejected from it, owing to
her impurity subsisting in the cause, and not merely in the effect. For if it subsisted only in the effect, as I
shall immediately tell, it would be purified; but her sin being still subsisting in the cause, which is the
rebellious will, it is utterly impossible for God to purify the sinner after his death; because he can only
purify the effect and not the cause, as long as it subsists. Now, as it is rendered subsisting and immortal by
the death of the sinner, it is of necessity that the sinner should be eternally rejected, owing to the absolute
opposition there is between essential purity and essential impurity. No; God, all God though he be, cannot
admit a sinner into his grace as long as his sin subsists in the cause, which is rebellion to God, because he
cannot ever be purified as long as the cause subsists. It is the same in this life. But as soon as the cause is
removed, and no longer subsists, the sin is no longer subsisting, but in its effect, and thus this sinner can be
purified, and God works at this from the moment the cause no longer subsists, for that cause absolutely
hinders God from working, the sinner being then in actual revolt.
But if this sinner dies penitent—that is to say, that the cause, which is the will to sin, is removed,
and only the effect remains, which is the impurity caused by sin—however horrible and filthy the sinner
may be, he ceases to be a sinner, although he does not cease to be filthy. He is then in a state to be purified.
God, by an infinite charity, has provided a bath of love and justice, but a painful bath, to purify this soul,
and that bath is Purgatory, which is not in itself painful, yet is so in the cause of the pain, which is impurity.
Were this cause removed, which is nothing else than sin in its effect, the soul, being quite purified, would
suffer nothing in that place of love. Now, God rejects from his grace the cause of the sin, that is the
rebellious will, and he rejects from himself the damned owing to his impurity, which causes that not only
can he not be received into God, but he cannot be received into his grace, owing to the rebellion of the will,
entirely opposed to grace. It is not the same with the soul in Purgatory, who, having no longer the cause of
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sin, that is, the rebellion, is admitted into the grace of God, but she cannot for that be received into God
until all impurity, the effect of sin, is removed; so that the pain of damnation and of the senses both proceed
from her impurity and incongruity; as soon, however, as all impurity is removed, according as it pleases
God to give a degree of glory to this soul, then she ceases to be rejected from God, and to suffer. There are,
however, souls who die so pure that they do not suffer the pain of the senses, only some retardation. I have
explained it elsewhere, therefore will not say anything of it here.
Now, I say that in this life it is quite the same; souls are received into grace as soon as the cause of
sin ceases, but they are not received into God until all effect of sin is purified. If one continually defiles
himself, or also, if being defiled, one has not the courage to allow himself to be purified by God as much as
he wishes, one never enters into God in this life. Those souls who have not the courage to allow God to act
are not thoroughly purified in this life, because these purifications are effected only by pain and overthrow,
and this it is which makes many holy and wonderful souls still need Purgatory; for it must be known there
are in us two things which need purifying: the effect of sin, and the cause of sin. I have said that those who
die have subsisting in them only that which is there at their death. If they die in grace, their will not being
rebellious, they no longer have the cause of sin, and cannot have it, since their will remains fixed in good. It
is not the same on earth with a man who is not confirmed in charity; for, not being in the unmovable, he
can always change, and his will may rebel until it dies and passes into that which renders it immovable. It
is, therefore, necessary on the earth for God to purify not only the impurity and the remains of sin, but also
the cause in its source, which is that root of sin, that leaven, that ferment, which may always give birth to it,
and render our will rebellious, and consequently make us fall from grace, that is, the SELFHOOD. And
herein is that radical purification of our nature, ever disposed to revolt, which God desires to purify in this
life, and which he effectively purifies in the souls, that he wills not only to receive into his grace, but into
himself. He purifies them not merely from the effect of sin, but from the radical cause, from that leaven,
from that ferment, which always may make the will revolt; and this is effected only by the death of the soul
through her annihilation, which is attended by extreme pains, and by the loss of all. It is for this reason that
an extraordinary courage is needed to pass into God in this life, and to be annihilated to the necessary point,
losing all that is “own.” Therefore the souls truly “transformed into him,” as St. Paul says, who are
transformed, not merely in grace, but into himself, are more rare than I can tell.
To return to my subject. I say, this girl was rejected from my central depth; the cause was
subsisting in her; not in my will. I experienced that she was still held to me by a certain bond, as the sinner
to his God, which renders it possible for him always to be received into him in this life, as soon as the cause
of the rejection ends. God incessantly solicits that will to cease to be rebellious, and he spares nothing on
his side, but it is free; yet grace never fails, for as soon as the will ceases to rebel, it finds grace at its door,
quite ready to give itself. Oh, if people conceived the goodness of God, and the wickedness of the sinner,
they would be surprised, and it should make us die of love. I felt then how this girl, and many other souls,
were bound to me by a link of filiation, but I could no longer communicate myself to this girl as I did
before, owing to the want of simplicity, which was not in fleeting matters, but in her will to dissemble, and
that it was impossible for that flow of grace to take place until this subsisting voluntary dissimulation was
destroyed. I said to her what I could, but she dissimulated afresh to conceal her dissimulation, so that this
caused God to reject her still more in me, and she became more opposed to me; not that I ceased to love
her, for I knew well that I loved her, but it was she who caused her rejection, which could be ended only by
her. O God, how admirable are you, to be willing to give petty creatures the knowledge by experience of
your most profound secrets! What I experienced with this girl I have experienced with many souls: I have
given this as an example. Father La Combe was not yet in a state to discern these things, and I could not
explain them to him, except by saying that this person was artful and dissembling; but he took it in the
sense of virtues, with which I had no longer anything to do, and he told me I formed rash judgments. I did
not even understand what was a rash judgment—all that was far removed from my mind; and I remember
that once, when I was in Piedmont, he wanted to make me confess it. I did so because he told me, and
thereby suffered inconceivable torments; for our Lord was angry because they regarded that in me as a
defect, in place of regarding it in him, the Supreme Truth, who judges things not as man judges, but who
sees them as they are. Father La Combe made me suffer much in regard to this person; he was, however,
himself enlightened, our Lord making him see falsities and manifest duplicity. Before my arrival at
Grenoble, the lady, my friend, saw in a dream that our Lord gave me an infinity of children: they were all
children and small, clothed in the same way, bearing on their dresses the marks of their candour and
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innocence. She thought I was coming there to take charge of the children of the Hospital, for the meaning
was not given to her; but as soon as she related it to me, I understood it was not this; that our Lord by
spiritual fecundity meant to give me a great number of children, that they would be my true children only
by simplicity and candour, and that he would draw them through me into innocence. Therefore there is
nothing I have so much opposition to as trickery and duplicity. I have wandered far from what I
commenced; but I am not my own mistress.
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Chapter 2-20
THIS worthy friar of whom I have spoken, and who had already previously received from God
sufficient grace to dispose him to spiritual views, though for want of help and, perhaps, of faithfulness, he
had not advanced—this good friar, I say, felt himself led to open his heart to me like a child. Our Lord gave
me all that was necessary for him, So that, not being able to doubt the impression of his grace, he said to
me, without knowing what he was saying, “You are my true mother.” From that time our Lord had the
goodness to show him much mercy through this petty nothing, and I felt indeed that he was my son, and
one of the most united and faithful. Whenever he came to see me, our Lord showed him fresh mercies, and
he used to go away full, strengthened, encouraged to die really to himself, and certified of the power of
God in me, which he experienced with his dependence. Our Lord gradually taught him to speak in silence,
and to receive grace without the intervention of words; but this took effect in him only in proportion as he
died to himself. Our Lord had promised that where several should be assembled in his name, he would be
in the midst of them. It is in this way the promise takes effect very really. As he was already far advanced
in prayer, and was only arrested and retarded, he was soon re-established.
In proportion as his soul advanced so as to be able to remain in silence before God, and the Word
operated in him in this silence—which is fruitful and full, not a mere indolence, as those who have not
experienced it imagine—he increased in grace and prayer. O immediate speech, ineffable speech, who say
everything without articulating anything, who are the expression of what you say! He who has not
experienced you knows nothing, however wise he may think himself. It is in you is the source of all
knowledge, and when you are in plenitude in a soul, what is she ignorant of? In proportion, then, as the
Word communicated himself to him in silence ineffable, it was given him in silence to communicate with
me, and to receive through me in silence the operations of the Divine Word—operations which he could
not be ignorant of, for the plenitude became in him more abundant; like a sluice opened up which profusely
discharges itself, and that with such force and such grace in well-disposed souls, that a river does not run
with greater impetuosity. But, alas, how few souls there are pure enough for it to pass thus in them! This
plenitude which he continually received, emptied him more of himself, and put him into a state of greater
silence before God and profounder death and separation from all things. The more he died to everything,
the more he was inclined towards God and towards me. O my God, I understood so well that it is in this
manner you communicate yourself profusely to those souls, who are entirely yours; it is in these souls that
your grace flows as a river, and it is in them that you become a “spring of water springing up unto life
eternal,” and that with such abundance that there is enough to fill an infinity of hearts, each according to his
degree, without ceasing to be full. It was that plenitude, great and unrivalled, with which the angel saluted
the Holy Virgin. She was in such perfect plenitude that she flowed out and will flow out eternally into all
the saints as their Hierarchic Queen, and it is in this sense that all the graces which God gives men pass all
through Mary. What abundance do not you experience, you who communicate to all, and who are the first
receptacle, who, overflowing from your plenitude, furnish to other souls all that is needed for them!
O wonderful Hierarchy, which commences in this life to continue through all eternity! Yes, there
is a Hierarchy among the Saints as among the angels, and those who shall have served as a channel in their
plenitude to water other souls will so serve through all eternity in Hierarchic manner.
And it is in this sense that the divine Eve is mother of all living, since there will be an outflow
from her plenitude into the souls of all those who will live by grace, greater or less, according as the hearts
are more disposed, more extended and dilated to receive from that plenitude and superabundance. It needs a
great largeness and extent of soul to receive much and enough to give to others. Those who are dead
through sin receive nothing from this plenitude of life, and that is the reason they are dead; because all the
passages by which life might flow into them are stopped; but for souls living in charity, they all receive of
that plenitude, more or less according as they are more or less disposed by purity and largeness of soul. The
good friar then received in this way, as well as many others of my spiritual children; for what I say of him,
I say of many others, but I give him as an example. He was also given the means of aiding other souls, not
in silence, but by words; for as to the communication in silence, those who are in a state to receive are not
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thereby in a state to communicate: there is a long road to travel before. Father La Combe communicated
and received, as I have said; but as for the others, they received without communicating. This same worthy
friar had occasion to bring to me some of his companions, and God took them all for himself. Not that they
were my children, as he was; they were only conquests. And it was at the very time God was giving me
these worthy monks, that the other monks of the same order were committing the ravages of which I have
spoken, and endeavouring to destroy spiritual religion. I marvelled how our Lord compensated himself on
these worthy monks—in pouring out his Spirit upon them with fulness—for what the others tried to make
him lose, but without much effect; for those other good souls which were persecuted were strengthened by
the persecution, instead of being shaken. The Superior and the master of the novices of the House where
this worthy friar was declared against me without knowing me, and were vexed that a woman, they said,
should be so sought after. As they regarded things in themselves and not in God, who does what he pleases,
they had only scorn for the gift which was contained in so miserable a vessel, in place of esteeming only
God and his grace, without regard to the baseness of the subject in which he pours it out. This worthy friar
contrived that his Superior came to thank me for the charities, he said, that I gave them. Our Lord permitted
that he found in my conversation something which pleased him. At last he was completely gained over, and
it was he who, being made Visitor some time afterwards, distributed so great a quantity of those books,
which they, out of extreme charity, purchased at their expense, and which the others had tried to destroy by
causing them even to be burnt. How admirable are you, O my God, in your conduct, all wise and all loving,
and how well you know how to triumph over the false wisdom of men and over all their precautions!
In the Noviciate there were several novices. He who was the senior of them was so disgusted with
his vocation that he did not know what to do. The temptation was such that he could neither read, nor study,
nor pray, nor perform almost any of his duties. The begging friar, one day that he acted as his companion,
had a movement to bring him to me. We talked a little together, and our Lord made me discover the cause
of his trouble and the remedy. I told it to him, and he set himself to pray, but a prayer of affection. He
suddenly changed, and our Lord gave him great grace. In proportion as I spoke to him, an effect of grace
was produced in his heart, and his soul opened herself like a parched land to the dew. He felt he was
changed and freed from his trouble before leaving the room. He performed at once with joy, and even to
perfection, all his exercises, which previously he performed with disgust, or did not perform at all. He
studied and prayed with ease, and discharged all his duties, so that he no longer knew himself, nor did the
others. But what astonished him more was a germ of life which had remained with him, and a gift of
prayer. He saw that there was given to him without trouble what previously he could not have, whatever
trouble he took; and that vivifying germ was the principle which made him act, and gave him grace for his
occupations and a root of God's presence, which brought with it all good. He gradually brought to me all
the novices, who all felt the effects of grace, but differently and according to their degree; so that never did
Noviciate appear more flourishing.
The Father, who was master, and the Superior, could not help wondering at so great a change in
their novices, although they did not penetrate the cause; and one day as they spoke of it to the begging friar,
and said to him—for they had him in great esteem, being men of merit and virtue—that they were surprised
by the change in the novices, and the blessing that the Lord had given to their Noviciate, he said to them,
“My Fathers, if you permit me, I will tell you the cause. It is that lady, against whom you cried out so
strongly without knowing her, of whom God has made use for this.” They were very much surprised, and
that Father, although very aged, had the humility, as well as his Guardian, to use prayer in the way taught in
a little book which our Lord had made me compose, and of which I shall speak immediately. They so much
profited by it that the Guardian said, “I am a new man. I could not pray because my reasoning was dulled
and exhausted, and now I do it without trouble as much as I wish, with much fruit and a quite different
presence of God.” The other Father said to him, “For forty years I am a monk, and I can say that I have
never known how to pray, nor known and tasted God until this time.” As my true children I had only the
first of the novices of whom I have spoken, the begging friar, and another Father, nephew of the begging
friar. There were many others won for God in a special manner. I saw clearly that they were gained, but I
did not feel in their case that maternity and that inward flowing out of which I have spoken, although they
were, however, our Lord's through my means. I do not know if I can make myself understood.
Our Lord gave me a very great number of children, and three famous monks, from an order by
which I have been, and am still, much persecuted. These are very closely bound to me, especially one. He
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made me help a great number of nuns and virtuous girls, and even men of the world, among others a young
man of rank, who has given himself to God, and is his in a very special manner. He is a man very
spiritually minded, and who, while married, is very holy. Our Lord sent me also an Abbe of rank, who had
left the Order of Malta, to take up that of the priesthood. He was relative of a Bishop of that
neighbourhood, who had plans for him. Our Lord gave him great grace, and he is very faithful to prayer. I
could not write the great number of souls then given to me—maids and wives, monks and priests; but there
were three cures, and one canon, who were more especially given to me, and a grand vicar. There was also
a priest who was given to me very intimately, for whom I suffered much; but as he was not willing to die to
himself, and too much loved himself, he was entirely torn away from me, and I suffered terribly. I suffered
before he was torn from me, and I knew by my suffering that he was about to be torn from me, and to fall.
As for the others, some remained unshaken, and others were a little shaken by the tempest, but they are not
torn away: although these stray, they still return; but those who are torn away never return.
Among the great number of persons whom our Lord caused me to aid, and who all entered on the
way of spirituality, and gave themselves particularly to God, there were some who were given to me as true
daughters, and all recognized me as their mother, and of these last some were in a state to remain in silence:
but that was rare. There was one whom our Lord made use of to gain many others to him. She was in a
strange state of death when I saw her. Our Lord gave her peace and life. She afterwards fell sick to death,
and although the doctors said she would die, I had a certainty to the contrary, and that God would make use
of her, as he did, to gain souls. There was in a convent a girl whom people without light had caused to be
confined because she was in trouble. I saw her; I understood her distress, and that she was not what she was
thought to be. As soon as I had spoken to her she was restored; but the Prioress was displeased at my telling
her my thoughts, because the person who for want of light had reduced her to that state was her own friend.
So that they tormented her more than before, and threw her back into her trouble.
A Sister of another convent was for eight years in an inconceivable trouble without finding anyone
to relieve her; for her director increased it by giving her remedies quite unsuited to her disease. I had never
been in that convent, as I used not to go to convents unless I was sent for. Our Lord gave me no inclination
nor movement to thrust myself in of myself; but I used to allow myself to be led by providence, and to go
where I was sent for. I was very much surprised, when, at eight in the evening, I was sent for by the
Prioress. It was in summer, and the days long. As I was very near I went at once. I found a Sister who told
me her trouble, and that she had been driven to such a point that she had taken a knife to kill herself, seeing
no other remedy; but that the knife had fallen from her hand, and a person who had been to see her, without
her disclosing the nature of the trouble, had advised her speak to me. Our Lord made me recognize at once
what the matter was, and that he wished her to abandon herself to him, instead of resisting him, as they had
made her do for eight years. I made her give herself up to our Lord, and she entered at once into a heavenly
peace; all her pains were taken away in a moment, and since that time have never returned. She is the most
capable girl in that House. She was at once so changed that she was the admiration of the community. Our
Lord gave her a very great gift of prayer, his constant presence and ability for everything. She was given to
me as a daughter; and a Sister, who was servant, a very holy woman, troubled for twenty-two years, was
also delivered from her pain. This caused a friendship to be formed between the Prioress and me (and in her
manner she was a very holy person), because the change and the peace of that Sister surprised her, having
seen her in such terrible pains. I formed yet other connections in that convent, where there are souls to
whom our Lord has shown great mercies through the means he had chosen.
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Chapter 2-21
You were not content, my God, with making me speak, you further gave me an impulse to read the
Holy Scripture. There was a time that I did not read, for I found in myself no want to fill up; on the
contrary, rather too great a plenitude. As soon as I commenced reading the Holy Scripture, it was given me
to write out the passage I read, and immediately the explanation of it was given to me. In writing out the
passage I had not the least thought on the explanation, and as soon as it was written out it was given to me
to explain it, writing with inconceivable quickness. Before writing I did not know what I was going to
write; while writing I saw that I was writing things I had never known, and during the time of the
manifestation light was given me that I had in me treasures of knowledge and understanding that I did not
know myself to possess. As soon as I had written I remembered nothing whatever of what I had written,
and there remained to me neither species nor images. I could not have made use of what I had written to aid
souls; but our Lord gave me while I spoke to them ( without my paying any attention to it) all that was
necessary for them. In this way our Lord made me explain all the Holy Scripture. I had no book except the
Bible, and that alone I used without searching for anything. When, in writing on the Old Testament, I took
passages from the New to support what I was saying, it was not that I sought them out, but they were given
to me at the same time as the explanation; and exactly the same with the New Testament. I there made use
of passages from the Old, and they were given to me without my searching for anything. I had no time to
write except at night, for I had to speak all day, without reflection any more for speaking than for writing,
and as little careful of my health, or of my life, as of myself. I used to sleep only one or two hours every
night, and with that almost every day I had fever, ordinarily a quartan, and yet I continued to write without
inconvenience, without troubling myself whether I should die or live. He whose I was without any reserve
did with me as he pleased, without my meddling in his work. You yourself, O my God, used to wake me
up, and I owed such an entire dependence and obedience to your will that you were not willing to suffer the
least natural movement. When the least thing mingled therewith you punished it, and it ceased at once.
You made me write with such a purity that I had to stop and begin again as you wished. You tried
me in every way; suddenly you made me write, then stop immediately, and again begin. When I wrote by
day I was suddenly interrupted, and often left words half written, and you gave me afterwards what you
pleased. What I wrote was not in my head; my head was so free that it was a perfect vacuum. I was so
detached from what I wrote that it seemed strange to me. A reflection occurred to me: I was punished for it;
my writing at once dried up, and I remained like a fool until I was enlightened thereon. The least joy in the
graces you gave me was very rigorously punished. All the faults which are in my writings come from this,
that, not being accustomed to the operation of God, I was often unfaithful: thinking I was doing well in
continuing to write when I had the time without having the movement for it, because I had been ordered to
finish the work; so that it is easy to see passages which are beautiful and sustained, and others which have
neither taste nor unction. I have left them as they are in order that people may see the difference between
the Spirit of God and the natural human spirit; being, however, ready to correct them according to the
present light which is given me, in case I am ordered to do so.
Previous to this time what test did you not make of my abandonment? Did you not give me a
hundred different aspects to see if I was yours without reserve, under every test, and if I had yet some little
interest for myself? You still found this soul supple and pliable to all your wishes. What have you not made
me suffer? Into what humiliation did you not cast me to counterbalance your graces? To what, my God, did
you not deliver me, and by what painful straits did you not make me pass? That which before I could not
touch with the tip of my finger became my ordinary food. But I was not troubled at all that you did to me. I
saw with pleasure and complaisance—taking no more interest in myself than in a dead dog—I saw, I say,
with complaisance your divine play. You lifted me up to heaven, then immediately you cast me down into
the mud, then with the same hand you replaced me in the place from which you had cast me down. I saw
that I was the sport of your love and of your will, the victim of your divine justice, and all was alike to me.
It seems to me, O my God, that you treat your dearest friends as the sea does its waves. It drives them at
times with impetuosity against the rocks, where they are broken; at other times against the sand or the mud,
and then immediately it receives back into its bosom and buries there that wave with so much the more
force as it had with greater impetuosity cast it forth. This is the play which you make of your friends who,
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nevertheless, are one in you, changed and transformed into yourself, although you make a continual play of
casting them off and receiving them back into your bosom; like as the waves are a part of the sea, and after
a wave has been thrown forward with greater impetuosity, the gulf which swallows it up is deeper in
proportion. O my God, what things I should have to tell! but I am not able to say anything of the operations
of your just and beneficent love, because they are too subtle.
This love delights in making those whom it has made one in you the continual victims of its
justice. It seems that these souls are made holocausts to be burnt up by love on the altar of the divine
Justice. Oh, how few the souls of this kind! They are almost all the souls of Mercy, and it is much; but to
belong to the divine Justice, Oh, how rare that is! but how great it is! These are the souls of God alone, who
have no longer any interest in themselves, or for themselves; all is for God, without reference or relation to
themselves as to salvation, perfection, eternity, life, or death. All that is not for them: their business is to let
the divine Justice satiate itself in them, as says Deborah, with blood of the dead; that is to say, with this
soul already dead through love; and take on her vengeance for the sins of the others. This is too little; it
satiates itself with a glory which is peculiar to that attribute—glory which does not permit the smallest
reference to the creature, and which desires everything for itself. Mercy is altogether distributive in favour
of the creature; but Justice devours and carries off everything, and cannot desire anything save for itself,
without having any regard for the victim which it sacrifices; it is for this reason that it does not spare. Yet it
desires voluntary victims, who have no other object than itself in what they suffer, no more than it has any
other object than itself in what it makes them suffer. It is not that the soul thus devoured pays attention to
this loving cruelty, which treats her pitilessly; no, she has neither thought nor reflection. She thinks on it
only when it is given her to write or to speak on the subject. This Justice, thus devouring, nourishes itself
only from sufferings, opprobrium and ignominy, and with the same hand with which it has struck the
Author of justice, it strikes with so much the more force those who are predestinated, the more conformed
they are to be to him.
But it will be said, How, then, is such a soul sustained in the cruelty of the divine Justice? She is
sustained without sustenance by the same cruelty; the more she is deserted, as it seems, by God, the more is
she sustained in God above all sustenance: for it must not be thought that such a soul has anything for
herself which can satisfy her, either within or without—absolutely nothing. All is rigour without any rigour;
all that is given her is only given for the neighbour, and to make him know and love and possess his God.
My friend commenced to conceive some jealousy at the applause which was given me, God so
permitting in order to further purify that holy soul through this weakness and the pain which it caused her.
Her friendship changed into coolness and something more. It was you, O my God, who permitted it, as I
have said. Certain confessors also commenced to stir themselves, saying that it was not for me to meddle
with helping souls, that there were some of their penitents who had for me an entire openness. It was here
one might easily remark the difference between those confessors who sought only God in the conduct of
souls, and those who sought themselves; for the former used to come to see me, and were delighted with
the graces which God bestowed on their penitents, without paying attention to the channel of which he
made use. The others, on the contrary, secretly moved to stir up the town against me. I saw that they would
have been right in opposing me if I had intruded of myself; but besides that I could only do what our Lord
made me do, it was a fact that I did not seek anyone. Each one came to me from every direction, and I
received all indifferently. Sometimes they came to oppose me. There were two monks of the same order as
the begging friar of whom I have spoken; the one was Provincial, very learned, and a great preacher, the
other was Lent preacher at the cathedral. They came separately, after having studied a quantity of difficult
subjects to propose to me. They did this, and although they were matters beyond my scope, our Lord made
me answer with as much correctness as if I had studied them all my life; after which I said to them myself
what our Lord gave me. They went away not only convinced and satisfied, but smitten with your love, O
my God.
I still continued to write, and with incredible quickness, for the hand could hardly follow the spirit
which dictated, and during this long work I did not change my conduct, nor make use of any book. The
copyist could not, however diligent, copy in five days what I wrote in a single night. What is good in it
comes from you alone, O my God; and what is bad comes from me. I mean to say, from my unfaithfulness
and the mixture which, without knowing it, I have made of my impurity with your pure and chaste doctrine.
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At the commencement I committed many faults, not being yet broken in to the operation of the Spirit of
God, who made me write. For he made me stop writing when I had time to write and I could conveniently
do it, and when I seemed to have a very great need of sleeping, it was then he made me write. When I wrote
by day there were continual interruptions, and I had not time to eat, owing to the number who used to
come. I had to give up everything as soon as I was asked for, and in addition I had the maid who served me
in the state of which I have spoken, and she without cause used to come and suddenly interrupt me,
according as her whim took her. I often left the meaning half finished, without troubling myself whether
what I was writing was connected or not. The places which may be defective are so only because
sometimes I wished to write as I had the time, and then it was not grace at its fountain head. If these
passages were numerous it would be pitiable. At last I accustomed myself to follow God in his way, not in
mine. I wrote the Song of Songs in a day and a half, and in addition received visits. The quickness with
which I wrote was so great that my arm swelled up and became quite stiff. At night it caused me great pain,
and I did not believe I could write for a long time. There appeared to me as I slept a soul from purgatory,
who urged me to ask her deliverance from my divine Spouse. I did so, and it seemed to me that she was at
once delivered. I said to her, If it is true that you are delivered, cure my arm; and it was instantly cured, and
in a condition for writing. I will add to what I have said about my writings, that a very considerable part of
the Book of Judges was lost. I was asked to make it complete. I rewrote the lost parts. A long time
afterwards, having broken up house, it was found where one never would have looked for it. The earlier
and the later were found to be exactly alike—a thing which astonished many persons of learning and merit,
who verified the fact.
There came to see me a counsellor of the Parliament, who is a model of holiness. This worthy
servant of God found on my table a “Method of Prayer,” which I had written a long time before. He took it
from me, and having found it much to his taste, he gave it to some of his friends, to whom he thought it
would be useful. All wished to have copies of it. He resolved with that worthy friar to have it printed. The
printing commenced and the approbation given, they asked me to put a preface to it. I did so, and it is in
this way that the little book, which has been made the pretext for my imprisonment, was printed. This
counsellor is one of my closest friends, and a great servant of God.
This poor little book, notwithstanding the persecution, has nevertheless been printed five or six
times, and our Lord gives a very great blessing to it. These worthy monks took fifteen hundred copies. The
begging friar wrote perfectly, and our Lord inspired him to copy my writings, at least a part. He also gave
the same idea to a monk of a different order, so that each of them took some to copy. Being one night
engaged in writing something which he thought urgent (for he had misunderstood what had been said to
him), as it was extremely cold, and his legs were naked, they so swelled that he could not move. He came
to see me, quite sad, and as if disgusted with writing. He told me his ailment, and that he could not go on
his begging rounds. I told him to be cured; he was so on the instant, and went away very well pleased and
very desirous of transcribing that work, through which he declares our Lord has bestowed on him great
graces. There was also a worthy girl, but very fickle; she had a great pain in the head. I touched it for her,
and she was immediately cured.
The Devil became so enraged against me, owing to the conquests that you made, O my God, that
he beat some of the people who came to see me. There was a worthy girl of great simplicity, who gained
her livelihood by her work; she is a girl who has received very great grace from our Lord. The Devil broke
two teeth in her mouth; her jaw swelled to a prodigious size, and he told her that if she came to see me any
more he would give her worse treatment. She came to see me in this state, and said to me in her innocence,
“The villain! he has done this to me because I come to you; he utters great abuse against you.” I told her to
forbid him from me, touching her. Seeing that he was caught, and dared not touch her, for he could not do
what God through me forbade him to do, he uttered much abuse, and made horrible gestures before her, and
assured her he would stir up against me the most strange persecution I ever had. I laughed at all this, for I
have no apprehension of him. Although he stir up persecutions against me, I know that in spite of himself
he will serve for the glory of my God.
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Chapter 2-22
THIS poor girl came to see me one day quite distressed. She said to me, “O my mother, what
strange things I have seen!” I asked her what it was. “Alas!” she cried, “I saw you like a lamb in the midst
of a pack of furious wolves. I have seen a terrible gang of people of all kinds, of every age, sex, and
condition—priests, monks, married people, maids, wives—with pikes, halberts, naked swords, who were
trying to stab you. You let them do so without stirring, or showing astonishment, or defending yourself. I
looked on all sides if anyone would come to assist or defend you, but I have not seen anyone.” Some days
after those who through envy were preparing a secret battery against me suddenly broke out like a
thunderbolt. Libels commenced to circulate everywhere, and letters were shown me of the most dreadful
character, which, without knowing me, envious persons had written. They said that I was a sorceress; that it
was by magic I attracted souls; that whatever was in me was diabolic; that if I bestowed charities, it was
with false money I did so; and a thousand other crimes they accused me of, which were as false and as ill
founded the one as the other. As the tempest each day increased, and they in truth said “Crucify!” exactly
as our Lord had at the first let me know, some of my friends advised me to withdraw for a time. The
Almoner of the Bishop of Grenoble told me to go to St. Baume and to Marseilles, to spend some time; that
they wished for me there, where were some very spiritually minded persons; that he would accompany me,
together with a worthy maid and another ecclesiastic, and meantime the tempest would pass off. But before
speaking of my departure from Grenoble, I must say something more of the state which I bore in that
country.
I was in such a great plenitude of God that I was often either lying down or entirely confined to
bed, without being able to speak; and when I had no means of pouring out this plenitude, our Lord did not
permit it to be so violent, for in that violence I could no longer live. My soul only wished to pour out into
other hearts her superabundance. I had the same union and the same communication with Father La Combe
(although so far away) as if he was near. Jesus Christ was communicated to me in all his states. It was then
his Apostolic state, which was most marked. All the operations of God in me were shown me in Jesus
Christ, and explained by the Holy Scripture; so that I bore in myself the experience of what was there
written. When I could not write or communicate myself in another manner, I was then quite languishing,
and I experienced what our Lord said to his disciples: “I desired with ardour to eat this Passover with you.”
That was the communication of himself through the Last Supper, and through his Passion, when he said,
“All is consummated, and bowing the head, gave up the ghost” (because he communicated his spirit to all
men capable of receiving him), “and returned it into the hands of his Father” and his God, as well as his
kingdom; as if he had said to his Father, “My Father, my kingdom is to reign through you, and you through
me, over men. This can only be by the pouring out of my Spirit upon them. Let, then, my Spirit be
communicated to them through my death.” And herein is the consummation of all things. Often a too great
plenitude took from me the capacity to write, and I could do nothing except lie down without speech. I
used, notwithstanding, to have nothing for myself; everything was for the others, like those nurses who are
full of milk, and who for this reason are not the more supported—not that anything was wanting to me, for
since my new life I have not had one moment of emptiness.
Before writing on the Book of Kings of all that refers to David, I was put into such a close union
with this holy patriarch that I communicated with him as if he had been present, not in images, species, or
figures—my soul was far removed from these things—but in a divine manner, in an ineffable silence, and
in perfect reality. I understood what this holy patriarch was; the greatness of his grace, the conduct of God
with him, and all the circumstances of the states through which he had passed; that he was a living figure of
Jesus Christ, and a shepherd chosen for Israel. It seemed to me that all our Lord made me, or would make
me, do for souls, would be in union with this holy patriarch, and with those to whom I was at the same time
united in a manner similar to what I had been with David, my dear King. O Love, did you not make me
know that the wonderful and real union between this holy patriarch and me would never be understood by
anyone? for none was in a state to understand it. It was then you taught me, O my Love, that by this
admirable union it was given me to carry Jesus Christ, Word-God, into souls. Jesus Christ is born of David
according to the flesh. Oh, how many conquests did you cause me to make in this quite ineffable union! My
words were efficacious, and produced effects in hearts. It was the formation of Jesus Christ in souls. I was
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in no way the mistress of speaking or saying things; he who led me made me speak them as he wished, and
for as long as was pleasing to him. There were souls to whom he did not let me say a word, and others for
whom there were deluges of grace. But that pure love did not suffer any superfluity nor trifling. Sometimes
there were souls who asked several times the same things, and when they were answered according to their
need, and it was only a desire of speaking, without my paying any attention to it, I could not answer them.
They then said to me, “You said this last; must we hold to this?” I used to say to them, “Yes,” and then I
was enlightened that because the answer would have been useless, it was not given to me. It was exactly the
same with those whom our Lord was leading through the death of themselves, and who came to seek for
human consolation. I had for them merely the strictly necessary, after which I was unable to speak. I would
rather have spoken of a hundred indifferent matters (because that is what comes of myself, which God
allows, that I may be all things to all, and not vex my neighbour), but as for his Word, he himself is the
dispenser of it. Oh, if preachers spoke in this spirit, what fruit would they not have! There were others, as I
have said, to whom I could communicate myself only in silence, but a silence as ineffable as efficacious.
These last are the most rare, and it is the special characteristic of my true children. It is (as perhaps I have
already said) the communication of the Blessed Spirits.
It was then that I learned the true manner of treating with the Saints of heaven in God himself, and
also with Saints on earth. O communication so pure, who will be able to comprehend thee, save he who
experiences thee? If men were spirit, we would speak in spirit, but because of weakness we must have
recourse to words. I had the consolation some time ago to hear this read from St. Augustine in a spiritual
conversation he had with his mother. He complains that he must have recourse to words, owing to our
feebleness. I used sometimes to say, “O Love, give me hearts large enough to contain such a great
plenitude.” It seemed to me that a thousand hearts would be too small. I had intelligence of the
communication between Jesus Christ and St. John during the Last Supper. My intelligences were not lights,
but intelligences of experience. How did I truly experience, O well-beloved disciple, the communication of
my divine Master to your heart, and the manner in which you learned ineffable secrets, and how you
continued a like commerce with the Holy Virgin! Oh, how one may well call that communication a
wonderful intercourse! It was given me to understand that herein was the language of the cradle, and how
the Holy Child communicated himself to the kings and shepherds, and gave them the knowledge of his
Divinity.
It was also (as I have said somewhere) in this way that when the Holy Virgin came to Elizabeth, a
wonderful intercourse took place between Jesus Christ and St. John—intercourse which communicated to
him the spirit of the Word, and the holiness which was so efficacious that it always continued. It is for this
reason St. John Baptist showed no eagerness to come and see Jesus Christ after this communication, for
they used to communicate at a distance as well as if near; and in order to receive these communications
with more plenitude, he retired into the desert. So when he preached penitence, what did he say of himself?
He did not say he was the Word, for he knew quite well that was Jesus Christ, Eternal Word, but he only
said he was a voice. The voice serves as passage to the word, and emits it; so that after being filled with the
communication of the divine Word, he was made the expression of that same Word, propelling by his voice
that divine Word into souls. He knew it from the first: he had no need anyone should tell him who he was;
and if he sent his disciples to him, it was not for himself, but for them, to make them disciples of Jesus
Christ. He baptized only with water, to let it be seen what was his function, for as the water in flowing
away leaves nothing, so the voice leaves nothing. It is only the Word who impresses himself. He was made,
then, to carry the Word, but he was not the Word ; and he who was the Word baptized with the Holy Spirit,
because he had the gift to impress himself on souls, and to communicate himself to them by the Holy Spirit.
I understood that Joseph and Mary mutually communicated through Jesus. Jesus was the principle and the
end of their communications. O adorable intercourse! It is not observable that Jesus Christ said anything
during his obscure life, although it is true that none of his words will be lost. O Love, if all you have said
and operated in silence were written, I do not believe that all the world could contain all the books which
should be written. All that I experienced was shown me in the Holy Scripture, and I saw with wonder that
nothing passed in the soul which is not in Jesus Christ and in the Holy Scripture. When I communicated
with narrow hearts I experienced a very great torment. It was like an impetuous stream of water, which, not
finding an issue, returns upon itself, and I was sometimes ready to die. O God, could I describe or make to
be understood all I suffered in that place, and the mercies you showed me there? I must pass over many
things in silence, as well because they cannot be expressed as that they would not be understood. What
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caused me the most suffering was Father La Combe; as he was not yet established firmly in his state, and
that God exercised him in crosses and overthrows, his doubts and his hesitations gave me strange blows.
However far distant from me he was, I felt his pains and his dispositions. He was bearing a state of interior
death and alternations the most cruel and terrible that ever were. According to the knowledge which God
has given me of it, he is therefore of all his servants now on earth the most agreeable to him. It was
impressed upon me that he is a vessel of election, whom God had chosen to carry his Name among the
Gentiles; but that he would show him how much he must suffer for that very Name.
When in those trials he found himself, as it were, rejected by God, he found himself at the same
time separated from me. He doubted of my state, and had great griefs against me; and as soon as God
received him into himself, he found himself more powerfully united to me than ever, and he found himself
enlightened on my state in a wonderful manner, God giving him an esteem which went as far as veneration:
so that he could not conceal his sentiments, and he often repeated to me, “I cannot be united to you out of
God, for as soon as I am rejected by God, I am the same by you, and I feel myself divided from you, in
continual doubt and hesitation as to what concerns you; and as soon as I am well with God, I am well with
you. I know the grace he bestows on me in uniting me to you, and how dear you are to him, and the central
depth he has put into you.”
O God, who will ever comprehend the pure and holy unions which you form among your
creatures! The carnal world only judges of them carnally, attributing to a natural attachment that which is
the highest grace. You alone, O God, know what I have suffered on this head. All the other crosses,
although very hard, appeared to me shadows beside that. Our Lord made me one time understand that when
Father La Combe should be established in him in a permanent state, and he should have no more interior
vicissitudes, he would have none also in regard to me, and that he would remain for ever united to me in
God. That is so at present. I saw that he felt the union and the division only owing to his weakness, and that
his state was not yet permanent. I felt it only because he divided himself, and that I had to bear all this; but
ever since the union has been without contrariety, without hindrance and in its perfection, he has no longer
felt it, no more than I; except by an awakening in interior conversation in the manner of the Blessed.
The union of the soul with God is felt only because it is not entirely perfect; but as soon as it is
consummated in unity, it is no more felt: it becomes, as it were, natural. One does not feel the union of the
soul and the body. The body lives and operates in this union without one thinking, or paying attention to the
union. It exists—we know it; and all the functions of life which the body performs do not allow us to be
ignorant of it—yet one acts without attention to that. It is the same for the union with God and with certain
creatures in him, for what shows the purity and eminence of this union is that it follows that with God; and
it is so much the more perfect as that of the soul to God and in him is more perfected. Yet were it necessary
to break this pure and holy union, one would feel it the more, in proportion as it is more pure, perfect, and
insensible; as one very well feels when the soul is about to separate from the body by death, although one
does not feel the union.
As I was in the state of childhood of which I have spoken, and Father La Combe got offended, and
separated himself from me, I used to weep like a child, and my body became quite languishing; and what is
surprising is that I found myself at the same time weaker than a little child and strong as God. I found
myself quite divine, enlightened on everything, and firm for the severest crosses; and yet the weakness of
the smallest child. O God, I can say that I am perhaps the creature in all the world from whom you have
desired the greatest dependence. You placed me in all kinds of states and in different positions, and my soul
neither wished to, nor had the power to resist. I was so utterly yours that there was nothing in the world that
you could have exacted of me, to which I would not have submitted with pleasure. I had no interest for
myself, and if I could have perceived that “myself,” I would have torn it into a thousand pieces; but I no
longer perceived it.
Ordinarily I do not know or recognize my state, but when God wishes anything from this
miserable nothing, I feel that he is absolute master, and that nothing, not to say, resists him, but even
objects to his wishes, however rigorous they may seem. O Love, if there is a heart in the world over which
you are fully victorious, I can say that it is this poor nothing. You know it, O Love, and that your most
rigorous volitions are its life and its pleasure; for it subsists no more but in you. I have wandered; that is a
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common thing with me, as well owing to interruptions and that I have had two severe illnesses since I
commenced to write, as that I give myself up to what carries me away.
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Chapter 2-23
To resume, the Almoner of the Bishop of Genoble persuaded me to go and pass some time at
Marseilles, to let the tempest blow over, and said that I should there be very well received, that it was his
country, and that many good persons were there. I wrote to Father La Combe, that I might have his
approval. He permitted it. I might have gone to Verceil, for the Bishop of Verceil had sent me by express
the strongest, most pressing, and most attractive letters possible, to induce me to go into his diocese; but
deference to man's opinion and the fear of giving opportunity to my enemies (when I use the term enemy it
is not that I consider any person such, nor that I can look upon those whom God makes use of otherwise
than as the instruments of his justice, but it is to explain myself)—these two reasons, I say, made me
extremely unwilling. Besides, the Marquise de Prunai, who since my departure had been more enlightened
by her own experience, having found true some of the things which I had believed were about to happen to
her, had conceived for me a very strong friendship, and a very intimate union, so that the most united
sisters could not be more so than were we. She wished extremely I should return to her as I had before
promised; but I could not resolve upon it, lest it should be thought I was going where Father La Combe
was. But, O my God, how this remnant of self-love was overthrown by the action of your adorable
providence! I had still this interior support of being able to say that I had never been running after Father
La Combe, and that this could not be said of me, nor could I be accused on this head of any attachment to
him, since when it depended only upon me to live near him, I did not do so. The Bishop of Geneva had not
failed to write against me to Grenoble, as he had done elsewhere. His nephew had been from house to
house decrying me. All this was indifferent to me, and I nevertheless procured for his diocese all the good I
could. I even wrote politely to him; but his heart was too wounded in the matter of worldly interest, he said,
to give in. These were his own words.
Before setting out from Grenoble, that worthy child of whom I have spoken, whom the Devil had
severely ill-treated, came to see me, and said to me, weeping, “The Devil has told me that you are going
away.” It should be observed that I had not told a single person. The Devil, then, told her that I was going
away, and that I had concealed it from her, because I did not wish anyone should know; but that he would
soon catch me, and that he would be before me in all the places where I should go; that hardly should I
arrive in any town, but he would stir up the whole town against me. And he made her understand that he
was enraged against me, and would do me all the ill he could. What had obliged me to keep my departure
secret was that I feared being overwhelmed with visits and testimony of friendship from numbers of good
people, who had much affection for me.
I embarked, then, on the Rhone, with my maid and a worthy girl of Grenoble, to whom our Lord
had through my means given much grace. She was to me a genuine source of crosses. The Almoner of the
Bishop of Grenoble accompanied me, together with another ecclesiastic, a very excellent man. We had
many adventures, and were near perishing; for in a very dangerous place the cable broke, and the boat went
right against a rock. The master pilot fell overboard at the shock, and would have been drowned but for the
gentlemen who saved him. Another accident also happened to me. Having with the gentlemen gone down
the Rhone in a small boat managed by a child, in expectation of finding a large boat, without success, we
had to return to Valence, after having gone down more than a league. Everyone got out of the boat because
it was too heavy to reascend the river, and as I could not walk I remained in it at the mercy of the waves,
which bore us where they pleased without resistance; for the child who managed the boat, and did not know
his business, took to tears, saying we were about to be drowned. I encouraged him, so that, having
contended for more than four hours with the waves, while those who were on the bank believed us at one
time utterly lost, then again saved, at last we arrived.
These manifest dangers, which frightened the others, far from alarming me, increased my peace—
a thing which astonished the Bishop's Almoner, who was in a horrible fright when the boat ran against the
rock and split; for, attentively looking at me in his emotion, he noticed that I did not frown, and that my
tranquillity was not in the least altered. It is true that I did not feel even the first movements of surprise,
which are natural to everyone on these occasions, and which do not depend on us. What caused my peace
in these perils that suddenly surprise, was my inmost centre being in an abandonment always fixed and firm
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in God, and because death is to me far more agreeable than life; I should need much more abandonment to
God for living than for dying, if I could have any wish. I am indifferent to everything, and that is why
nothing alters my central depth.
On leaving Grenoble a man of rank, a great servant of God and an intimate friend of mine, had
given me a letter for a very devout Knight of Malta, whom I have always regarded since I knew him as a
man our Lord destines to be very useful to the Order of Malta; to be its example and support through his
holy life. I told him even that I believed he would go to Malta and that God would assuredly make use of
him to inspire with piety many of the Knights. He has, in fact, gone to Malta, where at once the highest
offices were given to him. That man of rank sent him the little book on prayer entitled, “A Short Method,”
printed at Grenoble. This knight had an almoner very much opposed to spirituality. He took the book and at
once condemned it, and set about stirring up a party in the town, among others seventy-two persons who
openly called themselves the seventy-two disciples of M. de St. Cyran. I had only arrived at ten o'clock in
the morning, and a few hours after noon everything was in commotion against me. They went to see the
Bishop of Marseilles, telling him that, owing to that little book, he must drive me away from Marseilles.
They gave him the book, which he examined with his theologian, and which he found very good. He sent to
fetch M. Malaval and a worthy Recolet Father who he knew had been to see me a little after my arrival, to
ascertain from them whence arose this great tumult (which made me laugh a little, when I saw so soon
accomplished what the Devil had told that worthy girl). M. Malaval and the monk told the Bishop what
they thought of me, so that he expressed great displeasure at the insult which had been put on me. I was
obliged to go and see him. He received me with extreme kindness, and asked my pardon. He prayed me to
remain at Marseilles, that he would protect me; he even inquired where I lodged, that he might come and
see me. The next day the Almoner of the Bishop of Grenoble, with that other priest who came with us, went
to see him. The Bishop again expressed to them the vexation he felt at the insults which had been cast upon
me without cause, and he said that it was the usual practice of those persons to insult all who were not of
their faction; that they had insulted himself. They were not content with that; they wrote me the most
offensive letters possible, although these persons did not know me.
I understood that our Lord was commencing in earnest to deprive me of any dwelling-place, and
these words came afresh to me: “The birds of heaven have nests, and the foxes have holes, and the Son of
Man has not where to lay his head.” I willingly entered upon that state.
Our Lord nevertheless made use of me during the short time I remained at Marseilles to aid in
supporting some good souls, among others an ecclesiastic who did not know me. He used to say Mass in a
church where I went to hear it. After he had said the Thanksgiving, seeing me go out, he followed me, and
having come to the house where I lodged, he told me that our Lord had inspired him to address me, and had
made him know that I was the person to whom he should open himself for his spiritual state. He did it with
as much simplicity as humility. Our Lord gave me all that was necessary for him, from which he was filled
with happiness and gratitude to our Lord; for although many spiritual persons, even near friends of his own,
were there, he never had the movement to open himself to them. He was a great servant of God, and had
been favoured with a wonderful gift of prayer from even eight years of age. He had employed all his life in
missions, and had a very great gift of discernment of spirits. In the eight days that I was at Marseilles I saw
there many good souls; for I used to have this consolation, that, in spite of the persecution, our Lord used
always to perform some stroke of his hand; and this good ecclesiastic was delivered from a strange trouble
in which he had been several years.
As soon as I had left Grenoble those who, without knowing me, hated me, set in circulation libels
against me. One person for whom I had had a very great charity, and whom I had even withdrawn from an
engagement in which she was for many years, having contributed to remove to a distance the person to
whom she was attached, became so furious thereat that she went herself to see the Bishop of Grenoble, to
speak to him against me, going so far as to say that I had advised her to do an evil which I had broken off
even at my expense; for it cost me money to get away the person. They had lived together for eight years,
and I knew her only for one month. She went from confessor to confessor saying the same thing, in order to
excite them against me. The fire was kindled in all directions: only those who knew me and who loved God
supported my side, and they found themselves more bound to me by the persecution. It would have been
very easy for me to destroy the calumny, as well with the Bishop as the town. It was only needed to say
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who the person was and to exhibit the fruits of her disorder, for I knew everything; but as I could not
declare the guilty one without making known her accomplice, who was very repentant and touched by God,
I thought it better to suffer everything and remain silent. There was a very holy man who thoroughly knew
the whole story; he wrote to her that if she did not retract her lies he would publish her evil life, so as to
make known her wickedness and my innocence. That poor girl persevered still for some time in her malice,
writing that I was a sorceress, and that she knew it by revelation and many other things. However, some
time after she had, according to her account, such cruel remorse of conscience that she wrote to the Bishop
and others to retract. She got a letter written to myself, that she was in despair at what she had done, that
God had punished her in such a manner that never had she been treated in a similar way. After her
retractation the rumour subsided, the Bishop was disabused, and from that time he has shown me great
kindness. This creature had said, among other things, that I caused myself to be worshipped, and such
strange absurdities that the like were never seen. As she had been formerly mad, I believe there was more
weakness than malice in what she did.
Being then at Marseilles, I knew not what to do, for I saw no possibility either of remaining there
or returning to Grenoble, where I had left my daughter in a convent. On the other hand, Father La Combe
had written me that he did not think I ought to return to Paris. I felt even great repugnance to it, without
knowing the reason, which made me think that it was not yet the time. One morning I felt myself interiorly
urged to depart. I took a litter to go and visit the Marquise de Prunai, who was, it seemed to me, the most
respectable refuge for me in the state things were. I thought to be able to go by Nice, as I had been assured
by people; but I was very much astonished, when at Nice, to learn that the litter could not pass the
mountain to go where I wanted. I knew not what to do, nor what side to turn to, being alone, abandoned by
all the world, without knowing, O my God, what you wished of me. My confusion and my crosses
increased each day. I saw myself without refuge or retreat, wandering and vagabond. All the workmen that
I saw in their shops appeared to me happy in having a dwelling-place and a refuge, and I found nothing in
the world so hard for a person like me, who naturally loved honour, as this wandering life. While I knew
not what course to take, I was told that next day a small sloop was about to start, which would go to Genoa
in a single day, and that if I wished they would land me at Savona, whence I could be carried to my friend
the Marquise de Prunai. I consented to this, having no possibility of other conveyance. I had some joy in
embarking on the sea, and I said to you, O my God, “If I am the excrement of the earth, the refuse and
scorn of nature, I am about to embark on the element the most faithless of all; you can sink me in its waters,
and I shall be pleased to die in that way.” A storm came on in a place dangerous enough for a small boat,
and the sailors were very bad. The turbulence of the waves constituted my pleasure, and I was delighted to
think that these mutinous waters would serve perhaps for my grave. O God, perhaps I committed some
infidelity in the pleasure I took at seeing myself beaten and tossed by these raging waves. I thought I saw
myself in the hands of your providence: it seemed to me I was its plaything; and I said to you, O my God,
in my language, “Let there be, then, in the world victims of your providence, and let me be one. Do not
spare me.” Those who were with me saw my intrepidity, but they were ignorant of its cause. I asked of you,
O my Love, a little hole in a rock, to place myself there and to live separated from all creatures. I pictured
to myself that a desert island would have ended all my disgraces, and would have placed me in a state to
perform infallibly your will; but, O my Love, you destined me to another prison than a rock, another exile
than that of the desert isle. You reserved me to be beaten by waves more irritated than those of the sea.
Calumny was the mutinous and pitiless sea to which you desired I should be exposed, to be thereby beaten
without mercy: blessed for ever, O my, God, be you for this!
We were stopped by the storm, and in place of a short day's journey, the proper time to reach
Genoa, we were eleven days on the way. How peaceable was my heart during this great agitation! The
tempest of the sea and the fury of the waves were only the symbol of that which all creatures had against
me. I said to you, “O my Love, arm them all to avenge yourself on my infidelities and those of all
creatures.” I saw with pleasure your arm raised against me, and I loved more than a thousand lives the
strokes it gave me. We could not disembark at Savona; it was necessary to go on to Genoa. We arrived
there in the Holy Week. I had to endure the insults of the inhabitants, owing to their irritation against the
French for the injuries caused by the bombardment. The Doge had just left, and he had taken with him all
the litters; for this reason I could not get one. I had to remain several days at an excessive expense, for these
people demanded exorbitant sums, and as much for each person as would be charged in Paris at the best inn
for the whole party. I was almost without money; but the fund of providence could not fail me. I begged
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most earnestly, at whatever cost, that I might be supplied with a litter, so as to be able to go and spend
Easter with the Marquise de Prunai; yet there were only three days remaining to Easter, and I could not
make myself understood. Owing to my entreaties, a bad litter was brought me, the mules belonging to
which were lame, and I was told that for an exorbitant sum they would take me to Verceil, which was two
days' distance, but not to the Marquise de Prunai; because they did not even know where her estate was. I
was strangely mortified, for I did not wish to go to Verceil, and yet the nearness of Easter, and the want of
money in a country where they practised a sort of tyranny, left me no choice, but under an absolute
necessity of allowing myself to be taken to Verceil.
You led me, O my God, by your providence, where I did not wish to go. Although the sum I had
to give for such a bad conveyance for two days' journey was ten louis d'or, each sixteen livres of that
country, nevertheless I accepted the unreasonable bargain from extreme necessity, and that in a country
where conveyances are very cheap. The voiturier was the most cruel man possible, and for crown to our
trouble, I had sent on the ecclesiastic, who accompanied us, to Verceil, in order to break the surprise of
their seeing me after I had protested that I would not go there. This ecclesiastic was very badly treated on
the road, from hatred against the French, and part of the journey he had to do on foot, so that, although he
had set out in advance, he reached only a few hours before me. The man, then, who led us, seeing that he
had only women to deal with, insulted us in every way possible.
We passed through a wood full of robbers. The muleteer was afraid, and told us that if anyone met
us on the road we were lost, and that they spared no one. Hardly had he told us this, when four well-armed
men appeared. They at once stopped the litter. The muleteer was very much terrified. They came to us and
looked at us. I made them a bow with a smile, for I had no fear, and I was so abandoned to providence, that
it was equal to me to die in that way or another, in the sea, or by the hand of robbers. But, O my God, what
was your protection over me, and what was my surrender into your hands! How many dangers have I run
on the mountains, and on the edge of precipices! How many times have you stopped the foot of the mule,
already sliding over the precipice! How many times have I expected to be precipitated from those frightful
mountains into terrible torrents, which were hid from view by the depth, but which made themselves heard
by their fearful noise! Where the dangers were more apparent, it was there my faith was stronger, as well as
my intrepidity, which sprung from an inability to desire anything else but what would happen, whether it
should be to be smashed on the rocks, to be drowned, or to be killed—all being alike in your will, O my
God. The people who led me said they never saw a similar courage, for the most terrifying dangers, and
where death seemed most certain, were those which pleased me more. Was it not you, O my God, who held
me back in the danger, and prevented me from rolling into the precipice, to which we were already slipping
down? The more reckless I was of a life, which I endured only because you yourself endured it, the more
did you take care to preserve it. It was, O my God, like a challenge between us two: I to abandon myself to
you, and you to preserve me. The robbers then came to the litter, but I had no sooner saluted them than you
made them change their purpose, one pushing the other to hinder him from hurting me. They saluted me
very politely, and with an air of compassion, unusual in such persons, they withdrew. I was at once
impressed, O my Love, that it was a stroke of your right hand, which had other designs for me than to make
me die by the hands of robbers. Yon are, O my divine Love, that famous robber, who yourself take away
everything from your lovers, and after having spoiled them of all, you become their pitiless murderer. Oh,
how different is the martyrdom you make them endure, from that which all men taken together could
invent! The muleteer, seeing me alone with two maids, thought he could ill-treat me as much as he pleased,
perhaps imagining to extort money. Instead of taking me to the inn, he took me to a mill, where there was
no woman; there was only a single room, with several beds, where the millers and the muleteers slept
together. It was in this room he wanted to compel me to remain. I said I was not a person to lie down where
he had brought me, and I tried to oblige him to take me to the inn. He would do no such thing. I had to set
out on foot at ten o'clock at night, carrying a part of my clothes, and travel more than a quarter league of
that country (where the leagues are very long) in the midst of darkness, without knowing the road, crossing
even one end of the robbers' wood, to go and find the inn. That man, seeing me leave the place where he
had wanted to make us sleep, not without wicked intentions, cried out after us, abusing and ridiculing us. I
bore my humiliation with pleasure, not without seeing and feeling it; but your will, my God, and my
abandonment made everything easy to me. We were very well received at the inn, and those worthy people
did their best to refresh us from our fatigue, assuring us that the place where we had been taken was very
dangerous. The next day we had again to return on foot to find the litter, that man refusing to bring it to us.
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On the contrary, he poured out insults, and for crown of disgrace, he sold me to the post, and forced me
thereby to go in a post-chaise, instead of in the litter.
I reached Alexandria in that conveyance. It is a frontier town dependent on Spain, on the side of
the Milanais. Our postilion wished to take us, as usual, to the post. I was much astonished to see the
mistress of the house come to meet him, not to receive, but to hinder him entering. She had been told that
there were women, so, thinking us other than we were, she did not wish for us. The postilion wished to
persist. Their dispute grew so warm that a number of officers of the garrison, with a great crowd, assembled
at the noise, astonished at the strangeness of the woman not wishing to lodge us. They thought she knew us
for persons of bad livelihood, so that we had to submit to insults. However I urged the postilion to take us
elsewhere; he would not do it, and persisted obstinately in trying to enter, assuring the mistress that we
were honourable and even pious persons, the signs of which he had seen. By his persistence he compelled
the woman to come and see us. As soon as she had looked at us she did like the robbers, allowed herself to
yield, and made us come in. I had no sooner got out of the chaise than she said to me, “Go and shut
yourself in that room, and do not stir, that my son may not know you are there, for if he knows it, he will
kill you.” She said this to us with so much emphasis, and her servant also, that if death had not for me the
many charms it has, I should have died of fear. The two poor girls were in terrible alarm; when anyone
stirred, or came to open the door, they thought that our throats were about to be cut. In short, we remained
between death and life until the next day, when we learned that the young man had taken an oath to kill all
women who should lodge at his house, because a few days before he had had a very serious business which
threatened his ruin; a woman of evil life having assassinated a respectable man at their house. This had cost
them much, and with reason he feared similar persons.
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Chapter 2-24
AFTER such adventures and others which it would be tedious to relate, I arrived at Verceil the
evening of Good Friday. Going to the inn, I was very badly received, and I had the opportunity of passing a
genuine Good Friday, which lasted very long. I sent to find Father La Combe, believing him already
informed by the ecclesiastic I had sent in advance, but the latter had only just arrived. I had many genuine
mortifications to swallow for the time I was without this ecclesiastic, which I should have escaped had I
had him; for in this country, when ladies are accompanied by an ecclesiastic they are regarded with
veneration, as persons of respectability and piety. Father La Combe was strangely displeased at my arrival,
God so permitting; he even could not hide it from me. Thus I saw myself at the moment of arrival on the
point of setting out again; and I would have done this, notwithstanding my extreme fatigue, but for the
Easter festival. Father La Combe could not prevent himself showing his mortification. He said that
everyone would think I had come to see him, and this would injure his reputation. He was in very high
esteem in that country. I had no less pain in going there, and it was necessity alone which had made me do
it, in spite of my objections; so that I was placed in a state of sufferings, and our Lord adding his hand,
made them very severe. The Father received me coldly, and in a manner which showed me his sentiments,
and this redoubled my pain. I asked him if he wished me to return, that I would set out on the moment,
although I was overwhelmed with the fatigues of such a long and dangerous journey; besides that I was
much weakened by the Lent fast, which I kept as strictly as if I had not been travelling. He told me he did
not know how the Bishop of Verceil would take my arrival, when he had ceased to expect it, after I had so
long obstinately refused the obliging offers he had made me; that he no longer showed any desire to see me
since that refusal. It was then, it seemed to me, that I was cast out from the surface of the earth, without the
means of finding any refuge, and that all creatures were combined together to crush me. I spent the rest of
the night in this inn, without being able to sleep, and without knowing what course I should be compelled
to take, being persecuted to the degree I was by my enemies, and a subject of shame to my friends.
As soon as they knew at the inn that I was an acquaintance of Father La Combe they treated me
very well, for he was there esteemed as a saint. The Father did not know how to tell the Bishop of Verceil
that I was come, and I felt his trouble more keenly than my own. As soon as the Prelate knew I had arrived,
as he thoroughly understood the proprieties, he sent his niece, who took me in her carriage and brought me
to her house; but things were only done for appearance, and the Bishop, not having yet seen me, did not
know how to take such an inopportune journey, after my having three times refused to go there, although
he had sent expresses to ask me to do so. He was disgusted with me. However, as he was informed that my
design was not to remain at Verceil, but to go to the Marquise de Prunai, and that it was necessity owing to
the festival which detained me, he let nothing appear; on the contrary, he took care that I was very well
treated. He could not see me until after Easter, as he officiated all the Vigil and on the day. In the evening,
after all the duty of Easter Day was over, he had himself carried in a chair to his niece's house to see me,
and although he understood French no better than I did Italian, he was none the less very well satisfied with
the conversation that he had with me. He seemed to have as much kindness for me as he previously had
indifference. The second visit finished in gaining him entirely.
One could not be under greater obligations than I was to this good Prelate. He conceived as much
friendship for me as if I had been his sister, and in the midst of his continual occupation, his sole diversion
was to spend a half-hour with me, speaking about God. He began a letter to the Bishop of Marseilles to
thank him for having protected me in the persecution. He wrote also to the Bishop of Grenoble, and there
was nothing he left undone to mark his affection. He no longer thought of anything but devising means to
keep me in his diocese. He was not willing to let me visit the Marquise de Prunai; on the contrary, he wrote
to her, inviting her to come herself with me into his diocese. He even sent Father La Combe expressly to
urge her to come, assuring her that he wished to unite us all and form a small Community. The Marquise de
Prunai entered into it readily enough, and her daughter also, and they would have come with Father La
Combe but for the Marquise having fallen ill. She thought of sending her daughter to me, and the matter
was deferred until she should be in better health. The Bishop commenced by hiring a large house, which he
even treated for the purchase of, in order to locate us in it. It was very suitable for a Community. He wrote
also to a lady at Genoa, an acquaintance of his, sister to a cardinal, who expressed much desire to unite with
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us, and the matter was considered already settled. There were also some devout girls, who were quite ready
to set out to come to us. But, O my God, your will was not to establish me, but rather to destroy me.
The fatigue of the journey made me fall ill; the girl I had brought from Grenoble also fell ill. Her
relatives, persons very full of self-interest, got into their heads that if she died in my hands I might cause
her to make a will in my favour. They were much mistaken; for, far from wishing for the property of others,
I had even given away my own. Her brother, full of this apprehension, came as quickly as possible, and the
first thing he spoke to her of, although he found her recovered, was to make a will. This caused a great
fracas at Verceil; for he wanted to take her away, and she was not willing to go. However, as I noticed little
solidity of character in this girl, I thought it was an opportunity which divine providence offered me of
getting rid of her, as she was not suited to me. I advised her to do what her brother wished. He formed
friendship with some officers of the garrison, to whom he told ridiculous stories, that I wanted to ill-use his
sister, whom he represented as a person of quality, although she was of quite humble birth. This brought me
many crosses and humiliations. They commenced to say, what I had always dreaded, that I had come for
the sake of Father La Combe. They even persecuted him on account of me.
The Bishop of Verceil was extremely vexed, but he could not apply any remedy; for he could not
make up his mind to let me go, besides that I was in no state to do so, being ill. The friendship he had for
me increased each day, because, as he loved God, he had a friendship for all those he believed wishing to
love him. As he saw me so ill, he came to see me constantly, when he was free from his duties and
occupations. This caused him and me also no slight crosses. He used to make me little presents of fruit, and
other things of that nature. His relatives became jealous, saying I had come to ruin him, and carry away into
France the money of the Bishop. It was what was furthest from my thoughts. This worthy Bishop
swallowed all the crosses, through the friendship he had for me, and still confidently calculated on keeping
me in his diocese as soon as I was recovered.
Father La Combe was his theologian and his confessor: he esteemed him greatly; and the Father
did a great deal of good in that garrison, God making use of him to convert many of the officers and
soldiers. Some of very scandalous life became models of virtue. He induced the subaltern officers to make
retreats; he preached and instructed the soldiers, who profited greatly, and as a consequence made general
confessions. In this place there was a constant mixture of crosses and of souls gained for our Lord. There
were some of his brother monks, who, after his example, were working for their perfection, and, although I
hardly understood their language and they did not at all understand mine, our Lord brought it about that we
understood each other in what regarded his service. The Father Rector of the Jesuits, having beard me
spoken of, took the opportunity of Father La Combe's absence from Verceil to come and, as he said, try me.
He had studied theological subjects that I did not understand, and put numbers of questions to me. Our
Lord gave me the means of answering, and he went away so satisfied that he could not help speaking of it.
Fatber La Combe stood well then with the Bishop of Verceil, who looked on him with veneration.
But the Bernabites of Paris, or rather Father La Mothe, bethought himself of bringing him away
from there, to make him go and preach at Paris. He wrote of it to their General, saying that they had none at
Paris qualified to uphold the House; that their church was deserted; that it was a mistake to leave a man like
Father La Combe in a place where he was merely corrupting his language; that his great talents should be
exhibited at Paris; that for the rest, he could not bear the burden of the House at Paris, if he was not given a
man of that stamp. Who would not have believed that all this was sincere? The Bishop, who was a great
friend of the General, hearing of it, offered opposition, and wrote to him that it was to do him the very
greatest injury to take away a man who was so useful to him, and at a time when he had the greatest need of
him. He was right, for he had a Grand Vicar whom he had brought from Rome, who, after having been
Nuncio of the Pope in France, had by his evil life been reduced to live off his Masses, even in Rome itself,
where he was in such great need as to attract the compassion of the Bishop of Verceil, who took him, and
gave him very good allowances for acting as his Grand Vicar. This Abbe, far from gratitude to his
benefactor, following the whim of his humour, was constantly in opposition to the Bishop, and if any
ecclesiastic was disorderly or discontented, it was with him the Abbe took part against his Bishop. All those
that complained against the Prelate or insulted him, were at once friends of the Grand Vicar, who, not
content with this, laboured with all his might to embroil him with the Court of Rome; saying he was
entirely devoted to France, to the prejudice of his Holiness's interests, and as a proof, that he had several
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Frenchmen with him. He also by his secret intrigues embroiled him with the Court of Savoy; so that this
worthy Bishop had very severe crosses from this man. Not being able to bear it, the Bishop requested him
to retire, and with great generosity gave him all that was necessary for his return journey. He was extremely
offended at having to leave the Bishop, and turned all his anger against Father La Combe, against a French
gentleman, and against me.
The General of the Bernabites was not willing to grant Father La Mothe's request, for fear of
hurting his great friend the Bishop, and to take away from him a man who in that conjuncture of affairs was
very necessary to him. As for me, my ills increased day by day. The air, which there, is extremely bad,
caused me a constant cough, together with the fever which I often had, accompanied with inflammation of
the chest, so that I had to be severely bled. I became swollen. In the evening I would be swollen to a great
size, in the morning nothing was apparent; the fever which I had every night consumed the humours. It was
all the right side which first swelled; at first only the right arm, afterwards it extended and became so
considerable that it was thought I should die. The Bishop was very much distressed, for he could not make
up his mind to let me go, nor yet to see me thus die in his diocese. But after having consulted the doctors,
who told him that the air of the place was fatal to me, he said to me with many tears, “I prefer you should
live away from me rather than to see you die here.”
He gave up his design for the establishment of a Community; for my friend was not willing to
settle there without me, and the Genoese lady could not leave her town, where she was highly thought of.
The Genoese prayed her to do there what the Bishop wished to do at his place. It was a Community
something like that of Madame de Miramion; for in that country there are only cloistered nuns. From the
beginning, when the Bishop proposed the matter to me, I had a presentiment that it would not succeed, and
that it was not what our Lord desired of me. Nevertheless, I gave in to all that was wished of me in
recognition of the Prelate's kindness, sure as I was that our Lord would be able to prevent anything he did
not desire of me. When this good Prelate saw that he must resolve to let me go, he said to me, “You would
like to be in the diocese of Geneva, and the Bishop persecutes and rejects you; and I, who would so gladly
have you, am not able to keep you.” The Bishop wrote to Father La Mothe that I would go away in the
spring, as soon as the season would allow; that he was very distressed at being obliged to let me go; and he
said of me things that might throw me into confusion, if I could take to myself anything. He wrote that he
regarded me in his diocese as an angel, and a thousand other things which his goodness suggested. From
this out I made my account for returning; but the Bishop expected to keep Father La Combe, and that he
would not go to Paris. That would have been the case, indeed, but for the death of the General, as I shall tell
hereafter.
Almost all the time I was in this country our Lord made me there suffer many crosses, and at the
same time he multiplied upon me graces and humiliations; for with me one has never been without the
other. I was almost always ill and in a state of childhood. I had with me only that girl of whom I have
spoken, who, in the state which she was in, could not give me any relief, and who seemed to be with me
merely to try me and make me suffer strangely. It was there I wrote upon the Apocalypse, and I was given a
greater certainty of all I had known of the persecution which should come upon the most faithful servants
of God, in accordance with what I wrote touching the future. I was, as I have said, in the state of childhood;
when I had to write or speak there was nothing greater than I—it seemed to me I was quite full of God—
and yet nothing smaller or feebler than I, for I was like a little child. Our Lord wished that not only should I
bear his state of childhood in a way that charmed those who were prepared for it, but he desired further that
by an external cult I should commence to honour his Divine Childhood. He inspired that worthy begging
friar to send me a Child Jesus of wax, of ravishing beauty, and I perceived that the more I looked at it, the
deeper were the dispositions of childhood impressed on me. One cannot believe the trouble I had to allow
myself to pass to this state of childhood, for my reason was lost in it, and it seemed to me that it was I who
gave myself this state. When I reflected, it was taken away, and I experienced an intolerable pain; but as
soon as I allowed myself to go into it, I found myself with the candour, the innocence and simplicity of a
child, something divine within. I have committed many infidelities to this state, not being able to bring
myself down to a state so low and so small. O Love, you desired to place me in all sorts of positions in
order that I should resist no longer, and should be subject to all your wishes without reflection or reserve.
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While I still was at Verceil I had a movement to write to Madame de C—. It was some year, since
she had ceased writing to me. Our Lord made me to know her disposition, and that he would make use of
me to help her. I asked Father La Combe if he would approve of my writing to her, telling him of the
movement I had; but he did not wish it. I remained submissive, and at the same time assured that our Lord
would unite us, and would provide me one way or another with the means of serving her. Some time after I
received a letter from her, which not a little surprised Father La Combe, and he then left me free to write to
her whatever I wished. I did it with great simplicity, and what I wrote was like the first foundation of what
our Lord desired of her, having willed to use me afterward, to help her, and to cause her to enter into his
ways; for she is a soul to whom I am closely tied, and through her to others.
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Chapter 2-25
THE Father-General of the Bernabites, the friend of the Bishop of Verceil, died. As soon as he
was dead Father La Mothe wrote to the person who was Vicar-General, and who held his place until a new
election. He told him the same things he had told the other, and the necessity there was to have at Paris men
like Father La Combe; that he had no one to preach the annual sermon in their church. This worthy Father,
who believed Father La Mothe was acting in good faith, having learned that I was obliged to return to
France owing to my indisposition, sent an order to Father La Combe to go to Paris, and to accompany me
the whole journey, Father La Mothe having asked him to do so, on the ground that as he would accompany
me, their House at Paris, which was already poor, would be saved the expenses of such a long journey.
Father La Combe, who did not penetrate the venom concealed under this fair appearance, consented to
accompany me, knowing that it was my custom to take with me ecclesiastics or monks. Father La Combe
set out twelve days before me, in order to attend to some matters of business, and to accompany me only at
the crossing of the mountains, which appeared to him the place where I had most need of escort. I set out in
Lent, the weather being very fine, to the grief of the Prelate, who excited my compassion by the trouble he
was in at losing Father La Combe, and seeing me go away. He had me taken at his expense to Turin, giving
me a gentleman and one of his ecclesiastics to accompany me.
As soon as the resolution was taken that Father La Combe should accompany me, Father La
Mothe at once set going everywhere the story that he had been obliged to do it, in order to make me return
to France; although he knew very well that I was intending to return before we knew that Father La Combe
would return. He exaggerated the attachment I had for him, making himself out a subject of pity; and on
this everyone said that I ought to put myself under the direction of Father La Mothe. However, he
dissimulated towards us, writing to Father La Combe letters full of esteem and of tenderness to me, praying
him to bring his dear sister, and to serve her in her infirmity on such a long journey, and that he would be
deeply obliged for his care, and a hundred similar things.
I could not bring my mind to leave without going to see my friend the Marquise de Prunai,
notwithstanding the difficulty of the journey. I had myself carried, for it is impossible to go there otherwise,
except on horseback, owing to the mountains, and I could not go in that way. I spent twelve days with her. I
arrived exactly the Eve of the Annunciation, and as all her tenderness is for the mystery of the childhood of
Jesus Christ, and she knew the part our Lord gave me in it, she received extreme joy at seeing me arrive to
spend that festival with her. Nothing could be more cordial than what passed between us with much
openness. It was then she told me that all I had said to her had happened, and a worthy ecclesiastic who
lived with her, a very holy man, told me the same. We together made ointments, and I gave her the secret of
my remedies. I encouraged her, and so did Father La Combe, to establish a hospital in that place, which she
did while we were there. I gave the little contribution of the Holy Child Jesus, who has always made
successful all the hospitals which have been established in reliance on providence. I think I forgot to say
that our Lord also made use of me to establish a hospital near Grenoble, which subsists without other
capital than providence. My enemies have made use of this subsequently to calumniate me, saying that I
had spent my children's property in establishing hospitals; although the truth is, that, far from having
expended their money, I had even given them my own, and that these hospitals have been established
merely on the capital of divine providence, which is inexhaustible. But our Lord has had this goodness for
me, that all he has ever made me do for his glory is always turned into a cross. I have forgotten to speak in
detail of many crosses and illnesses, but there are so many some must be kept back. In the illnesses I had at
Verceil I had still the same dependence on Father La Combe, owing to my state of childhood, with the
impression of these words: “And he was subject to them.” It was that state of Jesus Christ which was then
impressed on me.
As soon as it was determined that I should come into France, our Lord made me know that it was
in order to have there the greatest crosses I had ever yet had, and Father La Combe also had knowledge of
it; but he said to me, that I must immolate myself to all the divine wishes and anew be a victim immolated
to new sacrifices. He wrote to me: “Would it not be a fine thing, and very glorious to God, if he desired to
make us in that great city serve as a spectacle to men and angels!” I set out, then, on my return with a spirit
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of sacrifice, to immolate myself to new kinds of sufferings. All along the road something within said to me
the same words as St. Paul: “I go up to Jerusalem, and the Spirit tells me everywhere that crosses and
chains await me.” I could not prevent myself from expressing it to my most intimate friends, who used their
efforts to stay me on the road. They even wished all to contribute of what they had to stop me and prevent
my going to Paris, in the belief that the presentiment I had was very true. But I had to go on and come there
to immolate myself for him who first immolated himself.
At Chambery we saw Father La Mothe, who was going to the election of a General. Although he
affected friendship, it was not difficult to see that his thoughts were other than his words, and that he had
formed in his mind the design of destroying us. I speak of the behaviour of this Father only in obedience to
the command which has been laid upon me to omit nothing. I shall be obliged, in spite of myself, to speak
often of him. With all my heart I would gladly suppress what I have to say. If what he has done regarded
only myself, I would willingly suppress it; but I think it a duty I owe to truth and the innocence of Father
La Combe, who has so long been grievously oppressed and overwhelmed by calumny and by an
imprisonment of many years, which according to all appearance will continue as long as his life. I feel
myself, I say, obliged to expose all the artifices made use of to blacken him and render him odious, and the
motives which have led Father La Mothe to adopt such a course. Although Father La Mothe appears
heavily charged in what I say of him, I protest before God that I yet omit many facts.
I saw, then, very clearly his design. Father La Combe also remarked it, but he was resolved to
sacrifice himself and to immolate me to all which he believed the will of God. Some even of my friends
informed me that Father La Mothe had evil designs, but yet they did not imagine them so extreme as they
were in reality. They thought he would send away Father La Combe after having made him preach, and that
for this purpose he would get him into trouble. At Chambery it was interiorly said to Father La Combe, in
the same way as it had been told him that we should be together, that “we should be separated.” We
separated at Chambery. Father La Mothe went to the Chapter after begging Father La Combe with affected
urgency every day not to leave me, but to accompany me as far as Paris. Father La Combe asked his
permission to leave me alone at Grenoble, because he was very desirous of going to Tonon to see his
family, and he expected to rejoin me at Grenoble after three weeks. It was with difficulty this was granted,
such was the affectation of sincerity.
I set out for Grenoble and Father La Combe for Tonon. As soon as I arrived I fell ill of a continued
fever, which lasted fifteen days, when that worthy begging friar had an opportunity of practising his
charity. He gave me remedies, and these, joined to the fever and the change of climate, gradually consumed
my disease. All those whom God had given me on my first visit to Grenoble came to see me during my
illness, and exhibited extreme joy at seeing me again. They showed me the letters and retractations of that
poor impassioned girl, and I did not see a person who continued influenced by her stories. The Bishop of
Grenoble expressed more kindness than ever, assured me he had never believed any of them, and even
offered me to remain in his diocese. They again pressed me to remain at the General Hospital, but it was
not where you wished me, O my God; it was upon Calvary. Father La Combe and I were so penetrated by
the cross that everything announced to us Cross. That good girl of whom I have spoken, who had seen so
much persecution, and whom the Devil, so threatened, had many presentiments of the crosses that were
about to pour upon us, and she said, “What do you want to go there for, to be crucified?” All along the road
souls that were spiritual and influenced by grace spoke to us only of crosses, and this impression that
“chains and persecutions await me” never quitted me for a moment. I came then, O my Love, to sacrifice
myself to your hidden will. You know what crosses I have had to bear from my relatives. Oh, in what ill
fame am I! In spite of all that, you nevertheless win souls in every place and at every time; and one deems
such troubles amply paid should they procure the salvation and perfection of a single soul. It is in this place
that you desired, O God, to make a theatre of your designs through the cross and the good that you will to
do to souls.
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Chapter 3-1
HARDLY had I arrived at Paris when it was easy for me to discover, by the conduct of the
persons, the evil designs they had against Father La Combe and against me. Father La Mothe, who directed
all the tragedy, dissimulated as much as he could, and in his usual manner, giving secret blows and making
semblance of flattering whilst he was dealing the most dangerous strokes. Through self-interest they
desired to make me go to Montargis, hoping thereby to seize upon the wardship of my children, and to
dispose of my person and my property. All the persecutions which have befallen me from the side of Father
La Mothe and of my family have been solely due to selfish motives. Those which have been directed
against Father La Combe have been only due to the fact that he did not oblige me to do what they wished of
me, and also to jealousy. I might give many particulars on this head which would convince everybody, but
to avoid tediousness I suppress them. I will only say that they threatened to deprive me of the fief that I had
reserved for myself by my deed of settlement. As I never betrayed the sentiments of my heart, I replied that
I would not litigate, but if they wished to take away the little I had reserved for myself, though so trifling in
comparison with what I had given up, that I would yield it cheerfully; being delighted to be not only poor,
but in the extremity of want, in imitation of our Lord Jesus Christ.
After our Lord had made Father La Combe suffer much in our union, in order to purify it
thoroughly, it became so perfect as to be henceforth an entire unity; and this in such a way that I can no
longer distinguish him from God. I cannot in detail describe the graces God has given me, for everything
passes in me in a manner so pure that one can tell nothing of it. As nothing falls under the senses, nor can
be expressed, it must all remain in him, who himself communicates himself in himself; as well as an
infinity of circumstances, which I must leave in God with the rest of the crosses.
What formerly caused my sufferings with Father La Combe is that he had not then a knowledge of
the total nakedness of the soul lost in God, and that having always conducted souls in gifts, extraordinary
graces of visions, revelations, interior speech, and not yet knowing the difference that there is between
these mediate communications and the immediate communication of the Word in the soul, which, having
no distinction, has also no expression, he could not understand a state of which I was unable to tell him
almost anything. The second thing that had been the cause of his troubles was the communication in
silence, to which he had difficulty in adapting himself, desiring to see it by the eyes of reason. But when all
obstacles had been removed, O God, you have made of him one same thing with you and one same thing
with me in a consummation of perfect unity. All that which is known, understood, distinguished, and
explained are mediate communications, but for the immediate communication—communication of eternity
rather than of time, communication of the Word—it has nothing that can be expressed, and one can only
say of it what St. John has said of it: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was in God, and God
was in the Word.” The Word is in that soul, and that soul is in God by the Word and in the Word. It is very
important early to accustom one's self to get beyond everything that is distinct and perceived, and mediate
speech, to allow room for the speaking of the Word, which is none other than a silence ineffable and yet
eloquent.
I had arrived at Paris the Eve of St. Magdalen, 1686; exactly five years after my departure thence.
Shortly after his arrival Father La Combe was very much run after and applauded for his sermons. I
perceived, indeed, some little jealousy on the part of Father La Mothe, but I did not think that things would
go to such a length. Doubtless it will be a matter of surprise that the greater part of the Bernabites of Paris
and the neighbouring Houses should join against Father La Combe. There were two causes for it. First, the
selfish motives and the jealousy of Father La Mothe, which made him invent all sorts of artifices. He told
them all that in ruining Father La Combe they would have a pretext for shaking off the yoke of the
Savoyards; for it should be known that every six years the Bernabites had a Savoyard as Provincial. This,
he said, was an insult to the French nation. They all fell in with it, and for this purpose betrayed their
brother, without, however, obtaining what they desired, except for a few years; for, as a fact, they have at
present a Sa voyard as Provincial. The second reason was the special jealousy of their Provincial, who,
owing to a Lent service taken away from one of his friends and given to Father La Combe, became his
enemy, though previously his friend. That united the interests of the Provincial and of Father La Mothe.
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This latter pushed artifice so far as to say that Father La Combe had accompanied me from Turin
to Paris without entering their Houses, and that he remained in the inn with me to the great scandal of their
Order. He did not tell them that there was no convent of their Order on the route; but, on the contrary, he
made it to be understood that there were, and that it was to the shame of these Houses that he had not been
there. Who would not have believed a calumny told with such art? This began to stir up everyone against
me; but the excellent sermons of Father La Combe and his success in the conduct of souls, counterbalanced
these calumnies.
I had deposited a small sum with Father La Combe (his superiors permitting), which I destined for
the dowry of a girl professing as a nun. I thought I was bound in conscience, for owing to me she had left
the New Catholics. She is the young woman of whom I have spoken, that the priest of Gex tried to gain
over. As she is beautiful, although extremely discreet, there is always ground for fear when one is exposed
without any fixed settlement. I had then assigned this moderate sum for that worthy girl. Father La Mothe
desired to have it, and made Father La Combe understand that if he did not cause me to give it for a wall
that he wished to rebuild in his convent, they would get him into trouble. But Father La Combe, always
upright, said that he could not conscientiously advise me to do anything else than what he knew I had
resolved to do in favour of the girl. All this, joined to jealousy at the success of Father La Combe's
sermons, made him determine to unite with the Provincial, and to betray Father La Combe to satisfy the
grudge of each.
They no longer thought except of the means to arrive at their end, and to do it successfully they
sent to confession to Father La Combe a man and a woman who were united in practising all sorts of
villainy with impunity, and persecuting God's servants. I believe there never were such artifices as theirs.
The man writes all kinds of hands, and is ready to execute anything one desires. They pretended devotion,
and amongst so great a number of worthy souls who came from all parts to Father La Combe for
confession, he never discerned those devilish spirits, God so permitting it, because he had given power to
the Devil to treat him like Job.
Previous to this, when I was alone in my room on my knees before an image of the Child Jesus,
where I usually prayed, suddenly I was, as it were, cast back from this image, and sent to the Crucifix: all
that I had of the state of childhood was taken away from me, and I found myself bound anew with Jesus
Christ Crucified. To tell what this bond is would be very difficult for me, for it is not a devotion, as is
commonly supposed. It is no longer a state of suffering by conformity with Jesus Christ; but it is the same
Jesus Christ borne very purely and nakedly in his states. What passed in this new union of love to that
Divine Object he alone knows; but I understood it was no longer a question for me of bearing him, the
Child, or in his states of nakedness: that I must bear him Crucified; and it was the last of all his states. For
in the commencement I had indeed borne crosses, as may be seen in the narrative of my life, which is quite
full of them; but they were my own crosses, borne through conformity with Jesus Christ. Then, my state
becoming more profound, it was given me to bear the states of Jesus Christ, which I have borne in the
middle of my life in nakedness and crosses. And whilst one bears in this manner the states of Jesus Christ
one does not think on Jesus Christ—he is then removed; and even from the commencement of the path of
faith one has him no longer thus objectively. But the state I am now speaking of is quite different; it is of a
vastness almost infinite, and few souls bear him in this way. It is to bear Jesus Christ himself in his states.
Only experience can make intelligible what I wish to say. At this time these words were impressed upon
me: “He has been numbered among the malefactors;” and it was put into my mind that I must bear Jesus
Christ in this state in all its extent. O God, if there has not been enough of insult and ignominy complete,
finish me by the last punishment! All that comes from you will be sweet to me. Your arm is raised. I await
the blows from moment to moment. “Let him who has commenced, finish; and let me have this
consolation, that in torturing me cruelly he does not spare me.” I am fit only to suffer, and to suffer insults;
it is the contract of our sacred marriage—it is my dowry, O my Love! You have been liberal of it in the
case of your servant.
At this period I received a letter from Father La Combe, who wrote me in these terms: “The
weather is very lowering” (speaking of Father La Mothe's humour towards him). “I do not know when the
thunderbolts will fall, but all will be welcome from the hand of God.” Meantime the husband of this wicked
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creature who counterfeited the saint ceased coming to confession to Father La Combe, in order the better to
play his game. He sent his wife, who said she was very sorry for her husband having left this Father; that
her husband was a fickle man; that she did not resemble him. She counterfeited the saint, saying that God
revealed to her future events, and that he was about to have great persecutions. It was not difficult for her to
know this, since she plotted them with Father La Mothe, the Provincial, and her husband.
During this time I went to the country to the Duchess of C—. Many extraordinary things happened
to me, and God gave me great graces for my neighbour: it seemed as if he desired to dispose me thereby for
the cross. Many persons of those whom our Lord caused me to spiritually help, and who were my spiritual
children, were there. I was given a strong instinct of communicating myself to them in silence, and as they
were not prepared for this and it was a thing unknown to them, I knew not how to tell them. In this I was
wanting in fidelity to God through natural timidity. A passage of Scripture was read, and explained in a
manner quite different from the understanding of it that was given to me, and this caused in me such a
contrariety (because, owing to the presence of certain persons, whose constraint I felt, I dared not speak)
that they had to unlace me. In the afternoon I had an opportunity of speaking to Father G— and two other
persons, and this was a relief to me. I have, besides, at different times had other plenitudes, which made me
suffer much, and oftentimes I discharged them upon my best disposed children, though they were absent,
and I felt that there was an outflow from me into their souls; and afterwards, when they wrote to me, they
mentioned that at such a time much grace had been communicated to them. Our Lord had also given me a
certain spirit of truth, which I called the spirit of the Word, which “causes one to reject the evil and to
choose the good.” When, in a sermon or discourse, any things about devotion, or pious thoughts, or
probable opinions on any matter, or sentiments as to the Holy Virgin or the Saints, were advanced, I felt in
me a something which rejected at once what was merely human opinion, and accepted the pure truth: this
was without attention or reflection.
Father La Combe wrote to me while I was in the country that he had found an admirable soul
(meaning that woman who counterfeited the saint), and mentioned certain circumstances which made me
apprehensive for him. However, as our Lord gave me nothing special on the subject—and, besides, I feared
that if I told him my thoughts it would be ill taken, as at other times; and as our Lord did not urge me to say
anything (for if he had required it of me, at any cost I would have done it), I wrote to him that I abandoned
him to God for that as for the rest.
While this woman was counterfeiting the saint, and exhibiting great affection and esteem for
Father La Combe, her husband, who imitated all kinds of writing, was induced (evidently by the enemies of
Father La Combe, as the sequel has shown) to write defamatory libels, to which they attached the
propositions of Molinos, which for two years were circulating in France, and said these were the sentiments
of Father La Combe. They had them carried everywhere amongst the Communities, and Father La Mothe
and the Provincial, who was more tricky, caused these libels to be sent back to themselves; then assuming
the role of persons much attached to the Church, they themselves carried these libels to the Official, who
was in their plot, and brought them to the notice of the Archbishop. They said that zeal urged them, and that
they were in despair that one of their monks should be heretic and execrable. They also slightly mixed me
up in the matter, saying that Father La Combe was always at my house. This was utterly false, for I could
hardly see him, except at the confessional, and then only for a moment. They renewed their old calumnies
about the journeys, and went from house to house among honourable families, saying that I had been on
horseback behind Father La Combe—I, who was never so in my life!—that he had not been to their Houses
along the road, but that he remained at the inn.
Previous to this I had had many mysterious dreams, which told me all this. They bethought them
of one matter which favoured their enterprise. They knew that I had been to Marseilles; they thought they
had discovered a good foundation for a calumny. They forged a letter from a person of Marseilles (I even
believe I heard it said, from the Bishop of Marseilles), addressed to the Archbishop of Paris, or to his
Official, in which they stated that at Marseilles I had slept in the same room with Father La Combe; that
there he had eaten meat in Lent and behaved very scandalously. This letter was carried, this calumny was
retailed everywhere, and after having circulated it, Father La Mothe and the Provincial, who had concocted
it together, resolved to tell it to me. Father La Mothe came to see me, apparently to make me fall into the
trap and to make me say in the presence of people he had brought with him, that I had been to Marseilles
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with Father La Combe. He said to me, “There are horrible stories against you sent by the Bishop of
Marseilles, that you have there committed frightful scandals with Father La Combe; there are good
witnesses of it.” I began to smile, and said to him, “The calumny is well imagined, but it ought to have been
first ascertained if Father La Combe had been to Marseilles, for I do not believe that he has ever been there
in his life; and when I passed through it was Lent. I was with such and such persons and Father La Combe
was preaching the Lent sermons at Verceil.” He was dumbfounded, and withdrew, saying, “There are,
however, witnesses that it is true;” and he went immediately to ask Father La Combe if he had not been at
Marseilles. He assured him he had never been in Provence, nor further than Lyons and the road from Savoy
to France; so that they were somewhat taken aback. But they devised another expedient. Those who could
not know that Father La Combe had never been to Marseilles, they left in the belief that it was Marseilles,
and to the others they said that it was Seissel in the letter. This Seissel is a place where I have never been,
and where there is no bishop.
Father La Mothe and the Provincial carried from house to house the libels and those propositions
of Molinos, saying they were the errors of Father La Combe. All this did not prevent Father La Combe
from making a wonderful harvest by his sermons and at the confessional. From all sides people came to
him. It was gall to them.
The Provincial had just held his Visitation, and had passed quite close to Savoy without going
there; because he did not wish, he said, to hold the Visitation that year. They plotted together, Father La
Mothe and he, to go there in order to collect some reports against Father La Combe and against me, and to
gratify the Bishop of Geneva, whom they knew to be very bitter against me and against Father La Combe,
for the reasons I have mentioned. The Provincial set out, then, immediately on his return from the
Visitation of Provence, to go into Savoy, and gave orders to Father La Mothe to do everything he could to
ruin Father La Combe.
They plotted with the Official, a man skilful and clever in this sort of affair; but as it would have
been very difficult to mix me up in the business, they instigated that woman to ask to see me. She told
Father La Combe that God made known to her admirable things of me, that she had an inconceivable love
for me, and wished very much to see me. As besides she said she was very much in want, Father La Combe
sent her to me to give her something in charity. I gave her a half louis-d'or. At first she did not strike me in
her true character; but after half an hour's conversation with her, I had a horror of her. I hid it from myself,
for the reasons I have mentioned. Some days from that—three days after, I think—she came to ask me for
the means of getting herself bled. I told her that I had a maid very skilful at bleeding, and if she wished I
would have her bled. She indignantly refused, and said she was not a person to allow herself to be bled by
anyone but a surgeon. I gave her fifteen sous. She took them with a scorn which made me see she was not
what Father La Combe believed her. She immediately went and threw the fifteen-sous piece before Father
La Combe, asking if she were a person to be given fifteen sous. The Father was surprised; but as in the
evening she had learned from her husband that it was not time for breaking out, but for feigning, she went
to see Father La Combe, asked his pardon, and said it was a strong temptation that had made her act so, and
that she asked back the fifteen sous-piece. He told me nothing of all this, but several nights I suffered
strangely owing to this woman. In sleep sometimes I saw the Devil, then suddenly I saw this woman;
sometimes it was the one, sometimes it was the other. This made me wake with a start. For three nights I
was thus, with a certainty that she was a wicked woman who counterfeited devotion to deceive and to
injure. I told it to Father La Combe, and he reprimanded me very severely, saying it was my imagination,
that I was wanting in charity, that this woman was a saint. I therefore kept quiet. I was very much
astonished when a virtuous girl, whom I did not know, came to see me, and told me that she felt bound to
warn me, knowing that I was interested in Father La Combe, that he confessed a woman who was
deceiving him; that she knew her thoroughly, and she was, perhaps, the most wicked and the most
dangerous woman in Paris. She related to me strange things this woman had done and thefts committed at
Paris. I told her to declare it to Father La Combe. She said that she had told him something of it; but that he
made her acknowledge it as a fault in confession, on the ground that she was uncharitable, so that she no
longer knew what to do. That woman was overheard in a shop speaking evil of Father La Combe. It was
told to him, but he would not believe it. She sometimes came to my house. I, who am without natural
antipathy, had such a violent one, and even such horror for this creature, that the force I put upon myself to
see her, in obedience to Father La Combe, made me turn so extraordinarily pale, that my servants perceived
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it. Among others, a very worthy girl—she who made me suffer so much for her purification—felt for her
the same horror that I felt. Father La Combe was again warned that there was one of his penitents who went
about decrying him to all the confessors, and saying execrable things of him. He wrote them to me, and told
me at the same time that I should not imagine it was this woman; that it was not she. I was perfectly certain
it was the same. Another time she came to my house; the Father was there. She told him something of the
intimations she had that he was about to have great crosses. I had an immediate conviction that it was she
who was causing them. I told it to Father La Combe; but he would not believe me, our Lord so permitting
it, to render him like to himself. One thing which seemed extraordinary, is that Father La Combe, so soft
and so credulous to any other who did not tell him the truth, was not at all so for me. He himself was
astonished at it, yet I am not astonished, because in God's conducting of me my nearest are those who
crucify me the most.
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Chapter 3-2
ONE day a monk, at one time my confessor, to whom this woman went to retail her calumnies,
sent to ask me to come and see him. He related to me all that she had told him, and the lies in which he had
detected her. As for me, I continually detected her in falsehood. I at once told Father La Combe. He was
suddenly enlightened, and, as if scales had fallen from his eyes, he no longer doubted the villainy of this
woman. The more he recalled what he had seen in her, and what she had said to him, the more convinced
he was of her villainy, and avowed to me there must be something diabolic in the woman to enable her to
pass as a saint. As soon as I returned home she came to see me. I gave orders not to let her in. She wanted
me to give her alms, to pay for the hire of her house. I was very ill that day, and in consequence of an
excessive thirst my body was swollen. One of my maids told her plainly that I was ill, that they were
alarmed because I had been dropsical, and that for two days I had been swollen. She wanted to enter in
spite of the maid, when the one who knew something of her villainies came to prevent her, and told her that
nobody could speak with me. She wrangled with them, but they patiently bore it. She straightway went to
see the Superior of the Premontres and retailed to him frightful calumnies. She said that I was pregnant.
This man, who hardly knew me, believed her, and sent for my daughter's maid whom he had given me. He
told her this frightful calumny. She, who perfectly knew the thing was impossible, said to him, “My Father,
by whom? she never sees a man, and she is very virtuous.” This astonished him. She told me of it. That
wretched creature went everywhere retailing the same story, thinking that I should be a long time swollen,
and it would be easy for her to make it believed; but as the swelling passed away in a couple of days, owing
to a trifling remedy, this calumny had no consequence. Besides, they knew that if they had recourse to
calumny they must reckon with secular judges, and they would find it a bad bargain. They determined
therefore to attack me also in the matter of faith, in order to throw me into the hands of the Official, and
that by means of a little book, entitled “Short Method, etc.,” to which my name did not appear, and which
had been approved by doctors of the Sorbonne appointed for that purpose at Lyons and also at Grenoble.
But before turning to myself, I must tell how they went to work.
Father La Mothe came to see me, and said that at the Archbishop's office there were frightful
reports against Father La Combe, that he was a heretic and a friend of Molinos. I, who well knew he had no
acquaintance with Molinos, assured him of this (for at the commencement I could not believe Father La
Mothe was acting in bad faith, and that he was in concert with that woman). I further said to him, that I
knew he had great power with the Archbishop, and I begged him to take Father La Combe there, that, as
soon as the Archbishop had spoken to him, he would be undeceived. He promised he would next day, but
he took very good care not to do so. I told him of the villainy of this woman, and what she had done to me.
He coldly answered that she was a saint. It was then I commenced to discover that they were acting in
concert, and I saw myself reduced to say with David, “If my enemy had done this to me, I should not be
surprised, but my nearest!” It was that which rendered these calumnies more hard and the whole matter
more incomprehensible.
I went to see Father La Combe at the confessional, and told him what Father La Mothe had said to
me, and that he should ask to be taken to the Archbishop by him. He went to Father La Mothe, who said
that he would take him to the Archbishop, but there was no hurry; that the reports were not against him, but
against me: and for nearly a month he played see-saw with us, saying to Father La Combe that the reports
were not against him but against me, and to me that they were against him, and that I was not mentioned in
them. Father La Combe and I were confounded when we spoke of all these things and this deceit.
Nevertheless Father La Combe preached and heard confession with more applause than ever, and this
augmented the vexation and jealousy of those people. Father La Mothe went for two days into the country,
and Father La Combe, being senior, remained as Superior in his absence. I told him to go to the
Archbishop, and to take the opportunity when Father La Mothe was not there. He answered me that Father
La Mothe had told him not to leave the House during his absence; that he saw clearly that it would be very
necessary for him to see the Archbishop, and that perhaps he would never have this opportunity again; but
that he wished to die observing his obedience, and, since his Superior had told him to remain in his
absence, he would do so. It was merely to prevent his going to the Archbishop, and making him acquainted
with the truth; that this had been said to him.
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There was a doctor of the Sorbonne, Monsieur Bureau, who came to see me two or three times, on
the occasion of a visit from the Abbe de Gaumont, a man of wonderful purity, nearly eighty years of age,
who has passed all his life in retreat, without directing, preaching, or hearing confession: he had known me
formerly, and brought Monsieur Bureau to see me. Against this latter Father La Mothe was indignant,
because one of his penitents, who had left him, had been to see Monsieur Bureau, who is a very honourable
man. With reference to him, Father La Mothe said to me, “You see Monsieur Bureau; I do not wish it.” I
asked him the reason, telling him that I had not been to seek him, but that he had come to see me, and that
rarely; that I did not think it proper to turn him out of my house, that he was a man in high repute. He told
me that he had done him a wrong. I wished to know what this wrong was. I learned it was because that
penitent, who had given much to Father La Mothe and had left him only because he was grasping, had been
to Monsieur Bureau. I did not deem this reason sufficient to alienate a man who had done me service, and
to whom I was under obligation, and who was, besides, a true servant of God. Father La Mothe himself
went to the Official's office to depose that I held assemblies with Monsieur de Gaumont and Monsieur
Bureau; that he had even broken up one of them—an utter falsehood. He said it also to others, who repeated
it to me; so that I learned it from the Official and from others. He further accused me of many other things.
Without any regular process they attacked Monsieur Bureau, the Official being delighted to have this
opportunity of illtreating a man whom he had hated for a long time. They set to work the scribe, husband of
that wicked woman, against Monsieur Bureau, and in a short time there were counterfeit letters from
Superiors of religious Houses where Monsieur Bureau directed and heard confession, who wrote to the
Official, that Monsieur Bureau preached and taught errors, and introduced trouble into the religious
Houses. It was not difficult for Monsieur Bureau to prove the falseness of these letters, for the Superiors
disavowed them. Madame de Miramion, friend of Monsieur Bureau, herself proved their falsity; yet, far
from doing justice to Monsieur Bureau, they made His Majesty believe he was guilty, and exiled him, as I
shall tell hereafter, abusing the King's zeal for religion by making his authority subservient to the passion of
these people.
One day Father La Mothe came to me, and said it was absolutely true that there were horrible
reports against Father La Combe, and insinuated that I should get him to withdraw, hoping thereby to make
him appear guilty; for it was hard to find the means of ruining him, because, whether they judged him
themselves, or sent him to their General, the latter would have knowledge of everything, and the innocence
of Father La Combe, as well as the wickedness of the others, would have been known. They were very
much embarrassed to discover something. I said to Father La Mothe, that if Father La Combe was guilty he
should be punished (I spoke very boldly, knowing thoroughly his innocence), and therefore there was
nothing for him to do but to wait in patience what God would bring about; that, for the rest, he ought to
have taken him to the Archbishop to let his innocence be seen. I even asked him to do this with all the
urgency I could. Father La Combe on his side besought him to let him go, if he was unwilling to take him.
He always said he would take him tomorrow or some other day; then he had business to prevent him; and
yet he many times went there by himself.
Seeing that Father La Combe patiently waited his evil fortune, and not having yet discovered the
last expedient, by which they have succeeded in ruining him, Father La Mothe raised the mask. He sent to
warn me at church, where I was, to come and speak to him, and, having brought with him Father La
Combe, he said to me, in his presence, “My sister, it is you who now must think of flying: there are against
you execrable reports; you are accused of crimes that make one shudder.” I was no more moved, nor
confused by it, than if he had told me an idle tale that in no way touched me. With my ordinary calmness I
said to him, “If I have committed the crimes of which you speak I could not be too severely punished, and
therefore I am far from desiring to fly; for if, after having all my life professed to be in an especial manner
devoted to God, I made use of piety to offend him—him that I would give my life to love and to make
loved by others—it is right that I should serve as an example, and that I should be punished with the utmost
rigour: but if I am innocent, flying is not the means to make it believed.” Their design was to incriminate
Father La Combe by my flight, and to make me go to Montargis as they had planned.
When he saw that, far from entering into his proposal, I remained unmoved, and firm in the
determination to suffer everything rather than fly, he said to me, quite in anger, “Since you will not do what
I tell you, I will go and inform the family” (meaning that of my children's guardian) “in order that it may
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compel you to do it.” I said to him that I had told nothing of all this to my children's guardian, nor to his
family, and that it would surprise them; that I begged him to allow me to go the first to speak to them, or at
least to consent that we should go together. He agreed that we should go together next day. As soon as I
had left him, our Lord, desiring me to see the whole conduct of this affair, in order that I might not remain
ignorant of it (for our Lord has not permitted anything to escape me, not that I should cherish a grudge
against anyone, since I have never felt the least bitterness against my persecutors—but, in fine, that nothing
should be hid from me, and that in suffering everything for his love, I should make a faithful relation of
it)—our Lord, I say, at once inspired me, suggesting that Father La Mothe was hurrying off to prejudice the
family against me, and tell them whatever he pleased. I sent my footman to run and see if my suspicion was
true, and to get a carriage for me to go there myself. Father La Mothe was already there before me. When
he knew I had discovered he was there, he became so furious he could not prevent its appearing, and, as
soon as he had returned to the convent, he discharged his vexation on poor Father La Combe. He had not
found the guardian of my children; but he had spoken to his sister, the wife of a Maitre des Comptes, a
person of merit. When he told her that I was accused of frightful crimes, that they must induce me to fly,
she replied, “If Madame,” meaning me, “has committed the crimes you say, I believe I have committed
them myself. What—a person who has lived as she has lived! I would answer for her with my own life. To
make her fly! Her flight is not a matter of indifference, for if she is innocent it is to declare her guilty.” He
added, “It is absolutely necessary to make her fly, and it is the sentiment of the Archbishop.” She asked
him where I should fly to. He answered, “To Montargis.” That aroused her suspicion. She told him her
brother must be consulted, and that he would see the Archbishop. At this he was quite confounded, and
begged they would not go to see the Archbishop; said he was more interested than any other; that he would
himself go there. I arrived just as he had left. She told me all this, and I related to her from beginning to end
all he had said to me. As she is very clever, she understood that there was something in it. He came back,
and contradicted himself many times before us both.
The next day, the guardian of my children, having ascertained the Archbishop's hour, went there.
He found Father La Mothe before him, but he had not been able to get admitted. When he saw the guardian
of my children, a Counsellor of Parliament, he was much disturbed; he grew pale, then he grew red, and, at
last accosting him, he begged that he would not speak to the Archbishop—that it was his place to do so,
and that he would do it. The Counsellor remained firm that he would speak to him. The Father, seeing he
could not prevent it, said, “You forget, then, what my sister has done this winter,” referring to a
misunderstanding that he himself had caused. The Counsellor very honourably answered him: “I forget all
that, in order to remember that I am obliged to serve her in a matter of this nature.” Seeing that he could
gain nothing, he besought him that at least he might be the first to speak to the Archbishop. This made the
Counsellor believe he was not acting straightforwardly. He said to him, “My Father, if the Archbishop calls
you the first, you will go in the first, otherwise I will go in.” “But, sir,” added he, “I will tell him that you
are there.” “And I,” said the Counsellor, “will tell him that you are there.” Upon that the Archbishop,
knowing nothing of this tangle, called the Counsellor, who said to him that he was informed there were
strange reports against me; that he knew me for a long time as a woman of virtue, and that he answered for
me with his own person; that if there was anything against me it was to him they should address
themselves, and he would answer for everything. The Archbishop said he knew nothing at all about it; that
he had not heard mention of me, but of a Father. Upon this the Counsellor told him that Father La Mothe
had said that his Grace had even advised me to fly. The Archbishop said this was not true, he had never
heard a word about it. Upon which the Counsellor asked him if he would consent to cause Father La Mothe
to be called to say this to him. He was brought in, and the Archbishop asked him where he had picked up
that; as for himself, he had never heard a word about it. Father La Mothe defended himself very badly, and
said he had it from the Father Provincial. On leaving the Archbishop's he was quite furious, and came to
look for Father La Combe to discharge his anger, telling him they should repent of the affront put upon
him, and that he would find means to make them repent.
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Chapter 3-3
SOME days after, having consulted with Monsieur Charon, the Official, they discovered the
means of ruining Father La Combe. Since I had been unwilling to fly, it was what seemed the most hopeful.
They caused His Majesty to be informed that Father La Combe was a friend of Molinos, and of the same
opinions, pretending even, on the evidence of the scribe and his wife, that he had committed crimes which
he had never done; whereupon His Majesty, believing the thing true, with as much justness as kindness,
ordered that Father La Combe should not leave his convent, and that the Official should go and inform
himself as to his opinions and his doctrines. There was never an order more equitable than this, but it did
not suit the enemies of Father La Combe, who well knew it would be very easy for him to defend himself
against matters so false. They concerted a means of withdrawing the affair from the cognizance of the
General, and interesting His Majesty in it. The only one they found was to make him appear disobedient to
the commands of the King, and, in order to succeed (for they well knew the obedience of Father La Combe
was such that if he knew the order of the King he would not contravene it, and their designs would come to
nothing), they resolved to conceal the order from Father La Combe; so that, going out for some exercise of
charity or obedience, he should appear rebellious. Father La Combe preached and heard confession as
usual, and even gave two sermons, one at the Grand Cordeliers at St. Bonaventura, and another at St.
Thomas de Villeneuve at the Grand Augustinians—sermons which carried away everybody. They carefully
concealed from him, I say, the orders of the King, and plotted with the Official in all that they did; for they
could avail nothing in this matter unless they were in concert.
Some days previously Father La Mothe told me that the Official was his intimate friend, and in
this business would not do anything but what was pleasing to him. He pretended to make a spiritual retreat
in order not to absent himself from the House, and the better to accomplish his business, and also to have a
pretext for declining to serve Father La Combe, and take him to the Archbishop. One afternoon news was
brought to Father La Combe that a horse had passed over the body of one of his penitents, and that he must
go and take her confession. Without delay the Father asked permission from Father La Mothe to go and
take the woman's confession: it was willingly given. Hardly had he set out, when the Official arrived. He
drew up his proces verbal that he had not found Father La Combe; that he was disobedient to the orders of
the King (which were never told to him). Quite openly they told the Official he was at my house, although
they well knew the contrary, and that it was more than six weeks since he had been there. They informed
the Archbishop that he was constantly at my house; but, as a single exit by the order of his Superior was not
sufficient to make Father La Combe appear as black to His Majesty as they desired to make him appear, it
was necessary to have other instances. However, Father La Combe, having learned that during his absence
the Official had come to speak to him, resolved on no account to go out. This slightly embarrassed them: so
they made the Official come one morning, and, as soon as he entered, they told Father La Combe, who
knew not that he was there, to go and say Mass. He was surprised, because it was not his turn. No sooner
had he finished the Mass, than he saw the Official leaving. He went to his Superior, and said to him, “My
Father, is it that they wish to entrap me? I have just seen Monsieur Charon, the Official, leaving.” The
Superior said to him, “He wished to speak to me. I asked him if he wished to speak to you; he said ‘No.’ ”
Yet that very morning there had been drawn up a second proces verbal that Father La Combe was not
present, that he was again disobedient to the orders of the King. The Official came a third time. Father La
Combe saw him from the window, and asked to speak to him. He was not allowed to appear, on the ground
that the business was with the Superior, and that he had not come for Father La Combe. The latter came to
see me at his confessional, where I was waiting, and told me that he much feared a snare; that the Official
was there, and they would not let him speak to him. A third proces verbal was drawn up, that Father La
Combe was for a third time disobedient to the orders of His Majesty.
I asked for Father La Mothe, and I said to him that I begged him not to behave thus; that he had
told me he was very much the friend of the Official, and that assuredly they were trying to use stratagem.
He said to me coldly, “He did not wish to see Father La Combe; he had not come for that.” I advised Father
La Combe to write to the Official, and to beg him not to refuse him the favour which is not refused to the
most guilty—that of hearing them; to do him the kindness to come and ask for him. I myself sent the letter
by an unknown person. The Official said he would go in the afternoon without fail. Father La Combe was
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somewhat troubled at having written this letter without the permission of his Superior, for he could not
believe things were at the point they were: he went and told him. As soon as he knew it, he sent two monks
to the Official, to request him not to come, as the event proved. As I passed by, on my way to a house I had
hired, I met these two monks. I had a suspicion of the fact (for our Lord willed I should be witness of all): I
had them followed. They went to the house of the Official. I felt certain Father La Combe had confided to
Father La Mothe the letter he had written. I went to see Father La Combe, and asked him. He admitted it to
me. I told him I had met these two monks on the road, and had had them followed. We were still speaking
when Father La Mothe came to say the Official would not come, that things were changed. Father La
Combe from this saw clearly that the affair would be one of simple trickery.
However, Father La Mothe pretended to be anxious to serve him. He said to him, “My Father, I
know you have attestations of your doctrine from the Inquisition and the Sacred Congregation of Rites and
the approbation of Cardinals for your security. These documents are beyond reply, and, since you are
approved at Rome, a mere Official has nothing to say to you on the subject of doctrine.” I was still at the
Bernabites when Father La Combe went to look for those documents, and to draw up a memorial. Believing
that Father La Mothe was acting in as good faith, as he protested, and seeing that he assured me that the
Official would only do what he pleased, that he was his friend, and that he wished to serve Father La
Combe, that Father in his simplicity believed him, and brought him his papers, which were unanswerable
on the point of doctrine—as to morals, that was not within the province of the Official. After Father La
Combe had given these necessary papers, they were suppressed, and in vain did the poor Father ask them
back again. Father La Mothe said he had sent them to the Official. The Official said he had not received
them. They were no more heard of.
On St. Michael's Day, five days before the imprisonment of Father La Combe, I was at his
confessional. He could only say these words to me: “I have so great a hunger for disgrace and ignominy I
am quite languishing from it. I am going to say the Mass: listen to it, and sacrifice me to God, as I myself
am going to immolate myself to Him.” I said to him, “My Father, you will be satiated with them.” And, in
fact, on October 3, 1687, the Eve of St. Francis his patron, when at dinner, they came to carry him off, to
place him with the Fathers of Christian Doctrine. During this time his enemies piled falsehood upon
falsehood, and the Provincial sent for the Abbe who had been Grand-Vicar to the Bishop of Verceil and
dismissed by him. He came express to Paris to make false depositions against Father La Combe; but this
was cut short, and served merely as a pretext for putting him into the Bastille. The Provincial had brought
some unsigned reports from Savoy, and boasted everywhere that he had the means of putting Father La
Combe in the Bastille. In fact, two days afterwards, he was put in the Bastille, and although he was found
perfectly innocent, and they have been unable to support any judgment, they have been able to persuade
His Majesty that he is a dangerous spirit; therefore, without judging him, he has been shut up in a fortress
for his life. And when his enemies learned that in the first fortress the officers esteemed him and treated
him kindly, not content with having shut up such a servant of God, they have had him removed to a place
where they believed he would have more to suffer. God, who sees all, will render to each according to his
works. I know by the spirit communication that he is very content and abandoned to God.
After Father La Combe was arrested, Father La Mothe was more eager than ever to make me fly.
He urged it upon all my friends; he urged it upon me myself, assuring me that, if I went to Montargis, I
should not be involved in this business: if I did not go, I should be involved in it. He then conceived the
notion that, to dispose of me and the little that remained to me, and to exculpate himself in the eyes of men
for thus having handed over Father La Combe, it was necessary that he should be my director. He skillfully
proposed it to me, at the same time holding out threats. He added, “You have no confidence in me, all Paris
knows.” I admit this stirred my pity. Some of his intimate friends came to see me, and said that, if I
consented to put myself under his direction, I should keep out of the trouble. Not content with this, he
wrote in all directions and to his brothers to lower me in their esteem. He so well succeeded that they wrote
me the most outrageous letters imaginable, and especially that I should be ruined if I did not place myself
under Father La Mothe. I still have the letters. There is a Father who prayed me to make a virtue of
necessity; that if I did not put myself under his direction I should expect nothing but utter discomfiture.
There were even some of my friends weak enough to advise me to pretend to accept his direction, and to
deceive him. O God, you know how far I am from evasions and disguises, and trickery, especially in this
matter. I replied that I was incapable of treating direction as a farce, that my central depth rejected this with
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a fearful force. I bore all this with extreme tranquillity, without care or anxiety to justify or defend myself,
leaving to my God to appoint for me what he should please. He augmented my peace in proportion as
Father La Mothe exerted himself to decry me, and this to such a degree I dared not show myself; everyone
cried out against me, and regarded me as an infamous character. I bore it all with joy, and I said to you, O
my God, “It is for love of you I suffer these reproaches, and that my visage is covered with confusion” (Ps.
xliii. 16). Everyone without exception cried out against me, save those who were personally acquainted
with me, who knew how far removed I was from these things; but the others accused me of heresy,
sacrilege, infamies of every kind, the nature of which I am even ignorant of, of hypocrisy, knavery. When I
was at church I heard people behind me ridiculing me, and once I heard priests say that I ought to be
thrown out of the church. I cannot express how content I was inwardly, leaving myself entirely without
reserve to God, quite ready to suffer the last penalty if such was his will.
I did not take a step, leaving myself to my God, yet Father La Mothe wrote everywhere that I was
ruining myself through my solicitations for Father La Combe. I have never, either for him or for myself,
made any solicitation. O my Love, you know that I wish to owe everything to you, and that I expect
nothing from any creature. It was what I wrote at the commencement to one of my friends, who was in a
position to serve me effectually, that I begged him not to meddle with the matter; that I did not wish it
should be said that any other but God had “enriched Abraham”—that is to say, I wished to owe everything
to him. O my Love, I desire no other safety but what you yourself effect; to lose all for you is my gain; to
gain all without you would be loss for me. Although I was in such universal disrepute, God did not cease to
make use of me to win for him many souls, and the more the persecution increased, the more children were
given to me, on whom our Lord bestowed the greatest graces through his insignificant servant.
There was not a day passed without a new attack on me, and sometimes many in the day. Reports
were brought of what Father La Mothe was saying of me: and a Canon of Notre Dame told me that what
made the ill he said of me so very credible was that he pretended to love and esteem me; he exalted me to
the clouds, then he cast me down to the abyss. Five or six days after he had said that horrible reports against
me had been brought to the Archbishop, a pious girl went to the scribe Gautier, and, not finding him, his
little boy of five years of age said to her, “There is great news. My papa is gone with papers to the
Archbishop.” In consequence of this, I learned that in fact the reports of which Father La Mothe had spoken
had been carried to the Archbishop after the arrest of Father La Combe.
Father La Mothe, to excuse himself, said to me, “You were indeed right in saying that woman was
wicked; it is she who has done all this.” But our Lord, who wished to leave him without excuse, and who
did not wish that I should be ignorant that these things came from him, so permitted that two merchants of
Dijon came to Paris. They spoke to me of a wicked woman, who had fled from a refuge at Dijon, and had
come and got married at Paris. She had committed thefts at Lyons of the silver of a famous confraternity,
and was near having her nose cut off in some disreputable place. I had heard this woman say that she had
dwelt at Dijon. I suspected that she was the person, and the more so because a worthy girl, who had seen
her at service in a house, assured me that she there had committed theft, and changed her name and
residence. I had a presentiment that this was the person. I asked those merchants—who were very
honourable men, and brought me a letter from the Procurer-General's wife, a friend of mine, who is a
saint—if they could recognize her. They said “Yes.” As she gains her livelihood by sewing gloves, that
devout girl who knew her brought about an interview with those merchants. They recognized her at once,
and told me that they were ready to depose she was the person. I could not take up the cause, for I had not
been attacked, but Father La Combe. I sent to Father La Mothe to tell him that I had discovered a means of
proving both the knavery of this woman, and the innocence of Father La Combe: that there were merchants
who knew her, and were ready to go and depose against her before the authorities, after which, a thousand
witnesses would be found at Dijon. Father La Mothe answered me, that he did not wish to mix himself up
in it. He did indeed wish to mix himself up in betraying his monk, but not in defending him. I saw thereby
accomplished all that our Lord had made known to me five years before, regarding Father La Combe and
me, and how he should be sold by his brethren. I even made verses on it at the time; for truly it was given
me to know that he should be a second Joseph, sold by his brothers, and the persecution of Father La Mothe
was shown to me with the same clearness that I have since seen it carried out: therefore I could have no
doubt of it; for in all that happened, I had an inner certainty that he was the mover, and God showed me in a
dream how this Father was managing matters before I learned it elsewhere. Servants of God must not be
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judged by what their adversaries say of them, nor by the fact that one sees them succumb to calumny
without any deliverance. Under the ancient law, God tried his most cherished servants by the greatest
afflictions, as, for instance, the holy patriarchs, Job and Tobias; but he lifted them up from their disgrace,
and seemed to pile upon them wealth and prosperity in proportion to the pains that they had suffered. But it
is not the same under the new law, where Jesus Christ our legislator and divine model has been willing to
expire in agonies. God, at the present day, treats his most cherished servants in exactly the same manner; he
does not relieve them during their life, finding pleasure in seeing them expire in crosses, discredit, and
confusion; and he acts in this way to render them conformable to his well-beloved Son, in whom he has
especial pleasure; so that the conversion of an entire people could not be more agreeable to the eyes of the
Eternal Father than this conformity to his Son: and as the greatest glory that God can draw from outside
himself, is to see his Son expressed in men, whom he has created to be his images, the more extent this
expression has in all its circumstances, and the more perfect that resemblance is, the more love and
complaisance does God also have for those souls. But no one places that conformity where it ought to be. It
is not in the troubles one procures for one's self, but in those, whencesoever coming, which are suffered in
this submission to the wills of God, uniform, in whatever manner or on whatever subject they may show
themselves: in that abandonment or renunciation of all that we are in order that God may be all things in us;
that he may lead us according to his views, and not according to ours, which, in general, are entirely
opposed: in short, all perfection consists in this entire conformity with Jesus Christ, not in striking things of
which men make account. Only in eternity will it be seen who are the true friends of God. Jesus Christ
alone is pleasing to him, and nothing is pleasing to him but that which bears the character of Jesus Christ.
They still kept pressing me to fly, although the Archbishop had told me myself not to quit Paris,
and they wished to incriminate me and Father La Combe also by my flight. They did not know how to work
to get me into the hands of the Official, for if they accused me of crimes I must have other judges, and any
other judge that might have been assigned me would have seen my innocence, and the false witnesses
would have incurred risk. Yet they wished to make me pass for guilty to be master of me and shut me up, in
order that the truth of this business might never be known; and for this purpose it was necessary to put me
out of the way of ever being able to make it heard. They still circulated the same rumour of horrible crimes,
although the Official assured me there was no mention of them, for he feared I should withdraw myself
from his jurisdiction. They then made known to His Majesty that I was a heretic, that I had constant
correspondence with Molinos—I, who did not know there was such a person as Molinos in the world until I
learned it from the Gazette; that I had written a dangerous book; and that therefore His Majesty should give
a lettre de cachet, to place me in a convent, in order that they might interrogate me; that, as I was a
dangerous spirit, it was necessary I should be shut up under key, cut off from all intercourse either without
or within; that I had held assemblies. This they strongly maintained, and therein was my greatest crime;
although this was utterly false, and I had never held one, nor seen three people at the same time. In order to
better support the calumny about the assemblies, they counterfeited my writing, and concocted a letter in
which I wrote that I had great designs, but that I much feared they would come to nothing, owing to the
detention of Father La Combe; that I no longer held my assemblies at my own house; that I was too closely
watched; but that I would hold them in such and such houses, and in such streets, at the houses of persons
whom I did not know and never heard named. It was on this fictitious letter, which was shown to His
Majesty, that the order to imprison me was given.
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Chapter 3-4
THEY would have executed it two months sooner, but I became very ill with excessive pains and
fever. It was thought I had an abscess in the head, for the pain there during five weeks was enough to make
me lose my senses; besides this, I had a pain in my chest, and a violent cough. Twice I received the Holy
Sacrament as for one dying. As soon as Father La Mothe knew I was ill, he came to see me. I received him
in my usual way. He asked if I had not some papers; that I ought to entrust them to him, rather than to
anyone else. I told him that I had none. He had learned from one of my friends, who, knowing who he was,
but not that he was the author of this business, told him that he was sending me the attestation of the
Inquisition for Father La Combe, having learned that his own had been lost. This attestation was a ver y
important document, for they had informed His Majesty that Father La Combe had avoided the Inquisition.
Father La Mothe was very much alarmed to know I had this document, and, making use of his
ordinary artifice and of the opportunity of my extremity, which did not allow me the full freedom of my
intelligence, owing to excessive pain and confusion of my head, he came to see me. He assumed the role of
the affectionate and joyous person, telling me that Father La Combe's matters were getting on very well
(though he had just caused him to be put into the Bastille); that he was on the point of coming out
victorious, at which he was extremely glad; that only one thing was wanting—that it had been said he had
fled from the Inquisition, and they needed an attestation of the Inquisition: if he had that, he would be set
free at once. He added, “I know you have one. If you give it to me, this will be done.” At first I made a
difficulty about giving it to him, having such good cause for distrust; but he said to me, “What! you wish to
cause the ruin of that poor Father La Combe, when you might save him, and you will cause us this
affliction for want of a document that you have under your hand.” I gave way, and sent for this document
and placed it in his hands. He immediately suppressed it, and said that it was gone astray; and however I
urged him to restore it to me, he has never done so. As soon as I had given the attestation to Father La
Mothe, he went out, and the Ambassador of Turin sent a page to ask me for this attestation, which he would
have an opportunity of using to the advantage of Father La Combe. I asked him if he had not seen two
monks go out as he came in. He said, “Yes.” I told him I had just given it into the hands of the elder. He ran
after, and asked it from him. Father La Mothe denied that I had given it to him, asserting that I had an
affection of the brain, which made me imagine it. The page came to tell me his answer. The persons who
were in my room bore witness that I had given it to him. It could not be recovered from his hands.
When Father La Mothe saw that he had nothing more to fear from this quarter, he no longer
observed any measure in insulting me, dying as I was. There was hardly an hour passed that they did not
put upon me new insults. They told me that they were only waiting for my recovery, to imprison me. He
wrote still more strongly against me to his brothers, informing them that I persecuted him. I wondered at
the injustice of creatures. I was alone, deprived of everything, seeing nobody; for since the imprisonment of
Father La Combe, my friends were ashamed of me; my enemies triumphed; I was abandoned and generally
oppressed by all the world. On the other hand, Father La Mothe, in credit, applauded by all, doing what he
pleased, and oppressing me in the most extraordinary manner; and he complains I illtreat him at the very
time I am at the gates of death! He is believed, and I, who do not utter a word and preserve silence, am
illtreated. His brothers wrote to me all in concert—one, that it was for my crimes I suffered; that I should
place myself under the direction of Father La Mothe, or I should repent of it: and with that he said to me the
most insulting things of Father La Combe. The other told me that I was mad, and must be tied; lethargic,
and must be roused up. The first wrote to me again that I was a monster of pride and such like, since I was
unwilling to be cleansed, directed, and corrected by Father La Mothe: and the other let me know that I
wished to be thought innocent while I did everything that resembled sin. This was my daily fare in the
extremity of my ills; and with this, Father La Mothe cried with all his force against me, that I illtreated him.
To all these insults I opposed only kindness, even making him presents. As the royal prophet says: “I
sought some one to take part in my pain, but I found none.” My soul continued abandoned to her God, who
seemed to be joined with creatures to torment her. For besides that in all this affair I have never had
perceptible support nor interior consolation, I might say, with Jesus Christ, “My God, my God, why hast
thou forsaken me?” and, in addition, inconceivable bodily pains. I had not a friend, nor any corporal relief.
I was accused of every crime, of infamy, error, sorcery, and sacrilege. It seemed to me that I had only one
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business henceforth, which was to be for the rest of my life the plaything of providence; continually tossed
about, and after that an eternal victim of divine justice. In all this my soul is unresisting, having no longer
an “own” interest, and unable to desire to be anything but what God shall cause her to be, for time and for
eternity. Let those who read this reflect a little on the meaning of a state of this kind, when God appears to
range himself on the side of creatures; and, with that, a perfect steadfastness which never belies itself. It is
indeed your work, my God, where the creature avails nothing.
As soon as I was in a condition to have myself carried to the Mass in a chair, I was informed that I
must speak to M. the Theologian. It was a trap arranged between Father La Mothe and the Canon, at, whose
house I lodged, in order to furnish a pretext for arresting me. I spoke with much simplicity to that man, who
is quite of the party of the Jansenists, and whom M. N— had gained over to torment me. We only spoke of
things within his grasp, and of which he approved. Nevertheless, two days afterwards, it was reported I had
declared many things and accused many persons; and they used this to exile all the people who displeased
them. A great number were exiled, who they said had formed assemblies with me. They were all persons
whom I never saw, whose name, are unknown to me, and who never knew me. This is what has been most
painful to me, that they should have made use of this invention to exile so many men of honour, although
they well knew I had no acquaintance with them. One person was exiled because he said that my little book
was good. It is to be remarked that nothing has been said to those who have formally approved it. Far from
condemning the book, it has been reprinted since I am a prisoner, and advertised at the Archbishopric and
throughout all Paris. Yet this book is the pretext which has been seized upon to bring me under the
jurisdiction of the Archbishop. The book is sold, is distributed, is reprinted, and I am still kept a prisoner. In
other cases when anything bad is discovered in books, they are content to condemn the books and leave the
persons at liberty. In my case, it is the exact opposite; my book is approved anew, and they detain me a
prisoner. The same day that all those gentlemen were exiled, a lettre de cachet was brought commanding
me to go to the convent of the Visitation in the Faubourg St. Antoine. I received the lettre de cachet with a
tranquillity which extremely surprised the person who brought it. He could not help showing his
astonishment, as he had seen the grief of those who were only exiled. He was touched even to tears, and
though he had an order to carry me with him, he left me the whole day on my promise, and only prayed me
in the evening to betake myself to St. Mary. That day many of my friends came to see me. I spoke of it only
to some of them. All that day I had an extraordinary gaiety, which astonished those who saw me, and who
knew the business. I was left free all the day, and they would have been very well pleased had I fled; but
our Lord gave me quite other sentiments. I could not support myself on my legs, for I still had fever every
night, and it was not yet fifteen days since I had received the Holy Viaticum. I could not, I say, stand when
I had to sustain so rude a shock. I thought that my daughter would be left to me, and a maid to attend me.
My heart clung the closer to my daughter for the trouble she had cost me to rear, and that I had
endeavoured, with the help of grace, to uproot her faults, and to bring her to the disposition of having no
will, which is the best disposition for a girl of her age: she was not twelve years.
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Chapter 3-5
ON the 29th of January, 1688, the Eve of St. Francis de Sales, I had to go to the convent of the
Visitation. As soon as I was there it was signified to me that I could not have my daughter, nor anyone to
attend upon me; that I should be a prisoner, confined by myself in a room. This was the entertainment I had
to restore me in my extreme feebleness; but I keenly felt the separation when they tore from me my
daughter. I asked that she might be left in the same house, and that I would not see her. Not only was this
refused; but they had, further, the harshness to forbid any news of her being given to me. My trouble was
that I feared her exposure in the world, and lest she should in a moment lose what I had with so much care
endeavoured to secure to her. From this moment I had to sacrifice my daughter as if she no longer belonged
to me.
They selected the House of the Visitation in the street of St. Antoine, as being the one where I had
no acquaintance, and in which they had most confidence. They thought I should there be kept with more
rigour than in any other; and they were not mistaken, for they knew the zeal of the Mother Superior in
executing the King's orders. Besides, such a frightful portrait of me had been given to them, that the nuns
regarded me with horror. It is a House where faith is very pure, and God is very well served, and for this
reason, believing me a heretic, they could not regard me with favour. In the whole House they chose for my
gaoler the person who they knew would treat me rigorously. To make my cross complete this girl was
needed.
As soon as I had entered they asked me who was my confessor since the imprisonment of Father
La Combe. I named him. He is a very good man, who even esteems me, yet terror had so seized upon all
my friends, owing to my imprisonment, that this worthy monk, without realizing the consequences,
renounced me; saying he had never heard my confession, and he never would. That had a bad effect, and
having detected me, according to their story, in falsehood, there was no further doubt of all the rest. This
made me pity that Father, and wonder at human weakness. My esteem for him was not lessened, yet there
were many persons who had seen me at his confessional, and who might have served as witnesses. I was
content to say, “Such a one has renounced me. God be praised!” It was who would disavow me. Each one
brought himself to say he did not know me, and all the rest accused me of strange wickedness; it was who
would invent the most stories.
The girl I had by me was gained over by my enemies to torment me. She wrote all my words, and
spied everything. The smallest thing could not reach me but she ripped it entirely. She used her whole
endeavours to catch me in my words. She treated me as a heretic, deceived, empty-headed. She reproached
me for my prayers, and a hundred other things. If I was at church she gave great sighs, as if I was a
hypocrite. When I communicated she was still worse, and she told me she prayed God that he would not
enter into me. In short, she regarded me with only horror and indignation. This girl was the intimate of the
Superior of the House, so that he saw her almost every day, and this Superior was in the party of Father La
Mothe and the Official; so that, although this girl was ready enough to obey him from the inclination she
had for him, he made it a matter of conscience for her to illtreat me. God alone knows what she made me
suffer. Moreover, the Official said I should be judged on the testimony of the Prioress; yet she never saw
me, and only knew me through this girl, who perpetually told her ill of me; and being prejudiced against
me, the most innocent words appeared to her crimes, and actions of piety, hypocrisy. I cannot express to
what point her aversion for me went. As she was the only person of that Community I saw, being always
locked into a small room, I had matter for the exercise of patience. Our Lord has not permitted me to lose
it.
Yet I committed an infidelity, which caused me strange suffering: it is that when I saw her
eagerness to make me speak in order that she might catch me in my words, I tried to watch myself. O God,
what torment for a soul become simple as a child! I tried to guard my words that they might be more exact;
but the only result of this was to make me commit more faults, our Lord permitting it so, to punish the care
I had wished to take of myself—I, who am his without reserve, and who ought to regard myself only as a
thing that belongs to him, with no more thought of myself than if I had no existence. Therefore, so far from
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my precaution serving me, I was surprised into faults in my words, which but for that I would not have
committed; and, owing to the care I had wished to take of myself, I was for some days thrown back upon
myself with a torment that I cannot better compare than to that of hell. There is this difference between a
soul in purgatory and the Rebel Angel—that the soul in purgatory suffers an inexplicable torment because
she has a very powerful tendency to unite herself immediately to her Sovereign Good, but yet her pain is
not equal to that of a spirit who has in heaven enjoyed her Sovereign Good and who is rejected from it.
This was the state in which my soul was. She was, as it were, in rage and despair, and I believe if it had
lasted I should have died of it; but I quickly recognized whence came my fault. I abandoned myself freely,
and I resolved, though this girl, by her false reports, should bring me to the scaffold, I would take no care of
myself, and would have no more concern for myself than if I had ceased to exist. This gradually passed
away, and I returned into my former state.
Shortly after I entered the convent I had a dream. I suddenly saw the heaven opened, and like a
rain of golden fire which appeared to me to be, as it were, the fury of God, which sought to satisfy itself
and do justice to itself. There were with me a great number of persons who all took to flight to avoid it. As
for me, I did quite the contrary. I prostrated myself on the earth, and I said to our Lord, without speaking to
him otherwise than in the manner he knows and understands: “It is I, my God, am the victim of your divine
justice; it is for me to endure all your thunder-bolts.” Immediately all that rain, which was of flaming gold,
fell upon me with such violence that it seemed to deprive me of life. I woke with a start, fully certain that
our Lord did not desire to spare me, and that he would make me pay well for the title of “victim of his
justice.”
Immediately after I came into this House, Monsieur Charon, the Official, and a Doctor of the
Sorbonne came to interrogate me. They commenced by asking me if it was true that I had followed Father
La Combe, and that he had taken me from France with him. I answered that he was ten years out of France
when I left it, and therefore I was very far from having followed him. They asked me if he had not taught
me to practise prayer. I declared I had practised it from my youth; that he had never taught it to me; that I
had no acquaintance with him except from a letter of Father La Mothe, which he had brought me on his
way to Savoy, and that, ten years before my departure from France. The Doctor of the Sorbonne, who was
acting in good faith, who has never known anything of the knaveries (for I was not allowed to speak in
private to him), said aloud that there was no ground there for a serious inquiry. They asked me if it was not
he who had composed the little book, “Short and Easy Method.” I said, “No;” that I had written it in his
absence, without any design it should be printed; that a Counsellor of Grenoble, a friend of mine, having
taken the manuscript from my table, found it useful, and desired it might be printed; that he asked me to
make a preface for it and to divide it into chapters, which I did in a single morning. When they saw all I
said tended to acquit Father La Combe, they no longer questioned me about him. They commenced by
interrogating me on my book. They have never interrogated me on my faith, nor on my prayer, nor on my
morals.
I at once made a formal protest, written and signed with my own hand, that I had never wandered
from the sentiments of the Holy Church, for which I would be ready to give my blood and my life; that I
had never joined with any party; that I had all my life professed the most orthodox sentiments; that I had
even laboured, all my life, to submit my intellect and destroy my own will; that if anything were found in
my books that might be ill interpreted, I had already submitted all, and I again submitted it, to the opinion
of the Holy Church, and even to that of persons of doctrine and of experience; that if I answered to the
interrogatories upon the little book it was merely through obedience, and not to support it, as my only
design had been to help souls, not to hurt them. That was the first interrogation. I was interrogated four
times. On my coming into the House they told the Prioress that I would be there only ten days, to the end of
my interrogation. I was not at first surprised that I was prohibited from all communication outside the
house or within, because I thought the motive was that I might not have any advice in the interrogation.
The second interrogation was on the little book; whether I had desired to do away with vocal
prayer from the church, and particularly the Chaplet, referring to the place where I had taught the saying of
Pater Noster with application, and had explained the Pater, and that a Pater so repeated was worth more
than many said without attention. It was not difficult to answer this, for to teach a prayer with attention and
application is not to destroy prayer; on the contrary, it is to establish it, and to render it perfect. They then
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put to me other questions on the same book, which I then had not; and I have so little memory, that I did
not even know if what they asked me was in the book. Our Lord gave me the grace that he promised to the
Apostles, which was to give me a much better answer than I could have found for myself. They said to me,
“If you had explained yourself like this throughout the book, you would not be here.”
Suddenly I remembered I had put at the foot of the chapter the same reason that they approved,
and I stated it. They would not write it down. After this, I saw they had simply taken the passages of the
book that were not explained, and they had omitted their explanation; and it was merely to serve as a
pretext for persecution, as the sequel has shown. After I had declared to them the explanations were in the
book, and if there was anything wrong in it, they should not hold responsible me, a woman without
learning, but the doctors who had approved it even without my asking them, since I was not acquainted
with them; from that time they no more interrogated me on this book, nor on that on “The Song of Songs,”
being satisfied with the submission I had made.
The last interrogation was on a forged letter, where I was made to write, that I had held assemblies
in houses that I was not acquainted with, and all the rest I have already mentioned. They read the letter to
me, and as the writing was not at all like mine, I was told it was a copy, and that they possessed the
original, which was similar to my writing. I asked to see it, but it has never appeared. I said I had never
written it, and that I had no acquaintance with the Minim, to whom it was addressed. To understand the
malignity of this letter, it should be known that a worthy Minim Father came to see me on behalf of certain
nuns of my acquaintance. One of the hostile persecutors said to me, “You see then Minims also.” Father La
Mothe and the woman saw him, and one of the two asked me his name. I did not know it, for I was not
acquainted with him, so I was unable to tell it. They concocted then a letter to a Minim to whom they gave
the name Father Francis, although I have since learned his name to be quite different. They made me, then,
write to this Father, on the 30th of October, a letter in which I wrote to him as if he were residing at Paris,
the Place Royale, “My Father, do not come to see me at the Cloister Notre Dame.” The reason why they
had put this was, that they had watched that he had not come to the Cloister Notre Dame, and were ignorant
of the cause. It continued, that I no longer held assemblies because I was being spied on. This letter
convicted me also of designs against the State, cabals, and assemblies; and they added, “I do not sign
because of the evil times.” As they were reading this letter to me, I maintained I had never written it. The
very style would have shown this to all who have seen or received my letters. As to the assemblies, I
always said I had no acquaintance with those persons; that I knew no other Minim but one, who had come
to me on behalf of certain nuns; that he did not belong to Paris, that he was Corrector of Amiens. At the
time, I did not recollect other reasons to mention, and the Official would not even let these reasons be
written. He made them merely put that I said it was not mine. After having read this letter, he turned to me,
and said, “You see, Madame, that after a letter like this there was good reason to put you in prison.” I
answered him, “Yes, Sir, if I had written it.” He maintained still, in the presence of the Doctor, it was my
writing. But our Lord, who never fails at need, made me remember, as soon as they were outside, that the
worthy Father was at Amiens from the commencement of the month of September, and it was impossible
for me to have written to him as being in Paris on the 30th of October; that he had gone away five weeks
before I lodged at the Cloister Notre Dame, and therefore I could not have written to him from there before
his departure, on the subject of that arrest, and pray him to come and see me on the 30th of October, in such
and such houses with which I was not acquainted, and where I never was—the more so as he was at
Amiens. I sent all this in writing to the Official, who took very good care not to show it to the Doctor. I
further wrote him that, if he was unwilling to take the trouble to prove its falseness, he should give a
commission to the guardian of my children, who would willingly do it. But far from this, what did they do?
I am shut up more closely than before. I am accused and defamed everywhere, and they deprive me of the
means of justifying myself. They fabricate letters for me, and they are unwilling I should prove my
innocence of them. For two months after the last interrogation not a word was said to me, while the same
rigour was practised towards me; that Sister treating me worse than ever.
Up to this I had not written anything for my justification to the Archbishop or to the Official; for I
had no liberty to write to others, no more than I have at present. I had been, up to the time that I tried to
watch myself in the manner I have mentioned, without any sensible or perceptible support, but in a peace of
paradise, leaving myself as a mark for all the malice of men. My diversion was to express my state in verse.
It seemed to me that, though shut up in a close prison, my soul had the former liberty, larger than the whole
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earth, which appeared to me but as a point in comparison with the vastness I experienced; and my
contentment was without contentment for myself, because it was in God alone, above every own interest.
Twelve days before Easter I went to confession. I raised my eyes without knowing why, and I saw a picture
of our Lord fallen under his cross, with these words: "See if there is any sorrow like unto my sorrow.” At
the same time, I received a powerful impression that crosses were about to fall on me in greater crowds. I
had always, until then, entertained some hope justice would be done me; but when I saw that the more I
appeared innocent the more they endeavoured to obscure my innocence, and the more closely I was kept
confined, I concluded they sought not my innocence, but only to make me appear guilty. What happened
confirmed me still more in this thought.
The Official came to see me by himself, without the Doctor, who had been present at the
interrogations, and he said to me, “We must not talk about the false letter; it was nothing” (after having
previously told me it was for that I was imprisoned). I said to him, “What, Sir, is it not the point in
question—the counterfeiting the writing of a person and making her pass for one who holds assemblies and
has designs against the State?” He immediately said to me, “We will seek the author.” I said to him, “He is
no other than scribe Gautier,” whose wife had told me he counterfeited all sorts of writing. He saw well I
had hit the mark. Then he asked me where were the papers I had written on the Scripture. I told him I
would give them when I should be out of prison. I did not wish to say to whom I had confided them. He
said to me, “If we happen to ask them from you, say the same thing,” making me offers of service. Yet he
went away very pleased thinking he had a means of ruining me beyond remedy, and satisfying Father La
Mothe's desire that I should never be let out of prison.
He drew up a proces verbal as if he had interrogated me judicially, although it was nothiug but a
simple conversation. The proces verbal ran, that up to that having been in appearance docile, I had rebelled
when they had demanded my papers. I knew nothing of all this. I wrote a very strong letter to the Official
on what he had said to me, that the letter they had forged was nothing. I also wrote to the Archbishop, who
is himself mild enough, and who would not have been led to treat me with so much rigour if he had not
been solicited by my enemies. He gave me no answer. But the Official thought he had found a means of
ruining me by saying I had been rebellious, and I would not give up my writings. Three or four days before
Easter he came with the Doctor of the Sorbonne aud his proces verbal. To the latter I answered that I had
made a great difference between a private conversation and an interrogation, and that I had not deemed
myself obliged to tell a thing which had been asked me only hypothetically, and that the papers were in the
hands of my maid. They asked me if I was willing to hand them over to be disposed of as they pleased. I
said, “Yes; that having written only to do the will of God, I was as content to have written for the fire as for
the press.” The Doctor said nothing could be more edifying. The copies of my writings were placed in their
hands, for as to the originals they had long ceased to be at my disposal. I do not know where those who
took them from me have placed them; but I have this firm faith, that they will all be preserved in spite of
the tempest. As for me, I had no more of them than I gave, and I did not know where were the others; thus I
could say it with truth.
The Prioress of the House where I am a prisoner asked the Official how my affair went, and if I
would soon be let out of prison. It escaped him to say to her (and perhaps he did it owing to the Doctor, the
better to screen himself): “My Mother, what could one do to a person that does and says all that one desires
and in whom nothing is found? She will be released on a very early day.” Yet they did not justify me. The
Archbishop declared himself well satisfied with me, and my release and innocence were openly spoken of.
Father La Mothe was the only one who had apprehensions. They sought to catch me by surprise.
The more I was innocent, the more troubles I had. I was informed my affair went well, and I
should be released at Easter. In the depth of my soul I had a presentiment to the contrary.
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Chapter 3-6
UP to this I had been in a state of inexplicable contentment and joy at suffering and being a
prisoner. It seemed to me that the captivity of my body made me better taste the liberty of my spirit. The
more I was confined externally, the more I was large and extended within. My prayers still the same,
simple and nothing; although there are times when the Spouse clasps more closely and plunges deeper into
himself. I had been in this way up to the time that I committed the infidelity of trying to watch myself in the
manner I have told. On St. Joseph's Day I was introduced into a more marked state, one rather of heaven
than of earth. I went to the Calvary, which is at the bottom of the garden; my gaoler having had permission
to take me there. It was in this place (which has always been my delight), and there I remained a very long
time; but in a state too simple, pure, and naked for me to be able to speak of it. The most elevated
dispositions are those of which one can say nothing. I am not astonished nothing is said of those of the
Holy Virgin and St. Joseph. All those which have anything marked are much inferior.
By this state—so much above anything that can be told, although in the same central depth which
does not change—I understood there was some new cup for me to drink: like as the Transfiguration of
Christ, where he conversed on his sufferings, was, as it were, the pledge of that which he had to suffer, and
an introduction into his Passion; where, in fact, he entered internally from that very hour, depriving himself
for the rest of his life of the outpourings of the Divinity upon the humanity; so that he was deprived from
that moment of all the supports he previously had. Then his Glory, exhibiting itself upon his body, made, as
it were, a last effort to withdraw for ever; and having to be altogether shut up in his Divinity, it left the
humanity in a privation so much the greater as the state of glory and enjoyment was to him more natural.
As, then, from the Transfiguration, so far as I can understand, up to the death of Jesus Christ, all
outpourings of beatitudes were suspended, to leave him in pure suffering, I can also say that the same
happened to me although unworthy to participate in the states of Jesus Christ, and with the disparity
between an insignificant and weak creature and a God Man. For the day of St. Joseph, a saint with whom I
am in a very intimate manner united, was as a day of Transfiguration for me. It seemed to me that I had no
longer anything of the creature, and from this time a sort of suspension has taken place, so that I have been
as much abandoned by God as persecuted by creatures: not that I have any pain or trouble at this
abandonment or that my soul has the least inclination for anything else—that can no longer be, for she is
without inclination or tendency for anything whatsoever; but nevertheless she is in such an abandonment
that I am sometimes obliged to reflect to know if I have a being and subsistence. The whole of St. Joseph's
Day I was the same, and it began to diminish gradually up to the day of the Annunciation, which is the day
my heart rejoices in: yet on that day it was signified to me that I must enter upon new bitterness, and drink
to the dregs of the indignation of God. The dream that I had where all the indignation of God fell upon me
came back to my mind, and I had to sacrifice myself anew. The evening of the Annunciation I was put into
an agony I cannot express. The fury of God was entire, and my soul without any support from heaven or
from earth. It seemed to me that our Lord desired to make me experience something of his agony in the
Garden. This lasted until Easter, after which I was restored to my former tranquillity with this difference,
that all co-operation is removed, and that I am, whether in regard to God or in regard to creatures, as that
which no longer exists. I have to make an effort to think if I am and what I am; if there are in God creatures
and anything subsisting.
Although I have been treated in the manner I have said, and I shall hereafter tell, I have never had
any resentment against my persecutors. I have not been ignorant of the persecution they caused me. God
has willed that I have seen all and known all; he gave me an interior certainty that it was so, and I have
never had a moment's doubt of it: but although I knew it, I had no bitterness against them, and, had it been
necessary to give my blood for their salvation I would have given it, and I would still give it with all my
heart. With regard to them, I have never had anything to mention in confession. There are feeble minds
who say that we ought not to believe that people do that which nevertheless they do. Did Jesus Christ and
the Saints pluck out their eyes to avoid seeing their persecutors? They saw them, but they saw at the same
time that they would not have “had any power except it had been given them from above.” Therefore it is
that, loving the blows which God inflicts, one cannot hate the hand he uses to strike us, although one well
sees which it is.
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On Holy Thursday the Official came to see me by himself, and told me he gave me the freedom of
the cloister—that is to say, that I could go about in the House; that he would not give any liberty for
outside. I could not even obtain permission to speak to the guardian of my children. Yet they did not cease
continually urging my daughter to consent to a marriage which would have been her ruin; and, in order to
succeed, they had put her into the hands of the cousin of the gentleman to whom they wished to give her.
That would have caused me great anxiety if I was capable of feeling it; but I had all my trust in God, and
that he would not permit it to take place, the person in question having no tincture of Christianity, and
being utterly ruined. The Official told me, at the same time, that I was entirely acquitted; that I was left here
only for a short time for form's sake, that they might have the opinion of the Prioress, whose merit and
uprightness was long known. The Prioress and all the community gave me the best character that one can
give of a person, and the community conceived a very great affection for me, so that the nuns could not
help speaking good of me to everybody. Had I my choice of all the convents in Paris, even those where I
am known, I could not be better than in this one. It was there, O my Love, that I recognized yet more your
providence over me, and the protection you afforded me; for they had chosen this Community as the one
where they believed I should be treated with the greatest rigour, after having in the strongest manner
prejudiced it against me.
As soon as Father La Mothe learned they spoke well of me in this House, he persuaded himself
they could not speak well of me without speaking ill of him; and although I saw nobody, he wrote and
complained to all the world, that I decried him everywhere, and that the community were speaking much ill
of him; so that he embittered anew against me the minds of the Archbishop and of the Official, whose
confessor he is. Far from releasing me at the end of ten days, as they had said, they left me there many
months without saying anything to me. They even circulated new calumnies and, after having said I was
innocent, they blackened me worse than ever. The Archbishop said I must expect nothing but from my
repentance. He told Pere de la Chaise that I had errors, and that I had even retracted them with tears, but
that there was good ground to believe it was only through dissimulation, and therefore it was necessary to
keep me shut up. On this I demanded only one thing, that they should punish me if I was guilty, but that
they should exhibit my interrogation. It was what they never would do: on the contrary, the only answer
was fresh calumnies.
What has been most painful to me in all this affair, is that it was impossible to take any measures.
I was continually tossed between hope and despair. They suddenly came to tell me my persecutors had the
upper hand, that they had made His Majesty believe I was guilty of all the crimes of which I was accused.
Practically all my friends withdrew, and said they did not know me. My enemies cried Victory! and
redoubled their rigours and severities against me. I continued content and resigned to remain in disgrace,
believing I must there end my days, and no longer thought but of remaining all my life a prisoner. Then
suddenly there came days of hope, which showed the business almost concluded in my favour, and that I
was on the point of being declared and recognized as innocent. When the matter seemed settled and hope
revived, there came a new turn, and a fresh calumny of my enemies, who made it believed they had found
new documents against me, and that I had committed new crimes. This was continual, so that I regarded
myself in the hands of God as a reed beaten by the wind, laid flat then suddenly lifted up, unable to
continue either in disgrace or in hope. My soul has never changed her position from being incessantly
beaten: she was always in the same state.
I was suddenly told that Father La Mothe had succeeded in having me placed in a House of which
he is the master, and where it was believed he would make me suffer extremely, for he is very harsh. He so
fully believed it, that he had given orders to keep a room ready to shut me up in. They brought me this
news, which was of all what I should dread. All my friends were weeping bitterly. I did not feel even the
first movement of trouble or pity for myself; my soul did not even for an instant change her position.
Another time a person of weight offered to speak for me, and was confident of my immediate deliverance.
The thing seemed done. I had not a first movement of joy at it. It seems to me my soul is in an entire
immobility, and there is in me so entire a loss of all which regards myself, that none of my interests can
cause me pain or pleasure. Besides, I belong so entirely to my God, that I cannot wish anything for myself
but what he does; death, the scaffold, with which numberless times I have been threatened, does not make
the least alteration. Shall I say it, O my Love, that there is in me a sovereign love for you alone above all
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love, which even in Hell would make me content in the disposition in which I am; because I cannot content
myself or afflict myself with anything which should be my own, but with the sole contentment of God.
Now, as God will be infinitely happy, it seems to me that there is not any misfortune, either in time or in
eternity, which can hinder me from being infinitely happy; since my happiness is in God alone.
No justice was rendered me; on the contrary, they endeavoured to invent new calumnies against
me, and thereby to conceal the strange persecution to which I was subjected. The only confessor allowed
me was one who hears confession from the nuns, and he is deaf; so that they were obliged to have
extraordinary ones brought. All I could obtain was on the eve of Pentecost to make my confession to a
monk, who came because the confessor was ill, and it was out of the question to pass that festival without
confession. I admit the very frequent confession practised in this House has been my greatest trouble; for
our Lord keeps me in such an oblivion of myself, that I could not confess anything but generalities, or
matters long passed: but as to the present, I do not know where I am and what I am; I can say nothing of it.
A lady of the world whom Providence caused me to meet in this House, and who has conceived much
affection for me, and has rendered me all the services she was able, seeing the injustice done to me,
resolved to ask a Jesuit Father of her acquaintance to speak to pere de la Chaise. This worthy Father did it:
but he found pere de la Chaise much prejudiced against me, because they had made him believe that I was
in errors, and that I had even retracted them, but that many still clung to me; so that this worthy lady
advised me to write to pere de la Chaise. I wrote him this letter:—
“My REVEREND FATHER,
“If my enemies had attacked only my honour and my liberty, I would have preferred silence to
justifying myself, it being my habit to adopt this course; but at present, when they attack my faith, saying
that I have retracted errors, and when I am even suspected of having still more, I have been obliged, while
asking the protection of your Reverence, to inform you of the truth. I assure your Reverence I have done
nothing of the kind, and what surprises me is, that, after the Official himself has acknowledged that the
memoirs which were given in against me were false, and that the letter forged against me was recognized as
coming from a forger, as a consequence of the incontestable proofs I gave him it was not mine: after those
who have been given me for examiners, who have never demanded from me a retractation, but petty
explanations, with which they appeared satisfied, have declared me innocent, and I have even placed in
their hands writings which I had only made for my own edification, offering them to their judgment with all
my heart—that after, I say, these things, I have reason to believe your Reverence is not informed of my
innocence. I cannot, my Reverend Father, dissimulate that, for any other article but that of faith, it would be
easy for me to suffer calumny, but how could I keep silence for the most righteous grief that ever was? I
have all my life made so open a profession of the most orthodox sentiments, that I have even thereby
attracted enemies. If I dared open my heart to your Reverence with the secrecy of a perfect confidence, it
would be very easy to prove to you, by incontestable facts, that it is temporal interests which have brought
me where I am. After having refused things which in conscience I could not do, I was threatened with being
involved in trouble. I have seen the menaces; I have even felt their effects, without being able to defend
myself, because I am without intrigue and without party; and how easy is it, my Reverend Father, to
oppress a person destitute of all protection! But how can I expect your Reverence to believe me, when,
unfortunately, I am only known to you by calumny? However, I advance nothing that I cannot prove, if you
consent to be informed of it. It would be a favour that would win the eternal gratitude of your, etc.”
This letter had an effect the exact opposite of what was anticipated. I wrote it only through
complaisance and to avoid scandal; for they regarded as obstinacy my resolution to make no step for my
justification. They said that I was expecting God to do everything, and that this was to tempt him. I felt
within that this letter and all they made me write would be without effect; that, on the contrary, they would
do more harm than good. Yet our Lord willed I should write, to make them see that all one does for a soul
given up to God is an exceedingly small thing, if he does not himself do it. I had known from the
commencement that our Lord wished to be my sole deliverer. Therefore I had a joy that cannot be
expressed when I saw all the intrigues of the best-intentioned creatures only serve to spoil everything. Pere
de la Chaise spoke of me to the Archbishop. This only served to give rise to new falsifications and new
persecutions. The Archbishop assured him I was very criminal, and, the better to prove it, he feigned to
wish to show me favour. He sent here a Bishop, one of his friends, to solicit the Prioress underhand that she
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should make me write a letter of submission and civility, in which I should declare that I was criminal and
that I had retracted, promising that, if I wrote this letter, they would release me at once.
I forgot to say that, a month previous to this, the Official came with the Doctor to see me, and, in
the presence of the Mother Superior, proposed to me that, if I would consent to the marriage of my
daughter, I should be released from prison before eight days. I said I would not purchase my liberty at the
price of sacrificing my daughter; that I was content to remain in prison as long as it should please our Lord.
He answered that the King would not do any violence but he desired it. I said that I knew the King was too
just and too equitable to act otherwise. Yet, a few days afterwards, they reported to pere de la Chaise, that I
had said that the King wished to keep me in prison until I had consented to the marriage of my daughter;
that the Archbishop had himself told the guardian of my children that I should not be released until I had
consented to it; and, although I saw nobody and had no communication with outside, they accused me of
having invented this, and they said I was a State criminal, and should again be shut up under key. But
before this they made another attempt to see if I would write the letter they desired of me, as preliminary to
my deliverance. They had no intention to deliver me, but a strong wish to have an incontestable proof
against me, in order to confine me for the rest of my days—the one object my enemies had in view.
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Chapter 3-7
A FEW days later I saw, by night in a dream, the same man who had made the first false
document, and he made two others. I also saw another intrigue of Father La Mothe and a persecution he
raised against me, so that I found no refuge. Our Lord made me know, either by presentiment or by dream,
what they were doing against me. Three or four days afterwards the Official and the Doctor came to tell the
Prioress that I must again be shut up under key. She represented to them that the room I was in was small,
opening only on the side where the sun shines all day; and in the month of July, how was it possible? it was
to cause my death. They paid no attention to this. The Mother asked why they shut me up again. They told
her I had done frightful things for a month back in her House, that I had had strange bursts of violence in
this same House and that I scandalized the nuns. In vain the Mother protested the contrary, and assured
them the whole community were edified by me, and they could not tire of admiring my patience and my
moderation. The Official said he knew it at first hand, and I had done terrible things in her House. The poor
woman could not restrain her tears at seeing an invention so utterly remote from the truth.
They then sent to fetch me, and they maintained to me that I had done horrible things in this
House for a month back. I asked what they were. They would not tell me. I asked who could give an
account of what I had done beside the Prioress and the nuns, yet they would not accept their testimony; that
I would suffer as long as it pleased God: that they had commenced this business on forgeries, and would
continue it on the same. The Doctor said to me I ought not to embitter matters, nor do the horrible things
they said I had done. I answered him that God was witness of all. He told me that, in this sort of affairs, to
take God for a witness was a crime. I told him that nothing in the world could prevent me having recourse
to God. I then withdrew, and I was shut up more closely than the first time; and because they had not got a
key, they fastened the room with a wooden bar across. All who passed by there were astonished. I had
much joy at this new humiliation. Oh, what pleasure, my Love, to be, for you, in the most extreme
abjections!
When the Official was asked why he had caused me to be shut up, he said, he did not know; that
they must ask the Prelate. The guardian of my children went to see the Archbishop, and asked him why
they had imprisoned me, since he himself had said I was exonerated. He answered him, “You, Sir, know,
being a Judge, that ten documents do not condemn, but a single one may be found which condemns
absolutely.” The Counsellor said to him, “But, my Lord, what has my cousin done anew?” “What,” says he,
“you do not know it! She has done frightful things for a month back.” He, very greatly surprised, asked
what they were. He said to him, “After having declared she was innocent, she has written with tears, and as
if under force, a retractation, in which she states that she recognizes she has been in error and in evil
sentiments, that she is guilty of the things of which they accuse her, and that she cursed the day and the
hour she became acquainted with that Father” (meaning Father La Combe). The Counsellor was strangely
surprised, but he suspected it was an invention. He requested to see that, and also my interrogations. The
Archbishop told him it was a thing which would never be shown, and that it was the affair of the King. The
counsellor, for greater certainty came here to see my friend, to know if I had written and signed anything.
My friend assured him that neither the Official nor the Doctor had come here for four months—that is,
since the Holy Thursday, when they came to propose the marriage of my daughter, on which occasion the
Counsellor was present. Thus he saw I had signed nothing, and that I had written nothing, except, at the
instance of the Mother, one letter to the Archbishop, of no importance, the copy of which she had and
showed him. Here it is:—
“My LORD,
“If I have so long preserved a profound silence, it is, not to be troublesome to your Greatness, but
at present the necessity of my temporal concerns indispensably requires me: I earnestly pray your Greatness
to ask my liberty from His Majesty. It will be a favour for which I shall be under infinite obligations to you.
I am the more hopeful of obtaining it, because the Official told me, before Easter, that I should not remain
longer here than ten days, although many times that period has since passed; but I shall in no way regret
this if it has served to persuade you, my Lord, of my perfect submission and of the profound respect with
which I am, etc.”
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This letter said nothing at all; yet he asserted he had a frightful one which I had written against the
King and against the State. It was not difficult for the scribe who had written the first false letters to write
others.
It was, then, these frightful counterfeit letters, which were shown to Pere de la Chaise, for which I
was shut up. O God, you see all this, and my soul was content in the face of such falsities and such
knaveries. As soon as I was again shut up, a fresh rumour was set going that I had been convicted of
crimes, and that I had committed fresh ones. Everyone broke out against me; even my friends found fault
with me, and blamed me for the letter I had written to Pere de la Chaise. They commenced, also, in the
House to have doubts of me; and the more desperate I saw everything, the more content was I, O my God,
in your will. I said, “O my Love, now they will no longer oblige me to have recourse to creatures. I await
everything from you alone. Do with me, then, for time and for eternity, whatever is pleasing to you. Gratify
yourself with my trouble.” The guardian of my children was not firm. He was sometimes for me, but as
soon as Father La Mothe spoke to him he was against me; so that he was continually wavering.
Three days before I was shut up, Father La Mothe had said that they would shut me up again, and
he wrote to my sister, the nun, a violent letter against me. He also said, “We have learned that, in the place
where Father La Combe is imprisoned, there is a commandant who is one of his friends. They will take care
to imprison him.” It should be known that when Father La Combe was transferred to the Isle of Oleron, the
commandants did justice to his virtue. As soon as they saw him they recognized he was a true servant of
God. Consequently the commandant, full of love for the truth, wrote to Monsieur de Chateauneuf, that this
Father was a man of God, and that he begged some alleviation of his imprisonment might be granted. De
Chateauneuf showed the letter to the Archbishop, who showed it to Father La Mothe, and they decided he
must be transferred from there. This has been done. He was taken to a desert isle, where he cannot see those
commandants. O God, nothing is concealed from you. Will you for long leave your servant in ignominy
and grief?
Before I was arrested, M. — had sent for a woman, who is a person of honour, but who did not
know me, to tell her that she must go to the Jesuits and depose against me many things which he mentioned
to her. She answered him, that she did not know me. He said that was of no importance, it must be done;
that his design was to destroy me. Thereupon this woman went to consult a virtuous ecclesiastic, who told
her it was a sin and a falsehood. She did not do it. He then proposed it to another person who excused
himself. Another, a monk, against whom there were subjects of complaint, to bring himself into credit,
wrote against me. It was who would write most violently. I have a cousin-german, whom I believe our Lord
has provided for me; for I expect sooner or later he will finish his work. This relative, who is at Saint-Cyr,
spoke on my behalf to Madame de Maintenon. She is the only person who has spoken for me. Madame de
Maintenon found the King much prejudiced, Father La Mothe having been even with him to speak against
me. There was, therefore, nothing to be done. They came to tell me there was no more hope, and all my
friends said that the only thing which could be expected was perpetual prison.
I fell dangerously ill, and the physician considered me in great peril. It could not be otherwise, as I
was shut up in a place where the air was so hot it was like a stove. They wrote to the Official to procure for
me the necessary alleviations, and even the Sacraments, and to permit some one to enter my chamber to
attend me. He gave no answer, and but for the Superior of the House, who thought they could not in
conscience allow me to die without treatment, and who told the Mother Superior to give it to me, I had died
without help; for when it was mentioned to the Archbishop, he said: “What, she is ill, is she, at being shut
up within four walls after what'she has done!” and although the Counsellor asked it of him, he would yield
nothing. I had a very violent continuous fever, inflammation of the throat, a cough, and a continual
discharge from the head upon the chest, which, it seemed, must suffocate me. But, O God, you did not want
me, since you inspired the Superior of the House to give orders I should be seen by the physician and the
surgeon; for I should have died but for the promptness with which they bled me. I believe few examples of
like treatment can be found. I knew all this, and that all Paris was let loose against me, but I felt no pain at
it. My friends feared lest I should die; for by my death my name would remain in disgrace, and my enemies
have the upper hand. These latter believed I was already dead, and they rejoiced at it; but you, O my Love,
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did not will they should rejoice over me; you willed, after having abased me to the abyss, to make your
mercy shine forth.
The day of Pentecost it was put into my mind that, under the ancient law, there were many martyrs
of the Divinity; for the prophets, and so many other Israelites have been martyrs of the true God, and have
suffered only for maintaining the Divinity; that in the Primitive Church the martyrs have shed their blood to
maintain the truth of Jesus Christ Crucified, God and man; their martyrdom also was bloody: but at present
there are martyrs of the Holy Spirit. These martyrs suffer in two ways—first, because they maintain the
reign of the Holy Spirit in souls; and, secondly, because they are the victims of the will of God; for the
Holy Spirit is the will of the Father and of the Son, as he is the love of it. These martyrs must suffer an
extraordinary martyrdom—not in shedding their blood, but in being captives of the will of God, the
plaything of his providence, and martyrs of his Spirit. The martyrs of the Primitive Church have suffered
for the message of God, which was announced to them by the Word. The martyrs of the present time suffer
for dependence on the Spirit of God.
It is this Spirit, which is about to be poured out on all flesh, as is said in the prophet Joel. The
martyrs of Jesus Christ have been glorious martyrs, Jesus Christ having drunk all confusion and disgrace.
But the martyrs of the Holy Spirit are martyrs of shame and ignominy. It is for this reason the Devil no
longer exercises his power upon the faith of these last martyrs; the question is no longer of that: but he
attacks directly the domain of the Holy Spirit, opposing the celestial movement in souls, and discharging
his hatred on the bodies of those whose spirit is beyond his attack. Oh martyrdom most horrible and most
cruel of all! So will it be the consummation of all martyrdoms. And as the Holy Spirit is the consummation
of all graces, so the martyrs of the Holy Spirit will be the last martyrs, after which, during a very long time,
this Holy Spirit will so possess hearts and minds, that he will cause his subjects to do through love all that
is pleasing to him, as the devils by tyranny made those whom they possessed do all that they wished. O
Holy Spirit, Spirit of Love, make, then, of me all that pleases you for time and for eternity. Let me be slave
to your will, and as a leaf is moved at the pleasure of the wind, may I allow myself to move at your divine
breath: but as the impetuous wind breaks and tears away all that resists it, break all that opposes itself to
your empire, break the cedars, as your prophet expresses it,—yes, the cedars shall be broken, all shall be
destroyed; but “Send out thy Spirit, and thou wilt renew the face of the earth.” It is this same Spirit which
destroys, that will renew the face of the earth.
This is very certain. Send your Spirit, Lord; you have promised it. It is said of Jesus Christ, he
expired, “breathed out his spirit;” marking thereby the consummation of his sufferings and the
consummation of the ages. Also, it is said, he gave up his spirit after having said, “It is consummated,”
which shows us the consummation of all things will be effected by the extension of that same Spirit
through all the earth; and that this consummation will be that of eternity, which will never be
consummated, because it will no more subsist but by the vivifying and immortal Spirit. Our Lord in
expiring gave up his spirit into the hands of his Father, as if to let us know that after this Spirit (which is,
which was, and which will be, the will and love of God communicated to men) had come out from God to
visit the earth, it would return to God almost entirely withdrawn from earth and continuing immovable for a
time.
The reign of the Father has been before the Incarnation; that of the Son through the Incarnation, as
it is said of Jesus Christ, that he came to reign; and, since his death, St. Paul says that “he will hand back
his Kingdom to God his Father,” as if this Apostle would put into the mouth of Jesus Christ these words: “I
have reigned, O my Father, in you and through you. Yon have reigned in me and through me. I now hand
back my Kingdom to you, that we may reign through the Holy Spirit.” Jesus Christ asks his Father for us in
the Pater, “that his Kingdom may come.” Is not this Kingdom come since Jesus Christ is King? But let us
hear what Jesus Christ himself teaches us: “That your will be done on earth as in heaven.” It is as if he
asked that his true reign, which must come through that of the Holy Spirit, may come,—reign where that
Holy Spirit, by communicating himself to them, shall make men accomplish his will upon the earth, as it is
accomplished in heaven, without repugnance, without resistance, without delay, and infallibly. “It will be
then,” Jesus Christ means to say, “that our reign, O my Father, will be consummated upon the earth. It will
be then my enemies shall be made my footstool;” and thus it will be, because the Holy Spirit, in subjecting
all wills to himself, will subject all men to Jesus Christ and that, all wills being subjected, all spirits will
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also be subjected. It is this which will bring about that, when the Holy Spirit shall have renewed the face of
the earth, there will be no more idolaters; all will be subjected by the Spirit to the Lord.
O Spirit, Consummator of all things, reduce everything to one! But before that can be, you will be
a Spirit-Destroyer. Accordingly, Jesus Christ, speaking of the Spirit that he is about to send, says: “I am not
come to bring peace, but the sword. I am come to bring fire. What do I wish, but that it should burn?” It is
necessary to be re-born of the Spirit and of water. The message (speech) is like water that flows away; but
it is the Spirit which renders it fruitful. It is this “Spirit, which will teach us all things;” as Jesus Christ says,
“He will take of mine:” for it is by the Holy Spirit the Word is communicated to us, as in Mary:—Spirit
who teaches through the central depth.
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Chapter 3-8
ALTHOUGH the Archbishop had told the Counsellor, who is guardian of my children, that I had
written to him those retractations and those dreadful letters of which I have spoken, which, as the Lord
showed me in a dream, they had got written by the forger who had done the first one, they did not cease, in
an underhand way, urging me to write something similar, promising me complete liberty. They wished to
draw from me retractations, and yet neither in the interrogations nor judicially had they ever required them
of me, because the Doctor, who is an honorable man, was witness to it, and there was nothing which called
for them, as I was never interrogated upon anything of this kind. But they hoped, in procuring this letter
from me, to declare me guilty to posterity, and to show thereby they had reason for imprisoning me; thus
covering all their artifices. They further wished a pretext which might appear, and which would prove it
was with justice they had caused Father La Combe to be imprisoned; and they tried by menaces and by
promises to make me write that he was a deceiver. To this I answered, that I was not unhappy in the
convent nor in prison, however rigorous it might be; that I was ready to die, and even to ascend the
scaffold, rather than write a falsehood; that they had only to show my interrogations; that I had spoken the
truth as I had sworn to speak it.
As they saw they could extract nothing from me, they composed an execrable letter, wherein they
make me accuse myself of all sorts of crimes, even of those our Lord has given me the grace to be ignorant
of: that I recognize Father La Combe has deceived me; that I hate the hour I knew him. O God, you see
this, and you keep silence: you will not always keep silence. When Father La Mothe saw that people were
beginning to believe he was the author of the persecution and of the imprisonment of Father La Combe, in
order to excuse himself to the world, he caused it to be conveyed to Father La Combe that I had accused
him. He said, “I have intreated the Archbishop to show me the interrogations of my monk. I even wished to
follow this up, and to demand the reason why he was a prisoner, but the Archbishop told me that they were
matters concerning the King, with which I should not meddle.” He published to all the world that I was on
the point of ruining their House: that I tried to make them Quietists—I, who never spoke to them. He
bethought him of another trick, in order it might never be known to His Majesty that he was the author of
our persecutions. He made the Archbishop, whose director he is, consult him to know if in conscience he,
the Archbishop, could set me free; because he feared Madame Maintenon might speak in my favour. To an
answer making me appear guilty, Father La Mothe, in a concerted letter, writes as if in my interest: “I think,
my Lord, you may let my sister go, notwithstanding all that is past; and I answer you after having consulted
God, and I do not find any objection to it.” This letter is carried to His Majesty to show the probity of
Father La Mothe, and to arrest any suspicion touching him. Yet they did not cease to say openly,
notwithstanding the consultation, that they do not believe in conscience they could set me at liberty, and it
is on this footing they speak of it to His Majesty; making me appear so much the more criminal as they
make Father La Mothe the more zealous. A Bishop, speaking of me one day to one of my friends, who tried
to defend me: “How,” said he, “do you wish to make us believe her innocent, —I, who know that Father La
Mothe, her own brother, has been compelled by zeal for the good of the Church and by a spirit of piety, to
carry frightful reports against his sister and his monk to the Archbishop? He is a good man, who has done
this only through zeal.” This Bishop is intimate with the Archbishop: a Doctor of the Sorbonne, who is
everything with the Archbishop, said the same.
Although Father La Combe is in prison, we do not cease to communicate together in God, in a
wonderful manner. I have seen a letter of his where he writes it to a person in his confidence. Many
spiritual persons to whom our Lord has united me by a kind of maternity, experience the same
communication, although I be absent, and find in uniting themselves to me the remedy for their ills. O God,
you who have chosen this poor insignificant creature to make her the throne of your bounties and of your
rigours, you know I omit many things from not knowing how to express them and from want of memory. I
have told what I have been able, with an extreme sincerity and an entire truth. Although I have been
obliged to write the proceedings of those who persecute me, I have not done it through resentment: since I
bear them in my heart and pray for them, leaving to God the care of defending me and delivering me from
their hands, without my making a movement for that purpose. I have believed and understood that I should
sincerely write all things in order that he might be thereby glorified, and that he willed that what had been
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done in secret against his servants should one day be published upon the house-top, and the more they
endeavour to hide themselves from the eyes of men the more will God make manifest all things.
I experience at present two states both together. I bear Jesus Christ Crucified and Child. As a
consequence of the one, crosses are in great number, very severe and without cessation; there being few
days I have not many of them. As a consequence of the other, I have something childlike, simple, candid;
something so innocent that it seems to me, if my soul were put under a press, only candour, innocence,
simplicity and suffering would issue from it. O my Love, it seems to me you have made of me a prodigy
before your eyes for your sole glory. I cannot tell how it sometimes happens that when I approach the
image of Jesus Christ Crucified, or Child, I feel myself, without feeling, suddenly renewed in one or other
of these states; and there takes place in me something of the original, which communicates itself to me in
an inexplicable manner, and which experience alone can make understood—this experience is rare. It is,
then, to you, O my Love, that I make over what I have written for you.
Written this 21st of August, 1688, aged forty years, from my prison which I love and cherish.
I will write the memoirs of the rest of my life through obedience, with a view to completing them
one day, if it is deemed suitable.
I forgot to say that I believe I felt the state of the souls who approached me, and that of the persons
who were given to me, however distant these were. I call “feeling” an interior impression of what they
were; especially in the case of those who passed for spiritual. I knew at once if they were simple or
dissimulating; their degree and their self-love, for which things I had a repugnance to them. I recognized
when they were strong in themselves, and resting on the virtue they believed themselves to have, and by
which they measured others, and condemned in their mind those who were not like them, although more
perfect. These persons, who believe themselves and are believed righteous, are much more disagreeable to
God than certain sinners through weakness; whom the world regards with horror, and to whom,
nevertheless, God shows very great mercies. This will only be seen at the Day of Judgment. Yet God
suffers with difficulty these strong souls, of themselves so full, although they think themselves humble,
because they practise certain forms of humility; which most often only serve to augment their self-opinion.
If these souls had to suffer some real humiliation, whether for some unexpected fall or public infamy,
where would they be? Then one would know their lack of solidity. If it were known how God loves true
littleness, men would be astonished at it. When people speak to me of some persons of piety, my central
depth rejects those who are not in the littleness of which I speak, and it admits those who are devoted to
God as God wishes them, without my knowing how this takes place. I find there is in me something which
rejects the evil and approves the true good. It is the same in the practise of the virtues; this upright spirit
discerns at once the true virtue from that which is it not. It is, again, the same with the Saints of heaven as
with those of earth. Our Lord makes me know that which constitutes the principal character of their
sanctity; who those are who have been more annihilated, or those whom God has sanctified by action: and
when some prerogative is attributed to a Saint, and it is not the one which belongs to him, this central depth
rejects it without my paying attention; but as soon as that which belongs to them is said, it acquiesces.
The 21st of August, 1688, it was thought I was about to be released from prison, and everything
seemed arranged for it. Our Lord made me feel in my central depth that, far-from intending to deliver me, it
was new snares they were spreading for me, and that they were taking counsel together the better to destroy
me; that all they had done was only to make the King acquainted with Father La Mothe, and to give him an
esteem for him.
The 22nd at my waking, I was put into a state of agony, like that of Jesus Christ agonizing and
seeing the counsel of the Jews against him; and the certainty of that plot was again given to me. I saw that
there was none but you, O my God, who could withdraw me from their hands. I comprehend that you will
one day do it by your right hand; but I am ignorant of the manner, and I abandon all things to you. I am
yours, O my Love, for time, and for eternity. My soul has long been completely independent of all which is
not God: she has not need of any creature, and though she should be alone in the world, she would find
herself infinitely content. Her indifference is entire and perfect, and she does not depend on anything
whatsoever under the heaven: nothing but God occupies and fills her. This deadness of all desire, this
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powerlessness to have need of any creature (I am not speaking of things necessary for a corporal life) and
this perfect satiety exempt from all desire, because nothing is wanting, is the greatest mark of the entire
possession of God, who alone as Sovereign Good can content the whole soul.
One day, as I was thinking to myself how it happens that the soul who commences to be united to
God, although she finds herself united to the Saints in God, has yet hardly any instinct to invoke them, it
was put into my mind that servants have need of credit and intercessors, but the wife obtains all from her
husband even without asking him for anything. He anticipates her with an infinite love. O God, how little
they know you! They examine my actions; they say I do not repeat the Chaplet, because I have no devotion
to the Holy Virgin. O divine Mary, you know how my heart is yours in God, and the union which God has
made between us in himself, yet I cannot do anything but what Love makes me do. I am altogether devoted
to him and to his will.
The Official came with the Doctor, the guardian of my children, and Father La Mothe, to speak to
me of the marriage of my daughter. Father La Mothe, who heard all this, did not say a word, except that he
whispered to me (believing thereby to hide his part in the persecutions, and to persuade me he had no part
in them) that I was detained in the convent only about the marriage of my daughter. I made little answer to
him, and I treated him as civilly and as cordially as was possible; our Lord giving me the grace easily for
love of himself to treat him so. They said to Father La Mothe I had received him very well and they were
edified at it. He answered that, while I was showing him outward civility, I was abusing him under my
breath. He wrote the same to my brothers, saying I had strangely illtreated him. I declare I was surprised at
such an invention, and I would not have believed that one could invent in such a way.
God, who never abandons those who hope in him, has done that which he had made me know he
would do for me by the hand of Madame de Maintenon. It happened in the way I am about to describe:
which should make us marvel at the conduct of God, and the care he takes of those who are his, while he
appears most to abandon them.
God had permitted the affairs of my only uncle to fall into disorder. He had a daughter, a canoness
of intelligence and merit. She had a very pretty little sister, and, as Madame de Maintenon had lately
established a House for girls whose fathers were ruined in the service of the King, the canoness went to
present her sister to Madame de Maintenon, who was very much pleased with her, and also with her own
cleverness. She begged her to remain at the House until her little sister got used to it; but when she had
become acquainted with the cleverness and the capacity of the canoness, she engaged her to remain
altogether, or at least for some time, begging her to see the House fairly started. Shall I say, oh my Love,
that I believe you have done this only for me? My cousin wished to speak in my favour to Madame de
Maintenon, but she found her so prejudiced against me by calumny that she had the grief to see nothing
could be done in this quarter. She let me know it. I remained very content in the will of God, with this
rooted conviction, that nothing would be done except through Madame de Maintenon, and that this was the
way of which God had resolved to make use.
I remained then very peaceful, waiting the moment of the good God, when Madame de Miramion,
who had been very much prejudiced against me, and who believed me very criminal, because my enemies
had persuaded her of it, came by pure providence to the convent where I was. She had much esteem for the
Prioress. She asked her if she believed me misled, as she had been told. The Prioress and the nuns told her a
thousand good things about me, which their charity made them see. She was amazed, for she had been
assured I caused great evils in this House. She resolved to serve me through pure charity, and to speak to
Madame de Maintenon, and this had a good effect. But that which above all makes us marvel at the
providence of God with regard to me is that the Abbess with whom I had placed that worthy girl, the nun,
who has caused me so many crosses both at Gex, and because Father La Mothe's desire to get the money I
had given for her dowry has been in part the cause of the persecution he stirred up against me—this
Abbess, I say, found herself obliged to come to Paris for some business. She is a relative of Madame de
Maintenon; and as she had need of arranging with me for the dowry of that girl, she complained of the
Archbishop's refusal to allow me to speak to her, and she explained it was a business of charity I was doing
in favour of a poor girl, whom I was making a nun in her House. This gave an opportunity to Madame de
Maintenon to speak for me, that I might be able to arrange with this Abbess. Being again entreated by my
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cousin, she spoke to the King, who said they should present him with a “Placet.” It was brought to him,
and, as it was the eve of St. Louis, I had an instinct to pray for the King that he might be enlightened as to
the truth. He ordered the Archbishop to set me at liberty; which not a little surprised and vexed him. I
marvelled, O my God, at your divine providence, and the markedly special springs of your adorable
control; since this same money, which has been the first source of all my troubles, through Father La
Mothe's desire to have it, you have made, O my God, the means of my liberty. This Abbess did much more,
for by her authority she caused to be given to Father La Mothe, as it were in spite of himself, and while
fearing his practices were discovered, a letter of esteem for my piety and the pious life I had led.
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Chapter 3-9
As the Archbishop was not willing to have the worst of it, and my enemies, on seeing themselves
powerless to hurt me, were only the more embittered, they resolved to inform the King that I could not be
released until certain formalities had been observed. They wished to draw up a deed such as to make it
appear that they were in the right, and to screen themselves from all inquiries that might hereafter be made
against them; and also to avoid the lie being given to them as to the forgeries and the reports they boasted
of having against me, and their assertions that I had written and executed acts of retractation. The Official
came on Wednesday, October 1,6 1688. After having taken the testimony of the Mother Superior as to my
conduct in their convent, which she gave in the most distinct and favourable manner possible, he sent for
me, and told me I must sign a deed which he had previously drawn up, and which he had had copied by his
secretary. He produced two papers I had in truth myself given him on the 8th of February of the same year,
1688, which had been used by me as memoirs, to answer certain things he asked me, and which papers he
had inserted at full length in my interrogations; but these he would never publish, lest my innocence should
thereby be known, and people should see the frightful falsehoods which had been concocted against me,
and for which reparation was due. Moreover, these papers contained the assurance and the protestations I
had made of never having wandered from the sentiments of the Holy Church—my good Mother, for which
I was ready to give a thousand lives. In the deed which they presented to me, he had inserted that I had
given him two deeds. I refused to sign it, and, on my refusal, the Doctor, who accompanied him, told him
that this word “deed” was not proper for simple papers; that they must put “papers.” He would not consent.
It was necessary to put “memoirs” that I had recognized as coming from me. I saw clearly there was here
some trick, and it was only for some evil purpose they brought me back two papers otherwise useless, since
they were inserted at full length in my interrogation. Wherefore reproduce the two papers and suppress all
the interrogations, unless to overreach me in some way? I said I would willingly sign that I had placed in
his hands two memoirs of the 8th of February, 1688, provided they wrote the contents of the said memoirs;
but to say simply that I had given two memoirs, without explaining what they were, I would not do it; that
after all they had forged in my name, I ought to fear everything. He would not allow any explanation. He
gave way to fearful violence against me, saying I should sign it, and swearing I was ruined if I did not do
so. I had to waive this, in spite of all my reasons, to avoid their violence and withdraw myself from their
hands. I requested that at least the Doctor who accompanied him should sign my papers, in order that they
might not be able to substitute others in their place. He would not allow this. He signed them himself; but
what use was that to me, since they remained in his hands? They told me if I signed all they requested of
me the door of the convent would infallibly be opened, but if I refused there was no longer any safety for
me. They wished to put into their deed that I had been in error; and, in order to oblige me to sign a thing
which I would rather have given my life than sign, they told me that everyone makes mistakes—that this is
what is meant by errors. I asked him if he meant to say “errata,” as we read in books; I would willingly do
this, but as for “errors” I would never consent to that. He said to me gently enough, I should not make any
difficulty; that it was for my good; that he asked this of me as the infallible means of withdrawing me from
prison; that besides, St. Cyprian, whose fete was next day, had died in error, and he was none the less a
saint; that he himself, on becoming priest, had made a kind of abjuration of error, which he repeated to me
in Latin. But when he saw I persisted in saying that I had never been in error, and that I would never sign if
they inserted the word “error,” he got into a frightful fury, declaring by his faith I should sign, or he would
know the reason why, with frightful outbursts of violence to prove to me I was in error.
They told me that the letter of Father Falconi de la Merci was prohibited at Rome, and that it had
been inserted in the later editions of my book as if to support it. I answered that this letter, not being mine,
was no proof that I was in error. I wished to make them write that I protested I had never wandered from
the faith, and that I would give a thousand lives for the Church. They would not. He spoke to me again
about my books, although I had submitted them, and asked me if I did not condemn them of error. I said
that if sentiments that were not altogether orthodox had slipped in, I submitted them, as I had always done.
He wanted to have put in, and he put it in spite of me, that I renounced all sorts of errors. I said to him, “But
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why put in that?” He said if I did not put it he would say I was a heretic. Finally I had to waive that
objection. He added, that I forbade all booksellers and printers to sell and distribute my books. I stopped
him there, and said to him, if the books were not good let them forbid them, that I agreed to it; but that, as
for me, not having contributed to their printing, I had nothing to do in the matter. The Doctor, who saw the
Official rise up in a strange fury, told me to let it pass, making me understand it was more important for me
to get out of their hands. He told me afterwards he would give me, if I wished, a deed signed with his own
hand, to the effect that he had advised me to sign. I was about then to sign, and I skipped one side of the
sheet in order to have time for consultation.
As the Abbess had permission to come and bring to me anyone she pleased, I took advice; for they
had brought me back the paper which I had signed on one side, thinking it was a mistake. I was told I must
at any price be got out of their hands, provided I did not insert that I had been in error. I said this was not in
the deed, but that “if in my books and writings there was error, I condemned them with all my heart.” They
had thought to take me by surprise, but my God has not allowed it, making me see their end, in all they
demanded of me. They wished to make me put, that if there was error in my books, as well those which
openly appeared as in those which did not appear, I detested them. I said I had not written any book which
did not appear. I knew they had set going a rumour that I had printed books in Holland, and they desired by
this deed to make me admit that it was so. I said, then, I had not made any other book. To excuse himself,
the Official said, that my writings were thick enough to pass for books, and he put “writings.” The Doctor,
who hardly dared to speak, told him, however, I was right. If he had insisted upon putting “I had errors” I
would rather have let my head be cut off than sign it.
Here are the contents of the paper I had given them February 8, 1688, of which, through the mercy
of God, I had kept a duplicate, in order that those into whose hands these writings may fall may see the
difference there is between these and those which have been foisted upon me.
“I urgently intreat you, gentlemen, to write two things: first, that I have never deviated from the
most orthodox opinions of the Holy Church; that I have never had private opinions of my own; that I have
never taken up with any party; that I am ready to give my blood and my life for the interests of the Church;
that I have laboured all my life to strip myself of my own opinions, and to submit my intelligence and my
will. The second, that I have never pretended to write anything which was not conformable to the opinions
of the Holy Church; that if through my ignorance anything not conformable to its opinions has slipped in, I
renounce it, and I with all my heart submit to its decision, from which I never wish to deviate. That if I
answer the interrogations put to me upon the little book, it is purely through obedience, and not to maintain
or defend it, as I submit it with all my heart.”
I gave in that before the interrogation, and the one that follows some days later. It is without date.
It was upon a matter they tried to persuade me of, namely that all souls who have attained to union with
God, fall into ecstasy, and that this union only took place in ecstasy. “God can give a soul the same graces
which produce ecstasy, although she does not lose the use of the external senses as in ecstasy, which only
comes from weakness; but she so loses all sight of self in the enjoyment of her Divine Object that she
forgets all which concerns her. It is then that she no longer distinguishes any operation on her part. The soul
seems then to do nothing but receive what is profusely given to her. She loves without being able to give an
account of her love, and without being able to tell what passes in her at that moment. Only experience can
make comprehensible that which God operates in a soul faithful to him. While receiving with all her heart,
she corresponds so far as she is capable to the operations of her God, sometimes observing him act with
complaisance and love, at other times she is so lost and hid in God with Jesus Christ that she no longer
distinguishes her Object, which seems to absorb her in himself.” There is also added in the paper which is
not signed what follows: “I declare I am so much confused when interrogated, through fear of lying without
thinking of it, or, rather, of making a mistake, that I know not what I say. It seems to me all interrogation
ought to cease, since I give up everything and submit them entirely; besides, not having the little book with
me, I cannot mention the passages which justify and explain the propositions that might seem hard—as, for
example, on the subject of penitences, I remember there is in the same chapter a passage where it is said, ‘I
do not pretend to disapprove penitences, since mortification ought to proceed at an equal pace with prayer,
and even our Lord imposes on these persons penitences of all kinds, and such as those who are not
conducted by that way would not even think of doing.’ There may be many propositions which, in
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strictness, are open to condemnation, but which, after one has seen the sequel explaining them, appear very
good. I do not say this to support those which may not be approved, but to point out that there are many
which carry their explanation within them.”
I have forgotten to say that, when it was seen the nuns spoke much good of me and declared their
esteem, my enemies and some of their friends came and told them that the fact of their having esteem for
me was very injurious to their House: that it was said, I had corrupted them all and made them Quietists.
They took alarm at this. The Prioress forbade the nuns to speak good of me; so that, when I was again
imprisoned, it was thought they had discovered much evil, and that made even my friends doubtful. I then
saw myself rejected by all, and so abandoned by the whole world that it was only with pain they tolerated
me in the House; and even my friend, fearing the esteem she had for me might be injurious to her,
gradually withdrew and became cold. It was then, O my God, that I could well say you were all things to
me. I saw the nature of human respect, which leads one to betray the known truth; for at heart they
esteemed me, yet, to keep themselves in repute, they pretended the opposite. Father La Mothe went and
carried to the Jesuits forged letters of a frightful character that he said were from me; and he said he was in
despair at being obliged to speak against me; and that it was through zeal for religion he renounced the
friendship he owed me. Thereby he gained over Pere de la Chaise and almost all the Jesuits.
I forget many circumstances which would be extremely pertinent, but my memory has not recalled
them. If I could remember all your mercies, O my God, and your conduct of me, one would be astonished
and ravished at it, but you will that many things shall remain concealed in you. As you withdraw them from
my memory, I will not seek them, for I should be grieved to write anything but what you give me, without
my seeking it by reflection. I have again forgotten to say that, when I told the Official that with reason I
was not willing they should insert that word “error,” because I felt certain it was a snare, owing to their
boasting they had in their hand a retraction, he told me he must have been a great fool not to make me put it
in, and that the Archbishop would dismiss him, trying to make me understand they wanted that word for
their justification. Five days from that, he came to make me sign the second page. I would not have done it,
being quite indifferent whether I remained as I was, provided I did your will, O my God: but Madame de
Maintenon sent me word to sign, and that she would inform the King of their violence; that it was
necessary to get me out of their hands. I signed then. After which I had the liberty of the cloister.
The guardian of my children went to expedite the “lettre de cachet.” You permitted, O my God, by
your providence, this letter to go astray for five days through a misunderstanding: that caused me again in
this House ups and downs; as for my heart and my soul they remained always at the same level. I have even
had more perceptible joy on entering my prison than on leaving it. At last, on the eve of the Exaltation of
the Holy Cross, the “lettre de cachet” was brought to me. I saw clearly, O my Love, you wished the Cross
to be exalted in me, and when I saw the “lettre de cachet” came at that time, it was to me a good augury. I
saw the continual miracles of your providence, and how you were conducting me bit by bit and with the
hand. I saw you were taking care of me in the smallest matters, as a husband takes care of the wife he loves
uniquely. Although all the time of my imprisonment had been each day an exercise of strange upsets,
sometimes up and sometimes down, it is certain that the greatest was about the time of my release. My soul
has never changed her situation, except as I have described. I have learned since I am at liberty, and even
before, that a person who persecuted me had obtained an order to send me two hundred leagues from here,
into a prison where I should nevermore have been heard of. You waited to save me, O my God, until things
were utterly desperate. I learned one morning that no one was willing to meddle in my affair—neither
Madame de Maintenon nor my cousin. From that I received a very great joy; and when the affair has been
most desperate, then I have felt again a renewal of joy. Here, then, was I very happy, even when I learned
they were striving to have me placed in perpetual imprisonment—and the measures were so well taken for
it, that when the “lettre de cachet” was demanded from the secretary, after His Majesty's order had been
given to set me free, he inquired if it was not for that lady whom they were about to transfer. O God, how
you overthrow the designs of men! O my Love, already I see the commencement of your promises
accomplished: I do not doubt for the rest.
The Abbess and my children's guardian came to fetch me, and manifested great joy; as did all my
friends. It was only the others who were extremely vexed at it. I went out, without feeling I was going out,
and without being able to reflect on my deliverance. Yesterday morning I was thinking. But who are you?
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what are you doing? what are you thinking? Are you alive, that you take no more interest in what affects
you than if it did not affect you? I am greatly astonished at it, and I have to apply myself to know if I have a
being, a life, a subsistence. I do not know where I am. Externally I am like another; but it seems to me I am
like a machine that speaks and walks by springs, and which has neither life nor subsistence in what it does.
This is not at all apparent externally. I act, I speak like another; even in a manner more free and more large,
which embarrasses no one, which pleases all; without knowing either what I do, or what I say, nor why I do
it, or say it, nor what causes me to say it. On leaving the convent they took me to the Archbishop, as a
matter of form to thank him. It was indeed due to him for what he had made me suffer, for I do not doubt
my God has been glorified by it. Then I went to see Madame de Miramion, who indeed was rejoiced at a
thing to which she had not a little contributed. I there providentially found Madame de Montchevreuil, who
manifested much joy at seeing me delivered, and assured me Madame de Maintenon would have no less:
which Madame de Maintenon herself showed every time we met. I wrote to her to thank her. A few days
after my release, I went to St. Cyr to salute her. She received me most kindly, and in a marked manner. A
few days before, she had declared to my cousin how much my letter had pleased her, and that in truth our
Lord gave her for me sentiments of particular esteem. I returned to see the Archbishop. He begged me to
say nothing of what had passed. Father La Mothe, however, was in despair at my release; but he always
pretended the contrary to those—who had access to me. He sent persons to spy me, and to surprise me in
my words. I do not yet know what effect this will have. The Official begged Madame de Miramion not to
receive me into her Community, and he came to tell me not to go there. That had not much effect, for this
lady still declared her intention to take me to her House, where I am at the present moment. If God wills it,
I shall one day write the continuation of a life which is not yet finished. This 20th of September, 1688.
The desire I have had to obey and to omit nothing will have doubtless caused some repetitions;
they will at least serve to show you my exactness in what you order me, and that if I have omitted anything,
it is either because I have not been able to express it, or through forgetfulness.
Some days after my release, having heard mention of the Abbe de F—, I was suddenly with
extreme force and sweetness interested for him. It seemed to me our Lord united him to me very intimately,
more so than any one else. My consent was asked for. I gave it. Then it appeared to me that, as it were, a
spiritual filiation took place between him and me. The next day I had the opportunity of seeing him. I felt
interiorly this first interview did not satisfy him: that he did not relish me. I experienced a something which
made me long to pour my heart into his; but I found nothing to correspond, and this made me suffer much.
In the night I suffered extremely about him. In the morning I saw him. We remained some time in silence,
and the cloud cleared off a little; but it was not yet as I wished it. I suffered for eight whole days; after
which, I found myself united to him without obstacle, and from that time I find the union increasing in a
pure and ineffable manner. It seems to me that my soul has perfect rapport with his, and those words of
David regarding Jonathan, that “his soul clave to that of David,” appeared to me suitable for this union. Our
Lord has made me understand the great designs he has for this person, and how dear he is to him.
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Chapter 3-10
I SHOULD be unable to write anything more regarding my inner state; I will not do it, having no
words to express what is entirely disconnected from all that can fall under feeling, expression, or human
conception. I shall only say that, after the state when I came back to life, I found myself for some years,
before being placed in what is called the Apostolic state—that of a Mission to help others, the selfhood
having been entirely consumed in the purgatory I had passed through—I found myself, I say, in a happiness
equal to that of the Blessed, save for the Beatific Vision; nothing here below affected me; and neither at
present do I see anything in heaven or in earth which can trouble me as regards myself. The happiness of a
soul in this state cannot be understood without experience, and those who die without being employed in
helping their neighbours, die in supreme felicity; although overwhelmed with external crosses. But when it
pleased God to honour me with his Mission, he made me understand that the true father in Jesus Christ, and
the Apostolic pastor, must suffer like him for men, bear their languors, pay their debts, clothe himself with
their weaknesses. In truth, God does not do these sorts of things without asking from the soul her consent;
but how sure he is this soul will not refuse him what he asks! He himself inclines the heart for that he
wishes to obtain. It seems he then impresses upon it these words: “I was happy, I possessed glory, I was
God; but I have quitted all that, I have subjected myself to pain, to contempt, to ignominy, to punishment. I
became man to save man. If thou art willing to finish what remains lacking of my Passion and that I should
make in thee an extension of my quality of Redeemer, it is necessary thou consent to lose the happiness
thou dost enjoy; to be subjected to wants, to weaknesses, in order to bear the languors of those with whom I
shall charge thee, to pay their debts, and finally to be exposed, not only to all the interior pains from which
thou hast been delivered for thyself, but to all the most violent persecutions. If I had remained in my private
life, I should never have suffered any persecution; only those are persecuted who are employed to help
souls.” There was needed, then, a consent of immolation to enter into all the designs of God regarding the
souls he destines for himself.
He made me understand that he did not call me, as had been thought, to a propagation of the
external of the Church, which consists in winning heretics, but to the propagation of his Spirit, which is no
other than the interior Spirit, and that it would be for this Spirit I should suffer. He does not even destine
me for the first conversion of sinners; but to introduce those who are already touched with the desire of
being converted, into the perfect conversion, which is none other than this interior Spirit. Since that time
our Lord has not charged me with any soul without having asked my consent, and, after having accepted
that soul in me, without having immolated me to suffer for her. It is well to explain the nature of this
suffering, and the difference between it and what one suffers on one's own account.
The nature of this suffering is something most inward, most powerful, and most special. It is an
excessive torment, one knows not where it is, nor in what part of the soul it resides. It is never caused by
reflection, nor can it produce any. It causes neither disturbance, nor embarrassment; it does not purify: and,
for this reason, the soul finds it gives her nothing. Its excess does not hinder an enjoyment, without
enjoyment, and a perfect peace. It takes away nothing from the sense of largeness. One is not ignorant that
it is for souls one is suffering, and very often one knows the person: one finds one's self during this time
united to him in a painful manner, as a criminal is attached to the instrument of his punishment. One often
bears the weaknesses that those persons ought to feel; but ordinarily it is a general indistinct pain, which
oftentimes has a certain relation to the heart causing extreme pain to the heart, but violent pains, as if one
pressed it, or pierced it with a sword: this pain, purely spiritual, has its seat in the same place which is
occupied by the Presence of God. It is more powerful than all corporal pains, and it is yet so insensible, and
so removed from sentiment, that the person who is overwhelmed by it, if he was capable of reflection,
would believe that it has no existence, and that he is deceiving himself. Since God willed me to participate
in the Apostolic state, what have I not suffered! But however excessive my sufferings, and whatever
weakness I may have had in the senses, I have never desired to be delivered from it: on the contrary, the
charity for those souls augments in proportion as the suffering becomes greater, and the love one has for
them increases with the pain.
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There are two kinds of pains: the one caused by the actual unfaithfulness of the souls; the other,
which is for the purpose of purifying them and making them advance. The former contracts the heart,
afflicts it, weakens the sentiments, causes a certain agony, and as it were a pulling; just as if God were
drawing it to one side and the soul to the other, so that it tore the heart: this pain is more insupportable than
any other, although it is not more deep. The pain of purification for another is a general indistinct pain,
which tranquillizes and unites with the person for whom one suffers, and with God. It is a difference which
experience alone can make intelligible. Everyone with experience will understand me. Nothing equals what
one suffers for persons, who very often are ignorant of it, or for others, who far from being grateful, have a
repugnance to those who are consuming themselves for them through charity. All this does not diminish
that charity, and there is not any death or torment one would not suffer with the utmost pleasure, to make
them what God desires.
The divine justice applied to a soul to make her suffer while purifying others, does not cease to
make her suffer, when it is for an actual unfaithfulness, until this unfaithfulness has ceased. It is not the
same in the case of purification: that takes place at intervals, and one has a respite after having suffered.
One finds one acquires a certain ease with that soul, which shows that what one has suffered has purified
and, for the present moment, placed the soul in the condition God wishes her. When the souls are in the
right path and nothing arrests them this goes on quite evenly; but when they are arrested, there is something
within which makes it known.
The justice of God causes suffering from time to time for certain souls until their entire
purification. As soon as they have arrived where God wishes them, one suffers no longer anything for
them; and the union which had been often covered with clouds, is cleared up in such a manner that it
becomes like a very pure atmosphere, penetrated everywhere, without distinction, by the light of the sun.
As M. — has been given to me in a more intimate manner than any other, what I have suffered, what I am
suffering, and what I shall suffer for him, surpasses anything that can be told. The least partition between
him and me, between him and God, is like a little dirt in the eye, which causes it an extreme pain, and
which would not inconvenience any other part of the body where it might be put. What I suffer for him is
very different from what I suffer for others; but I am unable to discover the cause, unless it be, God has
united me to him more intimately than to any other, and that God has greater designs for him than for the
others.
When I am suffering for a soul, and I merely hear the name of this person pronounced, I feel a
renewal of extreme pain. Although for many years I am in a state equally naked and void in appearance,
owing to the depth of the plenitude, nevertheless, I am very full. Water filling a basin to the utmost limits it
can contain, offers nothing to distinguish its plenitude; but when one pours in more upon it, it must
discharge itself. I never feel anything for myself, but when anything stirs that depth, infinitely full and
tranquil, this makes the plenitude felt with such excess that it gushes over on the senses. This is the reason
that makes me avoid hearing certain passages read or repeated: not that anything comes to me by external
things, but it is that a word heard stirs the depth: anything said of the truth, or against the truth, stirs it in the
same way, and would make it break out if continued.
It may be thought that, because, during all the time, while faith is pleasant to the taste, one has
difficulty in reading, what I speak of here will be the same thing; that would be a mistake. In these last
states it is impossible to avoid using an expression which has some signification analogous to that of the
earlier states, owing to the paucity of terms, and only experience can clear up all this: for all persons who
are in the states of simple faith, accompanied by some support, and some deep savour, believe themselves
at the point I mention. These last are concentrated, or rather feel stirring in them through reading or what is
said to them, a certain occupation of God, which closes their mouth and often the eyes, preventing them
from pursuing the reading. It is not the same here: here it is an overflowing of plenitude, a bursting up from
a brimming depth, always full for all the souls who have need of drawing water from this plenitude: here it
is the divine reservoir, where the children of Wisdom incessantly draw what is needed for them, when they
are well disposed; not that they always feel what they draw there, but I indeed feel it. The things which are
written must not be interpreted according to the strictness of the words; for, if so understood, there is hardly
a perfected state which a soul of a certain degree might not believe herself to have experienced: but
patience; she will herself hereafter see this infinite difference. Even souls of the inferior degree will often
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appear more perfect than those souls perfected in love and through love; because God, who wills these last
to live with other men, and to withdraw from them the sight of so great a treasure, covers their exterior with
visible weaknesses, which, like mean dirt, cover infinite treasures, and prevent their loss.
If God had not entirely separated the exterior of these souls from their interior, they could no
longer converse with men. One experiences that in the new life. It seems nothing more remains than to die.
One finds one's self so remote from the rest of men, and they think so differently from what one thinks, that
the neighbour would become insupportable; the soul would then willingly say, “O my God, let your servant
die in peace, since mine eyes have seen my Saviour.” Souls arrived at this point are in an actual
accomplished perfection, and they ordinarily die in this state, when they are not destined to aid others; but
when they are so destined, God divides the Godlike central depth from the exterior, and hands over the
exterior to childlike weaknesses, which keeps the soul in a continual abstraction and total ignorance of what
she is; unless this central depth, of which we have spoken, should be stirred, and that for the good of others:
then one has a strange experience, but to tell what it is baffles expression. The exterior weaknesses of those
souls serve them as a covering, and even hinder them from serving as support to others in the path of death,
by which they are conducting them. They are all childlike weaknesses. If the souls who are conducted by
those persons could penetrate below this weak exterior, to the depth of their grace, they would regard them
with too much respect, and would not die to the support that such a conducting would afford them. If the
Jews had penetrated beneath the commonplace exterior of Jesus Christ, they would never have persecuted
him, and they would have been in a state of continual admiration. These persons are a paradox both to their
own eyes and to the eyes of all who see them; for one sees in them only a coarse bark, though oftentimes
there proceeds from it a divine sap; and thus those who will judge of them by the eyes of reason, know not
how to go about it. Oh divine wisdom, oh savoury knowledge, you flow incessantly from the heart and
from the mouth of these souls, like a stream of divine sap, which communicates life to an infinity of
branches, although one sees only a coarse and moss-covered bark. “What do you see in the Shulamite,” this
choice soul, you others who are watching her, says the sacred Bridegroom, “except the companies of an
army in array?” No, you will only see that in her. Do not therefore form any judgment, oh you who are not
thus far, and be assured that, “although I am black I am very beautiful; that my sun, by his burning looks,
has discoloured me in this way to preserve me for himself, and to withdraw me from the sight of all
creatures.” To attack those souls is to wound the heart of God. To judge them is to judge God. Those who
do it err in their judgments. It is this which makes them dare, as the Apostle St. Jude says, to utter
maledictions against holy things, and to blaspheme the sacred mysteries of the interior. The soul in this
state knows nothing of herself, as she is unknown by others. When she speaks or writes touching herself,
she does it as in the case of divine things—she speaks and writes only by the actual light given at the
present moment, and which lasts only as long as is necessary for her speaking or writing, without any
possibility of her seeing or thinking afterwards of that which she previously saw; unless, indeed, the actual
light of it should be restored. It is like a person to whom one opens a cabinet, full of treasures, who sees
them as long as it is open, and ceases to see them when it is shut again. Therefore this soul is the fountain
sealed; the Bridegroom alone opens: no one else shuts; no one else opens. Such a soul has no care for
honour, wealth, or life; not only as to the will, but as to the real practice: therefore she has no longer
anything to be careful for. If she was not such, she would be unable to serve souls in all the extent of the
designs of God. The least circumspection hinders the effect of grace. Oh, how few are the souls who are
willing to give themselves up for another without any self-respecting regard or reflection, ready to do and
to suffer for others! The charity of an Apostolic soul cannot be understood. It is the charity of Jesus Christ
himself. Oh, depth of this charity, free from zeal and feeling, who would be able to comprehend thee?
All the greatest crosses come in this Apostolic state (if one can call them crosses), because hell
and all men are stirred up to hinder the good which is being done in souls. If Jesus Christ had not come out
from his private life, he would not have been persecuted by the Jews and crucified. If God left these souls
concealed in the secret of his countenance, they would be secure from the persecution of men. But how
cheerfully would one suffer the wheel or the fire even for a single soul! We must not be astonished if the
devils stir up all the regions of their dominion against Apostolic souls. It is because the Devil well knows
that one soul of this kind, once listened to, would destroy his empire. All devotions hurt him but
moderately, for in the self-love of the devout he gets compensation for what they make him lose by their
regulated practices; but there is nothing to be gained by him from a soul devoted to the truth of God and to
his pure love, who allows herself to be annihilated by the sovereign dominion of God, and who, no longer
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subsisting in herself, gives full power to God continually to extend more widely his empire. The Devil
cannot approach these souls except at a distance. The rage with which he is animated against them has no
bounds. Oh, how mistaken we are when we judge devotion by exterior actions! To be devout, or to be
devoted to God, we must have neither choice nor preference for one action more than for another. People
form ideas and imagine that a soul which is God's in a certain manner, ought to be such and such; and when
they see the opposite to the ideas they had formed for themselves, they conclude God is not there; while it
is often where he especially is. Oh, sovereign independence of my God! you would not be God if you did
not know how to glorify yourself by that which apparently dishonours you. God has his pleasure in all
which renders us supple and small. He values not any virtue so much as to have in his hand a soul which he
may elevate to the clouds and bury in the mire without her changing her situation in the slightest. A state
which depends upon some goodness which one may distinguish or conceive, is indeed a virtuous state, but
not a divine state.
There are the saints of the Lord, who are sanctified, not like other saints by the practice of virtues,
but by the Lord himself, and by an unlimited suppleness, which is the real possession of all virtue. They are
all the more the saints of God, since they are only holy in him and for him. They are holy in his style, not in
the style of men. O my Love, you have so many souls who serve you in order to be holy: make for yourself
a troop of children who serve you because you are holy; who serve you in your style! These are the
children for whom you have sanctified yourself, and that suffices for them. Oh, what a horrible monster,
Selfhood! Yes, my God, let me at least be the plaything of your will! Let there be neither virtue nor sanctity
for me, but singing with the Church, “Thou alone art holy,” let me sing the same thing for myself, and for
those you have given me; in order that you may be glorified and sanctified, not in them, but in you and for
you. O pure Love, to what dost thou reduce thy subject!
The souls of which I speak are incapable of any sort of preference or predilection: but they are
moved by a necessity, which, not being in them, for they are free, has its seat in God himself, after the
sacrifice of this same liberty. They have not any natural love, but an infinite charity, applied and stirred
more powerfully for certain subjects than for others, according to the design of God, the need of the
persons, and the closeness of the union that God wills they should have with them. This strong, even
apparently ardent love, is not in the powers as other inclinations; but in that same central depth which is
God himself. He governs as a sovereign and inclines this same central depth, indistinguishably from
himself, towards the thing he wishes one should love, and to which one is united; and this love is he; so that
it cannot be distinguished from God, although it terminates in a particular subject. This central depth stirred
towards this person, causes an attraction towards him as if towards God; and as everything which stirs this
central depth renders God perceptible (which otherwise he would not be, owing to the transformation), so
the radical inclination stirred towards that creature renders God perceptible, but in a manner so much the
more powerful, more pure, more detached from the sensible, as the soul is in an eminent degree. One feels
something which might seem to have relation to this from the commencement of the way, where everything
which carries us toward. God causes a sensible inclination emanating from God; but these things are in the
senses, or in the powers, according to the degree of the soul. It is not at all that which I mean. This is in the
very central depth inaccessible to any other than God himself.
There is no state so perfected which a soul in these commencements might not attribute to herself,
especially those who, in the language of Scripture, “go from faith to faith.” For as one has from the
commencement the first fruits of the Spirit, and it is the same faith which grows deeper and purifies itself,
expands and spreads until the perfect consummation, it is also the same from the commencement, and has
almost the same effects. All the difference is, that it resides in the powers all along the way, until it loses
itself in the inmost central depth, which is none other than God himself, who perfects everything in his
divine unity. Even the interior movement which ought to be the sole director of souls of faith, discovers
itself from the commencement in those persons destined to an eminent faith. This movement is more
sensible, more distinct, more in the powers at the commencement; but finally it is this which directs and
leads them to mortify themselves, to renounce themselves, to speak and to keep silence, to strip themselves
until it destroys them with itself in that God-depth. Then it changes its nature, and becomes in such a way
natural that it loses all which made it distinguished apart from God: then the creature acts as naturally as
she breathes, her suppleness is infinite.
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It is well to explain here a matter which might cause great mistakes to souls. It is, that the soul
sunk in God, and become infinitely supple in relation to God, may seem either reserved, or to have
difficulty in saying certain things to others. It is not now a defect which is in her in regard to herself, but
this constraint comes from the person to whom one should speak: for God makes felt as if by anticipation,
all the dispositions of the soul to whom one should speak: and although that soul, if one asked, would assert
confidently, there was no repugnance to receive what should be said (because, in fact, the will is so
disposed), yet it is certain that, whatever the good will, the matters are repugnant, whether because they
exceed the present scope of that person, or because there are still lurking secret ideas of a virtue based on
reason. It is, therefore, the narrowness of the person to whom one speaks which causes the repugnance to
speak. Moreover the exterior state of childhood has a thousand little things which might pass for
unfaithfulnesses, similar to those of persons who through self-love do not say the things which are
distasteful to them; but it is easy to see that this is not the case, because they have passed through a state
which did not permit them reserve of a thought, whatever it might cost. Souls of this state must be judged
by that which God has made them pass through, rather than by what one sees; for otherwise one would
judge them in relation to one's own state, and not by that which they are. That which is weak in God is
stronger than the greatest strength, because this weakness does not come from not having acquired all
strength, virtuous and understood by reason; but because, having infinitely passed beyond this, it is lost in
the divine strength, and this it is which causes those opposites, that unite so well although they appear
incompatible, of the divine strength and of the child's weakness.
A.D. 1688.
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Chapter 3-11
ON leaving St. Mary's I went to Madame de Miramion. Those who were the cause of my having
been placed at St. Mary's opposed this, and told me it was more suitable that I should retire into a private
house. As I penetrated their intention, which was no other than to commit new forgeries, in order to have
the opportunity of causing me fresh trouble, I remained firm in the resolution to enter into the Community
of that lady. As soon as they saw they could not succeed with me, and that I wished to live in a Community,
they bethought themselves to write to Madame de Miramion, assuring her that they themselves saw me go,
at least once a week, to Faubourg St. Marceau, into discredited houses, and that I held assemblies. Father
La Mothe was the author of these letters, and maintained that, being unwilling to credit it, he had been there
several times during the last month, and that he had always seen me enter those houses. It is to be remarked
that I had never been to the Faubourg St. Marceau, and that for three months I was confined to bed, where
every day an abscess I had in the eye was dressed; besides I had a very severe fever during that time.
Madame de Miramion, who was almost always present when they treated me, and who knew I did not
leave the bed, was very indignant at this proceeding; so that when Father La Mothe came to see her, to
confirm what he had written, and to add still further calumnies, as to things which, he said, I had done
within eight days, she spoke very strongly to him on the blackness of his accusations, assuring him she
believed all that had been told her of the malignity he had practised on me; as she herself was witness that,
for three months, I had not been able even to leave the bed, or go to the Mass in their chapel, and since I
was with her I had not gone out four times; and then, it was a responsible member of my family who had
come to fetch me in the morning and bring me back in the evening. When he saw himself so ill received, he
endeavoured to put other machines in motion. He complained everywhere, I had caused him to be illtreated by Madame de Miramion; although I was then ignorant of what passed, and only knew it some time
afterwards, when, being recovered, Madame de Miramion showed me the letters.
That affection of the eye made me suffer much, and God gave me great patience. In my sufferings
my disposition has always been a strong patience, and I blame myself for having made it too apparent. It
would have been better to have made some slight complaint, while yet content to suffer everything without
a wish that the pain should diminish. This is more free from self-love, and does not attract so much esteem
from others. Childlike simplicity allows nature some complaint, especially when one no longer complains
through the life of nature; for otherwise as long as nature lives through its complaints, and has a secret joy
in attracting compassion, all complaint must be checked: but when it has no longer life in this, something of
the selfhood is found in that admirable strength, which does not permit a sigh under the most violent pains;
then one should complain in a small humble way, without affecting anything, or keeping back anything.
When the soul is again become a child, she acts as a child. It is the same in eating certain things: although
one swallows equally the sweet and the bitter, there is a slight spiritual selfhood in taking without a word
things which those who give them to you know to be very bad. Thus there are hidden folds in things that
appear virtues, which cannot escape the pure eye of divine Love.
My daughter was married at Madame de Miramion's, and, owing to her extreme youth, I was
obliged to go and remain some time with her. I lived there two years and a half. What made me leave her
was the desire I had to withdraw into a convent and to live there unknown; but God, who had other designs
for me, did not permit it, as I shall tell in the sequel. While I was with my daughter the persecution did not
cease. They were constantly inventing something against me. When I was in the country with her, they said
I instructed the peasants, although I saw none of them. If I was in the town, according to their story, they
made me receive persons, or else I went to see them; and yet I neither saw them, nor knew them. All these
things joined to the inclination I had all my life to pass it in retreat, determined me to write to the Mother
Prioress of the Benedictines of Montargis, that I wished to end my days with her, unknown to everybody,
without seeing there even any nun but her: and without the outside world, or my family, or anyone in the
world knowing anything of it. We had agreed upon the matter, and I was to be given a small apartment,
where there was a closet with a lattice opening over the altar, and a little garden at the foot. It was what I
wanted. The confessor was to be trusted, and I would have communicated in the morning by a little lattice
on the days I should have made my devotions. This project made and accepted, I sent my furniture in
advance; but as the Mother Prioress spoke of it to her Archbishop, he did not keep the secret. My friends
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and my enemies, if so one may call persons to whom one wishes no ill, opposed my project with very
different views: the former, not to lose me altogether; and the latter, in order to ruin me, and not allow their
prey to escape. They considered that a life such as I wished to lead would give the lie to all the calumnies
they had hitherto invented, and take from them all means of persecuting me more. I saw myself, then,
obliged by both, who prayed the Archbishop to forbid my being received, to live in the world, in spite of
my aversion for the world; and to be still the mark for the contradiction of men, the object of their
calumnies, the plaything of Divine Providence. I then knew God was not content with the little I had
suffered, and that he was about to raise against me strange hurricanes: but as it is almost impossible for me
not to desire all that God desires, I submitted cheerfully, and I made him an entire sacrifice of myself; too
happy to pay by such slight pains what I owed to his justice, and too honoured by being in some sort
conformed to the image of his Son.
It may be thought strange that I say I made a sacrifice to God, after having in so many places
noticed that I no longer found a will in me, or repugnance for anything that God would desire. Yet it is
certain when God wishes to charge the soul with new crosses, different from those she has had, and to
make her bear heavier ones, however conformed she may be to the will of God, yet, as he respects the
freewill he himself has given man, he still obtains her consent, which never fails to be given. This I believe
it is which makes the sufferings of these persons have some merit owing to the free consent of the will. We
have examples of it in Jesus Christ, “who for the joy set before him endured the cross;” and David,
speaking of Jesus Christ, says, “Sacrifices are not agreeable to you, therefore I have said, Here am I; you
have given me a body, and there it is written at the head of the book, I will do your will.” The same Jesus
Christ, at the time of his death and of his agony, did he not make a striking immolation: “Not my will, but
yours”? Did not the angel ask the consent of Mary to be the mother of the Word? Did she not immolate him
upon the cross, where she remained standing like a priest assisting at the sacrifice that the High Priest after
the order of Melchizedek made of himself?
Some time before the marriage of my daughter, I had become acquainted with the Abbe F—, as I
have already said, and the family into which she had entered being among his friends, I had the opportunity
of seeing him there many times. We had some conversations on the subject of the inner life, in which he
offered many objections to me. I answered him with my usual simplicity, and I had reason to believe he had
been satisfied. As the affairs of Molinos were making great noise at that time, people had conceived distrust
on the most simple things, and on terms the most common with those who have written on these matters.
That gave me opportunity to thoroughly explain to him my experiences. The difficulties he offered only
served to make clear to him the root of my sentiments; therefore no one has been better able to understand
them than he. This it is which, in the sequel, has served for the foundation of the persecution raised against
him, as his answers to the Bishop of Meaux have made known to all persons who have read them without
prejudice.
Having left my daughter, I took a small secluded house, to follow there the disposition I had for
retreat. I confined myself to seeing my family, who hardly inconvenienced me, and a small number of
friends, whom I saw there only at long intervals—the greater part not ordinarily residing at Paris. Since my
release from St. Mary's, I had continued to go to St. Cyr, and some of the girls of that House having
declared to Madame de Maintenon that in the conversations I had with them they found something which
led them to God, she permitted them to put confidence in me; and on many occasions she testified, owing
to the change of some with whom hitherto she had not been satisfied, that she had no cause for repenting it.
She then showed me much kindness, and, during three or four years that this lasted, I received from her
every mark of esteem and confidence; but it is this very thing in the sequel which has drawn down upon me
the greatest persecution. The entree Madame de Maintenon gave me at St. Cyr, and the confidence shown
me by some young ladies of the court, distinguished by their rank and by their piety, began to cause
uneasiness to the persons who had persecuted me. They stirred up the directors to take offence, and, under
the pretence of the troubles I had had some years before, and of the great progress, as they said, of
Quietism, they engaged the Bishop of Chartres, Superior of St. Cyr, to represent to Madame de Maintenon
that I disturbed the order of her House by a private Direction; and that the girls whom I saw were so
strongly attached to what I said to them, that they no longer listened to their Superiors. Madame de
Maintenon caused me to be told in a kindly way. I ceased to go to St. Cyr. I no longer answered the girls
who wrote to me, except by open letters, which passed through the hands of Madame de Maintenon.
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A person of my acquaintance, a particular friend of Monsieur Nicole, had heard him often declaim
against me, without knowing me; and he thought it would be easy to make him get over his prejudice if I
could have some interviews with him, and by this means to disabuse many persons with whom he had
relations, and who declared themselves in the most open manner hostile to me. That person urged me
strongly to it, and, notwithstanding the repugnance I at first felt, certain of my friends, to whom I made
known the urgency employed with me for this purpose, advised me to see him. As his ailments did not
permit him to go out, I promised, after some civilities on his part, to pay him a visit. He at once referred to
the “Short Method,” and told me that little book was full of errors. I proposed to him we should read it
together, and begged him to kindly tell me those which struck him, and that I hoped to remove his
difficulties. He told me he was quite willing, and commenced to read the little book, chapter by chapter,
with much attention; and when I asked him if there was nothing in what we had just read which struck him,
or caused him trouble, he answered, “No; that what he was looking for was further on.” We went through
the book, from one end to the other, without his finding anything that struck him. Oftentimes he said to me,
“Here are the most beautiful comparisons possible.” At last, having long sought the errors he thought he
had seen in it, he said to me, “Madame, my talent is to write, and not to hold such discussions, but if you
will see one of my friends, he will state his difficulties to you, and you will perhaps be very glad to profit
by his light; he is very clever, and a very good man. You will not be sorry to make his acquaintance, and he
understands all this better than I. It is Monsieur Boileau, of the Hotel Luines.” I excused myself for some
time, to avoid controversies, which did not suit me, not pretending to defend the little book, and letting it
pass for what it was worth. But he pressed me so strongly, I could not refuse him. Monsieur Nicole
proposed to me to take a house near him, and to go to confession to Father de la Tour, and spoke to me as if
he had much wished me to be of his friends, and connected with his party. I answered all his proposals as
civilly as possible; but I let him know that the little property I had kept for myself did not allow me to hire
the house he proposed; that, wishing to live in a perfect retreat, the distance of that I occupied put it beyond
my power to see there much society, which was in accordance with my inclination; and that, not having a
carriage, the same distance offered an obstacle to the proposal he made me of going to confession to Father
de la Tour, because he lived at one end of Paris, and I at the other. We parted none the less good friends,
and I knew he greatly praised me to some persons to whom he had spoken of my visit.
A few days after, I saw M. Boileau, as he had wished it. He spoke to me of the “Short Method.” I
repeated to him what I have so often said, of the disposition in which I had composed that little book, and
of that in which I still was regarding it. He told me he was truly persuaded of the sincerity of my intentions,
but that this little book, being in the hands of a great many people, might injure many pious souls, through
the mischievous consequences that might be deduced from it. I begged him to be so kind as to tell me the
passages which caused him trouble, and I said I hoped to remove his difficulties. We read the little book,
and while reading he told me the difficulties he found. I explained the matter to him, so that he appeared to
be satisfied; after which he no longer insisted. Thus we went through the whole book—he insisting more or
less on the passages that stopped him, and I explaining to him simply my thoughts and my experience,
without disputing on matters of doctrine, in which I relied on him entirely, as more capable than I of
deciding.
This discussion finished, he said to me, “Madame, there would have been no difficulty with regard
to this little book, if you had explained things somewhat more fully, and it might be very good if you
explain in a preface that which is not clear in the book;” and he urged me strongly to work at it. I answered
him, that never having had the intention of making public this little book (which was properly only a
private instruction I had written at the entreaty of one of my friends, who had asked it from me, in
consequence of some conversations we had had together on the matter), I had not been able to foresee
either that it would be printed, or that the meanings he had just explained to me could be put upon it; but
that I would always be ready to give the explanations that should be desired, in order to remove objections
that might be taken to it. He greatly praised me, and made me promise that I would explain, in a sort of
preface, the difficulties he had proposed, after which, he assured me, the book might be good and useful. I
did this some days afterwards, and sent him an explanation, with which he appeared very well satisfied. I
saw him again, once or twice, and he urged me to have the little book reprinted with this preface. I
represented to him, that this little book had furnished the pretext for the persecution and troubles I had been
exposed to; that it was not suitable for me to put myself forward as the author; that I did not think I ought to
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contribute to the printing of this any more than of the former; but the strongest reason I had, was the
promise I had given the Archbishop not to write any more on this subject. He approved my resolution, and
we separated very well satisfied with one another.
I fell ill some time after, and as the nature of my ailment was little understood by the doctors, they
prescribed the waters of Bourbon, after having in vain tried to cure me by ordinary remedies. It was a very
strong poison, which had been given me: a servant had been gained over for the purpose. Immediately after
he gave it, I suffered such violent pains that, without prompt help, I should have died in a few hours. The
lacquey at once disappeared, and has not since been seen. That he had been instigated to do it, many
circumstances proved; which I do not mention for the sake of brevity.
While I was at Bourbon, the water I threw up burned like spirits of wine. As I take no care of
myself I should not have thought I had been poisoned, if the Bourbon doctors, after throwing the water on
the fire, had not assured me of it. The mineral waters gave me little benefit, and I still suffered for seven
years and a half. Since then people have three or four times tried to poison me. God preserved me through
his goodness, and by the presentiments he gave me of it. This illness and the journey to Bourbon caused me
to lose sight of M. Nicole, of whom I no longer heard mention, except that, about seven or eight months
afterwards, I learned he had composed a book against me on the subject of that little book we had read
together, with which both he and his friend had appeared satisfied by the explanations I had given them: I
believe his intentions were good; but one of my friends, who read that book, told me that the quotations
were not exact, and that he had little understanding of the subject on which he had written. Shortly
afterwards, I learned that Dom Francis L' Ami, a Benedictine of merit, well known, with whom I was not
acquainted, a friend of M. Nicole, struck by the little solidity in his book, had undertaken to refute it, and,
without having any knowledge of the “Short Method,” in order to justify it from M. Nicole's imputations,
he made use only of passages from his own book and what he quoted: he himself not having the little book.
He has not printed that refutation; but it is still in existence, being in the hands of one of his friends. I let
everything pass without thinking of justifying myself.
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Chapter 3-12
THE directors of St. Cyr having succeeded in what they wished, and I no longer going there, the
matter made some noise. Those who had hitherto given me trouble, with some others who did not know
me, set everything to work to decry me. I will not enter into the motives which influenced them: God
knows them. But I believed at the time I should think of a more complete retirement: and as all the outcry
they made was based upon the confidence of a small number of friends whom they said I was teaching how
to pray (for that was the foundation of all the persecution), I adopted the plan of seeing nobody, expecting
this would put an end to the talk. Thus the love of retirement, together with the desire I had to deprive those
who hated me so gratuitously, of the opportunity of attacking me anew, made me go and spend some days
in the country, in a house nobody knew; and after having let my family, my friends, and those who
persecuted me believe that I would no more come back to Paris, I returned to my house, where I saw none
of them for the rest of the time I remained there. M. Fouquet, uncle to my son-in-law, was the only person
who knew where I was. I needed some one to receive the little income I had reserved for myself, when
parting with my property, and also an upright witness who knew how I was living in my solitude. They no
longer then saw me: I was, it seemed, beyond reach. But who can avoid the malice of men when God wills
to use it to make us enter into his eternal designs of crosses and ignominy?
The course I had adopted ought, it would seem, to have put an end to the murmurs, and calmed the
minds: but quite the opposite happened; and I believe one of the things which most contributed to it was the
silence of my friends, who, sharing the humiliation that such a procedure reflected upon them, suffered in
peace without complaining of anyone, and contented themselves with the witness that their conscience
afforded them in secret, in no way showing to the excited minds that they knew the motives which made
them so act, but also exhibiting a just reserve as to the confidence they would have wished people to place
in them. My retirement, then, did not produce the effect that had been expected. It was suggested that from
a distance I was spreading the poison of Quietism, as I had done near at hand; and, to give countenance to
the calumny, they stirred up a number of pretended “devotees,” who went from confessor to confessor,
accusing themselves of crimes which they said were due to my principles. There were those I had tried to
save from their irregularities, to whom, some years before, I had forbidden my house, after having failed in
my endeavours.
Before I had entirely secluded myself, a very extraordinary thing happened. M. Fouquet had a
valet, very well educated and a very worthy man, and a girl who lived in the house became madly in love
with him. I do not tell here anything which numbers of persons of honour and probity have not learned
from M. Fouquet himself. She declared her passion to that man, who was horrified. One day she said to
him, “Wretch; I have given myself to the Devil that you might love me, and you do not love me.” He was
so frightened at this declaration he went and told his master, and he, after having questioned the girl, who
told him horrible things, turned her out. As the valet was well educated, the horror of what that wretched
creature had done, led him to become a Father of St. Lazare. M. Fouquet did not neglect that unfortunate.
He engaged numbers of persons, suitable alike from their learning and their virtue, to have a care of her.
All gave her up, for she was so hardened that they saw no remedy but in a miracle of grace. This valet of
M. Fouquet, become a Father of St. Lazare, fell mortally ill. He sent for M. Fouquet, begging him not to let
him die without seeing him. He recommended that unfortunate to him, and said, “When I think it is owing
to me she has withdrawn herself from Jesus Christ to give herself to the Devil, I am afflicted beyond
belief.” M. Fouquet promised him again to do what he could. I do not know what moved him to bring the
creature to me; but it is certain that it was to make known, at least for a time, the power of God: and that, as
the Devil had not been able to make M. Fouquet's valet consent to sin, so that Spirit of lies has no power
over those who are God's, but what God permits him to exercise, as in Job's case. M. Fouquet then brought
this girl to me, and, on seeing her, without knowing the cause, I had a horror of her. She was not less
distressed at being near me; but, nevertheless, God overthrew the Devil, and Dagon was cast down before
the Ark. This girl, while with me, often said to me, “You have something strong that I cannot endure,”
which I attributed to a piece of the true cross I had on my neck. Although I attributed it to the true cross, I
nevertheless saw that God operated through me, without me, with his divine power. At last this power
obliged her to tell me her frightful life, which makes me tremble as I think of it. She related to me the false
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pleasures that Spirit of Darkness had procured for her; that he made her pass for a saint in the place where
she lived; that he allowed her to perform visible austerities; but that he did not allow her to pray: that, as
soon as she wished to do it, he appeared to her under a hideous form, ready to devour her; that in the other
case, he appeared to her under a form as amiable as possible, and that he gave her all the money she
wished. I said to her, “But amid all these false pleasures he procures for you, have you peace of heart?” She
said to me in a terrible tone, “No; I experience a hellish trouble.” I answered her, “In order that you may
see the happiness there is in serving Jesus Christ, even in the midst of pain, I pray him to make you taste for
one moment that peace of heart, which is preferable to all the pleasures of earth.” She was immediately
introduced into a great peace. Quite transported with this, she said to M. Fouquet, who was present, “Ah,
Sir, I am in Paradise, and I was in Hell.”
These good moments were not lost; M. Fouquet took her immediately to M. Robert, Grand
Penitentiary, to whom she made a general confession and promised amendment. She was well enough for
six months; but the Devil enraged, caused, I believe, the death of the Penitentiary, who died suddenly.
Father Breton, a Jacobin, who had many times endeavoured to rescue her from the abyss into which she
had cast herself, also died. I then became very ill, and this creature, who was allowed admittance to me
because M. Fouquet begged it, came to see me. She said to me, “I knew that you were very ill. The Devil
told me. He said he did all he could to cause your death, but it was not permitted to him; he will none the
less cause you such evils and persecutions you will succumb to them.” I answered her, there was nothing I
was not ready to suffer provided she was thoroughly converted; that she should not listen to the Devil any
more, whom I had forbidden her to answer, after having made her renounce him and renew the vows of her
baptism. Because he had commenced by making her renounce her baptism and Jesus Christ, I made her do
the contrary, and give herself anew to Jesus Christ. She said to me, “You must have great charity to be
willing still to contribute to my conversion; for he told me he would do you so much ill, and stir up so
many against you that you would succumb.” At this moment I seemed to see, in the imagination, a blue
flame which formed a hideous face: but I had no fear of it any more than of the threats he sent me; for God
for many years keeps me in this disposition, that I would cheerfully give my life, even all the repose of my
life, which I value much more, for the salvation of a single soul. One day that M. Fouquet suspected
nothing, a priest came to see him and asked him news of this creature. As he thought it was a good design
brought him, M. Fouquet told him that they hoped for her entire conversion, and that they saw much
progress towards it. This priest, or this devil in the form of a priest, asked where she lodged. He told him,
and when M. Fouquet came to see me a little after, and spoke to me of the priest, it occurred to me it was
that wicked priest of whom she had spoken to me, and with whom she had committed so many
abominations (for she had told me her life and her crimes), and this proved only too true. She came no
more. The Penitentiary died, as I have said, and M. Fouquet fell into a languishing illness, that terminated
only with his life; but the girl came no more to see us.
I had been led, as I have mentioned, to see M. Boileau on the subject of the “Short Method.” I had
reason to believe he was satisfied with my conduct, from the things he repeated to some of my friends, of
our conversations; but he was, a little after, one of my most eager persecutors. An extraordinary woman,
who passed for a very devout person, having placed herself under his direction, on her arrival in Paris,
made him change his sentiments. He apparently spoke of me to her on the subject of the visits I had paid
him. She assured him I was wicked, and I would cause great evils to the Church. She excited then, as she
has since done, much attention in Paris. 7 She was brought to visit people of every character and position,
bishops, magistrates, ecclesiastics, women of rank—in a word, under pretext of a pretended miraculous
ailment, they established her reputation to such a point that they could do nothing but talk of the
extraordinary things that appeared in her. I could not imagine what this woman could be, nor what motive
led her to speak of me in the manner she did. She seemed to have fallen from the clouds, for nobody knew
who she was, nor whence she came; and it has always been a puzzle for all those who have heard her
spoken of, except M. Boileau, and perhaps some one in his most intimate confidence. As her name was
entirely unknown to me, I did not believe myself any more known to her; but some years after, having
learned that she had borne the name of Sister Rose, it was not difficult for me to divine the reasons why she
had thus spoken of me. This woman, about whom there was in fact something very extraordinary (God
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See “St. Simon,” vol. ii. p. 160.
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knows what caused it, for she prided herself on knowing the most secret thoughts, and having the most
detailed knowledge, not only of things at a distance from her, but even of the future)— this woman, I say,
persuaded M. Boileau, and persons of virtue and probity with whom he was in relation, that the greatest
service they could render God was to decry me, and even to imprison me, owing to the ills I was capable of
causing. What made her desire I should be imprisoned was the apprehension that I might proclaim what I
knew of her. If she still lives, she will see by my silence that, being God's to the degree I am, she had
nothing to dread; the history of her life having been confided to me under the pledge of secrecy by herself.
Immediately there was an inconceivable outburst. Had I even known all these details, which only
came to my knowledge later, and had I even then known who this Woman was, I believe I should have
failed in any effort to disabuse minds so prejudiced: I should not have been believed, and perhaps I should
not have been willing to say anything against her; because God then kept me in that disposition of sacrifice,
of suffering everything, and receiving from his hand all that might happen to me through this person, and
those whom she had led away by her pretended extraordinary power. Nevertheless, she stated one
circumstance which ought to have changed the opinion of so many good persons, if they had been willing
to be enlightened; but the prejudice was such that they would not even examine into the truth, let alone
believe it. It is indeed true, my Lord, that when you will to make one suffer, you yourself blind the most
virtuous persons, and I will honestly confess that the persecution from the wicked is nothing in comparison
with that from servants of God, deceived, and animated by a zeal they believe just. This circumstance was,
that God had made known to her the excess of my wickedness, and that he had given her as an assured sign
of the truth she advanced, that in my writings I had merely copied those of Mademoiselle Vigneron; and
that it would be easy to see their correspondence with my books. A person of great consideration, to whom
M. Boileau confided this, wished to prove the matter for himself. He went to the Minims and asked them
for those writings. They made a great deal of difficulty, assuring him that they had never left their hands.
However, not being with civility able to refuse that person, who promised to bring them back in a few days,
he examined them himself; but far from seeing in them any relation with what I had written, he found a
total difference. In order to disabuse M. Boileau of his prejudice, he proposed to him to satisfy himself with
his own eyes, and to read for himself those writings, to see their contrariety. But, in spite of all his urgency
on two different occasions, and the deference due from M. Boileau to that illustrious person, he would
never do it, assuring him this woman had told him the truth, and that, knowing her as he did, he could not
suspect her of the contrary. The truth is, I had never seen those writings of Mademoiselle Vigneron, and I
had never heard her name pronounced up to that time. They tried further to disabuse M. Boileau, by a
number of acts of hypocrisy of which some good people, whom he himself esteemed, were witnesses. But
nothing could induce him to examine things closely—God doubtless not permitting him, in order to make
me suffer so many crosses, humiliations, and pains, to which he contributed not a little.
On which side might deceitfulness be looked for—from a person always submissive and obedient,
who so willingly gives up her judgment and her will, who has renounced all for God, who is known for a
long time by so many good people, that have followed her in all the ages of her life and offer for her a
testimony little open to suspicion: or, from a person unknown, who changes her name in most of the places
where she has lived (for there are at least four that have come to my knowledge),—from a person whom
devotion elevates from the dust; poor, whom devotion raises and enriches: while mine, if I have any, and
God knows it, has only brought me humiliations, the strangest confusions, and universal discredit? O my
Lord, it is there I recognize you; and since, to please you, it is necessary to be conformed to you, I value
more my humiliation at seeing myself condemned by all the world than if I saw myself at the summit of
glory. How often, in the bitterness of my heart, I have said, I would fear more a reproach of conscience
than the condemnation of all men! This woman persisted always in saying I must be imprisoned, I would
ruin everybody. Those whom I have ruined, you know it, Lord, are full of love for you. What made this
woman speak in that way was, as I have said, the fear that, if I had seen her, or had known her name, I
might have spoken of things she had a great interest in keeping hid. Yet this creature attracted such credit,
and stirred up against me such persecutions, that every one had pleasure in inventing new fables against
me. It was who could compose the most libels. He who was best at invention was the most welcome. They
believed against me the most incredible things, and they did not believe in my favour persons most worthy
of trust, of the highest probity, who knew me from my youth, and whose word would be believed in any
other matter. I have digressed a little on the subject of this girl, and I resume the thread of my narrat ive.
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Some ecclesiastics, led away by M. Boileau, or by views and motives which charity does not
permit me to speak of, but known to a small number of friends who remained to me, co-operated in all this.
There were also some directors vexed because some persons who appeared to have a kindliness for me had
left them for Father Alleaume (who was my intimate friend), with which, however, I had nothing to do.
However it be, every device was used to decry me, and in order to render what they called my doctrine
suspected, they thought it was necessary to decry my morals. They omitted nothing to attain their purpose,
and, after having persuaded the Bishop of Chartres of the pretended danger to the Church by endless
stories, he set to work to persuade Madame de Maintenon, and those of the Court he knew to be my friends,
of the necessity of abandoning me, because I was wicked, and capable of inspiring them with wicked
sentiments. Madame de Maintenon held out some time. The part she had taken in my release from St.
Mary's, my conversation, my letters, the testimony of those of her friends in whom she had most
confidence, made her suspend her judgment. At last she gave way to the reiterated urgency of the Bishop of
Chartres and of some others he employed in the direction of St. Cyr. He did not succeed equally with some
persons of rank, who, having been many years witnesses of my conduct, knew me for themselves, and were
acquainted with the different springs that had been put in motion to ruin me. I owe them the justice to make
known that it was no fault of theirs that the authority of the King was not employed to shield me from so
much injustice. They drew up a memoir likely to influence him in my favour, giving him an account of the
conduct I had observed, and was still observing in my retirement. Madame de Maintenon was to have
supported it by her testimony, but, having had the kindness to communicate it to me, I believed God did not
wish me to be justified by that channel, and I required of them that they should leave me to the rigours of
his justice, whatever they might be. They consented to defer to my request. The memoir already presented
was withdrawn, and they adopted the course of silence, which they have since continued, being no longer
able to do anything in my favour, owing to the outburst and prejudice.
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Chapter 3-13
SOME of my friends thought it would be advisable for me to see the Bishop of Meaux, who was
reported not to be opposed to spiritual religion. I knew that, eight or ten years before, he had read the
“Short Method” and the “Canticles,” and that he had thought them very good. This made me consent to it
with pleasure; but, O my Lord, how have I experienced in my life that everything which is done through
consideration and human views, although good, turns into confusion, shame, and suffering! At that time I
flattered myself (and I accused myself of my faithlessness) that he would support me against those who
were attacking me. But how far was I from knowing him! And how subject to error is that which one does
not see in your light, and which you do not yourself disclose!
One of my friends, of the highest rank, the D— de Ch— [Duke of Chevreuse ], brought the
Bishop of Meaux to my house. The conversation soon fell upon that which formed the subject of his visit.
They spoke of the “Short Method,” and this Prelate told me that he had once read it and also the
“Canticles,” and that he had thought them very good. What I say here is not to support those books, which I
have submitted with all my heart and which I still submit, but in order to give a simple account of all that is
past, as I have been required to do. The D— de Ch— gave him the “Torrents,” on which he made some
remarks: not of things to be condemned, but which needed elucidation. The D— de Ch— had the kindness
to remain present. This Prelate said to us such strong things on the interior way and the authority of God
over the soul, I was surprised. He gave us even examples of persons he had known, whom he deemed
saints, that had killed themselves. I confess I was startled by all this talk of the Bishop of Meaux. I knew
that in the primitive Church some virgins had caused their own deaths in order to keep themselves pure; but
I did not believe, in this age, where there is neither violence nor tyrants, a man could be approved for such
an action. The D— de Ch— gave him my history of my life, that he might know me thoroughly; which he
thought so good, that he wrote to him, saying, “he found in it an unction he found nowhere else; that he had
been three days reading it without losing the presence of God.” These are, if I remember rightly, the exact
words of one of his letters. What will appear astonishing is, that the Bishop of Meaux, who had had such
holy dispositions while reading the history of my life, and who valued it while it remained in his hands, saw
in it, a year after it had left them, things he had not seen before: which he even retailed, as if in reality I had
written them.
He afterwards wrote to the D— de Ch—, that he had just learned a thing which had been written
to him from the abbey of Clairets, and which confirmed the interior way. A nun of Clairets, on the point of
death, as they held the holy candle to her, called her Superior, and said to her, “My Mother, God wishes at
present to be served by an entire stripping of self and the destruction of the whole selfhood. It is the way
that he has chosen;” and as a proof she was speaking the truth, she made known to them, though in a
manner they did not at first understand, that she should not die until that holy candle was burned down.
According to ordinary rules she could not live more than a quarter of an hour; her pulse had entirely ceased.
The Superior having extinguished the holy candle, she was three days in that state, without any change in
her pulse, with the same signs of death. They caused the holy candle to be lit again, and she died when it
burned down. I merely relate what was in the letter. I omit the reflections of the Bishop of Meaux on such a
strange case, having forgotten them; but it is certain that, after this, he did not believe there could be any
doubt of the most interior ways. I forgot to say the Bishop of Meaux had requested me to observe secrecy
as to his visiting me. As I have always inviolably preserved it for my greatest enemies, I was not likely to
fail in it for him. The reason he alleged for the secrecy he wished observed is, that he was not on good
terms with the Bishop of Paris; but he himself went and told what he had begged me to be silent on. My
silence and his talk have been the source of all the trouble I have since suffered.
The Bishop of Meaux, having then accepted the proposal to examine my writings, I caused them
to be placed in his hands; not only those printed, but all the commentaries on Holy Scriptures. I had
previously given them to M. Charon the Official, by one of my maids; but the fear they should be lost—as,
in fact, they were, the Official having never returned them—led that girl to distribute them among a number
of copyists, who made the copy that was afterwards given to the Bishop of Meaux. It was a great labour for
him, and he required four or five months to have leisure to go to the bottom of everything, which with
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much exactitude he did in his country house, where he had gone to escape interruption. To show the more
confidence in him, and lay open the inmost recesses of my heart, I made over to him, as I have said, the
history of my life, where my most secret dispositions were noted with much simplicity. On that I asked
from him the secrecy of the confessional; he promised an inviolable. He read everything with attention,
and, at the end of the time stipulated, was in a position to hear my explanations and offer his objections.
It was at the commencement of the year 1694: he wished to see me at the house of one of his
friends, who lived near the Daughters of the Holy Sacrament. He said the Mass in that Community, and
gave me there the Communion: afterwards he dined. This conference, that according to him was to be so
secret, was known to all the world. Many persons sent to beg him to go to the convent of the Daughters of
the Holy Sacrament, that they might speak to him. He went there, and they took care to prejudice him; as he
appeared to be so when in the evening he returned and spoke to me. He was not the same man. He had
brought all his extracts and a memoir, containing more than twenty articles, to which all his objections were
reduced. God assisted me, so that I satisfied him on everything that had relation to the dogma of the Church
and the purity of doctrine. But there were some passages on which I could not satisfy him. As he spoke
with extreme vivacity, and hardly gave me time to explain my thoughts, it was not possible for me to make
him change upon some of those articles, as I had done upon others. We separated very late, and I left that
conference with a head so exhausted, and in such a state of prostration, I was ill from it for several days. I
wrote to him, however, several letters, in which I explained, the best I could, those difficulties that had
arrested him; and I received one from him of more than twenty pages, from which it appeared that he was
only arrested by the novelty to him of the subject and the slight acquaintance he had with the interior ways;
of which one can hardly judge except by experience.
I will repeat here, as well as memory allows me, the greater part of those difficulties. He thought,
for example, that I rejected and condemned as imperfect, distinct acts, such as specific requests, good
desires, etc. this I was far from doing, since the contrary is scattered through all my writings, if anyone will
give attention to them. But as I had experienced incapacities to do those discursive acts, incapacities
common to certain souls, and on which they had need to be warned in order to be faithful to the Spirit of
God, who was calling them to something more perfect, I endeavoured, as well as I was able, to aid them in
those straits of the spiritual life; where, for want of a guide who has passed through, souls are often
stopped, and exposed to be deceived as to what God wishes of them. It is easy, methinks, to conceive that a
person who places his happiness in God alone can no longer desire his “own” happiness. No one can place
all his happiness in God alone but he who dwells in God through charity. When the soul is there, she no
longer desires any other felicity but that of God, in himself and for himself. No longer desiring any other
felicity, all “own” felicity, even the glory of heaven for herself, is no longer that which can render her
happy; nor consequently the object of her desire. The desire necessarily follows the love. If my love is in
God alone and for God alone, without self-regard, my desire is in God alone, without relation to me.
This desire in God has no longer the vivacity of an amorous desire, which is not in the enjoyment
of what it desires; but it has the repose of a desire, filled and satisfied: for God being infinitely perfect and
happy, and the happiness of that soul being in the perfection and in the happiness of her God, her desire
cannot have the activity of an ordinary desire, which awaits what it desires; but it has the repose of that
which has what it desires. Here, then, is the centre root of the state of the soul, and the reason why she no
longer perceives all the good desires, as do those who love God in relation to themselves, or those who love
themselves and seek themselves in the love they have for God.
Now, this does not prevent God from changing the dispositions, making the soul for moments feel
the weight of her body, which shall make her say, “I desire to depart and to be with Christ.” At another
time, feeling only a disposition of charity towards her brothers without regard or relation to herself, she
“will desire to be anathema and separated from Jesus Christ for her brethren.” These dispositions, which
seem to be opposed, agree very well in a central depth, which does not vary; so that though the beatitude of
God in himself and for himself, into which the sensible desires of the soul have, as it were, flowed and
reposed, makes the essential happiness of this soul, God does not cease to waken those desires when it
pleases him. These desires are no longer the desires of former times, which are in the “own” will, but
desires stirred and excited by God himself, without the soul reflecting on herself; because God, who holds
her directly turned towards himself, renders her desires as her other acts non-reflective; so that she cannot
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see them if he does not show them, or if her own words do not give her some knowledge of them, while
giving it to others. It is certain, to desire for herself she must will for herself. Now all the care of God being
to sink the will of the creature in his own, he absorbs also every known desire in the love of his divine will.
There is still another reason which makes God take away and put into the soul sensible desires as
it pleases him: it is, that, God wishing to dispense something to this soul, he makes her desire it in order to
have a ground for giving it to her, and for hearing her: for it is indubitable “he hears the desire of this soul
and the preparation of her heart;” and even, the Holy Spirit desiring for her and in her, her desires are the
prayers and requests of the Holy Spirit, and Jesus Christ says in this soul, “I know that you hear me
always.” A vehement desire of death in such a soul would be almost a certainty of death. To desire
humiliation is far below desiring the enjoyment of God. Nevertheless, when it has pleased God to greatly
humiliate me by calumny, he has given me a hunger for humiliation. I call it hunger, to distinguish it from
desire. At another time he inspires this soul to pray for specific things. She feels at that moment her prayer
is not formed by her will, but by the will of God; for she is not even free to pray for whom she pleases, nor
when she pleases; but when she prays she is always heard. She takes no credit to herself for this; but she
knows that it is he, who possesses her, who hears himself in her. It seems to me I conceive this infinitely
better than I explain it.
It is the same with the sensible inclination, or even the perceived, which is much less than the
sensible. When a sheet of water is on a different level from another which discharges into it, this takes
place with a rapid movement and a perceptible noise; but when the two waters are on a level the inclination
is no longer perceived: there is one, however, but it is imperceptible; so that it is true to say, in one sense,
that there is none. As long as the soul is not entirely united to her God by a union which I call permanent, to
distinguish it from transitory unions, she feels her inclination for God. The impetuosity of this inclination,
far from being a perfect thing, as unenlightened persons think it, is a defect and marks the distance between
God and the soul. But when God has united the soul to himself, so that he has received her into him,
“where he holds her, hidden with Jesus Christ,” the soul finds a repose which excludes all sensible
inclination, and which is such that experience alone can make it understood. It is not a repose in peace
tasted, in the sweetness and mildness of a perceived presence of God; but it is a repose in God himself
which participates of his immensity, so much has it of vastness, simplicity, and purity. The light of the sun
which should be limited by mirrors would have something more dazzling than the pure light of the air; yet
those same mirrors which enhance its brilliance, limit it, and deprive it of its purity. When the ray is limited
by anything, it fills itself with atoms, and makes itself more distinguishable than when in the air; but it is
very far from having its purity and simplicity. The more things are simple and pure, the more of vastness
they have. Nothing more simple than water, nothing more pure: but this water has a wonderful extent,
owing to its fluidity. It has also a quality, that having no quality of its own, it takes all sorts of impressions.
It has no taste; it takes all tastes. It has no colour, and it takes all colours. The intellect and the will in this
state are so pure and so simple that God gives them such a colour and such a taste as pleases him; like the
water which is sometimes red, sometimes blue, in short impressed with any colour, or any taste, one wishes
to give it. It is certain, though one gives to the water the diverse colours one pleases in virtue of its
simplicity and purity, it is not, however, correct to say that the water in itself has taste and colour, since it is
in its nature without taste and without colour, and it is this absence of taste and colour that renders it
susceptible of every taste and every colour. It is this I experience in my soul. She has nothing she can
distinguish or know in her, or as belonging to her, and it is this which constitutes her purity: but she has
everything that is given to her, and as it is given to her, without retaining anything thereof for herself. If
you ask the water what is its quality, it would answer you that it is to have none. You would say to it, “But I
have seen you red.” “Very likely, but I am not, however, red. It is not my nature. I do not even think of
what they do to me, of all the tastes and all the colours they give me.” It is the same with the form as with
the colour. As the water is fluid, and without consistence, it takes all the forms of the places where it is
put—of a vessel either round or square. If it had a consistence of its own it could not take all forms, all
tastes, all odours, and all colours.
Souls are good for but little as long as they preserve their own consistence; all the design of God
being to make them lose by the death of themselves all that they have of the “own” in order to act, to move,
to change and to impress them, as it pleases him: so that it is true they have none. And this is the reason
that, feeling only their simple nature, pure and without specific impression, when they speak or write of
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themselves, they deny all forms being in them, not speaking according to the variable dispositions in which
they are put. They pay no attention to these, but to the root of that which they are, which is their state
always subsisting. If one could show the soul like the face I would not, methinks, conceal any of her
spots—I submit the whole. I believe, further, what causes the soul to be unable to desire anything is, that
God fills her capacity. I shall be told the same is said of heaven. There is this difference, that in heaven not
only the capacity of the soul is filled, but, further, that capacity is fixed, and can no longer increase. If it
grew, the saints would augment in holiness and in merit. In this life, when by his goodness God has
purified a soul, he fills this capacity: this it is which causes a certain satiety, but, at the same time, he
enlarges and augments the capacity: while enlarging it, he purifies it; and it is this causes the suffering and
the interior purification. In this suffering and purification life is painful: the body is a burden. In the
plenitude nothing is wanting to the soul, she can desire nothing. A second reason why the soul can desire
nothing is, that the soul is, as it were, absorbed in God, in a sea of love; so that, forgetting herself, she can
only think of her love. All care of herself is a burden to her: an Object which far exceeds her capacity
absorbs her and hinders her from turning towards self. We must say of these souls what is said of the
children of Wisdom: “It is a nation which is only obedience and love.” The soul is incapable of other
reason, other view, other thought, than love and obedience. It is not that one condemns the other states, by
no means; and thereon I explained myself to the Bishop of Meaux in a manner that ought not, I think, to
leave him any doubt thereon.
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Chapter 3-14
I HAVE another defect, which is that I say things as they occur to me, without knowing whether I
speak well or ill: whilst I am saying or writing them, they appear to me clear as day: after that, I see them as
things I have never known, far from having written them. Nothing remains in my mind but a void, which is
not troublesome. It is a simple void, which is not inconvenienced by the multitude of thoughts or by their
dearth. This caused one of my greatest troubles in speaking to the Bishop of Meaux. He ordered me to
justify my books. I excused myself as much as I could; because, having submitted them with my whole
heart, I did not desire to justify them: but he insisted on it. I first of all protested I only did it through
obedience, condemning most sincerely all that was condemned in them. I have always held this language,
which was more that of my heart than of my mouth. He still wished me to render a reason for an infinity of
things I had put in my writings, which were entirely new and unknown to me. I remember, among others, a
passage regarding Eliud—that man who speaks so long to Job, when his friends had ceased speaking to
him. I never knew what I had intended to say. The Bishop of Meaux insisted, I said, that all this Eliud says
in that long discourse was by the Spirit of God. This did not appear to me so: on the contrary, one sees an
astonishing fullness of himself. I will here say, in passing, that if one will give some attention to the
rapidity with which God has made me write of so many things, far above my natural grasp, it is easy to
conceive that, having had so small a part in it, it is very difficult, not to say impossible, for me, to render a
reason for them in dogmatic style. This it is which has always led me to say, I took no part in them, and,
having written only through obedience, I was as content to see everything burned as to see it praised and
esteemed. There were also faults of the copyists, which rendered the sense unintelligible, and the Bishop of
Meaux wanted to make me responsible for the errors, which he insisted were there: and he overwhelmed
me by the vivacity of his arguments, which always reduced themselves to belief in the dogma of the
Church, that I did not pretend to dispute with him; whereas he might have discussed quietly the experiences
of a person, submissive to the Church, who asked only to be set right, if they were not conformable to the
rules she prescribes; which was precisely the thing contemplated when this examination was undertaken.
He spoke to me of the woman of the Apocalypse, as if I had pretended to be her myself. I
answered, St. John had meant to speak of the Church and of the Holy Virgin: that our Lord was pleased to
compare his servants to a thousand things, which properly fit only him; and that there is nothing in the
general Church which does not take place in some degree in the particular soul. It is then an application
which is made to the soul, and God fulfils that application, as St. Paul says, he filled up what was wanting
to the passion of Jesus Christ: again, what is said of Wisdom is applied to the Holy Virgin, but the design of
Solomon was merely to express Wisdom; and so with the rest. It is then a comparison, which God
nevertheless takes pleasure in fulfilling, where it pleases him. All that has been said of the woman of the
Apocalypse, in the sense in which it has pleased God to attribute it to me, those plenitudes, for example, are
not in the body, but in the soul, as many persons who will read this have experienced with me. It seems one
sends out a torrent of graces. When the subject is disposed, this is received in him. When he is not so, it
rebounds upon us. It is what Jesus Christ said to the disciples, “Those who are children of peace will
receive the peace: as for those who will not receive it, your peace will return upon you.” It is that to the
letter. One explains one's self in these matters the best one can, and not as one wishes: but “the animal man
will not understand” that which it is only given to the spiritual man to understand.
As to that outflow of graces which was another difficulty to the Bishop of Meaux. It has been
given me to understand it in connection with those words of our Lord, when the woman had touched him:
“A secret virtue is gone out of me.” I have never pretended to render all this credible: I have written in
order to obey; and I have related things as they were shown to me. I have always been ready to believe I
was deceived, if I was told so. God is my witness, I do not cling to anything. I have always been ready to
burn the writings should they be thought capable of doing harm. There is little imagination in what I write;
for I often write what I have never thought. What I should have wished of the Bishop of Meaux, was that he
would not judge me by his reason, but by his heart. I have never premeditated any answer before seeing
him; ingenuous truth alone was my strength, and I was as content my mistakes should be known, as the
graces of God. My paltriness may have mingled itself with his pure light: but can the mire tarnish the sun? I
hoped the same God who had once made a she-ass speak could make a woman speak; who often knew no
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more what she said than Balaam's she-ass. Those were the dispositions of my heart when I had the
conference with the Bishop of Meaux, and, thanks to God, I have never had any other.
The objections he made to me sprung, I believe, only from the small knowledge he had of mystic
authors, whom he confessed to have never read, and the small experience he had of the interior ways. He
had been struck on some occasions by extraordinary things he had seen in certain persons, or that he had
read, which made him judge God had special routes by which he made them attain to a great holiness: but
this way of simple faith, small, obscure, which produces in souls, according to the designs of God, that
variety of special leadings where he leads them in himself, it was a jargon that he regarded as the effect of a
crazy imagination, and the terms of which were to him equally unknown and intolerable.
Another thing he reproached me with, is having written somewhere, that I had no graces for
certain souls, nor for my self. When I have spoken of having no longer grace for myself, I have not meant
to speak of sanctifying grace, which one always needs, but of the gratuitous, sensible, distinct, and
perceived graces, which are experienced in the commencement of the spiritual life. I meant to say I did not
contribute to the reign of God by anything striking, but in gaining some souls by disgrace, ignominy, and
confusion. He attributed to the sensible what was purely spiritual, as what I have written in my Life of an
impression I had when with a lady, one of my friends. It is certain my state has never been to have
extraordinary things which react upon the body: and I believe that usually this only happens in the sensible,
not in the purely spiritual love. But on that occasion where they had read a passage of Holy Scripture, on
which a very profound light was given to me, the persons who were present explained it in the opposite
sense. I dared not speak, and there took place in me a contrast between what I knew was true, and what
they said, which could not be borne. The inability to speak, not daring it, the necessity of hearing others
speak, produced an effect upon me that I have only that time felt, which overflowed on my body and made
me ill. It is true I have felt in the heart, when God gave me some souls, intolerable and inexplicable pains. It
was a keen impression in the depth of my soul which I cannot better explain than by this which is given me,
that Jesus Christ, in having his side opened upon the cross, had given birth to the predestinated. He caused
his heart to be opened, as if to show they came forth from his heart. He suffered in the Garden of Olives the
pain of the separation of the lost, who would not profit by the blood he was about to shed for them. This
pain was in him excessive, and such that it needed the strength of a God to bear it. I have explained that in
the Gospel of St. Matthew.
The Bishop of Meaux raised great objections to what I had said, in my Life, of the Apostolic state.
What I have meant to say is, that persons, who, by their state and conditions (as, for instance, laics and
women) are not called upon to aid souls, ought not to intrude into it of themselves: but when God wished to
make use of them by his authority, it was necessary they should be put into the state of which I have
written. What had given occasion for it is, that numbers of good souls who feel the first fruits of the unction
of grace—that unction of which St. John speaks, which teaches all truth, —when, I say, they commence to
feel this unction, they are so charmed with it, that they would wish to share their grace with all the world.
But as they are not yet in the source, and this unction is given them for themselves and not for others, in
spreading themselves abroad they gradually lose the sacred oil, as the foolish virgins, while the wise ones
preserved their oil for themselves, until they were introduced into the chamber of the Bridegroom: then
they may give of their oil, because the Lamb is the lamp who illumines them. That this state is possible, we
have only to open the histories of all times to show, that God has made use of laics and women without
learning to instruct, edify, conduct, and bring souls to a very high perfection. I believe one of the reasons
why God has willed to make use of them in this way, is in order that the glory should not be stolen from
him. “He has chosen weak things to confound the strong.” It seems that God, jealous that what is only due
to him should be attributed to men, has willed to make a paradox of these persons, who are not in a state to
take from him his glory. As to what regards me, I am ready to believe that my imaginations are mixed up as
shadows with the divine truth, which may indeed conceal it, but cannot injure it. I pray God with all my
heart to crush me by the most terrible means, rather than I should rob him of the least of his glory. I am
only a mere nothing. My God is all powerful, who is pleased to exercise his power upon the nothing.
The first time I wrote my Life, it was very short. I had put there in detail my sins, and had only
spoken very little of the graces of God. I was made to burn it; and I was commanded absolutely to omit
nothing, and to write, regardless of myself, all that should come to me. I did it. If there is anything too
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much like pride, I am capable only of what is worthless; but I have thought it was more suitable to obey
without self-regard than to disobey and conceal the mercies of God through a humility born of the selfhood.
God may have had his designs in this. It is ill to publish the secret of one's King, but it is well done to
declare the graces of the Lord our God, and to enhance his bounties by the baseness of the subject on whom
he exhibits them. If I have failed, the fire will purify all. I can very well believe I may have been mistaken;
but I cannot complain, nor be afflicted at it. When I gave myself to our Lord, it was without reserve and
without exception; and as I have written only through obedience, I am as content to write extravagances as
good things. My consolation is, God is neither less great, nor less perfect, nor less happy for all my errors.
When things are once written down, nothing remains in my head. I have no idea of them. When I am able
to reflect, it appears to me I am below all creatures, and a veritable nothing.
When I have spoken of binding and loosing, the words should not be taken in the sense in which it
is said of the Church. It was a certain authority, which God seemed to give me, to withdraw souls from
their troubles and to replunge them therein, God permitting that it was verified in the souls: not that I have
supposed that I was the better, nor that it took place in a manner reflected upon me, which God has never
permitted; but, while writing simply and without self-regard, I have put things as they were shown to me.
The Bishop of Meaux insisted on saying I stifled distinct acts, as believing them imperfect. I have
never done so; and when I have been interiorly placed in a powerlessness to do them, and my powers were
as though bound, I defended myself with all my strength, and only through weakness did I yield to the
strong and powerful God. It seems to me that even this powerlessness to do conscious acts did not deprive
me of the reality of the act; on the contrary, I found my faith, my confidence, my self-surrender were never
more living, nor my love more ardent. This made me understand that there was a kind of act direct and
without reflection; and I knew it by a continued exercise of love and faith, which, rendering the soul
submissive to all the events of providence, leads her to a veritable hatred of self and a love of only crosses,
ignominy, and disgrace. It seems to me that all the Christian and Evangelic characteristics are given to her.
It is true her confidence is full of repose, free from anxiety and inquietude; she can do nothing but love and
repose in her love. She is like a person drunk, who is incapable of anything but his drunkenness. The
difference between these persons and the others is, that the others eat the food, masticating it carefully to
nourish themselves, and these swallow the substance without reflecting on it. I am so far from wishing to
stifle distinct acts, as being imperfect, that if anyone will take the trouble to read my writings, he will
remark in many places expressions which are very distinct acts. It would be easy to show that they then
flow from the source, and the reason why one, at that time, expresses his love, his faith, his self-surrender,
in a very distinct manner; that one does the same in hymns or spiritual songs, and that one cannot do it in
prayer unless God impels.
I should remark that acts must be according to the state of the soul. If she is multiplex, the acts
must be multiplex; if she is simple, simple: in short, either direct or from reflection. Patience is an act. He
who receives, does an act, though less marked than he who gives. The flowing of the soul into God is an
act. He who is moved and acted upon has acts; they are not his own acts in truth, and the souls then are not
the principle of their acts. It is an act to obey the hand which pushes. The agent moves his subject; the
subject moved acts by its principle of movement. All these are acts, but not acts regulated and methodic,
nor of which the soul is the principle, but God. Now, the acts God causes to be done are more noble and
more perfect, although more insensible. “Those who are moved by the Spirit of God are the children of
God.” He who is moved does an act, which is not properly an act of his, but an act of letting himself move
without resistance. He who does not admit these secondary acts, destroys all the operations of grace as a
first principle, and makes God only secondary, doing nothing but accompanying our action; which is
opposed to the doctrine of the Church.
I can say the same thing of specific requests; for it is on specific requests the Bishop of Meaux has
tormented me most, not only in this first conference, but in those I had with him at the end of that same
year, of which I shall speak hereafter. I collect together here, as well as I can remember, all that relates to
this examination, not to refer to it a second time. The Bishop of Meaux would have me make requests; but
what can I ask for? God gives me more blessings than I wish for; what should I ask of him? He forestalls
my requests and my desires. He makes me forget myself, that I may think of him. He forgets himself for
me: how should I not forget myself for him? He, to whom love leaves sufficient liberty to think of himself,
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hardly loves; or at least, might love more. He, who does not think of himself, can neither ask, nor pray for
himself; his love is his prayer and his request. O Divine Charity, you are every prayer, every request, every
thanksgiving, and yet you are none of this! You are a substantial prayer, which, in an eminent degree,
includes every distinct and detailed prayer. O Love, you are that sacred fire, who render pure and innocent
your victims, without their thinking of their purity. They speak of themselves outside themselves in you as
of you, without distinction. I am not astonished, O David, that you spoke of yourself as Christ, of whom
you were the figure. You were so become identical with him that in the same passages you speak of
yourself and of him, without changing style or person. In short, it appears to me, the exercise of charity
contains every request and every prayer; and as there is a love without reflection, there is a prayer without
reflection: and that which has this substantial prayer is the equivalent of all prayers, since it contains them
all. It does not detail them, owing to its simplicity. The heart, which ceaselessly watches on God, attracts
the watchfulness of God over it. There are two kinds of souls: the one to which God leaves liberty to think
of themselves, the others whom God invites to give themselves to him by such an entire forgetfulness of
themselves that he reproaches them for the least self-regards. These souls are like little children who let
their mothers carry them, and have no care for what concerns them. This does not condemn those who act.
They both follow their attraction according to the spirit of grace and the advice of an enlightened director.
Open the book on the Love of God by St. Francis de Sales; he says the same thing in numberless places. I
say, then, there are spiritual as well as corporal inabilities. I do not condemn acts or good practices. God
forbid! When I have written of these things, I have not pretended to give remedies to those who walk and
have a facility for those practices, but I have done it for numerous persons who are unable to perform these
acts. It is said these remedies are dangerous and may be abused. It is only necessary to remove the abuse. It
is what I have laboured to do with all my power.
The Bishop of Meaux maintained there are only four or five persons in the whole world who have
this manner of prayer, and who are in this difficulty of performing acts. There are more than a hundred
thousand in the world: therefore one has written for those, who are in this state. I have endeavoured to
remove an abuse, which is, that souls who commence to feel certain inabilities (which is very common)
think they are at the summit of perfection; and I have wished, while exalting this last state, to make them
understand their distance. As to what regards the root of doctrine, I avow my ignorance. I believed my
director would remove faulty terms, and that he would correct what he should not think good. I would
rather die a thousand times than wander from the sentiments of the Church, and I have always been ready
to disavow and condemn whatever I might have said, or written, which could be contrary to them.
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Chapter 3-15
WHEN this conference was finished, I thought only of retirement, following the advice of the
Bishop of Meaux; I mean to say, no longer to see anyone, as I had already commenced doing for a
considerable time. I wrote some letters to the Bishop of Meaux, wherein I tried to explain to him the things
he had not allowed me leisure to do in the conference. I addressed them to the Duke de Ch—, through
whom all had passed, and he had the kindness to send me the answers. The vivacity of the Bishop of
Meaux, and the harsh terms he sometimes employed, had persuaded me he regarded me as a person
deceived and under illusion. From this standpoint I wrote to the Duke de Ch—, who showed him my letter,
in which I thanked him also for all the trouble he had taken. The Bishop of Meaux answered him, that the
difficulties, on which he had insisted and some on which he still insisted, neither touched the faith nor the
doctrine of the Church. That he thought differently, in truth, from me on those articles, but that he did not
believe me the less Catholic; and if, for my consolation and that of my friends, I wished an attestation of his
sentiments, he was ready to give me a certificate stating that, after having examined me, he had not found
in me anything but what was Catholic, and, in consequence, he had administered to me the sacraments of
the Church. The Duke de Ch— had the kindness to communicate this to me: but I thanked him, and begged
him to say that, having wished to see him only for my personal instruction, and for the sake of a small
number of friends, who might have been disquieted at all the fracas that had been made, the testimony he
had the kindness to render to them and to me also was sufficient for me; that I would do what I could to
conform myself to the things he had prescribed for me; but that the sincerity I professed did not allow me to
conceal from him that there were some on which I was not able to obey him, however sincerely desirous
and whatever effort I made to enter upon that practice. After which I broke all communication with both
parties, assuring them nevertheless that, as often as there should be a question of rendering reason for my
faith, I would return at the first signal that should be given me through the person who was charged with
my temporal concerns.
M. Fouquet was the only person to whom I confided the place of my retirement. He told me, at the
end of several months, that the change of Madame de Maintenon towards me having become public, those
who already had so much persecuted me kept no longer any measure: there was a horrible outburst, and
they retailed stories in which they attacked my morals in a very unworthy manner. This made me take the
step of writing to Madame de Maintenon a letter which ought, methinks, to have dissipated her prejudice,
or at least, put her as well as the public in a position to know the truth. I wrote her that, as long as they had
only accused me of praying, and teaching others to do so, I had contented myself with remaining
concealed: —that I had believed, by neither speaking, nor writing to anyone, I should satisfy everybody,
and I should calm the zeal of certain upright persons; who were troubled only because of the calumny: —
that I had hoped thereby to stop the calumny; but, learning I was accused of things which touched honour,
and that they spoke of crimes, I thought it due to the Church, to my family, and to myself that truth should
be known: —that I requested from her a justice, which had never been refused even to the most criminal,—
it was to have my case investigated; to appoint for me commissioners, half ecclesiastic, half laic, all
persons of recognized probity and free from prejudice; for probity alone was not sufficient in an affair
where calumny had prejudiced numberless people. I added, that, if they would grant me this favour, I
would betake myself to any prison it would please her or the King to indicate; that I would go there with a
maid, who was serving me for fourteen years. I further told her, if God made known the truth, she would be
able to see I was not altogether unworthy of the kindnesses, with which she had formerly honoured me; that
if God willed me to succumb under the force of calumny, I would adore his justice, and submit to it with all
my heart, demanding even the punishment those crimes merited.
I addressed this letter expressly to the Duke de Beauvilliers, in order to be sure it reached her,
begging him to give it himself into her own hand, and to say I would send for the answer at the end of
seven or eight days. He had the kindness to give my letter: but Madame de Maintenon answered him, that
she had never believed any of the rumours that were circulated as to my morals: that she believed them
very good; but it was my doctrine which was bad;—that, in justifying my morals, it was to be feared
currency might be given to my sentiments, that it might be in some way to authorize them; and it was
better, once for all, to search out what related to doctrine, after which the rest would of itself drop.
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M. Fouquet, who had fallen into a languishing disease, died at this time. He was a great servant of
God, and a faithful friend, whose loss would have been very much felt by me in my then circumstances, if I
had not had more regard to the happiness he was going to enjoy than to the help I found myself deprived of,
when so universally abandoned. I used to send every day a maid I had to learn news of him; because I did
not go out at all. He sent me word that I should have horrible trials: that there would be great persecutions,
such that, if they were not shortened in favour of the elect, no one could resist them; but that God would
support me in the midst of affliction. As he was full of faith and love of God, he died with very great joy. It
happened to me to write to him, that I believed he would die before the Corpus Christi. This was eight days
before it. As he had no fever but the languor of which I have spoken, no one believed it; yet he declared it
would be as I told him. One of my maids, by whom I had sent my letter, and who read it to him, returned
quite startled: “Madame,” she said to me, “what have you done to have written that to M. Fouquet? He is
sure to live more than two months; and so people say. Madame de —, who is there, and others will say you
are a false prophetess.” I began to laugh, and asked her why she had self-love for me. “I have said what
occurred to me at the moment: if God wills that I should have spoken only to receive humiliation, what
matters it to me? If I have said the truth, there is only a short time to wait.” M. Fouquet gave directions for
everything and for his interment, which he wished to be with the poor, and as a poor man. Two days before
Corpus Christi, that same maid was sent there by me. She found him in his ordinary state. He told her he
would come to say adieu to me when dying; but that he would not cause me any fear. She told him he was
not likely to die so soon. He answered her with that faith which was usual to him: “I shall die as she has
told me.” This maid found Madame —, and said to her, through a self-love, intolerable to me, “Madame
perhaps meant to say the little Corpus Christi.” She returned, and told me these same reasons: that M.
Fouquet was better, and what she had said to Madame —I blamed her greatly and asked her, who had made
her the interpreter of the will of God. As for M. Fouquet, he never hesitated. When I was in bed at
midnight, two days before Corpus Christi there came a light into my room, which glistened on the little gilt
nails that were in a place near my bed, with a noise as if all the panes of glass in the house had fallen. The
maid who was in bed near my room, went up into that of her companion, thinking all the panes of glass had
fallen into the garden: yet there was nothing at all. At the moment, I did not make any reflection on it; and,
in the morning, I sent as usual to ask news of M. Fouquet. She found he had died, and learned it was at the
same hour as that at which what I have related happened. I had only joy at his death, so certain was I of his
happiness: and although I lost the best friend I had in the world, who might be useful to me in the tempest
with which I was menaced, joy at the happiness he possessed and at the accomplishment of the will of God,
left no place with me for grief. I knew I had lost a friend who feared nothing, for he had nothing to lose,
and who would have served me at the expense even of his life; but how little my interests weighed with me,
and how much more at heart I held his! He possessed him whom he had loved and served. I should have
been much more led to envy than to mourn him, if love for the will of God had not prevailed in my heart
over everything. I learned the circumstances of his death, which were these. His nephew the Abbe de Ch—
used never to leave him. When it was half-past eleven at night, he told him to go and rest, and to return in
an hour: that he would find him as it would please God. He had received all his Sacraments, even the
Extreme Unction. The Abbe de Ch— did as he was told, and came back three-quarters of an hour later. He
found him dead. He had a face so calm, not altered; he did not grow rigid; and, though he had died of a
diarrhea, there was no bad smell: on the contrary, they could not tire of looking at him. Some days
afterwards, I dreamed I saw him as when he was in life. I knew, however, he was dead. I asked him how he
fared in the other world. He answered me with a contented countenance: “Those who do the will of God,
cannot displease him.” I have thought this little digression would not be unwelcome to those for whom I
have written this, since the majority knew him.
I was extremely touched at the refusal of Madame de Maintenon to assign me commissioners. I
knew well they desired to deprive me of the last resource by which I might make known my innocence, and
this new examination was only meant to impose upon the public and make the condemnation more
authentic. They expected thereby to shut the mouths of those of my friends whom a more violent conduct
would have wounded; for, although these said nothing to justify me, their silence in the midst of such
universal defaming, and their refusal to condemn me, as did the rest, made it clear enough that they thought
differently, and that they suffered in peace what they could not prevent. I took the course of letting God
order in the matter, whatever might be pleasing to him; for how could I imagine an offer of that nature
would not have put an end to prejudice? I was not ignorant of the persons who opposed themselves to it.
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They feared lest my innocence should be recognized, and the machinations that had been employed to
tarnish it. Some even feared being accused; but, thanks to God, I have never had any desire to accuse any of
my persecutors: my views are not fixed so low. There is a sovereign hand, which I adore and which I love,
that makes use of the malice of the one, and the zeal without knowledge of the others, in order to effect his
work by my destruction. I believe, also, God made use thereof to deprive my friends of certain supports,
imperfect and too human, which they found in the creature; God wishing they should base all their
dependence on him alone. They were, moreover, flattered by a certain confidence that those persons had in
them, in preference to many others, from a mere natural liking. God wished them too pure to leave them all
these things, and I knew they would receive much more evil from that quarter than any good they had
received from it. Deviations appear little at first, but in the end they appear what they are. As that person
had been imposed upon, there was little to hope from her mediation. God has no need of the intervention of
anyone to effect his work; he builds only upon ruins. We must carefully guard against the temptation of
judging the will of God by apparent success; for as we arrange in our heads the probable means by which
God desires to be glorified, when he destroys those means, we think he will not be so. God never can be
glorified but by his Son, and in that which has most relation to his Son. All other glory is according to man,
not according to God.
It will be said to me, “But to pass for a heretic!” What can I do? I have simply written my
thoughts. I submit them with all my heart. It is said, they are capable of a good and a bad sense. I know I
have written them in the good; that I am even ignorant of the bad. I submit them both; what can I do more?
When I have written, I have always been ready to burn what I wrote at the least signal. Let them burn it, let
them censure: I take therein no interest. It is enough for me that my heart renders testimony to me of my
faith; since they do not desire the public testimony that I offer to render of it. They tried to tarnish my
morals to tarnish my faith. I wished to justify the morals to justify the faith. They will not have it. What can
I do more? If they condemn me, they cannot for that remove me from the bosom of the Church, my mother;
since I condemn all she could condemn in my writings. I cannot admit having had thoughts I never had, nor
having committed crimes I have not even known, far from committing them; because this would be to lie to
the Holy Ghost. And like as I am ready to die for the faith and the decisions of the Church, I am ready to
die to maintain that I have not thought, what they insist I have thought, when writing, and that I have not
committed the crimes they impute to me. It is certain, even in their regular procedure towards me (I do not
speak of the passionate, which was unexampled), they absolutely violated the gospel: because according to
the gospel, they were bound to summon me, to ask what was my thought in writing what I have written; to
show me the abuse it might be put to; then on my condemning with all my heart the bad sense that might be
put on it, declaring I had never meant it, —begging them to burn everything, even though it might be good,
if a bad use might be made of it,—ought they not to do me justice, and say that, as I was mistaken in my
expressions, and had only a good intention in what I had written, they condemned my books without
condemning myself; that, on the contrary, they approved my good faith and submission? That which I say
here is one of the ordinary rules of the Church.
However, as it was advisable to avoid all intercourse so as not to scandalize anybody,—in order to
practise that other verse, “If your eye is a subject of scandal to you tear it out,” I determined to withdraw
entirely. Before doing so, I communicated to a small number of friends, who remained to me, the resolution
I was taking, and that I was bidding them a last farewell. Whether I should die of my then illness (for I had
continuous fever for more than forty days, with a severe accession twice a day,) or whether I should
recover of it, I was equally dead for them: that I prayed God to finish in them the work he had commenced:
that if this wretched nothing had contributed anything good through his grace, he would know how to
preserve what was his: that if I had sown error through my ignorance (which I did not believe, since we had
never spoken together, except of renouncing ourselves, carrying our cross, following Jesus Christ, loving
him without interest or relation to self) they could judge it was for their sake, not for mine, that I deprived
myself of all intercourse with them, who had always edified me and been useful; while I might have injured
them without intending it, and been the occasion of scandal. I prayed them, at the same time, to regard me
as a thing forgotten.
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Chapter 3-16
I BEGAN to perceive that others were aimed at in the persecution stirred up against me. The
object was far too insignificant for so much movement, so much agitation; but, as those they had in view
were beyond reach in themselves, they thought to injure them through the esteem they had for a person so
decried, and whom they were endeavouring still to render more odious. I had warned the Abbe F[enelon]
long before of the change of Madame de Maintenon towards him, and of that of persons who manifested
the greatest confidence in him; but he would not believe me. I had known the artifices that were employed
for this purpose, and I had endeavoured to put him on his guard against persons who had all his confidence;
in order that he should not unnecessarily put himself in their power, and to make him perceive they were
acting with less uprightness than he was willing to believe. He persisted still in the idea he entertained, that
I was mistaken, and I waited in peace till God should disabuse him by other ways. The event has since
justified my conjectures, and we have seen those same persons attack him without disguise, and enjoy
exclusively a confidence and a favour he might have preserved had he been less devoted to God and more
influenced by those kinds of advantages of which the ordinary run of men are so covetous.
I knew Madame de Maintenon would use my letter as an opportunity for speaking against me; that
she did it even from a good motive, in the false persuasion she possibly was under, that, as she had some
years previously assisted to save me from oppression, she was bound to exert herself to crush me. What
caused me the most trouble was that she judged others by the impression she had against me. All this
knowledge and some dreams I had (for God often by this way has made me know things that were done
against me) made me resolve to remain concealed while awaiting the developments of providence. If I
could have been sensible to anything, it would have been to the troubles of the others, and to the ills I might
cause them, if I could have regarded them otherwise than in the will of God, in which the greatest ills
become blessings. But I am too insignificant to attribute to myself either ill or blessing. There is only one ill
which can be justly attributed to me, it is the ill of sin; for although through the mercies of God I have not
committed the evil they attribute to me, I have sufficiently offended God in other ways by my infidelity. He
is so pure that, after so many fires of tribulation, I still find myself very impure before him, when he shows
me to myself. It is not that I do not clearly see that his infinite goodness every day takes away those
impurities. We are impure only through our affections. The affection even to procure the glory of God
renders us unworthy that he should make use of us for that purpose. I believe both parties have too much
faith to impute to anything else than providence what they have since suffered, and what they may yet
suffer; yet I am willing to take the burden of it before God. I pray him with all my heart that I alone may
bear the pain of all. O my Lord, exercise upon me in this life and in the other, if you will it, a justice
without mercy, but show mercy to those persons in this life and in the other. Let me be the scapegoat,
loaded with the iniquity of your people; let all fall upon me alone; O my God, spare them all, but do not
spare me, I adjure you by your blood. You know, Lord, I have not sought my glory nor my justification in
what I have done and demanded; I have sought your glory alone. I have wished to justify myself for them.
That could not be; be you, yourself, their justification and their sanctification.
Although I took the resolution to withdraw from all intercourse, I nevertheless made it known that,
whenever there should be any question of answering for my faith, I would be ready to betake myself
wherever it should be desired. A few days after, I learned that Madame de Maintenon, in concert with some
persons of the Court, who were already embarked in this business, who had a kindness for me, and who
were interesting themselves in good faith, had adopted the course of causing a fresh examination of my
writings, and to employ for this purpose persons of knowledge and recognized probity. The Duke de Ch—
undertook to inform me. He wrote me that he, as well as the others in whom I had most confidence,
believed it was the surest way to alter public opinion, and to put an end to the prejudice. It would have been
so, in fact, if each one had proceeded therein with the same views and the same intention: but it was a
condemnation they wished to make sure of, and to render it so authentic that those, who hitherto had
remained persuaded of my good faith and the uprightness of my intentions, should be unable to stand out
against a testimony, the less open to suspicion, as they seemed to have sought it themselves, and that
everything, so to say, had passed through their hands. I did what they wished, and I sent word I was always
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ready to render reason for my faith; and that I asked nothing better than to be put right, if contrary to my
intention, there had escaped from me anything that was not conformable with sound doctrine.
It only remained, then, to choose the persons who should make the examination. It was necessary
they should be equally acceptable to both parties; men who had learning, piety, and some acquaintance
with mystic authors, because that was the matter principally under consideration—to judge my writings in
relation to theirs, both as to the root of the sentiments, and as to the conformity of the terms and
expressions. It seemed difficult to have this discussion at Paris, owing to the Archbishop, from whom all
parties agreed that the cognizance of it must be withheld. He would not have suffered it, because naturally
it concerned him alone, as it took place in his diocese; and if he had been willing to undertake it himself,
none of those who engaged in this affair had sufficient confidence in him to accept his decision. I will,
however, say here, that during the course of that examination, the Archbishop having received a quantity of
false memoirs that had been given to him against me, sent word to a lady, one of my friends, by a relative
of his own and of that lady, that I should come and see him, and that he would extricate me from all my
troubles. He wished to have the glory of it, and that no one else should meddle. He would have fully
justified me, according to what I have since learned on good authority. I owe this justice to the fidelity of
my God, that he did not fail me on this occasion, and that he put it into my heart to go to him. I even
believed myself obliged to obey the voice of my Shepherd; but my friends, who feared the Archbishop
should discover my secret regarding the Bishop of Meaux, ignoring that he had not kept it himself, did not
allow me to go, nor to follow the inclination I had. I did not go then, acting on this occasion against my
own heart, and seeing in the general all the misfortunes this refusal entailed. The Archbishop of Paris,
indignant with reason at my refusal to go and see him, censured my books, which, up to that, he had not
done, having been satisfied with the explanations I had given him six or seven years before. After this
censure there were no bounds to the calumny; and the Bishop of Meaux found himself still more authorized
in the condemnation he had promised to Madame de Maintenon. I return to the proposed examination.
The first person on whom they cast their eyes was the Bishop of Meaux. He had already, to the
knowledge of Madame de Maintenon, made a private one, some months before. She wished to see him, to
ascertain his sentiments, and the point to which she could count upon him in the design she had. It was not
difficult for that Prelate to penetrate her intention and to observe the interest she took in the business, or
rather her uneasiness for her friends. There is reason to believe he promised her all she wished, and it may
be said the event has only too well justified this. On the other hand, those who were interested for me in
this business, and I myself, were very well pleased to see him enter upon it. I had had an opportunity of
explaining to him an infinity of things on which he had appeared to me satisfied, although on some others
he had persisted in a contrary opinion. I did not doubt that, in a quiet discussion in presence of people of
consideration and knowledge, who would be all equally conversant with the subject, I should make him at
least change his opinion so far as not to condemn in me what he would not dare to condemn in so many
saints canonized by the Church, together with their works. He had, moreover, administered the Sacraments
to me during his first rigorous examination, and had offered to give me a certificate of it for my
consolation. The things on which we did not agree, not having been decided by the Church, did not offend
against the faith. All these considerations led me to ask for him. I also asked for the Bishop of Chalons,
who had mildness and piety. I thought he would have more knowledge of the things of the spiritual life and
of the interior ways than the Bishop of Meaux, and that my language would be to him less barbarous; for,
in fact, it was this was in question rather than the dogma of the Church. Two of my most intimate friends
wished that M. Tronson should also enter upon it. He had been for a long time Superior of the House of St.
Sulpice. They had both a very special confidence in him.
When these three persons had accepted the proposal that was made them, I took the liberty of
writing to them, to make them acquainted with what concerned me, and had given occasion to this
discussion; at least, the two last. I will here insert that letter in its natural sequence.
Letter to Bishops of Meaux and Chalons, and to M. Tronson.
“How should I, gentlemen, be able to appear before you, if you believe me guilty of the crimes of
which I am accused? How will you be able to examine without horror books emanating from a person that
they would represent as execrable? But also how should I not appear, since, having taken the liberty of
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asking His Majesty for you to examine my faith, and having been happy enough to obtain what I desire, it
would be to deprive myself of the only resource that remains to me in this life, which is to be able to make
known the purity of my faith, the uprightness of my intentions, and the sincerity of my heart before persons
who, although prejudiced, are for me above all suspicion, owing to their light, their uprightness and their
extreme probity? I had taken the liberty of asking His Majesty to join lay judges in order they might probe
what concerns my morals, because I thought it was impossible there could be a favourable judgment of the
writings of a person who passes for guilty. I offered to go to prison, as you will see, my Lords, by the letter
annexed, if you will kindly read it. I offer more—it is to prove that I have neither done, nor could do the
things of which I am accused. I do not mean that those who accuse me should prove what they advance,
although this would be the ordinary course, but I offer myself to prove it is not so. If you will have the
charity to examine what concerns the criminal before the examination of the books, I shall be infinitely
obliged. It is easy to learn everything for and against my whole life. I will tell you, my Lords, with the
utmost ingenuousness the things of which I am accused, and the character of the persons who accuse me. I
am ready to suffer every kind of test, and I am sure it will be easy for you with the grace of God to discover
an exceptional malignity. You will see the character of the persons who accuse me, and perhaps it will be a
great good for the Church to examine who are the guilty; those who accuse me, or she who is accused.
Three persons of uprightness are incited against me: the Bishop of Chartres, because his zeal is deceived—
it will be easy for me to show by whom and how; the Cure of Versailles, who has not always been as rabid
against me as he is, since, on my release from St. Mary, he wrote me, after having read the books which
were in question, that he was quite of my sentiments. I have his letter. Since that time he did me the honour
to number me as one among his friends, and came to see me more often than anyone else. He has testified
to all my friends the esteem he had for me; even since the last time I had the honour of seeing him, he has
said a thousand good things of me at St. Cyr, and, afterwards, much ill. He imagined I had withdrawn
Madame de G— and Madame de M— from his direction, to put them under that of the Jesuit Father
Alleaume. It is a fact Madame de G— was under the conduct of Father Alleaume before I had the honour
of knowing her. It was not I, then, who placed her there. Madame de M— believed herself obliged, in
giving herself to God, to leave the Court, which was for her a danger, in order to devote herself to the
education of her children, and the care of her family, which up to that she had neglected: leaving Versailles
and residing at Paris, she needed a director at Paris. Yet the Cure, who is said at present to have the ear of
Madame de Maintenon, and who has it in fact, makes two opposite complaints: the one, that I have
withdrawn these ladies from the direction of their legitimate pastor to place them under the conduct of a
Jesuit Father; the other, that I directed them. How have I given them a director if I directed? For if I have
given them a director, I do not direct them. God has not abandoned me to such a point, that I should meddle
with directing; although I believe he sometimes gave experiences to assist others with: but all the persons I
have been acquainted with have had their directors.
“When those ladies were in the world, they put on patches, used rouge, and some of them ruined
their families by play and extravagance in clothes; nothing was said against it, and they were let go on.
Since they have abandoned all that, there has been an outcry, as if I had destroyed them. Had I made them
abandon piety for self-indulgence, there would not be so much noise. I have proofs and the witness of
letters, which have been written to the Cure of Versailles, which will show clearly the justification of what
I advance, if I am granted the favour of being heard. The third person, of those who are incited against me,
is M. Boileau, stirred up by a devotee, who assures him God has made known to her I am displeasing to
him, and this accompanied by things manifestly false, which it is easy to verify.
"These are the persons who are upright and, through zeal, incite everyone against me. The rest of
the accusers are all persons with whom I have had no intercourse, except to give them alms, to have
forbidden them my house, or to have pointed them out for what they were. I will tell you, my Lords, when
you please, the facts which have led these persons to accuse me, namely La Gentil, La Gautiere, the girls of
P— V—, the girls from Dijon, Grenoble, and Fi. I do not claim, my Lords, to hide from you the smallest
thing, because, thanks to God, I do not wish to deceive myself. As soon as I knew I was accused of acting
as director I withdrew myself. I no longer received anyone, as you will see, my Lords, from this other
letter. I have always thought it was necessary before everything to be enlightened on the criminal: therefore
I implore you, by the charity of our Lord Jesus Christ, to receive the memoirs which will be given you
against me. If I am guilty, I ought to be punished more than another, since God has given me the grace to
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know him and to love him, and I am not ignorant enough to be excused; for I am certain Jesus Christ and
Belial are not in the same place.
"I have taken the liberty of asking for the Bishop of Meaux since last year, because I have always
had such a great respect for him, and I am persuaded of his zeal for the Church, of his lights, and of his
uprightness, and I have always had a disposition to condemn what he will condemn in me. I have taken the
liberty of asking for the Bishop of Chalons (although the Abbe de Noailles is the most zealous of those who
decry me), as well because for a long time I know his discernment and his piety, as that because, being
interested through his niece, I am very happy he should know the truth for himself. I have asked for M.
Tronson, although I know all the labour expended to decry me to him, because I know his uprightness, his
piety, his light, and that it is necessary he should know for himself the ground the Bishop of Chartres has to
excite his zeal against me. I conjure you, my Lords, by the charity that reigns in your hearts, not to hurry
this business, to allow it all the time that is necessary to get to the bottom, and to allow me the favour of
being heard and explaining myself on everything. I pray you to be persuaded that I speak to you sincerely.
Have the kindness, if it pleases you, to inform yourselves, not from those who do not know me, but from
those who know me, if my heart is not upon my lips. As to that which concerns the matter of my books and
writings, I declare I submit them with all my heart, as I have already done, and as I have declared in the
annexed paper. I declare, my Lords, I submit my books and my writings purely and simply, without any
condition, for whatever you will please to do with them: that therein I do not claim anything for myself:
that, after having submitted them to the Church in general, I submit them to your lights in particular. I
protest to have written them through obedience, without other design than to give them to my director, for
him to do with them what he pleased, indifferent whether he burned them or not. Although these books
have caused me very severe crosses, and have served as a pretext for many things, yet, had I known that
they must have brought me to suffer death, the same obedience which has made me write them, would still
have made me do so. I have still the same disposition and the same indifference as to their success.
“I pray you, my Lords, to bear in mind I am an ignorant woman; that I have written my
experiences in perfect good faith; that if I have explained myself ill, it is an effect of my ignorance; as for
the experiences they are real. Moreover, I have written, as I have declared, without the aid of any book,
without even knowing what I was writing, in such abstraction that I remembered nothing of what I had
written. It is these writings, then, I submit purely and simply to your judgment, my Lords, to do with them
whatever you please: therein is my interest; there is, moreover, the interest of truth. It is for that, my Lords,
I conjure you to examine thoroughly whether what I write is not found in the mystic authors and saints
approved this long time. I offer myself to show it to you, if you do me the favour to hear me. You will not
refuse me this justice. It is even necessary as a foundation for your judgment. I further ask a favour, my
Lords, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, who died for you and for me, which is—to write the questions
and answers I shall make. This is necessary because the memory of things perishes, and you will be well
pleased to see on what you have condemned or approved me. This is necessary for me myself, that,
recognizing my mistakes, I may withdraw myself from those sentiments. I hope you will grant me all I here
ask by the blood of Jesus Christ my Saviour. It is necessary, moreover, to clear up one difficulty before
undertaking another, in order it may remain for ever approved or condemned.
“August, 1694.”
I sent at the same time to those persons, besides my two little printed books, my commentaries on
Holy Scripture; and I undertook by their order a work to facilitate for them the examination they undertook,
and to lighten for them a labour which was nevertheless troublesome enough, or which at least would have
taken up much time. This was, to collect a certain number of passages from approved mystic authors,
which showed the conformity of my writings and the expressions I had used, with those of these holy
authors. It was an immense work. I caused the manuscripts to be transcribed as fast as I had written them,
to send to these gentlemen, and, according as opportunity offered, I explained the passages that were
doubtful or obscure, or which had not been sufficiently explained in my commentaries. For these I had
composed at a time when, the affairs of Molinos not having yet made a stir, I had written my thoughts
without precaution and without imagining they could be twisted to the sense condemned. That work has for
its title “Les Justifications.” It was composed in fifty days, and appeared very suitable for throwing light on
the matter; but the Bishop of Meaux would never either read or allow the others to see those
“Justifications."
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Chapter 3-17
I SOON perceived the change in the Bishop of Meaux, and how much I had been deceived in the
idea I had formed of him. Although he was very reserved in disclosing his sentiments when he spoke to my
friends, he was not the same with persons he believed ill disposed to me. I had confided to him, as I have
already said, under the seal of confession, the history of my life, wherein were noted my most secret
dispositions; yet I have learned he had shown it and turned it into ridicule. He wished to compel me to
show it to these other gentlemen, and insisted so strongly thereon (although it had no connection with the
examination in progress), I saw myself obliged to submit to what he wished. I caused it to be given them. I
communicated to one of his friends and mine—the Duke de Ch[evreuse]—the alteration in my opinion of
the Bishop of Meaux, and how I had reason to believe he was only thinking of condemning me. He had
said that, without the history of my life, it could not be done, and that in it one would see the pride of the
Devil. It was for this reason he wished it should be seen by those gentlemen.
I begged this friend that the subjects, as they were settled by those persons, should be written out,
and, in order to have a sure witness of what would take place there, I most urgently begged him to be
present at the conferences. I should have much wished they were not decided till the end, and that, until
then, they held their judgment in suspense; not doubting that, as they were all assembled after having
prayed God, God would at the moment touch their hearts with his truth independently of their intelligence;
for otherwise, as the grace promised to those gathered together for truth escapes and departs, the intellect
takes the upper hand, and one judges then only according to the intellect. Moreover, being then no longer
sustained by this grace of truth, which has only its moment,—and finding themselves carried away by the
clamouring crowd who are supported by credit, authority, and favour,—in listening to them the intellect
hinders the heart by the continual doubts it forms. My friend proposed it to these gentlemen. The Bishop of
Chalons and M. Tronson would willingly have consented, for they were both acting with all the uprightness
and good faith imaginable; but the Bishop of Meaux found means to prevent it. He had so assumed control
of the business that it was absolutely necessary everything should bend to what he pleased. He was no
longer the same he had been six or seven months before, at the first examination. As at that time he had
entered upon it only through a spirit of charity and with a view to know the truth, notwithstanding his
extreme vivacity, he altered his opinion on many subjects that his prejudice made him at first reject. He
appeared even sometimes touched by certain truths, and to respect things which struck him, although he
had not the experience of them. But here it was no longer the same thing, he had a fixed point from which
he did not swerve, and, as he wished to produce a striking condemnation, he brought to it everything he
thought capable of contributing thereto.
It was in the same spirit that he wrote a long letter to the friend of whom I just spoke, to prove to
him that, according to my principles, the sacrifice of eternity was a real consenting to hatred of God, and
other things of that nature on trials. I still feel quite moved when I think of it—to consent to hate God! O
good God! how could a heart who loves him so passionately mean such a thing? I believe that this view, a
little strongly held, would be sufficient to cause my death. This needs explanation, and I will give it here
much as I sent it to him at the time. Whether the soul be placed in such terrible trials that she has no doubt
of her reprobation (which is called a holy despair): whether she carries in herself the state of hell (which is
a feeling of the pain of damnation): if one were to stir her central depth by such a proposition, she would
exclaim, “Rather a thousand hells without that hatred.” But what one calls “to consent to the loss of her
eternity," is when the soul in that state of trial believes it certain, and then, with no view but of her own
misfortune and her own pain, makes the entire sacrifice of her eternal loss, thinking that her God will be
neither less glorious nor less happy. Oh, if one could understand by what excessive love of God and hatred
of self this is done, and how far one is from having these thoughts in detail! But how should I be
understood and believed? Alas! how often in that state, have I asked my God, graciously, to give me hell
that I might not offend him. I said to him, “O my God, hell is in others the penalty of sin: make it in me
prevent sin, and make me suffer all the hells that all the sins of all men merit, provided I do not offend
you.”
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The sacrifices of particular and distinct things take place only in the exercise itself: as a person
who falls into the water makes at first all his efforts to save himself, and does not relax his effort until his
weakness renders it useless; then he sacrifices himself to a death that appears to him inevitable. There are
anticipated sacrifices, such as are general sacrifices, which distinguish nothing, except that God proposes to
the soul the greatest pains, troubles, desertions, confusions, scorn of creatures, discredit, loss of reputation,
persecution on the part of God, of men, and of devils, and that, without specifying anything in particular of
the means he will use: for the soul never imagines them such as they are, and if he proposed them to her,
and she could understand them, she would never consent. What, then, does God? He demands from the soul
her freewill, which he has given her, which is the only thing the soul can sacrifice to him, as the only thing
which belongs to her as her own. She makes then to him a sacrifice of all she is, in order that he may make
of her, and in her, all that shall please him, for time and for eternity, without any reserve. This is done in an
instant, without the intellect considering anything. Even from the commencement of the way of faith, the
soul bears this radical disposition, that if her eternal loss caused an instant of glory to her God, more than
her salvation, she would prefer her damnation to her salvation, and this viewed from the side of the glory of
God: but the soul understands she would be unhappy without guilt, and to glorify her God.
This general sacrifice in anticipation for all sorts of sufferings, temporal, and eternal, takes place
in some souls with an impetuosity of sovereign master, and with such an interior sweetness that the soul is,
as it were, carried away. She experiences that the same God, who demands a general consent for the
troubles, makes it be given, and it is given, as promptly as the thing is proposed: and when the sacrifice is
pleasant and sweet, the exercises which follow it are infinitely cruel; for then the soul forgets absolutely the
sacrifice she has made to her God, and remembers only her wretchedness. Her intellect clouded, her will
hardened and rebellious, and her trouble, cause her inexplicable torments. There are others whom God
causes to make this sacrifice of their entire selves with such strange pains that one might call it a mortal
agony: the bones are broken, and one suffers in giving himself to God a pain that is beyond imagination.
These latter suffer less in the trials, and the pain of the consenting has been for them a good purification.
But remark, this sacrifice has nothing particular in view but extreme pains, when it anticipates the trial, or
the purification.
It is the same with the sacrifice which takes place in the trial, for then the soul is quite plunged,
not only in the pain, but in the experience of her wretchedness; in a feeling of reprobation which is such
that the soul roars, if one may say so: then, through despair, she makes the sacrifice of an eternity, which
seems to escape from her in spite of her. In the first sacrifice the soul thinks only of her trouble and her
pain, or the glory of her God; but in this last, it seems she has lost God and that she has lost him through
her fault, and that loss is the cause of all her miseries. She suffers at the commencement painful rages and
despairs. The fear of offending God makes her desire by anticipation a hell, which, as she believes, cannot
fail her. This violence ceases at the end of the trials, and it is as a person who can no longer cry because he
has no longer the strength: and then it is, the pain is more terrible, because her violent grief was a support to
her: but when in that state there occur in addition mortal maladies, where one believes one's self at two
fingers from the real Hell by death (for this appears in all its terror, without finding refuge or means of
assuring her eternity, and the heaven seems of brass—I know it from actual experience,) then the soul
sacrifices herself to God very really for her eternity, but with agonies worse than even hell. She sees that all
her desire was to please God, and that she is going to displease him for an eternity. Nevertheless there
remains to her a certain central depth, which says, without however consoling her: “I have a Saviour who
lives eternally, and the more my salvation is lost in me and for me, the more it is assured in him and
through him.”
What is astonishing is that in this state the soul is so afflicted and so tormented with the
experience of her miseries and the fear of offending God, that she is delighted to die; although her loss
appears certain to her, in order to escape from that state and to be no longer in danger of offending God; for
she thinks she offends him although there be nothing of the kind. Her folly is such and her grief so
excessive that she does not consider that by living she might be converted, and in dying she is lost. Not at
all; because she imagines conversion is no longer for her. The reason of it is, that as her will has never
wandered by a single self-regard nor the least consent, that will remaining attached to God and not turning
aside from him, she no longer finds it to perform the acts of sorrow, detestation, and the rest. It is this
which causes her the most trouble.
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A further surprising fact is, that there are souls in whom all these troubles are only spiritual, and it
is these which are the most terrible: with such persons the body is cold, although the soul sees herself in the
will of all evils, and in a powerlessness to commit them; and it is they who suffer most. If I could tell how I
have experienced this strange trouble, and, in addition, the disposition of the body (while married) in no
correspondence with marriage, and without betraying anything of it, one would see what this trouble is. I
call it spiritual hell: for the soul believes she has the will for all evils, without being able to commit any of
them and without correspondence of the body. Others suffer less in the spirit and in all ways, and
experience very great weaknesses in the body. But I have written so much, there is nothing more to be said.
I will, however, further add to answer the difficulty of the Bishop of Meaux, touching the sacrifice
of purity, that this proposition never can be as he by anticipation supposed it; for the trial precedes the
sacrifice. God permits that virgins (and it is to those that this most ordinarily happens) enter upon trials so
much the greater as they were the more attached to their purity, seeing that God tries them either by devils
in a well-known manner, or by temptations that appear to them natural; it is for them so great a grief, that
hell without those troubles would be a relief. Then they make to God a sacrifice of that same purity which,
to please him, they had preserved, though with a taint of selfhood; but they do it with the agonies of death:
not that they consent to any sin—they are further removed from it than ever, —but they bear with
resignation and sacrifice of their whole selves what they cannot prevent. I beg that attention may be paid to
the fact that these souls, thus tried by God, suffer inexplicable torments; that they do not allow themselves a
single satisfaction; that it would be even impossible for them to find it: while those other wretches who
addict themselves to all kinds of sins, suffer no trouble, granting their senses what they wish, and living in
an unbridled licentiousness. It is through persons of this latter character that the persecution against me has
commenced. I have said elsewhere, they went from confessor to confessor accusing themselves as
converted from all the horrors of Quietism, and, as they supposed I was of the same sentiments with them,
they caused all the indignation to fall upon me, while giving themselves the merit of a genuine conversion.
For this reason they have been left, not only in peace, while I have been torn in pieces and persecuted in the
strangest manner, but they have been canonized, so to say, and left at liberty to spread the poison of their
evil principles, based solely on a frightful and unbounded licentiousness. O my God, you see it and suffer
it. I have done all that was possible to rescue some from that unhappy state, when providence has placed
me in a position to do so. I would still do it, if to rescue a single one it should cost me the same persecution.
I perceived every day that the Bishop of Meaux was going further and further away, and, what was
worst for the cause in question, that he was confirming himself in his thoughts; for this confirmation places
an almost insurmountable obstacle to the light of truth. What elucidations had I not given at the time of the
first conference on the subject of specific requests, desires, and other acts? But nothing found an entrance,
because he wanted to condemn. I learned from the Duke de Ch— that he still repeated over again those
same difficulties. How not understand that the perceived desire, being an act and an operation of the self,
must die with the other acts or, rather, must pass into God, in order no longer to have other desires than
those God gives; and as one no more takes back his own will, so one no more takes back his desires? This
does not hinder God from making him desire and will as it pleases him, and he who moves the soul can
move her to desire, although she no longer has own desires; for if she had them as own, it would be a
continued subsistence of the selfhood: but the author of the “Essential Will” says on that all that can be
said, as well as St. Francis de Sales “On the Will;” for the same reasoning will apply to both. It is, that it is
not a death or loss of desires, or of will, but a flowing of those same desires and of that will into God,
because the soul transports with her all she possesses. While she is in herself she desires and wills in her
manner; when she is passed into God, she wills and desires in the manner of God. If one does not admit the
flowing of the desires into God, one must admit loss neither of own operation nor of own act, nor of will.
The one is so attached to the other that they are indivisible. In the same way as one does not resume at any
time his operations, after having given them up; as one does not return into the womb of his mother, after
having left it: in the same way, one does not resume any more his own desires. But in the same way as one
does not give up his own operations in order to become useless, but in order to let God operate, and to
operate one's self by his movement, so one lets his desires flow into God only in order to desire according
to his movement, and to will through his will. We cannot condemn the one without condemning the other,
for they are necessarily linked. After all, I am not the only person who speaks of the annihilation of the
selfhood. If they condemn it in me, the channel is nothing by itself. God will write it in the spirit and in the
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heart of whom he pleases. That fixation of the Bishop of Meaux caused me infinite trouble, because,
whatever I might do to enlighten him from outside, it is God's part to stir the interior; but how can he do it
if one remains shut up, though it should be only by a hair?
I further learned that one of the great complaints of the Bishop of Meaux was, that I praised
myself and had frightful presumption. I would willingly ask, who is the more humble, he who uses of
himself words of humility and says nothing to his advantage (though ordinarily such persons, being praised
by others in this matter, would find it hard to bear that people should take them at their word), or he, who
simply says of himself the good and the ill, quite unconcerned that all the world may think ill of us and
decry us in reality? He who humbles himself, or he who is quite content to be humiliated? As for me, I tell
what I know of good in me, because it belongs to my Master; but I am not troubled that nothing of it should
be believed, that I should be decried at the sermon, that I should be defamed in the gazette. This does not
affect me more than when I praise myself; and, as I do not correct my apparent pride because I have no
shame of it, so I do not trouble myself at the public decry, because I think more ill of myself than all the
others can do.
The Bishop of Chalons, who had returned, after having taken a holiday, to examine as well the
books as the commentaries on scripture, consented to the proposal that was made him, that they should
meet at the country house of M. Tronson; because he, being weak and much ailing, could not go to the
houses of those gentlemen. I had asked as a favour the Duke de Ch— — should be present as a special
friend of those two prelates, through whom everything had passed, very well instructed in the matter in
hand, as well as in that which had given rise to this examination. I also asked that, after having examined a
difficulty, the decision on it should be written, in order to put the facts beyond question. This appeared to
me absolutely necessary, not only for the elucidation of the truth, but in order to have a subsisting proof of
what I, as well as the others, had to lay down for myself upon the root of things, and on that which had
furnished the matter of the examination. But the Bishop of Meaux, who had promised Madame de
Maintenon a condemnation, and who wished to make himself master of the business, raised so many
difficulties, sometimes under one pretext, sometimes under another, that he found means of evading all I
had asked, and letting nothing appear but what seemed good to him. He said then, I might see M. Tronson
separately, after I had seen the Bishop of Chalons with him. The meeting was at the house of the Bishop of
Meaux, and the Duke de Ch— was there, expecting to be present at the conference, as I had asked for him.
The Bishop of Chalons arrived early. I spoke to him with much ingenuousness, and as he was not yet filled
with the impressions which have since been given to him, I had every ground for being satisfied. I had the
consolation of seeing him enter with kindness into what I said.
The Bishop of Meaux, after keeping us a long time waiting, arrived towards evening, and, after a
moment of general conversation, he opened a portfolio he had brought, and said to the Duke de Ch—, that,
the question being about doctrine and a matter purely ecclesiastical, the discussion of which only concerned
the Bishops, he did not think it suitable that he should remain present, and it might be a constraint on them.
It was a pure evasion, in order to avoid a witness of that character, on whom, clever as he was, it would not
have been possible for him to impose: for he knew him far too well instructed to allow himself to be
surprised, and too upright not to testify the truth as to facts which should have taken place under his eyes.
The business was not a decision on faith, the judgment of which belongs to the Bishops, but a quiet
discussion of my sentiments, which it was desirable to elucidate in order to see wherein I went too far, and
whether my expressions on the matters of the interior life were conformable, or not, to those of the
approved mystic authors, as I believed I had not departed from them: for I had protested hundreds of times
my submission in what these gentlemen should tell me to be of faith and of the dogma of the Church; on
which I noways pretended to dispute with them. But the Bishop of Meaux pursued his course, and would
not for anything deviate from it. I felt in the depth of my heart the refusal of that prelate. I at once knew its
consequences, and I no longer doubted the engagements he had undertaken for a condemnation. What more
natural than the presence of a person of the character of the Duke de Ch—, who had the merit, the probity,
and the depth of knowledge that everyone knows; through whom everything had passed, and who was so
much interested in the elucidation on hand, in order to undeceive himself and the others, supposing me
mistaken, and that I had, contrary to my intentions, inspired sentiments opposed to the purity of the faith?
What, I say, more natural than to have a witness of this character, who would have only served to confound
me, if I had spoken differently from what he had heard me say at all times; or who might have disabused
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himself and disabused the others, in a quiet conference where I might have been shown my errors? It was
even the end they had in view when they had commenced to speak of this business: but God did not permit
it, and the Duke de Ch— did not deem it proper to insist, seeing the Bishop of Chalons answered nothing:
besides this, he only acted through kindness and yielding to my great desire. I remained, then, alone with
these two gentlemen. The Bishop of Meaux spoke a long time to prove all ordinary Christians had the same
grace. I endeavoured to prove the contrary; but as the business properly was only to justify my expressions
on things of more consequence, I did not insist thereon, and only thought of making him see the conformity
of my sentiments with those of the approved authors who have written on the interior life. He still reiterated
that one gave to that life too perfect a state, and endeavoured to obscure and make nonsense of all I said;
particularly when he saw the Bishop of Chalons touched, penetrated, and entering into what I was saying to
him. There was no use in disputing, but to submit, and to be ready to believe and act conformably to what
they should say. It has always been the true disposition of my heart, and I have no trouble in giving up my
own judgment.
I had previously written a letter to the Bishop of Meaux with my ordinary simplicity, in which I
told him that I would be noway distressed to believe I had been mistaken. He produced it with a malignant
turn, as an avowal I had made of having been mistaken in matter of faith; and that, recognizing my errors
after he had made me know them, I had declared, as if in scorn, I was noway concerned at it: and it was in
the same spirit I had said, in the same letter or in another, that I was as content at writing absurdities as
good things; not at all taking into account the obedience in which I wrote, and how I expected my director,
who had to judge it, would correct all, and thus my mistakes would serve to make known the unworthiness
of the channel which God had pleased to make use of. The Bishop of Meaux made a crime out of a letter so
full of littleness and written with so much simplicity. He reproached me numbers of times with my
ignorance, that I did not know anything: and, after having made nonsense out of all my words, he kept
incessantly crying out, he was astonished at my ignorance. I answered nothing to these reproaches: and the
ignorance, of which he accused me, ought to make him see at least that I speak the truth, when I assert it is
by an actual light I write, nothing otherwise remaining in my mind. He made another crime of what I have
said—that to adhere to God is a commencement of union; and he continually reverted to his attempt to
prove to me, that all Christians with ordinary faith, without spiritual life, can arrive at deification. But it is
impossible to answer a man who knocks you down, who does not listen to you, and who incessantly
crushes you. As for me, I lose then the thread of what I wish to say, and remember nothing.
That conference was of no use for the root of the matters. It only put the Bishop of Meaux in a
position to tell Madame de Maintenon that he had made the proposed examination, and that, having
convinced me of my errors, he hoped with time to make me alter my opinion, by engaging me to go and
spend some time in a convent of Meaux, where he would be able to finish more tranquilly what he had, as it
were, sketched out. As for me, when they spoke to me of being examined by these gentlemen, I rejoiced at
it, because I believed, according to all ordinary usage, they would all three together see me: and, as a
consequence, Jesus Christ would preside there. I hoped thereby to win my cause: because I did not doubt
the Lord would make them know the truth, my innocence, and the malice of my accusers. But God, who
apparently willed I should suffer all that has since happened to me, did not permit it to be thus. He gave
power to the Devil to act, to hinder the union of those three gentlemen, and to introduce disorder in
everything.
As the Bishop of Meaux had come only at night, I had had previously full opportunity of
conversing for a long time with the Bishop of Chalons, in presence of the Duke de Ch—. That prelate
appeared very well satisfied with me, and even said to me I had only to continue my manner of prayer, and
he prayed God to augment more and more his graces to me. In the outbursts of the Bishop of Meaux he
softened the blows as much as he could, and made me see, on this occasion, that, when he acted of himself,
he did it with all the kindness and equity possible. All he could do was to write down some answers I made,
addressing myself to him, because the Bishop of Meaux, in the heat of his prejudice, abused me without
being willing to listen to me.
I wished to see this prelate once again. I saw him alone, and although he had been already
prejudiced, he appeared satisfied with the conference, and repeated to me, that he saw nothing to change
either in my manner of prayer or the rest: that I should continue: that he would pray God to augment his
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mercies upon me, and that I should remain concealed in my solitude, as I had been doing for two years. I
promised him. It was deemed proper I should go and see M. Tronson. I went to Issi. The Duke de Ch— had
the kindness to be present. M. Tronson examined me with more exactness than the others. The Duke de
Ch— had the kindness himself to write the questions and the answers. I spoke to him with all the freedom
possible. The Duke de Ch— said to him, “You see she is straightforward.” He answered, “I feel it indeed.”
That word was worthy of so great a servant of God as he was, who judged not only by the intellect but by
the taste of the heart. I withdrew then, and M. Tronson appeared satisfied, although a false letter against me
had been sent to him, which purported to come from a person who denied it.
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Chapter 3-18
WHO would not have thought, after all these examinations, apparently satisfactory, that I should
have been left in peace? Quite the contrary happened; because, the more my innocence appeared, the more
those who had undertaken to make me criminal, set in motion springs to reach their end. Things were on
this footing when the Bishop of Meaux, to whom I had offered to go and spend some time in a Community
of his diocese, that he might know me of himself, proposed to me “The Daughters of St. Mary,” of Meaux.
This offer had pleased him immensely; for he expected, as I have since learned, to draw from it great
temporal advantages. He believed them even still greater; and he said to Mother Picard, Superior of the
convent where I entered, that it would be worth the Archbishopric of Paris or a Cardinal's hat to him. I
answered the Mother, when she told it to me, that God would not permit him to have either the one or the
other. I set out as soon as he told me. It was the month of January, 1695, in the most frightful winter there
has been for a long time, either before or since. I was near perishing in the snow, where I remained four
hours; the carriage having got into it, and being almost covered in a hollow way. I and my maid were
drawn out through the window. We sat upon the snow, awaiting the mercy of God, expecting only death. I
have never had more tranquillity, although benumbed and wetted with the snow we melted. These are the
occasions that show if one is perfectly abandoned to God. That poor girl and I were without inquietude, in
perfect resignation, certain of dying if we passed the night, and seeing no prospect of help. We were there
when some carters passed, and they extricated us with difficulty. It was ten at night when we arrived. We
were not expected; and when the Bishop of Meaux first learned it, he was astonished, and very pleased that
I had thus risked my life to obey him punctually. I had an illness of six weeks, a continued fever.
But that which had at first appeared so good to the Bishop of Meaux, afterwards only seemed
“artifice” and “hypocrisy.” It is thus they described, and still describe, the little good God makes me do;
and far from believing the gospel, which assures us that a tree cannot be bad whose fruits are good, as they
will have it that the tree is bad, they attribute the good to a malicious and hypocritical artifice. It is a strange
hypocrisy that lasts a whole life, and which, far from bringing us any advantage, causes only crosses,
calumnies, troubles and confusions, poverty, discomfort, and all sorts of ills. I think one has never seen the
like; for ordinarily one is only a hypocrite to attract the esteem of men, or to make one's fortune. I am
assuredly a bad hypocrite, and I have badly learned the trade, since I have so ill succeeded. I take my God
to witness, who knows that I do not lie, that if to be Empress of all the earth and to be canonized during my
life, which is the ambition of hypocrites, I had to suffer what I have suffered for wishing to be my God's
without reserve, I would have rather chosen to beg my bread and die as a criminal. These are my sentiments
without disguise. Therefore I bear this testimony to myself in the presence of my God: that I have desired
to please but him alone; that I have sought only him for himself; that I abhor my own interest more than
death; that this long series of persecutions which is not finished, and which to all appearance will last as
long as my life, has never made me change my sentiments, nor repent of having given myself to God and
having abandoned all for him. I have found myself at times when nature was fearfully overburdened; but
the love of God and his grace have rendered sweet for me, without sweetness, the most bitter bitterness: not
that I had within any sensible support—by no means; for my dear Master struck me still more rudely than
men. Thus was I, on the part of God and men, without support, or perceived consolation: but his invisible
and unfelt hand supported me; without that, I had succumbed to so many troubles. “All your waves,” I
sometimes say, “have fallen upon me;” “you have drawn against me all the arrows from your quiver.” But a
hand one adores and loves cannot give rough blows. I was not afflicted with the sort of afflictions which
one pities and which are honourable. I appeared severely chastised for my crimes. It is that which made
everyone think he had a right to ill treat me and believe he rendered a great service to God. Methinks I then
understood that it was the manner in which Jesus Christ had suffered. The sufferings and the death of St.
John were glorious for him, but those of Jesus Christ were full of confusion. “He has been numbered
among the malefactors,” and it will be always true to say he was condemned by the sovereign Pontiff, by
the chief priests, the doctors of the Law: even judges that did not belong to their nation, deputed by the
Romans, who prided themselves on doing justice. “Happy those who suffer with all these circumstances, so
closely related to the sufferings of Jesus Christ; who was further struck by God, his Father. But how bitter
are sufferings of this kind, the most bitter of all to him who has not the same taste as Jesus Christ! The
condemnation of the impious is nothing; but the condemnation of persons esteemed just in everything,
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appears a condemnation arrived at with knowledge of the case, by judges, equitable and full of light, after
complete examination.
To return to my subject. I entered the convent in the state I was in. I waited more than an hour in
the porter's lodge, benumbed and without fire, because it was necessary to inform the Bishop of Meaux,
and to rouse up the nuns. There was in their lodge a good-natured man, who, as I have since learned, was a
man of prayer: he said quite aloud, “That lady must indeed belong to God, and be spiritual, to wait in the
state she is in with so much tranquillity.” By this remark he impressed some sort of esteem for me upon
persons who had been strongly set against me. The Bishop of Meaux wished me to change my name, that,
as he said, it should not be known I was in his diocese, and that people should not torment him on my
account. The project was the finest in the world, if he could have kept a secret; but he told everyone he saw,
I was in such a convent, under such a name. Immediately, from all sides, anonymous libels against me were
sent to the Mother Superior and the nuns. This did not prevent Mother Picard and the nuns from esteeming
and loving me. I had come to Meaux in order that the Bishop should examine me, as he told everybody;
and yet he set off for Paris the day after my arrival, and did not return till Easter. He ordered I should
communicate as often as the nuns, and even oftener if I wished it; but I did not care to do so, conforming as
much as possible to the Community.
It happened, meantime, that those who persecuted me circulated a letter that they said was from
the Bishop of Grenoble, in which it was stated, he had driven me from his diocese; that I had been
convicted, in the presence of Father Richebrac, then Prior of the Benedictines of St. Robert of Grenoble, of
horrible things, although I had letters from the Bishop of Grenoble since my return, which proved quite the
contrary, and which showed the esteem he had for me. I wrote to Father Richebrac. Here is the answer I
received: —
“MADAME,
“Is it possible that it should be necessary to seek me in my solitude in order to fabricate a calumny
against you, and that they made me the instrument of it? I never thought what they put in my mouth, nor of
making the complaints of which they pretend I am the author. I declare, on the contrary, and I have already
many times declared, that I have never heard of you anything but what is very Christian and very
honourable. I should have taken good care not to see you, Madame, if I had believed you capable of saying
what I would not dare to write, and what the Apostle forbids us to name. If it is, however, necessary in your
justification I should name it, I will do it on the first notice, and I will distinctly say: there is absolutely
nothing of the kind; that is to say, I have never heard you say anything similar nor anything which has the
least resemblance to it; and, for my part, I have said nothing which could lead anyone to believe I had heard
it of you. They have already written to me on the subject, and I have already given the same answer. I
would do it a thousand times more if I was asked a thousand times. Two stories are mixed up, which should
not be confounded. I know that of the girl who retracted; and you, for your part, know, Madame, the part I
took in the business with the Prelate—simply through zeal for the truth, and not to wound my conscience
by a cowardly silence. I then spoke freely, and I am ready to do the same, if God at present requires it of
me, as then he did. I shall believe he requires it if I am asked. But what shall I say more precise than what I
say here? Nevertheless, if anything more is necessary, take the trouble to inform me. I will render
testimony to the truth. It is in this disposition I am, sincerely in our Lord, while asking your prayers to him,
“F. RIOHEBRAO.
“Blois, April 14, 1695.”
The Bishop of Grenoble wrote, at the same time, to the person who had set going that pretended
letter [it was the Cure of St. James of Haut-pas] in a manner to make him feel how indignant he was that he
should be put forth as the author of such calumnies. In fact, how would it be possible to reconcile the
horrors it imputed to me at the time of my sojourn at Grenoble, with the letters he had written in my favour
to his brothers at Paris, to recommend my interests to them, more than a year after I had left his diocese.
Here is the copy of that which was for the Civil Lieutenant, that he sent in the letter he did me the honour to
write me: —
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“I could not refuse to the virtue and the piety of Madame de la Mothe Guyon the recommendation
she asks to you, Sir, in favour of her family, in a business which is before you. I should have some scruples
if I did not know the uprightness of her intentions and your integrity: therefore permit me to solicit you to
do her all the justice which is due to her. I ask it with all the cordiality with which I am yours,
“CARDINAL CAMUS.
“Grenoble, Jan, 25, 1688.”
Here is the letter he wrote me: —
“MADAME,
“I should wish to have, more often than I have, opportunities of letting you know how dear to me
are your interests, temporal and spiritual. I bless God that you have approved the counsels I have given you
for these latter. I omit nothing to engage the Civil Lieutenant to render you the justice which is due to you
for the former. Praying you to believe you will always find me disposed to prove to you by everything that
I am truly, Madame,
“Your affectionate servant,
“CARDINAL CAMUS.”
“Grenoble, January 28, 1688.”
Yet nothing contributed more to the general defaming than that other pretended letter of the
Bishop of Grenoble. For how contradict a testimony such as that of the Cure of St. James, so well known at
that time by his connection with a great number of persons of merit, to whom he had given a copy of that
letter, so that in fifteen days' time all Paris was full of it! The Bishop of Meaux, who had a copy like the
rest, was strangely surprised at the answer of Father de Richebrac, as well as at the letters of the Bishop of
Grenoble, which I let him see. He protested against the blackness of the calumny. He had good moments,
which were afterwards destroyed by the persons who urged him against me, and by his self-interest. A Cure
of Paris made out another very terrible and very ridiculous story. He went to the house of a person of the
highest rank, and, speaking of me, he said I had taken away a woman from her husband, a person of
position, and had made her marry her Cure. He was strongly pressed to say how that could be done. He
persisted still, that nothing was more true. That gentleman and his wife no longer doubted, and immediately
told one of their friends, who went to see them, and who knew me. The thing at first appeared to him
incredible; but they maintained so strongly the Cure had assured them of it, that he had the curiosity to
clear up the matter, firmly determined never to see me again if the thing was so. He went to see that Cure.
He questioned him about me, and pressed him closely. At last the Cure said to him, I was capable of that,
and even worse. This gentleman said to him, “But, Sir, I do not ask you what she is capable of. You do not
know her. But I ask you if it is true she has done that?” He said no, but I was capable of doing worse. The
Cure had never seen me, so this judgment was astonishing. At last it turned out that it was in Auvergne the
thing had happened. I believe he even said it was forty years ago. This strangely astonished those to whom
he had related the fable, when they had learned its falsehood. I wonder how they could have credited it.
Yet another stratagem was practised; this was, to send to confession to all the Cures and
confessors of Paris a wicked woman, who assumed the name of one of my maids. This woman was La
Gautiere. She confessed to several in a single day, in order to let none escape. She told them she had served
me sixteen or seventeen years, but she had left me, being unable in conscience to live with such a wicked
woman; that she had left me owing to my abominations. In less than eight days I was decried through all
Paris, and I passed, without contradiction, for the most wicked person in the world. Those who so spoke
believed themselves well informed, and that they knew it from a very reliable source. It happened that the
maid who served me was at confession to a canon of Notre Dame. She spoke to him of the troubles that
were caused to her mistress, who was, she said, very innocent. The Canon begged her to tell him her name.
She told it to him. He replied, “You astonish me, for a person who does not in the least resemble you, has
come here saying she is you, and has told me horrible things.” She disabused him, and showed him the
blackness of that procedure. The same thing happened to four or five others. But could she disabuse all the
confessors? And I never would suffer her to use confession to make known the truth, leaving everything to
God, and not wishing to lose any of the crosses or humiliations he has himself chosen for me. In the midst
of so many contradictions, I have not been without illness and very acute pain.
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I was, then, all the time from my arrival at Meaux to Easter without seeing the Bishop, who
returned from Paris only for that festival. I was still very ill. He came into my room, and the first thing he
said to me was, that I had many enemies, and that everything was let loose against me. He brought me the
articles composed at Issi. I asked him the explanation of some passages, and I signed them. I was much
more ill afterwards. He came back the day of the Annunciation, which had been put back after Easter. I
have a very great devotion to the Incarnate Word, and while the nuns were finishing the burning of a
triangular candle before an image I had of the Child Jesus, as they were singing a musical motet, the Bishop
of Meaux entered. He asked what was the meaning of the music in my closet. They answered, that, as I had
a very great devotion to the Incarnate Word, I had given them a treat that day, and they were come to thank
me, and sing the motet in honour of the Incarnate Word. They were hardly out of my chamber, when he
came to my bed, and said to me that he wished me to sign immediately that I did not believe in the
Incarnate Word. Several nuns who were in the antechamber near my door heard him. I was greatly
astonished at such a proposition. I told him I could not sign falsehoods. He answered, he would make me
do it. I answered him, that I knew how to suffer by the grace of God; I knew how to die; I did not know
how to sign falsehoods. He answered, that he begged me, and if I did that, he would re-establish my
reputation, which they were endeavouring to tear to pieces; that he would say of me all the good in the
world. I replied, that it was for God to take care of my reputation if he approved of it, and for me to sustain
my faith at the peril of my life. Seeing he gained nothing, he withdrew.
I am under this obligation to Mother Picard and the Community, that they gave him the most
favourable testimony about me. Here is one they gave me in writing: —
“We the undersigned, Superior and nuns of the Visitation of St. Mary of Meaux, certify, that
Madame Guyon having lived in our House by the order and permission of the Bishop of Meaux, our
illustrious Prelate and Superior, for the space of six months, she has not given us any cause for trouble or
annoyance, but much of edification; having never spoken to a person within or without except with special
permission; having, besides, neither received nor written anything except as the Bishop has permitted her;
having observed in all her conduct and all her words a great regularity, simplicity, sincerity, humility,
mortification, sweetness, and Christian patience, and a true devotion and esteem of all that is of the faith,
especially in the mystery of the Incarnation and Holy Childhood of our Lord Jesus Christ. That if the said
lady wished to choose our House to live there the rest of her days in retirement, our Community would
deem it a favour and gratification. This protest is simple and sincere, without other view or thought than to
bear witness to the truth.
“(Signed) SISTER FRANCOIS ELIZABETH LE PIOARD, Superior.
“SISTER MAGDALEN AMY GUETON.
“SISTER CLAUDE MARIE AMOURI.
“July 7,1695.”
When they spoke to the Bishop of Meaux of me, he answered, “Just as you, I see in her nothing
but good; but her enemies torment me, and want to find evil in her.” He wrote one day to Mother Picard,
that he had examined my writings with great care; that he had not found in them anything except some
terms which were not in all the strictness of theology; but that a woman was not bound to be a theologian.
Mother Picard showed me that letter to console me, and I swear before God I write nothing but what is
perfectly true.
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Chapter 3-19
SOME days afterwards the Bishop of Meaux returned. He brought me a paper written by himself,
which was only a profession of faith, that I had always been Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman, and a
submission of my books to the Church, —a thing I would have done of myself, had it not been asked of me.
And then he read me another, which he said he must give me. It was a certificate such as he gave me long
afterwards, and even more favourable. As I was too ill to transcribe that submission in his writing, he told
me to have it transcribed by a nun, and to sign it. He took away his certificate to have it copied clean, as he
said; and he assured me that, when I gave him the one, he would give me the other; that he wished to treat
me as his sister; and that he would be a knave if he did not do so. This straightforward procedure charmed
me. I told him I had placed myself in his hands, not only as in the hands of the Bishop, but as in those of a
man of honour. Who would not have thought he would have carried it all out?
I was so ill after his departure, from having spoken a little when I was extremely weak, that I had
to be brought back with cordial waters. The Prioress, fearing that if he returned the next day it would kill
me, begged him by writing to leave me that day quiet; but he would not. On the contrary, he came that very
day, and asked me if I had signed the writing he had left me; and, opening a blue portfolio which had a
lock, he said to me, “Here is my certificate; where is your submission?” While saying this, he held in his
hand a paper. I showed him my submission, which was on my bed, and that I had not the strength to give it
to him. He took it. I did not doubt he was about to give me his writing; but nothing of the kind. He shut up
the whole in his portfolio, and said he would give me nothing; that I was not at the end; that he was about
to torment me more, and that he wanted other signatures—among others this, that I did not believe in the
Incarnate Word. I remained without strength and without speech. He ran away. The nuns were shocked at
such a trick; for nothing obliged him to promise me a certificate. I had not asked him. It was then I made
the protestations, which are initialled by a notary of Meaux; I asked for him, under pretext of making my
will.
Some time after, the Prelate again came to see me. He required me to sign his pastoral letter, and
to acknowledge I had held the errors therein condemned. I endeavoured to make him see, that what I had
given him comprehended every kind of submission, and although in that letter he had placed me in the rank
of evil-doers, I was endeavouring to honour that state of Jesus Christ without complaining. He said to me,
“But you have promised to submit yourself to my condemnation.” “I do it with all my heart, Monseigneur,”
1 answered him; “and I take no more interest in those little books than if I had not written them. I will never
depart, if it pleases God, from the submission and respect I owe you, however things turn. But
Monseigneur, you have promised me a discharge.” “I will give it to you when you do what I wish,” he said
to me. “Monseigneur, you did me the honour to tell me that when I gave you signed that act of submission
you had dictated to me, you would give me my discharge.” “Those are,” said he, “words which escaped
before having maturely considered what one can and ought to do.” “It is not to make complaint that I say
this to you, Monseigneur, but to bring to your memory that you promised it to me; and, to show you my
submission, I am willing to write at the foot of your pastoral whatever I can put there.” After I had done
this, and he had read it, he said that he liked it well enough. Then, after having put it in his pocket, he said
to me, “That is not the question. You do not say you are formally a heretic, and I wish you to declare it, and
also that the letter is very just, and that you acknowledge to have been in all the errors it condemns.” I
answered him, “I believe, Monseigneur, it is to try me you say this; for I shall never persuade myself that a
Prelate so full of piety and honour would use the good faith with which I have come and placed myself in
his diocese, to make me do things I cannot do in conscience. I have thought to find in you a Father. I
conjure you that I may not be deceived in my expectation.” “I am Father of the Church,” he said to me,
“but, in short, it is not a question of words. If you do not sign what I wish, I will come with witnesses, and,
after having admonished you before them, I will accuse you to the Church, and we will cut you off, as it is
said in the gospel.” “Mouseigneur,” I answered, “I have only my God for a witness. I am prepared to suffer
everything, and I hope God will give me the grace to do nothing contrary to my conscience, without
departing ever from the respect I owe you.” He further wished, in the same conversation, to oblige me to
declare that I recognized there are errors in the Latin book of Father La Combe, and to declare, at the same
time, I had not read it.
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The worthy nuns who saw part of the violence and outburst of the Bishop of Meaux could not get
over it, and Mother Picard said to me that my too great gentleness emboldened him to ill treat me; because
his character was such, that he ordinarily behaved thus to quiet people, and bent to haughty persons.
However, I never changed my conduct, and I preferred to accept the role of suffering, than to deviate in
anything from the respect I owed his character. I am confident that all the persons who have known that I
had been to Meaux have believed two things equally false: the one, that I was there by the King's order,
while it was of my own accord; the other, that during the six months I was there the Bishop of Meaux had
interrogated me at different times, to learn my thought upon the inner life, what was my manner of prayer,
or on the love of God. Nothing of the kind. He has never spoken to me on these things. When he came, it
was, he said, my enemies who told him to torment me; that he was satisfied with me. At other times he
came full of fury, to demand that signature he well knew I would not give him. He threatened me with all
that has since been done. He did not intend, he said, to lose his fortune for me; and a thousand other things.
After these explosions he returned to Paris, and was some time without again coming.
At last, having been about six months at Meaux, he gave me of himself a certificate, and no longer
demanded from me any other signature. What is astonishing is, that, at the time he was most excited against
me, he said that if I wished to come and live in his diocese he would be pleased; that he wished to write
upon the inner life, and that God had given me upon this very certain lights. He had seen that life of which
he has so much spoken. He never told me he found anything to object to therein. All this has happened only
since I ceased to see him; or he has seen in that life which he no longer had, what he had not seen when he
was reading it. Shortly before I left Meaux, he told the Bishop of Paris and the Archbishop of Sens how
satisfied he was, and edified by me. He preached to us on the day of the Visitation of the Virgin, which is
one of the principal festivals of this convent. He there said the Mass, and wished me to communicate from
his hand. In the middle of the Mass he gave an astonishing sermon on the inner life. He advanced things
much stronger than those I have advanced. He said he was not master of himself in the midst of these awful
mysteries; he was obliged to speak the truth, and not to dissimulate; that it must be that this avowal of the
truth was necessary, since God compelled him to make it in spite of himself. The Prioress went to salute
him after his sermon, and asked him how he could torment me, thinking as he did. He answered her it was
not he, it was my enemies. A little after, I left Meaux; but my departure has been related with so much
malignity, that I must explain all the circumstances.
As I had been six months at Meaux, where I had promised to remain only three, and, besides, my
health was very bad, I asked the Bishop of Meaux if he was satisfied, and if he desired anything more of
me. He answered, “No.” I told him I would go away then, because I had need of visiting Bourbon. I asked
him if he would be pleased that I should come to end my days among those good nuns; for they loved me
much, and I loved them, although the air was very bad for me. He was very well pleased at it, and told me
he would always receive me gladly; that the nuns were very satisfied and edified by me; that he was
returning to Paris. I told him my daughter, or some ladies of my friends, would come to fetch me. He
turned to the Prioress, and said to her, “My Mother, I pray you to receive those who come to fetch madame,
whether it be her daughter or her friends; to let them sleep and lodge in your house, and keep them there as
long as they wish.” It is well known how submissive are those nuns of St. Mary to their Bishop, and their
exactitude to follow to the letter whatever he orders them, without the least variation. Two ladies then came
to fetch me. They arrived for dinner. They dined, supped, and slept, and dined again the next day at the
Convent; then, about three o'clock, we set out.
Hardly had I arrived when the Bishop of Meaux repented having let me go out of his diocese.
What made him change, as we have since known, is that, when he gave an account to Madame de
Maintenon of the terms in which this affair was concluded, she let him know she was dissatisfied with the
attestation he had given me: that it concluded nothing, and would even have a contrary effect to what was
proposed, which was to undeceive the persons who were favourably disposed to me. He believed then, in
losing me, he was losing all the hopes with which he had flattered himself. He wrote to me to return to his
diocese, and I received at the same time a letter from the Prioress, that he was more resolved than ever to
torment me; that, whatever desire she had to have me again, she was obliged to let me know the sentiments
of the Bishop of Meaux conformable to what I knew. What I knew is, that he was building a lofty fortune
upon persecuting me, and, as he aimed at a person far above me, he thought that, in my escaping him,
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everything escaped him. Mother Picard, in sending me the letter of which I have just spoken, sent me a new
attestation of the Bishop of Meaux, so different from the former which he wished me to return, that I
judged henceforth I had no justice to expect from the Prelate. He had written to her to take back the first
attestation, and to give me the latter; and, if I had set out from Meaux, she should at once send it to me, in
order he might have back the former which he had given me. The Mother, who clearly saw by past
treatment what I should be exposed to, if I again fell into the hands of the Bishop of Meaux, let me
sufficiently understand it by her letter, to decide me to avoid for the future all discussion with him.
However, to observe with him all the rules of politeness from which I have never departed (without
complaining of a procedure so peculiar and so full of injustice), I answered the Mother Superior, that I had
made over to my family what the Bishop of Meaux asked back; that, after all that had passed, they had such
an interest in a document of that nature, which constituted my justification, it was unlikely they would part
with it; the more so, as that which she sent me from the Prelate not only served nothing for my justification,
but seemed to countenance all that had been said against me, while saying nothing to the contrary.
Here is the copy of the said first attestation: —
“We, Bishop of Meaux, certify to all whom it may concern, that, by means of the declarations and
submission of Madame Guyon which we have before us subscribed with her hand, and the prohibition
accepted by her with submission, of writing, teaching, dogmatizing in the church, or of spreading her books
printed or manuscript, or of conducting souls in the ways of prayer, or otherwise: together with the good
testimony that has been furnished us during six months that she is our diocese and in the convent of St.
Mary, we are satisfied with her conduct, and have continued to her the participation of the Holy Sacraments
in which we have found her: we declare, besides, we have not found her implicated in any way in the
abominations of Molinos or others elsewhere condemned, and we have not intended to comprehend her in
the mention which has been made by us of them in our Ordinance of April 6, 1695: given at Meaux, July 1,
1695.
“F. BENIGNE, Bishop of Meaux”
Here is the copy of the second”—
“We, Bishop of Meaux, have received the present submissions and declarations of the said Dame
Guyon, as well that of the 16th of April, 1695, as that the 1st of July of the same year, and we have delivered
her a certificate of it to avail her what is proper, declaring we have always received her and received her
without objection in the participation of the Holy Sacraments in which' we have found her, as the
submission and sincere obedience, both before and since the time she is in our diocese and in the Convent
of St. Mary, together with the authentic declaration of her faith and the testimony which has been furnished
us and is furnished us of her good conduct for the six months she has been at, the said convent, required it.
We have enjoined her to make at suitable times the requests and other acts we have marked in the said
articles by her subscribed as essential to piety and expressly commanded by God, without any believer
being able to dispense with them under pretext of other acts pretended more perfect or eminent, or other
pretexts whatever they be, and we have given her repeated prohibitions, both as Diocesan Bishop and in
virtue of the obedience she has promised us voluntarily as above, of writing, teaching, or dogmatizing in
the Church, or of spreading abroad her books printed or manuscript, or conducting souls in the ways of
prayer, or otherwise, to which she has submitted anew, declaring she executed the said deeds. Given at
Meaux, at the said convent, the day and year as above.
“F. BENIGNE, Bishop of Meaux.”
One can judge, from the vivacity of the Bishop of Meaux and the hopes he had conceived, of the
effect which such a refusal produced on him. He gave out, I had climbed over the walls of the convent to
fly. Besides that I climb very badly, all the nuns were witnesses of the contrary: yet this has had such a
currency many people still believe it. A procedure of that kind no longer allowed me to abandon myself to
the discretion of the Bishop of Meaux, and, as I was informed they were about to push things to the utmost
violence, I believed I should leave to God all that might happen and yet take all prudent steps to avoid the
effect of the menaces that reached me from all sides. I had many places of retreat; but I would not accept
any, in order not to embarrass anyone and not to involve my friends and my family, to whom my escape
might be ascribed. I took the resolution of not leaving Paris, of remaining there in some retired place with
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my women, and withdrawing myself from the sight of all the world. I remained in this way about five or six
months. I passed the days alone, in reading, praying God, and working: but, towards the end of the year
1695, I was arrested, ill as I was, and conducted to Vincennes. I was three days in seclusion in the house of
M. des Grez, who had arrested me, because the King, full of justice and kindness, would not consent to put
me in prison, saying many times, a convent was sufficient. They deceived his justice by the most violent
calumnies, and painted me to his eyes with colours so black as even to make him ashamed of his goodness
and of his equity. He consented then I should be taken to Vincennes.
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Chapter 3-20
I WILL not speak here of that long persecution, which has made so much noise, through a
succession of ten years of prisons of all kinds, and of an exile almost as long, which is not yet finished, by
trials, calumnies, and all imaginable kinds of sufferings. There are facts too odious on the part of divers
persons, which charity makes me cover (and it is in this sense charity covers a multitude of sins), and others
on the part of those who, having been seduced by ill-intentioned persons, are for me respectable through
their piety and other reasons, although they have showed too bitter a zeal for things of which they had no
true knowledge. I am silent as to the one, through respect; as to the other, through charity. What I may say
is that through so long a series of crosses, with which my life has been filled, it may be conceived the
greatest were reserved for the end, and that God, who has not cast me off through his kindness, took care
not to leave the end of my life without a greater conformity with Jesus Christ. He was dragged before all
sorts of tribunals: he has done me the favour to be the same. He suffered the utmost outrages without
complaining: he has shown me the mercy of behaving similarly. How could I have done otherwise in the
view he gave me of his love and of his goodness? In this resemblance to Jesus Christ I regarded as favours
what the world regarded as strange persecutions. The inward peace and joy prevented me from seeing the
most violent persecutors other than as instruments of the justice of my God, who has always been to me so
adorable and so amiable. I was then in prison as in a place of delight and refreshment; that general privation
of all creatures giving me more opportunity of being alone with God, and the want of things which appear
most necessary making me taste an exterior poverty I could not have otherwise tasted. Thus I have regarded
all those great apparent ills, and that universal defamation, as the greatest of all blessings. It seemed to me
it was the work of God's hand, who wished to cover his tabernacle with the skins of beasts to conceal it
from the eyes of those to whom he was not willing to manifest it.
I have borne mortal debility, overwhelming, crushing, and painful illnesses without treatment.
God, not content with that, abandoned me spiritually to the greatest desolations for some months, so that I
could only say these single words: “My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?” It was at that time I
was led to take the part of God against myself, and to practise all the austerities I could think of: seeing
God and all creatures against me, I was delighted to be on their side against myself. How could I complain
of what I have suffered with a love so detached from all own interest. Should I now be interested for
myself, after having made such an entire sacrifice of that “me,” and all that concerns it? I prefer, then, to
consecrate all those sufferings by silence. If God permitted, for his glory, one day something of them to be
known, I would adore his judgments; but as for me, my part is taken in that, which regards me personally.
With regard to prayer, I must always protest of the truth of its ways. I have defended my
innocence with sufficient firmness and truth to leave no doubt in the public mind that the calumnies which
are circulated against persons whose prayer is genuine and love sincere, are false, and the talk of their
calumniators rash, and contrary to all kinds of truth and justice. The more violent the calumny, the more the
heart which loves God and whose conscience reproaches it with nothing, is happy and content. It seems that
the persecution and the calumny is a weight which sinks the soul still deeper in God, and makes her taste an
inestimable happiness. What matters to her that all creatures are let loose against her, when she is perfectly
alone with her God, and she gives him a solid testimony of her love? For when God heaps benefits upon us,
it is he who gives us marks of his own. But when we suffer what is a thousand times more terrible than
death, we give him testimonies of the fidelity of ours. So, as there is no other means of testifying to God we
love him but in bearing for his love the most terrible troubles, we are infinitely indebted to him when he
gives us the means.
But, perhaps there will be surprise that, not being willing to write any detail of the most severe
crosses of my life, I have written of those which are far less. I have had certain reasons for doing so. I have
believed myself bound to touch on some of the crosses of my youth, to make known the course of
crucifixion that God has always led me by. As to those other passages which relate to a more advanced
state of my life: since the calumnies did not concern me alone, I have felt obliged in conscience to give
details of certain facts to expose not only their falsity, but also the conduct of those through whom they
have originated, and who are the true authors of those persecutions, of which I have only been the
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accidental object; particularly in these latter times, since in reality I have been persecuted in this way only
to involve therein persons of great merit, who were out of reach by themselves, and could be attacked
personally only by mixing up their affairs with mine. I have thought, then, I should enlarge a little more in
detail on what had relation to that class of facts: and the more so, that the question being of my faith, which
they wished for that purpose to render suspected, it appeared to me of consequence to make known, at the
same time, how far I have always been from the sentiments they wish to impute to me. I have thought it due
to religion, to piety, to my friends, to my family, and to myself: but as to personal ill treatments, I have felt
bound to sacrifice them, to sanctify them by a profound silence, as I have already said.
I shall only cursorily say something of the dispositions in which I have been at the different times
of my imprisonment. During the time I was at Vincennes and M. de la Reinie interrogated me, I continued
in great peace, very content to pass my life there, if such was the will of God. I used to compose hymns,
which the maid who served me learned by heart as fast as I composed them; and we used to sing your
praise, O my God! I regarded myself as a little bird you were keeping in a cage for your pleasure, and who
ought to sing to fulfill her condition of life. The stones of my tower seemed to me rubies: that is to say, I
esteemed them more than all worldly magnificence. My joy was based on your love, O my God, and on the
pleasure of being your captive, although I made these reflections only when composing hymns. The central
depth of my heart was full of that joy which you give to those who love you, in the midst of the greatest
crosses.
This peace was spoiled for some moments by an infidelity I committed. It was considering
beforehand, one day, the answers that I should make to an interrogation that I was to be subjected to the
next day. I answered to it all astray; and God, so faithful, who had made me answer difficult and perplexed
matters with much facility and presence of mind, knew how to punish me for my forethought. He permitted
that I could with difficulty answer the most simple things, and that I remained almost without knowing
what to say. This infidelity, I say, spoiled my peace for some days; but it soon returned, and I believe, my
Lord, that you permitted this fault only to make me see the uselessness of our arrangements on such
occasions, and the security in trusting ourselves to you. Those who still depend upon human reasoning will
say, we must look beforehand and arrange; and that it is to tempt God and to expect miracles, to act
otherwise. I let others think what they please; for me, I find security only in abandoning myself to the Lord.
All scripture is full of testimonies which demand this abandonment. “Make over your trouble to the hand of
the Lord: he will act himself. Abandon yourself to his conduct: and he will himself conduct your steps.”
God has not meant to set snares for us in telling us this, and in teaching us not to premeditate our answers.
When things were carried to the greatest extremity (I was then in the Bastille), and I learned the defaming
and horrible outcry against me, I said to you, O my God, “If you desire to render me a new spectacle to
men and angels, your holy will be done. All that I ask of you is, that you save those who are yours, and do
not permit them to separate themselves. Let not the powers, principalities, sword, etc., ever separate us
from the love of God which is in Jesus Christ. For my own case, what matters it to me what men think of
me? What matters it what they make me suffer, since they cannot separate me from Jesus Christ, who is
implanted in the depth of my heart. If I displease Jesus Christ, though I should please all men, it would be
less to me than the dirt.” Let all men, therefore, despise and hate me, provided I am agreeable to him. Their
blows will polish what is defective in me, in order that I may be presented to him for whom I die every day
until he comes to consume that death. And I prayed you, O my God, to make me an offering pure and clean
in your blood, to be soon offered to you. Sometimes it seemed God placed himself on the side of men to
make me the more suffer. I was then more exercised within than from outside. Everything was against me. I
saw all men united to torment me and surprise me—every artifice and every subtility of the intellect of men
who have much of it, and who studied to that end; and I alone without help, feeling upon me the heavy
hand of God, who seemed to abandon me to myself and my own obscurity; an entire abandonment within,
without being able to help myself with my natural intellect, whose entire vivacity was deadened this long
time since I had ceased to make use of it, in order to allow myself to be led by a superior intellect; having
laboured all my 1ife to submit my mind to Jesus Christ and my reason to his guidance. During this time I
could not help myself, either with my reason, or any interior support; for I was like those who have never
experienced that admirable guidance from the goodness of God, and who have not natural intellect. When I
prayed I had only answers of death. At this time that passage of David occurred to me: “When they
persecuted me, I afflicted my soul by fasting.” I practised then, as long as my health allowed it, very
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rigorous fasts and austere penances, but all this seemed to me like burned straw. One moment of God's
conducting is a thousand times more helpful.
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Chapter 3-21
As my life has always been consecrated to the cross, no sooner had I left prison, and my mind
began to breathe again, after so many trials, than the body was overwhelmed with all sorts of infirmities,
and I have had almost continual illnesses, which brought me to death's door.
In these latter times I am able to say little or nothing of my dispositions, because my state has
become simple and invariable. The root of that state is a profound annihilation, so that I find, nothing in me
that can be named. All that I know is, that God is infinitely holy, just, good, happy: that he includes in
himself all good, and I, all wretchedness. I see nothing lower than me, nor anything more unworthy than
me. I recognize that God has given me graces capable of saving a world, and that perhaps I have paid all
with ingratitude. I say, “perhaps,” because nothing subsists in me, good or ill. The good is in God. I have
for my share only the nothing. What can I say of a state always the same, without forethought or variation;
for the dryness, if I have it, is the same to me as a state the most satisfying. All is lost in the immensity, and
I can neither will nor think. It is like a little drop of water sunk in the sea; not only is it surrounded by it, but
absorbed. In that divine immensity the soul no longer sees herself, but in God she discovers the objects,
without discerning them, otherwise than by the taste of the heart. All is darkness and obscurity as regards
her; all is light on the part of God, who does not allow her to be ignorant of anything; while she knows not
what she knows, nor how she knows it. There is there neither clamour, nor pain, nor trouble, nor pleasure,
nor uncertainty; but a perfect peace: not in herself, but in God; no interest for herself, no recollection of or
occupation with herself. This is what God is in that creature: as to her, abjectness, weakness, poverty,
without her thinking either of her abjectness or her dignity. If one believes any good in me, he is mistaken,
and does wrong to God. All good is in him, and for him. If I could have a satisfaction, it is from this, that
HE IS WHAT HE IS, and that HE WILL BE IT ALWAYS. If he saves me, it will be gratuitously; for I
have neither merit nor dignity.
I am astonished that any confidence can be felt in this “nothing.” I have said it; yet I answer what
is asked me without troubling myself whether I answer well or ill. If I say ill, I am not at all surprised; if I
say well, I do not think of attributing it to myself. I go without going, without forethought, without
knowing where I go. I wish neither to go, nor to stop myself. The will and instincts have disappeared;
poverty and nakedness is my portion. I have neither confidence nor distrust, nor in short anything,
anything, anything. If obliged to think in myself, I should probably mislead everybody, and I know neither
how I mislead them, nor what I do to mislead them. There are times I would, at the peril of a thousand
lives, that God should be known and loved. I love the Church. All that wounds her, wounds me. I fear
everything which is contrary to her; but I cannot give a name to that fear. It is like an infant at the breast,
who, without distinguishing monsters, turns away from them. I do not seek anything; but there are given
me at the instant expressions and words very forcible. If I wished to have them they would escape me, and
if I wished to recall them, the same. When I have anything to say and I am interrupted, everything is lost. I
am then like a child, from whom an apple is taken away without his perceiving it. He seeks it, and no
longer finds it. I am vexed for a moment at its being taken from me; but I immediately forget it. God keeps
me in an extreme simplicity, uprightness of heart, and largeness; so that I do not perceive these things
except in the occasions: for without an occasion stirring it I do not see anything. If one said anything to my
advantage, I should be surprised, not finding anything in myself. If one blames me the only thing I know is,
I am the same abjectness, but I do not see what they blame there. I believe it without seeing it, and
everything disappears. If I am made to reflect upon myself, I do not recognize there any good. I see all
good in God. I know he is the principle of all, and, without him, I am only a fool.
He gives me a free air, and makes me converse with persons, not according to my dispositions, but
according to what they are, giving me even natural cleverness with those who have it; and that, with an air
so free, they go away pleased. There are certain devotees whose language is for me a stammering. I do not
fear the snares they spread for me. I am not on my guard for anything, and everything goes well. I am
sometimes told, “Take care what you will say to So-and-so.” I forget it immediately, and I cannot take care.
Sometimes I am told, “You have said such-and-such a thing: those persons may put an ill interpretation on
it. You are too simple.” I believe it, but I cannot do otherwise than be simple. O carnal prudence, how
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opposed I find thee to the simplicity of Jesus Christ! I leave thee to thy partisans: as for me, my prudence,
my wisdom, is Jesus, simple and little; and though I should be Queen by changing my conduct, I could not
do it. Though my simplicity should cause me all the troubles in the world, I could not leave it.
Nothing greater than God: nothing more little than I. He is rich: I am very poor. I do not want for
anything. I do not feel need of anything. Death, life, all is alike. Eternity, time: all is eternity, all is God.
God is Love, and Love is God, and all in God, and for God. You would as soon extract light from darkness,
as anything from this “nothing.” It is a chaos without confusion. All species are outside of the “nothing;”
and the “nothing” does not admit them: thoughts only pass, nothing stops. I cannot say anything to order.
What I have written, or said, is gone: I remember it no more. It is for me as if from another person. I cannot
wish either justification or esteem. If God wills either one or the other, he will do what he shall please. It
does not concern me. That he may glorify himself by my destruction, or by reestablishing my reputation,
the one and the other is alike in the balance.
My children, I do not wish to mislead you, or not to mislead you. It is for God to enlighten you,
and to give you distaste or inclination for this “nothing,” who does not leave her place. It is an empty
beacon: one may in it light a torch. It is perhaps a false light, which may lead to the precipice. I know
nothing of it. God knows it. It is not my business. It is for you to discern that. There is nothing but to
extinguish the false light. The torch will never light itself if God does not light it. I pray God to enlighten
you always to do only his will. As for me, if you should trample me underfoot, you would only do me
justice. This is what I can say of a “nothing” that I would wish, if I was able to wish, should be eternally
forgotten. If the “Life” was not written, it would run a great chance of never being so; and yet I would
rewrite it at the least signal, without knowing why, nor what I wished to say.
Oh, my children, open your eyes to the light of truth! Holy Father, sanctify them in your truth. I
have told them your truth, since I have not spoken of myself. Your Divine Word has spoken to them by my
mouth. He alone is the truth. He has said to his Apostles, “I sanctify myself for them.” Say the same thing
to my children. Sanctify yourself in them and for them. But how reconcile your words, O my Divine Word?
You say on the one hand, “Sanctify them in your truth. Your word is truth.” On the other, “I sanctify
myself for them.” Oh, how well these two things agree! It is to be sanctified in the truth of all sanctity, to
have no other sanctity but that of Jesus Christ. May he alone be holy in us and for us. He will be holy in us
when we shall be sanctified in his truth by that experimental knowledge that to him alone belongs all
sanctity, all justice, all strength, all greatness, all power, all glory: and to us all poverty, weakness, etc. Let
us remain in our “nothing” through homage to the sanctity of God, and we shall be sanctified and instructed
by the truth. Jesus Christ will be holy for us, and will be to us everything. We shall find in him all that is
deficient in us. If we seek anything for ourselves out of him, if we seek anything in us as ours, however
holy it may appear us, we are liars, and the truth is not in us. We seduce ourselves, and we shall never be
the saints of the Lord, who, having no other sanctity but his, have renounced all usurpations, and at last
their entire SELFHOOD. Holy Father, I have replaced in your hands those whom you have given me.
Guard them in your truth, that falsehood may not approach them. It is to be in falsehood to attribute to one's
self the least thing. It is to be in falsehood to believe we are able to do anything: to hope anything from
one's self or for one's self: to believe we possess anything. Make them know, O my God, that herein is the
truth of which you are very jealous. All language which departs from this principle is falsity: he who
approaches it, approaches the truth, but he who speaks only the ALL OF GOD and the NOTHING OF
THE CREATURE is in the truth, and the truth dwells with him: because, usurpation and the selfhood
being banished from him, it is of necessity the truth dwells there. My children, receive this instruction from
your mother, and it will procure life for you. Receive it through her, not as from her or hers, but as from
God and God's. Amen, Jesus.
CONCLUSION.
I pray those who shall read this not to be angry against the persons who, through a zeal perhaps
too bitter, have pushed things so far against a woman, and a woman so submissive; because, as Tauler says,
“When God wishes to purify a soul by suffering, he would for a time cast into darkness and blindness an
infinite number of holy persons, in order they might prepare that vessel of election by rash and disparaging
judgments, that they would form against her in that state of ignorance. But at last, after having purified that
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vessel, he would sooner or later lift the bandage from their eyes, not treating with rigour a fault they would
have committed through a secret leading of his admirable providence. I say, further, that God would sooner
send an angel from heaven to dispose by tribulations that chosen vessel than to leave her without
suffering.”
December,1709.

THE END.
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